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MEETINGS OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY
REVIEW COMMISSION

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 1976

AMERICAN INDIAN
POLICY REVIEW COMMISSION,

TVa8hington, D.C.

The Commission met, pursuant to notice, at 9 :30 a.m., in room 8110,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator James Abourezk (chairman)

presiding.
Present: Senators Abourezk, Metcalf, and Hatfield; Congressmen

Yates, Meeds, and Steiger, and Commissioners Borbridge, Deer,
Bruce, Whitecrow, and Dial.

Also present: Ernest L. Stevens, staff director; Kirke Kickingbird,
general counsel ; Tom Fassett, public relations; and Max Richtman,
professional staff member.

Chairman ABOUREZR. The American Indian Policy Review Commis-

sion meeting will come to order.
We do not, at this time, have a quorum. However, there are no votes

to be taken. There is no official business to be conducted, and this is

more in the form of a hearing, specificallf with regard to trying to de-

termine task force progress.
So, we can convene because of that fact, and begin our meeting with

the assurance that other members will be drifting in as time goes on.

The Commissioners, by the way, are beginning to act like Senators,
now. For a long time, I was worried about them. They all showed up on
time and never missed a meeting.

Now, just a brief statement. I wenld like to welcome Commissioner
Ada Deer and Commissioner Louis Bruce ; and a brief statement as to
why this meeting is called.

the Commission is not entirely certain yet t f the exact progress and
of the exact direction in which the task forces are going in compiling
the reports. I think it is essential at this point for the Commission to
find out just exactly wl-ere you are headed. Because, if you are going

in the wrong direction and searching out the wrong things, there is
now time to correct that direction and change it so that we can com-
plete the reports on time. We have expressed our intention not to go
back to Congress to ask for any extension of time.

We Mtend to finish this in the time allotted by the statute. So. it
really boils down to this. That this is going to be Ole one chance of the
century for the Indian people to establish American Indian policy on
behalf of the Federal Government.
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If the Indian people miss this chance. it is not. going tacome around
/lain for quite some time. I hope that all of the task force people and
all, of the Commission will reaaze the extreme importance of getting
t s work done. I guess we all have in our minds approximately what

st be done, but of course, our job is to detemine exactly what has to
be done.

Now, the first task force that we want to hear from is task force
No. 8. Is there any representative of task force No. 8 here? Are any of

.the nienthers with you, Al?
Mr. &tux. Mr. Jim Bhtestone, our task force specialist is with us,

Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Aeoramx. I wonder if you would, as concisely as possible,

relate to the Commission some of the things that you have been doing
since you have gone into existence.

STATEMENT OF ALFRED ELGIii, CHAIRMAN, TASK FORCE NO. 8;
ACCOMPANIED EY JAMES BLUESTONE

Mr. ELGIN. As you know, our end result is going to be the final
report that will be our part of an assignment given to us by the
Commission.

Some of the areas that we are very concerned about is the non-
recognition or the noninvolvement of American people for many,
many years, as we have stated before, having little or no visibility in
the past, and having no legal basis tO be involved in many areasro&
no appropriations being set in motionthe minute legal implications.

We have st,t out, as our task force assignment, to gam that visibility,
and to have that direct contact with the constituents that wefor the
sake of the Commissionidentified as urban and rural nonreservation.

We find a strong opposition to the further dividing of those kinds
of terms. We have explained to our peoples that that has only been
given our geographic or our terminology as applied to how we would
be involved with the total Commission.

Chairman Anotnumc. 'Would you tell us, in a couple of sentences or
a short paragraph, exactly what. you believe are the objectives of your
task force? What will the rerommendation be? What. do you tItink
the objective of your task force should be?

Mr. acitx. Recognition of the base population of urban Indians;
and somehow, include into that the mechanism of service delivery
of all agencies of the Government. now.

Chairman Ant/Um:MK. Br recognition : Do you mean that they should
be recognized by the Feaeral Government as an Indian population
and Indian entity, separate and apart. from reservation Indians?

Mr. ELGIN. No: I think the jurisdiction needs to be identified here.
In many cases, we are finding thuit there is little or no jurisdiction.

Once the Indian leaves the reservation, either that Federal kind of
involvement ceases, or there is no respeet for time interedmmunicational
coordination nrooTam between Federal and State.

Once the Indian leaves the reservation, he is no longer a tribal
person. For the sake of involvement and programs, he heroines swal-
lowea up into a minoritieF, type of program involvement. And. conse-
quently. t his is a two-way street here.
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We are trying now to identify where that jurisdiction ends and
begins. A lot of this is coming back to the Sny1er Act, and whether

jor not we need new legislation or whether we ust need implementa-
tion of past legislation that has never been put into effect for many
people that are off the reservation.

Chairman ABOUBEZK. Specifically, are you talking about delivery of
Federal services What is your specific objective in regard to that
statement ?

Mr. &ow. Only that under the present authorities that full bene-
fits be given to those people that are declared to be eligible. A lot of
people are assumed to be ineligible because of the false assumption
that the Bureau of Indian Affairs take care of Indians wherever they
migjt be, and we know that not to be the fact.

airman Azommzix. You say it should be the fact and is not the
fact I

Mr. ELGIN. We are not siying that should be the fact because we
realize that the Bureau of Indian Affairs only operates under its au-
thority:, and most of that authority is on a land-based type of problem.

Chairnian Anounzzic. Has your research told you yet whether or not
the Bureau of Indian Affairs does have that statutory authority I
-Mr. &ors. Seemingly, and in hearings that we have held in our

review with certain elements of our constituents, they assume that the
Snyder Act can cover people and the Bureau has not put that into
effect yet.

Chairman ABOUREZIC. That is only in discussion with some of the
people. Now, have you had any research done on that

Mr. Mom. There is researCh being done on that now. And, what
percentage is complete, I don't know at this particular point.

Chairman ABOUREZS. So you can't show, at this time, whether or
not the MA is legally obligated?

Mr. MAIL No; that is part of the further studies. About the end
of the third quarter, that will all be coming together.

Chairman iksorrnm. All right. Have you, perhaps, looked at the
politically realistic_possibilities with regard to the delivery of services
to urban Indians/ You know, we constantly hear about this. We talk
o the ETA and Tndian Health Service about urban Indians and we

are always told there is not enough money for reservation Indians.
Reservation Indians complain if urban Indians become recognized it

will dilute the amount of money being given to reseivation Indians.
What is politically realistic in terms of delivery of services/ Say,

for examplp. health service units in the cities where there are large
Indian populations.

Have you looked into that
Mr. ELorkr. Basically,more appropriations would answer the prob-

lem of extension of services. But even basically, when you get into the
involvement of the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Office of Educa-
tion in the education kind of field, where some of Our people do not
know whether they are eligible or not, there seems to be a lot of areas
where administrative decisions alone restrict declaring people ineli-
gible. Sometimes. based upon the inadeonacy of funds. there is a higher
priority placed upon those that would be eligible inder a trust status
kind of obligation.

4
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Chairman ABOUREZK. All right. But, has your task force yet deter-
mined how Much money this would 'cost

Mr. Eumw. No sir ; we have not.
Chairman AIWA:MEM And in what cities the health setvices ought

to be?
Mr. ET.OIN. No ; we have not.
Chairman Anommzi. Do you intend to do that ?
Mr. ELGIN. Yes.
Chairman ABOUREEK. SO, roughly, your stateMent, when it. is com-

pleted, will consist of a statement of what you think the law is based
upon legal research upon what kind of health service or other Govern-
inent services should be delivered to urban Indians by the Govern-
ment under the law, and whether or not we can politically expect
appropriations to be made. Of course, to do that, we would have to
know what the cost would be, and where the urban Indian populations
are. Whether or not you ought to put, ;for example, a health service
clinic in Los Angeles, or in Reno, Nev., or wherever.

We can expect that kind of a report from you at the end of the
time ?

Mr. Lam:. Yes, sir.
Chairman ABOUREZK. With good statistical background and data

backing up all of those statements /
Mr. ELGIN. In the absence of a firm population base, the 1970 census,

so far, are the only figures that we have that has been used. However,
we are working with those communities now, trying to get service
population based on actual experience.

Yes : wetope to have those figures for you.
Chairman AnouREzk. I will tell you what would be helpful, also,

Al, as far as I am concerned, is ip have 'an official statement from the
Bureau of Indian Affairs included in your report. Staring what they
believe the law is asida from, in part, what you claim to find. And
whether or not they thiic it is feasible, so far as cost is concerned, to
deliver these services than you believe ought to be delivered.

In other words, get t ir viewpoint so that we will know what we
have to combat once come around to that.

Mr. Et,ong. e1Ti.
Chairman AB0uREzK. Do any othe: Commissioners have any other

comment ?
I would like to welcome Commissioner Adolph Dial.
Do any other Commissioners have any questions of this task force?
Commissioner BRUCE. I would like to ask a question, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Commissioner Bruce.
Commissioner BRUCE. Al. in the hearing in Phoenix a couple of

weeks ago, we had a statement made by. I think, a representative of an
organization there about opening the hearings to everyone.

Her complaint was that the urban Indian on the street was not
allowed to coLie in and testify. I don't know whether you looked at
it all, but she gave a whole paper on the lack ce planning on the part
of the task force.

We know that was not true, because you did meet with the organiza-
tions and people the Frictay before the Monday hearing.
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Did you run into that kind of a situation? The press did deny that,
and I wanted to clarify that. I wonder whether you ran into the same

thing?
Mr. Elam. Not in the same circumstances, Commissioner. We dia

run into it in Los Angeles. They changed our meeting room from the
prwer and light company to the police auditorium. We received a very

, intsty letter on that saying that we restricted a lot of people from
coming to give testimony in the police auditorium. We have not re-
/ceived-anything. similar to the.Phoenix area of the restrictiveness of

7 the man on the street.
Commissioner BRUCE. In the other hearings: Did you get any re-

quests from individuals who wanted to come up and testify ? I know

our day was filled with testimony when I was there in Phoenix. We

conldnit have taken anybody else unless we wanted to run until

midnight.
BN. ut in the other: Did you have any individuals
Mr. ELGIN*. We had ample time at the other areas. We strongly

recntmnded that the hearing was only the visible part. and one of
the. initial parts of getting involved in the communities. We nuide

certain that the word was that written testimony could be forwarded to

our-office to he included as part of our research study.
But, we had ample time in San Francisco and in Seattle.
Commissioner BRVCE. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman AnomiEzE. Commissioner Deer.
Commissioner DEER. I have several questions. I know that you have

had a lot of -experience, now, in this whole urban area, Al. Would you

tell us how you feel the work of the task force is progressing? Are
you on schedule in your own mind ?

Mr. ELGIN. I thmk that we are; yes. Most of our work will lw
based on the field hearings and the analysis, and the value of what
those field hearings give to us in the way of the commmlity and the

needs there.
Based upon that, and coupled together with the researeh being done

within the office here, I think that we are right on schedule with what

we anticipated. Some things we have not anticipated. however, is
the political kind of arena that we have gotten ourselves into.

As a task force, it is very easy to identify our kind of workload
and the things that we want to accomplish. But, at the same time,

it is hard to try to identify what the feelings, or the mood of the
Commb-sion. itself, is. Because the Commission, itself, is apart from

us as a task force. We arc only ooe integral part of that political kind

of mismatch, so to speak..
The area that we are working inthe urban areahas never be( n

touched. There are a lot of things that are variables. But as far as
our work is concerned. I think that, yes, we are rmming into areas that
we anticipated. It is now the collection of data and flip analysis of it.

and trying to somehow set in motion the cm} result of what Our report

will really bring about.
One of the conce1 ns that we do have is how forceable this report

will be in the overall Commission report that influences and sets the
policy that includes urban Indians?
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That is our concern right now. But as fgr as involvement and getting
into our area: We feel that it is going quite well.

Commissioner DEER. One of the points I see' in your report is a
description of the problems. What consideration are you giving now to
pulling these together and defining the issues? It seems to me that

iin each task force there are various ssues to be defined. In some, the
task forces will be able to get into it ; and some, they will not be able
to pt into it. It would really be important to have a clear definition
of issues, not just a description of problems.

How are you going to address that ?
Mr. Elam. One of the key words that we are getting down to right

now in our task force is jurisdiction. and if we could identify juris-
diction in terms of Indian identity.

Another of the queitions coming up is: Who is eligible for services,
and who has jurisdiction to provide those kinds of services ? On the
reservation it is clear cut as to the mechanism as to how that service
will be delivered, or their eligibility. But when it comes down to
the group that we are working with, or relating to, the question of
jurisdiction stands foremost.

'We are trying to progress by working back from that viewpoint.
A person may be eligible for services, but if there are no services made
available to take care of that need, then we nr-(1 to get into the appro-
priations and the law itself. But we are working toward that particu-
lar end of our report.

Commissioner DEER. It seems to methat this is where you could make
use of consultants. And also, in the> previous hearings that. were done
by the National Council on Indian Opportunity : Has there been a
review of those hearings? Is there a duplication of those efforts that
they have already done ?

Mr. Eunx. Perhaps Jim could address that.
Mr. BLUESTONE. Those will be part of our review and will be ac-

complished by the third quarter.
Chairman Anounr2x. I whuld like to welcome two more of our

Commissioners. Commissioner Sid Yates and Commissioner
John Borbridge.

Adolph. do you have Some questions?
Commissioner DIAL. Yes. I have a question.
Mr. Elgin, are you working with urban nonfedernlly recognized

Indian, as well as urban reservation Indians? And if not, why?
Would you comment on that, please?
Mr. Eunx. I guess the involvement that we had at the hearing

level has been a coordination of efforts. There has been testimony
that would relate to other task force work. So, in the inclusion of that,
I think that we have, been hearing some of their testinmny. It is hard
to define, though basically, we are not.

Commissioner DIAL. What are you planning to do?
Mr. ELGIN. Our plan in the f'uture is to sit down with task force

No. 1 and find out our coordinative effort, and our areas of responsi-
bility. so no one will be excluded who is not under the trust status
design.

Commissioner DIAL. Thank you.
Commissioner DrEa. T. again, would like to emphasize the impor-

tance of defining issues. One of the questions that I am getting asked,

I
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in my passing knowledge as a chairperson: What all the tribal rights
of the urban-Indian? One thing all of us have to keep in mind, as we
have our hearings and our meetings,' is that by doing this, we are
raising the expectation level of many people.

They think that by telling us, they have resolved the problem. Wo
need to ask what solution people, have. What about tribal rights for
the urban Indian I How are you going to handle that

Mr. ELGIN, We are becoming more involved with that with the
passage of Public Law 98-638 which is to strengthen tribal govern-
ment. Some of the interpretation of that, call for any person living
off the reservation has to identify with a tribal government or some-
how relate in that regard to be eligible for services.

So, these are questions that are beltig posed by people. We are ask-
ing people in that regard: Now do we really identify with a tribal
government, per se Flow do we beeome more involved with the pro-
grams that &dare eligibilit3 an those kind of statutes I

The contract services under Indian Health Services, and other areas,
are related to that interim ifivolvement. That goes on further to say
about the jurisdictional level. Who has jurisdiction? Who is declared
to be eligible?

We are running into those problems. At this particular point, we
have no clearcut answers. But we are getting a lot of feed in and there
is a lot of comment being handled inthat area.

Just yestArday, in our Billings hearing, the Chippewa's testified on
their projolem uf having been off reservation and been declared ineligi-
ble for Orvices because of their status. They had not been living on
their land base for the last year. They

i
are very intent on finding out

what their eligibility is, and what their status s in relation to their
tribal government.

Commissioner BRUCE. Al, you had a lot of key questions here that
I am sure you are looking into in your report. What is Federal recog-
nAion 11 Anil what is trust responsibility Also, you sent out a question-
naire. What response have you had from that questionnaire

Mr. Emu:. Yes. We sent out two -questionnaires: (1) an organiza-
tional questiennaire defining the status 'of certain area profiles and
their involvement with the Government policies; Rnd (2) an individ-
ual questionnaire as to what the individual has been involved with in
the policies of the Government.

We have not received an adequate response to that as yet to deter-
mine what that will be. But as we go from hearing to hearing, those
questionnaires are being filled 'out, and at a later date, we will have
more knowledge as to what the answers are to some of those questions.

Commissioner BRUCE. In your report you say the overall progress
is 30 percent. Does that cover everything, to this point, as far as the
task force is concerned I

Mr. MAIN. Jim would, have a better knowledge of that,
Commissioner.

Mr. BLUESTONE. The overall status of the task force progress is
33.a percent.

Commissioner BRUCE. Ts what?
Mr. BLUESTONE. Thirty-four percent of the task force objectives

that we have set out in our scope and plan of work.
Commissioner BRUCE. You have one listed at 10 percent.

4



Mr. BLUESTONE. These are secondary objectives. I think on Febru-
ary 0, we assigned a consultant to yvork on our secondary objectives.
One of the impact studies of the BTA appointment.

Commissioner BRIME. SO y011 jUSt started on it?
Mr. BLUESTONE. Right. We just started on it February 6.
Chairman ABOUREEK. Jqhn or Sid: Do you have any questions?
Congressni,In YA I think it is a little early for questions. I don 't

mean t4)day, hut theyarejust starting the work. I notice, Mr. Chair-
man, that in the hearingof the Appropriations Subcommittee on the
Department of the Interior for 1975, I had some conversations with
Ms. Hanson. who was then the chairman of the subcommitte6 about
the. urban Indian. The disagreement we had at that time was the at-
titude on the coverage of urban Indians with the benefits that were
available on reservations. Ms. Hanson decided, at that time, that the
funds we were appropriating went to the reservation Indians and
none went to the 'R. IA. It went to the nonurban Indian.

wonder whether that is still the same situation? I am trying to
change it. as the suecessor of Ms. Hanson, but I wonder what the task
force has experienced in this connection, and whether you have had
any experiences yet that you ean relate to us?

Mr. ELGIN. Yesterday, in our hearings in Billings. this particular
quePtion came upwith regard to the involvement of HEW, the OfPe
of Eduention. Appropriations, and the Bureau of Indian Affairs,
TTigher Education Branchabout the involvement. Sometimes there
is dual. And so far there is no involvement at all in some Cases.

But according to their statement yesterday. Even if some. of the
off-reservation people were declared to be eligible for services under
the 1311 grants, they were fifth in priority. And when it came down to
the actual appropriations and being involved in the program, they 4

were so far down the priority list that. no moneys were available.
That is just on, involvement a we heard testimony yesterday.
Congressman Yxres. As we brought our appropriation's bill

throne:1i the House Approprlations Committee, we mode funds avail-
able for the treatment of urban Indians in separate clinics in some of
the cit ies.

Tn making funds available for clinics in Seattle and Minneapolis.
and a few of the other cities, members of the committee asked me why
Indians do not go to the regular HEW clinics that were available for
those who could not go to other facilities.

T represented to the committee at that time. that Indians just didn't
feel comfortable in going to the HEW clinic. That there was a special
need for the Indian clinic. I think that it was accepted by the members
of my committee, and if. wasn't- raised on the floor when the bill was
presented.

But. T think this is one thing that you might want to keep in mind
as you proceed with your work. You will have to identify a need for
urban clinic. for Indians. separate and apart from those that are used
by other iwople.

Mr. EMIN. The other part. of the dea to the statement I just made
is: In many instances there is no clear-cut policy as to how or whether
urban Tndians will he included or not included. Mainly, administra-
tive dcicisions at many levels.
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Congressman YATES: I think that is true, and I think the force of our
, committee has persuaded the BIA to move in that direction rather

than requiring the urban Indians to use available clinics.
And I believe it is going _to move.
Chairman Asorranzz. What day is your report duel Do you recall

the date I
Mr. ELors. August 17.
Chairman ABOUREZIE. Your final report is due August 171
Mr.,ELonv. Yes.
Chairman ABOUREZZ Do you foresee any problems in having it

completed by then?
EtAnx. Our main field of -work will be concluded by the middle

part-of April, and we don't see any difficulty with that date.
Chairman Anotamiii. Middle part of April I
Mr. EIXIIN. Yes, sir.
Chairman Am:rum OR. In listening to the other Commissioners

c, questions here I guess just to summarize them, this is not specifically.
directed towaixi you and your task force, but as a general positiori
using just examples from your task force.

It would be good for the task forces to find out what the rights are
of the Indian people by going to the law and having legal research.
You have got that underway

Mr. MAIN. Yes, sir.
Chairman ABOUREZK. What are their rights as urban Inilians? What

are their rights as reservation Indians? What rights has Adabrought
up? What rights do they have, back on the reservation?

It may be that you will determine that the only feasible kind of
-Federal service that can be delivered for urban Indians is health care.
it may be that there is something else that can be feasibly provided.
We don't know until you finish the research.

Congressman YATEs; What about education, at least, in some of the
cities in the West?

Chairman ABOUREZR. That is a possibility that that can be one, and
maybe the money might. be expanded.

Congressman 'YATES. We encountered that yesterday in committee.
There are two, apparently, coordinated acts. the first act provides for
Indian education: and then Public Law 93-638 came along. And BIA.
is now holding up funds for four Indian schools in rizon a. and in
New Niexieo because they are not sure. how or whether y are allowed
to fund under Public Law 93-638 until funds of the tir allocations
are first distributed.

We are presented with questions of whether there ought to be a
rescission of the money we made available for the four schools.

So. I think they are going to encounter this as well.
Chairman ABOrREZK. That is true. You might have to determine

some of the urban areas and whether there will he any new laws with
regard to impact aid for education. For example: We are having a
prnbkm in South Dakota on the Johnson-O'Malley schools that have
a sizable Indian population that do not qualify lor basic operating
expenws. even though they might need basic operating expenses be-
cause of a lack of tax base.
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In that event, we will need a new Federal impact law to provide for
the first student. contri1;ation from the Government to those school
districts to help in the basic operation. Johnson-O'Malley, as you
know, is specifically for Indian education, and that would be provided
on top of that. But, nevertheless, you would find out what their rights
are. You would find out what the Indian's problems are in the cities,
and try to match the two as best you can.

In a general sense, that is about it.
Does anybody disagree with that statement
Then provide us with a factual recommendation of what the rights

are with a good well-documented record of what the Indians, them-
selves, say their problems are, because we are going to have to present
all this to Congress.

When your report comes in, We have to have that documentation.
And if we are expected to act legislatively on the Commission's re-
port, then what we want to avoid is once we get that. report, we don't
want to go through another 5 years of hearings to obtain all that
information.

Of course, that is why we have the Commission itself and the task
forces; just to obtain that, information for us. You, in effect, are acting
as a congressional subcommittee, informally, trying to bring in the
documentation to back up the past legislation arid the total end result
will be a recommendation to Crongress as to what it should do. It will
be the new Indian policy for the United States.

Do you have any questions? I guess we should ask you. Do you have
anything you want to ask about what you might, be doing or might
not be doing?

Mr. ELGIN. One concern that we have in facing the people that
we have been in contact with is to qualify what we are doing. It seems
like a lot of our people are very concerned that there have been too
many task forces in the past that have produced nothing. We have
been.doing our best to try to convince them that we are different..

And second, is the documentation of fact. A lot of people mistake,
documentation for, just orally, reciting their problems. We are having
a little difficulty in identifying how do you get people to document
facts?

As you know, many of our people are involved with Government,
and you don't really bite the hand that feeds you. Because, in some
cases. their contracts are on the line. Department of Labor contracts,
and other kind of contracts that people are not very free to say what
the real problems are unless we go back and talk about the sta.toment
of facts and the documentation of how contracts were sublet, or
whatever.

And so. it is not a very easy task in some regards. But we are work-
ing toward that end of proper documentation.

Chairman Anornnic. OK. Are there any other question,. then, of
this task force? If not, T want. to express my thanks to you and we
look forward to your final report.

Mr. MAIN. Thank you.
Chairman AllornEZIC Before we call up task force No. 1, T want

to make an ann;:unccment. I am calling. for the first time in the life
of the Commission, a set of hearings to be hoid by the fidl Commission.

1 4
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I have determined that there are two major areas that are covered by
task forces, but that are, in my view, so major that the full Commission

ought to conduct hearings ofthese two important areas.
One of them is reservation development and the other one is the

structure of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Structure in the place and

the u iverse of where the Bureau of Indian Affairs ought to be. Be-

cause those two things, I think, determine more the quality of life of
Indian people than anything else.

So, the first set of hearings that we have obtained dates for
Congregimart YATES. Mr. Chairman, what do you mean by reaerva-

tion development f
Chairman ABOUREZIC. Reservation industrial development, job

development.
Congressman YATES. Economic development?
Chairman Anotrazzs. Economic development. Right.
I have obtained a date for the first hearing whieh will be May 8

this year, in Denver, Colo. We don't have a room yet. So the subject
of the hearings will be the structure of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
At that time, we intend to hear testimony from Indians all throughout
the country on what they believe the BIA ought to be doing. Whether
it ought to be under the Department of the Interior; whether it ought

to be, in fact, within the jurisdiction of the Interior Commi:tees of the
Congress; or a specialcommittee ;.or whatever.

iire intend to set up those hearings in advance and obtain testimony
with that objective in mind. We will put out a formal announcement
at a later time when we get the room and specific times. And then,
when we clear dates for the other hearings, we intend to hold those
somewhere in the Southwest as soon as we can get the dates cleared
for thb hearings on reservation development.

Will task force No. 1Hank, are you the only representative? Do
you have anybody else with you

I understand that your specialist has resigned. Is that correct
Mr. ADAMS. That is correct, and he will be on staff until the end

of February.
Chairman ABOUREM. Is that a specialist you have with you here ?

Mr. ADAMS. This is one of our research assistants, Kevin (lover. We
have another research assistant, Bill Johnson, and we will be adding
to our staff. I am requesting the Commissionand I will do this in
writingthat we not fill the specialist position but we just bring on
additional research and secretarial people.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Hank, first of all. I want toon behalf of
our Commissionexpress our gratitude to Bruce Davies. the specialist
who has done good work with your task force. We regret his

resignation.
Mr. ADAMS. In that same regard, T would express the task force's

appreciation to Bruce for his valuable work for the task force and
the Commission.

Chairman Anounnit. Now. Hank, to begin your report to the
Commission today, I wonder if I might ask von, as r h tve asked and
I will ask all the task forces, to state first of all what you believe the
objective of your task force to be, and how you are carrying that
objective so far as providing us with a report.

c
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STATEMENT OF HANK ADAMS, CHAIRMAN, TASK FORCE NO. 1,
ACCOMPANIED BY KEVIN GOVER AND BILL JOHNSON

Mr. ADAMS. Essentially, what our task force has been involved with
is the determination of just what the rights of the Indian people are.
Their sovereign rights, their political rights, and what is the character
of obligations owed to Indian people in their unique relationship with
the United States, a rather unique relationship, perhaps without par-
allel between any other two peoples in the world.

So, we are studying, first, what are those rights in a definitive way.
Second, more or less trying to determine what the implications are
for the national commitments to Indian people. for the future, and
what the rights of Indian people are to a future in this country.

Essentially, we are narrowing down to a series of legal dAnitions.
We are also looking at what is necessary to allow Indian people a fu-
ture. Where, really, it is necessary to give permanency to Indian life in
the United States

Chairman ABOVREZK. In your search to find out what the rights are
of the Indian people: Are you basing that search more on the treaty
agreements between the United States and the Indian people, or do
you go beyond that I

Mr. A1)AM:4. We go beyond that to the development of the relation-
ships, the difficulty of the relationship between Indian people in Euro-
pean nations before there was a United States. and just what were the
principles of law and legal practice that joined Indian people in a
relationship with the United States at the point of independence. .

So. we do find, and we have developed pretty much on the legal prin-
ciples. almost a bill of rights for Indian nations that existed at the
time of the formation of the United States. They are the legal prin-
ciples that were relied upon by the founders of the nationsthe U.S.
Supreme Court in its decision and starting to develop the doctrine of
Indian rights. It goes to questions of sovereignty. It goes to questions
of the national character of Indian people: their ri;e to economic in-
dependence, and in forming a protectorate or trust relationship.

It becomes an obligation to effect some other objective than the
structure of the people.

Chairman ABOITREZK. I hope that in your report. you will be able to
make the distinction with respect to a question I ani often asked and
I think everybody else gets asked the same question.

Why not have a "Bureau of Black Affairs" and why not have a
"Buren', of Chieano.Affairs"? Why do we have to have, specifically, a
Bureau of Indian Affairs? It is an argument that is brought up and
it needs answering everytime it is brought up. I hope you will provide
the Commission with that answer in your report. To make and to ex-
plain why other minority groups, for example. do not have this unique
relationship vis-a-vis the Federal Government.

What is the date of filing of your final report ?
Mr. ADA ms. July 21. 19M.
( irman Aitomirztc. 1)0 you see any problems with having t lw re-

port into us by that date?
Mr. Ap...Nis. No: we don't. We have advanced the deadline f0r our-

selves to give us some heading on t ime.

1 6
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Chairman Asotruzzs. Are there any other questions by Commission

members
Congressman YATEs. Mr. Chairman, how much work have you done

with the question of trust responsibility I This is of particular interest
to me. I was asked by the Secretary of the Interior about it and by the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, when he comes in. I really never get

a precise definition.
Are you interesting yourselves on a real definition of what the trust

responsibility is of the United States?
Mr. ADAMS. Yes; we are. X think we may provide a most comprehen.

sive and definitive statement of what trust responsibilities are and
where the groups really lie. Just in the past year, in 1975, you had
Federal .eourts of appeal on two ends of the continent giving com-
pletely different descriptions of the trust responsibilities; trust rela-
tionship; where it originated; and what the character of that trust
relationship is.

You have almost a redefinition of trust responsibilities in the Bureau

of Indian Affairs, and in the Department of the Interior. Unfortu-
nately, these definitions have often reflected on the policies of the mo-

ment that has mitigated against standing clear a definition of trust
responsibilities.

Congressiian YATES. Is either of those cases going to the Supreme

Court I
Mr. ADAMS. They most likely will. One is a zoning case, and the

ether is a case in Maine which says that the tnist relatonship was es-

tablished to all Indians in the United States by virtue of the First
Indian Trade Act of 1787 or 1789. And the other court says that the
trust responsibility to trust relationship is a legal fiction judicially
created and then passed back and forth between Congress and the

courts to develop a concept that this country has, or just a mish-mash

of complications.
Congressman YATES. Has the Congress ever declared that a trust

relationship exists?
Mr. ADAMS. Yes; it has by giving form to trust relationships rather

than, say, having an origin. Justice Marshall's analogy that it was like

a trust relationship in a decision in 1831 or 1832. You have some of

the first treaties with tribal funds going into the Treasury of the Uniteu

States to be held in trust, and the treaty with the Cherokees
Congressman YATES. Hank, do you have a brief on this yet ? Is there

something I can read ?
Mr. Aniods. I did send some of the descriptions of trust responsibili-

ties over to your office. However, I sent you just a range of the differ-
ing statements. We haven't formulated the outline of how we are go-
ing to go. But we do go back to origin in the colonial period when there

were some specific standards on trust responsibility, even to providing
lawyer3 to the Indians of New York and a couple of other States. to
protect their interests both against non-Indians in the community, but
also. to protect their interest against the trustees that were established.

Congressman YATES. What about the Supreme Court. cases?
Mr. ADAMS. Here again, you get some very difficult documents to

deal with in relation to trust responsibilities. In fact, a claim of the
power that arises with trust responsibilities in a case, 1902, I think,

92-595--77-----2
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Lone Wolf v. Ilitelworle, where, in the name of trust responsibility,
the Supreme Court said what the duties were to carry out the trust
responsibilities, arose the power that allowed Congress to potentially
abrogate treaties at will.

So, you have situations where trust responsibility becomes the most
destructive element to treaties. We think that any competent review of
that by the Supreme Court, at this point, would probably rule out the
view that came before the court or was issued by the court at that
point.

Congressman YATES. Will that question be presented in either of
the two cases you cited as having come from the cOurts of appeal?

Mr. ADAMS. No, it won't, I don't think. The Agua Caliente case
doesn't have a treaty involved. You do have a treaty involved in the
other case, but it is not at issue. It is just an issue o'f whether a. trust
relationship has been 'passed between the Passamaquoddys ana the
United States.

Congressman YATEs. Will ;you address yourself to the bill that has
been filed in Congress to establish a trust council?

Mr. ADAMS. Yes; we will. I think we are getting a lot of adverse
reaction from Indian tribes relating to trust council authority as being
inadequate. We will delis as to both powers and some other aspects.
We think we will be advocating some oth.r form of protective agency.

Congressman Yivrlis. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman A MURE7.1c. Any other questions?
Commissioner DEER. I notice that you have had a delay in your re-

port. because of the hearings. The first question that comes to mv mind
is: Do Indian people, themselves, understand what the trust relation-
ship is?

Mr. ADAMS. I think much of that conws from the U.S. Government.
wonld like to add something relating to the prior task force that

came before us.
When you are talking about urban Indians, you are dismissing them

frequently on a que,:tion of el.gibility. We are finding on reservations
where there is no denial of eligibility, that there is a very large denial
of services. Like on the reservations where we were last week: You
have villages that are larger than 75 percent of the reservation popu-
lations in the country who get no services whatsoever.

We find them with no water sources within miles. We find them
without housing. That in the face of all their eligibilities, we find them
with not hinp% This is part of the issue that you have to address when
you are bouncing people around on the question of eligibility.

'rake the Yakima for instance. They have a population of 10,000
aml one-third of their people are off in cities away from tlwir reserva-
tion. It is a real drain on their tribal budget to care for their people
who are away from their reservation, as well as to care for Indians of
a comparable nunther---some 3,500 from other reservatimsto serve
them and their tribal resources under an open-door policy and the
policy of caring.

These are issues that seem to relate, primarily, to reservation In-
dians. I think that is a real misconception. We are getting very thor-
oughly involved With Indians who are away from their reservations
and in cities.
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Commissioner BOEBRIDGE. Mr. Chairman, I would assume that in
your coordination with task force No. 3, y. are not only review-
ing policy, as policy has been announced and as it has been im-
plemented or not implemented, but also, you are examining at that
same review those areas where the Bureau, for reasons of its own, has
simply taken a ve7 reluctant role and chosen, in some instances, not
to be an advocate. Just as one example.

We have found that whenever there are funds that, in this instance,
belong to Alaska Indians and are to be deposited in the Treasury of
the United States, the Bureau takes a very serious position of insist-
ing, as much as possibletthat interest not be paid in certain instances
on the basis that this might be construed as an expansion of a trust
relationship and, that the Bureau does not want to engage in an ex-
pansion of a trust relationship. Although I have felt they very often
don't want to define it either. But in your review, you will not only be
reviewing the actual policies as implemented, but you will have an
opportumtv to note those areas where the. Bureau simply has not
moved in. 'Where, in the opinion of your task forcet there are some
very obvious things that could have been done in this direction.

Mr. ADAMS. Yes; this is correct One thin.g that is true about a truSt
relationship is that there are some legal obligations that aren't sup-
posed to be just discretionary or matters of policy.

Like, if it were pure contract law, the Bureau would be less able to
break these specific obligations of that contract. There are specific
obligations coming with the trust responsibilities that the Bureau
never carried out, and you are citing one instance. An instance that,
unfortunately, has only found remed.y in courts of claims and in the
Indian Claims Commission.

But, this is one of the things we are doing. We are looking for some
alternative to developing claims and methods of dealing with the ob-
ligations, and the problems now. And a 100 years from now saying,
you owe us that interest that you denied.

Commissioner BORBRIDGE. I would hope that in the work that is done
by the task force that you are chairing now, and also, task force No. 3,

that while we are examining the technical aspects of the obligatien
under law . which are very strictly defined by the Federal Government
and implemented by the I3ureau of Indian Affairs, that there will be

an examination then, andperhaps some conclusions on a broader scale
which, in my view, pertains to the matter of advocacy af the Indian
interests as you have noted.

With respect to contract negotiations, my experience has been that

we, the Indians, and the Bureau assume a very odd relationship. It

has been reluctantly acknowledged that there is an opportunity to con-

tract. Then, at the negotiation process, the Bureau takes the position
and in order to try to negotiate, perhaps, as strong as possible or if

there is a question of definition of a specific responsibility based on

legal definition, again the Bureau has shown a decided propensity to

take an adversary position in that instance.
I hope, as you Indicate, there is now a very precise definition and

analysis of the obligations that the Bureau has under law. That the
broader question of the failure or success of the Bureau as an advocate

of the Indians is not overlooked.
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It may not be tedmical, but it certainly is an all-pervading,issue I
think.

Mr. ADAMS. I would like to raise another issue that is very pressing
now in the country whieh relates to trust responsibility. It is just the
denial of serviees through personnel ceilings. 'I'lw impoundment of
funds. Persomwl ceilings that deny the 3 million acre, 11,000 to 13,000
Papago Tribe from having a more pernmnent

Congressman Yxr Es. Who imposes those?
Mr. ADAMS. It is mostly the Office-of Management and Budget that

is preventing the Yakima Tribe and the management of their board.
Personnel treatments am annually losing more than $61/2 million be-
cause they can't manage with those limited personnel who have the
trust responsibility for managing and making sales.

Congressman YATES. How is that money lost
Mr. ADAms. It is lost, through failing to cut trees that should be ent.

It is lost by failing to bring in the management personnel for identify-
ing trees that should be thinned. Commercial thinning in order to give
greater growth to the forest.

You have a comparable forest, national forest, just adjaeent there.
'They have twice the personnel just for managenwnt purposes, and, it
has a smaller yield of timber. But on the personnel comparisons of
what the United States is doing with its resources and what is being
allowed for tribes, you can see a great economic loss and a great
future loss to the foi est production.

Chairman ABOURE7.K. I just want to make one comment, and this
gms for all the task forces.

That when you do file your final report, I think what is espec:ally
important is that you have specific legislat ive recommendations wnieh
are needed to carry out the objectives of your particular area. A nd
in a form that we can take to the legislative counsel and have drafted
into law. You don't need to put in th e. technical language, but you nesld
to state what lfgislation must be drafted in order to aceomplish whht-
ever the purpose is that our task force has set out to achieve.

I won't need to my that for all the 'ask forces, but I hope yoi, all
understand that.

Commissioner Bruce?
Commissioner 13aucE. Hank, you are doing some studies in the area

of forestry?
Mr. ADAMS. Yes; first we are doing a stmly on the reservation, aml

we are doing a study on the adjacent national forest lands. We are
doing some cost comparisons and some economic contribut ions to the
local comniunities or coimties, and just seeing who is getting the
benefit of what rec4o1i rees.

We are then going to 15 other major forest-produeing reservations
in the country for addit ional comparative data on management prac-
tices1 and on the economies of the forests. There is a wide range of
situations and conditions, but we find a total betrayal of trust respon-
sibilities and commonsense in a number of them.

Commissioner BRUCE. Are you working closely with Task na.ce
No. L I think it is?

Mr. ADA v s. We are Task Foree No. 1.
Cmninissioner- Havel.% The structure of what the total involvement

of Indians ought to be, and I think it ties right in with

20
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Mr. ADAMS. Federal administration?
COIRMissiOner BRUCE. Yes.
Mr. ADAMS. We are working on some of these same issues that We

have had some contact at the task force member level. We are getting
somewhat involved with administration, because we find many people
in the Bureau, as well as many Indian people testifying that the BIA

is not structured to carry out the responsibilities that we are setting.
We find that, say, for the Navajo Reservation, the Management

Division has 12 employees. Sixty percent of them are clerks and none

of them have any professional capacity to supervise, say, the $23
million resources that are being released every year under the contract
and there are losses.

It is a tremendous loss to the Navajo Tribe.
Commissioner WHITECROW. Hank, with r-gard to a letter that you

wrote on February 9 to the chairman concerning a letter that you
received from Congrressman AuCoin and I am assuming that has to do
with huntin,g and fishing rights, particularly in our areas of concern

in the Northwest.
The content of your letter gives me the impression that we seem to

be having some difficulty, in the local area there in regard to hunting
and fishing rights. And I was wondering if you are actually receiving

any opposition to the gathering of data ancl the gathering of infor-
mation in the area of hunting, fishing, and water rirsits.

Mr. Aim:vs. In the area of hunting and fishing rights: We have 400
barrels of documents that are very current and up to date as recent as
last. week. We are not encountering any difficulty from Cie drives. We
have yet to receive certain information from the States there.

In reference to that particular letter, there is a blackmail effect that
is being asserted against a restoration of the Siletz Indians who were
terminated in the early 1950's, saying that they don't disclaim forever
their hunting and fisling rights. Or, if we don't get some action
agliinst the treatyreserve rights of Indians in this areathen we are
going to stand against the restoration of this Indian tribe.

There is very strong political pressure to abrogate treaties relating
to hunting and fishing across the northern plains, the Pacific North-

< west down into California, or to buy Indians out where they possess
rights.

One of the most racist situations that we are confronting is in the
Neifie Northwest, an ,. we are confronting it on the water rights in
Arizona where you have a very small percentage. A fraction of 1
percent of non-Indian users of resource commercial fish in the North.
west. They had the usable water in tbe Southwest. You have less than
1 percent of white people claiming a right in behalf of non-Indian
nonusers of that resource.

So, you have 6,000 commercial white fishermen in the States of
Washington an,1 ')regon saying that, because they are white and 99
percent of the p pulation is white, that they should have 99 percent
of the resource. The same argument is being made in Arizona and
New Mexico by a handful of non-Indian farmers who think they
should have 99 percent of the water.

Commissioner WurrEcuow. From the standpoint of my personal in-

volvement with this Commission. 1 would like to request, that you and
each of the other task forces give this a very, very sincere approach.
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A very sincere and thorough study because I certainly am sure this.
Commission would want to make recommendations that will be uni-
formly acceptable and will be equitable in the extent and utilization
of water, limiting, and fishing rights.

Mr. LAMS. I would note in the Congressman's letter, he reflected
part of the problem where he referred to the Indians' claim to superior
rights and uses these emotional code words that, you know, betray that
understanding of the problems or the facts.

Essentially, when the tribes in the Northwest are claiming In equal
right with the State of Washington, they are coequal sovereigns
related to that resource, and to argue there are superior rights distorts
the issue. The U.S. Supreme Court, this month or in January, did
uphold the treaty rights, and they are standing as coequal with the
State in relation to these resources.

Commissioner DIAL. Are you far enough along to know how your
budget is working out, Mr. Adams ?

Mr. ADAMS. At this point. I think if I keep losing staffno. We
projected earlier that we would come in under budget. We would come
in around $100.000, and we are pretty much on that projection. The
other two members of.the task force have budgeted their time. for the
final 4 months of the other task force, and we will undoubtedly be
needing to bring on some additional staff to work with us during that
eriod when they will be here in D.C. working on a final report.

So, I think we are just about on budget. Our time is budgeted dif-
ferent than our money so that the percentages on the exhausted budget
are not an accurate reflection of where we are, or where we are going

go.
Additionally, the last accounting doesn't account. for certain. census

that occurred in January for several reasons.
Commissioner WurrEcnow. Mr. Adams, are you also receiving pretty

good coordination within the. Commission structure with other task
forces? Are you finding that all of your personnel, within our task
force operation, are cooperative and are willing to expend all of the
time and effort necessary to aecomplish the objective of the task force?

Mr. ADAMS. Yes. I think that has been true in the past. its far as our
own task force and personnel, especially. Others have liven concerned.
I think it will be true in the future. There have I.wen some problems
that. are. noted in t he quarterly reports from t hue to t line, an infrequent
failure to recognize that our task force was structured different from
some of the other task forces.

Commissioner WnrrEcnow. Are. you having anv trouble with getting
all ofyour task force members to attend meet ings'?

Mr. ApAms. No. Not in context with our planning. Tlwre Iris been
no difficulty. We try to assign different regional areas to different
members of the tack*force. So, that when their seheditles occur in that.
particular region the person wlm is nsAgned ila area will make the
first attempt to cover it. and if he can't cover it then. one or the other
of the two of us will,

So, there has been no problem in calling a teet ings or get t ing together
when we have needed to.

Commissioner WityrEcnow. Thank you.

2 4,"
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Commissioner DEER. What has been the reception in the hearings
. that you held? Do you feel that people who have testified have given
adequate documentation, have shared information freely, have held
back, or what ?

Mr. AnAms. I have been fairly pleased with the amount of prepara-
tion that has been put into these statements that have been offered t o
us. We have found tribes, just opening their accounting books to us.
Thei have been opening their files to us.

The .one thing that we try to be careful not to do is to try and make
demands for information ihat we can secure easily from some of the
tribes. Particularly information that is held back here or in one of
the Federal agencies.

There has been fairly good reception. We had one problem in con-
flicts of -scheduling in Reno, Nev., where we didn't get a full comple-
ment of witnesses that we wanted. But we did have statements from
the largest tribe in the State as well as the six local colonies. But, there
was just one statement that was fairly well dommented. It was really
great inforination and -when I got back here to District of Columbia,
I found a GAO report that it had come from, almost word for word.

But ether than that, there has been an effort and some real labor put
into putting statements together. The Navajo Tribal Council in our
Window Rock bearing, gave us pretty much all the different divisional
heads and provided them to present testimony. All of them had fairly
well documented statements.

In Sacramento, Calif., from terminated Indians to sonie of the
Indians who have been forced out from coloniesbecause white people
denied them accesshad fairly good documentation facts, and nar-
rowed their issues to, generally, the things we wished to learn about.

COMMissiontr DEM. I wouid like to encourage all the task force
people, or task force chairmen to get solutions to problems. In one
hearing that I attended there was a listing of the problems. and then
when I asked what could be done to solve some of the problems, there
were no solutions suggested.

Now, in your reported area of trust, have the witnesses conie forward
to suggest solutions RS to how this problem could be resolved?

Mr. Ap.%Ms. Yes. There have been suggested solutions. Some, for
instance, wanting a new structure and having a direct tie with Con-
gress. It has been indicated to say that the add-on proces-: of budget-
making for these days was the only chance that the tribe had to present
their eases and issues to the Congress.

I would prefer that the Interior Department just make the ease for
their program requests, and so forth. There was n statement. On the
structere of the Executive Office to the President. or of sonic type of
tieup where they would be able to judge OMB's handling of budget
issues relating to trust re.sponsibilities and the fulfillment Of it
going on.

So there have been suggested solutions and there arc a lot of solu-
tions that, T think. are quite obvious. A nunilwr of people recognize.
that there are a lot of really easy solutions that just aren't being. used.

Chairman ABormzic. All right. I want to express my thanks. Hank,
to you and your task force.
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Ta:-k Force No. 10, Jojo Hunt.
Before you begin, in order to complete this meeting today, I don't

think we are going to be able to take a lunch break. So I want to just
advise everybody that if your task force is due up, if you believe the
time is going to be about lunch time, you might. want to go down and
grab lunch a little later on; or wait until after you have completed
your testimony here before you eat lunch.

I would like to ask the Commission, so that we cim continue running
through here, we can kind of breakup and half of us eat lunch, for
whatever time it takes, and the other half go and then come back.

Is that_permissible with everybody so that we don't run too late
tonight ? Does anybody have any pradems with that? Do any of thi
task forces have any problems with that ?

OK. So we will just kind of play it by ear and continue on.
Jojo. .uith respect. to the 'Task Force on Terminated and Non-

*federally Recognized Tribes, the first question I want to ask is: What
have you established as the objective of your task force for filing your
repori ?

STATEMENT OF MS. JOIO HUNT, CHAIRWOMAN, TASK FORCE NO.
10, ACCOMPANIED EY JOHN STEVENS

'Ars. IIrx.r. We believe that the objectives of the Task Force on
Terminated and Nonfederally Recognized Tribes are to define the
rights of terminated and nonfederally,T.ecognized Indians.

We are also charged with an assessment. of needs for those people
who, ill Our minds. we. really cannot do an'adequate job on. We will.
indeed. survey conditions rather than what. one would consider a real
assessment of. need.

Chairman ABOVREZIK. What does that mean. "survey conditions"?
MS. Hr-ST. We have hearings and site v isits scheduled in conjunc-

t ion with a questionnaire.
Chairman Attiway.z.K. IIave you done the site visits yet ?
Nfs. I11xT. We have done a few site visits in conjunction with the

\CAI ponventions. 'We have through May. multiple days of hearings
and site visits to get from the people what they believe their needs are
and to tind out from them what the conditions are that they live under.

niairman Anornmx. All right. It is essential, since you are talking
a1 'out. perluips, finding out if their needs are Federal recogi.:tion. and
for these tribes to he broup-ht into the trust status, I assunne that is
one of the things you are going to be looking at.

If you are providing that as an alternative to the Conmlission. then
there should also be a reasonalii), statistically based estimate of cost to
t he Federal Government of that action. I am sure we are going to need
to know that.

Ms. lh-NT. We are working on a projection of cost. We will try to be
as accnrate and as complete us possible.

(liairtuan Anot,-aEzk. OK. 'Filen you will also identify, for the Com-
mission. where these. particular tribes are. The terminated and non-
federa liv recognized tribes and their population mimbers. The whole
deniographics. right ?

M. HUNT. Yes.
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might add to this answer that we have experienced great difficulty

in locating terminated and nonfederally recognized group's.
Now, in the Senate report on the Bridgeport Colony, and the report

filed by the inferior Committee on the Bridgeport Indian Colony
bill, there was a list of groups which are not eligible for BIA serv-
ices Now, we have a list of groups but we don't have contact people.

So, we are in the process of doing that. We have a fairly large
mailing list now. But just this week, we have found three or fon Nether
tribes or communities that we have to get in touch with and we this
far along. It is really a difficult chore without having any kind ( f work
done prior to this ta'sk force. coining on board.

We did get the mailing list out. Through sonie of the organi. ations,

like the Coalition of Eastern Native-American Natives. mid also

through the Governor's offices and State Indian Commission officers,

we have been able to locate some tribes, bands, and gmups, am' ontact
peopk for them.

So that after we got that infornmtion, we got questionnai out
to each of them. We sent out approximately 135 conummity ques-
tionnaires. These were divided into three parts. The first part being
simply the name and officers of that particular community, tout also.

other groups or communities, tribes, what have you, in their immediate

area.
SO, we tried to do that to get some other people oat in the field;

other people similarly situated. We have at least 60 part A returns
now. 4

Chairman AikounEzx. All right. Will you also be able to identify

for the CommisSion in your report what are the problemsseparate
and distinct and apart from federally recognized tribes-,-Which are
created and caused by either termination or nonrecognition. Will that
be part of your report?

Ms. HUNT. Yes.
Chairmen ABOITEZ1i. What is the final date of submission of your

report ?
Ms. HUNT. August 17.
Chairman ABOrREZIC. Will you have any problems at all in sub-

mitting your report by that date ?

Ms. HUNT. I really believe in submitting the kind of adequate report

we had hoped for, we will have trouble. We are working. and through

our consultantswe have. Mr. John Stevens now on full timeand we
are trying to catch up with about 30 percent. That is a high estimate
to complete., with 50 percent of the time gone by. We will have a
report for you but it. won't be exactly what we hoped for.

Chairman ABOUREzli. What can the Commission do to assist you in

getting ont the kind of report, that ought to be brought out cm the

date specified ?
Ms. HuNr. Any suggestion you might have as to consnitants. We

have saved onr money, our travel money and our consultant money.
up until this time so that we would be able to use it very wisely.

Chairman Aitommii. Ts it your problem that you don't have enough
consultants to do the work? Ts that what it is?

Ms. Ihrx.r. No: the problem is the time factor. But we would like
input from the Commissioners as well on the types of things that we
should be looking at. as sell as some of the consultants.

r.)
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Commis-ioner Deer advised us. I believe, at the first Commission
meetil g that they were allowed to participate in that. Possibly Mr.

1Chayles Wilkinson,we have talked.with him and he is going to be
.vezp helpful to us.

g,o, any other suggestions, we would appl'eciate: and any comments
on 'our materials that we lelve developed so far, would certainly be
appreciated.

Chairman ABOUREZK. But that is a matter, of course, naturally, that
if you are in doubt about some part of the work that you have done,
I think you ought to b ing it to the staff director and get comments
from him. And if ye want comments from any of us, ask us
specifically.

But I think more specifically, what wo need to know, is exactly what
you need aside from comments. We can provide those anytime you
ask us. You haven't asked me yet, for example. I don't know if you-
have asked anybody else on the Commission. Do you need more peo-
ple? More money? Aside from more time, which we can't give you,
what do you need?

Ms. Ifrx.r. I believe we need more. money for some of our hearings.
I believe we have an adequate consultant's budget for the time period
that we have left.

Chairman ABOTMEZK. All right. Do you have a list of the hearings
you need, and the amount of money that will cost?

Ms. Ihr.7% We have a cost estimate that was just based on travel.
There is no way to determine except by averages of the transcript cost.
This will be the time that nonfederally recognized people, specifically,
will have a chance to express their view to the Federal Government.

So, we have decided that. we really need formal hearings. I believe
our budget will be exceeded bv at least tu2,700.

Chairman A ROUREZK. $2,700 additional do the job?
Ms. IIrvr. I believe, as far a.,s the hearings are concerned, yes.
Chairman AIIMIREzii. All right. You say you have money for the

consultants yon need. but yon don't have the consultants.
Ms. !IFNI% We have been talking with consultants, and we. will be

sitting down this monththe 1st of Marchto work up work plans
and st ndy designs with the consult ants.

Chairman ABOrREZTC. But do you need the Commission's help, in
that regard, on consultants?

Ms. ITVNT. We. will be needing Kirke Kickingbird to help us out-
line the studies.

Chairman ATIOUREZIC You know you will have that. Now, what I aM
asking: Do you need additional money to hire consultants? Are you
asking for that.?

Ms7nryr. No; not at this time.
(Mailman Anormx. Are you going to be stup that yon will hire

the consultants you need in time enough to get the report done?
Ms. lho.T. 'Yes: I believe so.
Chairman Anoriumc. Yon are going to take care of that ?
M. Hu!c.r. We are going to do as much as we can. I believe that we

will have the necessary legal research done.
Chairman Anovamic. S. the 'only thing you are really lacking is

roeghly s2.700 for additional hearings in atter to accomplish what
you need to get done.
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Ms. Hum Yes.
Chairman ABOUREZIL. Will you then sit down with Ernie Stevens,

the staff director, and determine if he can allot that from somewhere
else *here we have been able to save some money

Ms. HUNT. I certainly will.
Chairman ABOUREER. And if there are any problems,.I will expect

Ernie to get in touch with me
Ma. HUNT. 01(L
Chairman Awt:Timm. Any other questions?
Conimissioner DEER. Mr. Chairman?
Chairman AnotraTas.. Ada.
Commissioner DEER. I am concerned that the issiws need to be iden-

titled. And then the ones studied and the ones that are not going to
be studied should be identified. I think the Indian people have high
expeetations of this Commission, I feel that we should clearly specify
what issues are going to he erldressed and then fully address them.
This not only applies to your group, but to all the task forces. Specify
the issues which are not going to be identified.

We, the Commission, will be remiss in our obligation if we don't.
'Some knowledgeable people felt the time frame was too shorta 2-
year time frame to Complete the magnitude of the work that the Com-
mission has outlined.

And so, I would like to emphasize this to all the task chairmen.
Xs. HUNT. Yes. We have been able to identify some of the issues,

and we will continue to do so and work with finding an answer to those
pa rt icu 1 ar. questions.

Congrei;Sman YAWS. Among the issues that you will have to inves.
tigate : Will there be included in such report a d-efinition of an Indian ?

Ms. 1117NT. We have tossed that question back and forth in the task
forceand I think it has been used quite often against nonfederally
recognized people, in particularwe are of the belief that tribes
banded into groups of nonfederally recognized terminated and fed-
erallx recognized people, should develop the definition of what an
Indian is.

Congressman YATES. Will you be doing it as part of your task force
work V

Ms. lirrNT. We will be asking terminated and nonfederally
recognized people ; yes.

Congressman YATEs. Will you be investigating the question of the
criteria Congress should use in identifyingIndians other than these,
or recognizing Indians other than theses

Ms. Himr. Y es.
Congressman YATEs. You will be addressingthat, too?
Ms. I IrNT. Yes; and also restoration of terminated tribes.
Convressman YATES. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman ABOUREZR. Any other questions
Commissioner BRUCE. Yes Mr. Chairman.
Jojo, have you been discussing the overall need for an organization

national organization, regional, or whatever basishave you talked
about that

Ms. nrrr. Yes; we have. We have found that the current national
organizations du not speak for nonfederally recognized people, and
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in some eases, terminated people. But sometimes speak in opposition
to those Aroups.

We have talked with nonfederally recognized and terminated people
in the West and in the East about sueh an organizationseparate
and apart from the effort of the task forceand it seems that everyone
feels that there should, definitely, be some kind of national effort of
terminated and nonfederally recognized people.

Allow Mg them to express to the Congress and to the administration
what their beliefs are as to how a program thould be operated; how
a program should be established; whet rights they have; and various
other questions that affect Indial, people throughout the country.

Chairman AnotyrtEnc. OK. If there are no more questions, then, we
want to thank you and your task force very much.

Do you have any questions of us?
Ms. Irmvr. I don't have any questions, but would like to give Mr.

John Stevens the opportunity to address you at this time.
Mr. STENTNs. I feel that the issues are very clear.
Chairman Allot-11MR. They aren't very clear, did you say?
Mt% STEvExs. They are very clear. And the only thing that we. T

think, requested from the full Commission would be an extension of
time to do our job which you legally assigned to us to do.

As you well know, a lot of the tribes that we are dealing with have
no documentation, whatsoever, and any kind of a trust relationship.
or any kind of information that we can lay our bands on.

It makes our job doubly hard because we are dealing in all issues.
Not only in trust relations. but in services and legal right. All of
these we are trying to deal with in the nonrecognized tribes and
terminated tribes.

There is some degree of documentation on a terminated tribe up to
the time of termination, but after that, nobody can produce hews for
them or of them.

So, these are the problems we have to deal with. T hope that you
Commissioners can see the job we have to undertake. We need more
time and we need that extra time. If it is at all possible, we should
be (*ranted more time and more money to do our job.

T think the other task forces have good documentation. They can
go to the BTA and get all the information they went on Indians You
can go to the courts and see legal cases on Federal crimes. But you
cannot get this information for nonfederally recognized tribes.

So. T am urging tlie Commission to reconsider on the time element,
and also money appropriations.

Chairman AnormEzic. John. T can understand that. your job is more
difficult because of the lack of recordkerping and so on. But we have,
a problem as well. T understand yon have problems which we hope
you can overcome. And we have problems of time in that we set out
on a specific 2-year study. We have committed ourselves pretty much
to the Conaress which gave us the amount of money required. or we
thought was required. for study.

We are all hesitant to go back to the full Congress to ask forwell.
when you ask for time, yen are asking fm more money. We have
hesitated to do that because so many Commissions have done that in
the past. We were looked upon skeptieally to begin with, really, as
to whether we could get this done in time.
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Beeaum of that skepticism in the Congress, of whether we can get
it done, Ise have committed ourselves to do that.

Mr. Simms. Do they realize that they ere asking us to document
in 1 year, 200 years of injustice? They want us todocument 200 years
of history in 1 year. Th,ey don't realize the vast project they have
embarked us on,

Chairman Azorazzic. I understand that. I guess what we are asking
of you is kind of a superhuman effort, and we are hoping you can
deliver. In other words, you are all good poeople. You are, in fact,
very talented pe4ple on this task force, and we are hoping that the
kind of report that you come out with will be in spite of the lack of
adequate documentation existing with BIA. That you will be able to
come out with what you can identify as the real problems of these
people.

It doesn't have to be documented down to the letter and crossed
every "t" and dotted every "i." It has to be documented in terms of
gotng fo various regions of the country to find out what has happened.
You certainly know that. You know what has happened to these
people. The problems they have had with either being terminated or
not having Federal recognition. That is easy to document from just
life studies--from actual case studies.

It doesn't have to be done with eveyysingle Indian or every single
tribe. It could be done on a general basis, in fact.

Mr. STEVENS. If we are going to provide you with the location of
these people in an estimate of cost, we have to do that. And if it were
as simple as. that, just taking a sample from one area to another, we
would be accomplished in a month.

Chairman ABOUREZII. For the Northeastern tribes that have not
ever been federally recognizedlet's takes the State of Maine, for
example : Doesn't the State government, itself, have some kind of docu-
mentation on those tribes?

Mr. &mists. Yes; they do. But the agency ended in 1967. They
have the Department of Indian Affairs.

Chairman Awl-slam. Say that again it
Mr. STEVENS. They have a Commission on Indian Affairs in the

State of Maine.
Chairman ABOUREM. Yes.
Mr. &Immo. That was created in 1967.
Chairman Anoummx. But isn't that sufficient to know where the

Maine Indian tribes are and what kind of problems they are under-
going right now I

Mr. STEVENS. That is only one, though. That is only one State. In
every State, they have Indians; sometimes three or four different
groups.

Chairman ABOUREZH. Are you saying that the other States don't
have that kind of commission

Mr. STEVENS. Right. This is the problem.
Chairman Anourtnic. I fully understand what your problems are,

but the one thing we can't do is provide you with any more time.
Mr. STEVENS. I don't think you really understand what my prob-

lem is.
Chairman ABOUREZN. Maybe I don't, then, but I think I do.
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Mr. STEVENS. The problem is lack of documentation and the time
element. It is so short. You are putting us in a terrible situation. I want
to put it in the record that I will not be responsible because you want
us to name tribes, and places, and population. This is what you asked
us to do.

The problems, and I am telling you now, we can't do it in that short
a period of time.

Chairman ABOITREEK. Well, how about more people?
Mr. STEVENS. Possibly, if you have enough money to hire 200 or 300

people.
Chairman AROUREZE. 200 or 300 people?
Mr. STEVENS. To help us out. Yes. We have to document all of the

Indians. What is the relationship between that group, the State gov-
ern !milt or Federal Government. This is our responsibility. We have
a double-barrel effect here. We are not merely dealing with the Federal
Government. We are dealing with State governments too.

Chairman ABOTTREZIE. It might be that we may never get the job
done at all, then, if it is going to take that many people.

Mr. STEVENS. I think what you are telling us is ridiculous, and what
I am telling you is ridiculous too. But we need some more time. I think
we have enough manageable staff now, but we need more time. We
don't want to manage 200 or 300 people.

Chairman ABOTYREZIC. How much more time do you need ?
Mr. STEVENS. I don't really know at this point. Do you, Jojo
Ms. Ili-TNT. I would say another year. It would take a year to ade-

quately collect the data that we need from the field.
Chairman AnounEzic. I think that, in itself, put it clear out of the

question because by that time, the final report will have been printed
and submitted to congress.

Ms. HUNT. Any additional time would certainly help us, but you
asked us how much we needed.

Chairman ABOUREZIL I guess one thing we can do is find ontI am
reluctant to do this, myselffrom Ernie what is the latest date the
Commission can receive the report from you in order to get it in to the
full Commission report. I guess that is what we are going to need to
know.

Well, Ernie just said that is the date that was given to you.
Congressman YATEs. What is the nature of the data that they have

to gather /
Chairman ABOVEEZIC. Mostly demographic information as to where

these tribes are located, and the numbers, and also
Congressman YATEs. What about the Census Bureau
Chairman Asorramx. What about it?
Ms. HUNT. The Census Bureau has been deemed inadequate even on

federally recognized tribes.
Chairman ABOUREM. Do we ask on the census form i f you are an

Indian? If you are a nonrecognized Indian, and so on ? That is not on
the form is it? Have you looked at the forms? Have you asked the
Census Bureau

Ms. Hum.. We will be working with the Census Bureau. but a man
that just. recently started with the Census Bureau came over to our
office and got our mailing list. So apparently, they don't know either.
Just this week he got our mailing list.
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Congressman Yana. I wonder if they have the personnel or that
they have the responsibility to gather this information Does the
Census Bureau have the responsibality to gather this information

STzvzxs. No,
Congressman YATES. Well, they haven't been fulfilling it, obviously,

but do they have the responsibility of doing it I
Mr. STEVENS. I don't know. We haven't looked into it.
Congressman YATES. You are saying they do not have

res_ponsibility
Mr. STEVENS. I am saying we are not really clear as to what re-

sponsibility they have, but we will eertainlj: look into it.
. Congressman YATI...4. I think, Mr. Chairman., we have to find out
what that responsibility is in order to enlist the facilities of the Census
Bureau in speeding up the accumulation of the data.

Ms. HUNT. I know there is an effort, now, to try to locate non-
federally recognized populations because they came and got our mail-

for one thing. Plus, I have heard representatives of the Census
Bureau.

Congressman YATES. Maybe we can do more than that. Maybe we
can require them to do something that they should have done before,
and do it more quickly.

Chairman Aik MEEK. Yes. Well, I am just advised by the Commis-
sion counsel that the dates, in fact, are set up in the legislation. You
would have to amend the legislation which established this Commis-
sion to give you more time anyhow. And it doesn't seem feasible that
that can be done.

Congressman YATES. Can the Commission counsel advise us of the
responsibilities of the Census Bureau in this respect ?

Mr. KICRINGIBIRD. No; I am afraid not. The general forms only
allow you to indicate whether or not you are an Indian. And that is
about the only information the census takes.

Chairman AnotrzEzE. They allow or require I
Mr. ICICKDrorntn. Allow you to indicate.
Congressman YATES. Is there a requirement on the part of the Cen-

sus Bureau to do something that they are not doing Do they have
the statutory responsibility of finding out all of the people in this
country, including the Indian I And, therefore, we might be able to
require them to gather this information for us.

Mr. KICHINOMED. We can check it out. I am doubtful we will be
able to use itas Jojo indicated earlier. I mean, just because of past
practices and the amouat of time it would take them to assemble
those materials. In the first 4 opening weeks of the Commission's life,
Ernie and I met with some people of the Office of Management and
Budget. It seemed to me that by the time they could gear up and
assemble data of this sort, it would rAquire $5 million and they could
not begin the study until 1978.

Chairman ABM:TERME. I am just advised that the Census Bureau is
out at Suitland, and they have representatives there who indicated
a need to get together with the Commission to design a quest .unnaire
for clarifying some Indian factswho are Indians and where they
are around the country.

Obviously, that won't take place until the next census comes about.
So, we are stuck right there. So, we are going to understand that you
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are not going to have that information completely when you come
to the end of the report.

But, I guess, to understand you have done the best job you can once
you do file your report with the money and time you have available.

So, I want ,to thank you very much, and I appreciate it. We under-
stand that problem.

Ms. HUNT. Mr. Chairman, I would like to invite each of you to
attend any of the hearings that we have scheduled between now and
the end of Alay. You will be receiving a personal invitation. The hear-
ing schedule has been changed from what is included in the quarterly
report, so Tou will get another schedule, and also, the time and sites
of the hearings in early March. We would appreciate your accompany-
ing us on any of these trips to get you into the field to learn firsthand
from the people, some of the problems that they are facing.

Commissioner DrAL. I was only going to make one remark. And that
is, since time presents a problem, I think it is even more important
t hat if we have to have more money to complete this project, that we
have it. If it means going back to the Congress to get additional

ifunds, this is a very mportant project and I am not a Congressman.
But I believe we need to do it because just this week, I was listening
to one report that began with $750 million is going to wind up
somewhere e.3e. And this is rushing the time. I am saying that if
we used to extend the time, certainly we don't want dollars to come
up and, you know, give us a sloppy joh.

So, I would hope that all 11 task forces have adequate funds and
they will spend this money wisely and give us a real good report.

I guess we will have a year of everybody killing themselves from
work.

Commissioner BRUCE. One quick question.
Why were Hawaiian natives included in your study, and how much

time are you spending on them?
Ms. Hu:Tr. I will answer the first question second, if that is OK.
But as to the amount of time spent here in the first quarter, we spent

virtually no time. The second quarterwe had redesigned our ques-
tionnaire that we sent to 65 selected Hawaiian organizations and com-
munities. We have a mailing list of about 150.

One of our task force members went to some hearings. He went out
February 7, I believe, and he was out there for, virtually, an entire
week.

Chairman Asouitmx. Out where ?
Ms. HUNT. Out in Hawaii. With the hearing on Senate Resolution

155 to establish a study commission on Hawaiian native land claims.
I have not gotten a written report yet from my task force member.

As to why he decided to include Hawaiian natives: We believe
that Hawaiian natives are, indeed, native American. They are not
classifieu as Indians, but they are just as native as we are, I 'believe.

They have also been included in legislation in establishing the
Office, of Native American Programs. You might. note flint the Sub-
committee on Indian Affairs in the House. certainlyI don't know
if it is in this subcommittee of the Senatebills relating to Hawaiian
native land claim settlements.

Take, altogether, we believe we would be remiss in our duties to look
at all 1 infederally recognized people in the countrynative people in
t he count rywithout looking at ILI wai ian natives.
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Chairman Asouitris. One thing I would like to comment on: That
strikes me that the inclusion of Hawaiian natives in this study sepms

to me to be a major departure from what we thought our original
mission was. It would seeni to me that your task force might have
come to the Commission with 'hat proposal. That is the first I have

heard of that.
Ms. Hurr. No; in the Septembor 12 meeting I indicated that we

would be looking at Hawaiian natives. It is also in the scope of work

and it is in some of the quarterly reportssome of the things we have

been doing with Hawaiian natives.
Chairman Asounnt. I guess I don't 'remember that at all, Jojo.

That is the first news I have heard
Ms. HUNT. And at that time, I asked for comments from the Com-

mission about the things that we proposed to do.
Commissioner BRUCE. How is that going to affect your definition I
Ms. Hurrr. We will, indeed, still classify them as Hawaiian natives.

We won't be able to spend a lot of time on them but we will be able,
hopefully, to collect some data on them and to fook into the circum
stances of how their queen was overthrown and their government
taken over.

Commissioner BRUCE. Sixty-five organizations f
Ms, HUNT. Selected organizations out of about 150.
(". iairman ABOUREZK. OK. Well, thank you very much, then.
The next is Task Force No. 4Federal, State, and Tribal

Jurisdiction.
Sherwin Broadhead.
Sherwin, would you introduce the gentleman you have with you?

STATEMENT OF W. SHERWIN BROADHEAD, CHAIRMAN, TASK

FORCE NO, 4; ACCOMPANIED BY PAUL ALEXANDER

Mr. BROADHEAD. Yes; I have Paul Alexander, general counsel for
the task force.

Chairman ABOUREZIL The first question I would like to ask you is:
What is the date of your final report

Mr. BROADHEAD. july 23.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Do you see any problems with furnishing the

Commission with your report by that date?
Mr. BROADHEAD. I think we will have a struggle, but we will succeed.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Second : What have you determined is the
objective of your task force?

Mr. BROADHEAD. I think our primary objective is to clarify the
various jurisdictions wherever possible with recommendations.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Define that a little more in detail. What do
you mean, i he various jurisdictions?

Mr. BROADHEAD. At the present time; there are many, many lawsuits
between Indian tribes and States and between Indian tribes and the
Federal Government quarreling over uncleared determinations where
legislation has been passed and let the jurisdiction fade. And, I think
an important aspect of our investigation iF. to try to find ways to clear
that up so that the meager sums that the tribes have are not wasted on
j ust these continuing lawsuits.

Chairman A BOUREZK. SO, your report will contain legislative rec-
ommendations for each area of the country that needs that legislative
clarification. Is that right ?
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Mr. BROADHEAD. Yes.
Chairman AnounEzit. Are there any other parts of your report that

you want to talk about so far as objectives are concerned? For ex-
ample: Are you going to take up the need for Indian tribes to have
a land base to maintain jurisdiction over that land base?

Mr. BROADHEAD. Ys.\ Chairman ABOUREM And you will provide the legal and factual
\basis for that I

Mr. BROADHEAD. Yes. We are presently involved in a vigorous set
of hearings. Those questions are coming up, and we are attempting to
get as much data and as much feeling of how to do, and so on, on those
kind of questions.

Chairman ABC/MEEK. OK. Any other questions?
Congressman YATES. Isn't your fundamental mission to try and find

sonie way of appealing to the committees?
Mr. BROADHEAD. That is certainly within the scope of our activities.

Tes. We want.to find a way to iron out those kind of problems that
were created.

Congressman YATES. Will you be listing or documenting the number
of disputes?

Mr. BROADHEAD. Yes; we have, already, on the hearing 'record just
hundreds of such instances.

Congressman Y.vrEs. Have ally of those cases gone to court ?
Mr. linoAmtn.m. Many.
COngressulan YATES. Have any of them gone up to the Supreme

Court ?
Mr. BROADHEAD. Yes; several have. And, some of the primary issues

have, not reached the Supreme Court.. The courts have tended to send
their cases back for further proceeding. and there has been some kind
of settlement toward that, but none of them have satisfactorily

Mr. ALEXANDER. Part of the problem in trying to build a caseload
to jurisdiction is that the factual situations are often very bad (meg.
You get a situation where you are trying to determine who can exer-
else zoning control, or various types of land use controls, over the
Indians.

And a ease, one in point, where a particular Indian tribe has not
exercised jurisdiction. The issue, as applied was next to a national
forest, where the country and the State is trying to impost: The case
comes up in a very had factual manner.

One of the things that is important for us in relation to redefining
jurisdiction, aside from defining the treaties and the case laws, is 'I
define it. to the various tribes given varying unique land base popula-
tion or resource basis to define how they would like to see how it
would operate; to get that fairly well clear cut and see what appropri-
ate statute can be worked out from that basis.

Congressman YATES. Is there a question of constitutionality in that
act ?

MT. BROADHEAD. I think there is.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Beyond just Public Law R3-280, itself, there are

serious issues on how to go about determininr issues that depend.
oftentimes, on the individual tribes. And there has been a wide range
of testimony in our hearings as to the views of the individual tribes,
and what kind of systems they would like to see created.
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Congressman YATES. Thank you.
Mr. J3ROADTIEAD. Our investigation to this point would lead us to

believe that it has to be a kind of permissive kind of legislation that
allows the tribe to come in at the rate they wish to. To this point, and
at the moment.

Chairman ABOVRERK. One other question that I have. Are you taking
up the issue of the effect of the Civil Rights Act upon jurisdiction? Is
that one of the questions you are considerir g ?

Mr. BROADHEAD. Very definitely ; yes.
Chairman ABOL'REZR. Now, just one other general thing that applies

.to all task forces, and not yours, specifically.
I don't know ig you have considered the amount of time it is going

to take to develop a readable manuscript for your report. Not only you,
but I mean everybody. I hope that a/1 task forces will take the time to
consider that.

I know some of your quarterly reports come in late. It is the same
with anybody who tries to write something. If it doesn't come out right,
then you have to keep rewriting. So, I hope you will allow yourselves
enough time to make certain that a readable, well-written manuscript
is provided to us. We are not going to have all that much time to cor-
reet your writing, and we want to make sure we understand what you

saying.
So, we hope that you fully consider that.
Mr. BROADIIEAD. Our task force is constantly reminded of that bv

Mr. Alexander who has worked for the Civil Rights Commission, ana
has had this kind of deadline before.

Chairman AROUREZK. One other request I would like to make, per-
sonally, and I think I can probably speak for all the members of the
Commmion.

The less Government jargon you put in those reports, the better off
we are. It should be a very clear document. I noticed, in the past few
years. that the Indian peoplebecause they have been forced in the
position of being Government grantsmenthat they tend to let their
language fall into that pattern.

I would hope that you would all come out of that by the time you
have written your reports becausein other wordsthey ought to he
very clear and straightforward, and not written in the Government
style of jargon.

V there are no more questionsJake?
Commissioner Witmcaow. Mr. Broadhead, I notice in your re-

port you mentioned problems with the speed with which the comnm-
!mations staff has responded to your needs; and expressed the hope
that the problems bad been solved.

Have those problems been solved to your satisfaction?
Mr. BROADHEAD. I will ask Mr. Alexander to respond to that. He is

on day-to-day contact in that field.
Mr. ALEXANDER. We set up a number of master forms to be used in

conjunction with hearings. This involves a range of letters to con-
gressional delegations, Senators. Attorney General, tribes, newspa-
per medias, and so on. And the first time out with those there was a
serious delay in getting that work produced and mailed, which was
rectified the second tune out. Hopefully, it will continue to operate
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smoothly. The problem was identified, and it has been solved. I am
fairly c9nfident that the communications staff will carry it out
appropriately.

Commissioner %MUDGE. With respect to the scope of the work that
you envision wrth respecti to tribal jurisdiction, when you consider
specific tribal jurisdictions, you occasionally encounter gray areas
you know that there definitely ia tribal juriSdiction, or there is a ques-
tion or the issue or circumstance may fall "in between." Are you
addressing that question ?

Mr. BROADHEAD. Yea.
Commissioner Bomuueoz. I realize it is a little bit of a fgray area, and

I would much rather you address yourself to it than let it fall between
the cracks.

Mr. BROADHEAD. Yes. The jurisdiction is so broad that it hits us
in many areas. And if we are goingg to err, we're going to err in over-
lap rather than in gap. And that issue has been raised in a few in-
stances, and We will deal with it.

Commissioner BORBRIDGE. Very good.
Commissioner DEER. pm, tribe is now going through this whole

process of change of jurisdiction. This is being accomplished through
a retrocession procedure. So, I am wondering if your task force is going
to be doing an analysis of those tribes that have gone through the
retrocession procedure?

Mr. BROADHEAD. Yes. Retrocession in the States?
Commissioner, DEER. Yes.
Mr. BROADITEAD. Yes. We have met with some of those tribes and,

particularly, in the State of Nevada where there is retrocession juris-
diction. In your case, in restoration, we intend to get into that very
much when wc, have the final hearings there in mid-March.

Commissioner DEER. There are many problems that come up. In this
change of jurisdiction, one of the problems is, for example: 1Vhat is
the cost going to be and who is going to assume the cost ?

Is your task force doing any cost projections
Mr. ALEXANDER. The thing we are trying to do so far is to determine

what planning BIA has done in terms of projections. And this is a
problem for us that we should raise.

In our southern California hearings and our northwest hearings,
we invited all of the area superintendents, plus the area director. The
Riverside superintendent attended ang provided such information and
testified very honestly, probably, to his detriment 3,11 the bureaucracy.
But he testified honestly.

That was his viewpoint. None of the others attended and testified.
We are also asking the tribes to project, in terms of the types of per-
sonal resources, time resources, and monetary resources what they will
need. And from that, we pare ing to try to develop a: scheme.

It is going to vary considerably depending upon the individual tribe
and the individual State. So, there are the two data gathering mech-
anisms we are going to use. And it is going to be growth kinds of
protection, because from what we have seen, nobody really knows.

In many of the States, in California for example the debate for so
long has been whether or not to go retrocession or not to go retroces-
sion. And it has only been very recently that anybody is focusing on
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whot does retrocession mean Ili practical monetary terms. A lot of peo-
ple haven't gotten there.

Commissioner Dm. Another one of the problems I think the In-
dian people need to address is the training of law enforcement p(!ople.
I think that we don't have realistic understanding of the training
problems.

And. also, there ie the whole question of tbe quality of training
piograms, and so on. I think this certainly has to be addressed by
t he task force.

Are you doing thief
Mr. Baoannipan. Yes. We have a task force member and this is one

of his main interests. I am sure it will be addressed in our task force.
Congressman Yens. Mr. Chairman I I would like to commend this

group for a very interesting report.
Chairman Moamar. I agree. And if there are no more questions, I

want to thankyou very much.
The next is 'rask Force No. 5IndianEducation. Helen Scheirbeck.
Helen, do you have somebody with you I Would you like to introducf,

them /

STATEMENT OP HELEN SCHEIRBECH, CHAIRWOMAN, TASK FORCE

NO. 6; ACCOMPANIED BY KATHLEEN IleGEE

Ms. Soneritsnox. I have an my left, Kathleen McKee, our task force
specialist. And behind Kathleen, one of our research aasistants.

Chairman ABOTIREZIC. The first question I have, Helen, is : Will yon
give me the date your final report is due to us I

Ms. SMIBIRBECK. A'ugust 17.
Chairman ABOVRENt. Do you anticipate any problems in having that

report to us by that date if

Ms. SortEntszcx. We anticipate havirg the report in on schedule,
Mr. Chairman. I do have, however, reflected in my opening statement
some decisions you need to make so that I can meet that deadline.

Chairman ABOUREM. All right. We want to hear from that.
Before you get into that, let me ask you first of all : What have you

determine41 to-be the objective of your task force I
Ms. SCREIRBEME. I would like to talk about three or four goals of onr

task force, and from those goals, Mr. Chairman, we have defined a
number of objectives.

We see as our first goal : Defining Indian education by and with the
Indian people. We have spread out in our objectives how that would be

done.
We see as our second goal : Describing the present status of Indian

education from an administrative, organizational, physical, and his-
torical perspective.

Then we see tor our next goal : Developing a series of position papers
which will describe, in depth, those recurring problems that we have
all heard, Mid propose those position papers, not. only reeommenda-
tioi* but supeations for strategy and actual pieces of legislation that
the Commission may wish to take to the Congress.

So, we see those three or four items, and they are the goals we are
pursuing withthe study.
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Chairman Asounsut. Is theft included in the is:sue of educarion the
attitudes of whites concerning Indians I

Ms. SC1MRBECK. What we are looking at are the laws in our histori-
cal research. Certainly, some of those speak to that issue, when we are
looking at the contemporary issues. Let me define what I mean:

We have decided to look at all of the things that agencies have done
since 1970, because that was the last big congressional report on Indian
education. We want to see how all of those recommendationsfrom
both of the Kennedy studies; the recent studies of the last 2 years au-
thorized by the Congress; the 648 study, Which was just filed in Octo-
ber ; the ACKCO study which the U.S. Office of Education had filed
the issue of white education was touched on in all of those studies. Both
the recommendations and the analysis of the studies.

And so, what we are doing, we are looking intensively at that con-
temporary data to see if anything has happened. And we are also re-
viewing that survey in the Statep; their viewpoints about the role of
the education of Indian students and white students.

I guess I want to add one more component. In our analysis of both
the compensatory progrram and the basic funding program, we will
have to speak to that issue. The issue of whites being educated with
the Indians and since two-thirds of our Indian students are in the
public schools, we certainly have to study this.

Chairman ABOUREZIC. I specifically am thinking of curricula in white
schools and in teacher's colleges in the States which have a substantial
Indian population. I am concerned, from my own experience, about
white attitudes toward Indians which seriously and deeply affect the
quality of life of the Indian people. There is discrimination, stereo-
typing, and so on.

Will your fmal report include the legislative recommendations that
the Congress might undertake that would either encourageor I
don't know .if you can use the word "require"but at least encourage
a State curricula to include Indian study programs to enable white
students and teachers to better understand what Indians are all about.

Ms. &lummox. I can usually answer you "yes" or "no" to questions
quickly. But I would like to expand on this a.moment because you did
call it to our attention at the first meeting, and I did do some work
there.

We have surveyed the board of regents or the State commissions of
higher education in various States, asking two types of questions. One
of those is: What schools of education have programs or trends that
the teachers and administrators of children are being required to fol-
low or asked to do something about sensitivity issues, and curriculum
related to Indian children?

There are a number of States which are requiring that teachers
take human relation courses. Some of these are Indian-related kinds of
courses. We have also asked the State department of education the
question because of the textbook commission.

I felt. personally, that we could influence those textbook commis-
sions, on your point, that is the way to go. But it seems to me that. we
also had t6 look at the constitutional question here, which is the role of
the States in educating children.
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So, it is sot an essy question to sa3i. yes or no to..And I am sure we

will be making some recommenditions to you about that point that
have to come from.the wiA) is area&

Chaitman Anounzsx. OK. Would you want to raise the issues that

you had wanted to? Then ws will go into further questions.
Ms. Sournazos. The task force. originally proposed to divide its

.work into two components: The redearch activity to be completed dur.

. ing the first and second report quarters ; and field study. to be completed

during the third and fourth reporting quarters.
Some of the reseamh material, relating to the historical effort, has

been connected through the chairpergon's work the previous year on the-

Whitney Foundation Object. This has been brought to this effort. Due

too the collection from Federal agencies, particularly obtaining con-
temporary evaluations and reports,.did not seem an unreasonable task

at that time to be comPleted at the end of the second quarter.
However, because of the problems of locating and accessibilitY of

agency data, this task will not be completed until the third quarter.
In view of the limited participation of other task force members, as

ichairperson, I decided n February to substantially revise the scope of

work and plan of operation for Task Force No. 5.
n this revision, while each component related to our original ob-

je ive is significant, we are beginning to realize that some tasks detig-

na ed as primary have titbeeeine secondary, _

hese reasons are Outlined". in the quarterly report. The quarterly
port also reflects to date the performance based on our revised
ethod for meeting the-ortpnal objective. Our original design for field

ctivities has been changed. We have become increasingly aware of the
credible lack of data on certain Indian_groups, particularly' the east

est Indian and the urban Indian, and the overabundance of a single

d of data on reservation Indians.
Given the difference in available data on the growth of Indian

groups, our strategy and methodoloiy to gather useful data must be
different. Thus, our field of activity will involve Indian research on
the definition of Indian education as perceived by reservation Indians.

Since there has been no comprehensive needs or assessment for urban

and east coast Indians, and since this type of research is time consum-

ing and expensive, therefore, not within the practical constraints of
this task force, we have chosen to conduct selected field visits which
will attempt to explore the existing problems and needs of these groups.

Much of the above activity performed by the task force will serve
to support a series of position papers to be developed around certain
recurring and pressing issues facing Indian education.

In addition, they will.propose a rational strategy for change.
Our most pressing need, at this time, is for a vacancy on our task

force to be filled. A.s chaiiperson of the task force, I would like to
request the immediate appointment of Ms. Lorraine Misiaszek, a mem-

ber of the Colville Tribe and director of the Indian Education A dvo.

cates of the Northeast, Inc., into this position. It is my understanding
that she was on the original list of nominees, is presently available,
and has expressed an active interest in working with the task force.
Her resume has been passed out to you.
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I have known Ms. Misiaszek for a number of years, anc14/ respect her
competence and commitment in the field otIndian education.

Chairman Azovazzs. Helen, may I stop you a minute! Would you
give me that name again4

Ms. Sommszcx. Misiaszek, and I believe her resume has been passed
out to you. I had Mr. Fassett do that just now.

- Chairman Asouhrzic. I think we can take that question.up right now.
Lorraine Misiaszek, Mrs. Anthony J., of Spo-

kane, Wash. Enrolled as a member of the Colville Confederated
Tribes. Served as an elected tribal council member for 4 years.

Has everybody got a copy of this resume!
Does somebody want to place her name in nomination to fill that

vacancy !
Commissioner BRUCE, Mr. Chairman, I Would like to nominate her.
Chairman ABM:MEEK. The nomination has been heard. Is there a

second
Congressman YATES. I second it.
Chairman Asouzzzic. Are there anY other nominations for this posi-

tion ! If not, the nominations will close and I will ask for a vote on
Lorraine Misiaszek as a member of the education task force.

All in favor will say, "Aye".
[Chorus of ayes.]
Chairman ABorazzit. Those opposed, "No".
The ayes have it. You have got your replacement.
Ms. SCHEMBECK. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. We will be

able to move ahead on time now.
I would like now to haVe some comments from you about the scope

of work and other items that we have lard before you, and I would
like to know if that is responsive to the interests of the CoMmission
members.

Chairman Azouzzzit. Any questions I
Congressman YATES. Mr. Chairman, I hai,e been reading the task

force report and I am particularly intrigued by item No. 7, where you
lilt the apparent mismanagement of funds of Indian education by
Federal, State and local governments.

Can you tell= more about that now ?
Ms. SCREIRBECK. That is an issue which Indian people have brought

to our attention.
Congressman YATES. Have you studied it at all yet?
Ms. Sonzrzazos. Yes, sir ; we have been lookmg at that question.

First, from the data we have gathered from agencies. Second, we
have gathered analyseL of all the appropriations since the beginning
of the appropriation concept. And, third, we are analyzing several area
offices and we are analyzing all of the contemporary data at the U.S.
Office of Education.

I might sav, Mr. Yates, that we talked with the appropriations
staff on the rtouse side. We asked them what pressing questions they
felt they had to- face each ye.ar in preparing appropriations recom-
mendations for committee members. One of the things that disturbed
them is that they cannottell whether the money was going in Indian
education.

So. Ms. McKee is spending practically full time getting that data
out. We hope to overlay: Showing where the money has gone; what
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the law sayn the money should be used for and how the agency rules

and regulations have interpreted that law ; and then, where the grants

have gone.
- The importaiit question is : What has the agency decided is the

criteria for who the Indiair is that got that grant; or who the group is

that says it got the Indian education money f
man Yens. How far along is sheI

Ms. ommercx. Would you like to comment on that, Ms. McKee?

Ms. MoKze. Well, a lot of the information I brought to this effort I

brought because I had worked with the title IV program and had

access to that information. I would say, on a scale of 0 to 101 I would

rate cooperation at zero because most people do not feel compelled to

keep appointments witli me or to give me information.
I find that .

Congresman YATES. When you say, OE education
Ms. IlcICEE. *-: is the agency as a whole. The agency has con-

tended that there are 44 programa presently funding Indian education

efforts. I have developed a format for interviewing the heads of each

of those programs and identify how their funds flow. How they define

what is an Indian group ; whether or not these are actual figures; or
whether or not they are calculations of moneys attracted to a school
district by the presence of Indians for which they cannot account once

they reach the school district.
The types of projects funded; the types of geographical distribntion

that come out of these funding patterns to cletermme whether or not

the agencies can concentrate funds within visible tribes
'
and very often,

ignore the smaller tribes who also have critical educational needs.
In terms of all the information to be collected, it would be optimistio

to say I am approximately a quarter of the way, through. One of the
t hings I found, which I found to be essential, is the personal interview.
I know what I want to look for, and I know how a question can be
avoided by a simple paper response, and that is time consuming.

Corir ,ssman YATEs. I'Vhy don't you ask for the help of the congres-
sional ...embers of the Commission to make an appointment for you
at the Office of Education. I think they would certainly be glad to co-

operate with you.
Are you here in Washington I
Ms. McICEE. Yes ; I am.
Congressman YATES. My office would be very glad to cooperate with

you in getting this information for you. If you run into any obstacles,
wish you would let me know. I would hope that that scale would go

up from zero to a higher number.
Commissioner BRUCE. At this point, I would like to ask our Director,

Ernie Stevens, to tell us what problems or complications he is having
or the Commission is having, in securing information from the various
Government agencies.

Mr. STKvEris. We have been having some problem hich we have
been able to solve without getting too involvecl in any Kind of a hassle.
Curiously enough, one of the departments that is most uncooperative
is HEW as a whole. As a matter of fact, we were forced to have
Senator Abourezk call their legislative liaison over and try to convince
him that he ought to cooperate with us.
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An acting solicitor wrote kind of an impertinent reply for our re-
quest tor information. Another thing that has happened is that Gil
HallGil is standing back therethe preliminary that we are requir-
ing from agencies, and IIEW is the last to come in with it.

Congressman YAMS. Is this the Office of Indian Education?
Mr. STrxxxs. That. is the entire Department, sir. It includes the

Offiee of Native American Programs, and Office of Education. They
have sonie type. of task force over there. I don't know. Gil Hall could
answer that specifically.

What are the specific problems, ? I just wanted to indicate that
this is the rule rather than the exception of that particular agency,
for sonw reason.

Mr. ITAm. Without question, HEW has been the most difficult. Now.
I haven't been involved, personally, with regard to the Education
Office: but it is consistent with the dealings generally that we have
had all tile way along the line.

Most of the agencies, including HEW, werein some easesslow,
but nevertheless, finally did respond to some of our initial inquiries
with respect. to, basically, introductory materials with regard to the
regulations and funding levels, and what have you.

We are now getting to a point, which I consider is much more
crucial with the agencies because we have got our basic data base
upon which we can make some preliminary judgments and go back
to them with the issues that may hurt a little bit more,

I think we are correspondingly going to run intowith respeet to
HEW, particularlya good deal more reluctance to respond quieldy.

Congressman YATE.s. But, HEW is such a big agency. Can't you he
more specific in'telling us where you have encountered these difficulties ?

. Mr. HALL. Well, Office of Education. More specifically, the General
Counsel's Office, and the Secretary's Office. himself, have been maldng
responses .to uson the phone, at leastthat are an indication of a
desire to cooperate. But it seldom produces what we are looking for,
so far, at least.

Congressman YATES. Have you run into any difficulty with Dr.
Demmert's office?

ITALL. I, personally, have not. I don't know whether Helen lins.
Ms. MCKEE. T would say that Dr. Demmert's office is probably the

only one that has been able to make a commitment in terms of staff
time and actual information. I could give you an illustration of what.
we have personally encountered in OE. In mill-November we rc- quested
an appointment with the Commissioner's Office so that he couhl know
what. programs we wanted to talk to, and that we were at present in
the Agency.

The appointments were canceled on at least two occasions and we
finally got an appointment on December 9.

Congressman YATES. After what passage of time?
Ms. MCKEE. After the passage of about 10 to 15 working days. The

thing I find that is concerning us is that we were never notified that.
the appointments were canceled until we appeared, although they had
a number at which we could be reachcd, and we could have been saved
at. least the time of having to gr, over for a nonshow.

We met with an Associate Commissioner of Education on December
9, and it was agreed that., yes, there were many OE programs serving
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Indians. That they would get a letter out to each of the deputyships
and Bureau heads and directors of programs telling them what kind'
of information we were seeking, and asking them to pull it together.

We haa requested to have all of this information, in our discussion,
no later tnan January 28. We were required to personally draft the
letter of request for information so that they would understand the
points that we wanted covered.

The draft was handed over to them on December 31. The draft
was not typed up, or was typed up in modified form leaving out
many of the things that we had specifically requested. And it was
not disseminated within the agency until January 26.

I made regular visits to the Agency. I was told that there was an
epidemic of ill health at the Commissioner level, but that it would be
checked into. I have made frequent calls. I am regarded as a presence,
at the Commissioner's level now, the Office of Edur4tion. After 5 days,
I was able to get a list of people with telephone extensions and room
numbers which I could go to and tell them what it was I wanted.

That was as of Friday of last week.
MS. SCHEIRSECK. I might add, Congressman Yates, that we are both

well-known personalities of that Agency, having worked there. and
we can get this information unofficially. But for the record, we are
trying to do it officially, you see.

'Congressman YATES. Can you get it unofficially ? Apparently, Ms.
McKee is having trouble.

Ms. MCKEE. Some t1iina4 people will bootleg for us. Other things
that we need to look at, we have to go through the Department people,
themselves.

Congressman YATES. Why do you think they struck out some of
the information that you requested from the letter you drafted ?

Ms. MCKEE. I really have no idea.
Congressman YATES. 'Would it be embarrassing to them to give you

that information.
Ms. MCKEE. I think it would require substantial staff effort for

them to give us the information. I think it would require the assign-
ment of a staff member. I think in manv OE programsserving Indians,
there is frequently a rapid turnover ot staff. and the newest person on
staff is the one. who gets tht: assignment; and, very rarely knows where

the information is.
Yet. they collect a list of requests until they get it down to the ques-

tions they know they can answer.
Congressman Y1vrEs. Are yo in a position to give me a list of the

OE pi )grams serving you?
Ms. MCKEE. Yes; I am.
Congressman YATES. I would like to have that.
Ms. SCUM-MECH. I would like to have something to say about BIA

on this same point, if I might.
We went to MA about tbis same time in November: well, actually,

in September. T mirht add that the education chair had been changing,
and so it has been difficult to stabilize that.

We went. to the Deputy Commissioner and wq have gone to the three
different people in the e'ducation chair. So. ) finally. personallvand
I bad to be in Albuquerque on another meetingwent to the A'buquer-
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que office and gathered the majority of material myself. And it has
been arriving by mail.

Sol I thinit we should say that the field staff in BIA, particularly
the Off-Reservation Board, for example, who we have surveyed, we
are getting good responses from those people. We have not had good
response from the central office.

Congressman YATES. Are you in a position to tell us whether or not
you believe there has been an apparent mismanagement of funds for
Indian education by Federal,State, or local levels, or is it too early?

Ms. Soummaxcx. I think it is too early for us to answer that
question.

Commissioner BnucE. Mr. Chairman and the other Commissioners,
I just wonderedknowing that we do have some powers as a Com-
mission, subpena powers, or whateverhow long we have to continue
to tolerate the kind of =cooperation that we are getting from the
A frency ?

What do we do? Ride along and hope that somebody will respond?
I think the Commissioners, themselves, ought to take some action.

Somewhere the boom should be lowered, and I mean it. I don't want
to be laughed at, as I have been when I make a statement of this
kind. We have that power, we need this information, we must have
it: and the Commissioners had better take a position. Ernie, I think
we should lower the boom somewhere.

Mr. STEVENS. They are arranging for Congressman Yates to chair
the meeting. I thought that this afternoon, if the Commissioners
would bring this up again when we are back, I think this is very
important.

We had a situation, recentlyGil, you speak for yourself and I
will speak for myselfI have gotten to the point now where the very
cooperative office of the Interior Depaitment no longer answers our
telephone calls.

T think one of the problems is thatI was telling Jim about it last
nightI think we have to make an example of somebody. What is
happening is that they know that these task forces have until next
summer. All they are 'doing right now is pulling the rope a little bit
on us. and just laying on us. So, I think we have to step up the acton.
But I think that the Commission is going to have to handle this issue.
Congressman Meeds will be here and Senator Abourezk can bring it
up again.

Now, we put two letters on 13111 Veeder for a fairly routine assign-
ment, and what has happened is that Senator Abourezk sent a letter
over to him the first time. asking Bill Veeder to do a report. We
were forced to go to a second letter. In the meantime. we found out
that. Bill Veeder's supervisor asked him if he would like to be assigned
to the Commission, and, of course, he declined.

Then we sent a letter to the Commissioner telling him that we did
not need Bill's services full time. and we wanted him to explore the
legal possibilities of a separate Agency. And he could do that at his
pleasure and on his own time. And, we would like it submitted as a
special study to the Commission.

After that, I caned the Comm!esioner's assistant two or three times.
Gil Hall has called him three times in the last few days. Yeaterday,
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Jim told me to tell them : You know, we wanted an answer today.
And we have not received a call from them.

That sort of thing is starting to happen. My own opinion of it is
that they know these task forces have to finish- next summer, and they
don't think we can do anything about it.

Mr. HaLt.. I *ould lust idd to Commissioner Bruce on that. All
of the task forces are g4ting to the point where they are going to the
agencies more and go in with more difficult questions. I feel very

'strongly that we are going to start getting a little bit more reluctance
on their part to respond 'quickly to us for the reasons that Ernie
mentioned.

They know that by the end of the summer the task forces will be
gone, and if they can stall us off that long, there won't be any problem.

Congressman YATES. I think the congressional Members are in a
position to try to be helpful if they are advised of it.

Commissioner BORBRIDOE. I :tote, Ernie, that through several of
our reports, that you have indicated in one of your letters to one of
the agsncies that you have sought to prod th*Sm with some mixed
success and lack of success.

Would you be in a position to pull this very quickly together in
terms of givaiow us an assessment of the relative cooperativeness of

each of the cies? I think that should be a matter centralized into
one document, if you will, indicating the status of the response.

I request that, not only because I think it is the business of the
Commission, I frankly think it is the business of the entire Indian
communityas to how much responsiveness we are obtaining as a
Commission,.., Those responses from agencies with which we seek to
do businessWr a direct concern of the Indian community.

Mr. Swims. I will have Kirke and Gil put a report together right
Sway. We can put that logether rather readily, because Gil handles
all the requests of the agencies, and we know how many times we have

to ask them ; how many letters go out ; and so on.
So we will do a status report and give it to the Commission

immediately.
Commissioner Berm. Helen, in your report on page 2, in view of

the limited participation of other task force members: Can you tell

us more about that ? What kind of participation are you getting from

the rest of your task force?
Ms. ScnEnumcx.-I think we had a task force of two until a few

minutes ago Commissioner Bruce, and now we have three. I think
I can speak' from the last quarter. In the month of November, we
decided, because of the Indian national meetings going on, we would

not have a task force meeting. Because v:e tried to divide ourselves
up and cover these. I covered one. The other two gentlemen covered

others.
In the month of December. we had called for two task force meet-

ings, because the first one had to be canceled because of an airline
strike. And, we could not get our task force members in and out. The
second one had tc be canceled because of the ill health of the task

force members.
In January. we called for one task force meeting early, and some-

how, there was a communication problem there. Although we talked
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by telephone, we have been *told all task force members could be
present, I was there and no one else came to that meeting.

Li late December, we called for another task force meeting, but
because of a previous commitment of a task force member, that one
did not come off.

In February, we had called for an early task force meeting and
because of schedulm, that did not come off. We have a task force
meeting, hopefully, Monday morning. So, I think distance, schedules,
and the fact that the other task force member has a full-time job as
a school superintendent and travels a great deal, has made it.very
tough for us to have more meetings.

We have had a lot of mail communications, and telephone com-
munications between task force specialists, the chairman, and the task
force members. I thought that at our second task force meeting, I
did have an understanding of everyone's calendar schedule. In othe-
words, I asked that these be identifled, and I did attempt to schedule
task force meetings which did not show conflict with those schedules
that were identified.

I would say probably time, dista , nd the difficulty of gettin
together with our meinbers by te lone, we have gotten very limite
participation. I am a great beli er in the democratic process, and I
feel quite badly that I have re ly pushed to have them in the areas,
because I have been trying to keep us on schedule. And, so, I hope
that when:we have our meeting next week, the areas I have pushed
ahead into will certainly be agreeable to the other task force members.
But, I would have to be the nrst to say I pushed hard ahead. I have
written letters asking that I have communications back by a certain
date; and if we have not gotten a communication back, we have taken
it to be an assent and we have moved ahead.

Commissioner BRUCE. This additionT am sure it is going to be
some help. Is it going to be some help right away?

Ms. SCHEIRBECR. Right away. I, fortunately, had cleared this lady
to give us full-time work in the field, anyhow, for March and April.
And so that will be a tremendous help.

Commissioner BRUCE. Do you want to continue with the kind of
relationship that you have with the other task force member by tele-
phone? Do you get proper response from your letters, and so 'forth?
Or don't you want to answer that?

Ms. SCHEIRBECR. I think it is a difficult question to answer. I have
designed surveys, and I have sent them out. And I have said: Tf you
have any problems with this, please call us and let's talk it over; and
we will clarify it. The reason is difficult for me to answer. I would
hope that he will take on the major part of the State policy study.
We have asked him to do that and we have sent material to him. That
was something he agreed to do last fall. I respect him very nineh,
and I think his particular insight is needed.

I have moved to bring consultants on, and they are working with
us. We do have a contract study through Dr. A.rt McDonald who,
frankly, is going to save our lives because I could not do all of that
mv,el f.

talked to Mr. Barlow several weeks ago about the time pressures
we face, and the travel pressures. lie was to talk with his Board and
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get a clear understanding on the amount of time he could give us
from now on.

I have reflected my telephone understanding from him in the man-
date charged. If that comes off, then I think we are in gpod shape.
Otherwise, frankly, I am going to just have to make decisions, and

to use consultants.
Commissioner WHITECROW. Helen, I have been active in recent

months on an ad hoc committee on Indian education survey, to assist

the National Advisory Con, cil on Indian Education to put together
the grass roots thoufghts from American Indians.

Recently, I attended a meeting with this particular group, and
some of the comments that I heard at that particular meeting were
quite distressinfg to me. They feel that they have not had the contacts
without Task Force No. A on Indian Education. They feel that our
task farce has not, in effect, really made a genuine effort in contacting
all of the members, nor have we made a strong attempt at contacting
the NIEA, the good source of Indian school boards, and also the
coalition. This was made in a statement to me last Friday in Denver.

The legislative committee of NACIE had these comments to make..
It is very distrming to me that we have not had this kind of rapport;
you know, whether or not this is true. I would certainly appreciate
for y011 tO make those contacts, and to follow through with those par-
ticular persons and organizations contacted.

I would also like to request that you make a very strong attempt,
now that we have your task force filled, to get the task force members
to coordinate and to cooperate. This particular task force is most im-
portant to the Indian people out there in the field.

I would certainly expect that you would conduct more meetings
and hearings out in the field also. We need the grassroot opinion of
the Indians. I notice you mentioned grassroots or public opinion of the
Indians very strongly, but I have found very little workmaybe I
haven't looked at it thoroughly enough yet to see how you are gather-
ing Indian opinion.

T think we need to conduct more education hearings out in the field.
Commissioner WHITECROW. I know whv the tasks are only 10 or 20

percent completed at this time, now. Will you be able to complete
all of these tasks on schedule?

3fs. &laminae. I had thought we had more of a percentage com-
pletion than you have described, Commissioner Whitecrow. in the first
part of our report. We are anticipating, with Dr. McDonald's study
and our other two task force members, to be able to complete all these
tasks on schedule.

Commissioner WIIITECROW. You feel you will be able to meet them?
Ms. SCREIRBECK. Yes.
Commissioner WiirrEcnow. How do you intend to accelerate the

work in order to accomplish these tasks?
Ms. SCHEIRBECK. Dr. McDonald will be starting the study on the

definition ot Indian education with a number of communities. The
Coalition o Indian-Controlled School Boards has made their lay
advocate staff available. They are 10 people we just have to pay the
travel whkh comes to about $2,800.

So, I expect, with that kind of management, to be able to accelerate
the workload. I expect, with Ms. Misiaszek giving us full time in the
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months of March and April, to be able to certainlyand Mr. I3arlow'S
agreement to give us full timeto accelerate the workload.

I expecti at the end of the timeespecially at report filing time,
beginnim in Mayto utilize both of them extensively.

So, I do feel that our original desire was, primarily, g.etting through
the research and analysis. -We have put most of our effort there, and
I think we are on schedule pretty well. You know, we are really into
the swriteup. I should say, more intensive analysis and writeup.

I think, in terms of our Agency data, if we have some help from
the congressional offices as has been offered, and get that within the
next 2 or 3 weeks, we certainly have formats organized to compile that
and analyze that.

So, I would anticipate catching up by consultants; by groups of
Indian people; organizations who have volunteered for these services:
and by consultants who are doing positions for us because we have
talked with...them about the position papers, the kind of thing we
want and the timeliness.

Commissioner WurrEcnow. Thank you.
Ms. SCUZIRBECIL I would like to comment on your first question

about the Indian organizations. Would you like me to do that later?
Commissioner WHITECROW. A little later, please.
I have heard rumors, and these are rumors only, and you know how

rumors can be taken. The rumors I have heard have indicated that we
have on Task Force No. 5, a personality conflict among our task force
members.

I have not discussed this with the rest of the Commissioners, how-
ever, I would like to make just one statement in this regard.

We feel that we do have very competent and mature individuals
serving in this capacity. We certainly, want to impress upon you the
fact that we feel this particular task force is so important to the
Indian people, that we cannot afford to have any type of a personality
conflict that is prevalent within this particular task force.

We certainly hope that the maturity of the individuals involved in
this particular task force, consultants, specialists, et cetera, is such
that any conflict such as this that might be in existence, is resolved.
And, of course, I think this particular statement would go for all of
our task forces. Certainly, we have a tremendous amount of ego in-
volved with all of the persons serving in these various capacities. I
certainly would want to encourage and make mention of the fact that
we need total cooperation.

And we certainly wantif we have personality conflicts to put
those pe rsonality conflicts aside. Personalities are going to pass on

ibut the ssues are going to be with us for years.
Also, Helen, on pages 12 and 13 of your report, you list various

organizations which have made conimitments to provide your task
force with reports and information. Only 4 of the 10 organizations
you cite are accompanied by a description of a kind of information to
be provided by the task force.

Will your task force have any control over the methodology used
by these organizations in collecting the information? For example.
will the task force have any input in developing the NIEA poll or
their constituents
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Ms. Scwhinzot. Th s a poll we have developed. That is the

questionnaire we uked them to circulate for us, and we are only
providing them with the franked envelopes to get them returned. That

is the questionnairedesigned by our task force.
Commissioner Wirinciow. I see. OK.
Ms. Sonzniszca. I might say, about these pages, Commisqioner

Whitecrow, we are describing what came out of meetings we had with

these groups. And if they did not agree to anything in particular, it
is not described.

We had written each of these groups, however, more grohps than
listed here, and asked them to -provide for the task force a statement
of policy issues and concerns they have about Indian education. We
have also asked them to submit the resolutions of their oTanization
apin, only going back to 1970. But every national organization has
iren asked to do that.

Oommissioner NI/wrzonow. Perhaps it is a communication problem

we have. But please eheck into it.
Ms. Scitzmazcx. I certainly will.
Commissioner WHEMCRONV. I have another comment I would like

to make, and perhaps Mr. Stevens can also get involved with this;
and.Mr. Hall too. Is he here, Mr. Stevens I

Congressman YAM. No; but hiS good assistant, Kirke, is here.
Commiseioner Wurrsonow. In this re,gard, I have been reviewing

correspondence received from the office here, and I think this applies
to all of our task forces also. And this, then, reverts to the same prob-
lem we have in getting cooperation from the executive agencies of the
government. And this is in regard to a letter dated June 19, and Was
forward K1 to Secretary Wineberger requesting that his Agency be
responsive to the needs of the Commission, followed up by a letter of
July 7 in whicl. the General Counsel, or Secretary Wineberger, in-
dicated that we should work through Dr. Bluespruce who is the
chairman of the Interdepartmental 0-ouncil on Indian Affairs. And
further followed up by a letter dated December 8, whereby we notified
Mr. John Rhinelander, General Counsel, Department of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare that we v,ould like to have from their office copies
of certain data and information.

And the response from a Mr. Barrett, who replaced Mr. Rhine-
lander, or responded to our letter telling us that they could not dis-
close much of the information because of attorney:Oient privilege,
and so forth. And that they would provide us with what they really
wanted to provide us with.

Then we also have a letter dated January 7 in which we correspond
with Hon. David Mathews, Secretary of HEW, Boeifying him that
we have received a small amount of information from the Director of
the Office of Native American Programs, and also notifying him of
the responsibility.

i
of this Oommimon to gather data anii gather in-

formation, and that the executive branch s directed to work with this
Commission.

171. Ails letter is signed by the Chairman of this Commission, and we
requested certain data and information. It has been almoEt 2 months
now since this letter has gone out. I would like to request what kind
tn. response have we received from HEW in our latest letter of
J anuary 7.

92-595--71-4
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Perhaps Mr. 1[01 or Mr. Kickingbird could respond to that.
Congressman YATEs. Before they try to respond to that, in order

to give them a chance to gather themselves together and make the
response, I am told That the reporter should have a 5-minute break,
and we will all take a 5-minute break at this time to.give him a chance
to revive himself.

rRecess.1
Congressman YATES. The hearing will be in order again.
Mr. KICKINOBIBIL In response to the question about the cooperation

from the Department of Health, Edrnation, and Welfare : The cor-
respondence which we have hae with 1 f EW to date, had raised some
problems about :heir willingness to cooperate, as brought up earlier
and briefly addressed.

One of the things that complicated the problem was that we had
not heard, after the change from Wineberger to Mathews, as Seem-

- tory, whether or not. the policy of cooperation that Wineberger had
expressed in his letter to us durnig the symmer, would be continuee..

At the same tinw. we had a letter expressing cooperation from the
General Counsel's Office.of HEW. \V; sent to him a portion of the law
wliieh directs the agencies to provide the information which we request.

And, following that. we began to get some spotty cooperation with
materials coming in. This week, we have also received a letter from
Secretary Mathews indicating his willingness to cooperate. Now,..
whether that cooperation comes about, is something that will be de-
termined in the next 2 to 3 weeks.

And that raises the issue which Commissioner Bruce brought up of
whether or not we may wish to resort to additional pressures, and pos-
sibly ultimately. to subpena powers to get the items which we need.

Oongressman Y.vm. Does that answer your question?
Conunissioner WHITECRow. Yes, sir. Thank you, Kirke.
I have a comment, Helen, to you if I may.
Are you familiar with a proposed fiscal year 197'7 budget by the ad-

ministration that established a separate Bureau of Indian Education
within HEW ?

Ms. SCHEIRBECK. I am familiar with the original legislation on that
subject, and I am familiar with the bill that was introduced in the last
Congress on that. subject. And I am not, familiar with the budget jus-
tification on that bill.

Is that what it is? The budget justification ?
Commissioner WIIITECRM No. This is a proposed fiscal year 1977

budget for HEW.
SCIIEIRBECK. I am familiar with the fiscal year 1977 budget for -

HEW.
Congressman YATES. The whole budget?
Ms. SCHEIRBF.CK, No; relating to Indian education. Where moving

through the process of the Agency, I have talked with the planning
staff.

Commissioner WurrEcnow. Are you aware of any proposed move to
relocate the education program from the Bureau of Indian Affairs to
HEW?

Ms. SCHEIRBECK. I am aware of some, of what 'f would have to call,
rumors. Because I have not seen papers that actually define this. And
those rumors have been going on from about 4 to ( , months.
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Yes; I am aware from hearing the rumors. I se* the bill that was
'introduced in the last Congress on that subject. I checked on that, and
have been told that the bill was not going into a hearing stage, or was
not going anyplace in the Congress.

If you have anything on that, that is in black and white we would
tertainlylike to see it.

Commissioner WnrrEcnow. As soon as my source of information
.. gets to me, I will make a copy and forward it to you.

Congressman YATES. Any other questions
Ms. S' cuEntszcx. Mr. Chairman, I need to respond, if I might, please,

:to two comments that ComMissioner Whitecrow raised.
Congressman YATES. You may proceed.
Ms. &lummox. It would change the direction of our study. I need

.to know if that is what you wish to have done. I would like to comment
.on the Indian organizations.

I had met, beginning as early as September and November, with
'every one of their boards and asked for cooperation and specific kinds
of things with them. And that is reflected in our quarterly report.

In terms of the National Advisory Council on Indian Education : I
have been communicating with the executive director, Mr. Lincoln
White, and it is our hope that there will be a meeting' betweenhis

ggsstion was the 'executive committee of that council and our task
f ce.

we havdrn communicating on this point. I must say, that I did
mot lize the ad hoc committee was still functioning until last week.
And I have not been in communication with them, but I certainly
shall

The her thing I think important to realize is the way we have or-
ganized the study : I did not have us carrying on many field hearings
.throughoutthe country. But I did have us analyzing the hearings that
had been done because I happen to fe 1, since the 1960's, there has been

an awful lot Of work done in terms iescribing the needs in Indian
education. And so, I have not organized a lot of hearings or confer-
ences about these subjects.

I think there is plenty of_ material available on this subject. What I
had done was organize an indepth research study in which the con-

tract is now pending, and which Dr. Art McDonald would- direct. And

in that study, we would be 'going into BIA boarding schools, the day
schools, the public schools. 1 feel it is an education for us, and we need
to go into the schools ; not just call public meetings.

I appreciate this problem, but I do think they are documented. They

come before the Appropriations Committee every year; they come
before the Interior and Insular Affairs and the HEW Subcommittee.
Now, if you think I am wrong, then I need to know that from you be-

cause it will require a radical shift in the way our study is organized.

I had also seen in Dr. McDonald's special study. an indepth look at

the definition of Indian education. Because, I think the Indian people
are confusing, many times. basic skillswhich many schools teach
and cultural awareness kinds of things. And we have to get at that
definition before we can recommend to you a policy statement.

And then, from that statement, we must analyze how the finances
will be organized to carry this out. So, we are planning a grassroots
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study on that question for reservation Indians, and that would be
headed by Dr. McDonald. We mild have people who need to bethese
communities are at different levels of a culturation. We would have to .
use inteypreters,

And, I had felt that in my analysis of the field onndian education,
that was the big missing link. We need that definition, or we need to
know that it cannot be defined by Indian people. So that. the policy tliat
is recommended, then, can really be a policy that we hold people tie-
count able to.

And, if you are asking me to go out and do a lot more meetings and
hearings, I don't feel that. with the time constraints and the money
constraints we have, I do not feel we. can do both.

We have said we would join in with Task Force No. 10 and with
Task Force NO. 8, and we will get. from those two task forces about 10
hearing site coverages. And we said we would do an additional four or
five on our own, which Mr. Barlow and Ms. Misiaszek could handk.

But frankly, we just don't have the money to doany more than that.
We went to the National Congress of American Indian's annual con-
ference, because we felt that. was a good way to get input from them.
And we got a lot of it. But that is the critical question which I have to
have some guidance on.

Congressman YATES. Jake, do you want to guide her
Commissioner WurrEcaow. I would like to guide. youjf I may.
If I can encourage the rest of the Commissioners to go along wit},

me. I relen, I feel that. this is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for the
grassroot Indian to really have a voice directly to the Congress.of the
United States.

And, in the past, we have had meny reports madryThese reports
may not always have been made bv the grassroot Indian. They were
made by the people who were in the field of education, and may not
neeessarily reflect what our parent. councils are thinking today.

I think we need to take this Commission to them. I think we need to
get them out there and get our task forces out there. I think we need
to get the. feeling of the people out there, while one time, giving them
the congressional approach, so to speak, and allowing them free word
to the Congress of the United States through your task force.

We have a tremendous amount of people serving on Indian councils
out there who have a misconception as to what their authorities aml
the responsibilities are. I think we need to hear them. We need to hear
what their thoughts are, because in many respects, they hear only what
the administration of that particular F,.hool district wants them to
hear.

And. when we. have persons who come in who are knowledgeable
about the rules and regulations, then that particular administyation
puts that parent council down.

I think this is what we need to look at from a congressional Commis-
sion standpoint. And I think you need to get out into the field more;
hearing more of the grassroots people.

I think you are probably one of the most outstanding persons we
could have employed to do this job. We certainly have the greatest
respect for you in this capacity. We have. the greatest respect for
every task force member functioning, because otherwise, you would
not have been appointed to this particular duty.
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It is that concern, that experlisii, and that respectability that you
lave obtained down through, the years. And we feel we would like to
seeyou get out there, and get the grassroots feeling.

For many years, now, you have been involved in the bureaucracy, and
whether,or not we like RI before long you join them if you are not

:careful in your thinking. We would like you to get out there and get
the feeling of the people.

Ms. Seartmatm I would like you to know, we have written to every
advisory committee, and every JOU committeer and asked certain
Ituestions of them and asked for their input.

Congressman Yates. What has been the response to that?
Ms. Scurtuuntcx. We won't really be able to calculate that until about

the end of March, because We have only had our full-time secretary
on board since January 5. And so, a lot of our letters did not get out
until early February ; late January or early February,. But all those
people have been contacted as well as CoMmissioner Whitecrow and
tht advisory committee to the BIA. schools. Because, I think it is
important to get their perception.

But frankly, I think a position paper on the technical assistance and
training needs to help those people, and the Congress should fund
that. It Is also very important.

Commissioner WHITECROW. There is one thing I would like to re-
mind you. Many of the people serving in. these advisory capacities do
not have the ability to write; nor do they have the ability to put words
together that they feel that they could be proud of or have some
forethought to.

Many people will tell you what they feel, whereas, they will not
write it down. So, for this reason, I really feel that you need to get out
and conduct a few more hearings out there in, the field talking to the
parent councils, because those are the Indian people that are definitely
interested in the education of their children, whether it be elementary,
secondary, or post-high school type education.

Ms. ScHmmEcic. A.nd you feel that the 15 hearings and sites that we
are organizing, either with ourselves or other task forces, is not
adequate?

Commissioner WHITECROW. If you feel that you are reaching the
people, then I would agree with you. But if you don't feel that you are
reaching the people, then I would suggest you conduct additional
hearings.

Congressman YA7s. Does any other Commissioner wish to be heard
from ?

Commissioner DEER. I would like to agree with Chairperson Helen
Scheirbeek, here, in that I feel that there have been very many
meetings and hearings in this whole area of Indian education. Many
studies, and so forth. I was very glad to hear that you are eliciting
them and you are going to be analyzing them.

And, it would be my opinion that 15 hearings would be enough.
I am particularly interested in whether or not the task force is going
to be doing anything on the Indian studies department for programs
in the universities. I couldn't see tHs in the delineation that you have
done on page 1 or page 2, but could you comment on that

Ms. Sommazos. In our position paper, I have asked three Indian
faculty members to assess for us their institutions of higher educe-
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tions. Where they are with their Indian studies programs. Whether
those prOgrams are impacting the schools of education. The kind of
problems they had in establishing those programs. And, if they eould
try and give some guidance on how really institutionalized in the aca-
demic world the whole Indian studies effort.

So, Ivo are handling that as an issue in the position paper.
Oemunissioner DIAL. :Mr. Chairman, at this point, I am reminded of

what happened in the earlier days of the Commission.
I recall tlukt I suggested that. we hire the chairperson, and let the

chairperson sit in, or recommend, or do something with the task force
members and the specialists. Well, this didn't go through, as all of us
know.

Now, when things become in political they mix up the game and ,

throw personalities together. If that is bur problem, Mr. Whitecrow,
then we have no one to fault but ourselves. Some of the problems that
are involvedin Indian education have been brought out here today..
And I don't intend to bring them out.

But I believe that we do need to think orand you sitting at this
tableyou know what they are. One person cannot do a study. 1Any '
6hairperson must have cooperation from the people who are inv lye&
in the study. Task force members must have the cooperation oJ. the
chairperson, also.

So, I am only bringing this out to remind youI said it ih o very
beginningthat it was so unfair to come here as Commis.sioners, and
nominate this one, and this one, and this one, and lump people to- "
gether where there was a possibility of a personality conflict.

..nd where someone, standing way off in the background would use
political influence to upset programs, Mr. WhitecrowI hadn't
planned to mention this, but I would like to mention, at this time, Mr.
Whitecrowthat it was in your area that a resolution came out in
Portland; at the NCAI Commission meeting. which made a direct
attack on the Lumbee people and on Adolph Dial as a Commissioner..

I state: this, Mr. Recorder; for the record.
That is all I have to say..
Congressman YATM Commissioner, do you care to express any

opinion in order to provide guidance for the elutirperson of this group ?
What is your feeling about what she has said ?

Commissioner BORRTUIHM In terms of her own organization and ap-
proach, I think things are going as well as can be expected at this
point. I feel there has been a frank discussion of the problems that-
have been involved. I would be very much surprised that in the lorocess ,

of all of our task force proceedinRs that we didn't have these on.
ocelsions. Anil I thir.k they should be addressed at this point.

The. only additional point I would have is that I am always con-
cerned about. the quality, vs I know you are and the Commissioners are.
And thus, I view this as a point of frank encouragement in progress,
the opportunities that more of our Indian young people have to at-
tend programs with various imiversities which are directed at them.

However, in the process sr_ the increase in the number of such pro-
grams directed at encouraging native Americans to attend these uni-
versities, I would hope that you would be addressing yourself, also,
to a maintenance of the quality of these programs.

5 4
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me. .v., to e,

..

I am certainly not able to measure, specifically, but as a former
educator, I think it is a lifetime brand that we all carryI am not
convince(' that all such programs provide the quality along with the
opportunity. Quite frankly, I feel that some of them fail to, and I
don't think it does a service to the Indian community.

More degree opportunities, without the corollary of what I consider
to be absolutely essential, and that is the quality of the training that
goe's into it.

Thank you.
Congressman YATEs. Speaking for myself, I have the impression that

you are going at your task in a very capable way. I get the impression
that you have got a very good outline, and you have the ideas of what
your goal is, and what you have proposed to do. I also gather the im-
pression before our good friend Commissioner Whitecrow spoke, that
you did intend to go through grassroot sources in the event you
needed it.

I tend to sympathize with his position, when he stated that this is a
very important effort on the part of the Commission, and is accepted,
as such, by the entire Indian community. The opportunity should not
be overlooked, though, of giving them the chance to participate as well
in this endeavor.

But. I have the impression you intend to do that.
So, speaking for myself, I think all I want to do is just encourage you

to go about. your business as you seem to be doing.
Are there any other statements ?
Commissioner %rm. May I ask a quickquestion ?
Do you have enough help now to do the job I
Ms. SCHEIRBECK. I believe we do, if both Mr. Barlow and Ms. Mis-

imek can give us the time they agreed to. However, being a smart
administrator, I should like to leave the door open to come back for
more help in terms of finances, if after talking with them, we can pick
up an do a little bit more of what Commissioner Whitecrow would like
to have done.

Congressman YATIM Thank you for a verygood report.
Ms. SCHErRBECE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

STATEMENT OF WILBUR ATCITTY, CHAIRMAN, TASK FORCE NO. 2,
ACCOMPANIED BY MICHAEL COX

Congressman YATES. Task Force No. 2, Mr. Ateitty.
Welcome. Mr. Atcitty. We are very delighted to have you, of course.
Mr. Arcrrrv. I have here with me Mr. Michael Cox, the task force

specialist for this particular task force.
Our goal has been to examine the structure and function of tribal

government, and the ability of tribal governments to fulfill the needs
and desires of the members. And also, to protect and enhance tribal
sovereignty, and to meet the needs of the tribal units and enable them
to carry out these functions.

With i-egard to the goal. we haveand T think we have outlined some
objectives that we intend to look at in the course of our studyto fulfill
this goal.
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Very briefly, they ought to examine the powers of tribal governments
as they see it, and the limitations they have, and also, to determine
what the tribes wish to exercise in the future.

Also, to examine the financial and administrative stability of the
tribal govermnents; and also to examine the internal capabilities of
tribal governments to do what they think they should be doing; and
also, specifically, looking at the problems of smfiller tribes that feel they
have an extreme problem in terms of being' without a land base to
coranct their affairs, and also, in terms of numbers.

Lastly, there is the question of financial capability to carry on. Thus
far, I think all the review of our work shows that we may be some-
what behind. I think we have allowed ourselves Plough time, in certain
areas, to make up for that. Thus far, Mike and I have worked hard,
and the progress is pretty much on schedule.

I would like to address certain problems that we have in terms of our
work. I was glad to see that in the format that was established by staff,
that they asked us to identify certain issues and problems that we are
having with regard to our work.

A problem that I have seen thus far is that there seems to no basis
upon wIdch the Commission staff can put together a report. The con-
duct of work is that we need to know where the points of overlap are.
And I -think that merely discussing it with other task force members.
and talking it over bet ween task force specialists, is not enough.

I think we need to get this out in the open. One means b: which we
can do it_in terms of identifying what the issues are, and they are ob-
taining sonie baSk on which we can determine. where there was an over-
lap to determine what direction every task force is headed.

Without tls, I see there would be 11 separate reports which aren't
coherent, and which will not do much toward developing the final
Commission report.

One of the major problems I see, as we go around the country holding
different meetings and going to hearings, is that there seems to be some
lack of understanding about what the Commission it all about. Even
after the Portland meeting, there is still that feeling. "What are you
guys doing?"."What are you all about?" It is very difficult to ask a
task force, individually, to try to respond to that kind of thing. I think
that should have already gone out.

There has to be some intensified effort to inform the Indian people
what we are about before e arrive on the scene. There is a shortage
of time as it is, and to go in there and spend a day or so trying to
explain what the Commission is all about just detracts from the
purpose.

I might add one other thing, and that is. there is a need by, the
Commission. to authorizeor they may be doing it already, I don't
know, I'm not aware of itsome kind of determination to find out
just where we are socially, and economically in terms of everything.

What is the unemployment rate? What are the indicators in terms
of how the economics have gone, and so on, to determine how far
we lag in terms of the rest of the society, and what we have to make
up. That should be considered by every task force, and also, by the
Commission.
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Enough studies have been done on that kind of thing, and that kind
of effoit _would be just a matter of pulling those various things

together.
I would like, at this itime,.to ask our specialist to elaborate on the

rinrogef:sr at vfve have !liade 111 terms of the studies that we have out-

Mr. Cox. In the Commissicin critique of the Task Force No. 2, one

of the major concerns they had was the amount of time that was spent

on the developenintof our survey instrument.
The questionnaire that went out to all the tribal governments, in

the second quarterly report, I think we explained the reason for the
delay, and the effect on our overall progress.

We did address the time it would take to develop a thorough and
comprehensive questionnaire which we belieVe we have developed.
But we also allotted a sufficient amount of time for the eturn of the
questionnaire; an overly amount of time. The questionnaire was com-
pleted and mailed out to all tribes near the end of the second quarter.

Now, we are shooting for a date of April 1 as a cutoff point for
receivinj complete questionnaires. We tried to intensify this effort
with a high return rate of questionnaires by Friploying theperson who
is now the contact with the tribes and trying to determine whether
the Questionnaire has been received', and also offered limited assistance
in helping to complete this long questionnaire.

To date, we have contacted well over 40 tribes. and have received

a very, very good response from them in terms of different and various
forms of completion.This has only been over a period of about 8 weeks.

We received 10 complet4questionnaires from 10 tribal governments.
Congressman Yens. M%at percentage is that of your total

questionnaires I
Mr. Cox. Well, we have mailed out over 400. Besides the question-

naire, we have just completed a 8-day, training session of Indian field
consultants who will be used for the second part of our survey in
tribal governments which is going to 31 selected reservation sites.

They will begin to lae in the field at the beginning of next week, and
we anticipate April 1, a completioh of all 31 reservation sites and
interviews.

In our plan of operations scope of work, we outline particular spe-
cial areas of concern. We felt basic research needed to be done which
included not only legal research, but also field visits. Those topics
were taxation powers by the Government, land use control and natural
resources, regulations of tribal governments, judicial powers of Indian
tribes, and a study of the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934.

All of those special studies have been, or are almost completed. We
feel they are 75 percent complete. In those particular study areas.
almost all the field work has been completed and all reports will be in
by March 15.

Tn the area of hearings and roundtables, we have held to date one
joint hearing with a jurisdiction task force in southern California. We

felt it was a very successful hearing. In a 2-day time period, we heard
from many tribal chairmen and representatives. We dealt with a lot of
issues of small tribes. Questions of retrocession and the whole problem
of financing tribal government.
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To date, we have also held a series of roundtable discussions which
we have taped with tribal chairmen. One Was held at Bismarck,
N. Dak., with the North Dakota tribal chairmen. We just completed
one at Phoenix, over the weekend, with the Arizona tribal chairman.
We have in the works now, a plan for a roundtable in the Seat .e
area.

Next, week, the 26th, we will be in Pierre, S. Dak., to meet in a
roundtable session with South Dakota tribal planners to get at some
of the financial problems of tribal governments and the administrative
problems.

Overall, we feel tthat we are on schedule now, and that we have a
sufficient mound of time in which to complete this project. We will
have our final report in by July 21.

Congressman 'YATES. Very good. Do you have any problems the
Commission should know about?

ATcrrry. None that I haven't, outlined before.
Congressman YATF:s. Any questions from the Commission?
Commissioner WurrEcuow. Yes; I have a question, sir.
Congressman YATES. Commissioner Whitecrow.
Commissioner WHITECROW. In your scope of work and your plan

of operation, State and local governments create special purpose agen-
cies in the ey.ercise of their governmental powers such as housing.

Have you found that the tribes are opposed to creating any sub-
ordinate public agencies, or do they simply object to v. hat they see
as arbitrary requirements attached to IIUD housing authority.

Mr. ATcrrrY. I think the concern there is at a couple of levels. One,
is that the, dations themselves, impose undue hardships on the
tribes themselve. in matching requirements. et cetera.

Second. I think hat by requiring establishing the indices outside of
the tribal governnit somewhat undermines the tribal governments
themselves and we are certainly looking at that aspect.

Mr. Cox. Specifically on the I IUD programs. the creation of housing
authorities: In hearings we have heard nemerous complaints from
tribal chairmen concerning the problems of having to create a housing
authority then the lack of control the tribal government the
housing authority. It is their belief that housing authoritie. ,eak-
ing decisions that. belong with the tribal government, and n/t %cif h the
separate independent housing authority. I think this proNem goes
beyond merely the HUD programs but there are various Federal pro-
grams whieh were created in the 1960's which were not designed for
Indian tribal fyovernments hut whieh are being pushed off on tribal
governments. The creation of a whole bunch of independent commit-
tees and authorities which the tribal government does not have any
control over and which creates obvious problems in terms of planning
and development for the reservation. So. it has been a serious problem.
Ti is being expansed by the Indian people through our hearings and
t lirowrli our roundtable talks.

Commissioner WHITECROW. Are you finding. in your studie,-. at what
governments, now in effect are really being looked upon as k.cal entities
of Erovernment ?

Mr. ATerrry. Tt varies from place to place. T think that the problem
is the capability of the people that are in office who by and large deter-

t
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'mine bow they are looked upon. We found situations in SOBIC areas
where Lie Bureau has tremendous influence over legislation, resolu-
tions, or any kind of discussions that are held within the council. And
:The opposite is true in other areas. By and large the theme that is run-

through our study right now is that there has been tremendous
effort by the Federal dovernment in terms of strengthening the tribal
governments.

Commissioner Baum Do you find that tribal governments have
adequate technical assistance furnished by sonic ageneyBIA or
,otherwise?

3f r. Cox. Clearly they do not. They do not have adequate technical
resources available. It is one tlnwr we have heard over and over again
when NN e get int() tuvas of the nerds of tribal governments. The whole
problem is financing tribal govermnents. 4retting them a sufficient
amount of training and technical resources.P-We have heard countless
stories of tribal governments having to make decisions that have a
very strong import on the whole reservation without having adequate
t echnical resources to do it.

Specifically, we were in Arizona over the weekend and we heard
from two reservations where there were proposed dams to be built on
reservation lands. On one reservation they may take up two-thirds of
he reservation if they accept this particular project and settlement.

So far, the only feasibility studies that have been done have been
financed by the Bureau of Land Management and the Army Corps
of Engineers. The tribes are desperately in need of funds and the
personnel to be able to make those type of rational decisions them-
selves, without having to rely on an obvious vested interest with the
-Corps of Engineers or the Bureau of Land Management.

So. as far as the technical needs, there isn't enough. The tribes are
asking for them.

Commissioner Null:. Have you had a workshop with the planners
yet or is that coining up

Mr. Cox. That is coming up next Thursday.
Commissioner Baum But as far as you have gone: Do you find that

planners eau be very helpful to the tribal government people in fur-
nishing technical assistance?

Mr. Cox. 'l'his is certainly an inquiry on our questionnaire and it will
be an inquiry when we liegin next week with our field studies on the
reservat ions:We. are very much int crested in knowing what the impact
on tribal planning office has been. We will certainly deal with that
question next week.

Conunissioner Bm-cE. The reason T asked about technical assistance:
It seemIls to me that I was going over a list the other day of maybe 140
consulting firms of all kinds and many of those firms had secured
contracts to do technical assistance. I have been talking to some
tribal people who said: This week wo had a workshop on management
and next week we have a vvorkshop on management from another
agency. I wondered whether you are overlapping and producing any
results on improved management in tribal government operations.

Mr. ATcrrry. T would like to ask Mike to elaborate on the experience
which one of our task force members had at Salt Lake with regard to
this kind of training.
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Mr. Cox. Right; the Brigham City Training Center. Alan Parker
attended a particular seminar on tribal government which was to help
new tribal council members in an orientation toward tribal govern-
ment and the Federal relationship between the Federal Government
and tribal government. The problem was in attendance: Tribal coun-
cil members were ftom a variety of States which made it almost im-
possible to deal in any sort of specific terms. That is, there were so
many types of loeal problems that tribal governments face that you
can't generalize the part of having a whole variety of tribal council
members from all across the country and deal in any kind of specific
terms. So they can only speak to the general terms and this again is
a problem. This whole question of training. We have also addressed
this question in our hearings. This is a real problem of the tribes:
Having sufficient resources to be able to send people out of the State
to attend these different training programs and the quality of them
have been very inferior. That is. they expect a 1-day training session
to cover accounting principles. This sort of thing.

There has been a rNl interest. Tribes would like to participate in
programs of this sort but they would like them to be closer to hone..
They just don't have the resources to be able to send their members out
of State for orientation programs or for training in a particular area.

Commissioner I3nrcE. It has always been my feeling that if the Na-
tion expects us, as Indian people, to function through the tribal gov-
ernnwnts; then the Government, ought. to be willing to fund lit least the
tribal chairman so that lie could do the kind of job he ought to do and
was placed there to do. We could make him responsible. Knowing the
tribal chairman couldn't afford to go because of the fimds, then there
ought, to be some way of funding the, tribal council people, based on
their income on the reservation and supply the funds so that he could
be there to do that job that be is supposed to do for his people if he
waS elected to do it.. Have, you made any kind a study or are you look-
ing into that kind of thing?

Mr. Cox. Yes, Connnissioner, we certainly are.
Mr. ATetyrr. That is.glle is in the questionnaire we have prepared.to

determine this and we don't know what, the response will be. We, feel it
niay be kind of sensitive in terms of how we ask it : Ifow they are paid
and, bow much they are paid. lint we have asked that question in the
qnest ionnaire and clearly there is a problem in terms of running a
government without at* salary or else having another job and bPina
on a program within the Govenment and at the smile time being a
chairman.

Mr. Cox. We aren't riursuing this pailienlar question. It is a very
important one for us ami so far what we are finding oi it. especially
in the southern California amenwe have had hearings there alnl al-
most all tribal chairmen and council members are not salaried. It is
on a volunteer basis. They have to be part-time chairman. part-time
council people because they julst don't hay(' adequate tribal res'airces
to enable them to salary these part ieular po-itions. They have all ex-
presged a desire to have fidl time people even though they arc small
reservations. There is enough work to do on a full tune basis Just as to
the different problems they are facing. It is coming out also in Ariz(ina.

6 0
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The real problem is having the tribal chairman be a program director
in order to have a salary position with the tribe. The problem is: You
can't give full time to either position, either as program director or as
tribal chairman. So, we are very much interested in the whole ques-
tion of how tribes finance their own tribal governments. What we are
finding out is that there just isn't sufficient tribal revenue now being
generated to do that type of work. If tribal governments are going to
be functioning in the next century they are going to have to be financed
and to be full time positions.

Commissioner BRUCE. Just one last question. You mentioned the fact
that you had a hearing with Teak Force No. 6.

Mr. Cox. No; with Task Force No. 4.
, Commissioner BRUCE. Whichever, but it was with another task force.

Mr. Cox, Correct.
Commissioner BRUCE. How does that work out ? Can you cover what

you need to cover or can both task forces double up on the hearings?
Mr. Cox. I think it depends on which task forces are holding the

hearing together. For us, we are So close together in terms of our con-
cerns that we complemented each other at the hearing. Also, as I men-
tioned in the quarterly report, I pointed out the reason for the suc-
cessful hearings was the fact that we worked together on it in advance.
We contacted the tribal chairman personally, we worked with him and
it was a great help to me having other task force personnel there to go
out in adva-^e and set these things up. Because these hearings do take
preparation. They don't just happen. I think we can work out to-
gether with the .Turisdiction Task Force and we certainly overlap
with other ones. In southern California, we focused a lot of our at-
tention on the question of retrocession, of Public Law 83-280, which
obviously we are interested in from a tribal government perspective.
We, of course, pursued the request. 'While they are interested in know-
ing Oie tribe's opinion about retrocession., we would like to assume
the tribes want criminal and cHlian jurisdictica over the reservation
again. We were concerned about what it was going to to take to do it.
So, it can work very successfully and we felt that was one of the rea-
sons for the successful hearings in California.

Commissioner WHITECROW. Can I get a question in
Chairman ABOUREZK. Jake. Go ahead.

.Commissioner WIIITECROW. I have got ow questions. Recently our
staff director sent all of the task forces a copy of the Erosion of Indian
Rights, a case study in bureaucracy by Felix Cohen. On page 353 of
that study, which was presented to you, it got into 4 tliscussion of free-
dom of election and direct interference by a representative of the Bu-
reau of Indian Affairs in tribal elections. There was misuse of the
Federal funds in order to accomplish this and to sway an election one

way or another. This took place back in 1950, 1951, and 1952. I am
wondering if you have given any thought as to whether or not we still
have any type of this activity involved in tribal elections and the elec-
tion procethires of our tribal officials.

Mr. krcim. We haven't. addressed the problems specifically but,
in t.he course of discussions in Bismarck, one of the chairmen there ex-

pressed his conviction that there was collusion between the superinten-
dent and his council, because they were related by blood, and conse-
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1.

the rest of America so there won't be a need for this comMission.
am saying we have to give all tribes the opportunity to make it into .
the next century and centuries into the future.

Mr. Cox. I would say, Mr. Whitecrow, we do have a special study
on the taxation powers of tribal governments. In that study, in field
research, the Pine Ridge Reservation has been looked into and visited
concerning their taxi% scale, which they have had for, I think, over
10 ears and this is their principle source of private revenue.

we are not necessarily advocating that tribal governments should
go out and start taxing but we certainly, in our survey and in our
hearing, are discussing the possibilities of attempting to raise revenue
through the use of taxation. We are certainly trying to document
which reservations are now considering those types of plans or are
already doing them. So we can turn in our report and at least show
what other trites or other reservations are doing in this area to gather
or to collect and increase their revenue.

Commissioner WitirEcaOw. Are von then taking a look at the type
of revenue that would be generated by the tribes perhaps and recom-
mendations for this revenue to be used to support tribal governments
to allow the elected officials *of the tribe to get out and participate
and attend meetings and to be representatives of their tribes? Is this
what you are taking ti look at from the standpoint of, say, making borne
recommendations as to how to support tribal government?

Mr. Cox. I would say yes, we are. We are not necessarily trying to
tell tribes that is the way they should try to raise revenue and spend
their money. Most tribes with what resources they do have, are
putting them back into the tribal government. It just isn't sufficient
right now to be able to do the job. I am sure that if they had sufficient

government, that is where the money would be going, or at least one

way it would be going.
Commissioner DIAL. One short question. Are you looking at tribal

government on State reservations?
Mr. Cox. No ; we are not.
Commissioner DIAL. Why not ?

Mr. Cox. Tfie task force made a determination earlier on that we
would include within our survey. State reservations bemuse they do
have tribal governments which are performing normal governmental
functions. We felt we could gather the inTormation and make it avail-
able but we weren't really sure what we could do with it in terms of
recommendations. It is our feeling that many of these problems of

non federally recognized governments arise since they simply are. not
revognized to have powers of self-government. If that be the ease,
then we are (vetting into the whole question of recognition and it
seems to be aPndirect overlap with Task Force No. 11. It just seems
to be an area that we felt overwhelmed by. We felt like just trying
to survey all the different types of tribal governments that are
presently in the Indian country and to also include State reservation

Indian tribal governments within them and try to analyze that. But

to make rmommendations would be a difficult task and we couldn't
allow a slaticient amount of time for it.

Commissioner DIAL. Then perhaps. you would need a statement in

your report similar to what you have just made.

ts
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kr. Cox. Correct.
Commissioner DIAL. It wouldn't take a lot of time and it wouldn't

take a lot of space and it wouldn't take a lot of money.
Mr. ATcrrry. I think we said that in our initial papers.
Commissionez DIAL. Well, I stepped out for a minute. Perhaps I

missed it.
Commissioner DEER. It seems that many of the problems relath to

financing. I wonder if you are getting any feedback on the structure
of tribal government itself and the reason I bring this up is that we
are just. in the process of writing a whole new constitution and look-
ing at the old way trying to figure out what should be done for the
future.

Does the information that you have so far address itself to that?
Mr. Murry. The question here addresses itself to Witt. You know

the works of the various committees, what their jobs are, and what
their responsibilities are. The questionnaire addresses that.

Mr. Cox. I would say that one of the tasks we have undertaken is
the Indian reorganization actsto try to look at the problems that
were created by the act. Also, in our selection of the 30 reservations,
we purposely included IRA tribes, non-IRA tribes, and traditional
tribes with no formal constitution or bylaws. When we gather this
data back in, which we don't have yet, we hope to make some determi-
nations about the various forms of tribal government. So structure
is a very impo'rtant concern.

Commissioner DEER. Thank you.
Chairman ABOITREZK. I have got a question that I want to ask

about. One of the problems about a little tribal government, at least
the more visible ones, is that many of the chairmen are not account-
able nor responsive to the general membership of the tribe. I just
wonder if you have. tried to take, some approach to those kinds of
problems? I am specifically referring to what has happened at Pine
Ridge over the last 3 or 4 vears?

Mr. ATcrrrY.'We don4t address that problem specifically but we
have considered it as essential to approach it the way you stated it.
But I do feel that by having the questionnaire, or by taking the
questionnaire to different people within a tribe, hopefully we will
get that kind of information.

Chairman ATIOrREZIL In conjunction with that specific problem,
on a lot of reservations that I have seen, on what is labeled as tribal
government really turns out to be both the use of Federal money and
other tribal revenues toward the benefit of just the more aggressive
members of the tribe. Tn other words, it is not used for the benefit of
the entire tribe in a lot of eases. The tribal chairman and educated
members of the tribe, those who have gone off and gotten an educa-
tion, and those who are much more aggressive than other ones, are
taking advantage and becoming affluent themselves and all the prob-
lems of the tribal membership in general are negleeted. Tt seems to
me that is a maior problem of the tribal government itself. For whose
benefit is the tribal government being maintained? Ts it just for those
who are active in tribal government or should it be maintained for
the benefit of people that they are supposed to be serving?
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My question is: Are you spending any time at all (Mliow to resolve
ithat ssue I

Mr. Arrorrrr. We.are not on the problem that you have stated there.
It is not only one of tribal government, but it covers the whole realm
of all of the task forces. There is an education problem. I don't think
it is our job to belittle the efforts of those who have gone out and
gotten an education on their own or just for being aggressive. Being
aggressive is a good thing and we should not Chastise' anyone for
being aggressive. I don't tbink it is our job to dictate to the tribal
chairman or council members. It is up to the individuals. If they wish

to become affluent, they can become affluent, if they wish to. But,
certainly, the tribal government should respond to the needs and
desires of all the members.

Chairman AnCIITREZIE. I wasn!t criticizing the fact that some people

are aggressive. What I am criticizing is the fact that the aggressive
members of certain Indian tribes have used that characteristic and
t he lack of aggressiveness or passivity of other members of the tribe
for their own personal b6nefit.

When Federal programs, for example, are directed toward the whole
tribe, the benefits of those programs only go to a few members some-
times rather than the tribe in general. Now, that is what my criticism
is. It seems to me, that is a direct problem of tribal government. In
other words, we have to look at the question of what the tribal govern-
ment is there for. Are they there to feather their own nests? Are they
there to benefit just their own selves because they were able to get
elected and because they were able to get an education ? It seems to
me that they ought to use that education. That they intend to stay
on the reservation for the benefit of the membership. not just for them-
selves. That is more specifically what I am directing to. 'You will find
that the most aggressive people in the world ere politiciansSenat ors
and Congressmenand I am sure not going to criticize that--

Congressman MEEDS. Presidents.
ChaIrMan ABOUREZIC. Presidents. sorry. But what I would criticize

is probably the use of that office whether it be a Senator or a Congress-.

man, to benefit just a small class of people of the general Population.
On a reservation, that means the members of the tribe. I think it
really is a very important question. I would like Mlle comments from
the other members of the commission on that as well. Do you think
I am getting into an area that the task force should not get into or is
that an important area to get into ?

Congressman MEEDS, That is absolutely right. It is a very important
issue and ultimately lies at the base of whether or not there is going
to be a participatory form of government on ...eservations.

Mr. (40X. Yon say it may be a very important problem but I think
in terms of our responsibility as a task force it is to come back to you
with collected information and, hopefully, some types of' recom-
mendations to deal with those problems. You get into a very difficult
area if you are considering legislation which is agahhgoing to regu-
late tribal government in some other way. That is, byliiiving extensive
pieces of legislation dealing with crimes committed by tribal em-
ployees and handling of Federal funds or whatever. The basic prob-
lem is, you know, we are afraid of trying to legislate in this area. The
problem is, perhaps, pervasive but tribes do have a mechanism for
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removal of officers if they are not doing their job. I don't know what
other things that the Commission has in mind that we do in this area.

We are certainly receptive in our hearings and roundtable discus-
sions to these types of problems and we are certainly not afraid to ask
them, but in terms of the special area of concern and special study of
those areas or special recommendations it is a vely difficult area. The
task force is reluctant to make recommendations in thpse areas

Chairman ABOTTREZK. The point is: I don't think you should be
reluctant. I think that is one of your prime responsibilities. Let ine
be a little bit more specific. I haven't given this an awful lot of
thought but just superficially: Couldn't there be some kind of a legal
requirement that instead of a tribal chairman, who is. given Federal
program money or contract moneyswhatever it might. bebeing
allowe d. to hirehis friends to administer those programs, why couldn't
there lie a requirement that the various communities on the reserva-
tionPm thinking of Pine Ridge right now in factbe asked by
the tribal council and he chairman to organize the community com-
mittee to administer th .? expending of those Federal funds rather than
that coming out of the tribal headquarters in Pine Ridge and every-
thing being administered there; That was, as you may-know, one of
the causes of the political problems that they had a 'Pine Ridge. It
seems to me, that. goes to the very core of why Indians feel alienated
a lot, not only from the white society, but from their own tribal
structure.

One further thing. The Federal Government shouldn't assist in
that. They ought to try and prevent or reverse that process. One way
to prevent that, or reverse it, is the passage of legislation which might
require the money to be distributed to committee groups all through
the reservations.

Mr. Cox. Senator, I think the task force opposes that particular
solution. One of the problems that you tiild on reservations today is
that you have a whole lot of various programs with absolutely no
coordination going. On one reservation, you can have four education
projects operating with no centralized control. I think that is what
we are trying.to do. Deal with that particular problem of the. tribal
government itself not having sufficient control over any of these
different programs. Perhaps it is different at Pine Ridge. But I think
there is a lot, of other reservations where there isn't any control yet
over the tribal government itself. This is being expressed to us as
being a problem. The tribal chairman or tribal council members per-
ceive it as a particular problem. They can't get into arty kind of
planning and coordination. If. as you suggest. there is another mech-
anism that is created to distribute funds on the reservation or what-
ever, it is just creating another entity that the tribal governments have
to deal with.

Chairman ABOUREZIC. Give. me a specific reason why that is bad.
Wl.y is that bad to have several groups controlling their own future
and 'heir own lives ? What is so bad about that ?

Mr. Cox. It is hard to set reservation policy that way. Reservations
face a whole series of problems which can't be dealt with by a whole
variety of groups. There has to be some sort ,pf centralized control
of authority on a reservation. This is where we are heading and this
is what we are hearing.

6 t)
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Chairman ABOTAEM The governments themselves, the people, the

public
Mr. Cox. -From both. By hearing froin the public, they would

rather see everything controlled centrally, from the general member-
ship. They hear the tribal government is being undermined by having

a whole series of programs on the reservation without any direction

in terms of a design or a plan for a particular field, like education

perhaps.
Chairman ABOVREZK. Well, let's take a specific. You are saying you

are hearing this now. Now give me a specific example, if you would.

Tell me which reservation you have heard that from and the specific
program that you have talked about on that reservation. Let's get

into that a little bit.
Mr. ATcrrry. Navajo Reservation and with respect to housing.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Let's talk about that. What is happening

there
Mr. ATcrrrY. There was a need to establish a separate entity out-

side of the tribal government to operate that program.
Chairman ABOVREZK. To operate a housing program?
Mr. ATcrrry. Right. And the problem you are talking about, Sen-

ator does not exist only in Indian country but also exists elsewhere.
I .don't think that the State of Arizona should be penalized for what
the State of South Dakota does with their money or the Federal money.
I think that is really the issue. I don't think we should beatiallying the
tribes. You know, they should go in and change the rules again

Chairman ABOUREZIC What is the existing situation with regard
to housing on the Navajo Reservation ? Who handles the housing
money that comes in ?

Mr. ATcrrry. The housing authority.
Chairman ABOUREZK. And there is one central housing authority for

the entire reservation ?
Mr. ATCITTY. Right.
Chairman ABOUREZK. And the proposal is to change it or something:

Is that what you are saving ?
Mr. Arcrrry. No. there is no such proposal, because .the rules by

HUD necessitate having a housing authority in order to get housing.
Chairman ABOLTIZIC DO you think that is good or bad in your

view?
Mr. ATrlyry. I think it is bad because in terms of some kind of

coordinated effort that when you talk about. housing, you talk about
roads, electricity. water. economic development and all these other
issues come in. You can't. just talk about one program and leave it at.
that.

You know. you can't talk about. health and leave out tribal govern-
ment on the Commission itself. All of these things are related. AD the
work of the task force isn't independent. They all relate somehow. I
will agree that they are independent. and when you get down to that
level

Clutirman Anovami. T think you are right about this. All the task
forces are loaded. hat it is is a series of 11 separate staffs working
for the Conimission.

;
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Mr. ATcrrrv. There should not, be reservations run by communit v
g.roups. I think it is really a bad thing. It is just like saying, we wiil
have 11 independent task torees doing the work for us.

Chairmen ABOURr.7.H. Well, for example, if you have a different
school ill each vommunity on the Navajo Reservation, or the Pine
Ridge Reservation: Do you think that. the funds for all the schools
are to be run out of ono central office or do you think that. the money
ought. to be distributed out to eachlocal school board if they have a
school board

AIr. ATITITY. The Navajos have looked at this problem they have
held hearings on it on the Navajo Reservation, and they have taken
the course of an establishment of a unified 'school system for the
Navajo Reservation. In fact, they now have public schoolsthere ere
BI. sehools, there are Conmlission schools, there are conkract
schoolsa whole varity of school systems to where a ninth grade
student may have one ievel over here and over here, it. might. be a
different level so you can't hope to have any kind of meamingful plan
in terms of education with t hat kind of a system.

Chairman Anot.mic. All right.. BIlt assIllne you had, for example,
in the State of South Dakota, you have got a central superintendent of
education and a department of educationthey kind of established the
kind of curriculum for the Stateyet each community has its own
school board. They hired their own teachers, they adMinistered the
funds that they get through taxes and State and Federal aid and they.
in fact. run thm school in their effinnumity with certain hasic mininnun
standards. Why conldn't that be done on the Navajo T servat ion ?

Mr. ATerrrY. I think we are going to do something like that in the
future.

(Thairman Mini-m.7.K. Do you th;nk that is good or bad?
Mr. ATcrerv. I think that is good.
Chairman Alua-ami. To let the conmmnities run their own schools?
Mr. ATCITTy. No: to develop a unified system. To whore the system

is designed by the rentnd Navajo agency and allowing the local
sc1lool board 'to do tlwir owe thing with certain minimum Navajo
st a nun rds.

Chairtnan ABOUREM. Well. is the Fune thing I am talking
about. 'rho. is exactly what. I am talking about, But if you had one
cent nil school board running every school on the reservat ion

Mr. ATerrrv. I don't think von are.
Chairman Anorar.7.K. Weli, I am. If y. a had one central school

hoard with the reservation running, every school, out of that central
school bon ra without the connnunity itself having some voiee in it,
I don't think that would be very good and that is exactly what I ant
talking about.

Now, in fact., if you have your basic minimum Navajo standard and
then shift the money out to each community to run their own school,
wherever there was a school needed, and you have asked the local
community school board for that, it. would -;eem to me that. those
people would be an awful lot happier politically, economically, and
in every other sense that I can think of.

Mr. ATcrrry. What you are thinkinl of is a system he which von gro
around the tribal governments to establish community grourfs to run
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programs with funds deriving from the Federal Government. If you

are going to do that for every program, you knovV, it is a bad thing,
you are undermining the tribal governments.

Chairman Anotntras. Wilbur, you know where I think we have got

a diffetence of opinion is our definition of what a government is. 'You

know a government ought not be established just for the benefit of the

government alone. It ought to be established for the benefit of the
people that they are representing. Anytime you deal out those people

or deal around them, because we want to not subvert and not undermine
the tribal government therefore we are not going to listen to the people

or not have them take part in this; to me, that is not a definition of
government. That is 'just the opposite of government. That is a
dictatorship.

Mr. ATerrry. I had the sam'e feeling about what government is.

Government z:i the people and the government should listen to what
the people want. If the people want their government to be listened to,

to be looked upon as the government, well I think we should operate
that way and not have the Federal Government dictate and say, well,

you should establish community groups to run these programs. If the
people don't want that, well thel., I think we should listen. If the
peo le don't want that, of course, t.0 have to listen to the people.

airman Anotramx. You 1vol t held any hearings in Wamblee,
have you ?

Mr. krorrry. No.
Chairman ABOIIRUK. They have had a liie bit of trouble out in

Wamblee recently. I bet, if you went to Wamblee, S. Dak., that you
woult1 hear it from Madison or Porcupine. In fact, they have had their
belly full of the Pine Ridge government. They would like to undermine
the Pine Ridge government. They would like to subvert it if they
could. simply because they have been screwed up against the wall by
the Pine Ridge government. It iust seems to me that while not every
situation on every reservation is the same, I would be willing to bet
vott would be able to find many reservations in the same condition.
They would like to have more voice in how the Federal bill is being
spent and they would like to be able to spend it themselves and ac-
cording to their own programs. I think it, is one of your responsibilities
to look into that. If it doesn't work for the Navajo, say so but if it
works on Pine Ridge, say so. It seems to me you can't ignore the
problem.

Just because yon happen to conic from Navajo and things are
working fine that way there, I will just reverse it, back to you. You
say you don't. want Navajo to be punished for what South Dakota is
doing. But don't punish South Dakota because Navajo is succeeding
in one form of government. It. seems to me. it is your responsibility
to look into those areas all around the country wherever the trouble
spots might he. Does that make sense to you ?

Mr. Cox. Senator, we are not ignoring that particular problem. T
think the point was being made that it is a difficult area. It conies in

terms with how to deal with the problems themselves, because sonic
of the solutions you suggested do interfere with what we all recognize
to he the most basic of the powers of tribal government and that is
the right to forni their own government. In terms of handling of funds,

6
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that still is a governmental function and a tribal governmental
function.

Chairman A.InUREEIE. Neither is it a solution not to look into a
problem

Mr. Cox. I said we are not doing anythingthere is no special focus
in our hearings and in our surveys. We are certainly getting into those
kind of questions with the people that are interviewedthe respon-
siveness.of the tribal government and the needs of the people.

All I km saying is there is no special studies being conducted in that
particular area itself. We aren't excluding it. I say the more diffizult
problem, the solution to those types of problems

Chairman Aeornanc. I recommend that you interview somebody
out in the Pine Ridge Reservation and some of the outlying communi-
ties there and find out what their view is. You are obviously missing
an irriportant viewpoint by a great number of people and I think it
wou.d be worthwhile if you were to do that.

Are there any other questionb
Commissioner BORBRIDGE. I think I would at least like to acknowl-

edge on behalf of the task force that they have a very delicate mission.
I don't say any less necessary because it would be delicate, but rather
because on one hand as we proceed on the basis of one of the very
important principles of self-determination and exploration of exactly
what the jurisdiction is and in what fashion it operates, where it may
be strong and weak. I tHink what we are saying essentially is that we
are respecting at that point the established self-governmental unit
that is traditional to the people.

I would be, personally, very leery about imposing anything that
would, across the board, be affecting or be imposed on tribal govern-
ment units as such. But perhaps one approaoh may be an examination
of the areas as you are proceeding, organic documents and methods of
operation, so tnat if the Commission feels that there ought to be correc-
tive action available to the people. It does seem to me that this could
be done within the nature of tribal government as, it operates. That
perhaps corrective action, if the Commission feels that there should
be one considered, would be one available to the people without nec-
essarily being imposed.

I think one thing that has been very clear in the hearings, that is,
it has become very clear during the colloquy in which we have just
engaged and that is the evident variety of tribal government.

Rather than to just have the task force proceecl with the notion that
we will look into this. I would be curious in suggesting to the chairman
perhaps that the task force might report back to us how it would per-
ceive this particular task. What I would be curious aboui is that if you
are to go into the field, given the present scope of work as you have
outlined it very well for us, and then went to add one dimension and to
announce that herewith you will, in effect. be engaging in some evalua-
tion of tribal government. I would he very curious about the nature
of cooperation and response because I rather think that you 7ould be
called on to define very carefully the process of this evaluation, how you
would proceed. and I don't suggest because of its difficulty it should
not be done. but I do feel that it is so important that perhaps the Com-
mission ought to have you look at the suggested procedure for imple-
menting the chairman's directive to the tylsk force.

70 .
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What do you think, Mr. Chairman I
Chairman Aswan John, you were saying what specifically That

you want to find out firth how they are going to go about doing it f

Commissioner BORBRIDOE. I would suggest, Mr. Chairman, that this
is going to be a very sensitive area without any question. I can abso-
lutely assure you that it would be. It is going to be so* sensitive that
rather than have the task force merely go out with its understanding of
how we proceed, I would be very curious about how it would intend to
proceed in what I perceive as an element of evaluation, the effective-

ness, the responsiveness, and so on of tribal government.
Chairman ABOUREZR. I think I understand now what you are saying

and that is the tribal chairman is goihg to raise hell if the task force
comes out and tries to do what they call interfering with tribal
government.

I want to remind the task force that your assignment is to give
Congress some idea of what ought to be done vis-a-vis tribal govern-
ments. Your task is not to cater to tribal chairman alone. It is to deter-
mine an overall Indian policy and I don't think that overall policy is
determined strictly by tribal chairman. I think what John says is not
R. had idea. Maybe you ought to let us know how you plan on doing that.
That is fine. But I don't think we can put it off too long, first of all.
And second, I don't think we min avoid the problem.

If I am wrong, tell me. I am just 1 out of 11 on this commission.

But it just seems to me that if we continue in this system and if we
continue as tribal governments are, we may as well disband the task
force. We are not going to determine all the oligarchic tribal govern-
ments. If they are hurting the Indian people we want to stopth.em, and

iif they are not hurting them, we will continue. I guess that s the way
it looks to me.

. What do you think ?
Mr. ATcrrrY. We can certainly prepare something for you on which

you may base a decision. But do you understand that our goal is to
2rotect *the tribal governments and to strengthen tribal governments?
You know it is going to be very difficult for us to go out to the reserva-
tion, and I am sure the members will say.; How would you operate?

I know there is such and I;uch a program and without the tribal gov-
ernment how can you get the community group involved ? It is going to
be awfully difficult to go out there to the reservation without being

run off.
I can certainly prepare something for you to think about.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Wilbur, can I just say this? In a sense it is

a repetition of what I have been saying. But you say your goal is to

protect and strengthen the tribal government and t would just add
a contingency to that.

Your goal is to protect and strengthen the tribal government if it is
serving the people of the tribes. I f it is not. then that shouldn't be your

goal to protect that government and I would hope that is not the way

you view it. I would hope that you would try to find out if indeed,

that particular form of government is serving the people. If so, that
is great ; and, if not, what are we going to do to change it.

That (night to be your goal really in more detail than the way you

stated.
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Congressman Y.vrEs. How does he know the answer to that, Mr.
Chairman?

Chairman ABOUREZIC. I would assunw they are going out und finding
out amongst, the folks out there.

Congressman YATES. Can that be done ?
Congressman ABOUREZIC. Very easily.
Congressman YATES. With respect to every tribe
Chairman ABOUREZK. Not with respect to every tribe. There are

certain trouble spots around the country I think they could probably
look into. I suggested one already. You weren't here. You were eating
lunch.

Congressman YATES. That is true. I was.
Chairman ABOUREM. I suggest they go out to Wanthlee, S. nth., if

they want to interview sornebody who is not satisfied with the way
tribal governments are wor1.ing out. I have been hearing it everyday
I would lik them to hear a little bit of it.

I wo..ld think that there might be some other places around the
eountry; too. I couldn't give them to you off the top of my head. But I
just calm\ back from San Diego last week and I talked to the tribes in
southern California and there is little dissatisfaction there, in fact,
with their tribal leadership.

Have any of the other task forces been there? Do you hear the same
thing I hear from there ?

Mr. ADAMS. In our hearing in southern California, some of those
concerns were expressed in testimony by individual Indians who were
neither tribal council members nor (thairmen. In all of our interviews
prior to the hearings, it was brought up quite strongly. So the issue
was raised at the joint hearings of my Task Force No. 1 and Task
Force No. 4.

Chairman AnDT'REZIC. It was raised to me with some vehemence by
eertain people down there. Well, anyhow, I guess that is enough a
t hat.

lint I don't know how to say it any differently or more strongly. It
seemed to ine we would be lacliing a great deal though. Wilbur, in our
final report if we didn't have that. to mention. That is all I am saying.

Jake?
Commissioner Witia.F.cnow. I would like to make a eomment in re-

gard to that. Mr. Chairman.
!hiving been a past tribal ehairman and most all of our Indian mem-

bers here are either present or past chairmenpresidents of eorpora-
tions. et eeterafrom the standpoint of a tribal ehairman if I were
in offiee today and this task foree were to mine into my area and look
at my area to make a determination as to whether or not L as a govern-
ing official of my tribe. were (loing the job. then I would have no qualms
in letting this task force take a look at my delivery of services to the
members of my tribe.

If I am doing an improper job. certainly. I want to make those
eorreetions and I feel that most tribal ehairmen have this kind of an
attitude. If the% do not. then, of course. the tribal constitution or by-
laws -provide fOr the method of removal of those particular individ-
uals. T think this partieular effect is going to come about.

The more we have tribal involvement in the future. the more indi-
vidual Indians that we will have that get around and view other areas
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of the Nation and see how one tribe is developing over and above

another. Then they are going to theii reluctant leaders and asking

why does that trilie have things and we don't. And I think this, in

effect, will begin to remove those obstacles.
But for the present, I don't see how we can dictate to the elected

officials of those tribes on how they should respond.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Well, Jake, I guess it brings into focus a whole

kind of perspective of how this tribal government thing operates.

Now, going back to the Pine Ridge example, an awfullot of Federal

program money has gone into Pine Ridge and an awful lot of it was

administered by Dick Wilson. One guy. And he essentially ran that

Icovernment without the tribal council for a number of years simply

because the constitut'on provided that the executive council could do

it and he controlled one or two other votes aside from his own in the

executive council. He uld make all the decisions. Where is the money

going to go? Who a we going to hire to administer the money? In

fact, the money was distributed by Dick Wilson in such a way that

through family relationships, and so on, that he kept himself fairly

well in office as a result of how Federal money was distributed.

So, the constitution really didn't mean a thing. When you come to

how yon'are going to vote people in and out of office, if you are an

incumbent, if you ve got that added edge of being able to distribute

dough you mn control votes. Democracy is meaningless; It just doesn't

mean a th'.ng.
It see..ns to me that is the kind of thing you have to look at.
Congressman YATES. You are going to do away with the Federal

distribution of funds then?
Chairman ABOUREZK. No. Once again, while you were at lunch, Sid,

I recommended that in situations likeand not as a final.recommenda-

tion, maybe it is not the right thing to dobut, I just suggested. I

guess, that perhaps there might be a requirement that community

groups in different outlying communities, out away from the tribal
.headquarters, be given their direct Federal grants to manage and
distribute as. that .!Jmmunity needs it.

Congressman YATES. I am not clear on what you are asking them to

do. Are you asking them to itemize examples of mismanaged tribal

crovernments?
Chairman ABOUREZK. No.
ConFressman YATES. What do you propose that they do
Chairman ABot-nrm. I am proposing that they take up the issue of

accountability of tribal governments to their people. Are they actually
being accountable and responsible to their people?

I want to be honest with you. The statement was madeit has been
made before by many peop'levou have to strengthen tribal govern-
ments and not subvert them. Well, I don't give a damn about tribal
governnients if they aren't serving their people. It doesn't mean a
thing. Then you should undermine and subvert that tribal government,
if it is not serving its people.

Congressman YATES. Suppose, in your view it is rot Wry;.1 s

people but in the view of the Indians. it N.
Chairman AeorRF.z.K. Well, you haven't asked the Indian. Tinit is

what I am saying. I mean if the general Indian community is satis-
fied with itin fact, that is the way you want it.
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Mr. Cox. Senator there is not a community you can go into that
you are not going to have people that are willing to talk about how this
Government has done this to them. And I am not quite sure-4 would
like some suggestions on bow you would approach this particular
problem. You have to turn anyloody away who would want to talk
about their tribal government if they are erftical of it. We are obvi-

- ously interested in getting all types of test imony on that but the ques-
tion of trying to weed that out and make some relevant suggestions for
improvement is a very difficult task and not one that we are trying to
shirk. but it is One we have to have some direction from the Com-
mission on.

Chairman AIM-REM No; I understand. I don't think there is an
easy job in this whole Commission. I don't think there is an easy job
for any of the task forces and I hope you didn't expect them to be easy
jobs when you all took them and I didn't expect this to be easy when
we set up this Commission. And there is one way that it is very easy to
find out really and you have to go through the processes to do itfind
out. whether or not the tribal governments are being responsive.

First of all, you talk to people. Now, naturally, there is going to be
disagreements of all kind amongst people. You know. I have always
said if I can get 0. percent of the vote in South Dakota, it doesil't
really matter whe the other people think. But that is not really true
in a sense hecause you have to have some kind of broad base support
even though there will be people complaining about the way you do
things.

But you have to be able to evaluate what those complaints are. Is it
based on somebody being personally mad against somebody else? Or if
he says, look, our tribal chairman is hogging all the money. Our tribal
chairman has hired only his relatives and his friends. Well, you check
that out. It doesn't take very long to cheek it out. I mean get the com-
plaint first and just find out if there is a valid complaint or not. Then
you can find out whether the guy is doing generally what ought to be
done.

Understanding, you can't make everybody happy. We know that.
Wilbur. were you going to say something?

Mr. Awl-ivy. I thouvht my understandin o. or this was something
along the line that Mr. Borbridge was recommending and that. was for
us to develop a recommendation of how we would approach t his prob-
lem and send it back to you.

Chairman ABOUREZH. Sure. We would be very happpy to
Mr. ATMITY. I am just also, in addition, wolideringwhy people in

iPine Ridge were so concerned and if the abuse of power s so prevalent,
why are they still holding high office.

Mr. ADAMS. Our task force is dealing with the situation purely as an
analysis of trust responsibility and as a matter of Federal-Indian
relations. There have been numerous U.S. Supreme Court decisions
that if you find the trust responsibility of the U.S. Government, to
make certain that some of the situations like Pine Ridge don't happen.

There are scores of documents out. of Pine Ridge saying that that
tribal government has not been governed bv its tribal constitution
for about the last 10 years and that is one of the misuses that has to be
looked at on accountability and that organic document.

7 el
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The MO that. I mentioned to Congressman YatesTong 1Volf v.

Hitchcockthe whole issue of the Oklahoma Imlian was based on that
ease. The Government said they had the power and the duty to inake
the decision that the Cherokee tribal government was not ripping their
people off. It jS an issuejust by the analysis Of these documents, these

court decisions. and the exereise o' the 18:3-I Federal-Indian Relations
Authoritywhere the BIA has gone in aml taken tribal govennuents

I away.
The BIA has vacated tribal governnwnts frequently. Not on issues

of corruption bat on issues of favoritism. We are getting test homy
across the yountry on not only does the tribal government somet hues
but also there is a corruption in the funding process between the Fed-
eral Government and a certain tribe.

O. these are issues that we have thought that we could not avoid as
a task force. I. certainly Would hope that we weren't the only task-
fcnve who thinks it is a matter of concern.

Chairman Anot-uEza. Wilbur. we want to tlunik yon very much.
Task Force No. t; is next. Dr. Everett Rhoades. Everett, do you want.

to introduce the person aceompanying you?

STATEMENT OF DR, EVERETT RHOADES, CHAIRMAN, TASK FORCE

NO. 6; ACCOMPANIED BY ALLAN CAYOUS, SPECIALIST

Dr. R no.thrs. While I introduce Al Cayons, I wonder if I might have.

that chart brought forward.
Chairman ABOLTHEZR. Surely.
Dr. IlitoADEs. Is it all right if I stand ?
Chai ruuut AeounEzx. If you si eak loudly. Everett. I think it will be.

all right.
I U.. l'tito.thEs. Task Forty NO. t; is. of course, a task three on health.
Chairman ABOultEzii. Can I ask you a (ample of questions before you

(yet into that ?
First of all, what is the date of the final submission of your report ?

DE. RI10.thES. July.
Chairman Alt( War/K. DO you anticipate any problem in getting flint

report in on that date
I Yr. RHOADES. I-VS.
( 'hairman Ama-at:y.K. You are going to have a pmblem ?
)r. lloo.ThEs. Yes.

Chairman AwgitEZK. What are you going to need to overcome that
pioblein ?

Dr. Rito.thrs. I think that with the exist ing projectimi that I hope
to show with the addition of certain consultants and addition of staff-
ing that we project. that we will be able to meet it. But we will be able

to meet it with problems. I.-don't propose that we will not meet it. but
I don't propose that we ean do it easily. I think that is an important
distinction that the Commission should understand.

Chairman Amwautc. All right. One Other quest ion. Everett.
What have you defined as the objective of your task force? Will

yon state that very concisely?
Dr, RHOADES. May I show you?
Chairman Anoumzw. Yes; do you have that on your chart?
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Dr. RHOADES. Yes.
chairman Asounmc. Fine.
Dr. RHOADES. Let me skip to number 2 here. It is a little bit out of

order, but if that is all right---the changes that have been necessary
for us to make in task assignments and work assignments has not
changed our initial goal. That initial goal is spelled out in the long
sheets that are in your packet, also. And that is basically to elevate
the health of the American Indians and Alaskan Natives to at least
that of the rest of the 'United States, basically through:Indian in-
volvement- in determining the following: the needs, the priorities,
and the programs.

These, of course, we anticipate will form the basis- of our
recommendation to the commission.

I may elaborate on some of the anticipated problems before the
end of this also.

Chairman AnornEztc. Everett, we are running extremely overtime
now and running very late. Rather than give a presentation which
might run into some additional time on how you are coming with
your schedule and so on, I would rather have the Commissioners ask
you questions about specific areas that they might be interested in.
While you know what that is, what you don't know is what the Com-
mission has in mind as to your direction and so on.

think that would be a better direction to go insofar as time is
con ce med.

Dr. Run AnEs. That is fine with me; sir.
Chairman AnornEztc. It looks like you spent a little time putting

that together and I hate to
Dr. RHOADES. I foiled to introduce another staff person. We have

Sherry Scott.
T really hope somebody will come and look at this because it rep-

resents a tremendous amount of work that slie. has put together and
I want to thank her for doing that. It may be that this will still
illustrate SOMe of the questions that will be asked.

Congressman MEEDS. Mr. Chairman. how long would it take Dr.
Rhoades to--

Dr. RHOADES. I believe T can outline this in 5 minutes.
Congressman MEEDS. It would probably save us a lot of questions.
Chairman AnoreF.zx. Tn 5 minutes. Go ahead. Everett.
Dr. Riroms. We have felt it necessary to revise part of our work

plans somewhat as part of our own deliberations and part. of the
suggestions made from the Commission and the staff so that We now
have a more task-oriented schedule. This will become. obvious also.

We have listed obtainable activities. We have retained the objec-
tives which are contained in your packet of which there. are 14. I was
told that. everybody wanted to ho sere and bear that. we are not. going
to New' Zealand. T don't. have time to defend the validity of that- kind
of a comparison of Indian health. Nit that might be a recommenda-
tion of our task force.

Chairman Anorrirm'You can leave that for the Congress to go lo
NeW Zealand and Hawaii.

Dr. RHOADES. The pnrposes of our revision, we think, will permit
us to more nearly monitor the activities and assure the completion of
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our schedule on time. And it will provide us functional tasks that are
related to our scope of work.

This is our goal as I have showed you. An example of an objective
and our method of developing task and the evaluation of our progress
is -listed here as objective No. 2. That is to develop input from the
Alaska Natives and American Indians relative to the kinds of prob-
lems that we will identify. And under this objective the following
task,. No. f : Is to create input instrument; to select representative
sites; plan a schedule; field test the input instrument; distribute the
instrument; collect the data; and then rank and prioritize theinfor-
mation gathered.

And each objective, more or less, follows the same kind of thing.
I might just show you a list of the objectives. The major objective,

of course, as specified by the law itself, is the evaluation of the
Federal responsibility. These percentages represent our estimate of
where we are at the present time in relationship to completion of
these objectives: An impact study of the Indian Health Service
itself; the 3-day symposium to conduct eight hearings in selected
areas in the field; to examine health board results, that is. an evalua-

tion of something that has been newly developed since the transfer
of the Indian Health Service from the I31A to the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare, that is, the representative boards
themselves; interpretation of current health statistics; identification

of current environmental services; and evaluation of personnel func-

tions which overlaps a little with the. impact study of the Indian
Health Service: to examine the basis of policy or lack of policy
resulting in the denial or granting of health care to American Indians;
and finally. to identify health related social services in the Federal
Government and in State and other governments as well. An example
being the mental health programs which basically have evolved to
Stat?s. but. not on the Federal segment. An examination of the impact.

of national health insurance has been completed. An examination of
the impact of traditional medicine and then finally the preparation
of recommendations. Some of which we already have formulated in

a very tentative way.
You might prefer to reserve budget questions to another tima and.

if so
Chairman ABOUREZIL You may as well go through it.
Dr. IthoAnr.s. The major budget alterations resulting as of this

month. have to do with shifting money away from that reserved for
task force members, salary. remunerations and travel. and the. acqui-
sition of other individuals. For example, a research assistant.

Ms. Scott. Travel for the task force nwmhers will be. diminished some-
what. I learine; expenses have heen added in. The Commission will
perhaps recall my scientific objection to hearings as a way to arrive

at scientific. data which has been altered somewhat. And then train-
ing that is going to he necessary for those who are administering
the sample.

So. that these represent the major budget shifts and will result in us
having a balance of something like $275 at the convilet ion of the study.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Everett, you are not asking for any more
money?

7
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Dr. Ilnomax Oh, no, sir. We are going to give b!lek $275.
Chairman ABOVREZK. Well, you know, I was listed as the least

wealthy U.S. Senator last week, so I am happy to get that.
Congressman MEEDS. That was last week.
Mr. CAME'S. I was surprised you didn't object to that phrasing

in the paper.
Chain/11M ABOULLEZ.K. I would have phrased it differently if I were

writing it, but nevertheless, I understand what you are saying.
Dr. RHODES. I didn't introduce Mr. Al Cayous. who is our task

force specialist.
The other two task force members are on a field site visit at the

present time in Alaska. .
That concludes my statement.
Chairman ABOVREZK. I didn't think you were going to do it in 5

minutes, but you came awfully close, Everett. Thank you. Beciuthe
it looked like a big thick sheet of paper up there.

Well, just one general question that you are going to have for us
by way of recommendationswhat it is going to take to bring L.p
standards of Indian health both on re.servations and in the urban
areasis that correct

Dr. RHOADES. Yes; that is correct.
Chairman ABOUREM. And you anticipate you have gotten far

enoug:i to know whether or not clinics are going to be required to be
built and staffed in some of these cities where there is a substantial
Indian population.

Dr. RHOADES. That data is incomplete. But there is sufficient data
at the present time to permit that conclusion. I would want to reserve
the right to modify that by July, but it is clear at the present time that
that is I. need.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Are you studying on reservation areas, in par-
ticular, rural health delivery systems of various types?

Dr. RHOADES. Yes. We propose to take, for example, the extreme
situation, I think, is that in Alaska where I suppose the individual
Indian who lives the farthest from medical cale is 1,500 miles, as a
representation of that kind of problem.

Chairman ABOUREZK. I might say that I personally have a great
deal of hope for the outcome of 'your study, so that it will become a
model for all rural health care delivery in the United States. This
in fact is going to be one of the great beneficiaries of the reports
is what you will come out with in that regard. I hope, also, that you
will study what is happening in the People's Republic of China and
that. you will include references and comparisons. From what every
doctor I have talked with who has either been to China or has studied
the Chinese system over there had to say, it appears to me to be the
most adMirably suited to our rural health care delivery in this coun-
try. That kind of a comparison, in an official report of this nature.
would be very good. I hope that it is done.

Dr. RHOADES. As a matter of fact, that is an excellent suggestion.
We Ett.dn't thought specifically of that. kind of example. hut I think
it does illustrate a point, that I discussed in one of the little work
papers included also in the report. That there are several comparisons
that are necessary in order to evaluate what Indian health status is and
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vehat it ought to be, The traditional comparison at the present time

is to compare Indian health with that of the rest of the population.

There is a wealth of data relating to that.
Chairman ABOUREM. When you are done with your presentation,

I want to get t_ogether with you and I will give you the name of a
doctor here in Washington, D.C., who might-even be willing for no
charge to write that part of the report for you on the Chinese medical

system, if you are interested.
Dr. RHOADES. Oh, yes; very much.
Chairman ABOUREZIC. I have no more questions. Does anybody else?

Lloyd Meeds.
Congressman MEEDS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Rhoades, as I am sure you are aware, the task force which you

are heading at one time was at least conceived to contain in addition
to just what you are studying now : health, alcoholism, and housina.

get the feeling tl)at there is very little lateral communication 13;-

tween task forces about what they are doing. It would seem to me
that. above all things, there would have to be a lot of lateral communi-
cation between your task force and the task force on alcoholism and
the task force on housing.

Could you tell me if that is taking place and, if so, what benefit you

are getting?
Dr. RHOADES. I would really be less than candid if I were to tell

you that there have not been major difficultiesnot problems. But
the difficulty of intertask force collaboration has been olifficult for me

personally and for our task force. That i, every task force has just
been completely snowed under with trying to get itself moving down
the road. I don't say this as an unfair kind of statement, but the. con-
ferences that we have had and discussion with other task forces make

me feel a little bit embarrassed because they are so busy that they really
don't have that much time to devote to us.

Now, on the other hand the fact of the nmtter is, with one of the
members of the task force on alcoholism living geographically close

to me and with our obvious very close interest. I feel that our col-
laboration with them, up to this point, has been quite helpful. The
problem of collaboration with the other group sharing the responsi-
bility for housing has just simply been that we have been in'eoccupied
with other things and, perhaps incorrectly, have assigned thri.t a pri-
orit3, that we have just now arrived at.

But as of this meeting in Washington, at the present time, we plan

to share with that task force hiring of an individual to help put
together the, recommendations relating to housing.

So. I am saying that I believe that our collaboration should now be
much closer than it has been in the past.

Congressman Mums. In our hearings on the Indian Health Care
Improvement Act, alcoholism was listed bv almost everyone either as
the number one or number two health problemso it couldn't be any
less than two.

Now, has the alcoholism task force been in touch with your task

force?
Dr. RHOADES. Oh. yes.
Congressman MEEDS. They have?
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Dr. linomins. I wouldn't guess at the number of instances that we
. have had conversations jointlyin person and over the telephone. .

\ Congressman MEEDS. Will you have recommendations in your report
\ with regard to any facilities, or alcoholism programs, or coordination

of Indian health programs with so-called alcoholism programs?
You must understand -I was not in favor of breaking these in two.

'I thought it was a health problem.
RHOADF.S. It, is tO0 early to give a. firm conclusion about that.

'hat I visualize will happen is that we will amass data and recom-
m mdations that will be overlapping in many instances with that of
th Alcoholism Task Force and we will decide, between the two of us,
wh ch one should contain the thrust of recommendations or perhaps
a se mrate one for each.

r example, there is a great discussion going on in this country
righ now as to what alcoholism islike this same question is, what is
henit.1. and whether alcoholism is a manifestation of an internal de-
rangement of sonic kind. That is: Should alcoholism be, in the field
of mental health?

doiV't think the questions are. interrelated to that. But other than
that, there clearly are medical complications of alcoholism which. I
think. are going to be more appropriate for us to address and which
would lekad to recommendations that would be adjunctive to reeom-
mendati is made by what I believe the Task Force on Alcoholism is
developin

That is. whether or not there are real differences in the. development
of cirrhosi of the liver between tribes. I, as a task force member with
a partieula task of health statistics, have an enormous stack of data
on my desk \right now relatinfr to the appearance of cirrhosis in Indian
tribes in Oklahoma. We find.t-ifor example, that one tribe in Oklahoma
accounts for nearly one-half of the cases of cirrhosis. This is a prob-
lem, the magnitude of whieh is so great, that I believe that we :.ouhl
best. devote our attention to working alongside the Alcoholism Task
Force.

Conaressmar MEEDS. Do you find that the Commission staff has
helped in this', intertask force. coordination ? Or could there be more
hell) coming from the Commission staff ?

It almost seeMs to me that this has to 1.p coordinated at the Commis-
sion levelthe fotal coordination of all the task forces.

Dr. R HOADES. (I think the staff and Commission have been helpful.
Again. I would not be candid if T were to say that there were not
sonic very distinctive. problems related to this coordination, which
I don't really believe ran be traced to an individual.

T believe that. it. simply represents the magnitude of the problem
to be st tidied in tlAis restricted time period. So let's say the urban task
force. which we want to collaborate with very much, have got their
!,c_hedule made out for the rest of the year and it is very rigid. They
don't hrve the lusmy of changing that. to meet our time schedule
which ,s just as rigid. So that there is not. anything that a Comminion
staff person can do about. that.

Contrressma MErns. Well. maybe there better be somethincr that the
Commission staff can do. Because if von go off over here. and they go
off over there, and you never meet on health problems of urban -Indians

HO
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or nwireservat ion Indians, we aro not going to have much of a report
on that : Are we?

Dr. RHOADES. The report will be substandard, suboptimum.
Congressman MUDS. Right.
Dr. RIIOAMS. It represents just-another e -ea where we really need

to be able to do more together. But I don't see that the staff can ac-
complish that.

Congressman MEEns. Maybe, as . commission, that is something we
have to work with?

Dr. RHOADES. It is a problem that ! as to be dealt with daily.
Congressman Mv.r.os. .Are you getting what you consider to be full

cooperation and effort out of all of your task force members?
Dr. RpOADES. No. Well, let me modify that.
Congressman MEEDS. I hate to bring up the sore subjects, but some-

body has to.
Dr. RnoADEs. I think that. if I were to list the impedimentsthe

whole roblem has got eonnothtions that I would just as soon stay
away fi.ombut let's just say impediments to accomplishing our task.
There is no question in mv mind but. at the present timeother than
the fact that a person really would not design a research project the
way this has been designed and implemented and all that, as I out-
lined in my first presentationthe fact is that the task force members
have not been able. to mee+ their commitments. I think the reasons for
that are overwhelming and have to be- dealt with. I feel very keenly
that. Mr. Cayous and now Sherry Scott do not get the sapport and
direction that. they should have from me.

The alternatives are fairly clear. 011e of which is that there Fhould
he another task force chairman, which opens up a set of problems
that. I think isn't clear to nie whether or not. that would really be de-
sirable at this point in time, or to just try to do the vey bist that
we. can.

For example. the only real block of free time that I have been able
to carve out of a schedule that was already set for me for the year
long before the task force. was formulated Pi,d which I have been un-
able to changeis at the end of the yea] 1 ut 1 think my greatest
contribution might. be made anyway. That. is in the assembly, formula-
tion, and putting down of the final recommendations.

Congressman MEEDS. Have you attempted to gather your staff,
perhaps even in your own home area, and give sonic broad general
outlines ant perhaps give them more authority to work within those
ouidelines

Dr. RHOADES. Yes: that has been my persmial, total philosophy from
early on. The problem with that is that it is very diffleult to show, let's
say, at the end of a time that a task force member has to:complished
a quantum of work.

Congressman ME1:ns. I don't know that we are nece:,snrily looking at.
a specific task force member, as long as the totality of the work gets
done.

Dr. Thio.thrs. I am sure of that quest ion.
Congressman MEr.i)s. I did not. 1111'811 10 imply that we should keep

time records on task force lumbers and then measure how much work
they are getting done, I think it is a totality of work and sotnetintes
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using your knowledge it, t to point at a general direction to staff and
letting them work out the specifics is ample contribution by yourself.

Dr. RHOADES. I believe that we are fulfilling that role.
And, again, at the initial presentation, I tried to emphasize .at the

acquisition of information will not follow a progressive linear curve
anyway. But that there will be a great acceleration of information and
everything will come in durMg the last 3 months.

Congr4sman NEEDS. Thank you, doctor. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman -knot-mac. Other questions?
Commissioner BRITE. Yes. Mr. Chairman.
Everett, and I suppose I should ask Task Force No. 7, nt have been

receiving sonic complaints and inquiries relative to the lack of attention
to the housing problem. I want to ask whether your task force plans
to review the housing problems of American Indians ?

Now, let me say this first. I am not sure that I am the only one on
the commission that really wanted a task force on housing. I did.
I fought for it and lost. What I thought would happen is happening
and that is it is receiving very little, very little attention from the
other task forces. The problem is too great to overlook. I am just
wondering whether your task forceand I am noticing Ernie's answer
to a letter on the 16th of February indicating that Task Force No. 7
and Task Force No. 6 would, look into these problems immediately. I
find very little attention being given.

Do you expect to include this ?
Dr. RHOADES. Right. I thought I had mentioned awhile ago that we

will share the cost of a consultant with Task Force No. 7 andI am
anticipating a little bit so I won't go into detaila report, I think
prepared perhaps this morning, by Task Force No. 7 which I will
defer to.

I don't think we need to discuss the obvious implications of the value
of adequate housing as it impacts on health. The answer is yes.

Commissioner BRUCE. Then I will wait for Task Force No. 7.
Chairman ABOUREZH. Just one other question on my part. I forgot

to ask you. On the Rosebud Conservation, the United A.uto Workers
provided two mobile health units to the medical people there and
Control DataI think it ishas provided computer systems to go in
on the mobile health plan. Do you know about that ?

Dr. RHOADES. I am not familiar with that specific one. There are
two or three others similar to that.

Chairman ABOUREZN. That is that only one I have heard of. But,
at anv rate, what they are going to do is computerize the tribal mem-
berships' health records, put them in the vans and send out traveling
health teams to the outlying communities. One of those systems ought
to be, probably. included in the final report because I think it is an
excellent example of what can be done with rural medicine.

Dr. RHOADES. Yes. We had anticipated using the small tribes of
western Washington, who have precisely that same kind of program
and computerization, as an example.

Chairman AMMER. It doesn't matter. I didn't know about them.
The only one I knew about was Rosebud.

Any other questions ?
Commissioner WHITECROW. I have a question, Mr. Chairman.
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Doctorehave you had- anY difficulty in getting any information from
the Indian Health Service or any other Federal agency I

Dr. Rnaanr.s., The only difficulty has been from the Department of
:Health,Education, and Welfare. Indian Health Service has been very

responsive and the group iii Oklahoma City, the area staff there, have

been very, very heiptur. to me.
I think the Commission knows that Mr. Cayoue--being on loan from

the Indian Health Service.has a very effective insiklit and ways of
extracting information. What I don't know is what we,are not getting,
of course. But we are not,suffering from a lack of data. quite the
contrary. There Is an enormous Ettnount of medical data.

Mr. Ca roue. Do you mind if I add a little to that
We have had acme problems on legal- opihion, and other materials

of this type, from tile legal.office. We had some rathenholding actiOfis

that were presented to us when we asked for information. We were,

rebuffed own inpii# atonetime. The attitude was glianged and then

they said the materia . would be available, but they would be/unable to
prepare copies of it- you khow, these,kind of nitpicking administra.
tive things that alioalcl be easily overcome. They set several of these
stumbling blocks in v way. They have made tiiir files available to
us now: They still ski 4:hey don't have the capability of r.eproducing
any materials we may *.azt to bring back with us to use ln our own
study here.

These are. clict o e tuzior things that we haie been running into
on the health ospezt. I don't know how the people are .doing as far
as educationisconcerned or the other programs. .

Commissioner WHPrECRONV. Are these obstacles that yoU are run-
ning into sufficient in nature that they might tend to hold up your
report I

Dr. RHOADES. Well, they don't help.
I thir.k it would be fair to say. that it aoes.represent another im-

pediment and that it does slow down the process: Now, I can't say
how many days our report would be delayecl, butI think the fact is:
Yes; it is an impediMent.

Commissioner WIT ITECROw. Certainly. We would like to ask you
to be sure to stay on top of this and if you need anything, and I think

ithe Conunission s in fr'l accord here that we heed to get this data
and this information, so,very definitely we would like to ask you to
be sure to coordinate your staff director on this.

Commissioner BRUCE. Everett, one question.. Those are excellent
charts. Is i4t possible for us to have a oopy of the chart§? .

Dr. RHOADES. Yoh don't. want 11.of these ?
Commissioner BRUCE. No.
Chairman AROUREEK. Well, if there are no.more questioni,
Commissioner DEER. I would like to know what consultation .there

has been with the American Indian Physicians Association ind the
American Indian Nurses Association ancl what do.they thing of the
whole study format ard what suggestions have they mad4?

Dr. Thaonors. I spent the better part of a day with the Association
of American Indian Physicians while we were all in Portland and they
had no significant alterations to the plan. They made a number of
kinds of suggestions about where to obtain data and that sort of
thing.
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We are h. die.process of developing a close liaison with the American
Indian Nurses AssocMtion. The executive director of that organiza-
tionthe process is in order now for that person to become a con-
sultant to us and help us on the fiekl study. Rosemary Wood would
be a consultant to us.

Conunicsioner WlirrEcnow: In regard to Indian health in relation
to self-determination, doctor. I have you given any thought insofar its
the delivery of Indian health service to tribal members, wherever they
mav be?

What I am referring to here is in the event a tribe undertakes .a
contract. for, we will say. a service mit, and that tribe is restricted
to only those funds that are available in that particular budget : Have
you, at any time in the point of invstigation at this particu!ar point
iu our work, given any thought as to how we could perhaps make a
recommet n latt on so that the tribal gavertin.ctit would be responsible
for the delivery of. Indian health services to its members irrespective
of where they may be located at that particular needed time?

What. I am referring to here is the-urban health situation. That an
Indian who leaves a reservation ureaan Indian who leaves his lmme
treatv-bounded athqt. no longer, affiliated with his particular tribe but
still iwing proud to be an Indian, being proud to be a member of his
tribe, nut not having any Services delivered to'him as a resuP- of his
relocation--have.you given any thought, as rhaps how a third
party payment.might be negotiated by The tribe to, say, urban health
clinics?

Dr. Ritoaw. Yes:We don't. have data related to that but the ques-
tion there that we, are putting together will include that as pa., of
the data that we will collect. not only as it relates to tribes who are
contracting. but as it relafes to the Indian lIealth Service also, because
that. is another mrehanisin where the same. thing may occur. But we
have no data relating to that at- this 'moment. But we will have before
the end of the study.

Contmissioner WHITEeltOW. What T was thinking of in terms of--
-perluips it. might. be neededan iilentification card wMch could be
utilized in this regard ;uni allow the clitios then to identify those per-
sons who are eligible and filen charge back to their tribe on the third

'party reimbursement. This might be (The soillt
DV. RHOADES. We. nut tile task force. but a group o,f us have at -t empted to wenn, a demonstration project in Oklahoma City related

to that. specific question. That is a beautiful example. I think, of ahypot hesis that sh.ould be tested.
A.; pm probably 'know. the Indian comnnanitv that I have talked

with in day-to.da: work ure not completely in agreement as to whether
or not this is a useful thing or not a tea, fal thing. I think it would
take a, few years to generate a consensus. The experiment should be
done. It. should he tried. I don't know that that. recommendation will
,!onte from our task force. but. a recommendation will come front aur
,task force rela::.d to that which is part of an overall access problem.

commissioner. WurrEcnow. I would like to viit with you a little
I)it later on in regard to that specific item. Thank you.

Chairman ABOVIZEZI:. I would like to express my thanks, then. Dr.
Rhoades, 10 you anti your stair memlwrs far your report. and the work
you have.done.
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Dr. RtioAnEs. Thank you.
Chairman AsornEzit. Task Force No. 11Alcohol and Drug Abuse.

Reuben Snake. Is Reuben here? Reuben, do you have somebody with
you.? A specialist?

STATEMENT OF REUBEN SNAKE, CHAIRMAN, TASK FORCE NO. 11;
ACCOMPANIED BY GEORGE HAWKINS, MEMBER; AND STEPHEN
LaBOUEIT, SPECIALIST

Mr. SNAKE. Mr. Chairman, we hitve Mr. Stephen LaBoueff, Jr., who
is a task force specialist and Mr. George Hawkins, the other task force
member.

Chairman Anormax. I will ask the first couple of routine ques-
tions. First of all: What day is your report due, Reuben?

Mr. SNAKE. The :Ird of August.
Chairman ABOITREZK. Are you going to have any problems getting

the report submitted by that time?
Mr. SNAKE. Not since we have revised our scope of work plan.
Chairman ABOUREM. So, you are OK on the report date. What have

you outlined as the objectives of your task force V
Mr. SNARE. I think I will let Mr. LaBoueff answer that question.
Chairman At3ol'RE7.K. OK. Mr. LaBoueti, what are the objectives of

your task force?
Mr. LABOUEFF. First of all, our goalyou imist have a goal first and

then the objectives coining from it, and to examine and analyze those
factors which are necessary to place the pmblem of Indian alcoholism
and drug abuse respective to the Indian people and their community
and also the Federal responsibility toward allocating resources to
conthat it.

Chairman Anoummi.. What does that mean ? I don't know what that
means.

Mr. LABoutim Looking at the field of alcoholism and the history
of it, the program that has been desigmted toward a demonstration
ground, for instance, are relatively new and there is some difficulty in
deciding wlwther it is a disease or illness and which is the best way to
set up programs in order to examine one of the causative factors of
alcoholism and this is what we are trying to do, is place this in
perspect i ve.

Chairman ABOVRZU. Can I interrupt your presentation for just. a
half a second and inform the Commission that oiw of the members
of this task lorce apparentlywe sent ba 'lots out on the removal of
Bob Moore on this task force and we haven't iweived thenm all bark
yet and I think thathave we. got. a quorum here? I think we may as
wellwe didn't get all the ballots back so we may as well make the
action formal here now.

I will entertain a motion for the oil'eial removm.: of Bob Moore from
this task force at this time.

Commissioner WurrEcnow. Mr. Chairman.
Conp-ressman Mmns. Mr. Chairman, I move that. we accept Mr.

:11.0oe's wsignat ion as of now.
Chairman .Anot-REzti. Is there a second?
Commissioiwr WurrEenow. That was what I was going to bring

up. sir.

s
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Chairman AnotmzK. Let's get a second and then we will debate it.
Is there a second to that

Commissioner DIAL. I second.
Chairman Anomumx. It is open for debate.
Cemmissioner WitrrEcaow. What I want to do is make mention of

the fact that it. is my understanding that he had resigned.
Chairman ABOIMEEK. That is my understanding, too. We have not

received the official letter. But. in the absence of that, I think we will
have to have an official action, because hes still on the payroll until we
either get a letter or take action.

Congressman MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, it is my mulerstanding he has
expressed either orally or in writing that he wishes to resign.

Chairman.Anoraux. That is right, orally. Not in writing.
Congressman MEEDS. And I think with the acceptance of this group,

that. will be complete then.
Chairman ABOVREY.K. SO. the motion has been made and seconded to

accept Mr. Moore's resignation. All in favor will say "aye."
[Chorus of "ayes."]
Chairman A BOUREY.K. Those opposed. no.
The "ayes" have it. The resignation is accepted and I would lil.e

to express our gratitude to Mr. Moore for his services.
OK. We can talk about a replacement, Reuben, if you would discuss

with Ernie or any tither members of the Commission your suggestions
and ideas for a replacement. We will be happy at the next Conunis-
sion meeti,,7, to then talk about that-.

Y i (.ion't have anybody in mind yet, do you ?
Mr. SNAKE. No. sir.
Mr. Chairman. I would like to suggest that we retain Mr. Moore on

a consulting basis.
Chairman Asm.nEzK. We will have to take that up as a Commission,

unless anybody has any other suggestions at this point.
OK; now on alcoholism. I gue :s in trying to understand what you

have outlined as you .. oNectives for this task force and how you will
submit your report, that you are going to try to define the nature of
alcoholism, whether it is a diseas:., a mental thsease. social disease,
whatever. And in that war you are going to try and find out how it can
best be treated and handled: is that. correct ?

Mr. LABorEFF. Yw. sir. That is basically correc There is a lot of
literature studie;ethat have been done coneemng the matter and
we are going to try and collect it, analyze it, and make our recommen-
dations.

Along this line. we are also examining the programs that. have now
been formed : and the demonstration grants, -to see if they have. been
effective in trying to establish som r. kind of recommendation for a
national program that will direct itself toward solving some of the.
problems of what the Indian people consider their number one problem.

Chairman ABOrREZE. If this nat;onal program were to be put into
operation : Do you know vet how best to distribute the money for that
kind of program ? Whether it is going to be. through Indian Health
Services, alcolu lism treatment organizations, or how? I would like to
hear your views on that.

Mr. LABOVEFF. I can venture a guess on how T think it should be
done.

86
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Chairman ABOVREZIE. Please.
Mr. LABouEFF. As far as making a predispositionT would rather

not at this particular time but I woulct guess that the matter should
be taken out of the hands of NIAAA and transfer the Indian alcohol-
ism programs to the Indian Health Service.

Chairman ABOUREZIL And your guess is the recommendation might
gome out that way : To put it in the hand of the Indian Health Service?

Mr. LABounsr. I would think as far as legitimizing the Indian
alcoholism program and protecting them, I think that it would be best
placed under the Indian Health Service in some form.

I might add that I would not like to see it lumped together with
another program. The direction of the program would be best serving
its purpose by having it a separate giroup.

As you know, the 'Presidential budget right now proposes a $4 mil-
lion cut in the program. Now, that is a two-third funding going on
right now. I personally would not like tc, see that and I do not think
the Indian people would like to see that supported.

Chairman ABOUREZK. And what about recommendations insofar as
how the governmental authority should handle alcoholism? For ex-
ample, in some of the cities in South Dakota for a long time the way it
was done was that alcoholics were arrested and thrown in jail to dry
out. Some of the cities have stopped that after determining that it
didn't work. I think we all know that type of thing never works. And
then, instead, they were placed into treatment and detoxification
centers.

Will you make a study in areas of the country where arrests take
place and other areas where they now put them in for treatment
rather than arresting them and make recommendations in that regard ?
Is that part of the scope--

Mr. LABou-Epr. Yes, sir; it is. We are trying to examine just ex-
actly what there is now in the field of Indian alcoholism. And so far
a study has supported a premise that I already had: That there is no
legislative authorities or formal policy on Indian alcoholism. There
is a proliferation of programs that aren't too well coordinated based

upon the studies that we have been able to come up with so far. We
think that formation of a separate Indian alcoholism program will en-
able a coordinated effort towards solving that particular problem. And
it would be their particular charge to examine the example you just
mentioned.

Ch a irman ABOrREZK. OK, Are there questions?
Congressman MEEns. Mr. Chairman. I think it is no secret that Task

Force No. 11 has had some sub:itantial problems. A I look at the re-
ports. I see that you comple(1 about 20 percent of your assigned ob-
jectives and 'ou have utilizet 55 percent of your time to achieve about
20 percent of your objoctives. You have expended about 29 percent of
your budget. So those two things are in pretty good balance.

Do yon want to just give us in your own words why you think this
situation exists and what steps you have taken to do something about
it ?

Mr. LABorEFF. The present situation of the task force is such that
we had to stand still and take a look at exactly where we are. The 55
percent of the time that you are speaking of is from the beginning

8
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As I see it, you kind of lowered your sights to the primary task and
you are now lookinir at. where alcohol and drug abase shoula be in the
structure of everytrung: I would hope you would be looking into what
alcohol program ought to be. What. problems of alcoholism are. What
things have been done that affected them.

You know, it seems to me that your scope is too narrow now. Am I
incorrect in this ? Could You give me some assurance?

Mr. LA13oL1w. Mr. needs. I would say that that particular thing
has been addressed also. I may not have been able to put it specifically
in the objectives but it certainly will be looked at. This whole t ime-

frame and scope of work was based upon how much time we had left.
We tried to pick realistic objectives and things that we could wont-
plish during that particular time and did the best job that we could on
them, rather than a wide open approach where we would do a half-
assed job on all of it.

Congressman NEED& One final question and observation. You indi-
cated that you would report, probably, that. a koholism ought to be in
Indian I Iea It Ii Service. Well, what if the Task Force on Indian Health
comes in with a report that there ought not to be any Indian Health
Service, that it ought to be somewhere else in the tribes or somewhere ?

What happens then?
Mr. LABOL'EFF. From that particular standpoint, Mr. Needs, I

think that we woulrl certainly coordinate our efforts with the Task
Force on Indian Health Service. However, our first responsibility is
to the people in alcoholism. If they feel that the programs are not
responsive as they are now and think they would be better protected
under the Indian I fealth Service, that would become a part of Our
recommendations. We are working very closely with the Natitmal
Indian Board on Alcoholism and Drug Abuse and we are making
them a part, a very close part on a consultation basis and reporting
their recommendations as part of our recommemlations, as if t.hey were
a representative elective body of Indian alcoholism programs.

CongressnlUn -NEEDS. Let me illustrate that there must by coordina-
tion and the coordination between alcoholism and health ought to be
as dose or closer than anything else.

Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman ABOURE7X. Other quest 10115 ?
Commissioner DIAL. Mr. Cha irnii .onder if we could table

this question of Mr. Moore until tom, I believe this is smnething
that Mr. Snake and the director will t. need to talk about. If we
are going to use this gentleman on a consulting basis, it wouhl ha% to
be understoo that he is reafiv to go to work and atake a great con-
tribution in the way of catching up. And can I1.v hire additional
men?

Now. T only pose this as a question. I don't know, but I wonder if
we should sorve it right this second.

Chairman AliorRE7.K. T don't think we can. T think it has effectively
been tabled until Ernie Stevens can disc155 it with Reuben. It is a
serious question of whether he ought to by taken on as a co»ii ltant.
If he is not able to serve :is a member of a task lorry. I don't see any
reason. myself, to let him serve as a consultant. But that is lip to the
Commission. It is not up to me. So I would just as soon table :t until
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Ernie can discuss this with Reuben in more specific detail. Then we
will take up the proposal again if they want to raise it once more.

Other questions.
If noneJake?
Commissioner WHITECROw. My concerns are running just about

along the same lines as Congressznan Weds' concerns. We can't find
much in your report that ideutifies and brings about any kind of a
reflection that you are looking at the prevention and the causative
factors in alcoholism.

Are you taking measures now to identify these and to make recom-
mendations for prevention

Mr. LABOUEFF. Yes, sir, that will become a part of the report if it
is not already in it.

Commissioner WilrrEcRow. That is all I have, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman ABOUREZIE. If no more questions, we want to thank you

very much.

STATEMENT OF SAM DELORIA, CHAIRMAN, TASK FORCE NO. 3,
ACCOMPANIED BY RAY GOETTING, MEMBER; AND RUDY RYSEA,
SPECIALIST

Chairman ABOUREM. The next is Task Force No. 3Federal Ad-
ministration: Structure of Indian Affairs, Sam Deloria, chairman.
Sam.

Do you want to introduce your people?
Mr. DELoRnt. Yes; to the far right is Ray Goetting and Rudy Ryser

is our specialist. Our repot t is due July 20.
Chairman Asounni. And you won't ha-e any trouble submitting

the report ?
Mr. DELORIA. None, whatsoever.
Chairman AnounEni. Now, you have outlined as the objective of

your task force
Mr. Duoitt.t. If you want. a single objective. I guess the way to put

it. is we are to look at the total Federal delivery system of services to
the Indian and Indian participation in that system.

Chairman ABOUREZIK. Does that objective include taking a very.
good look at the Bureau of Indian Affairs and how it is structured
and if it should remain in that same kind of structure?

Mr. DELORIA. That is our understanding. It would include that.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Sam, does it also include a very fundamental

question in my view : Should the Bureau of Indian Affairs remain
within the Department of Interior? Is that question being taken up?

Mr. DELORIA, We are addressing that; yes.
Chairman ABOUREZIL Does it also include HEW, HUD and so on,

delivery of those ?
Mr. DELORI.t. All the domestic assistance agencies.
Chairman AnotntEnc. And whether they ought to be consolidated

into one separate agency. How about trust authority I Have you looked
into the relationship o? what that might be vis-a-vis 1L& and so on ?

Mr. DELORIA. Yes; we are looking at the trust council proposal as
one of the alternatives for dealing with the problem of conflict of
interest and protection of resources.
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Chairman ABOUREZIE. Were any of you here during the discussion
that I had with Wilbur Atcitty earlier I

I wonder if your task force has looked into, or have you addressckl
yourself to, that question of how delivery of Federal money can cir-
cumvent the will of the Indian people themselves by kind of cen-
tralizing Ole power of just a few people in the Indian tribe and taking
away power from the great majority of people? Is that part of your
study

Mr. DELOR/A. I think you can say it is to the extent that we are look-

ing into it and trying to develop some means of assessing the effective-
ness of the Federal program and, also, it would be covered under that
approach.

Also, it would be covered under our analysis of problems of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs. It is fairly clear part of the problem ot
tribal governMent over the years has been kind of a heavyhanded
control of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Perhaps some more flexiEility
to charfige the form of government, without interference from the out-
side, might address some of the problems we are concerned about.

Just as a footnote to that, I. would say that the problem that you
pointed out is eserious problem probably with all forms of govern-
ment, including the Federal Government and the State governments.
I hope we can say this and that the Commission will look at this in
perspective-to th.e extent that oligarchies are to some extent, un-
fortunately, a natural result of many forms of government. I don't
know that tribal governments should be held to higher standa. ls in
this regard than any other form of government.

Chairman ABM:TRUK. I am wondering if it shouldn't be I The system
of electing tribal leaders is something brand new to tribes. It was
forced upon them back in the early part of this century. I don't say
the tribes should be held in a higher standard, but shouldn't the Fed-
eral Government 1-3 held to a higher standard with respect to how they
cal distribute Federal moneys because a great many tribal people
aren't accustomed to an electoral system.

Mr. DELORIA. We will be getting at that and I think that is probably
a better way of stating the issue. Despite some communication prob-
lems in the earlier discussion, I think the tribal government task
force will be dealing with that issue as well. If does go to the issue
of control by the Federal Government over the form of tribal govern-
ment. I think that is certainly going to be part of our inquiry and, I
assume, it will be part at the tribal government task force inquiry.

Chairman ABOTTREZK. Other questions?
Congressman MEEDS. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.

want to preffre my first question with a story about the chairman
9f the full committee of this committee here. the Senator from Wash-
ington State. When asked how much he mt., .yd a certain precinct he
would reply "Approximately 76.356."

My question is how do you know that yon have completed 40.85 per-
cent. approximately. of 3 our work thus far /

Mr. DELORTA. Thitt is a result of a compromise. I thought it was 40.S4
and Ray thought it was 40.86.

Congressman MEEDS. Then how did you arrive at the compromise ?
Mr. DELORIA. Perhaps Rudy couid respond to that. I am not up on

the arithmetic of that either.
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lealth. So we are looking at the delivery system itself: How the pr0 -

c.,4rrams are made available : if they are made available; how the budget

is determined; how and if the tribes are involved in budget and policy
and program planning for all of the agencies.

We are taking a horizontal cut on this because. we are a horizontal
program. So we ane not tiecessarily doing the kind of study of HEW
itself that, for example, the I lealth Task Force might be doing. We
are looking at the system its-lf and as it applies to e: h agency, such
as I IUD and Labor and IIRW.

COngreSSIDAD MEEDS. Do you expect to arrive at some conclusion
in your report as to what kind of delivery system the Federal Govern-
ment. should have in its relation to the Inaian.people

Mr. DELont.t. The way things are shaping up, Congressman, I
would sa3r that we would probably arrive at some thorough discussions
of a number of alternatives. There is a substantial division of opinion,
not only within In(lian country but within the task force itself con-
cerning whether the Bureau of Indian Affairs or a single service de-
livery agency should relate to the tribes "nd no other agency. Or
whet'her the Bureau of Indian Affairs or a successor ag.;ney should
relate to the tribes and they should also have the opportunity to shop

all over town with an Indian desk model or some other mode).
Congressman REEDS. And .7ou are looking at those alternatives?
Mr. DELOALL We are loolong at both alternatives and a number of

others.
CongreAman MEEDS. Now, you were specifically required to do a

management study of the I3IA and that was, as I recall, a contract. Is
that proceeding on schedule?

Mr. DELORTA. We have had a problem on that. I think part of that
problem has been a communications problem.

This was presented to the Commission in Portland. Originally, we
explored the possibility of letting a contract to a private consulting
firms but the cost of that and other factors, i lauding the fact that a
mnnber of studies have been done using a single private consulting
firm. We simply rejected that. We explameg that to the Commission
and we unde-stood that the Commission approved our decision.

Congressman STEEDS. In Portland ?
Mr. DFLOIZIA. In Portland; yes.
The approach we deeided to take alternatively was to do A number

of studies of the Bureau of Indian Affiiirsdriferent aspects oUt-
and to focus\ one particular study usiriOt comb!nation of public and
private vesodrees as the act. provides. Rav visited with Senator Bart-
lett. at the suggestion of members of the Oommission. Senator Bartlett
talked to Ray about an approach that he had used when he was Gov-
ernor of Oklahoma. We explored that. approach, which involved the
use of volunteer consultants from private *ndustry, and our under-
standing. onee again, was that in ( it was approved althomdi
appa-ently then: has been some confusion on that. That part of the
total approach to the BIA. s c.!rrently in abeyance and I Al uhi hope
that_ we could get another decision. one way or another, on that. from
the Commission.

The approach voluntary coosliltants from private industry
who are availabln. who have worked wit:. this firm that Senator Bart-
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lett talked about in the past studies of governmental problems,
and who are currently available.

Where we got our conflict, I guess, was the question of having a
luncheon during which we would explain to these volunteer people
what it. was that the Commission was doing and where they would fit
into the picture so they would know whether thev lad soniething to
contribute or not and they would be able to decide Whether they *ere in
or out.

Congressman MEWS. Whtther they were volunteers or not?
Mr. DELORIA. That is right.. If they felt they had nothing to contrib-

ute to what we -were doing, then, of course
Congressman MEWL Was it necessary to have a luncheon to do

this ?
Mr. DELORIA. I guess it wasn't absolutely.necessary. I guess this was

the approach that the firm recommended, that there be a luncheon, and
I don't knowmaybe Ray can talk about-----

Congressman MEEDS. It would not require any further expenditure
of funds by the Commission ?

Mr. GoErrirm. No. Actually, the matter of a meeting was discussed
on how to explain the type of' work that we were doing, what sort of a .

projezt it was, and whether we needed two accountants, one data
iwocessing expert and this sort of thingto explain the kind of posi--
t ions, and what qualities were needed.

To the extent that they would like to see someone in a high level
position, whether it be the chairman or the vice-chairman of our com- D
matee. or a member of our project, and an explanation on representa-
tion of the Commission. We felt like we should attend to that.

Congressman MEEDS. I hope that you will talk to us again, after this
Commission meeting, so we can try and get this settled.

Do you feel that you are getting full cooperation and effort out of
all the members of your task force ?

Mr. DELORIA. Out of 01 of our members?
Congressman MEEDS. Yes.
Mr. DEI ORIA. Yes.
Congressman MEEDS. Is there any lack of time on any members part

to help complete t his task?
Mr. DELORIA. I don't. think so. The record doesn't really reflect the

t ime I have put in. I think .werybody has been on me for the last 2
days about anti. I have put in about 34 days iliat I didn't bill the Com-
mission for because I didn't get around to it, so the record doesn't
reflect the time that T put in. I will probably put in another 30 days
that I won't bill the Commission for, but it. is on related work.

Ray is always around and the only problem is keeping Ernie from
putting him to work on core staff business. But I think Ray has put
in a great &al of time on task force business and Mel has put in a
great deal of time. I would say that we have no problems that one
wonlil not expect given the fact that sonie of us are part-thne and we
are scattered all over the country.

Commissioner BOIMMDOE. I noticed with reference to agency person-
nel irterviews and following the. first meeting. I think, with repre-
sentati ves of Interior's Solicitor's Office and Justice, that there has
perhaps been a little misunderstanding about objectives and there

91
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would be further hearings. Do you think that has been pretty well
smoothed out now

Mr. Drumm No ; it is not smoothed out at all. I think it is a very
serious problem that the Commission should consider. The problem is
there are some kinds of information and some kinds of discussion that
we, as a task force? and I'm sure the other task forces would like to have
with Federal officials just as kind of a background to see how they do
the jobs and what they feel their troblems are.

Evidently, there is some concern on the part of some of the execu-
tive agencies that this constitu. ?.s members of the executive branch giv-
ing informal testimony that hasn't been cleared by the Department.
So there is some concern on that basis.

There was an attempt by out task force to set up a heating but it
isimply didn't work out because we were shooting too high. It s just

a matter of what informapon you are getting and who you are trying
to get it from.

If the Commission had a hearing and called the Attorney, General
to testify at the hearing, the Attorne3f General simply would not be
able to answer most of the 'questions that satisfy our needs, because
everything you would ask him, he would say, gee, I don't know; I
will have to go check on it. And that wouldn't 'be very productive fur
us. There has got to be a way worked out to get basie information
from middle and lower level peolile about how they do their jobs and
how. they see their jobs and what their problems are and how they
relate to th., tribes and that is not poming very easily.

I think Rudy has some gloss to alid to that.
Mr. RISER. Actually, I think you dealt with the issue rather clearly.

I am not sure I can adequately deal more with that.
Mr. %Lome. That's my man.
Commissioner BORBRIDOE. It appears to be a very good team.
Congressman MrEns. Other questk is?
Commiasioner Baum Yes; I would like to ask a question.
'Does this mean then that you have difficulty in getting informaiion

that you need
Nifr. Dmonin. YeS ; it does. i

Commissioner Barm Can you be more specific ?
DELORIA. That is somehing that I think Rudy should answer

because he was the one that was thrown out of the ace or whatever
happened.

Mr. Thrsra. For the record. I wasn't thrown out of the office.
The nature of the questions that we were askingand here we are

talking very specifically about :the Indian section of the Land and
Nafural Resource Division of ;the Justice Department and in the
office of the Solicitor of the Department of the Interiorthe source
of qUestions that we were asking were preparatory to what we wanted
to hate at the hearing originally in December and later on in January
and now considered in March.

We %were interested in knowing what the front line people in the
agencies do and how they perc ive what they do with respect to the
issues. It is a key here, at least in our view, that we are talking about
the front line people who are ing day-to-day decisions and offering
their judgment to policymakers.
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In our explamit ion in the earlY months of the task force,.in hearings
: conducted by the Congress and various committees of the Congress,

we foimd that Congress was looking very often at the. policynutkers
and asking questions of policvmakers about things that they ultimately
didn't know much about. The example that stands out as a glaring

/ example in my mind is a series of questions asked during Senator
Kennedy's hearings during 11171 Where he asked oi e polieymaker how
the Department (if the Interior happened to h)::e a ease over :I perical of
18 years and why it. lutdn't been taken care of by the Department and
his'response was: I haven't the foggiest idea.

Well. that suggests to me that Congress is not, being very well
inivised about how sudi things occur. And so, our focus became very
clear that I am tiying to find out how things .oecur within these
ageneies..The Wpartment of Justice was extremely interested in our
questions. We were interested in talking to su 1 ordinate per.ionnel
where they wonted us to talk to policymakers. Ve were very ,nuch
interested in subordinate personnel.

Then it appeared we were going to get a great deal of positive
support from the; Ji4stice Department in providing the subordinate
persomiel for interv ws. We got hung up, as it. terned out, on a very
key issue that to thi day. is not resolved, and thf.t is whether or not
such interviews eipll take plape in the Department without a super-
visor overseeing the. esponse of the underling.

Congressman .1 Ds. If you will let me interrupt, Mr. Pike had
the some problem wi 11 Mr. Kissinger.

Mr. RYSER. Unfortunately we haven't had to deal with that problem.
We had asserted, after a series of rri.otings and discussions with the
Jugice Department. that . c would like very much for the interviews
to be eonducted without supervisory personnel -overseeing the inter-
views, mainly because we weren't interested in dealing with ilicy
but merely perceptions and we didn't want ihe interviews to oe. in-

- fluenced. really. lw supervisors or someone else who would say that is
not. the policy of the Department.

And. so, we have stopped those interviews until we can figure out
a way that we can proceed.

In the Departm;nt of Interior. we got. immediately very positive
responses in tile Solicitor's Office until one interviewer----after we
asked this Mdividual if they would object to participating in the
licaring.!- inter;eeteil lu, ,,-i. ;tit! there was a IlIt'llIONTidlim in ilw De-
partment. that prOmbly prohibited him from providing testimony
for a to,k force henring..

Having asked the individual whether or not. be could provide a.
copy to us insf so we could help resolve the situation. he wasn't.
willinor to offer it. but. he was willing to say that we would probably
have to subpcna him and other people like him if we wanted to talk
to him.

well that ton]; me hark to the Commission :1-.1;incr the quest ion:
"What do we do now r T hope somebody has passed this on to tlue
commissimuers. I f you haven't. alread, seen this. T think von oily:ht. to
see this. The memorawhim to which this gentleman referred is now
a public docimient. while it wasn't orifrinallv considered slleh. There
is a memorandum. It was circulated and finalized by Secretary Kleppe

9 f,
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I hope that we will get this matter resolved. If this is the proper task
force, or seine other one, and we get the situation resolved because
wello need that cooperation. As you point out, Sam, it is a very short
tiMA in which to obtain it.

Mr. DELORIA. We only have 59.87 percent.
Congressman NIEEDIL I didn't he.r you, SOM.
Mr. DELonm. Never mind.
Commissioner WurrEcnow. Mr. Oairman, I ha ve a question,

please.
Referring to a letter, dated December 15 from Chairman Deloria

to our Chairman Abourezk in regard to a hearing that was going to
be conducted on January 29 and 30, 1076, whereby you reflect here,
almost a who's who in the executive branch of the Gc vernment to be
called for and to give witness.

I am wonderina, inasmuch as this hearina did not materialize, what
is the reason this''hearing was not conducejd? As it is very apparent
now that we are having difficulty in getting information : Would it
not now be appropriate to call these people for testimony so that all of
their underlings will understand that this is a congressional Commis-
sion that has the authority to get the information? Perhaps this would
be one vehicle that we could use

At the time I read his letter I thought this is the greatest thing that
we thave ever had. We Will make these people responsive. We will get
them to be responsive. We will get them on the stand and then we can
get to the nitty-gritty.

I just cannot understand why this hearing was not held;Can you
give me some response?

31r. DELORTA. I think, Commissioner Whitecrow, I would like Bully
to respond to that. But before he does, I will take the responsibility
for the fact that that hearing was not held. In my opinion it was ill-
advised to try to have a hearing at that point in the life of the task
force summoning such a galaxy of stars because I think they would
not have been responsive to the kinds of questions that we wouhl have
asked at that time.

I think the point we are raising, though, does get to the strategic
question for the whole C(nimii,:,ion ;Ind that is: At, what does
the Commission move to call the stars in and sa v let's get with it ?
And will that help us to talk to the lower echelon pcople? It just
may. But that is really a strategic decision that, is out of our hands
and into the hands of the Commission.
qtudv, could you explain what happened to that hearing?
Mr. ItYSER. The hearing was postponed largely because of the ad-

vice, as I undemtand it, of the members of the Commission. And in
part. because of the advice of our chairman, because of his feelings.

And we were at that point toldor the indication was givenT don't
know if there was any formal indication given to usthat the galaxy
was simply too imposing and if you weren't prepared to deal with
this group, then von had better not deal with them.

In line with tbat, and discussing it, among ourselves, that probably
was a desirable bit of advice. We had planned to use a lot of sub-
ordinate interviews to compare policy versus practice in the contest
of which the hearings would occur.
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We were advised indirectly that we ought to pursue the subordinate
personnel. And we said: All right, that is fine. Then the interviews
that we are conducting will be pursuant to simply formalizing their
responses to our informal interviews.

All I can say is we had operated on some misinformation, initially,
because we dian't have it clear in our minds whether or not the Com-
mission could or should call such a hearing or whether we could or
should call such a hearing. There was an attempt to get some clarifica-
tion early on before the first attempt at the hearing. Insofar as I am
concerned, we didn't get a positive peer response from the Commission
who can or should call such a hearing. You. received this letter merely
because of guidelines that I had read from the manual that we are
using that suggested that Commissioners and task force members all
ought to be informed prior to any hearing of our intent and thepeople
that we would like to deal with.

There were no formal responses from the Commission, as far as I
can tell, about this hearing. And so lacking that, and in our own judg-
ment, be willing to go ahead with the subordinate personnel evalua-
_tions, we simply canceled it.

Commissioner WHITEcnow. OK, Rudy, do you feel that a hearing
such as this, with this who's who list of .executive personnel coining
in to respond to this Connmssion: Do you feel that this is an absolute
necessity for us to proceed inasmuch as we only have abom. 51/2 or 6
months left to ,(ro ?

Mr. RysEn. My own opinion, Commissimwr, is that this task force
really requires a clear indication of how the policies am applied and
what. percept ions of the policvmakers are versus the subordinate per-
sonnel who carry them out. I think the best way of approaching that is
in the form of a hearing, although we are open for any other kind of
suggestion. I think the galaxy that we have here. should be held
responsible for the kinds of issues that we are getting from the sub-
ordinate .personnel interviews.

Commissioner WirmeRow. May I ask the rest of the task force. per-
sonnel here : Do you feel, by a show of hands, that a hearing such as this
would be necessary ?

VoicE. There are two issues. Whether the hearing itself is necessary
and if that is affirmative, when should it be held. -

Commissioner WILITECROW. Yes. I would like to have, No. 1 : Is a
heti rim). necessary

OK.No. 2 : Should it be held as soon as possible ? By show of hands,
please. Yes or no. Should it be held in a schedule 60 days from now to
give you-sufficient time to prepare ?

Voicu. Could you look at the =star schedule and see how many hear-
ings are already scheduled in the District of Columbia ?

CoiUrilissiollOr WHITECItow. There is a lot, 1 know. There are many
hearings scheduled. Would it not be possible, then, for you to invite
these personnel to appear at some of these scheduled hearings? Perhaps
not all of them simultaneously, but would it not be possible and feasible
to fret this galaxy of personnel at some of .hese hearings that are being
conClucted by some of the task forces?

Do vou say yes or no? Yes? You want these people to appear. No?
You do not want them to appear.
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get the support of the congressional members of the Commission, in
particular, and as Congressman Yates suggested this morning to the
Education Task Force, I believe it was, that if they needed some help
he felt he could provide it.

Perlmps t hat. is the first step. I don't know.
Congressman MEEDS. I think it is possible to try that. but T think we

are going to have to do something a little more formal than that.
Perhaps a meeting and a resolution of the Commission with instruc-
tions for delivery to the secretarys and then call, following-up, and
then perhaps $:onwthing even more drastic than that if it doesn't work
because obviously wr have to get on this.

This is the first time that I have been informed of any problem of
this nature.

Further questions?
Very well: thank you, gentlemen.
Mr. DELoinA. Congressman, before we leave. I would like to invite

any of the members of the Commission who have any questions about
what we are doing or feelings that we don't know what we are doing
or any other comments, to get hi touch with us directly. We will be
glad to answer any questions and provide any information that is
necessary so tlutt we Can complete our work. ,

-Congressman MEM& Thank you.

STATEMENT OP PETER MaeDONALD, CHAIRMAN, TASK FORCE NO. 7,
ACCOMPANIED BY LORRAINE RUTTING, TASK FORCE SPECIAL-
IST, AND ANDY ANDERSON, CONSULTANT

Congressman MEEns. Task Force No. 7Reservation and Resource
Development and Protection.

Please proceed, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MACD0NAID. Mr. Chairman. members of the Commission. I

have here with me task force specialist Lorraine Ruffing and also a
consultant. Mr. Andy Anderson.

First. let me give von a bi ief rundown on what we are doing and
where we are now and then we can ask questions.

First. as you know, an audit report is due to the Commission on
Angnst 16, 197t3. and our goal is to look into resource development
and protection and just recently we were also uhked to look into hous-
ing and manpower. This was brought into focus in early January. So
those are our goals and object ivesto look into these four areas. where
there is no protection and what kind of protection there if-, provided
for the resources of American Indians on reservations and. also, the
kind of resource development that is taking place. Constraints to re-
source developmentwhy it is happening. These are the kinds of
directions that we are taling.

So far we are trying to review Federal policy with respect to the
assignment that we have and we will likewise do this with housing
and manpower.

Now, the method of approach that we have decided for ourselves as
outlined in the plan of operation is that, first, we want to find ont what
the Federal policies and regulations are with respect to resource de-
velopment and protection.

1 0
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Second, to (.Iieek the performance or lackof performance at the local
level: What. their needs are; what their views are from the tribal peo-
ple at the local level ; what they believe are constraints to their de-
velopment; what they believe should be done in order to have the kind

0 of development. they have envisioned for the tribe; and also the kind
of protection that they expect.

So, we are going to review the Federal 6overntnent's position on
resource development and protection and review the existing sitaa-
tion on reservat ions as the local Indian people see it.

Third, we are going to bring the two together and evaluate it. to see
how the policy of the Federal Govermnent really works at the local
level. And. then, from that we see that we may have to do some fol-
lownp work in order to crosscheck the t wo nmjor areas of our revkm.

And froni that we will make our report to the Conunission. We knew
at the time we started out we had a tinie problem and also a fund-
ing problem. Because to do the kind of job that needed to be done, it
certainly would require as much money that can be put into it and a lot
of time. But sinw we don't have that, we more or less PM 1 nrk upon
a system that we thought, would be adequate for the time w had and
the money we bin!.

We were 45 days late getting started. We did not get our specialist.
until around October 1 awl so that made us get behind our work. But
the process that we have set for ourselves, as I said, was to do those two
major things fled the third would be to evaluate it.

We have, to date, visited 24 tribes. We had intended using some
scientific. random sompling method generated by Dr. Buffing. We
selected 32 tribes to visit.

Now. these are not selected by me or by her, but more or less a method
that T. will leave to her to explain how this was done.

But. supposingly this would have given us the largest tribes with
resources and the medium sized tribes with resources and the small
tribes with resources, and the same way with large tribes with no
resources and on down. So that there is a mix from these 32 tribes that
would give us a cross section of the Indian tribes across the country
and from this we can get sufficient data to perform our study.
We are going to work in the local level area. We are going to get into
some special studies that have been made and review these with the
tribe and include that in our work.

Third. to meet with tribal organizations, groups throughout the
country, throughout onr period of gathering data and get their input.
So those are the manners in which we set about our work. As of to date,
as T said, we have visited 24 tribes of the 32 intended to visit by a sci-
entific method and, of course, we are including other tribes that have
been suggested in Ernie's letter that we ought to give some attention
to. We agreed that there are tribes that have economic development
or resource development programs that are successful and we are to
look at those. And there are tribes that very obviously do not have
successes and we should look at those in a special study, and we will
do that. We have several questionnaires which address themselves
to these various areas of questions and concerns that we have set out,
for ourselves.

lOj
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What kind of system have you set up within your task force for
cooperation and coordination with what you are doing with other
task forces, if any ?

Mr. MAcDosTALD, Yes; I agree with you that there has to be coordi-

nation. We, on oor own, try to coordinate by telephone and I find it to

be very difficult since most of the chairmen of the task forces are busy

and have other work besides being chairman of the task force. I leave

this.duty to the speCialist. and I think the specialist by telephone, or

by contact here in Washington can do a great deal more coordination.
So that is what we are doing now. The way I see coordination couhl

be brought about is perhaps Ernie can get the task force chairmen
together and kind of go over it in a half a day or full day and that
way we have sort of a forced coordination because anytinie you just

have voluntary coordination it is very difficult to implement and time.

flies by real fast. If you leave a call for somebody to call you back,

by the time that person calls back, you are out mind your coordination

is gone..
So, we do have problems with coordination. but I agree with you

that there should be. As a matter of fact, I asked our specialist, since

we got. this housing assiginnent, to get together with other people. She

has done that and made a coordination point with the Health Task

Force to go over housing and they did a job with Task Force No. 0.

And what they are going to do jointly, as specialists.for the two task

forces, has been outlined here.
Congressman Mmos. I rather had the impression from reading

the notes whieh a staff person prepared with regard to your task

force, that your scope was relatively limited and that you are spending

an awful li)t, of time looking into policy of the Bureau and present
development of reservations rather than taking a broad swing at what

mild be done.
Somebody mentioned here the Marshall plan for reservations and

this is the kind of a concept that I had. I am womlering if, from the

last time I looked into it. ve7 much. you have broadened your hori-

zons in considering broad policy questions with rcorard to development

of reservations. rknow you can't lay out a mold-and say all Imlian
reservations ought to be developed thus and so. That. is impossible
because they have different resources. different assets, and so On. But

maybe a broad policy mold as to legislation appeal with reservation
development and resource utilization.

Do you really feel your reach is exceeding your grasp here? Or do

you think maybe you are a little too contin tl ? Or is that one of those

other prohibitions of time and money ?
Mr. MAcDox.u.o. We could spend our money on a Marshall plan and

it. would be very fruitful. T would think. But we have the under-

standing, at least I have the understanding, that we are reviewing the

policies of the Federal Government on how it works or doesn't. work

on the reservation at a local level.
Congressman MEEDS. We are pretty sure it doesn't work. I take it.

It is not working on the Navajo. 'You and I both know there are some

things that could be done to help down there.
Mr. MAcDoNat.o.
Congressman MEEDS. T shonldn't think it would take very long to

look at what the Federal policy is right now doing with regard to

1 0,-;
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reservation development and resource utilization and say it is not
workipg.

Mr. MAcDowam. Perhaps I should get from you, then, a netter
direction because We could spend the rest of the time from here on out
just doing this thing that I saidreview the present policy, whether
it is working or not working.

Yet, I know in back of my mind every tribal chairman, every per-
son who ever works with the Indian knows tI t it doesn't work.

Nowt we could forget about it in terms of what. isn't working and
why it isn't working and go into a positive approach and being to come
up with what will work, which means that we are then at this point,
we would be superimposing upon whatever marriage of Federal Gov-
ernment and policy as a new thing

Congressman 'Mans. That is the purpose of this whole exercise,
Peter. That is the wholepurpose of this exercise.

Mr. MAcDowitt:D. OK. Then we will have to shift. We will have
to shift in that area and we will have to do a little different thing
than what we are doing now because our direction that we took was
the direction that J juk. said, was just plain and simple, to review what
is there,and 'Whether it is working or not workine. and evaluate from
there and see if we Call change the exis'.;ng laws'-how we can change
it to make it work.

But we are iwt going to put-too much heavy emphasis on that, but
rather what is it that is going to work regardress of what exists now
and that approach, of course, will require a different. approach.

Congressman Mans. Well, I don't know that it is totally diffevent.
What yew are, doing is essential to a determination of the end pmduct
of what is the best.'but that was my fear that you were mired doWn
with ,the question of what are they doing now.

And, as-I say. I don't think you have to spend much time to deter-
mine that. what they are doing now is not Working.

Now, the question is: How do you use that information to cheer-
mine what will work? If it tai:es a -new direeticm on your part. then
it seems to me you had better shift gears. As one Commissionef: saying
thisI don't hnow how the rest of the Commission feels, but the.
purpose of this whole Commissiori was to determine what had gone
wrong in the past and how to correct it.

In kind of apportioning the tinte, it would seem to me it would take
about one-third of the time to find out what' had gone wrong and
two-thirds of the time to fiffure out how to.correct it

Now, that. is just kind of a horseback estimate there.
Other questions.
Commissioner Dm. Mr. Chairman, I notice ihat you are going

to evaluate or try to investigate EDA, but I think one of the problems
is there is a difficulty of tribes getting financing not only from EDA
hut private institutions and it seems to me that this whole limn of
banking and credit needs to be investigated, perhaps not by your task
force, perhaps by another one. But tribes should have proceiiures to try
and develop the resources and expand And that is one of the .big
problems.

It. would seem to me that no matter what you do. you have.to touch
and analyze this whole area of finances.

1 0 6
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Mr. MACDONALD. Definitely. Because in a lot of these thinp the
tribe Ims already made known to us that the reason for EDA is that
they have made some studies in that same area. What we are finding
out as we begin to get some questionnaires in, which is certainly true
pith. the Navajo, not that I was ignorant about it, but the question
of what you have put your finger on is on Indian reservations. The
present lending institution just cannot make an investment for resource
development or economie development Programs.

Conseq aently, the development on re,seVvations is, in many cases
very slow. (

2. If there is going to be develoyment, it is all Federal infused
money and the private sector doesn't allow it to take place. Every.-
thing is federally provided and the chance for private sector to develop
is being shortcut y She lack of capital investment from outside this a

questioth
Certainly, we have a man that is assigned to look into that question

by itself.
Congressnum Mums. Other questions.
Conunissioner DIAL Mr. MacDonald, yin presented a problem ei

the credibility of the Commission as you traveled here and there.
among the tribes.

Mr. MArDoNALn. I didn't hear all of the question.
Commissioner DIAL. I believe you stated in your report that you

find a lack of credibility existing among the American Indian Policy
Review Commission. I was wondering what you would propose in
the way of .a remedy to this situation or (10 you not find it? 'For the
record. would you state your views?

MACI)ONALM Well. at this point in time we are halfway through
this project now. I dOn't think that this is fl problem anymore. a
problem that we slimly] be concerned about and try to .(to something
because in the early part of the game. last summer and last fall. we
experieneed it. We kept getting cancellations for our scheduled visits.
But I think at this stage all of the tribes that. we wanted to visit. at
least reseheduled and we are goinfr to go back in and T think they
have decided that this is an ongoing thing and thete is no need to
fight it and try io get the best out of it. And T think that has changed.
So T don't think we need to do anymore other than to continue the
work that we have and finish the ioh. 1

tek

Commissioner DIAL. Very good. Thank yon.
Commissioner Enver.. T have got. to talk aboik this housing

situation, Peter.
Von are doily, something about it and T notice in the report. that

there are a number of statements made. One was that there was going
to be another study of the Indian housing situation. Ts that right?

Mr. MArDovAtn. The word study is really not the. right nomenela-
,
'titre. It is a bringing together of all the studies. or whatever it 15

am Inn; lwen math,. and w, will review that nod make our report
based on those reviews and recommendations. We are not going to
send another person in to make another study. We agreed there must
Iave been 10 or 15 stu(lies by HITT) and other agencies on housing

1nne which we are ,roinfr fo brine' in collectively. And, at least. give

the Commis,inn a status and also a recommendation.
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Cominis:iiomix BRUCE. I just got this report Which says something
betterhousing analysisand the Oakum said that we have enough
studies on the shelves gathering dust

In your report there are some statements that are maclesort of
shocking to, me having been in housing and then in the Bureauin
which all funds tor Indian housing -should be removed from 111,71)
and funneled through the HIP program of the BIA. Those used to
raise red flags and green flags when I was with the MA. And, also.
I think 't ihere s still a feeling on the part of HUD that they 5110111(1
have it. all.
' Now, are you looking into that rather than saying that all the funds
should go to HUD antrthat's it?,

Ms. RIMING. What you read there was a quote from the Minnesota
Chippewas when we had-an intertribal meeting with them. This is
their feeling. What we are doing is we go through our schedule, our
site visits, our meetings, 'and our hearings. We are asking speople's
opinions and we are recording their conditions and that is what. we
find among Indian people. They have various solutions to the housing .
program. So when we do our analysis of the previous recomnwnda-
tions that have been made, We are going to try to evaluate them in
the light of what Indian people have said.

M.wDox.u.n. Commissioner Bruce, that is. not the position of
the task force.

Commissioner BRUCE..I hope not.
Mr..MArDONATA We are just trying to give you some of.the kinds

of suggestions that people are coming up with. We. are not saying
we agree with them or endorse them. We are. just trying to give you
the views of some of the people.

Now we 're going to bring this in and make our own reconunenda-
tion and final report.

Commissioner BRUCE. OK. I guess I am satisfied. with the housing:
What you are doing in that?

Nre you putting somebody on specially ? Or who is going to do this
rePort?

Ms. Rrrvrixo. Right now we have to get. together with Task Force
No. 6 and Task Force No. 7 and see what we have in our budge and
how many days we efin afford to do,this analysis and we still have yet
to decide on who the person will be:. But it. will be somebody who has
been in the housing area, who is familiar with the problem, who can
evaluate these studies, and work on the material that we have gathered
in om. site visits. Between Task Force No. 6 and No. 7, we are making'
over 62, site visits to Indian tribes. So all this material will have to be
coordinated.

Commissioner BRUCE. Secretary ITill wants to build 10.000 houses
this year.

Mr. MArDos".1i.n. We need twice that much on Indian reservations.
Commissioner BnrrE. One lint thing outside of housing. T ant

always concerned about the fact that wherever we hare industry,
mostly in reservations where it is owned and controlled quite often
by non-Indian money. Are you looking into how that can be ehanurd ?
You ought to be. in a good spot to do that, Pete. with the Nill'ajos.

1 0 b
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could improve. A Marshall plan, as an example, might be the ultimate
answer in bringing about total reservation development.

I would like to also ask you not only to consider just reservation de-
velopment, but all types of Federal trust land in that relationship.

Enough of that. I don't want to whip a dcad horse any longer be-
cause we have already covered that a little earlier.

I would also like to comment that on page if of your report.: It states
here that you requested a thorough study of EDA's role in promoting
reservation development.

That, in regard to the comments made on page 11, whereby you show
a continued erosion of the Indian land base. Those two comments there
certainly have a great deal of relationship. I would certainly like to
see a report coming out of your task force that states how perhaps
some legislative action might be brought about to provide funds either
through EDA or some other Federal source, that would allow a turn
around in the depletion of the Indian land base. Allowing for perhaps
tribes to begin purchasing back those properties, those individual
owned propeeies, undivided interest of tribal owned trust lands, some
system whereby tribes could begin building their land base once again.

Also. I would hope that your task force would coordinate with
Task Force No. 3 the structure of the Bureau of Indian Affairs and
certainly make every effort to make recommendations that abstracts
of title of individually owned trust lancicertainly be brought up-to-
dat e.

T know in Oklahoma, as an example, we have thousands of acres of
individually owned trust hInd where the abstracts of title have never
been brought up-to-date. The undivided interests that are reflected
still are just reflected on the roles as undivided interest. And no real
sevem accountability has ever been developed on this.

That, in itself, certainly should be a point of cmcern for us in this
regard.

I would also like to comment on your statement. in your report.
page 13, subparagraph 4, "Control over Indian income (venerated on
Imlian land", You state there is no consistent or logical riTle for which
funds are deposited in the U.S. Treasury or in the tribal treasury. And
some agencies income earned from business leases goes into the tribal
treasury, while timber stumpage goes into the treasury.

In regard to that. I would like to ask you as one member of this
Commission to give it some very serious thought as to how your task
force could recommend the establishment of a financial institution
that would allow total reservation development to come about.

T think at this particular point in history, we have the opportunity
now of bringing about a recommendation that would provide this
kind of establishment. If it takes Federal legislation to bring it about,
then perhaps it needs to be brought about and the support of the peo-
ple who generate it to he sure that it does become effective.

if we can do this, then we can provide for this necessary reservation'
and off-reservation development of Indian tribes.

Mr. MACDON-Ant). I think that would be one of the central themes of
our report to the Commission. When you are talking about reserva-
tion resourc6 development and protection, the potential and possibili-
ties as enumerated and have been suggested by fribes many times over
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and over. The constraintabout 50 percent of the constraint is funding

for the kind of development that the Indian people division.
Therefore, one of the centerpieces of our report is going to have to

bt the financing of these resources and the protection. It takes money,
too. I would like to ask Mr. Anderson to respond.

Mr. ANDERSON. Thank you, Peter. I would like to go back to the
Congressman's comment about whether or not the task force was look-

ing at too narrow a focus.
I think what you see is the position of the task force at this point

in its life. They are at. a point of collecting a data base to look at the

, big picture. They ask questions that of necessity must be very specific

to be correlated into substantial points of view.
At the same time that this is Iping on, of course, in June we gen-

erally try to contemplate what thd results are and the natural optimis-
tic point of view. So some of us have spent a fair amount of time look-
ing at the big picture and we have thought about and considered many
of the things which you mentioned, Conunissioner. I have a draft
paper which takes in most of these considerations. We do have some
ideas on how the capital market may be changed so that Indian pea-
pleIndian tribes or individualsican have access to capital markets,
so that. developments can take place.

It also envisions ways in which markets3 might become available

to Indian enterprises. It also contemplates a way of transnational,
trans-Indian enterprises from one reservation to another or reserva-
tion people and nonreservation people participating in a network
of businesses and that sort of thing:

So. as the task force collects its information and as the data is col-
Wed. and the strength or weakness of points of view are demonstrated
by this collection of data, then we will define it in the report and it will

be a separate document probably which you will receivemaybe in

the next 60 daysas an ongoing piece of information which you can
comnient on and help us direct our eventual documentation to.

Commissioner WHITECROW. I have one more comment, sir.
I would like to ask you if you would also look into the delivery

of funds- delivered to the Inclian planning site. I have a great many
people approaching me and bombarding me with questions in regard

to why haven't these moneys been made available or those little Moneys
that have been made available are just too hard to achieve, too hard

to bring about, too much red tape has been imposed as a result of
regulations.

T would like to ask you if you would please do a study on this.
Mr. MACDONALD. Yes, sir. As a matter of fact, it is probably one

of those things that the chairman talked about in his study. It is
a very simple fact that the maximum grant is $50,000 and on any In-
dian reservation it takes $50.000 to nut a sewer, lagoon, a water system
in and you still don't have the ability to state your business with. So,
it is very hard unless you are going to put up a building without elec-

tricity and wateryou may do that with $50,000. But there is not
mneh you can do with the $50,000 grant and if 1,000 people want to do

a business and only 6 can get $50,000 grants. then that if- not very
much.

1
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Now, I don't know for pure what that meanswhat shortly is.
Conunissidne'elioamundEd wonder if I might request. through the

ehairthat the dil*tozr might advise me as to this particular situation.
Congressnum MEEliS.--114uld you advise the director when this is

.....
complete V

Ms. Iturmo. I am afraid that. study is not going to be available in
time for Task Force No. T to use it.. So we are going to have to go ahead,
with your help, to came to some solution oa our own. ;

Conunissioner liomnuook... I see. I know that these contacts have
been made already, but. isn .ftddition to the corporations, the Alaska
federation and the boat'd of directors met imd at its last meeting agreed
that that corporation would have a contact imlivklual and that person
should be elicited for their participation in the study, This is to advise
ou. as I am sure you are aware, there are certain materials already

avaihible 1 am sure you have taken a look at what both organizations
have done. I know and appreciate what is going to be a very complex
undertaking.

Mr. ANimasox. Commissioner Borbridge, since I have been asked to
focus on Alaska, I would like to sure that. you understand that I
nepd your help desperately to get this job done. Any information you
have or any names you can give me or directions you can point me to
will ne extremely valuable f won't take any time 'here now, but some-
where along the line I would really like to talk with you in detail and
get the help that I desperately need.

Commissioner BoneumnE.."You may consider it available.
Commissioner Baum Peter, I understand you are conducting some

site visits, How are you doing these? Are these interviews, hearings, or
what ?

I ask this question because T am wondering what kind of responses
i f you have had theseare coming from the Indian iwople themselves?

Mr. M.wDos T.D. These arc interviews. They lire not hearings. What
we do is we semi out questionnaires way ahead of time. We ask them
to get as mnmn1i data and complete the questionnnire as much as they

and when we arrive on the site. then we will talk to the tribal
eltairman or t lw planning group or the council. and have a dav or two
with them to go over t he questionnaire and expand on it. 'rn other
words, t hk is where we take notes which is not in the. questionnaire.

One of the onest ions is: "Do you think housing is adequnte on yonr
reservation." lie said. no. OK. then the questioning starts: Why no?
If ve s. why yes? That is the only way.

Otherwise the questions would become too brief. We have to sup-
plement the questions with an onsite interview to get their feelings;
their recommendations, and views on why this particular situation
exists.

Commissioner BRUCE. Would these include tribal councils, also?
Mr. M.wDox.u.n. Yes. For instance, on the Navajo they don't want

just an interview with me. They don't trust rue. I guess. as a chairman.
They want the whole interview to take place with the 74 council mem-
bers sitting with me and in some eases they ask that. In some cases they
allow a planning group or a chairman togive the input.

In other cases they request, that the council be given the interview
and they want to make their recommendations.

Congresman Nimes. Thank you very much, Peter, and members of
your task force and staff for your report..

-8
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Mr. MACDONALD. Again, I want to thank you for this time because
it is very much needed on our part. We wanted to hear from you
about where we are. We need to emphasize our work so that what we
do will be in accordance with what you have envisioned. I think this
is a very worthwhiie meeOng for us and hopefully we can have another
one before the time is up.

Congressman MEWS. Thank you very much.
Mr.31AcDoNALD. Thank you, Mr. Chairir.

STATEMENT OF PETER TAYLOR, CHAIRMAN,. TASK FORCE NO. 9

Congressman MEEDS. Task Force No. 9.
Mr. Timm. Mr. Chairman Commissioners, I would like to state

that the specialist for our task force is out of town today attending an
intertribal meeting in the State of Wisconsin, so I am appearing here
alone today.

My name is Peter Taylor and I am the chairman of this task force.
I must say I feelafter listening to all this testimony todaya§ if
Task Force No. 9 is truly the cleanup task force. We are last on the
agenda and our basic function is to come behind the task forces, and
come behind history attempting to review Federal-Indian law.

We have focused apr attention principally on title 25 for the great
majority of the statiNs pertaining to Indian law.

Our l'unction is to review the existing statutes and attempt to come
up with a recommendation for codification into what they call positive
la w.

Our relationships to the various task forces raises questions as to
the exact role of this task force. It cuts across every subject. matter.
It is principally dealing with technical aspects of the law. So we find
ourselves in a position of, first of all, trying to set existing law down
in a logical, comprehensible order, to recommend codification and this
assumes you are not making recommendations for legislative changes.

It is not possible to go through these laws and not have an insight
as to changes that should be recommended.

So. our approach is: To divide this code up into subject matter
classificat ion lust lay out new chapters; analyze the existing law that
is here: and prepare a memorandum explaining what the law is. how
it should be codified to the extent that is possible. and then have a
followup memorandum making recommendations for changes where
we think it would be in order.

As I say, we are not principally a factfinding task force. There-
fore, we are. in terms of making reconnnendations or preparing this
legislation, very dependent on coordinating with other task forces.

We have had a lot of discussion with them. I would expect that as
their work progresses and as our work progresses, the amount of inter-
task force contact will be increasecl substantially as this work
progresses.

At this point. I would ask whether there are any questions.
Congressman MEEns. Again, from what my staff prepares for me,

and reading your reports, and everything, it appears that 3,ou are
pretty well on tarffet. You have completed pretty much of the work
that You have r1-:SIMU'd yourself at this time. You did luive a little
problem with the difference of opinion with regard to whether your

114
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task force would be writing legislative recommendations in all re-
visions for all of the task forces.

Ma that been resolved
Mr. TAYLOR. I believe it has. I heard a comment here today from

one of the Commissioners stressing the need for thes& task forces,
comlneting their individual studies, to try to prepare legislative
recommendations.

This certainly fits in with the function of our task force as we see
it. I think as they prepare recommendations, they would undoubtedly
want to consult with us, particularly as to the existing state of the
law as we have seen it.

We certainly don't hold ourselves aloof from them. We would expect
to work with them. But I would think the principal burden of corn-
Mg forward with affirmative recomnwndations woud lie with thek
other task forces that are actually gathering this information.

Congressman MEEDS. Other questions.
Commissioner BRUCE. May I ask a question ?
Whv you are devotin,y, so much titre to the revision of the Bureau

of Indian Affairs' manual ?
Mr. TAYLOR. We are not looking at it from a standpoint of revision,

Conunissioner Bruce: It is rather to detennire policies or restrictions
on delivery of servicesthis kind of thing, that may occur through the
Bureau of Indian Affairs' manual. Rules that get written down that
are followed by the administrators of these laws that are never pub-
lished. So that a person goes in and applies for welfare, for example,
and finds that he is being denied his benefits.

And here it is. this written policy set forth in the manual that
hasn't been published in the Code of Federal Regulations. It should
not have the force of law. And, in fact, the Ruiz decision dealt at some
length on this nroblem. So, we are examining it: (1) for this type of
problemthis lack of compliance with the Administrative Procedure
Act; and (2) it is a part of the legislative review process. You look
at a statute which. on the face of it. it appears to accomplish exactly
what would appear to be needed.

I think an example of that is section 5 of the Indian Reorganiza-
tion Act that anthorizes the Secretary of Interior to acquire land for
Indian tribes. It is a very broad statutory provision. And yet, we find
in later years tribes asking special legislation authorizing the Secre-
t :Iry to taiw a very limited kind of a property into a trust status. And
the immediate question is: Why must the tribe come in these later
years. asking for this special legisletion, when it. appears that the law
is already there?

You Start looking at the regulations and you can't find an answer.
But back in the Bureau of Indian Affairs manual you may find an
answer. In this case we actually found it in memoranda that didn't
even appear in the manual. A memo that was written back in 1Pri9 and

followup memo in 19M that simply set forth no standards at all in
terms of fruidance other than the Secretary shouldn't take property
into a t rust i.tat us to help big shots dodge taxes. Those are quotfT from
the memo. o

That was discovered at a conference at BTA. It was Kathryn Harris
who a,ked and it wag her question that brought this memo to light.
But that. illustrates the need for checking behind the. statute itself.
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MEETINGS OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY

REVIEW COMMISSION

SATURDAY, MAY 8, 1970

AatmucAx Ixntmg Pi TACY COUMNSLONI
De4ver, Colo.

The Commission met, pursuant to notice, at 9:15 a.m., at the
ton Airpoct Inn, Denver, Colo., Senator Janies Abourezk, elatinnatS,
presiding.

Present : Senator Almurezk and Commissioners Deer, Whitecrow,
Bothridge. llruce, and Dial.

Also present.: Kirke Kickingbird, general counsel.
Task Force No. 3---Federal Administration and Structure of Indian

Affairs personnel present; Stun Deloria, Ray Goetting, and Mel
Tonasket.

Chairman Anormixx. The hearing will come to order.
I first of all want to express my thanks to the members of the Com-

mission, members of the task forces who are hero attending this hear-
ing. and to the people participatingthe witnesses.

The principal purpose of this hearing this morning, this after-
noon, and again tomorrowif we need to go into tomorrowwill be to
gather evidence by taking testimony from various tribal leaders, and
membos of tribes from around the country, to determine whether or
not the governmental structures that are supposed to be serving the
Indian people are indeed serving the Indian people. During this in-
vestigation I personally want tolind out, and I am sure many of the.

Commission members (10 as we11, exactly what it is that the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, IIEW, and TITS are doing that the Indians could

not do if they wrre left to their own devices. What services they are
providing that. the tribes an't do themselve:,. Are they in fact a hin-

drance to t he tribes? Are those but reaueracies a hindrance, or are they a
help? I atn hopeful that we can elicit through questioning and through
testimony some real good ansvers through hard quest ioning of what
needs to be done, really. to get the Indian community sort of back on

its feet, again. vis-a-vis the bnreaucracy.
Does any other member up here have any opening statement they

would bi1 o give first ? I was just advised by Mel Tonasket that we
are startmg on what is known as Lebanese lag time. He said the In-
dians were all lucre and they wgre waiting for the Lebanese to show up.

The first pamq of witnesses we have are Mayor Wally Leask, John
Smith, and David Leask from Metlakatla, Alaska. Are you all here?

(113)
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STATEMENTS OP MAYOR WALLY LEASK, JOHN SMITH, AND DAVID
LEASK, IIETLAKATLA, ALASKA....

Mayor Lusn. Yes, sir.
Chairman ABOURESK. Would you please come up to the witness

table 5/
I would like to welcome you here this morning, and if you are ready

to proceed with your testimony, we are ready to hear it.
Mayor LEASK. Thank you. First of all, I would like to introduce

these people. I am Wally. Leask. On my right is John Smith, who
has bain mayor six times Metlakatla for 2-year periods, and David
Leask, councilman, on my left-hand side.

We welcome this opportuiiiv to testify before the Commission. It
becomes rather frustrating in order to get things done and nobody
wants to listen. Our big stumblinw block seems to be communication.
The Annette Islands Reserve, wtlich Metlakatla is on, compiises
86,000 acres. We are sitting in the southeastern part of Alaska, just
barely out of Canada, really, and we are more or less forgotten, more
or less a stepchild.

The BIA is in charge of the area, the southeast agency, and they
have contracted this out to the Tlingit-Haida organization, of which
we are not a member. We are not a member of the land claims. We
chose to keep our reservation status and to keep our reservation, and as
a result we are just left down there and nobody seems to know who is
looking after us.

The communications factor is quite high, it seems you can't com-
municate if nobody knows who is supposed to listen. One example of
this is our natural resources. We 'submitted an api)lication in 1971 and
again in later years and we finally got an answer in 1975, setting
the thing up. But the thing that was missing, notably absentI will
read from our document that you should have copies of. a paragraph
of the report for fiscal year 1975 of the Senate Appropriations Com-
mittee for the Department of Interior, which reads:

The committee Is disturbed at the failure of the Bureau and the Department
to fulfill their trust responsibility to those Alaska Native groups not covered by
the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act. In particular, the committee directs
the Department to review programs designed to manage and develop the full
potential of lands and resources on the Annette Island Reserve and to imple.
ment programs which will increase tribal income, employment and other benefits.

We received some action after this. We do have. a program and we
are working on it, and we are making some progress inasmuch as this
has just really started in the past 2 months, that we are really getting
in on it.

There a re .quite a few other things that have happened in Met laka tin .

Metlakatla the largest reservation left in Alaska. We have about
1.100 Natives and it is really the only reservation left in Alaska. There
are some reserves further out to the west but per se this is the only
reservation.

Chairman AnouREzn. They are smaller than Yours?
Mayor Tintsli. Yes: they are much smalle.r. There is indecision

whether to go with the land claims or not. Nobody knows, really, we
don't know what the status is.
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The communications factor is, we are in the southeast by ourselves,
aud Juneau is only 250 or 300 miles away but we will have to fly in
and out of Juneau, there is no other waywe can go by boat, but it
is quite slow.
. The other trip we take yearly is to Washington, D.C., to try to work
and get moneys for different programs.

Juneau, as close as it is, is far away. We have been having trouble
communicating. The program has been turned over to other people
and we haven't been gettine any satisfaction

Chairman ABOUREZK. 1/4 me interrupt you, if I may, Mayor. Up
to this point you have talked in general terms, that first of all, there is
a lack of communication and you are having trouble getting around
up there. I wonder if you would be more fpecific and direct your re-
sponse toward questions of this nature: What changes in structure
would you like to see in the Bureau of Indian.Affairs, first of all? Do
you-like it the way it is? Do you want ta change it I If so, how do you
want to change it I

Mayor LLAsit. On our trip to Washington, D.C. we asked, or more or
less threatened to ask, to be put under the Portland area office. The
reason for this was to get out from under the Southeast agency who
have delegated more of their responsibility to the Tlingit-Heide. The
reason we want to do this is to work directly with somebody who ean
make decisions as to all our different programs.

Chairman ABM:TEEM. What programs, specifically ?
Mayor LEAS% Our fisheries program, our natural resources pro-

gram, and all the programs associated with a reservation.
Chairman ABOUREZK. When you say make deciSions, do you mean

make decisions as to what to do with it, or make decisions based on
technical aspects of it ?

.

Mayor LEARK. Decisions on technical aspects.
(Thairtnan Anourmic. You figure your tribe can make political

decisions.to do what you want to do with the fisheries and so on, right ?'
Mayor LEASK. There are certain things that we are really 'not al-

lowed to make decisions on. These are the trust responsibilities of the
BIA, you'rfisheries, your forestry.

Chairman ABM:TEEM Be specific. What is it you are not Olowed to
make a decison on I

Mayor LEASK. Our fisheries our forestry
Chairman AnotTnEzic. Do wliat with the fisheries?
Mayor LEASK. Opening the seasons and working the 3,000 feet

around the area that was allocated to us under a congressional act,
'a proclamation by President Wilson.

Chairman Anotramc. So the tribe is unable to even decide on when
to open the season ?

Mayor LEASK. The responsibility has.been given to the Secretary of
the Interior who has &legated the responsibility to the area director
of the South

Chairman ABOUREZK. For example, how would you like to see that
changed?

Mayor LEASK. I would like hint to make the decison to work with us.
We ask for things but then he has to coordinate it with the Alaska
Department of Fish and Game.

1 &
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Chairman Anotimm. Would you rather make the decisions yourself ?-
Mayor LEASK. WC can
Chairman ABoymmx. Would you rather ?
Mayor LEASK. Yes; we would.
Chairman ABOUREZK. I guess you have been a fisherman for a long

time so you have got all the technical expertise you need; isn't that
correct ?

Mayor LEASK. Yes. We have traps, triis is the big thilig, the only
traps.left in Alaska, and this is a big, big stumbling block up thei.e.
It shows the fish going all over Alaska and ending up in our traps,
which really isn't so. But we.can operate it. We offered to cooperate
with the fisheries, to tag the fish anti to show just where the fish go
and not to take it. We are concerned with conservation, also.

Chairman ABOUREZR. Mayor, If I might, and I don't want to sound
like I am cutting you off or being rude' please don't misunderstand me,
but we do have a lot of witnesses, we have a limited amount of time,
and what we want up* here is for ,Ton to be specific and not talk in
generalities. If there are some specific examples aside from the fishing,
which is very good, incidentally, that is the kind of thing we are look,
ing for: What is it that the tribes ought to be doing for themselves
that the 1111 is now doing Old hindering the tribes with? Think of
another example. That is the kind of evidence we need. We need to
know things like that.

And I might ask all the witnesses, in fact, please try to avoid talking
in fzeneralities. We have had a l44 of that. We dqn't *have enough spe7
cities; that is what we neeil.

Mr. DAM LEASK. Last year CFR was changed to let the area direc-
tor open our fishery. We.have to pass a resolution, send it to the area,
then they bake a dvision. We asked for 25 fishing days and the
strncture 'ving like it was: we ended up with 12 fishing days because it
took so long t7) get. this information out to the area and back. It is a
really touchy subject because we were encroaching on what tkie State
has been running previously. SO we lost all this tnne. We put out two
fish traps and fish traps cost us $135,000, the first one, to put it out, the
second one cost us $90,000. So we'have to get much fish back in order
to make this thing profitable. We lost the entire month of July, Ave were
into August. So it. is a very short. time to try to get your traps paid for
or your cannerv operation paid for.

Chairnmn A.BOUREZK. You have a cannery operation ?
Mr. DAvm LEASK. Yes.
Chairman Auormzx. In other words, what you are saying, that the

BIA supposedll,coordinates the fishing season with the State, right ?
Mr. DAVID LfARK. Yes.
Chairman AnounEm But the bureaucracy. the paper work is so slow

that sometimes it never gets back to ,yon in tinie ?
Mr. DAvin LEASK, Yes, The first tune it was handled in this manner

was last year. This year we went for herring sne roe.fishing and it
worked a little better. We linulied ahead of time. We hall' a man work-
ing with the Fish and Wildlife Service, he is from the Department of
the Interior, and now he is taking care of only Annette Island_ and
he is working with us on the conservation portion of the fishery.

think that we shollld he able to make the derision. We know thele
is going to be a run of fish the first part of uly. This is the one %%e
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-would like to get for our traps. So we should have that all set up or
the system should be set lip so we can make the decision, .go ahead
and use it and get so many fishing days. We are interested in conser-
vation 'from the point that we have made our living from it all the

Thaill1M11 ABOUREZK, What other examples can you prOvide for the

. Commission?
Mayor LEASK. One example, I think I know, is something that

should be -,'.aken care of, the budgetary process of the BIA. We have
never beea involved in the budget process.

Chairmen ABOUREZK. You mean the budget for your tribe?
Mayor LEASK. Affirmative. We don't know what it is, we try to

find out what it is. We have never been involved.
Chairman Auotatem. Are you trying to tell meyou have a tribal

council ?
Mayor LEASK. Bight.
Chairman ABOUREZK. And the council does not prepare a budget,

even, and submit it to the BIA?
Mayor LeAsx. We are trying to work with the IIIA on band anal-

ysis, but through all these years Metlakatla has taken care of their
budget themselves right in town. Other programs that come through:
What do we budget for? We try to get police law and order, social
service, which we did get a contract on, we filially got one in public
health, but we have no idea how much money is being budgeted for
any program. We are not involved and we haven't been involved hi
this.

This year I sent a man up to the meeting held by the Tlingit-lIaida
in the southeast on the band analysis and this is the first time that '
we luive had anybody there, and I asked him what came out of it.
Ile says, "Well, there's nothing, we're just left out of it." So we
really don't know what is involved. That is one example.

We have some suggestions we hope can help us. That local needs

can be defined by local people. We feel that an office there in Met-
lakatla would benefit, us where we would have an open line to the
BIA. We talked about local help. somebody to be there in Metlakatla.
We would like somebody k»owledgeable with the problems that would
be there to *work with us in the BIA.

Chairman ABOUREZK. So you want technical assistance, not deci-
sionmaking assistance?

Mayor LEASK. We would like to have both. We feel if we got one
there we would have the other.

Mr. DeuntiA. MeatMayor, let me get something straight. You deal
directly with the area office: Is that right ? There is no agency that
you deal with?

Mayor LEASK. NO: the area office.
Mr: DELORIA. The agency has been contracted to the Tlingit-Haida,

is that right ?
Mayor LeAsx. Yes, sir.
Mr. DELORIA. IS it part of their contract that they are supposed to

provide some services-to you?
Mayor LF.ASK. But what are they ?
Mr. atvie LEASK. Higher education.

l 2
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Mr. DMRIA, The Tlingit-Ilaida contract is supposed to serve your
teservat ion ?

Mr. DAVID LEASK, No. What happened was. when the Tlingit-flaida
contract was set up, the Director of. the Southeast agency saw that
we were going to be left out so he budgeted certain areas to take care
of us. One of them was higher education training, adult education
manpower training. In the other programs, working directly with the
area, we have been left out completely because--

Mr. DErma.t. There are no BlA staff people on your reservation
hicated there?

Mr. DAym LsAsic No.
Mr. DELomA. Do you have a tribal stall that works for you?
Mr. DAVID LEASK. Yes.
Mr. DmontA. Where does the money come from for that ?
Mr. awn) LEASK. I would like to give an illustration. Last yea

the BIA. the area office, was coming upwith $50,000 for our law en-
foreenwnt. This was last July. They said they had the money, they
were going to help us on law enforcement. So on our band analysis
we finally got. some people down from Juneau, and OK. we are going
to pick up or they are going to pick up our law enforcement. That is
going to start this Octoberwe hope. But what was budgeted on that
was $84.000. We used previous expenditures. OK, $84,000. MA was
supposed to furnish us $50,000.

Two weeks ago. I believe, they wanted to enter into a contract with
us on law enforcement, and since that money was supposedly available
last year, until now we have spent. $164.000. This is our own.

Mr. DimoinA, Do you have contracts with the Bureau, other
cont racts ?

Mr. DAVIn LEASK. We have a social services contract right now and
a natural resources contract.

Mr. DETAMIA. Did you have the same problems with the fishing sea-
son this revision or amendment of CFR, did they have the same lag
time?

Mr. DAvin LEAsx. No: it was given to the State. The State ran it.
The area is divided into different, districts. The season would be open
in a certain area. We were always left out. They would open it around
us So we couldn't fish even within the 3,000 feet iiecause it was run
by the State, but now that has changed completely.

Mr. DsLoniA. Now they took the power away from the State but
they won't make a decision, is that what it is?

Mr. DAvm TamsK. It take.: too long to make a decision.
Mr. liorrrism. Let me ask a couple of questions here with respect

to the size of your tribes. how many people do you have, what is your
populat ion ?

Mayor LEASK. OUr 1:1A census was taken about 11/2 months ago.
It was 1.0$0.

Mr. Gin,:rrrxo. 1,080. I not iced in your submission here von are ask-
imr for an Indian agency office locally situated and staffed to serve
your purpo,es. for the relationship with the Bureau of Indian Affairs,
is that rbrht?

lInyor LEASK. Yes. si.
Mr. Gorrrixo. To the extent that the staff would require a large

number of people or a small number of peopleyou are recommending

l 2
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-that they do thatdo you think it is economically feasible for the
Bureau to establi,1 an office in your area, in your lopality, to, serve
eyolt specifically

Mayor 1.4.:AsK. We feel, inasmuch as we haven't received anything
heretofore, that it would benefit us. We have people working in offices

now that could handle the extra position working with the MA.
Mr. GdErrnie. So if there were an agent in cooperation with your

tribal organization you feel that many of these problems might be

resolved?
Mayor LEASK. Yes, sir.

. John, would you have something ?
Mr. Smrru. Yes, I have something here. We bad been back to Wash-

( ington a couple of times regarding a superintendent for the Metlakat-
Ian Indian community, and every time we have been back there they
say, "Well, we'll See ItbnItt, it." But that has been going too long to
see, because we feel that the Bureau of Indian Affairs should be more
effective than that. If we have a superintendent there, like Mr. Leask
says, we dui go to him and say, "See what you can do about some
inoney for roads and see about some culverts, see about these different
things." The way it is now, it takes us so long. We go there, we call
him, and nothing conies through.

Now, I hate to say this, but, you know, Annette Island, it is a small
island, 86,000, what is it, square miles ?

Mayor LEASK. Acres.
Mr. Surru. Anyway, down in the States and some of the reserva-

tions that I have been in Arizona, they have places where they go
for recreation. We are human beings, too, and we would like to go
and travel to these lakes with good roads and fish and have picnics,
and SO forth. We don't have that.

Every time we ask the BIA in Juneau, they have a man there bythe
name of Nick L'ean and for years and years we have been saying,
"Mr. Lean, can you help us with some roads here can you put some
culverts here? The houses are drifting away." 'Weil, you're not on the
budget. No way.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Can I get something straight.? Is it your wish
that there be some other structure other than the BIA to do these
things, these trust responsibilities, for you, or do you want a repre-
sentative of the BIA there, which way is it?

Mr. Smrrn. The BIA seems to have the money. We are working,
like you say

Chairman AsounziK. If there were someother way to get the money
to you I

Maror LEAsx. If there were any otlier way, we could make decisions
on a lot of these things if we were allowed to, especially on trust
responsibility. We could. What we are looking for is some communi-
cation, so that we can get some action. It takes too long and most of
the time we are forgotten.

As an example, in the paper it shows it took 5 years to get. this
natural resources. But it. is something that had been budgeted for
pmviously by the I3IA, but we are not in on it. Any way that we could
get some action and get things done, we are looking for something
to do.
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Mr. DF.Lorti.t. What you are saying then, is, the only Stja you want
a BIA person on your reserVation is, to the extent the B1A has au .
thority over your devisionmaking or over funds, you want somebody
there to make those decisions on the spot so you ran get, on about your
business; Is that right ?

Mr. SMITH. Not deeisions. We want to pass the word on to him. He
sits in our meeting. We had one before, about 25 years ago, a super-
intendent, and he sits in our meeting. and we tell him we want this
from the 13IA and it gets done. They took it away from us, and so
there is; just like he says, no communieation.

4 Chairman Auouniv.K. In other words, if you had one person, whether
it be a nwmber of your tribe or a representative of' the 111A who could
fret ahold of Washington and tell them what you need, you wouhi
re satisfied with that ?

Mr. Similar. That is right.
Mayor LEAsk. That is right ; yes,
Mr. SMITII. Ikre is another deal, now
Chairman Anoula7.K. We are going to have to move on. We are

going to have to stay as close to the schedule as we can. I ant really
sorry. We would like to talk for another couple of hours with you be-
cause yon have some 'nteresting material.

Mayor LEASF. We thank you very much for the opportunity of
presenting this.

Chairman Awn-ann. Mel has a question,
Mr. TONASKET. No, I don't. have a question. I have a statement. if

you have more that. you would like to submit for the hearing record
that isn't in your existing document that you handed in to us now, and
if we stimulated any new thoughts for you to respond to us. I would
like, to request that you supply those to us. I think the record will be
open for a month. so von have the opportunity to addnore.

Mr. SMITH. We will be glad to do that.
Chairman ABOUREM. Thank you very much. The record will be open

for 30 days for all witnesses to submit additional mat erial.
Mr. DELORIA. One more thing. Task Force No. 3 is here for the next

2 days and we would be glad to meet with you and you could discuss
things with task force members to contribute to our efforts, too, outside
the hearing.

Mr. DAvin LEASK. We will be submitting a paper to the Commis-
sion on the BIA's method of handling t inther sales and the handling
of the 10 percent that is taken off the top for management. This is a
very poor syst em.

Chairman ABOTTEM. Good. And'the 1110111 detailed you can give it
to us, instead of general things, be very speyific and in det ail. it would
be very helpful to us.

Thank you all very much. We appreciate your testimony.
Elmer Sa villa. Quechan. is the next wit ness.
Elmer. welcollic to the hearings.

STATEMENT OF ELMER SAVILLA, QUECHAN

Mr. SAVIII.A. Thank yon. Senator.
Chairman AnoultEm. T am happy to report. Eimer. the Secret ary of

the Interior sent word up about. 1 hour a fter we adjourned those

1 2 4
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hearings last week in Washington saying he would be very happy to
come up and testify anti be very happy to cooperate.

Mr. &WILLA. That is good news.
'Chairman ADOITHEZK. I know you will be pleased to hear that.
Mr Ktmr,A. Senator and members of the CommisSion, my state-

ment this morning is very brief and I would lilw to ask if a would be
all right to read directly or vonhi you rather I sinnmarizet '

Chairman Alierth.K. IS it a short statement, Elmer?
Mr. Saa z t,t..t. Yes, sir.
Chairman Anounram. Why don't you go ahead and read if.
Mr. S.tvft.r..t. My statement,iS purposely short and I wish to only

emphasize a few pmnts that nee imp9rtant to naP.
First, I want to express my endorstaiwnt of a proposal to completely

remove the Bureau of Indian Affairs from under the mnbrella of
the Department of the Interior.

The benefits of such a move would be many and to name just a few :

1. The inherent conflict of interest within the Interior Department
would be removed.

.2. There could be a strong' administrative advocacy. within tilt? new
Imlian Department.

3. The obligation of the Omunissioney of Indian Affairs and his area
directors to carry out dictated policy from the .Secretary of the In-
terior would be removed.

Very importantly the organized Indian tribes of this count ry must

be given the'right to manage afnl vont rol their own affairs the same
as any non-Indian conununity, free from the heavy bureaucratic re-
strictions that Ihnit their development. The tribes are becoming sophis-
ticated enough and ready to assume, through their own local agen-
vies, most of the functions now carried out by the BIA area offices.

This could possibly eliminate the need for many arra offices.

One of the most frequently asked questions when the subject of
eliminating area offices conies up is, "What would lie (lime with the

central office and wouldn't its work double and become buried in
paperwork?"

Yes. it would if it is left, like it is now, but there ;s a solution. My

solution is:
1. Move the central office to a more efficient location such as

here in Denver where it would really be (Put ral to a majority of
the tribes that it serves.

2. This move would allow the elimination of flu, area offices and
give more authority and responsibility to the local agency.

3. A Washington office cotiht be maintained for liaison purposes
and to serve the eastern tribes.

Can we afford such a plan ? I think so.
Aside from the initial cost of setup the plan would prove to be

economical for many reasons and would leave more money for services

and programs.
As an example let's just look at one area. The 1676 band analvsis

allowed $37.49 million for the Phoenix area whieh serves 44 tribes.
Divided equally this should allow ht least $852,000 for each and every
tribe but as we know this is not the way it is done. Factors such as
service population and the cost of delivering the services determine

7=44331
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how much a particular agency receives. The maintaining of the area
office is included in the delivery cost. Can you imagine the tremendous
cost of operating an area office which serves 44 tribes in four different
States?

Another problem concerning the present system has been that com-
plaints from all over the country say that area offices use favoritism
as the criteria for expending program funds and that the area diree-
tor's power structure is so powerful that the service tribes find it im-
possible to change area policy and are.finall3; forced to go to the central
office for help. In those subjects where trust responsibilities are in-
vtived in the request front the tribe fo the area office then it becomes a
vital issue of extreme importance to all tribes.

I know of at least three eases where certain tribes had requested, then
argued for, then begged for, and finally had ontright confrontation
with the area director, while trying to get services that had been made
available to other tribes by other area directors. These cases were in
the area of trust responsibility involving water rights. Without izoing
into those cases I would state that the value of the area races m the
present structure of the BIA is very questionable and there seems to be
no doubt that we could do without them if tpe agencies were
strengthened.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs, if it is really serious about improving
its services, must definitely be restructureil. A blanket bureauwido
operational policy on all matters must be made so Vint all areas, if
they (main, operate under the same method of operation.

The BIA must cooperate in a more positive manner with the tribes
in their efforts for self-determination and especially in their efforts for
economic development. Too many tribes are hampered by the indi tier-
ent attitude of area. offices. My favorite subject, when it comes to
Indian matters, is economic development, so let's talk a little of eco-
nomic development.

It Still takes money to make money. Those larger tribes with re-
source income are indeed fortunate. Those many small tribes who are
struggling to get started need a lot of help. All kinds of help. Equip-
ment, technical assistance, et cetera. Through the Phoenix area screen-
ing system many tribes in Arizona have acquired surplus GSA trucks,
tractors, dozers, furniture and office equipment to be usPd on their
own reservation development. Much of this equipment was acquired
from military bases in California. Yet in California the tribes are not
allowed to acquire any surplus equipment through the BIA which has
a value of more than $300. This means that heavy equipment and
trucks needed for development can not be acquired. Last year a memo-
randum from the area director's office set the limit at f-ino in value
hut later he graciously raised the limit to the present $300.

I believe that it must be realized that if the tribes in the Public Law
2c0 States do not start. making productive use of what land and water
resources they now have, then they stand an excellent chance of los-
ing t hem. even more so than the non-280 tribes.

The MA's answer to the cries of "no help" is wrapped up in the
pre-:out hand analysis method of setting the agency and area budgets.
Admittedly, this does give the tribe a chance to he involved hut espe-
cially where there is a multitribe agency it seems that there is always
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a shortage of service program money and consequently tribes rarely
would sacrifice one program for the benefit of another, thus perpetuate-
inithe problem.

The answer, of course, is more money for econom,ic development pur-
poses but at the present time according to the BIA there are more re-
quests for grant money than there is available money.

Another impediment to progress is the heirship problem which has
caused such fractionation of allotments that on many reservations the
land sits there unimproved and in many eases the land is sold out of
Indian ownership which in turn creates the checkerboard jurisdic-
tional problem

I might mention here that in southern California alone there are
thousands of acres of prime fertile land sitting there undeveloped for
reasons that go back several decades relating to the Bureau of Indian
Affaire discouraging development.

I suggest that this Commission recommend that a special group be
assigned to study the problem of heirship fractionation and solutions
be drawn up which would allow the lands to remain forever Indian.

I also suggest that Indians everywhere reevaluate their priorities,
for, with an education one may make a living away from the reserva-
tion but w:thout economic development there will be no reservation to
come back to.

Gentlemen, I sincerely appreciate this opportunity to present my
testimony to you.

Thank you.
Chairman Asommic. Elmer, thank you very much. That is an ex-

cellent statement, I might add.
Are there any questions ?
Commissioner DIAL. One question, Senator. First of all, let me say

I was impressed very much with what vou people are doing down there
with your farming operation as a result of your irrigation project and
your grain houses. What do you consider the number one problem,
perhaps you answered it there in your four or five pages, but, in brief,
what do you consider the number one obstacle in the area of economic
development ?

Mr. SAVILLA. Commissioner, I believe it is a two-fold problem.
First of all, of course, before any programs can be successfully ad-
ministered, economic programs, whatever, contracts, there must be
an administration. I believe the Bureau of Indian Affairs has really
fallen down on flu job in not developing proper tribal administration.

In California especially there are many tribes who cannot afford a
full-time chairman to run business affairs. The TGDP program, as we
know, has been a failure. The formula by which they distribute the
money for TGDPtribal government development program, the
proper overseeing of that program was not there. Consequently, those
tribes that have received TGDP were not able to get their administra-
tion developed properly and there was a big failing, I think, one of the
first things that the Bureau should have taken care of.

Second, once the administration is set up, then progams should be
brought in 0i:it they can administrate themselves, whether they be
contract or service programs or economic development. I prefer eco-
nomic development, as I mentioned, as a priority, because once you
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Mr. DRUMM. Is there any danger if the area office would be
ished, that since, a great deal of the final decisionmaking would be
made at the central office,.that this would favor the tribes who had
the travel money to go in and-plead their own ease and that the smaller,
poorer tribes would be in worse shape than they are now Is that a
danger or not I

. Mr. SAvILLA. No; I don't believe so. I believe it would help the
sthaller tribes. As I mentioned, one of the criteria for giving out pro-
gram money has been favoritism, and the smaller tribes always seem
to loge out. 'Slimy smaller tribes don't have the spokesmen or the exper-
tise, whatever, to go pound on the door and asklor this money.

Mr. DELORIA. And you think that wouldn't be a problem if the cen-
tral office was allocating money V

Mr. SANILIAi I don't believe so. .

Mr. DEWRIA. Does your tribe hive any contracts with BIA ?
. Mr. SAVILLA. At the presentlime we have one.

Mr. DELORIA. What is that for?
Mr. &WILLA. That is for an educational coordinator.
Mr. DELORM. Just one position then?
Mr. Savtu..t. Yes. ,

Mr. DELOIM. How long have you had that ?
Mr. SArn.T.A. Since last November.
Mr. DELORIA. Has it attempted to make any other contracts?
Mr. SAviu.A. No.excuse me. there is one other, the Indian Action

Team, we have had that program for 9 months.
Mr. DimoniA. Is that .working, are you satisfied with that Indian

Action Team concept?
Mr. SAvuz.t. Yes; the way the Indian Action Team is set up.their

opei ations, it is more left up to the tribe to operate it, with a minimum
of direction from the Denver office. Technical assistance is available,
and the bulk of the administration of the program is left strictly up
to the tribe.

Mr. DEWRIA. If you could redesign the Bureau of Indian Affairs or
reconstitute its function, what kinds of services or decisions do you
think the Bureau of Indian Affairs should have, at whatever level ?

Mr. SAVILLA. I would say that the tribes, most of them, are able to

make their own intelligent decisions now, and it might be be. t left up

to the tribe to say which decision they wanted, maybe on a year-to-
year basis. But as I mentioned. many of the smaller tribes who have
no administrative capability might not want to take on all this at once.
They might be able to say exactly how much authority they wished to

assume. I don't think there is any easy answer to that question. but
Chiirman ABOUREM. Elmer, may I ask a question related to that ?

You mentioned that the Bureau has not done anything to develop
management capability on the part of.tribal officials. Is that essentially
what you said?

Mr. SAVILLA. Yes.
Chairman ABOLIMK. Do you think it would be beneficial to have a

program, an educational program of some sort, connected with three or

four different universities around the country, a special management
training program where the Bureau coUld provide scholarships for
members of the tribe who want to gofor a 6-nmnth shot at management

92-395-77-9
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training or whatever, just to get an idea of how management structure
ought to work and so on, when they come back they could work for the
tribe or run for office or whatever it is they see fit?

Mr. SAviLIA. Thitt sounds like an excellent idea.
Chairman Ahlumixit".. Would that be a good recommendation for the

Commission to receitninend as far as legislation is concerned?
Mr. &VILLA. 1 think it would be. So many of the tribes hold their ,

elections on' the basis of relationship, you know,favorite uncles get
elected, for instance, and regardless of their administrative capabili-
ties or business sense. This is, I think, a big mistake. But if they are in
there, -they should be given the opportunity, to learn what it is all
about,how to read a financial statement, for instance, things like this.

Chairman Ariatnumn. I have to say I am very much attracted by two
of the ideas that you presented in your opening statement, that the
BIA be comPletély removed from the Department of the Interior,
conflicts there are obvious. Second, that the national office, the central
office be removed from Washington and brought out into the Western
States.

What do you think of an idea of this nature : A central office for the
western tribes and a central office for the eastern tribes, both of them
out. ef Washington, neither one in Washington ?

Mr. SAVILLA. I suppose that is something like I mentioned here a ,
smaller office in the East to handle the eastern tribes since there wou'ld
be a minority of the tribes out there. I suppose that would work.

Chairman ABOUREZIE. The office would have to fit the job, naturally.
Mr. &VILLA. RiFht. I think the beat thing about an operation like

that, it would eliminate, hopefully. the area offices.
Chairman ABOUREZIC. And under that kind of a structure, you would

have agency offices reporting directly to the central office uwier which
is served, is that when you have in mind ?

lfr. &WILLA. Yes, sir.
Chairman ABOVHEZK. Any other questions Mel V
Mr. TONASILET. I have two questions, Elmer, I think are fairly easy

for you. In your turmoils that your tribe has -been going through in
your relationship with the area office and the central office, in your
mind where is the power of the Bureau of Indian Affairs? Is it. in the
area offices or is it in the central office?

Mr. SAvaLA. I would have to say, I believe it is in th 9 area offices, at
least certain of the area offices. I don't know too many area offices. I
am acquainted with four area offices real well. The power seems to lay
there, the decisionmaking powers for policy and ail that,
interpretation.

Mr. TONARKET. Then the wav that I hear vou talking today, you
feel that it shouldn't be in the' area offices, that it should be in the
central office?

Mr. SATYLLA. No: feel the bulk of the power should be at the
agency level where the tribe at least has a close handle on it.

Mr. TowAsnrr. OK, thank you. The second question, your reserva-
tion, is that under the Sacramento area ?

Mr. SAvrusn. No, sir, the Phoenix area.
Mr. TONASHET. Do you have any relationship with the Sacramento

area, Riverside ?
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Mr..S.WITIA. No. no direct program relationship, no.
Mr. ToxAsKET. That shoots my question.
Mr. DELORIA. If the Bureau should be mnoved from the Interior

Department where should it go? Should it be an independent agency
in the President's office or a Cabinet level agency I

Mr. SAVILLA. I favor the separate department Cabinet level because
to move it to any other department, I think would be just playing
-musical chairs with the same set of problems. I think it definitely
should be established as a department of its own with its full staff of

-.Secretary, Undqrsecretary, Solicitor department, et cetera.
Chairman ASKvaszvt. Elmer. it is an excellent presentation. We ap-

preciate very much your contribution.
Next panel of witnesses, Cal Peters, Wendell George, Skip Skanen

from the Affiliated Tribes of Northwest Indians.
Good morning. Welcome to the hearings.

STATEMENTS OF CAL PETERS, WENDELL GEORGE, AND SKIP
SICANEN, AFFILIATED TRIBES OF NORTHWEST INDIANS

Mr. PETERS. Thank you. Mr. Chairman and members of the commit-
tee, we don't have complete copies of our statement right now for you,
but it is -forthcoming, I understand. They will be here and you will
.have copies of our complete statement.

Chairman ABOVREZK. As we said, the hearing record will be open
for 30 days for any materials that you want to submit. Wlmt we would
appreciate this morning is a direct statement from you as to what you
think ought to be done, whether or not you are happy with the exist-
ing structure of the Bureau of Indian Afrairs, and if you are not, why
are You unhai.py, and how would you change it.

Mr. PETERS.. Thank yon. We have prepared our statement in three
portions, actually four ; (1) the introduction .

'
(2) the problems ; (3)

the actions we have taken as the affiliated Tribes of Northwest Indians;
and (4) the conclusion and recommendations. I, as president of affili-
ated tribes, Calvin Peters, will be given the first portion of the state-
ment, Mr. Skanen on my left from the Coeur d'Alene Tribe, the execu-
tive director of a'ffiliated tribes, will be given the middle portion ;
Wendell George. from the Colville Tribe, will be given the conclusion
and the recommendations on this program.

We have sonic 25 pages. Rather than go through the whole works
we will try to summarize this iown into an immediate conclusion
rather than try to carry on for the u hole program because, hopefully,
you will review all this. So with that, I will just start out.

My name is Calvin J. Peters, president of the Affiliated Tribes of
Northwest Indians. On behalf of the affiliated tribes, I welcome this
opportunity to testify before the American Indian Policy Review
Commission on problems relating to the structure, policies and pro-
cedures of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

The Affiliated Tribes organization was founded a quarter of a
century ago by tribes in the States of Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
and Montana. Among the primary objectives of the ogamzation is the
retention and development of Indian lands, resources, enhancement
of tribal economic well-being of Indian people in the Northwest.
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Membership in our organization is not limited to tribal; they luive
individual membemhips from different tribes, from non-recognized
tribes, recognized tribes, and even individual memberships m Our
organizat ion.

Affiliated tribes has also actively worked on numerous problem
areas in tribal relations with the Bureau of Indian Affairs, one such
uroblem area being Bureatperated boarding schools for Indian chil-
ffren. This presentation, however, will be limited to four areas whieh
we have determined require the immediate attention of the American
Indian Policy Review Commission. The final position paper of this
organization. which will be presented to the American Indian Policy
Review Coimnission in June, will cover fully all problems on all task
forces covering all aspects of what the Indians m our area want to
coer. . . .

The problem areas which I will touch upon. and my two members .
ure protection and management of tribal resources; budget and band
mialysis; Bureau contracting procedures; and eligibility of Indians
for Federal services.

We must make here a policy distinction between the trust responsi-
bility of the Federal Goverment to Indian people and the role of the
prime agent in carrying out that trust responsiWity. The Bureau of
Imlian Affairs has been mandated, by the authority delegated to it by
the Secretary of the Interior, to regulate Indian affairs and to pro-
tect Indian rights and resources. If there has been any consistency
about the Bureau, it is, ironically, its continuing inconsistency, vacil-
lation and arbitrariness in formulating policies which affect. Indians.

It has seen said that Indians are like the canary in the coal mine.
.Tust as the canary is carried into the mine to test the air. so Indians
are subjected to expedient and changing policies which reflect or pre-
sage national policy. When the canary dies, it is time to abandon the
mme. Similarly, when a policy. such as band analysis, is tested on
Indians and fails, it is tinw to shift gears in the policy formulation.

This one point should be emphasized : Indians have not changed
policies, they have had to adapt to changing policies. More correctly.
it should be said that Indians have not been allowed by the bureau-
cratic inflexibility of the Bureau to have input into the planning of
the policies and procedures which are put forward to regulate Indian
a fra irs.

What thi, means. ultimately, is that the Bureau is regulating In-
dians. as well a.: Indian affairs. by refusing to listen to input by In-
dians and by its failure to proteet Indian rtghts and resources. I can-
not underline this enough. This constitutes an abuse of the fiduciary
trust responsibility delegated to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs
by the Secretary of the Interior. and I want to emphasize that, abuse
o'f authority. Indian people cannot put enough emphasis on this, no
matter how we talk about it. It has helm thrown at us on ('01 11 let of in-
terest and they have always come up with an excuse. (I tun deviating
from mv statement now.) A conflict of interest is something that we
have to live with because it is something that goes on within the In-
terior Department. $o rether than look at it as . conflict of interest. we
as Indian people are saying this is an abuse of the authority delegated
to them as our trustee. I underline it. and express it as much ns I can.

1 3
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That is one of the prime concerns of the Indian people of the
northwest.

As tlw prinw agent responsible for carrying out the trust responsi-.
bility of the Federal Government, the Secretary of the Interior has
fallen sadly short. The Bureau of Indian Affairs has dampened tribal
aspirations with a maze of redtape regulations designed not to facili-
tate Indian goals but for administrative convenience. The Bureau has
overseen the wholesale diminishnwnt of the tribal land base and tribal
resources, both natural and human, and has assisted public utility com-
panies, railroads, and mining companies, among other non-Indian in-
terest groups, in ercding and reducing Indian remurces.

The Affiliated Tribes of Northwest Indians believe that from this
thne on there should be a new Indian policy, one which recognizes and
fully supports the tribe's inlwrent right of self-government and one
whcch would fulfill the trust responsibility of the Federal Governnwnt
to Indian people by means of a new administrative system. The new
Indian police which we are advocatine would recognize, as y resent In-
dian policy does not. that the trustee of this responsibility is the entire.
V.S. Government. No part of the Government is released from its
obligation to preserve and protect the sovereign status and to protect
Indian rights and resources. The creation of an independent Indian
afrency would not diminish the responsibility of other agents of the
d.overnment to fulfill Agreements between Indians and tho United
States.

It i with this view that the Affilinted Tribes of Northwest Indi,ms
testifies before the American Indian Policy Review Comndssion today.
I will describe four immediate problems that have to be dealt with.
The remaining final report willcome forth from our affiliated tribal
meeting in June.

No. 1. protection and nmnagement of tribal. resourees. the faihire of
the trustee and its prime agent to substantially act to protect and
manage tribal resonrces. Rather than go into all the coverage and
backup on this. one of our main concerns, what we are hitting on
mostly here is the water rights. We have two examples

Chairnum AllorREZIC Cal. ean I interrupt you lwre? Would your
group. would you and your group. believe it to be a good idea that
management of tru.-4 resources and protection of trust Vcsources could
better be accomplished by an agency such as a trnst-miuwil authority
whose sole job is to defend mid protect Indian trust rights sepanite
and apart from any ldml of a Bureau of Indian A fTa irs strur titre that
might lab proyidin,g technical assistance?

PETEus. Definitely.
Chairman ABorrtuK. You would be in favor of trust council

authority ?
Mr. PrrEns. Right.
Chairman Awnonem. Would you be in faior of separating the

Bureau of 'Indian Affairs ont of the Interior Departnwnt and making
it a separate agency. wliether Cabinet level or not ?

Mr. PrmtP.. have bee» advoenting this for yea rs. as an individual.
As president of the Affiliated I believe that they are of the same
thoughts and feelings.

1 3,s
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Chairman ABOVREZR. What about the concept advanced by Elmer
'Savilla, who testified just before you, that the area offices should be
abolished and the agencies based on the tribal reservations should
report directly to a. central (Ake located somewhere other than

ashington, 1 LC. ?
M. PETERS. Again, this is something that I have personally ad-

vOcated. is the demise of the area office, as an individual, and it is tha
desire of the affiliated tribes to again do away with the area office,
not completely but keep on more or less a skeleton crew in that area to
work as technical assistance people, for tribes, and I concur with Mr.
Su villa's recommendation.

Chairnum Anotlumc. But if you did maintain a skeleton technical
crew in an area office, if that were to be the case, you would not want

decisions that affect tribes?
them to have any decisionmaking power over budgeting or othlt; ,

Mi. PETERS. This is true. Iz our testimony we would like to see that
this area is completely delegated to the Indian tribes to lay out the ex-
penses that ars of utmost importance to them; and have them submit
their budget requests that are of highest priority.

niairman AnouRnie. Are the tribes economically capable of doing
that now, or wonld they need technical assistance for budgeting?

Mr. PETERS. I would say it is probably about a 50-50 question ; 50 per-
cent are capable and ready to do it, and the other 50 percent would
need technical assistance on that.

Mr. DELORTA. I would like to ask the whole panel, can you give spe-
cific examples of what the problem is ? I know that you have great ex-
perience in tribal administration, so give us some of that, specifically.
Ts any Indian land being sold nowgoing out of Tndian land now in
the Northwest that you know of ? Is it a problem of actually losing the
land base?

Mr. (Imam You can consider it land or water. yes. On the Colville
Reservation water has been sold. Land.in the past has been sold. This
has lcipnened on other reservations, like the Quinault.

Mr. DELORTA. How about other resources? What is the problem in
the management of resources? You are not getting the return you
thii11- yon should be getting. or it is conservation practices, what is the
prohlem ?

Mr. SKANEN. Like nn the Coeur d'Alene Tle,erv.it ion. in oil,. forestry
program, we haven't had an inventory on that for 14 yea rs a nd we don't
know whether we ha ve been ovematine. onr timber or underenttino.
our timber and we have been askin 0. the Bn real] for the 111,4 14 years to
have another inventory done on tlint and it has been ignored and they
haven't put additional money in there.

Mr. DET.ORTA. Have they refused you or just given no response?
Mr. SICANEN. Just given the response they clon't have the money to

do it.
Mr. Dr.r.oam. Have von put it in your band analysis, or is this some-

thing that is not banded?
Mr. Syt, Tt is somethina that isn't banded. T don't think. We

went back this past month. T think it was. to testify before the Subcom-
mittee fnr Appropriations. asking for more money for this particular
thing, and we did get support from our local agency office.

134
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. Mr. DELORIA. There are timber contracts on all that land, right?
...

Mr. SEANEN. Yes, it is put out for bid. .

ME: DELORIA. SO sumebody is cutting it, you know thit much, you

r.

just don't know how much they are cutting V
..

- Mr. Sic ftNEN. Yes.--
Mr. DmontA. Are there other examples of things like that in the

.,., Northwest that you know'?..,

Mr. TONMMT. Can I ask you about onethe Nisqualle I think
_

they are going to be losing some land to the U.S. Army. I elieve you
are familiar With the situation?

Mr. SICANEN. Yes, I am
Mr. TONASKET. The other thing I would like to ask, maybe any of the

panel
could respond : Are you aware of how many reservations in the

'orthwest that don't even have their botuidary lines surveyed so they

imow what their exterior boundaries 'are'? Are you aware of any of.

those sorts of situations, and13 that important to you/.
Mr. PETERS. Yes; it is. On the Nisquallyissue we requested, as mem-

bers of the UnpAtected Rights Committee from .the Portland area,
from Fort Lewis, with the chairman,. Zelma McCloud, present, a re-
quest was made for our group to investigate just exactly what intent
the Army had toward the igisqually situation.

Mr. TONARKET. Specifically, though, is it not right that the U.S.
A rm'y at Fort Lewis wants to condemn some of the Nisqually Reserva-
tion for firing range or artillery range, or somethinglike that ?

Mr. PETERS. Yes. 1 think the main thing. though, Mr. Tonasket, is
that in our questions that we asked them, we asked them for,a full re-
view of what the Fort Lewis complex had toward the Nisqually
Reservation.

Mr. TONASKET. I don't want to dwell on the Department of Army
bpcanse our hearing is for the MA. Are you aware of what the Bureau
of 'radian Affairs ls doing to assist the Nisqually?

Mr. PETERS. T have to go into this part to show you the last_part of
the question you are just asking. We were informed that the Depart-
ment of Army had brought this question up to the Department of the
Interior to see what they could do about condemning the property and
Maybe takinty it over or however means they might have of doing this,

to diminish the remaining portion of the Nisoually Reservation. This
was all done with no knowledge to the tribe. The tribe did not know
anything of this. So the Department of the Interior right there has
abir,e(1 its authority to protect Indian rights.

Mr. TONASKET. Can we go on to the survey ?
Mr. Prrens. The survey
Mr. TONASKET. Boundary survey.
Mr. PETERS. There are a lot of tribes, and we. hit that in our state-

inent, that have not had their boundary surveyed and identified within
the last 20 or 30 or 40 years. There is a discrepancy among the Depart-
ment of the Interior on the boundaries compared to what the State
feels it is. compared to what the Indian feels it is. and compered to
what the Bureau of Indian Affairs feels it is. When I say Indians, I
mean tribes.

Mr. Tontsxrr. What is their excuse for not surveying?
Mr. PETERS. Lack of funds.
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Mr. TOMMIE= Thank you.
Mr. Gorrrate. I would- like to 'ask
Mr. Prrzna. One thing, too,if I may, before you go into this, Mr.

iGoettingand we hit on this n pur band analysis portionthe leek
of funds is really an area that is of concern to us. Band analysis creates
one thing: It creates diminishing one program to enhance another
program without diminishing the need for that program. We have
what is commonly referred to as 4 ceiling on what the Bureau can ask
for and what the tribes can utilize oUt of that band. The main thing
hitting on the band is the programs in the band offer one thing: Sala-
ries for Bureau people and, travel. All the way from the central office on
down tothe subagencies, which could cover anywhere from the central,
to area offices, to our agencies and how many subagencies you have from
there on, thereby leaving very little funds for actual services to the
tribes other than TA. This apin falls backon

Chairman Asomszu. "TAY' is technical assistance
Mr. Prress. Technical assistance. Why do we need the area offices,

'because we go from the subagency, to the area, down to the Albuquer-
que subagency of the central office, to the central office.

Commissioner DIAL. May I interrupt sight here I On your technical
assistance : Would your resources be better managed by BIA or a com-
petent technical person you would hire 1. Would you respond to that,
please ?

Mr. GEORGE. If I understand, the question, are you talking about a
general overall solution or a speeific area I

Commissioner DIAL. In your case and in general : Would you dif-
ferentiate if there is a. difference I

Mr. GEORGE. There is a great difference. For example, we have identi-
fied, in the last few years on the Colville Reservation, a need for a
geologist which the BIA didn't have. We 'could have gone outside,
which we did to some extent. Over a matter of 3 or 4 years I think we
have finally convinced the BIA there is a need for a geologist to help
us. That type of thing has to be answered, I think, on an individual
case-by-case basis.

Mr. DELORIA. When you ask for surveys or ask for geologosts. you
ask at all levels of the liureau, right ? You pursue this all the w .y
area office to central office : Ts that correct ?

Mr. SKANEN. Yes. In our ease I can only talk on what we do over
there. We don't have the problem with tlie botindary, it is the land,
been asp our reservation is cheekerboarcled. In one part of our reserva-
tion we have ()wt. 8.000 acres of timberland, and we want that sur-
veyed. The only thing the Bureau tells us is that it is up to the Bureau
of Land Mantlgement to do the surveying. We have asked them time
and time again for money to survey, but they say the Bureau of
Land Management. If we were to have the BLM do that, it would
take them 15 years to g.o through the whole reservation.

Mr. DELORIA. The Bureau of Indian Affairs says it is not their r,
sponsihility to survey, it is the Bureau of Land Management?

Mr. SHANEN, Yes.
Mr. DELORIA. Have they put that in writing!
Mr. SHANEN. No.
Mr. DELORTA. They won't put it in writiLg. Have you asked for it in

writ ing ?
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Mr. SKANDN. No; we have talked to them about it quite a bit.
Mr. 'DELOWA. When they turn you down for something you ask

ihat they are willing to admit is within their responsibility, do they
give you a thne when they.can do it for you, or do they just say no?

Mr. SKANEN. They have plat said "No" to us.
Mr. DELORIA. That is on the inventory you were talking about. Do

they say, "We will do it next year or in 2 years"
Mr. SICANEN. They said they woula do it when they could get

funds available.
Mr. DELORIA. But they don't say when that is I
Mr. SHANEL No.
Mr. DELORlit. They don't say they will definitely program it a cer-

tain year?
Mr. SKANM No.
Mr. GOVITING. I would like to a'sk a question further on that with

respect to the band analysis. Skip, you mentioned you didn't know
whether some item was in the band or not in the band. When you have
an opportunity to review the budget that the Bureau presents to you:
Do you have any details that would identify what our priorities really
are in terms of how you would prefer the money to be allocated for
purposes of your neols? What sort of an opportunity do you have
to review the details of that, or are they obscured in the banclf

Mr. SKANEN. You mean in somepacticular branches I
Mr. Gorrrxxo. Anything.
Mr. SKANEN. In our case we are always told,' you know, what is in

each branch and everything. Like in eglucation, in the past I think
the JOM was in there. At least we thóught it *hi, and the Bureau
told us it wasn't. So, you know, they informed us on this, our local
agency, but the area office, we have never really talked to them about
it, just the local agency.

Mr. GoErrixo. If the band analysis is supposed to give you an op-
unity to put your own priorities on it. why is it you can't get a

priority on the amount of money to do the survey on the forestry
inventory you are:asking for?

Mr. SR.. %NEN. Tf we did do that, we have got a lot of othor priorities,
and it would he pretty difficult. This is one thing we don't like about
the band because we are taken from another program and put into.
say. the forestry program. I think an inventory would cost something
like $115.000 and with the present budget we have it would really
hurt not only one program, probably many programs, and it would
take away from there. This is one thing we don't want to do.

Mr. (MEWING. In other words, you Aon't have the right to establish
tlw basis of your budget on the requirement of need rather than on
what they say you can have

Mr. SKANEN. They give us a certain amom if money and say,
"This is what you are working with," and then .1 ?ti set your priorities
and put your money where you think is the priority.

Mr. Prism. If I may elaborate a little more on your question, the
band analysis creates one thing. It creates a ceiling for all programs
within the. Bureau and to increase the funding on another proaram
you bare to take from one of the other programs within the r)anci.
The band consists of something like 35 to 45 different operations
within the Bureau. The Bureau has a ceiling put on it right from the
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start.. They are informed on how much money they have to work with
and this amount of money is told to the tribes and the tribes are then
requested to put in their priority on how they ment this money- spent
within the band analysis. The band, to be effectiveI.want to back
off there. The band is not effective, completely, there is no Nvay the
band can be effective except if the ceiling is taken off the funding por-
tion of the programs, and the programs can be funded to the full com-
plete request of what the tribe's needs are. This lE one reasop why
we need the band taken out of the whole program. One gnestion we
keep asking: Why is the Bureau the only program working under a
band analyz system ?

Mr. tiolirrixo. What it forces us to do, then, is to take pair plea to
Congress, to the Appropriation Subeommitt ye. to determine whether
'or not you (41.11 have add-ons tO take care of the needs?

Mr. PrrEns. Right. Another ihing, too, that the Bureau has a habit
of doing is putting programs that are not under the band, as per
example, road construction and the Judge Boldt decision. r.s. v.
Wash higton. U.S. V. ll'ogh;ngton. consists of one thing. the fishery pro-
tection in the Northwest for the Indian people. If this money is put
into the band, then it means that tribes throughout the vountry can
reaeh up and take funds from that program and put them in another
program.

Mr. Gorrrixo. What yon are really saving is that the lmdget pre-
sented to Congress does not represent what the Indian needs really
are?

Mr. PETERS. This is true.
Mr. CioErrixti. The fact is, the needs of hidian people are not. being

presented to the Congress
Mr. PETERS. That is right. The Indian people have in the past 2,

3. maybe 4 years. gone up before the Ilonse anti Senate Appropria-
tions Committee. I can remember when this used to consist. of 1 day
of witnesses' testimony. Last year they had a week for the Ilonse.
a week for the Senate. This year it was similar, because the Indian
people are requesting direct line funding so that we can circumnavi-
gate the hand analysis program.

Mr. DE7,ORIA. In allocating funds do yon feel the Bureau gives pref-
erence to nnbanded programs over laintled pnigrantS? Is thew a proh-
lent? I think theoretically you have some eontrol over priorities in the
ha nded programs. right ?

Mr. PETERS. Right.
Mr. Prl.nmA. it is the unhanded programs they control. So do they

put their money into the programs they control and you don't ?
PETEtts. My understanding is that tip banded programs are

directly allocated a re, tain aniount of intmey every year and that
alnonnt Pall be increased if percent or decreased : percent.

Mr. Tha.nnt. Does the same rule apply to t he unhanded program ?
Mr. PETEns, To the imlnindell program ? No: I don't lielieve it does.

This is one of the reasons why there are programs pot under the bond.
A., per eNample. the road construction program was threatened to he
put under the band. The Northwest Affiliated Tribes took a stand on

IN't, sent tele;.r.rains back. We have seen telerrams that were sent
back from the area offices back to the central offices saving that the
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Indian tribes had 5040 response that they would agree to put the road
construction under the band. In reality, the Indian people completely

oblected to this./
fr. DELoma. What difference does it make? Why do you care/

What is the significance of whether it is in the band or not for your
purposes? Why are you opposed to it?

Mr. PETERS. On a base programspeaking again of the road co,-
structionthe road construction got something like $88 million Ms
year, and they are outside of the band. They are on what they call the
base budget of the Bureau. If that went under the band, they would
automatically lose something like $40 to $50 million off from that be-

calve of the ceiling put on the band programs. In other words, a band
program can only entail so many dollars, and that is the. lin& They
have a ceiling on that. So as the bugs work out of that, then if you
wiint that certain program increase 1 you Mtve to take money from
another program under the band and put in that category, so you are
then decreasing the amount of money in this program to put in this
progra in without the need for that program that the money was taken
from being decreased.

Did that fully answer your question? I am not sure. It is rhetoric,
I know.

Mr. DEtoni.x. No; it is not rhetoric. Yes, I think that answers my
question. I don't think anybody in the world understands the band
analysis completely. So I ihink you have gotten something across ta

40'
Mr. PETERS. Thank you.
Commissioner DIAL. Mr. Peters, all of you, and those who came for-

ward prior to you, have been speaking of the unavailability of funds
which rests with the Congress of the United States. Now, you men-
tioned a timber survey which it Seems to me is not a tremendous budget.
item. Is this correct? 'What would you estimate the cost of this to bet

Mr. SKANEN. T imber inventory
Commissioner DIAL. Yes.
Mr. SKANEN. We figure on our reservation, and we wily have 30,000

acres of timberland, probably $115,000.
Commissioner DIAL. SO it is not a big item?
Mr. SKANEN. To us, it is.
Mr. PETERS. For one tribe it may not be a big item, but there are

others tribesthe Northwest is populated by timber.
Commissioner DIAL. Not a big item for the U.S. Government.
Mr. Prrms. To us it i. a big item. Maybe to the U.S. Government

it may not.
Commissioner DrAL. What I am really coming to hereit seems to

me that you have two problems: (1) That oftentimes Congress is not
appropriating.the needed funds for various projects, and (2) is the
Bureau dragging its feet ? Where does the responsibility really lie ?
Could you say it is a 50-50 deal ? Once the funds are available : Are
they getting the most for the dollar? I would like to hear any of you
elaborate on this.

Mr. PETERS. I think all three of us would like to elaborate on it.
Mr. GEORGE. For the most part we d an't get our money's worth from

the Bureau people. Even from the technical assistance 4ype things we

1 3
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Mr. GEORGE. We have some specific recommendations on how that
can be done and it is in our prepared statement. The primary way we
visualize this type of thing, of getting out of the dilemma we are in,
is that the tribes develop their own bUdget, start at the tribes, start at
the Individual Indian, and work upWards. Don't delegate this to the
power brokers we have within Washington, D.C., or wherever they
are. Then work directly with Congress, as far as appropriating +tie
budget. Keep at arm's length as much as possible from the executive
branch of the United States,because the executive branch is an over-
grown monster, too fat, and they perpetuate themselves with large
salaries. This band analysis--

Chairman ABOVREZA. You are talking about the BIA, specifically ?

Mr. GEORGE. Not specifically. I generalized becaun the Department
of the Interior, as was mentioned before, has the BIM, the Bureau of
Reclamation,.and you ca. name a number of different organizations,
all dealing wIth Indians.

Chairman ABOUREZIE. What about Federal money that is credited
to the Indian people but never reaches them? I am talking about
salaries of your officers, and so on. How much of that moneythere
are several hundred million dollars a year that is allocated, that shows
it goes to Indian people but the Indian people don't really get it.

Mr. GEORGE. Not unless they happen to be working for the BIA.
Chairmkn ABOUREZIE. That is what I mean. Somebody claims $1.7

billion. It is hard to say what the exact figure is right now. But how
much of that coula be really allocated toward Indian services and
taken away from salaries of people that are supposed to be admin-
istering thOse services who don't really administer them ?

Mr. GEORGE. That's why we are promoting such things RR an Indian
Action Team and such things as the Indian Financing Act and techni-
cal assistance grants, that type of thing, where it takes a minimum of
administration, a minimum of management, and you don't get your-
self in the corner where you have a lot of people with high salaries

. and not delivering the service required.
Mr. DELORIA. What, exactly, is good about the Indian Action Team

approach, why is that attractive?
Mr. GEORGE. There is a primary reason, and that is. the tribes make

all the decisions of what programs are to be run and how it is to be
ru n.

Mr. DELORIA. So you control it ?
Mr. GEORGE. 'With a minimum of guidelines.
Mr. DELORIA. How would a system workthere are 275 tribes,

roughlyhow would a system work where the tribe was involved in
the budget process all the way up and down the line? Clearly there is
a management problem. The Appropriations Committee is not. going
to be able to meet individually with 275 tribes. Can you make a sug-
gestion RS to what is a manageable system?

Mr. GEORGE. Yes: we have three recommendations. Maybe I should
point out

Chairman .'-not-nEztc. Outline them. what are they?
Mr. GEORGE. lt is very complicated. I am sure you realize it is a

very complicated situation because MT are trying to undo 200 years
of problems that were generated. But we look at, as a near-term solu-
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tion, establishing what has been coined an executive oversight com-
mittee, which would have a staff of Indian piniple. 'which would look
into specific problems of misuse of funds, and misappropriation and
that type of thing. This is something that could be done immediately.

Mr. DELORIA. That is a committee of the Congress you are talking
about ?

Mr. GEonom. The Joint Committee of Congress. but we are working
with a group of Indian people, how they are selected and that type
of thing we are not suggesting at this point, but a function of the
executive oversight to investigate. A GAO, so to speak. of Indian af-
fairs with the power to subpena. No*, that is a near-term solution.

A more inteemediate type solution would be a collection of all the
money that is appropriated to Indian affairs from all departments of
the executive branch into a single independent agency, with the con-
cept of that agency of allocating money to tribes on sonic plant with a
inininium of administration by that awency. by the exeCutive branch,
using the TA method, or grant methoPa or that type of thing.

This is another thing that could be done fairlv soon, what I enll
intermediate, maybe a couple of yeais it would ta.ke to put it all to-.
gether and put it into operation.

This independent agency we would like to see with Tialian people,
or at least on a suggeste'd basis, running the program, the grant
system, or whatever it happens to be. but it is all collected under one
umbrella so you can't hide all the administrative overhead.

The third and long-eange tvpe solution, which would probably take
nuiybe up to 5 years to imple.ment, would he an elective body of the
sovereign nations of the United States. Without giving up any of the
sovereignty of the tribes themselves. each delegate to this elective
body could be delegated with .anthority given to him by his trilab,
which could range all the way from zero authorit y. as far as approvhig
anything, to maximum authority of approving budgets and In ograin
eolicepts. But we look at this as sort of a union of notions type thing.
where 'they review the programs and review the laiduet colleetively.
They take all the work out of the hands of the Congress budget
process, and all that is presented to the Congress is a sununary of this
analysis. You have more than tacit approval then. Yon don't
review and approval. You have origination from thy Indians. which
is exactly what we are looking for. This. in short. summarizes the
three-phase plan we are suggesting.

Mr. PETERS. T would like to hit on one other area in following what
Wendell bas said : That the trust responsibility is the responsibility
of the 'United States as a whole. The Department of the Tnterior is
delegated the prime agent for tubninistering that responsibility. The
Bureau of Indian Affairs is a delegated arm of the Interior to aet on
these problems. But the main thing we want to get neros-; is that this
in no way demises the thrust responsibilitv of all Federal areas of
the Government: as, for example, HEW, HUD. and DOT..

Mr. DELORTA. Have you had the experience of other Fetleral agencies
taking the position that they have no responsibility to preserve trust
re,-oorces?

Mr. Pirri:n4-.
NIr. For pxomplo ?
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Mr. PE12118, They have said: "This is not our responsibility, this

is the responsibility of the Bureau of Indian Affairs." I think Skip

-
could hit on that.

Mr.. MARIA. What was the situation?
Mr. trrEns. Agency services because it is the responsibility of the

Bureau of Indian Affairs. I think that falls back
Mr. Munn... How many delivery services? Is there an example of

another Federal agency taking some action that was going to have

a bad impiwt on trust resources and when confronted with this by

the Indians they responded by saying: "It doesn't make any dif-

ference to us what the impact is on trist resources because that is not

our responsibility"?
Mr. GrEmtos:. Well, there are a number of shining examples, It might

not come to exactly that type statement because you can't get such a

very explicit statement out of them, but the Bureau of Mines, the Bu-

reau of Minerals, the Bureau of Reclamation, the Department of the

Interior in terms of establishing water codes, and improving water

codes, taking advocacy position as far as the title rights to water and

the fantwtic leverage that is there, as far as economic development on

the reservations. It seems to be a very dragging of the feet and actually

opposition to the Indian needs. There is an extreme conflict of interest

within the Department of the Interior where you have competing

interests.
Mr. DimottrA. The Department of the Interior will not approve tribal

water codesis that what you are saying, or has not approved them?

Mr. GEORGE. Well, there are a number of problems with the water

code, but that 10 in short the summary.
Mr. DELORT.1. What are the other problems?

Mr. GEORGE. They want to take over the water rights itself, and

take away the sovereign rights of the tribe to the water.

Mr. Dimwit. In what way?
Mr. (iiiintoE. Administer the water code.

Mr. DELORIA. They want to administer the water I

Mr. GEORGE. Yes.
Mr. PETERS. Other areas on which you are askingit is not just

water codeswe have law and order ccoles, fishing and hunting codes,

the right, to administer your own Indian affairs within your own

tribal government. These are just other areas that are affected by this.

Chairman Anorrarmc. Do you have a quedion
Commissioner DEER. I would like to ask whether the Bureau has

helped defend the tribes in these water cases. Have they ? What has

their position been?
Mr. GEORGE. Like I say, it is hard to tell officially what their position

is, but their actions indicate just it is opposite to our objectives.

Chairman ABOIIREZII. The Bureauto say nothing of the Depart-

ment of Interiorhas acted adversely toward the tribes?

Mr. GEORGE. Primarily from Washington, D.C. This is where your

prthlem is. You go to the agencies. for the most part you flnd people

trying to do a goodjob, but they don't have any authority in this case.

iSo what the game s, back at Washington, D.C., the game of politics

and that type of thing that they are playing.
Chairman Anotranx. How is the Bureau action against the Indians'

water tight presented I
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Mr. Gxesos. The Bureau itself
Chairman Asoulasx. Yes.
Mr.-GZOROL Above and beyond the Department of Interior
Chairman Alumnus, Yes.
Mr. GEORGE. I think they will again say, they don't have the money

for inventory, for example.
Chairman Asommyt.ldly inaction more than action ?
Mr. GEM& Right, by inaction.
Mr. Gorrrixo. Neglect.
Mr. GEORGE. By saying they don't have the money, within this band

analysis. This is why there is such a strong feeling against the band
analysis because it has been used as an excuse sc often.

Conunissioner DEEM What about the court cases that have been
brought I What has been the position of the Bureau there ?

Mr. GEORGE. At the agency level they do everything they can to
help. It is only when we get to the point of a higher level intervention
do we have the problem. That is why we are supporting the Trust
Council Authority SS an independent group of people which would
advocate for the Indian rights. But the Bureau is headstrong from
the standpoint they provide us hydrologists or that type of thing. It
isn't the higher level type of help that we really need.

Chairman ABOIIREZE. I think, Cal, we have come to the end of the
time. I think it has been better to ask questions of you than it is to
have your statement .read.

Mr. PETEns. What I would like to do, Senator, is hit on ore more
portion of what Ada Deer has asked and I will reVert back to mytestimony, just on this one area, just going to be real quick. For ex-ample, it is hard to fir d a single incident when the Department of
Interior or Bureau of Indian Affairs took positive, aggressive ac-
tion to protect Indian water rights against the taking of their water
by non-Indians. There are countless examples of these agencies par-ticipatingand this is the underlining areathere are countless ex-
amples of these agencies participating and assisting in the taking of
these water rights.

Chairman .0IIREZE. Do you have the examples themselves rather
than just talking about the examples?

Mr. PETERS. Yes.
Mr. DELORIA. Is that in your statement ?
Mr. PETEns. This is our statement and it covers, like the Winters

doctrine, the Conrad case, the Walker River case, the Alitonium rase,
and ArThona v. Washington, where we have won these water rights
but still there was not an advocate part taken by the Bureau to pro-
tect the water rights. For example., the Colville ease, whereby the Col-
:Wes have had to go out and get their own attorneys to Aght their
water case that they have right now, and the Justice Department
coming up with andher case, and more or less, rather than advoratina
the protection of these water rights are abrogating against the tribt;
for those water rights. These are included in our statement.

Mr. DELORIA. Are the tribes in the Northwest making plans for theuse of their water resources?
Mr. GEORGE. Absolutely.
Mr. DELORIA. Do You have plans underway now ?
Mr. GEORGE. Abs6lutely.

1 4
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Mr. DZLORIA. Are you receiving technical assistance from the Bu-

reau of Indian Affairs in making those plans
Mr. Guano& No.
Mr. DELORIA. Who is paying for this? This is what you are doing

.out of whatever resources you have?
Mr. GEOROE. Tribal funds, or you might say orchestration of the

Bureau budgets we have'at the agency.
Mr. DELORIA. There has been no particular redirection of BIA efforts

--toward this particular priority of yours?
Mr. GEORGE. Redirection?
Mr. Dswera. Redirection. I mean they haven't set up a special

staff or made any special money available or technical assistance I

Mr. GEORGE. Not for development otwater resources.
Mr. DELORIA. Is the Boldt decision being implemented by the Bu-

reau of Indian Affairs, are the tribes being assisted to implement the
Boldt decision

Mr. GEORGE. I think Cal can answer that.
Mr. PETERS. We have been working with the Bureau in getting

funds, we have been requested to work with the State, and this
worked fine until we hit a point this year, whereby the State was ad-
vocating a system of a dollar for doilara dollar that went for the
tribe, a dollar goes to the State--and thereby Treating a problem that
since last year we have had 13 tribes intervene in the U.S. v. TV ashing-

ton ease, they have been accepted by the courts, and if we go by what
the State requested, these 13 tribes would be completely neglected as

far as funds for this year's operation and their tribal responsibility
of going by the court's mandate.

TONASKET. Covld I ask one specific question on that? Do I
remember right, when the first proposition came out to implement
Judge BoAt's decision that the Igareau of Indian Affairs gave the

money or a lot of the money to the Stan, of Washington to manage?
Mr. PETERS. It wasn't the.i3nrean. it was the Department of the Ii -

terior, through the Fish and Wildlife Service. Something like $690,00(

that was supposed to go toward the enhancenwnt of developing and
implementation to meet the requirements of Judge Boldt's decision.

Mr. 'IONA:WET. Did the Bureau tight to get a handle on that, as tla.
trustee, that they could provide that service to von ?

Mr. Pimns. No. Certain individuals within the. I3ureau helped us
but the Bureau as a whole, no.

Mr. Tos.Asnrr. Were they requested to?
Mr. Minns. They were.
Mr. MN.1 SR ET. Where was it turned down ?
NII% PETERS. We had gone to the Undersecretary, we went to the

Fish and Wildlife Service requesting their assistance, showing how

we wanted this money spent and we were cut oil' there. I am trying

to answer your question on that.
TONASRET. I asked if the %mu of Indian Affairs was re-

quested to take this position. You said yes, but they didn't. At what
level in the Bureau did they refuse to fight to get a handle on it ?

Mr. PrrEas. T would have to go right to the Commissioner.
Mr. MNASKET. Thank you.
Mr. DELoni.. Did he make an attempt to implement your request

or did he make an attempt and was turned down by the Department/

82-5135---77-10
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Mr. Minns. I can't answer that othdr than to say in the letters
that we got that there was no way they could assist in furthering .

Mr. DELORIA. You just got a turn-down, you weren't told what
'happened ?

Sir. PETERS. In polite words, yes.
Mr. DmontA. 1 ou weren't involvA in the process whereby he made

that decision ? You weren't consulted or you weren't brought into
the meting?

Mr. PETERS. I am a member of the Northwest Indian Fish Comniis-
sion representing the Medic' ie Creek Treaty Tribe. As a Commis-
sioner was involved, nit as a tribal member I wasn't.

Mr. Dr.t.ont.t. As a chairman you weren't ?
Mr. PETERS. As a chairman I was not.
Chairman ARIR'REZK. I want to thank all of you very much for an

excellent cant rilmtion to the hearings today. We appreciate your test
.nmny. A.; I said, the hearing record will be open for all of your extra
submissions.

Mr. PETERS. Senator. may I ask one question of you? I am doieg this
for a specific purpose. I Milli, to get this on the record and whether you
answer or not, that is your prerogative.

Chairman ABOUREZIC. Cal, generally, when I am holding hearings,
I never answer questions, I always ask them.

Mr. Prints. The one thing that alarms me, and I have been down
here in Dower since Wednesdav. through the grapevine, moccasin,
whatever you want to call it. I liave heard that there are tribes being
threatened, requested not to attend this hearing. As a wedge, they are
aying, "If you attend that hearing, you could stand to lose your pro-

grams that you have within your tribes."
My question is: Will you review and investigate whether this is

true or not ?
Chairman Anot-mv.x. You bet your sweet bibby, I will.
Mr. PF.TERs. Ifmakes me mad.
Chairman Allot'REzli. I hadn't heard that. But let me ask you or

anybody in the room here: Who has been threatened and who deliv-
ered the threats? That is exactly what I would like to know right now.

Mr. PETERS. I think that is one way you are not going to fret an
answer because those people aren't here.

Cliairman Anomu:z1c. Who knows?
Mr. PETERS. Because they have talwn the threat.
Chairman ABM:TRUK. Wbat I need to know is where, to start. Do

you know who has been threatened and who has done the threateninff
so we can start there ?

Mr. PETERS. I can find out for vim.
Chairman ABOI-REZK. All rig:ht ; that will begin the investigation.
Mr. PETITS. Right now I can't spmifically say the tribe. I know who

the tribe is. but I can't remeniber the name, mnnber one ; number two,
there are other tribes involved. But I just wanted to get this on the
official record.

Chairman ABC/TIMM% All right.
Mr. PETERS. So it is brought forth to the Commission, you know.

We won't stand for this type of harassment. whether they are Bureau
or whether they are Interior, or whoever tlwy are.
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Chairmtm Anornnzic. I won't stand* for that, type of harassment--

mot for 1. second.
Mr. Pirrnits. Thank you. Senator, I think yoti have answered my

otwstion. Thank you very much for the opportunity of appearing

liefore you.
Chairman Amoral:arc We have one unwheduled witness: Sam Cagey.

Sam, WEI have got about. at the outside. 15 minutes allotted because

You are on schedule before we go on with the Creek witnesses. I want

'to ask Commissioner- Ada DeeP to act as chairman of the meetings tor

a short time. I have to do something else for a few minutes.

STATEMENT OF SAM CAGEY, LUMMI TRIBE

Mr. CAoRY. I think what I have got to Windt. Senator, is a little

thing On enrollinent but it is a big thing in Indian country. It would be

one of the recommendations from the Imumi Tribe to the Commission

to try to find a solution on blood quantum. and where children of unwed

parents are having problems being enrolled in the tribe. I will just

submit this for the record.
Chairman ABOUREZIC. All right.
Mr. CAGEY. That is all I want to do.

Chairman AnotnEzK. Great. The next witness is Glenn Moore and

nobertgiepp of the Creek Nation.
[Thereupon -Commissioner Ada Deer assumed the Chair.]

STATEMENTS OF GLENN MOORE AND ROBERT TREPP, CREEK

NATION

MOORE. Thank you, Senator Abourezk. As our cover letter in-

sdieates. we lire happy to be her to represent our principal chief, Claude

Cox r execnt iye ilirector, F .1 Mouss_, who is also on Task Force 8 and

busy at \this time ; and our vice chief, Solomon McCombs, noted Indian

artist from Washington, D.C.
A. hist meted, we compiled our testimony a. al we will present it and

at completion we will try to answer any questions.

With me is my colleague. Robert Trepp, who has been secured by

the ('reek Tribe as a research analyst and policy expert. He is a grad-

uate of the Arkanshs University. Ile has a master's degree in political

science and at this thne is a Ph. I). aspirant. W e hope that is

fort I worn ing.
Members of the Commissio», task force members and staff, ladies

and ,,,entlemen the rural Indian in Oklahoma faces more seemingly

unsolvable proi;lems that One might think : The combination of a tradi-

tional lifestyle with the pressures of modern economics.

At first thought. one might ask that it rural Indian life is so hard,

why are there rural Indians?
The allotment process prior to 1001, and the processes which have

diminished the Creek land base by 95 percent, put our people in scat-

tered rural sites which often have no relation to their own sense of

community. In this isolation, with an Indian population outnumbered

since before statehood by the Europeans, the State and local govern-

ments almost without exception ignored the physical, social, and

economic needs of the Indian people.
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*The. few pllyeical community facilities which existed prior to 190T
were appropriated by the Second Curtis Act. The Indian schools and
tribal buildinigs were closed and sold by the Secretary of the Interior.
Only one Indian connnunity within theCreek Nation has a community
building, which it uses under a Federal use permit. The tribe has
aPplied for transfer of this land from Federal to tribal title, but the
BIA has not acted on this application.

The Second Curtis Act can be cited as Public Law 59-129,34 Stat.
137 or as the act of Apiil 26.1906. If it had not, been for legislation
passed 1 year later, the Five Civilized Tribes would have been termi-
nated by this law.

'Section 1 ended the enrollment, of the Five Civilized Tribes. This
should be repealed so we can begin enrolling our citizens again, afteran interval of 60 years.

Section 6 ended the tribal Hght to elect the principal chief. Congress,
by Public Law 91-495, has given their consent that we select the
principal chief. Election and selection are not the same thing.

Section 8 dosed the tribal land offices. This should be repealed..
Section 10 closed our tribal schools. This should be repealed.
Section 11 ended the tribal right og taxation and provided for the

distributiou of all tribal assets. This section-thould also be 'repealed.
Section 15 closed and turned over to Interior all tribal buildings and

their contents, and should be repealed.
Section 16 gives Interior the authority to sell tribal land, and ..muld

be repealed.
Section 24 requires that any publie mad in the Five Tribes area nutybe built by Interior witn tribal funds, and should be repealed.
In other words, Public Law ei9-129 must be dismantled if the Five

Civilized Tribes (Creek, Seminole, Choctaw, Chickasa*, and Chero-kee) are to maintain an adequate tribal government.
The major resource of the rural Indian is land. Of course, trust landis a physical resource of Inajor iMportance to an Indian : if all else

failed. the traditional Indians of the past have been able to subsist offof their allotments by small crops and small game. Even this resourceis dwindling: only it little more than 200,000 neres of trust land.renmin
within the Creek :Cation. The major reason for the dwindling trustlands is that any heir of an allottee can force the sale of the entire
allotment. Some sort of new ownership concept is needed to prevent
the loss of the remaining land: ownershiP in common rather than
emphasis on individual ownei.ship. Trust land is a trilial resource, andthe tribe must have a way to prot,ct it by purdiase or regulations.Indian country must not he diminished any moreit must only beincreased.

The social needs of the rural Indian are also important, but are notrelevant to this hear.ing.
Of course, the economic needs of the rural Indian me the mostpressing and the most obvious problem of the rural Indian, although

antil recently economics was also the least docuniented problem.
But these economic needs are all tied to the basic resource of tlwrural Indianland. When we speak of Indian land in Oklahoma. wesometimes mean restricted land and sometimes unrestricted land. Istrongly recommend a national policy pf encouraging financial insti-

.1
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tutions to mortgage restricted land in much the same way as they

mortgage a leasehold.
Furthermore I recommend thtit whatever structure has the future

,responsibility finqudian affairs be charged with increasing the Indian

land base in Oklahoma. For example, the Creek Nation land totaling

over 3'million acres was allotted in 1906. Today, only about 150,000

acres remain, about 5 percent. The realty responsibilities within

Indian affairs must include restoration of the Indian land base in
Oklahoma, both to tribes and to individuals. I strongly recommend

that the Federal Government, through whatever department, increase

the Indian land base in Oklahoma and in any other State in which the
Indians have had to suffer the allotment and distribution of their

hinds.
I also recommend revision of the policy of single heir partition writs,

by which a single heir to an Indian allotment can petition for a writ
to yartition the money from an immediate sale of the properq. This
prailice more than any other has contributed to the receliklecimes in

the Indian land base. Furthermore, I recommend that tiNf policy of
informing tribes of impending sale of restricted lands be continued,

with stronger requirements for tribal notification. It is rare in Okla-
homa that a tribe is actually informed of an upcoming land sale.

Finally, I recommend stronger programs for the agricultural de-

velopment of tribal and individual Indian land. In Creek country, it
is often easy to identify restricted land because it is the land which
has not been cleared. A. national policy which allots timbered land to
Indians and expects them to have the resources to clear it for agri-
cultural use is contrary to common sense, and should be revised. Of

course, the clearing should be at the option of the individual or tribe.

That completes my testimony and before we have the questions I
would like to have my associate, Mr. Trepp, present his testimony.

Thank you.
Mr. THEFT°. The Creek Nation is vitally interested in the future struc-

ture of Indian affairs. As a general subject, of course, this covers a
wide variety of topics. Today. I would like to limit my remarks to one

specific area: The proper role of Indian affairs in the overall organi-

zation of the Federal system of government. These remarks have been
discussed in our tribal committtees and staff, and are the position of

the Creek Nation.
Today. Indian affairs are assigned to the executive branch. By this.

all programs directed toward American Indians operate within one of

he several departments at the Cabinet level. For example. the BIA is
under the Secretary of the Interior. IHS is under the Secretary of

Health. Education. and Welfare. Indian community development
block grants are administered by the Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development, et cetera.

This creates so much organizational confuion that it is becoming im-
possible for the tribes to operate within the executive framework. It is

not that the tribes. individually and collectivelv, lack the intelligence.
capability, and technical expertise necessary to deal with these Cab;net
depai-tments. To the contrary. it is these 'Cabinet departments. indi-
vidually and collectively, which lack the intelligence, capability and
technical expertis.e to deal with the tribes and with each other.

1 9
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TherefOre, I itrOnglv reCommend that Indian affairs be takeii from,
the executive branch. °The administration of Indian affairs will con-
tinue to deteriorate as long as the executive branch of the U.S. Gov-
eminent has suit responsibility for Curl!! conduct.

Obviously, Indian affairs are not solely a judicial nor a legislative
duty of the Government, nor are they an exclusiVely executive duty.
On the other hand, Indian affairs are constituted by governmental
duties which are simultaneously quasi-executive, quasi-legislative, and
quasi-judicial. 'Them is only one form of governmental organization
of powers which embodies ihese three types of power simultaneously:
Independent commissions and agencies.

Therefore I strongly recommend that Indian affairs be assigxed to
an independent commi,sion. Only this assignment of Feth:al poer
will alleviate the present confusion of Indian affairs with the executive

..:branch.
Of course, the present confusion which I am speaking of will con-

tinue and persist if all aspects of Indian affairs are not assigned to
this independent commission, Therefore, I strongly recommend that
all aspects of Indian affairs, whether currently assigned to Interior,
HUD, HEW, Justice, or any other executive department, should be
assigned to this independent commission. In addition, I recommend
that the powers and duties of the Indi.m Claims Commission, itself. a

,Federal commission, should be assigned to this independent
commission.

Hypothetically, allow me to call this future Federal commission the
Indian Affairs Commission. The commission should have a governing
board entirely composed of American Indians. The governing board
should be large enough to provide representation to tribal associations
such as the Five Civilized 'Tribes, the United Tribes of Western Okla-
homa and Kansas. and other geogrtiphically based as is possible. and
should be relatively proportionate in terms of population represented.

13ossibly, this coulii lead to an investigation of the rights of other
native Americans and their rights in each commonwealth or trust
territory. The governing board will be large, bui it will insure that
each tribe has access to the governing board at all times. Each member
should be selected by a regional plebeseite for Presidential nomination.

The Indian Affairs Commission should be empowered with the full
Federal trust responsibility for American Indians, including domestic
assistance programs, provisioris for contacting these and other pro-
grams. settlement of claims, Federal recognition, and all other issues
of Indian affairs.

In addition, the Indian Affairs Commission's initial annual budget
should not. be less than $3 billion. since this amount is the approximate
Indian deficit income ennuallylin the "United States. the amount of in-
come Inc:Thins would need to be earning "average" wages. This level of
funding should be guaranteed for a minimum of 10 years. during whieh
time a national Indian economic recovery program must he effec-
tively used to develop *be potential human resources within each tribe.

The tribes must be empowered and fundrl to nroviae the basic eco-
nomic tools which they lack to this very day, in order to keep this
money within each tribal economic system. A tribal economic system
should include banks, credit unions and savings and loans, warehouses

150



tor storage, vehiclis for transportation of g,00ds, and cooperative buy-

mg and selling of goods and services through central tribal offices. This

is the only way that economic development will ever succeed with the

,tribes.
Also, the tribes must be phased int* a program of local autonomy

which will finally allow self-determination.
Termination of Federal re-

sponsibility should not even be considered, for the same reason that

the relationship between the States and the I7nited States cannot be

terminated. Even then, a tribe should be terminated only when the

Government. can prove beyond a reasonable doubt that such a'tribe is

self-sufficient, autonomous, has the economic resources to maintain the

general welfare of its tribal citizens, and the political and social re-

so!, rep:: to 1n.otect its tribal rights.
Finally, My recommendations must include a call for an amend-

ment to the U.S. Constitution which should read as follows:

The rights of aboriginal Amerigui Indians to an internally soy-

emign self-government shall not be abridged by any State nor die sev-

eral States.
The authority and jurisdiction of American Indian governments

shall be absolute within their own boundaries, subject to this Constifn-

t ion. Internal powers of these governments which have been limited by

law are hereby restored.
A:nerican *Indians shall he represented in the P.S. Congress by 3

Senators elected at large for terms of 6 years: and by 13 representa-

tives to be apportioned geographically by the Congress every 10 years.

thank the Commission for its time.
Commissioner NER. Thank you, gentlemen, for a very comprehen-

sive statement. Questions?
Mr. DELORTA. Do you have an estimate with regard to your sugges-

tion of consolidating the tribal land base? Do you have an estimate of

what that would cost? Do von have any idea?
Mr. Moom No we don't have any estimate of the amoent of cost.

Mr. DET.ORIA. ITave you made an attempt or has the Bureau of Tn-

dian Affairs sliown any interest in assisting you in coming up with

slweific cost estimates so you cafi make a plan for consolidation?

Mr. TREPP. No.
Mr. Mom.. No, they don't want us to consolidate. That is our

assumption.
Mr. Gorrinco. Have ;you requested it, though ?
Mr. MOORE. No; we *haven't requested a consolidation plan of any

kind.
Mr. DELORTA. Are there any economiC development plans that your

tribe is makitur. using BTA technical assistance or BTA funds?

Mr. TREPP. No. all of our technical assistance for economic develop-

ment comes either tbronah EDA directly or indirectly through EPA.
through the Five Tribes Foundation.

Mr. DELORTA. The Bureau of Tndian Affairs is doing no economic de-

velopment assistance. to your tribes?
Mr. TREPP. They are doing indnstrial development assistance but

there is some Question within the tribes as to whether industrial devel-
opment is the particular type of economic development that we need.

Mr. Dr.i.eirm. We have heard that in certain Parts of Oklahoma. at

least. individual Indians are being required to sell all or a part of their
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restricted land in orde to receive welfare assistance and other Public
assistance. Do you kn this to be a fact? Is this 1;appening in your
area I

Mr. 'NETT. The one p ogram that I am aware of is to aid families
with dependent children. Which, of coursel.is federally funded. Under
the regulations, anything! an 40. acres of land is counted toward
your reserve, and you are allowed no more tWan, 1 think it issome $4,000

. of value in your .economic reserve. Basically,' what this means isthat
if yott.own more than 40 acres of land you are not eligible for aid to
dependent. children.

Mr. DELORIA. Even if it ks restricted law' V
Mr. TRITP. Even if it is restricted land. Unless you are an original

al lottee. and. of mime, our allotment took place in 1900.
Mr. DrmnrA. What is the basis of the distinction between the orig-

inal allottees and heirs, do you happen to know?
Mr. TREPP. Well, it is one of these distinctions which keeps running

through all sorts of different Federal programs, whether we are ac-
tua lly Indians or whether we are the descendants of Indians.

Mr. DEIpRIA. Isn't it difficult to be a descendant of an Indian with-
out being an Indian?

Mr. norm. That is our argument.
Mr. Drumm. They haven t explained how you manage that?
Mr. Moonr. in fact. they can't even define an In&
Me, nnont.t. This is an HEW regulation ?

Tnrnr. No: that is an Oklahoma Department of Institutions,
.Soriatand Rehabilitative.

Mr. DEIPRIA. HEW has approved that regulation ?
Mr. TREPP. Apparently so.
Mr. Dra.onr.t: Has the Bureau of Indian Affairs naule any attempt

to onestion that regulation?
Mr. TREK'. We have asked that the Bureau of "Indian Affairs itself

be the determinator of Indian resources toward all social services pro-
,-/Trams. and they have agreed to investigate this possibility.

Mr. DntsanA. When did they agree to that ?
Mr. TREPP. Approximately 1 month ago at an intertribal council

meeting.
Mr. atoryrnqo. Organizationally. I wonld like to ask one question

with respect to a point that came up with the previous witness. You
hare quite an elaborate recommendation for the establishment of the
structure of Indian affairs in the Federal Government. The question
was whether or not a Trust Council Authority ought to be separate
from the delivery of services to the tribal agency Or whether it ,,lmuld
he combined. As I understand it, your recommendation would combine
those two, or the legal t rust responsibility, oven the Land Claims Com-
mission that is separate now would he involved in a consolidation. you
would still like to see all of it in one?

lfr. TnErn. I wonhl like to se all of it consolidated conditionally
with the America n Indians running the program and maldng the
deci-ion. As long as it is an Indian decision I am willing for one
single aTnev to min the programs, set the budget, to act on Federal
rerolnition in all Federal trust claims,

Mr. Gorrrixo. Providing the agency is governed by Indian people?
Mr. TREPP. Yes. sir.

10,
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Mr. TONASKET. I would like to ask a Couple of questions. I would

like to go back to your loss of land because of qualifications for social

services, whatever those services are. Has the Bureau of Indian
Affairshow would be a good way to say it without cussing? Because

the things you are talking about are exactly the things my tribe went
through 3 years ago and we beat it. But Ilas the Bureau of Indian
Affairs or your superintendent refused to allow land to be sold to
qualify for public aasistanee or social services V

Mr. Tam. In the case where an individual is ineligible for those
public services, we try to provide them through the tribe in any way

that we can to prevent the necessity of that individual selling their

land.
Mr. TONASKEr. But has the Bureau of IndianAffairs condoned those

requirements by the State, or has he fought it and said, "No, I will not

approve this land being taken out of trust for sale"?
TREPr. There has been no effective program.

Mr. TONASKET. Has there been a request for the Bureau of Indian
Affairs to take a position?

l'fr. Timm.. Well, as I said, this was discussed previously at an
intertribal council meeting about 1 month ago.

Mr. TONASKET. I would like to talk to you when we break for lunch

on just that one topic.
Concerning your rolls you brought up, Mr. Moore, you would like,

whichever law you quoteil, to be amended so that your rolls can be ,

opened up again and enrollment started. Has your tribes or tribe kept

up their rolls even outside of the act, or that would allow more

expedient enr011ment activities if the law was amended?
Mr. Moon. Right now we are trying to devise a system whereby

we can enroll them ourselves, but up to this point we have relied on the

per capita section roll in the BIA.
Mr. TONASKET. Then back to Mr. Trepp, you brought up that ugly

word "termination," a real ugly word, "termination " and you men-
tioned one or some qualifications that should be heid before a tribe
is terminated. Do you think it is advisable to even mention any qualifi-

cations for termination?
Mr. Tam,. Well, as I said in the sentences immediately before that, I

do not feel that legally the relationship can be terminated for the same

reason the Federal Goverimcnt eannot terminate its relationship with

the State of Rhode Island, nor can the State of Georgia terminate its
ilslationship with the Federal Government. It is a continual and per-

manent relationship. But if for some strange and obscure reason ter-
mination again becomes the policy of the U.S. Government, let's make

sure that no tribe is terminated if they cannot support and maintain
their own tribal system.

Mr. TosAsKer. Hopefully, from this Commission and from a time
until we can't think that far ahead, that will never happen.

That is all the questions I have.
Mr. Gm-mu. I would like to ask one more in reciard to the census.

You are maintaining the census in your eligibility for membership,
if the rules were ehanaed to your liking, you know who would be on

your rolls, from the Cate they were closed up until now?
For instance, I would like to ask you, are you a member, considered

by the Creek Nation as a part of the Creek Nation?
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Nfr. Timm,. Yes, I ant a registered voter with the Creek 'Nation and,
of course, I am on the tribal judgment lists.

Mr. Gorrri.G. Ilow did you ret on that with the roll being closed?
Mr. TnEer..I used my granemother's roll number the saint- way BBGlenn uses his father's roll number.
Mr. GoErrixo. There is a system, then, for recording heirs, is that

right ?
Mr. MooitE. In the Bureau of Indian Affairs, yes, sir, that is what Isaid.
Mr. TREPP. It is a descendants' roll, not an enrollment itself.
Mr. GoErrt.a. T jnst wanted to be sure I understood that.
Commissioner DEER. Any other questions?
Thank you, gentlemen.
M r. MOME. Thank vou very much. We appreciate the opportunity

of being crowded in alead of your schedule. We hope our testimonywill be productive.
Commissioner DEEM We are trying to proceed as rapidly as possibleto fit in as many people as possible, so at this time we would like to calf

up unscheduled witnesses, since our next scheduled witnesses are for1 p.m.
I undc'rstand there is a representative from the Mescaleros here, Mr.

Peso, ,.,ould you come forward, please?

STATEMENTS OF FREDERICK PESO AND WYMAN McDONALD,
MESCALERO APACHE TRIBE

Mr. PESO. Madam Chairman, gentlemen of the Commission, I amfrom the Mescalero Apache Tribe. Our vice president, Samson M
was supposed to attend hut due to tribal religious ceremonies was un-
able to make it. We do have a. prepared statement, which is about- five
pages long. I would like to get into the three parts, a lot of the prob-
lems that the other tribes have had, we do have similar problems,
and we have submitted a statement in writing; to the Commission
outside of what we have here. We have selected three ma.i'n. items that
Nve would like to pre,sent to the Commission at this time....-! mstead ofreading it I would like to have permission to just go WI. ,td and state
what. they are.

(*otinnissioner DEEn. Very gothl. Would you introduce youNelves?
Mr. PEso. This is Ir. Wyman McDonald. Ile is the superintendent

of the agency, the Mescalero. I tun Fmderick Peso, secretary of the

First ott. as you know. we are ery aetive in the development of
tom iun on the reservation. We Imre various pHeets croing on the res-
ervation. A few of these have come to be serious prol7lems on the res-
ervation. The three major ones that I will mention are: The sale of
aleohclie boveragps on the resorrat ion. which encountered three pmb-
;ems t hat we ha ve wit hint he reservation at t his t into. which a liqi we are
in litigation with the State of New Mexico; the administration of the
timber contracts on the reservation; and also the trader's license that
we are having problems with and we have gone into litigation in the
State of New Mexico. This all ineludes problems that we have had
dealing with tile Bureau of Indian Affairs.
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Mr. PESO. BM'IllISP of distance. It eontinueslo go intothe problems._because there is. money available to the Bureau of Indian A trairs butthey cannot get enoug)t, policemen to operate and they can't get moneyto get polkemen to be on duty up there.
Mr. Dmom.t. At what level was this decision made?
Mr. PESO. At. the area level.
Mr. DELORIA. At the area level. Has that bePn appealed to the central

office ?
Mr. PESO. We have been having problems over that ever since weopened it up. And then anotlier problem that arises out of this samething is that we cannot get fire protection there. According to theregulations of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, thatthis is a tribal re-sponsibility. the only protection that the %fetal can .give- is to Gov-

ernment. facilities within the confines of the agency.
Mr. DELORIA. Does the tribe have a fire department ?
Mt% PEso. We &tilt have 4. fire department. There are no funds toset up a fire department.
Mr. Dmointi. And the Bureau has.a.fire departMent ?
Mr. Pr.so. The Bureau has a voluntary fire department and theforest fire protection.
Mr. DELORIA. What happens if there is a fire in the residential pari

of the reservation ?
Mr. Pr.so. The Bureau has acted on it but this has never beenthey

have gone to the houses and saved the foundations.
Mr. DELORIA. Is the Bureau supporting your position in the litiga--t ion on the liquor license?
Mr. Pr.so. The .Tustice Department has taken this up with the State..
Mr. DEthIli A. The .Tust ice Department is handling the sm;it ?Mr. PEso. Right.
Mr. DmomA. Not the tribe?
Mr. PF.so. night.
M . DELomnA. Have you received assistance of any kindtechnical

assistance or financial assistancefrom the Bureau of Indian Affairs
in developing various codes and regulations through the tribal gov-ernment ? For example. do they provide any assistance in developingcodes for the regulation of liquor, or did you have to pay for that onyour own?

Mr. PEso. The tribes has done that on its own.
If T may continue on with the other onetime administration of thetimber contracts on the reservation. We have had several problems thathave arisen from the sale of timber on the reservation for quite anumber of years. We were one of the first tribes to get into the sustained

yield on the periodic sustained yield program on the reservation in
selling the timber. and during this time the timberthe slash has beenallowed to pile up and to be left behind. Timber has been eut and heenallowed to take off the resonation without a deposit being put Imp.Ticiher has been felled on the reservation and allowed to rot thereand we have asked for quite a nmnber of years to have something setup and we have never known the exact or the right price of what ourtimber is.

We have asked for a nmill study quite a number of years ago. Wewere refused that. We have asked for help in determining how nowli
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At the present time there is no technicel assistance. We can ask even
the civil service for assistance in training, but most of their training, is
in management; in clerical and what-not .

Mr. TONASKIM. In vont* mind do you have a sufficient number of
forestry employees? Are they understaffed besides not being trained
well enough

Mr. PEso. They are hard to get. We have had advertisements out,
and we have not been able to till sonie of the top positions with qualified
people. If we could get the ones that we do have trained periodically

,

to at least maintain the mininnun standurds, then we would have some
protection for our timber also.

Mr. Dmom.%. Are you charged' a portion of your timber receipts by \
the Bureau of Indian A ffairs fin. adn inistrat ion ?

tMr. Ilvso. Yes: we have the same 10 percent charge.
Mr. I hamiTA. You are paying 10 percent of your timber receipts for

the privilege of taking $13 less for timber. Is that right ?
Mr. PESO. The 10 percent is taken off and then this is returned to

the tribe and we have been able to utilize that in the purchasing of
equipment and however we could use it to develop our forests. But this
is aside from the technical advice that we should be getting. We need
people with more expertise to tell its. The people in the area office are
supposed to let us know how to sell our timber, and how to deal with it.
Yet the Council has to overrule what they are doing so we can get a
better price:

Mr. 3LicDONALD. Gent lenwn. I wish. if I might, to make a brief com-
ment here. I am here by courtesy of the Mescalero Apache Tribe and
solely to assist the official Mescalero delegate in the presentation here.
The situation with the timber problem at Mescalero has resulted in anumber of problem areas that seem to be surfacing at this time and
seem to be occurring not so much as the fault of the system so much,
but seems to be occurring, as pointing out other problems, gaps, weak-
nesses in the management structure.

(Senator A bourezk resumed the Chair.1
Chairman ABOUREZK. Whose management st rueture?
Mr. MAODONAT.n. The entire Bureau resources management strue-

ture, all the way from the top to the bottom. The most recent problem
occurred here in the lack of deposit, the slash, this type of thing, first
of all from a staff, agency forestry staff. that is not adequately trained
in timber contract management. The Bureau does not have an ongoing,
coin inning training program.

Chairman Aeortmzic. Why not ?
Mr. MACDONALD. I don't know.
Mr. DELORIA. Weren't they (vial ified when they were hired ?
Mr. MACDONALD. Yes: they are qualified by academics but that isn't

enough. When you have a forester who has been in the field for 10 years
or even 2 years or 1 year, after that period of t ime that forester should
be update.d.

Chairman Anornr.m. In other words he is not qualifiNl. It doesn't
matter what kind of degree. he has, if he doesn't know his business he
is not onalified.

Mr. M NeDoNm.n. Right. It has to he Milt inning. As far as T know. the
biggest percent of the foresters do not go through this type of thing.
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I don't think there has been a forester since I have been at Mescaleio.
Freddy would know better than I how long it has been since we have
had a forester who has attended a professional training course in tim-
ber management, in contract management, that, relates to the modern-
day situation.

Mr. DELOIUA. Do you receive any technical assistance from the Forest
Service I

Mr. PEso. Not directly ; ng.
Mr. TONASKET. What would you estimate the mismanagement of

your forest resources cost per year. your tribe ?
Mr. Prso. In die last recent incident, timber was cut. timber was

removed from the reservation in the amount of $100,000. It is hard
to say just what the loss would be.

Mr. TONASKET. Do you think it would be possible for your tribe to
get us an estimate for an annual loss because of mismanagement ?

Mr. PESO. The slash alone would run around $30,000 a year. I think'
we could, yes.

Mr. TONASK ET. I would like to request that that be done.
chairman ABM111EZIE. Yes. Would you provide that to Task Force

No. 3V
Yr. l'Eso. Will do.
Mr. Gorrrixo. Fred, I have a question, I don't know whether you

might want to answer it or not, Int do you know if the Mesealero
Apache Tribe has a position with regird to the structure of Indian
affairs

'
as to whether they feel it is at the proper level? You have no

doubt heard some of the comments and recommendations that have
been made by witnesses before you. Do you have a position or do you
know if you have a position?

Mr. PESO. We have submitted other documents to the Commission.
Chairman ABOUBEZK. What is that position ?
Mr. PESO. We each deal with a different type. I would hesitate to

say at this point what mv position would be on that. because I haven't
really been involved with the committees that would be worldng with
that.

Chairman ABOIIIIEZK. Do you have a position on whether or not the
BIA should be a .eparate agency?

Mr. PESO. Yes: I think it should be a separate agency.
Chairman ABOWIEZK. What do you think about moving the BIA

out of Washington and closer to the Western States?
Mr. PESO. I see nothing wrong with it. I think it would be closer

to where the tribes would be able to reach and get the more assistance
that they would have.

Chairman ABOUREZK. What about abolishing the area offices and
having the agency superintendent deal directly with the central office?

Mr. l'Eso. The area offices, with some of the technical assistance that
is supposed to be available if funds are made available to the tribes
to contract that assistance:then this would be fine, and have the cen-
tral office moved into the field also would be good.

Chairman ABOITREZIE. Do you believe the Mescalero Tribe, for ex-
ample, could function as its own decisionmaking agency rather than
having the Bureau of Indian Affairs or area office maliing decisions
for the Mescalero Tribe?

Mr. PEso. Definitely.

1 5



Mr. DE1;01tIA. Does your tribe do much contracting with the Bureau?
Mr. PESO. We have seven contracts, and these are all in thAeld of

personal assistance to the people. That is employment assistance, and
eredit1 this type progrhm..ks far as contracting any of the Other serv-
ices. there has been no attempt.

Chairman Allot:mit. Have you heard of any threats to your tribe
or any other tribes by the 141A, by any official of the BIA not to
testify here today?

Mr. PERM No.
Chairman AnotTmzic. Have you heard of any ?
Mr. PEso. No. The first I heard of it. when it was mentioned here.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Any other questions?
Mr. PESO. I have one more item I would like to go into. This is in

he trader's license. The issuing of the trader's license, which is also
by authority in 25 17.S.C. 261, for people wanting to serve. have serv-ices on the reservation, we have encountered problems within this area.whereas we are in a lawsuit with the State of New Mexko. also. The
issuance of a trader's license to the people constructing the Inn of the
Mountain Gods are being taxed by the State of New Mexico. and
inadvertently the tribe will have to pay those taxes to cover the losses
of the contractor that worked on the reservation on the Inn of the
Mountain Gods. The trader's licenses were issued by the Bureau to
assist the tribe so that we could get people to do tho work economically
to the tribe and to the contractor. while the licenses were issued. the
tribe advised the Bureau that these individuals would be working on
the reservation and shonld have a licensn. and when the licenses were
issued the personnel involved in issuing the licenses put the trilw on
the spot where now the tribe has to defend itself within the State of
New Mexico as to how the licenses were issued and as to what author-
ity the tribe had in aetting those things issued. which is supposedly
a responsibility of tlrie Bnreau of Intban Affairs to handle, the waythey see fit it should be handled and the tribe is put in the position
to defend the issuance of the trader's lieenses.

Mr. Dmout.x. Are all businesses on the reservation licensed?
Mr. Peso. The tribe has asked that they do be.
Mr. DELoinA. But they are not now?
Mr. Ptiso. I don't believe so.
Mr. Dni.tanA. Is the tribe also licensed. Imre its own licensina spi-

t ell I. or :Lny other kind of permit system?
Mr. PESO. Permitting anyone to come on the reservation: yes.
Mr. DahonIA. At what level is the licensing of traders. is that the

agellt'y ?

Mr. I'Eso. This is at the agency level, with apiwoval from the area

Mr. DELoatA. \Vint department ?
Mr. IInso. This is handled by the. realty office now. We didn't haxeone for awhile.
Mr. DEIAMTA, The realty office licensed traders?
Mr. PESO. Well, this is a branch within the Bureau that takes care

of it. the superintendent has the authority to issue them.
Mr. DELORIA. What is the involvement of the area office in that

process?
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Mr. PEso. Approval,' I believe. I note on this letter written to each
, one of the contractors that were going to do business on the reserva-

tion, the letter was sent out by the superintendent, who said, "In ac-
cordance with instructions from the Mescalero A.p_ache Tribe." The
tribe does not instruct the Bureau to do anything. The tribe requests
that the Bureau assist them.

Mr. MACDONALD. Gentlemen, I am not sure if my point is clear here;
clarification is in reference to the court case that the State of New
Mexico has against the tribe for the collection of gross receipts for the
building of the inn, from the contractors who built the inn. 'rhe State
is challenging the validity of the Bureau issuing the license, contend-
ing that the tribe instructs the Bureau, therefore, then, that is not
specific congressional intent, and by law the BIA. has that specific
congressional intent by Congress to issue the license.

Mr. DELornA. Who came up with this wording, "Under instructions
of the tribe'"?

Mr. MACDONALD. WA letter that came out of a branch of social
service.

Mr. DELORIA. At what level ?*
Mr. MACDONALD. 1 don't really know.
Mr. DELORIA. It was before your time ?
Mr. MACDONALD. Yes,
Mr. DELORIA. You don't know whether that is the area office or the

central office?
Mr. MACDONALD. I really don't.
Mr. DEIDRIA. But this draft was developed
Mr. PESO. I don't know.
Mr. MACDONALD. Could have been the agency, for all I know.
Mr. DELORIA. Has there been any attempt made to withdraw those

letters and issue different letters? I guess that wouldn't affect the court
case.

Mr. PESO. It wouldn't affect the court case, no.
Chairman Auounzic. Is that your final point I
Mr. PESO. This is my final point.
Chairman ADorranx. Any, other questions I
Commissioner MAL. Yes, I have one question, Mr. Chairperson.
Chairman Anounzir. Mr. Dial ?
Commissioner DrAL. Do you have any feeling at all on whether or

not the Government should spend any dollars, appropriate any funds
on so-called "nonfedrall)* recognized people" ?

Mr. PESO. I am not following the question.
Commissioner DIAL. Well, my question is, I will repeat it : Do 3,ou

have any feelingwe are speaking here of dollars, you know, and there
seems to be a shortage of dollars, right ?

Mr. PEso. Right.
Commissioner DrAL. Not enough funds to go around in the way of

economic development for reservations, and so forth. My question was :
Do you have any feelings in general, or what is your position, or do
you care to state itmaybe you don't care to state itas to whether
or not the U.S. Government should spend or appropriate any funds
for any kind of programs on nonfulerally recognized tribes ?

Mr. PEso. On nonfederally recognized tribes ?
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Commissioner DIAL, Yes.
Mr. Pzso. I would rather have a statement from the tribe other than

myself answering that.
Chairman ABOUREEK. If that is itSam ?
Mr. DELORIA. I think maybe it would be worthwhile to say, and I

am sure the chairman of the Commission and the Commission itself
would agree with this, that is the BIA superintendent has attended,
I assume, at the request of the tribe, has accompanied the tribal rep-
resentative, and I think we are probably equally interested in whether
he receives any reprisals from within the Bureau of Indian Affairs
for his attendance at this hearing. I hope ne will let us know if there
are any problems.

Chairman Asounnzit. Yes; I would request that information.
MT. MmiDownim. I will be glad to let you know.
Chairman AB( 1/1tE211. If anybody in the room knows of any tribe

or any person NV ho has been threatened br the BIA about testimony
here, I think it is probably a violation of Federal law for that threat
to take place, and I woule be delighted to find out who did it. I will
conduct an investigation and seek to have criminal charges brought
against anybody threatening a potential witness.

Mr. GOETTING. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask you if that applies
also to testimony that we may Ask a task force other than a Commis-
sion hearing ?

Chairman ABOVREM. Absolutely.
Mr. GOETTINO. Thank you.
Chairman ABOUREZA. The task forces are an instrument of the en-

tire Commission and the Commission is an instrument of the Congress.
Tc is official on any level. I think it would be a very undemocratic and
un-American think to have that kind of threat take place. I want to
see that it comes to an end. So I would like to thank you very much
for your testimony, both of you.

Mr. PESO. Thank you.
Chairman Amu:Enc. The hearings will be in recess until 1 o'clock

promptly.
[Whempon, at 12:10 p.m., the hearing was recessed until 1 p.ni.]

AFTERNOON SESSION

[The bearing was resumed at 1 p.m., Commissioner Adolph Dial,
presiding.]

Commissioner Dm,. We will resume the hearing at this time. Is Mr.
Frank Lawrence in the audience? Will you come forwara, please, and
bring anyone you care to along?

Mr. Lawrence, will you introduce your friend, please, sir?
Mr. Lawrence of the United Sioux Tribes of South Dakota.

STATEMENTS OF FRANK A. LAWRENCE AND MS. ELNITA RANK,
UNITLD SIOUX TRIBES OF SOUTH DAKOTA

Mr. LAWRENCE. With me is the chairperson of the 'United Sioux
Tribes, and also the chairperson of the Crow Creek Sioux Tribe. She
will be presenting the majority of the testimony.

0,1mmissioner DIAL. Thank you. You may pmeeed.
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Ms. Reim. My name is Einita Rank. I am the chairperson of the
United Sioux Tribes as well as thi chairperson of the Crow Creek
Sioux Tribe, and with me is the executive director of the United Sioux
Tribes, Mr. Frank A. Lawrence.

I inn not going to read all the testimony because you will be pre-
sented with a copy, I understand, as soon as some become available.

It is our pleasure to present this testimony in behalf of the United
Sioux Tribes. The United Sioux Tribes present this testimony with
strong feeling's of ambivalence regarding the present structure of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs. However, the United Sioux Tribes take
the following positions and attitudes on the Reorganization issue of
the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

The U.S. Government, through history, has negotiated many trea-
ties with Indian people. These treaties have committed the Federal
Government to tbe protection of certain rights and the fulfillment of
certain obligations. U.S. Goverhment has a moral and legal obligation
to give commitment stature and attention to the principals of these
treaties. The proper authority, respect, and resourcesmust be delegated
to the Bureau of Indian Affairi through the Commissioner to be more
effective in carrying out treaty rights.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs, viewed from an Indian tribe, can
best be described as a maze of confusion, contradiction, inconsistency,
and fragmentation. This has resulted in many Federal actions which
are interpreted as deliberately detrimental to Indian progress.

The administration portion of BIA services must be molded into
an adequate structure with functions relevant to the needs of the In-
dian tribes. The BIA must be allowed to function as a separate agency
with cabinet status so as to eliminate interference of other interest.

The following comments and suggestions for reorganization of the
BIA will not only improve the delivery system, but will allow Indian
people an opportunity to be involved in the decisionmaking process.

1. Tribal input must be involved at all levels. This can be accom-
plished by establishing agency policy, advisory and review boards
made up of tribal officials.

2. Eliminate the Denver and Albuquerque offices, with the central
office to remain in Washingtont D.C. This restructure will eliminate
the duplication and fragmentation that exists within the central offices
of the BIA.

3. Provide only minimum functions at the Washington level. The
maximum of personnel, budget, and functions should be transferred
from Washington, Denver, and Albuquerque to local agencies.

4. The number of area offices can be reduced to eight. 'The function
of those area offices that are eliminated can be absorbed by the agency
offices.

5. Offices of intergovernmental relations must be created at the
Washington and local levels. This will al!ow the coordination and
dissemination of information of other agency programs. This
coordination and information flow will provide a constant exchange
of ideas to improve the program development, self-determination,
and administrative capabilities of tribal government.

6. The agency levels should be given more authority and responsi-
bility for decisionmaking in all program areas. The agency level must
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have the administrative capability to provide service and response
to the needs of tribal government.

7. Th q. area office should develop a xesource pool of technical assist-
ance with service as its main objective. This should be done by redirect-
ing the role of the area office from program management to a role of
technical support for tribal governments and agency levels.

8. The agency levels must have budgetary responsibility together
with program responsibility if the BIA. is to respond to the needs of
Indian tribes. The central office level will have limited budgetary
adjustment authority with priorities established from an advisory
group.

9. All funding sources for Indian programs must be channeled
through the "new Department of Indian Affairs" under a block grant
system when possible to insure that funds are not used to manipulate
tribes. Tribes 'mist e allowed to use funds to contract for services
that are not available locally. They should also be allowed to match
funds with other tribes when similar problems exist.

10. A procedure for special appropriations must be established for
tribes that need additional funding for extraordinary circumstances.

11. Regulations and policies established must reflect the unique
cultural aspects of a given area.

The opportunity for self-determination must exist. This opportunity
can only come about with input at all levels of decisionmaking. With
the responsibility of this decisionmaking, bett . administrative capa-
Unities will develop with the ribal officials. This input will allow for
continuity and the flexibility needed for ongoing development. With
the establishment of these advisory and reviewlooards each level of
the BIA would be responsible to Indian needs rather than just the
local agency level as it now exists.

Establish a national advisory and review board to the Commission
on Indian Affairs.

Establish an Interg: -qrnmental Relations Unit at the central office
level with an Indian aL. sory board to insure proper coordination of
other agency programs.

Establish an advisory board at the area office to insure that the
technical assistance and services provided at this level are meeting the
needs of the local people.

That is as far as I Val go and tlie rest I will submit. If you have
any questions

Commissioner DIAL. Any questions?
Mr. GOE'ITING. I would like to ask one question. In terms of the

recognition of needs of the tribes: Are you suggesting the possibility
of change of a budget process so that the tribes themselves would have
the origination of the development of their budgets through the
agencies?

Ms. RANH. Yes.
Commissioner DIAL. Ms. Deer?
Commissioner DEER. Not at this point.
Mr. DELORIA. I wonder if you have any suggestions? It seems to me

one of the facts of life that have to be recognized is: There is unlikely
to be enough money in any given year from Federal sources to meet
all th3 needs of every tribe. So that means someone has to go through
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a process of decisionmaking When the amount of money available falls
.short, of the need. I think everyone agrees that the tribes should be
involved in that allocation process as much as possible.

What I am having trouble understanding, and I wonder if you
have any suggestions, there are about 25 federally recognized tribes
in that areaand for the appropriations committees or the Office of
Management and Budget to meet with every single tribe to work out
a budget obviously, creates some management problem just in terms
of time. Do you have any suggestions on how Indian tribes can be,
involved in the making up of the Bureau budget, Indian Health Serv-
ice budget, and other k'ederal agency budgets for the Indians at the
national level? Do you Im ve any suggestions on R. structure for that?

Mr. LAWRENCE. Sam, probably the national level is basically the
major conc&n. I think when you deal in decisionmaking on any given
program, as far as regulations or for budgetary, I feel basically that
a group could be established to advise the decisionmakers as to priori-
ties. The mechanism could reflect the total needs of the tribes as they
are presented and let OMB or the budgetary people make up the deci-
sion as to what kind of moneys they will allow, as they do now.

It is very difficult to say that if the Department was a separate
issue, that it could be allownck to make its decision on budgetary mat-
ters. We all know the Oil'f of Management and Budget does have
major control over budget, but. I believe that the needs of the tribes
are not really beina reflected in those bt:dgetary requests on the na-
tional level simply Vecause they do go ill as line items.

Many of the needs are not spelled out in the budgetary kinds of
requests. Basically if we could spell out the needs a little bit better on
the national level as individual tribes, I am not saying a document
that is 300 pages thick per tribe. But I am saying there should be
small reports that can reflect the needs, to insure that their needs are
brought forth to the decisionmakers and not just a budgetary kind
of outfit where they have line item kinds of budgets submitted to the
Congress.

This is the major problem. Anybody can look at a budget and say,
"You don't need money here, you don't need money there," without
having doeumentation as to what the needs are. These things need
to he reflected in the kind of budgets that go forward at the national

Mr. DELORIA. Do you feel that the Bureau of Indian 2la ffai rs is
adequately protect ing the resources of the tribes in your area? Are you
getting assist ance in planning for resource development, for example ?

Ms. RANK. I would have to answer that question, Sam just for the
Crow Creek Sioux Tribe because that is the only one I'am familiar
w ith. Yes; we do get financial funds to assist us in taking care of our
natural resources. rfowever, this just began within the past 2 years.
Of course, like any other program we feel that we don't get enough, but
they have been assisting us; yes.

Mr. LAWRENCE. Sam, to add further to her comments: I really don't
feel the Bureau has really taken a stand in protecting the rights of
the tribes in resource development or any other area. Recently we
have dug up some facts that the Bureau of Indian Affairs has not.
notified the tribes of some of the kinds of development that are going
on in reference to water rights in our area.
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6 Tlwse things come up constantly. The Bureau has failed to recognize
the needs of the tribes in dealing with the problems of water rights.

, The Bureau takes a back seat. I think basically the reason they do is
because the la ,i(ir Department is involved in many of these trans-
actions. The Interior Department, as a trustee, fails to recognize and
fails to inform the tribes of what is happening in their area. I am talk-
ing about, basically, the Oahe irrigation project.

Mr. Dimom.t. Will that irrigation project benefit the tribes at all ?
Mr. LAWRENCE. At this point I think the tribes are saying it won't.

became it will subtract quite a bit of the water from the area, and the
environmental impact has really not clearly defined the needs of the
tribe. Too often the States whitewash the environmental impact state-
ments and the tribes are left out and the Bureau does not take any steps
to assist in these areas.

Mr. DET.ORIA. Have the tribes received any assistance from the MA
,r any other agency to develop tribal positions on these issues, to de-
vc!op alternatives or any.kind of tribal plans for the use of water?

Mr. LAWRENCE. No.
Mr. DELORIA. Have they been requested to?
Mr. LAwnENer. I thin); formally, no: through meetings, they have.

Through conversation with area offices we have had some requests of
the area's position, to inform the tribes, although nothing has been
fort hcoming.

Ms. RANK. The federation that most of the tribes belong to helped
on this, too. Sam. It was through meetings with the federation that
some of us met with Aberdeen area officials to get something done, as
far as natural resources are concerned. So they just started. but it is
moving real slow.

MI'. LAWRENCE. I would like to respond to a viestion that was asked
this morring about the central office !ming located in Deliver. I think
many of tne tribes have to weigh the benefit factor when dealing with
this 6sne. I think Denver is a place where it is more convenient to the
tribes, but many of the things that. are hAppenine. are happening in
Washingtonlegislative and other prognuns areP-being coordinated.
The decisionmaknig is in Washington. I feel it is very inappropriate
to really consider that kind of thing until more authority is put out
in the regional office.

It. is like the area offices really saving: Should we place more re-
sponsibility out there in the area office ? I feel it is Just a stalling
tactic kind of thing to say; "We are going to give the area office more
authority,- but really they don't have authority. So T think any kind
of regionalization is' kind of detrimental to a lot of progress.

Commissioner Dm. What would you say abom . say, the central
office in Washington. and two offices, maybe one East and West. relat-
ing to the central office?

Mr. LAWRENCE. I don't think the tribes would see that as a viable
concept because of the area office kind of mess wo are in now. It only
detracts from the real issue. The real issue is getting to 'he decision-
makers and getting some decisions from them. Direct-line authority
bet ween the Washington level and the local level is automatic and it is
necessary.

Commissioner DLit.. You would favor a separate department. with
Cabinet status, and with a Secretary located in Washington: Ts this
what I hear you saying?
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Mr. LAMM. cE. Exactly.
Commissione DIAL. Any other questions?
Commissioner EER. Yes. You mentioned the fact that the Bureau

has not protected, adequately some 'of the resources in your area.
We would be interested in having a detailed documentation of this
because this is one of the purposes, to document the inadequacies.

Along with that, then: What would you suggest to improve this,
and to adequately protect the water and the land ?

Mr. LAWRENCE. 'Well, basically by giving the Secretary a little more

power. As the present structure is, all of the authority is within the
;.!;ecretary of the Interior's handst and outside interestsbig oil com-

panies and big moneyusually Influences that office in making its

decisions. By providing the new Secretary of Indian Affairs office with

a legal arm to fight some of these things is what is needed, he needs
more authority to deal with it.

At present it is very difficult to get the solicitor's opinion or get the
Justice Department to act on some of the 2quests that are going into
the District of Columbia. We do have documentation on the water
rights issue and on the jurisdiction issue, that we feel the area offices

and the central office has not adequately supplied the necessary services

for the tribes.
Commissioner Dnn. You can provide this tons?
Mr. LAWRENCE. Yes: we can.
Mr. DELORIA. Do you feel that the area office serves any useful func-

tion in interpreting policies appropriately to the tribes a that region?
Does it serve any finiction like that at all ?

Mr. LAWRENCE. My experience in dealing with some of the other
tribes: No, it doesn't. I am dealing with one right now, with the
Flander Tribe . on which all decisions have to be made at the national
level. I found out yesterday that the Commissioner had said that the
area directors had the authority. Yet this authority is being pushed
around and passing the buck hi's really kept the tribe from develop-
ing what it really needs. So I don't think it is able to establish the
kind of polic that is needed in the area.

Mr. DELoam. Does the area office serve any function in saving
funds or effort by c entralizing housekeeping functions such as per-
sonnel and accounting and payroll? Does it do that at all?

Ms. RANK. No.
Mr. D.LORIA. Can you identify any function that the area office

serves that is beneficial, just right off the top of your head?
Mr. LAWRENCE. I can, but T will probably stumble through that.
Mr. Da.oiliA. Don't feel obligated to. Don't make something up

you don't want to sav.
Mr. LAWRENCE.. NO; I feel the area offices do have a function, basic-

ally, of technical support for the tribes in a very limited fashion.
Mr. DELoatt. Do they receive technical assistance from the area

offices?
Mr. LAWRENCE. They do but it is not the kind of technical assistance

the. tribes need. The tribes are probably more able to handle the tech-

nical kinds of things that the area office already has. I am saying that
it could have. in areas. if the tribes were able to develop policies for
that office.
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Mr. DRUMM. With the present staffing and personnel, if the Com-
missioner tomorrow redefined the area office's function as one of tech-
thcal assistance, would the tribes call on the people there for technical
assistance I Do you think the tribes would I

Ms. RANK. If they qualified.
Mr. DELORIA. If they qualified. The present area office as it is now,

they would?
Ms. RANK. Some do and some don't, most of them don't. I will argue

with Frank on that.
Mr. Gozrrnre. Actually, what you are saying is: The area office is

designed organizationally something like the central office and that
what you need in the way of technicians and technical experts are
really not in that organizational function they are somethmg sepa-
rate and apart. I think the Northwest Affiliated Tribes this morning
said they needed a geologist or maybe an agriculturist, or soi.. ing
of that sort, a forester, somebody of technical capabilities that are
not now standard positions in the area office; is this what you are
saying as well?

-Ms. RANK. Yes; along with that they would have to employ quali-
fied personnel to handle the position..Take, for instance, if we need
a. person to give us technical advice in, say, a tribal election, there
should be someone sent down who is familiar with those procedures
rather than send us someone who has already been aboard for only
about 2 to 6 months.

Mr. Gomm. The type of technical assistance you are talking
al,out now you are saying is not now employed at the area level ?

Ms. RANK. Yes.
Mr. Gogrme. I would like to carry on one other problem here.

While you have been talking about that I have scanned the rest of
your presentation. There is an area in there that really bothers me
a little bit in respect to the manner of BIA interference with tribal
government. Would you care to explain a specific instance of situa-
tions that might be represented by that general statement you have
made

Ms. RANK. I will let Frank answer.
Mr. LAWRENCE. One incident, and I think probably the group com-

ing up this afternoon cen elaborate on it, is in the Rosebud area
where the tribe has developed resolutions to certain changes. These
changes went on to Aberdeen and they say that they don't have the
authority, and it goes on up to the Washington level and they say
they don't have the authority.

Sir. GorrrrNo. Changes in what?
Mr. LAWRENCE. Changes in the constitution, and changes in the code

that they are developing. This finally ends up on the Secretary of
the Interior's desk, which takes anywhere from 3 to 6 months to
respond because the Solicitor is too busy to react to the request.
This kind of interference, because they do not have the kind of an-
thority that they need to made decisions. The authority may be given
to them but too often they pass the buck on up the line.

Mr. DELORIA. The Bureau people have said they don't have the
authority te approve this, or they said the tribe *doesn't have the
authority to take the action that is taken?

Mr. LAWRENCE. The Bureau says it doesn't have the autlior;ty to
take the action.
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Mr. DELORTA. The Bureau says it doesn't have the authority to ap-

prove the tribal action ?
Mr. LAWRENCE. Yes.
Mr. DEbonm. Do Bureau personnel at the local level cooperate in

implementing actions of the tribal council or the tribal government?
Ms. BANK. In some tribal agencies, yes; in some, no. Take, for

instance, I don't know whether it is because I am a woman or not, I
get very good eooperation with the acting superintendent I have, and,
of course, the previous superintendent I had had some difficulties with

his personal life.
This is something we as tribal chair people throughout the United

States, or as fE as the United Sioux Tribe is concerned, have discussed.
Usually when you have a problem with a Bureau employee at the local

agency level ar the tribe wants to get rid of that person, they move
them on upst ..rs where they have better control over you. It goes
from the agency level to the area level, and from the area level on up

to central office. So it makes it very difficult, but in some agencies, yes,
there are problems, and in some there are not.

Commissioner DEER. I would like to ask a question about your
opinion of band analysis. There was quite a lengthy discussion this

morning by previous witnesses, and I noticed you have just made some

general statements about the budgetary process here. Would you com-
ment whether you think this is effective ? Is it help,ful ? What is your

feeling?
Ms. RANK. To me, bank analysis is just some form of papers that

you have to fill out every year and send in, because you make a decision,

hke today, of whether you need $50,000 to cover your road system, and
that goes into effect in the year 1978, and with the inflation costs by

the time 1978 gets here you probably would need $150,000 rather than
$50,000.

I think the band analysis should be made on a Tear-to-year basis
rather than ° to 3 years in advance. Band analysis to me is just a
bunch of malarkey. That is just my personal opinion.

Mr. DELORM. Do von have an opportunity to revise your input into

the band analysis if you change your mind 6 months later or a year
later? Can you go back to that, or are you constantly working 3 years

in advance?
Ms. RANK. We are constantly working 2 to 3 years in advance and

we don't have au onportunity to change it.
Mr. Der.oeiA. When the Bureau determines bow much money it will

be able to provide in reference to the band analysis of the particular
tribe. are you informed? How are you informed and by whom? Who
tnakes that kind of decision, and how does the process work after you
(lice work out a hand ? Do von ever hear about it again ?

Ms. RANK. NO: not until it is completed. The hand analysis, T am
sure you are aware of the process. it is supposed to come from the
grassroots Indian. then un to the area office, then on into central office,

from central on into the Office of Mana,rement and Budaet. But what.
you usually do.when you set and make out your band analysis. you set,

thoQe figures high enough in an area that you think you will need to
work on. and by the time it gets back to you it is cut considerably. But
they have been making some changes the last year or so. They will
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come and say, "Well, your tribe is going to get, maybe $t million
worth of band analysis," but there are sonic item in the budget ypn
can usually juggle around. But in some areas, take, for insttpice, social
services, you cannot take that money and use it maybe if you are
short on law and order, or vice versa.

Commissioner Dm. Do you have enough people for technical as-
sistancespecialists in various areas in regards to forestry or agricul-
ture. and so forthto do quite a bit of you work right ? Could you
find the people within your own tribe, or do you need a program set
up with some university with special F ola rsh ips to send these people
away to take training and return Ithe reservation?

Ms. RANK. For my tribe, N'ou mean, or for all of them?
Commissioner DIAL Weli, in general and for yourself.
Ms. RANK. Again I would have to speak for Crow Creek. In some

instances we do have qualified personnel, and some others we would
probably have to go off the reservation to employ key and qualified
personnel to run the operations that we take under our wing.

Commissioner DIAL. If you had available funds could yon find
enough people who were interested enough to go away for, sa'y, uni-
versity study to return to your people to work so you wouldn't have to
go sonie other place looking for it ?

Ms. RANK. The answer to that question would be yes.
Commissioner DIAL So you feel this is needful ?
Ms. RANK, I will take any kind of funds you can give me.
Commissioner Dm. Any other questions ? Jalw ?
COMmissioner WIIITM:ROW. No questions.
Commissioner Dr.r.. Do you have something else ?
Mr. LAWRENCE. I just wanted to mention the structure of the edn-

eational system. Our educational component within the Bureau ofthe Budget is probably one of the largest itemsit is the largest
!temand I feel that for the education that the children are receivingit is very minimal in a lot of cases. I feel that a foundation program on
a direct funding basis to the reservation would eliminate a lot of theproblems that now exist.

FoF example, in many of the schools there are civil service personnel
teaching. These people get anywhere from $10,000 to $10,000. Withthat kind of money you could buy two teachers in many States.

Commissioner DIAL. Right.
Mr. LAWRENCE.. I feel the local schools have to have parental in-

volvement and need some kind of control at the local level to be able
to contract for these. positions instead of putting them in a civil serv-ice status.

Commissioner DIAL Thank you.
Commissioner Wnriscaow. I do have a question. Mr. Chairman.
In regard to that statement that you just made. taking the civil serv-

ice.so to speak, out of the educational system. I have heard this com-
ment oi many occasions this past 6 or 7 mont hs. Do you feel that would
be the answer? Eliminating the civil service employment for teachers
and putting the teachers under contract, making them responsible to
the local board ?

MQ. RANK, I would like to respond to that. If we take civil service
out of education in the Bureau of Indian A tTairs department. yes. it
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would help. A lot of times you get a civil service employee who is not
doing his or her job properly. As aresults the only one that suffers from
that ig our children. NVe-haveand I criticize our Indian department
as far as education is comerned-7-a lot of times teachers will just so-
cially pass our children. lhey reach the high school level and gradu-
ate from high school with a diploina in their hand and enter a col-

lege, and they are not qualified to go into that college. They are way
behind in their courses. Taking civil service out of education, as far
as that goes, taking civil service completely out of the Bureau of In-
dian. Affairs, would help greatly. Then you could get rid of all yolur
deadwood that you halve and get somebody in there that will work
for the Indian people.

Commissioner NN nrrEcaow. How do you feel about placingthe Bu-
reau of Indian Affairs under a special congressional commission with
a (Troup of Indians elected from the Indian community appointed by
Coligress to serve as Commissioners of Indian Affairs under the Con-
gress of the United States with an executive direetor responding to
them? This is in the entire administration of the Bureau per se

Ms. RANK. Like the county system?
Commissioner WHrrEcnow. The same type of a Commission such

as we have here on-a national level
Ms. RANK. On a national level?
Commissioner WgrrEcitow. On a national level, that would handle

the affairs of Indians dealing directly with the Congress?
Ms. RANK. That would be all right, but the next thing you know

how us Indians are, we would get so jealous of one another. deciding
who is going to be sitting on that board and who is not doing a good
job and who is doing a good iob. You would probably have to work
that out. I don't know about the congressional business.

I think what we should do, what I would like to see done, of course,
this is my own opinion again. is Lo have a separate Indian department,
one 811 of its own and fun.ted separately by Congress for us. Then work
out a mechanism where we can all maybe sit down at the table and-
try and say who is going to get how much money, so forth and so on.
Kind of an advisory board type. or maybe have a congress all of our
own to govern us.

Mr. GoRrrtNa. Carrying on the education point for a few minutes
j

:

How many BIA schools do you have in the urisdiction in which you
serve?

Ms. RANK. In the Aberdeen area, or just Crow Creek ?
Mr. GOEITING. Crow Creek.
Ms. RANK. Crow Creek, I have one grade school and the high school

is operated by the tribe.
Mr. Gm:1.mo. The tribe's high school. Does it have the same faults?

Do they use civil service employees ?
MS. RANK. No.
Mr. GoLvrixo. Do you thimd the high school graduate from that

school is better equipped to enter college than the one out of a MA.

high school?
Ms. RANK. It will be evet tual!y, but right nowwe just went into

contract as a high school not too long ago-----we are getting tilt. kids
that have been socially passed. We have children in the seventh and
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eighth grade who do not even know how to write their names yet.
So we have to take them back and reeducate them.

Mr. Gorrrmo. What sort of available public schools are in the area?
Ms. RANIC. We have one that is in Chamberlain 22 miles away.
Mr. Gourruso. Do they bus children to that school, those who go?
Ms. RANK. Yes, if they wish to attend that school, yes. But most of

the Indian children attend our grade school.
Commissioner Dm. Do you prefer your own schools over the pub-

lic schools?
Ms. RANK. What do you mean, do I prefer my own school to a public

school ? I would have to answer; my school, to stick up for it.
Commissioner DIAL. This is what I am saying: Do you prefer an all-

Indian school over the children being integrated into a public school /
Ms. RANK. I don't think there is any place, as far as Crow Creek

is concerned, where there is an all-Indian school. The majority of them
nifty be Indians, but there are some minorities that do go there.

Commissioner DIAL Thank you for a good report, Ms. Rank and
Mr. Lawrence.

Next, a representative of the Tlingit-Haida. Will you come forward ?
Will you give your name and position and introduce your guest,

please ?

STATEMENTS OF ELIAS REYES AND VENTURA SAMANIENGO,
TLINGIT-RAIDA INDIANS

Mr. REYES. My name is Elias Reyes. I am a Tlingit from southeast
Alaska. Presently I serve as administrative manager of the Southeast
Alaska Agency, which is our contract vehicle for providing Bureau
services to our people.

With me is Ventura Samaniego, who is our housing officer.
I am making the statement in behalf of Raymond Paddock, presi-

dent of the central council of the Tlingit-Haida Indians who was un-
able to attend.

I would like to depart from our testimony as it has been submitted,
and cover basically three areas where we have concern. The central
council supported thc Indian Self-Determination Act and we thought
it was a new landmark in the development of American Indian policy.

One of the areas that we do have concern in our contracting with the
Bureau of Indian Affoirs: We felt we were contracting for the man-
agement of the southeast Alaska agency, and we found the Bureau
putting us in a position where. they are managing the services pro-
vided through the Bureau thr.migh a contract because they are in-
flexible in letting go of the management tools that they have provided
in BIA manuals. In every contract that we have developed with the
Bureau of Indians Affairs they incorporate the manuals that the Bu-
reau uses for management and expect. us to follow through, utilizing
the same Bu Tea u manuals.

We feel that management is a risk. We would like to take the
Bureau manuals and put them where they belong and manage our
programs, taking the risk and utilizing the published rules and
regulations.

We feel that the Bureau has some responsibilities. However, the cen-
tral council doesn't feel that the Bureau manuals should be a part of
our contract.
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Mr. DELORIA. Ts this a Pubjic Law 93-638 contract ?

Mr. REYES. No ; it is a "Buy Indian" contract.
Mr. DELORIA. Are rni going to convert it to a Public Law 93-638

...cont rad
Mr. REyts. We were told we will convert it to a Public Law 93-638

contract.
Mr. DELOitIA. Do you think, from what you understand about the

conditions of that contract, that you will be able to avoid this problem

under Public Law 93-638, or you don't know yet ?

Mr. REM. Presently we don't think so.
Mr. DELORIA. AVhat kind of management requirements are you talk-

ing about that interfere ?

Mr. REYES. Personnel standards, determination of how travel will
be conducted, who will conduct travel, accounting procedures, various

number of things.
Mr. DELORIA. Those are .11 dictated by the Bureau as part of the

cont ract
Mr. REYES. The Bureau of Indian Affairs came out and said if we

are going to have a social services program, that we will have an
MFW on our staff, period. The Bureau of Indian Affairs and our hous-
ing program says we will have a housing officer that meets these types
of requirements. The Bureau of Indian Affairs says in the employ-
ment assistance program that we will have this type of person on our

payroll.
We feel that this is a management decision that we will determine

who is best qualified to provide these services to our people.
Mr. DELORTA. At what level is this? Is this the area office that says

this or the central office ?
Mr. Rms. Area office level, and this goes into our other concerns,

the grievance procedure; you go strictly all in the Bureau of Indian
Affairs. By the time you get through the grievance procedure the con-
tract year is over and you are negotiating another contract, and you
are dealing basically with the same people because the grievance pro-
cedure is all in-house.

One of the other areas that we feel is restrictive is: The Bureau is
allowing the accounting procedures to manage the Bureau of Indian
Affairs; we feel. We feel there are a number of flexibilities in how
dollak.s are appropriated and how they can be managed. By their in-
flexibilities in line items, and stuff like this, we are unable to determine
where our dollars are going to be spent. We determine it 2 years ahead
of time, and when it comes down to actually managing the programs,
which is 2 years later, they are very inflexible. The times change in 2
years, and up in Alaska they change very rapidly. So the needs do not
remain the same and the inilexibility that the Bureau has in changing
our contracts makes it almost intolerable. We lose and we are not able
to utilize the dollars that were allocated for services to Indians because
of that very reason.

[Senator Abourezk resumes the Chair.]
Mr. Hm:s. To show a specific instance 2 years ago the Com-

missioner of Indian Affairs recognized that we ought to consolidate
our education services into one branchadult educational training,
college student assistance, and adult education. All these dollars are
line item dollars in their minds, and if we run over in one and don't
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spend in one, they do not let "us move these dollars within these areas.,
T lie needs change and the area does not Tecognize it.

Personnel, Mandards within the Bureau of Indian Affairs has beiti
a convern with us. As it was testified earlier: The technical assistance

.

that is required by the central councilwe have not asked for any
recently because every time We asked for somebody, they are oriented
to the Burean administration process as it has been in the past, and
they have not had any change in their philosophy. So every time-you
get technical assistance it is geared to the Bureau of Indian Affairs
manual. So we feel the Bureau of Indian Affairs manuals, the way
they administer programs, are holding us up in that they insist that
we use them as management tools, also.

The literal interpretation of local control has become 'a concern
in southeast Alaska. We, in the central council, believe that we are a
mpresentative type. government, and we do have local representation
on our council. 'We do recognize the independence of certain com-
munities. However, if they elect to go along with us we feel that the
Bureau of Indian Affairs should recognize this fact and not insist that
progran is be, well you might say, managed at the local level.

Mr. DELORIA. What kind of problem are you referring to? What
iS the process?

Mr. RnyEs. Regionalization, say, of an education program, where
we have the communities, the education committees of these communi-
ties endorsing a concept of management, and the Bureau of Indian
Affairs insisting that we have a resolution from each tribal govern-
ing body in southeast Alaska, which according to new Public Law
93-fl38 is numerous. In fact, we can hardly even count them all.

Mr. Dar.ornA. This is each tribe they are talking about or each com-
munity within the single tribe?

Mr. REYES. Each community has maybe three or four identifiable
tribes, according to the act. You have the IRA Council, you have the
village corporation, you may have a traditional native governing
body, and you may have a State recognized community with an
Indian board. So we have a number of people we can deal with, and
it is awfully difficult to deal with all of them.

Mr. Dni.oniA. The Bureau says you have to deal with all of them?
Mr. REYES. You almost have to get a 100 percent OK from every

trib ial goyernin:c body that. is in existerwe n Alaska.
Commissioner BOIMRIDGI:. Mr. Chairman, if I might, I would like

to Idnil of nail that down. This means in any one community that
the approvals you must receive could well number three or four or
five?

Mr. REYES. 'Yes.
Commissioner 1301111111DGE. Has the area office indicated that. it in-

tends to take the responsibility of designating a particular body to he
representative of the conminnity for the purposes of approval under
the Public La w ria-(i3g Drogra n ?

Mr. REITS. *We have been asking him to do this. and at this date this
has not happened.

Commissioner Brummoon. So you are left. wit Ii having to seek several
approvals at this time?

Mr. Ri:yrs. Either thne approvals or take a chance and just get one
and maybe have t hat not he recognized.

1 7 /.
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Mr. Clorrrizio. But you do have a governing body for this whole -

group that is operating an office, right ?
Mr. REYES. We feel we do.

Gorrnicif. But that is not recognized?
Mr. Rms. We feel it is.
Mr. Gomm. I mean by the Bureau.
Mr. REIT& In our mind it is reeognizei by the Buret.u.
Mr. Gomm. But they won't accept decisions made by it to accom-

plish what you are asking?
Mr. REYES. The areadirector will not.
On contracting, we have contracted the Bureau services in southeast

Alaska. One of our problems in developing this contract was the
division of what is contractable and what is trust responsibility. We
have difficulty in this area. We have been assured that it will be worked
out. However, in our minds, the indecision or the decisions that are
not made to these types of problems are what hampers what we try
to do. It is difficult to appeal a decision that is not made.

Chairman ABOUREZE. That is right.
Mr. Rtfms. As far as the PPE band analysis system : We are just

feeling comfortable with it and then they had a meeting in Reno and
they changed the system a little bit. They took out, or we were notified

that they took out, the higher education program, which we have
utilized in southeast Alaska to some success. Presently we have some

400 students enrolled in colleges. We anticipate 65 will graduate this
coming year. We have no problem about recruiting_, in our mind, quali-
fied people to help us operate these programs. We hope to go to the

career education concept, and once again we are hampered. .After we
were developing this, in Reno they decided to take away the highler
education program out of the band, so wts do not know how it is going
to operate. We have sent memorandums to the area director requesting
some clarification.

We had some concerns when the Bureau of Indian Affairs put in
the road program. One of the problems we had with roads was
expressed earlier. If you gave priority, to a roadit would wipe out
our total $2.5 million budget in building 21/2 miles of roadso we
could not provide any services.

We feel that some type of system could be developed where if you
need new programs, that there must be some means of getting the
start-up dollnrs in there without hurting our other programs which
we feel we still do need.

Previously in the system it has been the southeast agency position
that prior to the establishment of a base, that we are not restricted
to. the Bureau of Indian Affairs provided some services to southeast
Alaska out of their area budget. However, they have refused to iden-
tify this to us so it would become part of a base. So as the day goes by
and the PPE systems become more updated, they are more difficult
to operate by.

Mr. TnN Nsimr. Could T interrupt, before you go past too far ? Who
is "they"? You said "they" refused to identify.

Mr. Eflyrq. The area o.
Mr. Twc gRrT. The area director?
Mr. Prxrq. The area director's office. We communicate with the aim

director's office.
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Chairman ABOUREM. Who is the office?
Mr. Rm.s. Clarence Antioquia is the area director of the Juno area.
Chairman ABOUREM. Is he the one who
Mr. REYES. He is the one who is not answering our concerns.
Our testimony has been limited to the contract of southeast Alaska

agency. More testimony is being developed and will be submitted to
the committee here. We have developed testimony to present on our
education concerns in Sitka.

Thank you. Any questions?
Chairman ABOUREM. Thank you very much.
Commissioner BORBRIDGE. If I may, Mr. Chairman, before lie leaves,

just to wrap up some of this as I understand it : Although the central
council as a tribal governing body for the Tlingit-Haida Indians of
Alaska has had the opportunity now for several years to enter into a
contract which enables it to administer the complete services pre-
viously performed by the Bureau of Indian Affairs southeast agency,
the terms of the implementation of the contracting has been such that,
s I understand it, the desire by the tribal 'governing body to be in-
ovative and efforts made to determine priorities from within the tribe

iI the true sense of self-determination, in fact have run into road-
b ocks on a number of occasions. What you are saying, in effect, is that
it is difficult, if not impossible, to achieve the tribal priorities. It is
alp difficult, if not impossible, to even try to be innovative in terms of
the contract. As I further understand it, the posture of the Bureau
is t iat you are merely stepping into their shoes to perform the con-
tree s and services the same way that they have with all of the in-
effici ncies and all of the waste. is that basically 9, correct statement 'I

Mi REYES. Yes.
Corkimissic.ner ILORBRIDGE. If I may, for the recordhaving been

presid nt of the central council when we first entered into this con-
tractone of the first things that occurred is that after much resist-
ance, the council was successful in removing the superintendent of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs so that the council could select its own in-
dividual to operate all of those services. Whereupon the area director
then to* the deposed, very disgruntled removed superintendent and
put him in a position next to the area director so that he would have
direct-lin authority over the performance of the contract. I rather
sense this,has a familiar ring in other parts of Indian country.

Mr. DELORIA. At least you kept him up there.
CommisSioner %MIDGE. At least we always knew where he was.
Mr. DELORIA. I have one further question. Does the area office serve

any function for you in the way of interpreting policy to meet local
needs or in the way of centralizing housekeeping functions such as
accounting qr management or personnel ?

Mr. REYEk In our minds, they do this. However, we would wisb
to do it ourselves and we feel we have the people who can do it and
who 'would be able to take on the management of a risk proposition.

Mr. DELORIA. Does the area office serve any function that you feel
you cannot pe\rform yourself 1

Mr. RE-vEs. No.
Commissioner BOMMIDGE. I would like to ask one more question, Mr.

Chairman, or maybe two. I want to stress again the difficult:, that you
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pointed to, and that is, it is welRnown that there are specific indi-
viduals charged with specific responsibilities for the delivery of serv-

ices in an area office.
When you enter into a contract, as you pointed out, the difficulty

is hot contracting for services that um provided full time by indi-
viduals, but, rather, the difficulty in identifying those individuals in

area offices who provide supportive services but who don't necessarily
designate this as a separate item in a budget, we will say. I under-
stand this is one of the difficulties you are having.

I seem to recall that the council had a very thorough and rather
comprehensive evaluation of the delivery of the services under the
contract and that there were representatives of the local area office

as well as the tribal governing body. If I recall correctly, there were
some recommendations made which would have improved services

or provided for some innovative features to the administration of
these services. Has any acticin been taken ozi any of this? If not, what
is the status of those recommendations?

Mr. REYES. In our minds, no action has been taken by the area
office. Presently we are going through another evaluation which will
begin on May 17. We hope to follow through since this is our first full
year where we are administering a contract in total. Previously, we
had a contract where the contract was only for the direction of the
program, and now it is not only direction Int the operations of all
programs. All the people in our agency are all tribal employees.

Mr. GOETTING. Would copies of those reports be available to us?
There is no restriction on their distributions?

Mr. REM. I would hope not.
Mr. Gm:Truro. I would like to have them submitted for the record

of this Commission as well as available to Task Force No. 3 in regard
to delivery of services provided by the organization of the government.

Commissioner BORBRIDGE. I wonder if we might have not only the
evaluation or if there is more than one evaluation, would you give us

a report of what action, if any, was taken in response to the evaluation ?
Mr. TONASKET. You say that the B reau relies on the Bureau man-

ual many times and it hampers your ability to perform the job you
think has to be done. I don't remember hearing any recommendations
that you made to us on whether or not to amend the Bureau manual.
Is it in your mind just an administrative change, procedural change,

that could be done so the Bureau wouldn't have to rely on their man-
ual to hamper your operation? Do you have a recommendation for
some action that we can take?

Mr. BEI-Es. Our recommendation is that the Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs Manuals are part of their management fool and we wou.,1 like

to administer the programs by, the published rules and regulations.
Chairman AnouRzzit. Thank you very much for your testimony.
The next witness is Kesley Ellin] of the Shoshone-Bannock.
I am sorry to have to be the one to announce this but we are run-

ning away behind schedule. I would like to ask if you would be able

to shorten your testimony somewhat. We are going to have to ask
all the witnesses to do so.

02-595---77-----12
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attending a national congress meeting, back in 1950, when we were
talkin!, along the same lines as we are today.

We talk about civil service employees and it was always of my
opinion that civil service employees useC1 to be civil servants; now
t hey am civil masters. This is my own opinion. Now, whenever you go

to do anything you always got civil service at the policymaking level
and you never get rid of tilem with your votes, either. They are always

'there. and they are always at. the policymaking level regardless of
who we vote for, whether it be a Democrat or a Republican. When we

talk about civil service and we talk about tribal government in all the

t flings that are involved, on our reservation the civil service employees
are not advocates for Indians. In fact, they go so far as to conspire
against certain Council members that are outspoken like myself. They

Ilse t hese civil service people to pack petitions. I guess they think that
.hecaw.e they are metnbers of the tribe that they are eligible to do any-

hint. But I have always told them that they are governed, you know,

by the same rules as anyone else when they work for civil service.

Also on our reservation we have a large phosphate mine, probably

*the large.st. phosphate mine of low-grade ore in the United States.
Recently we Imve been negotiating on a new lease and oh a campsite.
When we hv.,, 'rput from the Bureau of Indian AffairsBIA per-
sonnel on the I. ,.'rt Hall Reservation are not advocates of Indian
peoplo--in the negotiationsthe Council is presently negotiating

a business len' Simplottthe BIA personnel arc= sympathetic
to Simplott aut ..1 not mamtain a hard line of bargaining. When we-

t alk ahout the rovalty discrepancies the 131A at Fort Hall were respon-
sible to monitor illy royalty payments and check all records of Simplott
regularly. They failed to do so. and the tribe and tribal members have
been shortchantred fS1 million. We have, you know, this document. This
Mlle out of thl; Office of the Secretary of the Interior. When I talk
!dwelt. trust responsibilities, you know, there are very few of them left.

in making reference to land on our reservation, at the present time
we have formed an organization whereby we are taking over all tribal
lands. We are going to manage that tribal land, :just for the simple
reason that this land has been mined out and the only way that land is
going to be reclaimed is by us as Indian people. At our expense as well
as mom.ys that. we can receive from Federal agencies.

When Ernie Ste ens was out. at Fort Hall I showed him this land
that we are talking about. All that is left there is tumbleweeds. That is

from the wonderful services of the Soil Conservation and the moisture
experts. After they mined ont the land here come the Soil Coliserva-
t ion experts and planted a few little trees along the edge of the land
and they said that was goiner to preserve th, soir, to keep it from blow-
ing away. This is sand lane. We raise alavit two to fr percent. of all
the potntoos that are raised in the world right on cir reervation, but
the Imlians don't. raise them. That land is leased oat to non-Indians
ill:4 for the simple reason that an Indian can't get that ml of !inane-
in:v. to gu in a n operation of farming Loon acres of land today. When
we :to to borrow money there is never any there to 'end us.

They conic out with this new Indian Pinancing Act, and there is no
definit ion of an Indian. Yon (100 OM have to be an Indian to get.
the money, because there are two different sections to the act. When it
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. refers to Alaska it says they have to be one-fourth 43egree blood. In
connection with our tribe it doesn't say one drop of blood.

But then -we have another program there, the revolving loan pro-
gram which never has any money, it has a provision of one-quarter
degree of Indian blood, and thaes what we stand on, because there is
so much competition, you know, for money any more that there is very
lit i le to go around for the needs of the people.

When we talk about this band analysis. I don't think we even knew
what it was until years ago. The Ilureau had been nmking all the
reports for us. We didn't even know what a band analysis was, and
that is just for the simple reason we live in an isolated community. We
are at the end of the line out of the Portland area office. We learn
everything after the fact. In fact, last summer the Bureau of Reclama-
tion moved their headquarters from the designated area onto nontrust
property without our approval. We find out after the fact. This was
done. you know. through the personn,l. area directors, superintendent.
and the AVater master at Fort Trail. We caught them before they nloved
the last building, and we "You people are here for the benefit of
11A Indians because if it wasn't for us Indians you wouldn't have no
irrigation department here."

"Oh, no, we're-hot here for the benefit of you damned Indians," and
those are the exact words, "we're here for those non-Indians because
they are paying for this water."

"'Listen here," I said, "if it wasn't fo 1.amned Indians beinn. here
3 on wouldn't have a job."

And of all the problems that we have hadwe have got a lot of
sprinkler systems going on our reservation and a lot of deep wells,
and when an Indian goes to farming he doesn't have, you know, that
capital to go into the sprinkler system, he irrigates by gravity flow,
You irrigate below one of these sprinkler systems, there is no water
ever going to reach your property, for the simple reason that it takes
all the gravity out of the water, it. won't flow any more.

Out of the 110,000 acres of iarming land on our reservation, there is
vetually around 9,000 acres farmed by Indians the:nselves, even
although we. used to liftve, in my boyhood days, there used to be all
kinds of Indian farming and we ran all kinds of cattle, too. We are
down to absolutely p5thing now.

; But that5 was one of the reasons, you know, for forming this organi-
zation v.here we are going to try to reclain thi e land that Las- beenmined out.

And the. amount of lease rentals On our reservation are channeled
through the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Indians are supposed to getthe top dollar for their land, which they don't. When 1 first. became
a member, for the second time. of the. business council in 1963 the land
was leasing for $3.50 an acre, top price. Most of it was going for 50rents an acre. And right today on the lease rental adjustments that
they adopted here a couple of years ago, the land is still leasing farhelm: what. any other land leases for in tin' same area.

Whe the Indians are cmirerned with is that if we don't get some-thing done to protect our soil in the way of erosion and things of this
sort. there is not going to be no land to lease. because the. Indian can't

.farm it, himself any more for the simple reason they don't have themoney.
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When the Indian leases out his land, they have provisions in title 25

of how soon they are supposed to be paid. 'Well, we have got Indians

waiting for 4 to 6 months all the time, and on our reservation the in-

come level is very low. When you break it down familywise it probably

amounts to $4110 a year, and we have the average families, you know,

of five. There may be a few Indians that realize a large amount, but

that is also going down, just for the simple reason we don't have any

soil conservation practice. And what we have in mind
Chairman ABOUREZK. May I interrupt you?

-Mr. EDMO. Yes,
Chairman AnotTnurc. You have heard some of the other testimony

here today in response to questions we have asked about restructuring

the DIA. 1:30o you have any comments directly on that point?
Mr. EDMO. Do away with the area office. Put that power down at 'the

agency level so we can have direct lines on Washington, D.C. That's

what we have said, going back to the year of 1946 when the area offices

first come into being.
Chairman ABOUREZIE. What about a separate agencyI

Mr. EDMO. That deals with Indian affairs ?

Chairman Anounzzit. Out of the Interior Department.
Mr. EDMO. That would '.).3 all right, too, but the only thing that

would be involved there would be the change of administration,
wouldn't it ?

Chairman ABOUREZN. Not necessarily. What is the prospect of giv-

ing the tribes the right to make dtcisions and having whatever agency

exists as a technical service agency'?
Mr. En.sto. Well, it would be all right, in my opinion, but I am just

one member of the tribe.
Chairman ABOUREZIC. What do you think your tribe feels about it ?

Mr. Enno. Well, they would think that would be all right, the ma-

jority of them.
Mr. DELORIA. Mr. Edmo, have tribal members tried to get financing

through the Indian Financing Act or Farmers Home Administration

or any other Federal source togo into farming on their own?

Mr. EDMO. Yes: they have tried.
Mr. DELORTA. Thev have tried. What was the result?
Mr. EDMO. Well, ihey just didn't feel they had to pay that large in-

terest rate. you know, under the Indian Financing Act. We said that
oumelves. you know, at. the business council. We didn't feel we could

stand that. large interest rate that tney charge on that money. and

Farmers Home Administration, we have had, you know, experience
with them. Some of the tribal members have borrowed money to build

houses and llave all lost them because of the high interest rate and

otherwise.
Also, the neople in farming, they have a" iropped FHA, they have

went te nroduetion credit, you know. a few of them. Very few Indian::

can owl ify to get a loan on our reservation.
Mr. DmoniA. Ts the Threnn of Indian Affairs maldng any attempt

to assist the tribe itself or tribal members to gradually take land out of

lease and pnt it into tribal Indian control ?
Mr. Emno. None. They call that progress when you lease out all the

land.
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Commissioner Dm. Mr. Edmo, what role is your tribe playing inleasing this land? What is the role of the average tribal member inleasing the land ? Do they really know what is going on!
Mr. Enno. The majority of them don't know what is going on be-cause they sign a power of attorney to the superintendent. In mostcases the power of attorney that he sIgns is blank. They fill it in after-ward. So the Indian is bewildered, because we have a very limitedattionnt of education on our reservation.
Commissioner DIAL. There is no real negotiating going on with yourlay people, with tbe corporations, in regard to lease, right ? It is kindof a liode,e-podge. would you say ?
Mr. En-Aro. Wel l
Commissioner Dm. What I am saving : Are you "taken"?Arr. EMU). On the part of the tribe, we do all the leasiii g. on triballand. but when it conies to the individual allotment the Bureau of In-dian ifairs handler those leases.
Commissioner Dm. But are von "taken" on these leases ?
Mr. ELMO. What was that ?. Did you say are we "taken" on theseleases?
CummisQioner DIAL. Yes: this is a term I use. 1)o peopl , take ad-vantage of you ?
Mr. Emto. Yeah. right tr.td left..
Commisioner T)T.M. I (mess it. is very exiwnsive. Where T come fromit is not too expensive tot-farm, say. 1.000 acres. You need maybe fourfrai tors and a little equipment and you ean fro ahead. But liere \ritltirriqation involved it is quite an expensive project : isn't it ?Yr. Enun. YOH bet.
Commissione MAT. You are saying that the Government needs tomake available funds for Indian people to do some of their own busi-ness. rather than business from the outside ?

Ernro.
Commissioner Dm,. Do your people have interests in developingtheir own businesses. or in farming their land ?
11r. EnATO. Sure, tlley do.
Mrs. 11.1XTNE Elmo. Could T }weal, in here a little bit ? I j1I4 wantedto exPla in that a lot of our land is In irship land. We have a lot of In-dian neople that .,wn maybe 20-aere allotmcnts. and this heirship sta-tus of onr reservation is a hiq problem. Thi , is why onr land is leasedoat to individnal interests. This does create a problem.At one time T Senator Church submitted it bill to try toall, into that. butt the Tnd inn tribes felt is was a termination bill. Sothis is also a need that we have. We need technieal assistance in over-coming this Problem. So we would rather not lmve Comrress do it dueto the wa v Senator Cliumh's bill was worded. T feel it is up to theImlinn tribes to come tip with their own bill. latt they need tochniealassistance to come un with their own bill to overcome this problem.The tribe is trying to imy land in heirship status. but due to limitationson tribal funds. it really creates a problem.
Arr. FPATo. In connection with what she is saying about buyine-tribal land: Tn flue past year we spent a ronnd W0.000 of trilml moneytrying to /my hack interest in the heirsbin land.
Commissioner 1)1 NT,. T)o members of your tribe have some of tiletrood positions with the mining companies?

18c,4.
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Mr. Enmo. Tlw majority of them don't. The mine that is located on

our reservation. you know, the white man has the first priority. The

last time around when we negotiated a lease over 10 years ago. the

Bureau says, "Well, you don't have that right, you know, to put these

things in your lease agreement." But in this new lease that is drawn

up we have that provision in there, that there's goMg to be 75 percent

of our Indian people working there.
Mrs. BMW. A minimum of 75 percent. We are renegotiating the

lease.
Conunissioner DIAL. Looks like you need to ,stay right in there and

keep fighting.
Mr. Gorrrixo. Could T ask a question here in regard to the state-

ment Maxine mentioned in terms of you need technical assistance in

order to help the tribe develop a program that would approach the

solution to some of these problems for you; if that is what you need :

Have you asked the Bureau for funds to hire a planner or some busi-

ness activity in order to be directed by the trila. in accomplishing its

purposes and oNectives? Is there any effort being made to develop a

request- of the Bureau for that sort of assistance ?

Mr. EDIVO. No, we're been doing that on our own. We had a plan

all outlined on how we were going to accomplish this heirship. But
when it went to the Bureau our resolutions didn't get signed.

Mrs. Enmo. I might also add that the band analysis is restricting

and it plays one prorrram against the other. We have a two-page sheet

here just on the bamfanalysis.
Going over to education : I have it on my education testimony. that

was sulimitted to the Education Task Force, where we lost $100.o00 in

1 year in a mistake the Bureau of Indian Affairs made at the Portland

area office level. They inserted the figure in the band analysis that was

supposed to have been for northern Idaho and they switched it around,

We stood a loss of $100.000.
'We wrote letters to Congressmen and this has never been cleared up.

We asked the people that made the mistake to live up to it and some-

thing be done to them. but to this day nothing has been done. Then

the next year they took the OM out of the hand analysis. Then the

Bureau of Indian Affairs came up with a formula, and to this day

our Indian students are being punished for being educated in the
State of Idaho, and we are continuing to have the same problem.

Mr. linlio. Couldi SaVtinle is up?
Chairman ABOUREZK. DO you have one Mel?
Mr. TONASKET. Just a request. You made a statement that there

have been some Bum u of Indian Affairs' employees involved in tribal

conflicts or
Mr. Enmo. Politics.
Mr. TONASKET. Polities. that's the word. Couli you give ns sonic

documentation on that ? I think that is a very serious situation when

the MA tries to influence tribal politics.
Mr. EIYMO. Can We Ilse your offices for that purpose?
Mr. TONASKET. Give IIS Sonic proof, please.
Mr. Enmo. I might add, also, that on Some of these. the Bureau is

constantly undergoing restructering, realigning. and reorganizing for

the purpose of maximizing services to Indian people, and vet Indian
people are never involved Lit the decisionmaking. Usually, by the time
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it gets to our level. nt the agency level. inst in education alone they
submitted n -nr9r development policy to us that was that thick [indi-
cating]. ',, wanted a reaction from us within 2 days, and we re-
fused tO G do feel that that has to be clarified and I do feel the
Iiulitiii people at. the grassroots level know hest what the needs are in
Indian education and this goes for the whole thing. The only good
working relationship we have with the BIA is in the Education De-
partment at the local level. '...e rest of the time the othee staff never
try to help thc Land Committee or anybody else at the local level. I
do feel that Indians should have the right to say who works on their
reservation, because the way it is now you get people that are uncon-
cerned and could care less, and I do feel that Indians should be in-
volved in who the civil service people are that work on their
reservation.

The same way with this AlbuquerqueOffia=ne have had problems
with them. We submitted that m our testimony on education. All we
have had is problems with them. We feel it should be centralized in
the central office and people that are working for the best interests of
Indian .people should be the ones that are sent up to the central office
level rather than people that are deadbeats.

Mr. EDMO. Just one more thing
Mr. Go ErrING. To clarify the statement you just made, Maxine, what

office in Albuquerque are you talking about ?
lrr. EDMO. In several *instances we have had requests for training

from the National Indian Training Center, and I still don't know
how the structure is, we have never received a chart on the struc-
ture or anything.

Mr. GOETTINO. You are talking about the education office in Albu-
querque!

. Mr. ELMO. Yes.
Mr. GnErrtxn. It is attached to the central office ?
Mr. EDMO. Yes: and I always thought the boss was in Washing-

ton. D.C.. but it doesn't look that way. The people that signed the
turn-down, the letters always come from the Albuquerque office, and
that's who I am talking about.

Chairman Aeouavzic I hate to cut this )ff. I really do. but T ant
afraid in an effort to get as many people to testify as we could, we
scheduled too many witnesses and it gives everybody too silort a time.
What I would like to ask you to do is submit whatever other docu-
mentation you have for the record, it will be in the rec t that way.
We had better be moving on or we will never get. all ale witnesses
heard.

want to express my gratitude for your tes.timony. It was an excel-
lent s.tatement.

Mr. EDAM. We certainlv thank all of you for the pririlege.
Chairman Anot-mk. The next witness is Purcell Powless of the

Oneida.
I would like to welcome you to the hearings. We don't have as

loll!, a time as we originally had scheduled.

STATEMENT OF PURCELL POWLESS, ONEIDA TRIBE OF WISCONSIN

Mr. Powuss. You can cut me off when you get ready. I will go as
far as I can.

1 9
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My name is Purcell Powless. I am tribal chairman of the Oneida

Indian Tribe of Wisconsin, I am here today to testify on behalf of

my tribe on needs and programs related to the U.S. 13ureau of In-

dian Affairs. To 'a great degree, we are here to support a more
equitable distribution through the Federal delivery systems . or all

tribes and especially those tribes under the jurisdiction of the Minne-

apolis area and the Ashland agency.
The Oneida Tribe is a federally recognized tribe, entitled to cer-

tain annuity and other benefits, some of which we receive that are

especially provided for as symbols of the policy set forth in the trea-

ties, Constitution, and Northwest Ordinance, all of which evolve

further as symbols of the long struggle of the Oneidas to be for-

ever free, and that the Oneidas shall be forever free under the pro-

tection of the United States as set out in our treaty.
I would like to explain a little bit here about the annuities we

receive from the U.S. Government. We receive payment every

year of al:.out $1,800. At one timel up until 1957_, the Federal Govern-

ment was making 52 cents per capita payments. It was a treaty that we

had with George Washington at that time. So in 1957 the Bureau of

Indian Affairs approached the Oneidas and they wanted to make a

lump-sum settlement. They said it cost too much money to make out

the per capita payment, and we all received 52-cent checks. So we

didn't agree with any lump-sum settlement of $60,000.

Money isn't the principle of the thing. We wanted to keep our treaty

relationship with the U.S. Government. So we turned that down. They

offered us a $60,000 settlement. That is one of our treaties that we have.

So they didn't make the yearly per capita payment of 52 cents and

they elected to let this amount accumulate, and they made a pe:

payment in 1964, and we each received $4 and some cents.
'that was the last payment we had, and to this date we haven't

received a payment from this treaty, but each year they put this in

our treasuty, and I don't know when they are going to.make the next

payment, but we have an accumulation of about $20,000 in this treaty

now.
For 3 or 4 years we tried to get the Bureau of Indian Affairs to put

this treaty money in an interest-bearieg account. We sent in resolu-

tion after resolution, and I t' ve finally got it in. I'm not sure

yet. they never notified us wl are going to pay it off.

This is one of the treaties we J involved in.

Therefore 5
on behalf of the Oneida people, I am glad to have the

honoi to express to you our appreciation to lae able to come before this

Commission and express to you a number of the issues and problems

that face the Oneida Indians and other tribe,, in our area.
Our concern is that the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Indian Health

Serviees, and other Federal agencies please be reminded that VIP :..ave

alwayti been federally recognized Indians. We want the Congress in

their increasing concern for providing services to all Indians to re-
memher those who have always been under the trust and we request

that expanding budget be applied first to fair distribution and true

priorities of reservation people.
Our comments can be generally summarized as follows: The Min-

neapolis area office of the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Ashland
agency does not receive an equitable share of the Federal budget for
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reservation Indians. Related to that, the Oneida Tribe does not receive
a fair share within this existing overall inequity.

The 22 tribes 'presently in 4 State areas, which include Wiscon-
sin, receive approximately only 3 percent of the Federal programs for
Indians and yet we comprise 6 to 10 percent of the service population.

There are 80 Indians for every Bureau of Indian Affairs employee
in the Minneapolis area. On the other end of the spectrum there are23 to 29 percent in seven other BIA areas. We might say something
humorous about this if we had not lost so much of our land.

The BIA budget is the most shocking. The four-State area receivesonly percent of the total budget. Inequity and the bureaucracy have
ganged uvon us here.

All federally reeomnized tribes should become reeogrnized as a part
of the budget"line irems in the Indian congressional budget. Budgets
should be. developed, programed, and maintained on a tribe by tribefair share basis.

The Oneida Tribe has consistently supported Indian tribes and
individuals who are not given their legal rights and are not r,cognized
as federally recognized tribes. The legal right to be. recognized as a
tribe and consequently for its members to just be an Indian under the
law, with all its imphcations, is a cornerstone and fundamental right.

We were pleased when the terrible Menominee termination process
was corrected by legislation and that service and trust status were
properly restored and budgeted by the. MA. We are further pleased
to see that the tribes in Maine are at least being federally recognized
and given their legal rights and likewise are being recognized by
budget and trust status. Like. these tribes, the Oneidas have suffered
much and have been divested of their lands and rights by a trusteewho has all but sponsored unsupervised losses of land which wereguaranteed by treaty which "pled:2rd that the Oneida lands shall be
secured forever." The Oneida Tribe has found out to its sorrow thatforever took only 100 years.

We also note that in each one of these cases the tribes are being
recognized within a budget line submission. In the case of the Maine
Indians the two tribes will receive benefits of approxinlately ki mil-lion a year, an average of $2.000 per person as reported by the
A dmin ist nit i on.

The question is: How does an original treaty. and probably OM' of
flu, first Federal tribes recognized under the Constitution t.,.et in on(rood deal ? With a 0.500 tribal enrollment a nd wit h 2.700 people
at home. those rates would be worth from million to million
annually. The Oneidas might be persuaded to give up the area officesand varions other parts of I1TA Administration for a real budget withlatitude under a line item called Oneida Tribe of Wisconsin.

The Oneida Tribe is entitled to be informed and allowed to par-
ticipate in the specifics of the budget process of the Bureau of Indian
A trn i rs in accordance with .-ection 476 of 25 -United States Code which
states 'The Secretary of the Interior shall advice such tribe or its

vollncil of all a ppropriat ion estimates or Federal projects for
the la.nefit of the t ribe prior to the snbmission of such est intates to I he
littrean of the Budget and the

iSt.
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I would like to point out and PI nphasize also at this time that when
the Oneida Tribe agreed to organize under the 1931 act we did not
agree nor would we now agree to negotiate with the Federal Govern-
ment through any kind of intertribal, regional, or national adminis-
mtion or organization. This was forced on us and our attitude is that

"a deal is a deal." This Commission is coneerned with national repre-
sentation of Indian tribes. We recommoul that each tribe speak for
itself as agreed in t reaty, U.S. Constitution, and statute.

The Oneida Tribe is entitled to a minimum budget related to Federal

trust responsibilities. Anything less constitutes a blidgetary violntion
of that trust. The Bureau of Indian Affairs is requested to locate a

new agency in Oneida, Wisconsin, which will also administer the trust
responsibility for four other tribes in east-central Wisconsin. These
tribes are entitled to have the Bureau of Indian Affairs administrate
for the protection of five. trines with 78,049 acres in filet and 0.232
Indians living on reservation, at some point near their present location.

A very valuable property was recently lost near the Green Bay

Mintivipal Airport. Allottea land from our tribe which was adjacent

to tribally held land was condemned for "public use" on October 3,
1973. On the same day the Ashland agency of the BIA. was served,
that same agency notified its Branch of Realty that it. was out of funds

and could not attend meetings, proposed rights-of-way and leases,
ot vet era, or do any other business requiring travel. This is the posi-
tion of the trustee in the Ashlaml agency of the BIA.

The Ashland agency has again notified the tribe on May 1 that
travel is restricted. This might not be a problem for other tribes. but
the Oneidas are located 250 miles away from the Ashland agency. It
is interest ing to note that. alt hough exceptions were allowed, t rust func-

t ions were not included. I umlerst mid that the MA has spent $30 mil-
lion neer ,ne last 3 years in travel. If this money isn't being spent by
the MA at the agency level. then I suggest that the area directors
just stay honce for a few years or retire altogether.

The BIA's trust administration must he improved overall. Three
years ago when the Bureau couldn't afford to e0111C t o Oneida we were
in the inid4 of a battle with the county of Green Bay which was at-
temptino. to condemn allotment land that bordered on tribal land.

If our situation wasn't so tragic it might be humorous. A few years

Imek several agreneiesinelnding HIM. SBA. BIAand the local
bank collaborated on an indust rial irk. including a business which

proved, after considerable investment, not to be feasible. The only
thing that prevented the local hank from taking full legal possession
uf the building was that- the BTA had never approved the or:ginal
lease. So much for our diligent trustee

The t rustee is prominent in other 11. :ts related to our tribe.
Tn 19G7 Congress awarded a cla iicu ettlement to the thwidn Indians.

Nine Years later we al e still waiting and through Imre:titer:16e

bungling we hax been thwarted oi er and over frcan complet ing the
implementation of a i)lan for distrihutionfirst through not rem-
nletino the t rihal rolls and tiow through the lark of approval hy the

DTA of nor distribution plan.
T would like to explain a little bit al )ont this Halms money we are

talking. about here. In 1907 he Oneida Tribe. Stmlihride and Aluneie
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and Bretherton, were awarded a claim. According to the act, we were
required to update our tribal rolls, which we did, within 2 years, and
then the Oneida Tribe of Indians adopted a distribution ;Ian where
they set aside 85 percent of this claims money for per capita plyment,
and the other 15 percent was set aside for reservation development.

We presented this plan to the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and ender
this 85 percent distribution plan we had a plan where we would pay
out this money over a period of 19 years. The accumulation of the
interest on this money amounted to about $1,400,000-some and the
plan was to take the $400,000 and pay out. a per capita payment ot
$176 to each eligible member, and then the $1 million we would invest
in an interest-bearing act. -unt and each year after that we won. s. make
another per capita payment with the 6 percent interest. When we
finally would have this all paid out, we would still have our $1 million
in trust.

So the Bureau of Indian Affairs requested that we present a p.an,
which we did. So last November they made a. first per capita payment
and we were able to pay to all the elderly Indians, up to 60 years and
over, a per capita payment of $176.

Well, then, on Janeary 1 we were foreed to make anothe-e payment
wliere we would be aole to pay the next age group, which would be
f,.om 5.2 to 60. Well, they made one payment and then tip Bureau of
'Lndian Affairs stopped all payments. Somebody didn't approve our
plan. So now we are held up again. This is the 3ituation we are in.
I don't know when we are going to start making this payment distribu-
tion again. We wrote numerous lettei., to Congressmen and everybody.
We are still i deed center, I guess.

Commissioner BORIUUDOE. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask what
reason was given for holdin.g this up and was there any advance notiee.
given to you so that you had some indication that. payments might
be withheld ?

Mr. PoweEss. There was 110 notice given when we didn't start re-
ceiving our payment. The Bureau of Indian Affairs was supposed to
distribute this money, then when we inquired as to why the next age
group wasn't. receiving their payments they said. "Well, t he Secretary
of tln Interioror somehodyaidn't approve the plan."

Well, if nobody approved the plan. r don't. know who started the
payment. Some of the reasons they gave in there was thatT think in
this plan the Oneida Tribe said they would only pay out descendants
.,; Oneida'syou know, there are ft lot of intermarriagesany heirs
that would be white wouldn't reeeive this payment. So that was 0110
of the reasons they said we can't do this. But t his is our money and we
thought we Shollld be able to pay out who we want to.

That is one of the reasons they gave us. I don't really know where
it is at now.

Chairman AllOntr.7.7i. Percy. are they admitting the payments they
have made already are in error?

Powrss. They never 111 d admitted anything. 111ey also sent
.2.(100 cheek to our trust committee for those that. were deeeased and

then----
Mr. Clorrri NE:. Was that a imrt ot' the plan ?
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Mr. Pow Lyss. That was part of the plan. Those elderly that were
deceased and were eligible, the Bureau sent the cheek for that amount

to the tribe.
Mr. Gomm. Looks like they are selecting that portion of the

plan they want to honor and then turning down the rest of the plan
the tribe wants to honor.

Mr. POWLESS4 Well, '1.1ey are turning down th whole plan. We want
them to honor our plan. 1Ve don't want them to tell u:4 how to dis-
tribute our money. They asked us for a plan and this is what we sub-

mitted. I don't know what they are really doing about it.
Mr. TONASKET. Could I ask a question before you go on, on not

approving the plan, you keep referring to "they": Could you give us

some names of "they'?
Mr. POWLESS. I suppose you would start with Commissioner

Thompson.
Mr. TONASKET. Have you had assistance from the agency level?

Did they support you?
Mr. PowLEss. Well, not really, nobody commits ,nemselves. I don't

know. I hear the name of Klensky and some other names, I don't
know,

Mr. TONASK ET. Whoever is acting at that particular moment?
Mr, POWLEss. In the agency there is somebody acting different every

day. They don't have a superintendent there. Every time you call there.

there is a different person. Nobody has really told us when they are
going to approve this plan.

Mr, TONASKET. Kind of like wrestling with a jellyfish, isn't it?'
Mr. POWLESS. Something like tlmt.
Chairman Anounnit. Percy, I think once again we are running

overtime now. I wonder if I could ask you if you would submit your
entire statement for the record and the record will be open for any
additional submissions you want to make.

Mr. Powrass. I would like to add a little more first. It won't take
that, much time. I would like to explain our situation here.

Our rezervation originally was 65.000 aems and we lost the whole
reservation excepting 400 acres of allotted land that was held in trust
for the incompetents at that time. and in 1934. in the Indian Reorgani-
zation Act. the "Bureau was able to buy back 2000. acres. So we have a
'2.000-acre checkerboarded reservation, and at that time tle>y were only
able to buy back some marginal land.

The situation we are in now is that we already have over a hundmi
units of housing and we have an allocation of 40 more units, and we
went to FHA to try to .rret more money for more land acquisition so
we could have home sites'-for these 40 units.

Well. PHA tells us how are .we going to amortize this loan, and all
this and that.

Out of 1his2.000 acres we don't have enough init.( left that will pass
the IITTD standards whore we car put in a septic a.id well system. So
we got ahout 2.000 acres of submarginal land that isn't good for flrm-
ing. it, is mostly wet lands. We are tying to fiuu money or borrow
money f-om FIFA. or wherever, the %real". for more lant'l acquisition
heeause or the need for housing o" onr reservation. Thir is a big prob-
lem low. Even thouf,..,11 we have over a hundred units of housing, We

1 si;,
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are still ovikreeowded, people coming back from the cities that are
looking for home sites. I think most of them were relocating from the
early fift les.

We have all kinds of problems in &livet s. of services. We asked for
a subagency to lie located in our area, and they haven't done anything
On that yet. We even told the Bureau that if ihey establish an agency
.at Menominee Comity we will accept services there. They don't have
to give us an agency, we would-just accept any kind of services. That.
would be better titan the situation is now. We are 250 miles from
the agency and when they restrict thee travel of the employees you
don't get many services.

I would like to thank you for allowing me to testify. I have had
copies of this made.

Chairman Alluvia:zit. I want. to thank you very nmeh, too. Percy,
for your tnst imony.

The next witness is Roger Jim of the Yakima Indian Nation.
I would like to welcome you to the hearing. Roger. I hate to be

the one to bear bad news every time, but I have to ask you if you will
kiwi of compress your testiniony.

STATEMENT OF ROGER ma, YAKIMA INDIAN NATION

Mr. JIM. I wouldn't worry about my statement. It isn't very long
and I don't. want to take up too much of the time of the. Commission.

Chairman Awa.timi. It isn't our thne, it is really the thne of the
other witnesses that. we are worried about.

r. NI. OK, I'm ready if you are.
My name is Roger Jim, Sr. I am legislative chairman of the tribal

eouneil.
The Yakima Wien Nation has reviewed the is::ites On the structure

of t he Bureau Of Indian Affairs.
This is the feeling of thn. Yakinms ia respect to the trust responsi-

bilities. Fiduciary responsibility is delegated from the U.S. Cono.ress
to tlw Seeretary of the Interiorwhich fidneiary means that tlarSec-
retary acts in the best interest and in the. utmost good faith with iv-
gard to the beneficiary with strict honesty and candor. It is of the most
int ilium. of t rustee benefieiary relat ionsh

The speeial relationship is then delegated to the Commissioner of
Indinn Affairs and on down to the local ageney snlwrintendentno
portion is diminished. And I think you have heard through the testi-
monies presented today tliat there is a lot or conflict in this area.

.1 00 often our trustee feels overly concerned with tile people when
tht.re is already a tribal government to do this. Wlmt is needed is a
v:.rolLas en foreement of our treaty rights a-, they relate to the land.
wai cr. and other l'e:-ollrees. The,-t` t he areas o'f immense pressures
on tlw t ii Iic and t lw place where protection is sought and needed the

The powers exercised by the Commiss:oner of Indian Affairs must
express this fidu,"iary respthisibility as a trustee of Ow treaty. lands.
waters, fishing mei *hunting rights and other rights in this implied
trust. Ile can only act- in good faith and from proper motive. but
also within the lamnds of reusonable judpluent in his discretion as
a trustee of the treaty rights.

V)
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This year. 1976, the trust relationship., as delegated to the Seeretary
of the Interior on down to local supermtemlents, must recognize the
self-determination as was implied in the treaty to only do what the
beneficiary wanted and wants with checks and balances as expressed

by the benefkiary.
.Today the Secretary of the Interior, with his delegations of author-

ity; does not always act in the best interest of the -beneficiaries be-

cause of a conflict of it terest, and I think you have heard much of it

today and I don't want to go into it.
Because of the pronmlgations of the Code of Federal Regnlations

that provides the trustee with regulations contrary to the fiduciary

trust responsibility as expressed in the treaty, the bureaucracy known

as the Bureau of Indian Affairs many times has prevented the bene-

ficiaries' self-determination because of the conflict with the Code of

Federal Regulations. Trust obligations to Indians have been affirmed

up to this time and will be, I presunw, in the future, by the statutes
and by the courts.

I would like to quote what some of you must realize, was made in

1787, article 3 of Northwest Qrdinance of 1787 :

The utmost good faith shall Always be observed towards the Indians, their
lands and property shall never be taken from them without their consent. and in

their property rights, and liberby they shall never be invaded or disturbed un-

less in just and lawful wars aWthorized by Congress : but laws founded in jus-

tice and humanity shall from time to time, for preventing wrongs being done to

them, and for preserving peace4nd friendship with them.

This is the way that it was supposed to be and in this Bicentennial

year, you have had an earful today of what has happened since that
time, we have experienced a failure of the fiduciary trust relationship

as was intended by the treaty between the Yakimas and the U.S.

Government.
The need to restructure the Bureau of Indian Affairs as desired by

the Yakimas will only reflect, as I am going to say a few things in

relation to the Secretary df the Interior's trust, responsibility and his

delegation of authority tO people under him, especially to ihe Com-
missioner of Indian A ttairk

Discretionary authority.: Must be of the highest fiduciary trust re-
sponsibility; exercise of fr)wers and control of his deputy commis-

sioner, his solicitors, program directors and his staff: direct, com-

munications and dissemination of information between Commissioner

and tribal leaders. We find there is pigeonholing of important docu-

ments between him, his itatf, anti the tribal leaders. Oftentimes. we

find important eommunie:0 ions ace months late. Commissioner author-

ities and tribal authorityonly oneto recognize his trust respon-
sibility to be of the higheat fiduciary relationship with the tribes.

In i..losing I would say. the Yakimas have a treaty with the U.S.
Government, and want the'Secretary of the Interior with his delegated
authority to carry his trust eesponsibili+y out to the fullest.

That is all I have to say, Mr. Chairman, and I thank you for this
time. If there are any questions?

Chairman AnorizEZK. '1",hank you very much. I would ust like you

to respotni to the questiofris I have put to the other witnesses about
rest rut uriag of the Bum:in of Indian Affairs, which is what the hear-

!
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ings were called for. You have heard the questions and perhaps some
of the discussion. How do you feel about it and how does Your tribe
feel about changing the structure of the 13IA, setting up a trusteoun-
ell authority, all of thosethinp we have discussed?

Mr. Jr 3r. I have run this by our tribal council. They have mixed
feelings, as you probably .have experienced with the testimony., in
respect to the abolishnlent or changing. We would like to see us have
a voice in the structure. If it is going to be restructured we would like
to have a voice in it like we have expressed in respect to the Code of
Federal Regulations. We feel that the tribes today must have a voice
in all of its business that relates

Chairman ABOTIREZK. Rol4er, that is whit, these hearings are for, to
(rive the Indians a voice. I have got to be Niery frank, .1 haven't heard
much of a voice on restructuring today. A\ few of the N. itnesses have
talked about it but not too many, and that is what I would like to
hear How you believe it ought to be restrictured ; how the Indians
believe it ought to be restructured, if it has to be restructured. Maybe
some of the Indians don't think it should be, but if you do think so, I
would like ,to hear how it. should be do 4e, what is the best way to
deliver service to the Indian people.

I would hik4 to ask the witnesses that are yet to testify if they would
please-restric their testimony to those issues, I think it is fine to talk
,about these i)ther issues, but the thing is, there is just not enough time
to talk aboutithem all, at least if we are trying to structure this kind
of a hearing to discuss one ce-tain issue. If we, as a Commission, are to
learn anything fr,--Yi the Indhai people we have to have you speak to
that issue of restt acturing of the MA. If the Indian people can't
speak to it, I don't know who can. It is not going to be deolt with if the
Indianssdon't do it, So I would like everybody to try , think ahead
of time what the best way to do this is and discuss it with us. Other-
wise, we are not going to know. We are going to come up with a very
confused result on the report.

Mr. .113r. Mr. Chairman, as I said before, I ran this before our
tribal council and this is the way they felt, that is : If the Secretary
would only realize that he has this responsibility and the rest of his
people would act in the same way, that no portion of his authority
really can be delegated on down. and his responsibility to those people
that he is responsib;:, to in a fiduciary relationthip. That's why we
didn't point out any of the other issues, if this is the way it was in-
tended in the beginning, then that is the way he must carry it out
today..

Chairman ABOUREZK. In theory, Roger, that is fine, but if the Sec-
retary recognized his responsibility we wouldn't be here today. The
fact is, he doesn't recognize his responsibility and we have to force him
to do so. That is why we are discussing restructuring of the BIA so
we can figure out the best way to force him to recognize his responsi-
bility: through what means can we do this? That is what we would
like to discuss.

Mr. JIM. My personal feeling in relation to this. the Indian, the
tribal leader. m ust be involved in all the decisionmaking in the Bureau
of Indian Affairs and to direct any branch or any program on the
local agency level without having the Code of Federal Regulations
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thrown in our face and say, "I'm sorry, Chief, but I can't do it because
the Code of Federal Regulations says that I can only do certain
things." That is why we have only mentioned the Code of Federal
Regulations in my talk, that is the backbone, or rather, seeing that the
Bureau of Indian Affairs uses that when the tribal leader starts to
force one of the officers on the agency level or on the area level and on
up to the central office to do something for them. I have heard that
time and again, and I think self-determination today is regulated, and
I don't feel verygood about that. I feel the tribes must express their
own self-determination without being regulated by a law such as
Public Law 93-638.

Chairman ABotraux. We are trying to give the tribes an oppor-
tunity to do so but they are not taking the opportunity. That is all
I have got to say._

Mr. DELORIA. May I ask two questions I
Mr. Jim, in your opinion, does the area office serve any useful fun&

tion in the administration of the Bureau services
Mr. Jor. Many times it is a deterrent to an advancement of the tribe.

I think in our area maybe it would be best if we, didn't have an area
office, so there would be a direct communication between the tribes
and the central office. We don't usually go there, especially the Yaki-
mas, we always go to Washington and the staff up there. /

Mr. DELORIA. Thank you. I have one question perhaps you could /
consider. rdon't mean to ask for any information that the Yakima/
Indian National may consider, copfid.ential, but I think it would )3e
interesting to have from a nurnbeir of tribes an indication of the cost
to the tribe of legal services in trying to force the trustee to fulfill the
trust obligation. It would be interesting if the Yakima Indian Nation
would Share that with uS to find out how much it costs you to get the
trustee to live up to his obligation, if you could submit that later.

Mr. Jar. Yes; we will.
Chairmari ADMIRE= e,Romer7

thank you very imich for your appear-
anee and your testimony.

The next panel of witnesses, James Hill, Jim McLean and Sherman
Wright of the Rosebud Sioux.

I would like to welcome you to the hearings. I want, before you
start, to request that you restrict your discussion to the issue of re-
-structuring of the BIA. if you think it is necessary. In discussing that
issue, would you restrict it to the problems you see in the existing
strut 'lire ? And then, if you want to, be specific about how the struc-
ture (flight to be changed so the services can better be delivered, so that
there would be a freer flow of ideas, and so on, in the tribes.

Mr. SHAW. We will be very specific, Senator.
Chairman Anourimit. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF JAMES SHAW, ACCOMPANIED BY SHERMAN
WRIGHT, ROSEBUD SIOUX TRIBE

Mr. SHAW. My name is .Tames Shaw, S-h-a-w, not James Hill, and
I am a member of the Rosebud Sioux Tribal Council, Rosebud, S. Dak.

With me is Mr. Sherman Wright, the 701 planning director for the
Rosebud Sioux Tribe.
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It lone, whose resPonsibility would be to fulfill trust obligations. This
institution should be staffed by officials chosen by the Indiantribes.

This deals with the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. The Rosebud'
Sioux Tribe feels that the Commissioner of Indian Affairs should be

elected by all of the Indian tribes and not be politically appointed
by the President of th`e United States. How else can the rndian tribes
practice their self-determination if they do not have any voice or
input into who will be their Commissioner.

The area office : The Rosebud Sioux Tribe strongly urges that. all.
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs area offices be streamlined in a fashion.
to meet the needs expressed by all the tribes.

The personnel in these area .offices would only act as advisers or
consultants, in a technical assistance capacity, and not as the tribes'
decisionmakers. In this manner the tribes can decide on their own de-
tertninations. This cut-down of personnel at the area level would help
to increase more moneys going d:rectly to the tribes to meet more needs
of the local people.

A few short recommendations here that. like I say, wouldn't mean
much unless the first one. the one we think is the priority, of getting
the Bureau of Indian Affairs out from underneath the puppet strings
of the Secretaryof the Interior and the Department of the Interior:
Have the Commissioner of Indian Affairs be appoint&I or elected by
Indian tribes.

Reasons: An appointed or elected Commissioner would definitely
be an asset to the tribes.

The Commissioner would be more responsive and sympathetic to the
requests and the needs of all Indian people.

If appointed by tribes rather than by the President, the position of
the Connnissioner would become more. of an advocate of the Indian
rather than an advocate of high political powers and big business.

Another recommendation : Governmental financing directly to tribes
for education of tribal councilmen and officers for the purpose of.buikl-,
ing a stronger and more stable. tribal government.

Reasons: With. adequate pay. tribal council and tribal positions
would attract. more qualified leaaers.

Good leadership through education can and will bring back respect
to tribal governments throughout Indian country.

This funding would insure tribal priorities to be taken care of with
other Federal funding and tribal income.

The Rosebud Sioux Tribe is sick and I ired of the big ripoff, which
I know many tribes are aware of. It starts out with big business, comes
down through the Secretary of interior, through the Department of
the Interior, through the Bureau. I have heard everybody taking slaps,
stabs, kicks. and a lot of verbal abuse of the Bureau, and rightfully so.
They deserve it. But they fail to look at the upper part of the people
that cause itbig business, Standard Oil, coal companies. The Bureau
is within the Departnwnt of the Interior. Nobody gets hurt but the
Indian. And the Rosebud, like I say, is sick and tired of it.

The only way we can stop this kind of nonsense is with a separate
agency to be governed by Indian people. The Bureau should be work-
ing for Indian people, not for the Secretary of the Interior or not for
any Department, any Senators. Congressmen or even the President

1 9
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a the United States It is time the Indians stopped being the
scapegoats.

Speaking for flu:Rosebud Sioux Tribes: If this Commission is going
to pursue and do what it said it is going to do and what it is set up
to do, the Rosebud Sioux Tribe will definitely be behind you, and I
am speaking for the Rosebud Sioux Tribe.

That is all I have to say.
Chairman AMUREZK. Jim, that was an excellent presentation. I want

to thank you my' much. In fact, you have answered all of my ques-
tions in your original testimony.

Commissioner IlTurrEcsow. 'Mr. Chairman, I have a question.
James, I would like to ask you this: In the event we would, say, pro-

vide for the establishment oi a Commissioner of Indian Affairs to be
elected by the tribes, how do you perceive this individual functioning
as an advocate for Indian people working within the administrative
and executive branch of Government, still taking into account we have
got the Office of Management and Budget constantly facing us in the
funding operations?

M. SHAW. Like I say, I am new to tribal government. I don't havb
all the answers, but one way, the Commissioner, rather than being ap-
pointed by the President, he doesn't have the political powers and
pressures leaning on him constantly, and being appointed by thqtribes
or elected by the tribes, he has got a responsibility there 'because we
are going to be more cr less controlling his pay check. And as far as
the /Office of Management and Budget, I think you have got me
stumped. Like I say, I am just new to the tribal government and I
don't have all the answers.

Commissioner WTTITECROW. Let me just inject this as a point of
thought. I would like to ask you to give that some thought and give
it some study and follow it up with some recommendations because 'it
is a very definite stumbling block in funding of programs for In-
dians. It is pretty prevalent at the present time recognizable all over
the country that we do have a Commissioner of Indian Affairs within
the present system whose hands are pretty well tied. He is pretty well
at the whim and the beck and call of the Secretary of the Interior.
If R C shouki 'perhaps make some recommendations insofar as trying to
take it out of the Interior Department and create a separate agency,
there are several different types of agencies or different locations for
this agency.

I would lik3 to ask you if you would think about this: Should it be
under some other department of the Government, such as the State
Department, because of the treaty relationships that we have? Or
should it be a separate operational commission, thereby allowing the
Corgress to function as an advocate for the American Indian t When
we look at the Constitution of the United States, wIth the Congress
retaining this authority to deal with the American Indian, I would
like to ask you if yot: would think about those things?

Mr. SIIAIV. I ran give you a short comment on it right now. I think if
we start changing the Bureau from one department to another, we
are back into the same problem we have under the Department of the
Interior. My own personal feeling, I haven't discussed it with the tribe,
is that maybe the answer would be to create another department, a
Department of Indian airs, strictly on its own.

1 9 6
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Commissioner WiIIMROW. With Cabinet status for the Secretary?
Mr. Smtw. Yau bet.
Mr. Wmoirr. You mentioned the Offiee of Management and Budget :

Why can't the Office of Management and Budget listen to all the tribes
and we resubmit our programs and our budgets 2 years ahead of thne?
They, in turn, make out the budget according to that, racher than us.
Like I Fugmit t ed a program under the tribe, hut in the meantime
President Ford already proposed a cut in it, they are still having
hearings on it. We are coining in after the fact, and we are still over-
ating under the cut for the next year. Rather than all of the tribes
having a program and the budget sent in you know, vice versa, the
w i.tv it s presently set up, is what I am talkingabout.

C.'ommissioner WurrEcaow. I think we all realize that OMB is
probably the most powerful Federal agency that we have. They con-
trol the purse strings and any time you control the purse strings you
don't have very many words to say once they make their
determinations.

In reality, and I would just like to make this as a passing comment,
this has been my feeling for many, many yeam now, buCI feel per-
haps we do have, or there is a possibility that we would have enough
program moneys provided if we could identify all of them. Currently,
as you know, theyare so scattered out and pigeonholed in every area

iof Government it s difficult to find them. We have got an awful lot of
Indian people that don't know where the money is. If we could cen-
tralize them under one department, such as you have suggested, maybe
we could redefine and redirect these moneys and still encourage OMB
not to reduce any funding but to provide that funding and just re-
direct it.

I would appreciate it if you would think about that because we
must. always take into account we have got to have, an advocate for
Indian affairs within the executive branch in addition to being in the
legislative branch.

That is all I have.
(*Commissioner Ada Deer assumed the Chair.]
Mr. ToN-Asium Could I ask a couole of questions ? These are more

on the mechanics of the recommeidations that you made. Knowing
the Federal Government relies so 'heavily on qualifications for any-
bodvparticularly if you are an Indian, you know, you can't get a
job 'unless you are qualified, then they set it kind of goofywould you
foresee the Go-vernment setting.down the qualifications for the Com-
missioner that we would he voting on, or would the tribes he setting
the qualifications that could be agreed upon by the Federal Govern-
ment? Ifave you discussed any of that sort of thing?

Mr. SHAW. Well, any time the Indian people try to do something,
you know darn well thlere IA going to be Federal guidelines handed
down from the top. If this separate agency is set up. and the people
are strong enough to hack it. I would like to son them telling the
Federal reguhtion to go to 1 Il, the Indian people are on deck and
are going to set the gu idel hies.

Mr TONASKET. Thank you. My second question : Knowing that if
we. got a recommendation and it looked pretty good that it could he
carried out, that Indians would plea a Connnissioner or Secretary

1 9
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. Some of the things that we find to be extremely difficult to deal with

in the Bureau of Indian Affairs is their inability to net according to
*their own guidelines, of which we find there are either a limited number

'of or that they have guidelines that are in direct conflict with the pre-

vious guidelines or new guidelines that may come out.
One of the areas that we find to be of deepest concern is areas such

'as the precontract audits that are to be conducted by the Bureau of

Indian Affairs before entering into contracts with any contractor such

.as we happen to be. Instead, they will do such thirigs as give us a letter

.stating that they will accept our proposal or proposals and that in
lieu of the precontract audit we will be subject to ongoing types of
intervention throughout the .contract year. We feel that in order for

to establish a workable base from which.we can deal with the con-
tracts themselves, it is necessary for us to have 'a reasonable under-

standing through perhaps a precontract audit, of where we have been

'and where they would like-us to go.
Insofar as United Tribes is carrying out what we consider to be a

govermnent trust function, that is, the education of Indian people,

it would seem to me that the Bureau of Indian Affairs would do every-

thing they could, nmke every effort possible, to see that this particular
lunction was carried out to the full extent that we are trying to ac-

complish the same within the confines of the contracts that weluive.

Recently we submitted toConaress, on both the House and the. Senate

side, testimony outlining the alisolute need for educational-vocational
'education programs in Indian country. Vocational education seems to

be one of those areas in Indian country that people simply do not like

to address themselves to, and yet we find that nationally 88 percent of

the people who are going to be in any kind of meaningful employment
:across the United Statesthese are all citizens of the United States
are going to be involved in employment that requires some kind of

ski ls or technical training.
Why we have not been able to find that as a priority issue within the

total avect of the Bureau of Indian Affairs I do not know, or within
some of the other areas that we have dealt with, such as the National
Indian Organizations. It would seem to me that if we are indeed look-

ing toward a substantial economic development on the reservations
and a realization of self-determination in its truest form, we must not
Only measure the amount of natural resources that are available, such
tis agriculture. or mining or timber or recreation, or whatever it might
be, -we must also measure the human resources that are available there
and do those things that would be conmensurate with the development
of the human resources in direct relat ionship to the development of
the economic base through the development af our own natural
resources.

I feel that the Bureau of Indian Affairs has in many ways abrogated
its responsibility not only to us as contractors in trying to provide
these services but Indian people at large, insofar as they do notand
let me emphasize thatabsolutely do not take this on as a viable con-
cern within the total structure. They do not provide for us through
their mechanisms, whether it is because of the lack of vocationally
oriented people within the Bureau itself or whatever the reason may be

the kind of technical assistance that we would need to conduct some
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very worthwhile and extensive programs beyond what we are presently
doing.

With that, I would like to turn thisover to Mr. Le Pera, who is going
to be discussing some of the contracting problems that we are faced
with.

Mr. LEPERA. One of the problems that we find when we enter into
a contract with the Bureau is that they have a concept of general ob-
jectives ,or goals that is, in our case we are a vocational training
school with a goa'l of providing vocational training and supplemental
adult education to Indian people from the reservations.

Now, once you have entered into a contract both parties have signed,
we find that we don't hear from the Bureau until the end of the pro-
gram or after the program is ended and they come in and they will do
certain evaluations on certain programs. We have various title pro-
grams there.

What we would like to do and what we recommend is that if we canbuild into the contracting process a means by which at the inception
of a program being signed into effect that we are able to have people
from the Bureau who have certain expertise, referred to as technical
assistance in many areas, come out to the actual contract location and
physically come out therepantnvork with our people at the initial
stages. to be able to forekftst and promulgate and anticipate and work
with these p le so_that they can come up with a program.for future
action. The. cov all the educational programs.

In addition to that, we should have an ongoing relationship with the
Bureau so that we can call up or write or talk with these people whom
we have just contracted with and who should obviously have an inter-
est in what is happening with, the program, to be able to call up and
say, "Listen, we think we have a problem in a certain area. Can you
send someone out or some people out to look it over and give us some
advice, or can we, conversely, come to you and we'll bring you the
problem?"

And then, of course, which is in existence now, is the final evalua-
tion, but I would think and I suggest that to have a meaningful evalua-
tion of a program you need to have this continuity throughout the
program.

Commissioner WiirrEcaow. Excuse me, Mr. LePera.
Mr. LEPERA. Certainly.
Commissioner WHITECROW. May I ask you a question ? Have they

made any attempt whatsoe-er to write in any of your contraets any
,;ype of an ovaluation program provided ehher on a local basis or from
the funding agency that is performing the contract?

Mr. LEPERA. The only wording that we have in our contract states
that rpon request we can seek some assistance from the contractor,
which are just words, and they don't have the people thore.

Commissioner WHITECRow. You are saying, then, that the Bureau is
not setting up the same kind of an evaluation process, let's say, the
Department of Labor might do with their CEDA. program

Mr. LEPFlot. As far as I know, what happens with CEDA, I would
agree that is correct. There is not an on-going give-and-take com-
munication evaluation, whatever term you want to put on it. It is at the
beginning of the year and at the end of the year, and sometimes it is
not even at the end of the year in some of the programs.

20u
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As an aside, a contractor such as us, who are intertribal organiza-
tions, the contract that we put out with the Government is substan-
tially less than if the Government were to contract with, say, Bendix
t.'orp. or some of the other ofitside organizations to perform the same
fpnction. So, in essence, they are _getting a good dealt RO to speak, on
the contract price butthey ere still not getting the quality as far as the
/unavailability of these experts.

Mr. DrzoRrA. What items are left? There is no profit built in. Are
1 there any other items that a private corporation would be paid for that

7/ you are not paid for in the contract I
Mr. LEPERt. They would be built into the contract when the bid

would be made. They would be costs and figures for these types of con-
sultants. They would either have them on staff, which mould be built
Into the contract, or they would have it built into the contract where
they eculd go out and'Obtain the consultants.

Mr. DELORIA. They don't allow you to budget for consultants at all
in your contract

Mr. LEPEnA. That is correct. We are basically given a figu:e which is
available. At the present time we are talking about anywhere be-
tweenbase contracts-41.4 to $1.15 million. Within that figure we are
told that we have to perform a certain function, and that is: educate
and provide training facilities for "re" number of Indian type people,
with certain other services that are to be rendered.

Mr. DErionTA. And there is no allowance for an internal evaluation
Mr. LEPEna. That is correct.
Mr. MEAN& We have made the request every year since I have been

at United Tribes1 and that is going on Oh years now. To date we aro
to receive a positive reply along with that technical assistance or that
assistance to complete a precontract audit. For instance, it seems that
they are much more willing to continue on with this idea in mind that
it is simply OK to run on the basis that they have in the past and then
to be able to come in and find some degree of fault with what you are
doing as opposed to developind the basic concept from which you are
to rim.

Now, in addition to that, and one that I would like to point out here
and Ralph can pick up and continue on, is that the problems seem to
center around the fact that they are not sensitive to the total scope of
needs that exist within an intertribal organization stich as we are, in.
trying to provide the kinds of services that we are mandated to provide
by contract. They, in 'urn, do not seeni to have available to them the ex-
pertise to draft up a -ontract that would be meaningful to the par-
ticular situation that w'e are dealino with. Instead, they come in with a
boilerplate kind of contract that triey apply.to everything, from con-
struction to educating people, and that does not fit us, and then they
ask us to develop the basic language of the contract to fit our needs
even though some of that language will in fact fly directly in the face
of the boilerplate that they have attached to that.

Mr. LzpEnA. As an example, we have a contract with the Govern-
ment, and as anybody who has ever done a contract with the Govern-
ment knows, there are certain general provisions you talk about. Then
they have these boilerplate provisions, and one of the sections in there
explicitly states on the cover that these conditions and terms shall not

'20
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apply to Nluentional type institutions, which, of course we are. When
that question was posed to them it. was a :-.week period of time before
enough eorrespondence had taken place apparently internally and the
word was: "Listen, if you'want the contract, you take everything with
it."

And so I posed the question. "Ansuming we were to violate one of
those. terms and conditions and it expressly said it didn't apply to us,
what. would take place?" And, of course, the answer was, "We'll worry
about that when the time comes" or "Don't worry about it, period."

As another example of what Mr. Means was addressing : 'Three years
ago the technical expertise in the local area office was at a low )evel.
I don't mean that the people there are not competent people. What I
am referring to is they don't have enough people in certain areas that
we had the right to contract for the Bureau so that they would be able
to have a document with which they could sign off.

Now, that, of course, didn't really bother us to the extent that we
were writing the document, but what it. did was to put us in a position
that we had to write the document, then defend the. document, and
then redraft and rework the document themselves. I don't feel that
that is particularly the function of our particular educational institu-
tion. Since the times and effortsr number of dollars come in to
us and that is supposed to be devoted for the training and education
of studentsand what we are doing in essence, in many instances, is
doing government type work which we are not being reimbursed for
and it does not provide within the contract indirect costs for doing
the actual negotiations with the Government, if I make myself clear
at all.

Mr. Gorrrixo. What you are saying then is: After you write it and
you know the intent of it, they come back and evaluate on what they
think the intent ought to be. and then evaluate your program as to
whether or not it i iiecessfully complying with the contrao ?

Mr. LrPra.t. I don't even think that probably is correet. The first
point I am hoping to make is that built into the contract are certain
line items. WC' are not a profit organizationsuch as rnited Sioux,
such as other intertribal organizations. but we are not a profitand
we requested and expected to do certain things within the contract for
which we are not being reimlmrsed.

2. The area offices themselves are not adequately staffed to be able
to fulfill their portion of the contract.

Mr. DELORTA. When you refer to a need for technical assistance: Are
you talking about basic. management assistance. just in performing
the contract, or by technical assistance? Do you mean assistance on
curriculum and the substantive part of the program?

Mr. LEPER.t. We are talking about both.
Mr. MEANS. What. we would like is to he able to have somebody

there that we could bounce the merits of our program off of and get
some re.ponse from them as to whether or not we are doing what they
expect us to do within the parameters set forth and limitations of the
contract.

Mr. DELORTA. It is not really so much that you need technical assist-
ance as you want contract monitoring so you don't find out at the end
of the year that they have decided you wen-. doing something wrong
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all along which you would have been glad to change if they would
'have told you at the time.

Mr. LEPERA. I think that is a very clear statement of what needs to

be done after the contract is signed. 'Now, we are going to discuss, and,
hopefully, deal with the problems that are involved in actually getting
the contract signed.

Mr. DELORIA. Just one more question. Are these contracts going to

be converted to Public Law 98-638 contracts ?
Mr. 'Mum. I presume this' is the only authority they have at this

time that theY are dealing with. Is that correct ?
Mr. DELORIA. You can presume anything you want.
Mr. MEANS. Well, I don't know. What is the Commission finding

out on that?
Mr. Dttoitin. I understand that while 638 appears to be exhaustive,

they also reserve authorityto contract for .other purposes on other
issues, so I guess t is still up in the air.

Go ahead.
Mr. MEANS. I would like to point out one other thing, and that is

leading into what Mr. LePera has just 'mentioned, and that is. the
negotiation process leading to the signing of the contract itself. In
actuality, there is no negotiation. There are Federal guidelines set up
saying that they will negotiatewith any contractor that they are enter-
ing into contract with, and from those negotiations they will develop
a reasonable contract agreeable to everyone.

All right. What we linow is that they have number of dollars
that they are going to allow us to have. 711e negotiations amount to:
Will we accept that amount of money to conduct our business on for
a fiscal year, or will we not ?

In the past 3 years, at the beginning of each fiscal year, the Bureau.
of Indian .Affairs has been put on notice during this negotiation period
that there is absolutely no way that they could anticipate our being
able to live within the limitations of that contract for that kind of
time. That we would be looking for some kind of end-of-year money
if vou please, or whateverat the end of the contract period.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs agrees with us that the money is not
going to extend through the full contract year but they say that that
is all that they are going to be able to extend to us.

Now, this does not amount to negotiation to me because we are not
dealing with anything. We know, they know, and either we settle,for
it or we don't have it, or it is going to be gone.

Mr. DELont.t. Do you negotiate on the scope of what you are sup-
posed to be doing?

Mr. MF.ANs.Preciselv.
DELom.t. With ihat amount of money we can serve fewer par-

ticipants?
Mr. MEANS. Yes. we will negotiate on those. But in the contract

tlu,y maintain and will maintain that there are certain services that
have to be provided for within the scopc of that contract, which ob-
viously are croing to be extremely heavy burden on the contract fund
ing itself. Ole of them is to keep. for instance, the facilities in a good
state of repair and usable for educational facilities.

Now, last year we spent in excess of $600,000 keeping some nearly
1,900 facilities operational.
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Thit. is where we end up in a teirific bind. What we have said
to them year after year is very simply:

we are taking employment assistance funds which areAsigned for an edu.
cational purpose. You are forcing us to utilize those for supportive services,
for administration, and for social services.

We feel that in order to bring about a substantive change, which I
think is going to be necessary because of the Federal requirements
that are placed on the Bureau of Indian Affairs as well as us, that
they are going to have to look at being much more specific on where
the funds within the Bureau are appropriated and where those funds
are going to come from to get to the United Tribes for operation and
maintenance of our facilities. If we can in fact do that, then we have
got another negotiation base from which to work, which I think is
reasonable to deal with. This also works with the social services area.

Commissioner DEER. Do you have any major recommendations?
You talked mainly about the contract, your program and the Bureau
and several suggestions on how this can he improved. But do you have
other substantive recommendations dealing with the restructuring of
the Bureau ?

Mr. LOMA. What we have been referring to, and what we are as-
suming, is that the Bureau or the Department of the Interior is going to
keep the present structure. That is: We deal directly with the area
office and the area office then deals with Washington, D.C. Now, as-
suming that that same structure is to exist, we would then recommend
that the area office be provided with sufficient.technical assistance to
support the purpose of the contract or build into the contract funds
to obtain technical assistance independently.

So that is our first recommendation as ler as the area of technical
assistance. I think we have covered somewhat the reasons Why we need
that and what the problems are.

Now, the second one that we have listed, and they have no priority
a?; far as listing, deals again, if we are going to deal with the area
Office, thailhat area office actually have the full authority to negotiate
the contract, and they do not have that. They have the authority to sign
off contracts but they are working within a limited scope of authority
and each time something arises or an issue arises that is outside of
that particular set of guidelines, you are them talking about 1 week
to 2 weeks or maybe longer while they clear it in other areas. Any-body.who has worked in those areas is familiar with the problems
there.

Another area which we have as a suggestion is that these contracts
themselves should reflect the objectives of the parties. That gets
around again to what we have been talking about. When you have
sets of boilerplate terms and condition?, that are containedwithin a
contract that have absolutely no bearing or significance on the par-
ticular objectives and purposes of that particular proiect, they should
not be there. An example Mr. Means has cited: Maintenance of struc-
tures that have run into thousands of dollars which are not provided
within the contract but the contract says you are to do these things.

Another example is insurance. We are required to insure these old
fort buildings, military barracks buildings, and the premium, last
count, runs approximately $32,000 to $35,0o0 a year. We don't comply
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with it. We are in violation of that contract because we don't hal e the
momy. We would either have to close down one of our programs or

WorgairtiVirtrdiiiibig out'7-ealrel..-70tra..isTireiliings we pride our-
selves on is the small workinr classes, the teacher contract, the small
ratio, and we just don't do it. I guess that was a statement against, in-
terest, or whatever, but that is the way it goes so far. That.would be
the third suggestion that we have. Mr. Means will then go into and
talk about working into tha budgetary system.

Mr. MEANS. One of the vroblems that we found, also, is tho fact
that we are never included in the budgetary process of tlie area that
we conic from. Now, I have had some confirmation from the budget
people in Aberdeen at this time that henceforth we will be included,
but this is still absolutely no guarantee. We feel that we must go in
with our budgetary requests: that these need to be, by necessity, made
a part of the need column in their band anitlysis, and that this has
to receive the support of the 'Bureau of Indian Affairs through that
band analysis aprroach.

We understand full well that this does not necessarily mean that
the funding is forthcomincs from Washington, D.C., for that, or
that Congress will be agreett'lle to it or any of these other conditions
that are placed on it. The fact is that unless we show in the need
column that there is that need existing within our overall structure,

. then there is absolutely no way that Congress can in fact justify addi-
tional appropriations for our organization when the Bureau of In-

, dian Affairs does not even recognize thtlt as a need.
So we would recommendand again assuminps that. the present

structure is to be maintained, and hopefully, some modifications will
come out of this to thatbut if that is maintained, that we would
certainly be included in that budgetary process, and if it is not main-
tained. that we also be included in the budgetary process.

Mr. TONASKET. Could I ask one question while we are talking about
the budget? Does your school get funds from HEW besides the Bu-
reau of Indian Affairs?

Mr. MEANS. We have some programmatic funds that we apply for
like everybody else.

Mr. TONASKET. In line with that, then, what would be your feeling
about consolidating all Federal dollars .for Indian programs? The
question was asked of other witnesses: If we could take all of the mil-
lions of dollars from HEW, HUD, and all of that, and put it into one
pot. would that help you or not?

Mr. MEsxs. Let.' me say this. I have never particularly been an
advocate of the Bureau of Indiars Affairs but I have always felt that
the Bureau of Indian Affairs is the sole administrative force that we
have to get into various areas because of the fact that many of the
other agencies have a nrimary function that seems to disregard our
needs. It has been mandated to look after us, so to speak.

My feeling is that. in an effort to expedite Federal funding into the
Indian communities and Indian organizations such as ours, that pro-
vided the right mechanism is developed and the streamlining of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs in fact. takes place. that I would be most
Supportive of allowing them to administer the funds that were directed
to the tribes. I do not feel at this time that the Bureau of Indian
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Affairs has that ability. I don't feel like they have that level of author-
Along with mime of the recommendations that have been made out

.of this Commission to provide a cabinet level post, I-believe that in
that event most assuredly all Federal funds dealing with Indian pro-
grams sllould find their source through the Indian Affairs area.

Mr. Dtt Antra. Do you have recommendations regarding restructur-
ing the Bureau of Indian Affairs or moving it elsewhere in the Federal
structure?

Mr. *MEAN*. Yes: I do. We were asked to (kal most specifically with
our relationship with the Bureau, as far as intertribal organization
is concerned. But if it is proper at this time I would like to make some
remarks in that respect. I know, first off, that my feelings on this are
not those of the tribal entities throughout the. United States neces-
sarily. but T think that a very broad view must be taken of the total
Indian affeirs structure. There should be a cabinet level post estab-
lished. It should have available. to it its own counsel. It should be able
to take the best interests of Indian tribes into consideration and fight
for those rights in the true trust relationship.

'onunissioner DEEM Could you summarize.--
Mr. MF:ANs. Madam Chairman, the point is that. the Bureau of

Indian Affairs should be removed from any conflict of interest that it.
presently rests in with the I)epartment of the Interior. It should not
he an assistant secretariat level: it shonld either be a separate Cabinet
post. or it may as well remain where it is.

The fact that it is not functioning well now does not mean it is going
to function any better if it is made an assistant secretary position. All
it is is a name change for the guy that is running the show in Washing-
ton. D.C. What I would like to see done is a Cabinet level post
established.

woll Id further like to See a diminishinz Of the area level resnonsi-
bilities. I would like to see those responsibilities (kill more specifically
wit Ii providing technical assistanee to trilws. I would like to see a plan
developed by each tribe so that that t ribe could take a look at. the
economie resources that are avail:11)1o. the devehupment. of these re-
sonrces. and the development of till' 11111111t11 resources. That (Wee a
period of timemaybe 1. 2. :1. 1. 5. 10 years--that the tribes themselves
would he administering all programs on the reservation and that we
woil hI he able to remove from the agency level any Bureau of Indian
A (fairs proide that may presently In' rrhilling there.

'ononissimier DEtirt. Any further (111e4 ions?
ommissimer .1)/At DO von have any Objection to the office being

in Washington. D.C.. as a Cabinet post ?
Mr. MKA Ns. I think that would he the appropriate place for it.
Mr. IR.PnuA. In summary. Madam Chairman. I wonld just like to

summarize this in words for you in dealing with it. Skipping hack a
little, our recommendation No. 4 WMIld be that intertribal organiza-
tions which are performing a trust responsibility on a continuing year-
to-year basis be given access to and part icipat ion in the Bureau of
Inaian Affairs budgetary process. We feel this would avoid potent hal
conflicts with tril»d government. so there is no issue about competing
for funds. It woul4. avoid wasted efforts and would provide a mean,
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ingful basis by which organizations. such us ours, would be able to
do future planning.

The last area that we would like to touch on .and make this body at
least aware ofas far as intertribal organizations contracting with
the Federal Government. and specifically our instanceis that there
4's no meaningful proeestefor evaluating tlw program.

Now, we will cite very briefly what is happening right now at United
Tribes. The Government, through its offices, audit mid investigation,
hits compiled an audit report which is doing two things. 1. It is doing
an accounting as to the accountability of funds. This, we feel, is
certainly a proper function of a Government auditing office and ac-
countants themselves. But they are also performing an audit and
evaluating whether the goals and objectives of the parties have been
fulfilled. We suggest that this is not the proper function for Govern-
nwnt auditors solely to perform. The significative of what they arc
doing I think is tremendous. You have the possibility of termination
of the program altogether by the recommendations and findings of
these Government auditors.

2. If they don't terminate the program they can substantially affect
the level of funding for the next. fiscal year.

And so what we suggest is: If you are goinz to have an audit. and
the purpose of the audit is to put the Bureau of Irdian Affairs in a
position as to whether or not they can eyaluate a peogram. that that
evaluation process must be meaningful. Von must have people who
have sensitivity, not just some Government auditor coming out there
and looking at. figures without having in the back of the tniml what
is tlw program doing. Is it reaching out to Indian people It is bring-
ing them in there and it is doing things. so that they criticize potent inl
features of the program that are peculiar to that type of a program.
You don't find them if you are doing a Government a»dit for General
Motors. Yon would not have things such as pow-wows and newspapet$
and legal services, and the auditors wouldn't be talking about they
can't understand why lawyers for the corporation are Obtaining di-
vorces or involved with divorce work for their people.

They don't understand and they don't realize flint part of tlw whole
process of putting a person into a position where they are self-suffi-
cient is not only to educate them and not only to 11(.11) and not only the
other aspects, but also to put them in a position that once they have

obtained their certificate of completion. that they can go out in the
community.

Commissioner BOIMIIIME. Madam Chairman. I would like to inter-
. 4pet the comment here that I am persuaded already. I think it would be

Very helpful if we got to the point of other witnesses coining up.
Commissimwr DEER. I would just like to speak to that point. We

were in the Minneapolis arca office with the contracting stn IT last week,
nd we are going.to ask it) our (maraet next year that we hil ye moneys

for our own tribal evaluation of the prograni. So) you might want to
consider that.

Thank you very much.
Our next witnesses: Pat McLaughlin, Bob McLaughlin, and Chaske

Wicks from .he Standing Rock Reservat ion.
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STATEMENTS OP PAT MoLAUGHLIN, ROBERT MeLAIIGHLIN, hI,ND
CHASKE WICKS, STANDING ROCK RESERVATION

Mr. PAT MCLAUGHLIN. Madam Chairman and distinguished mem-bers of the Commission, my Indian name is Wambli Topa, which
means Four Eagle in our language, and I am the elected chairman of
the Standing Rock Sioux Tribal Council.

Our tribal council has instructed me to present to this Commission
this written testimony for inclusion in the record of this hearing.

Our tribe occupies a part of our homelands which are located in an
area in the south central portion of the States of South Dakota and
North Dakota, which take in two counties. Corson County, South Da-
kota, and Sioux County, North Dakota. The original boundaries of
our traditional homelands were first established before any treaty re-
lationships with the United States. The Fort Larlimie Treaty of
1851 firmly established boundaries recognized by both the UnitedStates and the Teton Nation and these were reaffirmed in the Fort
Laramie Treaty of 1868 which was also ratified by the U.S. Congress
in 1869 and signed by the President.

We. are a tribe that is proud of the accomplishments of our tr ii-
tional tribal leaders, such as Sitting Bull, Gall, and othev who fought
for their homelands and who, in good faith, negotiated treaties with
the U.S. Government representatives on behalf of our tribe.

Today, I am pleased to present this written testimony before this
very important and distinguished Commission. I have brought with
me two enrolled members of our tribe to present a summarized state-
ment of our written testimony, Robert W. McLaughlin and Chaske
F. Wicks director and associate director of our Tribal Office of Plan-
ning and Development. They will assist me in answering specific
questions if there are any.

I believe that many eople throughout Indian country know and
recognize my brother Mato-Sheetza which means "bad bearer." Soat this time, Chaske, will you please summarize briefly. Wo don't
want to take too much time.

Mr. WICKS. Thank you, Chairman McLaughlin.
Madam Chairman, distinguished members of the Commission, it

is an esteemed honor for our tribe to be able to come here and pre-sent our written testimony and our oral testimony. As an Indian,
the first thing I am going to say, our tribal chairman received a mail-
gram that stated that Srmator Abourezk, who heads this committee,
would be here. He is conspicuous by his absence, as well as other
elected members of the U.S. Congress. It is unfortunate that we as
Indians, have negotiated treaties in good faith with the U.S. Govern-
ment, always have to deal with representatives of that Nation. We,
as Sioux, have always considered ourselves as a sovereign nation,
and this is confirmed and verified by our written testimony. And all
of us, as Indiansregardless of whether we are Sioux, Osages, Chero-
kees. it doesn't make any differencehave always had to deal with the
bureaucratic thing.. I am sorry to sav and I am sorry to see that we
have so many Indians sitting up on 'this panel representing the Gov-
ernment that has violated the treaties that our forefathers have signed
in good faith.
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This Commission was established to resolve all the problems in
Indian country. Brothers and sisters sitting on that panel, I would
hate to bear the robe that you are bearing today, because I do not
see one elected Member of the US. Congress present.

We, as Indians, have always dealt in good faith, and our writ-
ten testimony shows that. As far as I am concerned, as a member
of the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe and as a descendent of Bain-in-
the-Face, a hostile Indian, my personal feeling is I don't even feel
like giving oral testimony or a summary. I know you have the writ-
ten testimony. So thank you very kindly.

Mr. McLArommr. Thank you very much.
'Commissioner DEF.a. Thank you for your testimony.
I would like to so:y, speaking for myself as a member of the Com-

mission, I do not view myself as representing the U.S. Government
as a member of the Commission. I am a Menominee Indian and was
selected as an Indian member,, and perhaps the other Commission
members might want to respond to some of the points that were made.

Our next speaker, Mr. Al Trimble from Pine Ridge.
We are a little ahead of time for him, so he may not be here in

the hall.
We have a number of unscheduled witnesseu. At this time I would

like to call on Lucy Covington from the Colville.

STATEMENT OP LUCY COVINGTON, COLVILLE TRIBE

Ms. COMMON. The Commiseion, and the other parties of the group.
I really didn't request to be heard. I just mentioned that I did
sketch some things here when the Senator mentioned that no one was
coming up with any kind of plan. The Colville Tribe did not wish to
testify at this time and earlier someone did ask if I would like to bring
out one matter that we had a conflict with.

I am Lucy Covington from the Colville Business Council, with the
trust responsibilities,where there are certain funds set aside for this
tribe to fight for their rights. Earlier in the year we were promised
$100,000 for our litigation on the Walton water case, which has gotten
pretty serious in this last year.

Earlier in the year when I went to see the Commissioner, by appoint-
ment late in the afternoon, he had already left for Alaska, so I was
told, and his secretary hung up on me without giving me a pass to go
in to see whether he was there. So I got other friends to see, I thought
maybe he was in there. He just did not want to sign this release. He
has the authority to sign that release. He did not hal e to go to Taft,
who is the Attorney General, I believe, or to the Department of Jus-
tice, and this is where he went and they did not want this money
released.

Finally, I did get a hold of him and talked it over. He said he would
personally see to it and talk to them, and when he did, he said that they
had decided if they would release that $100.000, then they would want
all the data that the Colville Tribe themselves put together for this
case. We have kept it to ourselves because we did not want the Depart-
ment of Justice, who is an adversary to our case, the'y were asked to
join but since they refused we don't feel they should have any of this
dat a.

92-695-77-14
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Well, naturally. I couhin't sell our Imlian rights, and that is what
this is, for $100,000. So when I got back anti reported to the Cotmeil,
we wrote n letter and wanted theni to let us know what it iswe are
not stn.e what they want and to let us know why others in the Depart-
ment of (Justice directed the Commissioner of Indian Affairs not to
release flint money. It is a big problem because we started the whole
projeet when they said that they were going to let us have this
$10000file program is there. I think this is one problem.which is a
confliet of interest, which is very important.

I think the re:Noll Sam Cagey mile by ht:re. he stopped by and asked
me if I lind any ideas of how to restrueture the Government. I said,.
-Why. oft,course.- I didn't know he was going to get me at this time.
Lknow one sure thing. Nie do not want the area oflkes any longer. We
have requested this many tittles to the Affiliated Tribes of the-North-
west Indians. I am the first vice president of tliat organization.

We have problems 'with funding. when they say you work on a
budget and come and negotiate; we tried that at the thne, both Mel
Tonasket and myself, we thought we could make some changes down

but those changes have never In4,11 made. They are still there, and
all the other tribes are having the same problem.

The conflict on the water codes I tlunk started when the National
Water Commission held tse hearings all over the country, and when
we testified in the Northwest there were strong statements that they
were trying to regulate our waters. and they had no right to do it.

After that. the Department of Interior gave us sonic regulations
that they had tint wn up without our input. Immediately we called a
meeting. whic:h .was_ held in Spokane,. and .objected tu those water
retrt-ulat ions.

At that timeto make my statement as short as I canwe decided,
and the Department of Interior and the tribes agreed that the Indians
themselves would write their own regulations and come up with water
emit's. That is what ours beeamewe wrote a water code to regulate
the waters on the Colville Indian Reservation.

Other tribes have sent written water codes that affect their reser-
vation. These %very all mailed in to Washington. D.C., for the Secre-
tary's approval. I ie has refused to approve any and they are very good
regulations. They are to be regulated by the tribe, not b.y the Secretary
of I nteHor. Ile has never used that authority and I don't lielieve he
has that right, anti that is the reason we have the Waltan ease.

There is definitely a conflict of interest in water, not between only
the Colville Tribe bat all other tribes, and they are losing this water.
No land was set aside and there is nothing in the treaty or the Exeru-
tive orders that you only get land and no water. I don't believe any
Indian or any trubes have Said that they have sold their water. So
who should own the water? I don't think we should have to litigate
it. It has cost us over ti;100,1aH) a year to litigate our water cases.

One of the main things. I think. and I believe ninny tribes here
wou1d probably say the sana, thing, the DepartMent of °Interior and
the Bureau of Indian Affairs have seared the Imlians for many years
saying if they get out of the Indian business, we would lose our trus-
teeship. and we know how dear that is. Ada Deer went throterh it, wo
pretty near went through it. so we are very familiar with what that
could be.

2-11)
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So then our thought, after Senator Abourezk spoke herenow, this

is my personal idea and I will probably have my mind changed by

toniormw morningthat if we hail a separate ( 'a bind post set, away

from all the conflicts of interest in the I )cpart ment of I nterior, then we

should have a Seeretary of Indian Affairs. That Secretary of Winn

A tin i vs should have an Assistant Secret a yr of Italian Altairs; then

there should be an Assistant Secretary of frust Responsibility, who

is an advocate of Indian affairs.
There should be an Assisting Secretary of Natural Resources. and

there should .be an Assistant Secretary for the administration of ail

these Offices.
The Commissioner of Indian Affairs then should come in to coordi-

nate affairs of the recognized tribes that are landowners. and he should

have an assistant to lumdle the federally recognized tribes that need

Federal funding, and also he should assist them to find out why these

Indians who are recognized federally, Indians of the United States.

Indians of North America, who lived on this Earth a long time before

anybody else did, why do they tiot have land?
All these changes, if any should happen, if there is a wish for two

separate offiers. one in the East and one m the West, any of those things

that. were talked about today, all of these changes should not have anv

effect on our treaty and our }.1xecutive orders. A..law should be enacteil

and there should`be a guarantee of their sovereignty through Con-

,rress They should stand'hehind their raral obligations to the hulians
s
andAthe Indian tribes, and they should have a recognized voice in se-

lecting people to these posts that I just mentioned.
I think that is all. I just happened to speak up when Sam was

whispering to me, and this is how I happened to be up here testifying.

I won't take any more of your time because I have nothing prepared
to do so. Madam Chairman.

Conunissioner DEER. We do haYe the provision that information can

lie submitted. The record will be open for 30 days.
Ms. Coll XOTOX. Thank you.
Commissioner DEER. Is Al Trimble here. ?*

STATEMENT OF AL TRIMBLE, PRESIDENT, OGLALA SIOUX TRIBE,

PINE RIDGE RESERVATION, SOUTH DAKOTA

Mr. Tiumins.. Al Triinble is here.
Hon. Commksioners and task force members, 1 am Al Trimble

of the Pine Ridge Reservation in South Dakota and president of the
Oglala Sioux Tribe. Prior to my entering tribal government I spent

some 19 years with the Bureau of Indian A ffairs serving in a succession

of roles from agency program officer through chief of a program op-
eration in Washington. D.C.. and also the superintendent of my own
ItoMe reservation. Pine Ridge.

I have some notes harp I would like to read into the record. l'onr
staff has agreed to take the notes and make more appropriate copies
for your use.

I was removed from the Pine Ridae superintendency a little over 1
year aqo for the announced reason of having irreconcilable di tierenms
with 'the tribal president and his administration ; but I am convinced
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that my questioning of the Bureau's sincerity in advocating for poli-
cies and decisions favoring tribal interests also played a large part in.
the Commissioner's decision that I should be removed. I am also con-
vinced anti-self development and anti-self determination forces in the
Aberdeen Area Office of the Bureau of Indian Affairs contributed in
large measure to the Commissioner's decision.

I wish to enter into the record a copy of the Pine Ridge Indian Land
Use Report, which I don't have right in my hand right now but your
staff does have a copy of it and I wish to enter that into the record as a
part of my testimony. This report demonstrates a systematic pattern of
land usage and acquisition by certain lArties on the reservation which
unquestionably leads to nonavailability of Indian lands for Indian
usage and ultimately to alienation of the Indian land base.

This is patently abetted by the Bureau of Indian Affairs and has
been especially manifested by the attitudes of key staff in the Aberdeen
Area Office.

I can also refer to the case of one Clair Combs a large-scale non-
Indian rancher on the Pine Ridge Reservation, who has a range ca-
paeity of some 2,400 head, who was operating a brucellosis-infected
herd on the reservat4on in violation of Federal, State and tribal laws'
and regulations. When, as superintendent, I acted to cancel his grazing
permits I was countermanded by the area director. Now, 11/2 years la-
ter, this operator is still on the reservation, still with an infected herd.

I had attempted to stop Indian land sales to parties who have been
known to fee patent lands simply for the purpose of gaining finances to
purchase more Indian land. using the. very questionable and liberal
guidelines of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, which permits certain In-
dians to gain both the preferential use of and title to Indian lands,

iwith no tribal interest n mind, but with only individual interests in
mind. The Bureau preferred not to advocate in the Indian interest but
instead, cited the right of tribal members to acquire lands even in the
fare of performance adverse to tribal interests.

Tn citing these as some examples of my differences with the Bureau
of Indian Affairs,'T reaffirm my conviction that the Bureau does not act
consistently in the interest of tribes and the members of the tribes who
need the most help but may more consistently act against tribal
interests.

Add to this the fact that the area director and staff bv common agree-
ment usually maintain all communieations with the State government,
apparently on an accepted collateral basis. The area office will remain
Controversial and not 'acceptable to tribal groups so long as that of-
fice functions as a super-agency with a super-superintendent and a
forq.and sta ff ronsistently acting to oversee the U.S. Government's re-
Igtions with trines and Tndians. The effect of this office is to make much
less than meaningful any real working relationship developed on the

an'encv level and certainly leads to serious nuestions about reaT
ilplevstions bf authority and decisionmaking ability of the agency
su nerinten dent., .

We have ho serious situations at. Pine Ridge where arbitrary and
ennricions Administrative deriqions on the part of the area level ad-
m ini.tration bare contributed to the stalling of badly needed financinfr
for tribal land acquisition programs. This stalling has now led to a sit-
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-nation where nearly 40 Indian landowners are demanding fee patents

for lands because the tribe is unable to purchase. Many of these some

43,000 acres were bought by Indians under questioaable policies for the

express purpose of resale for profit.
One matter of particular objection regarding the area office role is

that of apportioning funds to agencies, tribes, and reservations from

that level. Aside from the purely unacceptable political power it places

in the hands of the area director, it also leads to a magnification of his

administrative power and maintenance of staff and overhead. This is
extremely burdensome on the Indian programs which are intended for

Indians at the reservation level or where the help is needed.
In returning to the political power aspects of the allocation of fund-

ing b3r the area level, we have seen actions which seem- patently de-
signed to reward, appease, or punts agency administrators or tribal
leaders. I can refer, for example, to an Aberdeen Area Office project
whieh "granted" for administrative development $50,000 to all "large"
tribesand by larg_e tribes they included those having populations of
500 to 12,000, and $25,000 to "small" tribes, and in this category they
listed those with populations of less than 500.

We, at Pine Ridge, rehised and simply demanded to use whatever
was required for this purpose from the'money we had coming. Need-
less to say, though, you can't blame some of the smaller "large" tribes
for being Jinite gratified for the $50,000 windfall. But look at our
situation. Had we simply been permitted to use our share, which we
undoubtedly contributed to on the scale of our proportionated right
to the money,' perhaps we should have used $400,000. In the consensus
of tribal leaders, though, to the area director a vote of the smallest
reservation leaders counts as much as Pine Ridge's.

Pine Ridge duly notes, also, that in some grant funding areas like

the Indian business development grant fund, ours is no larger than
other reservations with some 4,000 or more or less population than
Pine Ridge. Such, I believe, is the political bent of area directors in
dealing with tribes.

It is not unnoticed to tribal leaders that during the very period of
the last several years that the function of area offices has been most
questioned and criticized by tribes, the Bureau of Indian Affairs has
moved to strengthen and entrench the role of the area director. In the
verv legislation designed to give more power and self-determining
ability to tribes and Indian people, the regulations for implementing
Public Law 93 -638 are saturated with references to approval authori-
ties vested in the area director. This, of course, will very 4uickly be
interpreted to additional workload and need for staff in th.e ares offices.

Adding this to a system already usinggross amounts of funding
utilized at the area level, thus not reaching Indian people peeding
services, would seem unconscionable.

We note at the tribal government level a very strong need for the
lateral t, re of BLi technical assistance staff to implement the pro-
grams which are readily developable. We note the need for objective
communicators, also to work on a collateral basis to assuage fears and
doubts about policy direction. 'It is extremely ironic that despite the
general Indian dissatisfaction with the Bureau of Indian Affairs pro-
gram administration over many years, it is the very Indhui bureau-
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crat who can strike t he most fear of change in the minds of Indian
people, inciting their mistrust of inexperienced tribal government and
it:, probable effect on the takeover and operation of programs.

The Sioux people are deeply dicappointed in the statements of our
Indian Commissioner, Morris Thompson, in testifying against the
congressional award of some $85 million in interest on the Black Hills
claim. In his rationalizatioa that it would be unjust to other,tribes who
did not benefit from such action, he just as surely closes the door on the
tribes that might benefit in the future.

I personally refuse to believe that a just man can harbor such ideas
and I feel Morrie is a just man; just as I think he is simply reciting
Interior on OMB policy. I sincerely believe that Indians will not
receive justice, or even equitably what is legislated for them until we
are placed in a separate and independent agency status by Congress.
For Indians have known for years that western resource interest.
recreation and parks are of far more concern to the Department of
the Interior, anti the non-Indian Westerner is far nwre esteenied to
them. also.

It :-Peins obvious to the Oglala Sioux Tribal Government that some.
direction must he. set in these structures that purport to serve us. Do
'WC strengthen the local BIA program coordination process or do we
abandon it in favor of the superagency at the area office level? It ap-
pears that the BIA luts already decided on the latter course, thinking
that this must become a necessity in the fact of Public Law 93-638
program takeovers. We disagree. We feel that the agency level opera-
tion must be strengthened with a local administration having complete.
authority and responsibility for decisions pursuant to the legislated
and pronounced administration progriun direction.

We do not deny that the area office, serving as an administrative
service center, can provide useful overhead administrative and house-
keeping functions. But we do feel that the area director, as a super-
administrator, is a function and role that has proven counterproduc-
tive to Indian development efforts for the Oglala Sioux people of the
Pine Ridge Reservation, at least.

We have now gone through several months of relative peace and
traminillity on the Pine Ridge Reservation. T like to think it follows
a good election and a pledge to the people that honest and constitu-
tional government for the people and by the people will return. The
BTA now graciously pledges its utmost cooperation in reestablishing
services that indeed-serve the needs and interests of all the people.

The BM. in fact, even indulges occasionally in self-appreciating
observation that. its policies really are going to work at Pine Ridge.
after 3 years of riding out the turmoil without essentially changing
their policies or methods. T state here that I hope nobody reallv be-
lieves that Pine Ridge is now, and will remain, domesticated, calm
and serene if promikes are not kept. Tf things do not really and essen-
tially change T believe Pine Rid,n, and manv other Indian communi-
ties will suffer turmoil and self-recrimination that leads to social
disorder if promises are not kept. For this reason T mean to try to
keep promises T made. But T can already sense the fntility sometimes
of depending on the national promise to Indian people if the deliverv
is placed in the hands of people not dedicated to justice and equality
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for Indians. If there is no perception of real Indian needs, then there

is little will to deliver.
So, since the delivery of a new self-determined, Indian-accepted

quality of life for Indian people is actually dependent on legisla-

tive programs and appropriations there is much to be changed before
tribal leadership can effectively serve its people. The best and most

honest tribal government will simply be a semieffective model unless

it can effectively serve the needs of people. This it cannot do without
realistic appropriations and honest delivery of programs and serv-

ices to the people.
I would further observe that many good tnd effective tribal govern-

ments have been discarded by the people. called ineffective by their

own people and the Federal Government alike, because they really
bad nothing to deliver. The Federal Government and the bureauc-
racy had rendered it ineffective because of a faulty delivery system.
Perhaps a recalling of the promises contained in the Indian Beorgani-
zat ion .Act will best point this up.

For example, we were promised a review and approval authority
over the BIA. budget serving our peoplestill undelivered. We were
promised complete Indian preference in jobs. apart from U.S. civil

service. This is not only undelivred but further abrogated by new
Department of the Interior polices on Indian preference.

Again and again in our dealings with the system we flnd policies
adverse to tribal government that seemingly can neither be justi-
fied by existing law nor changed. We also consistently find that the
stewardship of these adverse policies are vested in anti-Indian in-
terests in the Federal Government who always purport to be serving
law or policy. never Indians.

The Oglala Sioux Tribe appreciates and commends the work and
direction of the American Indian Policy Review Commission. We can-

not be the authors or architects of the new structure needed; we have
too much to do at home. We do entrust this matter into your hands.

I appreciate your inviting me to attend. Thank you.
Mr. DELORIA. President Trimble, do you feel that immediately

prior to your departure from Pine Ridge previously, that you in

fact did have irreconcilable differences with the tribal (rovernment ?

Mr. TRIMBLE. I believe that I had differences that I co;ldn't recon-
cile with gcod conscience under the law as I understood it.

Mr. DELORTA. Can you describe in somewhat more detail some of
the kinds of differences of opinion or policy that you had with the
tribal government at tIsat time?

Mr. TRIMBLE. I can cite one example where the then president of
the tribe acted in support of a group which conducted unlawful
activitiesselling of beer and liquor on the reservation in violation
of both the tribal code and Federal law. I could get no support from

my superiors in trying to cope with this situation, and most of the
Oglala Sioux people still believe the law provides as it is written in

the code, that we cannot sell beer, wine, or liquor on the reservation.
Mr. DELORIA. When. for example, you as superintendent raised the

issues of leasing of land and owners)tip of land with the area office:
Was the tribal government equally concerned about this pattern of
land control, or were they pressing for changes at the same time?
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Mr. TRIMBLE. At the time that I brought these to the attention of
my superiors in the Bureau of Indian Affairs, in my mind there was
no effective tribal !government at Pine Ridge.

Mr. DELORIA. Were you ever given any reason by your superiors
in the Bureau of Indian Affairs, were you told that you were wrong
in your analysis, or that the Federal policy did not support the posi-
tion you had taken? Were you given a definitive answer?

Mr. TRIMBLE. The area clirector told me I was wrong, and his staff
did so in correspondence. I appealed, using the appeal procedures in
title 25. I appealed to the central office and they were fairly gracious
in their reply. They commended me for my concerns, and so forth,
but still chose not to act. One of the reasons they cited was that it did
not appear to be a, tribal policy. But at that very time, as I say, we
did not have an effective tribal government to address it to.
- Mr. DELORIA. I have a question which you may not feel comfortable

in answering at this time. If not, you can decline to answer it, of
COurse.

As I understand the enrollment provisions of the tribal constitution,
there is no minimum blood quantum requirement for membership in
the Oglala Sioux Tribe, is that correct?

Mr. TRIMBLE. That is correct.
Mr. DELCIRIA. WORM you say, then, that the long-term effect of this

is to transfercontrol _gradually, at least, over tribal resources and tribal
government to members who may socially be assimilated or in that
direction?

Mr. TRIMBLE. I think that is obviously the situation predominating
at Pine Ridge right now. I think we have use of Indian lands, for
example, for grazing purposes, that is, about 80 percent of the land
has been used by non-Indians and approximately 60 percent used by
people who are a quarter or less degree of Indian blood.

Mr. DELORIA. And yet it would require an amendment to the con-
stitution, would it not, to set a specific blood quantum for future
membership

Mr. TRIMBLE. Yes; it would.
Mr. DELORIA. Do you think such a constitutional amendment, if

proposed by the tribe, would be passed ?
Mr. Taurnm. I think, given the population breakdown on the basis

of blood quantum, the tribe would probably have a difficult time vot-
ing in the one-quarter 'degree restriction. But they are interested in
doing so. I mean the question is frequently coming up before the Coun-
cil now. It has been referred to our attorneys who have drafted model
ordinances or modelyes, I guess they would be ordinances, that deal
with the blood quantum and Indian enrollment.

Mr. Dmorttn. I am sure yeti have seen the problems in this probably
much more clearly than we have. Let me ask you what probably should
be a hypothetical question, and that is : Supposing a tribe in similar
circumstances, the Oalala Sioux Tribe or any other tribe, finding itself
in circumstances such as that and finding itself, for those reasons, un-
able to amend its constitution to set a minimum blood quantum re-
ouirement in an attempt to return control of the reservation to more
Indian-oriented people, would you advise this Commission and this
task force in circumstances such as that, then, to recommend to Con-
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press that Congress override tribal sovereignty, in that instance, and-

mipose a blood quantum requirement on such a tribe ?

Mr. Timm& I believe that could possibly be the only door open
even for tribis having the provision that permits a referendum. Ilre

have already done some figuring here on this. We have done it in the

context of land ownership, on the one hand, which has shown us that
within a matter of just a few short years most of the individual land

ownershipon the reservation could be in the hands of tribal members

with one-eighth degree or less Indian blood quantum.
I want to, go on there. I believe along those same lines that in just

another two generations, given our direction right now, it is a really

difficult train to follow here because there is your more or less tradi-

tional Indian segment of the population that will stay that way by
choice, but, on the other hand, the larger part of the population is of

mixed blood and it is very quickly, very fast, going in the other direc-

tion, where the blood quantum is being diluted to the point a lot of

these people won't be recognizable Indians either from a sociological
standpoint or geological.

Mr. DELORIA. Would you happen to know the reasoning why the

tribe adopted a constitution which had no minimum blood qUantum

requirement V
Mr. TRIMBLE. Given my familiarity with the people involved, I

would have to say it simply wasn't made a matter of concern to them

at the time this was adeopted; therefore, they just have not taken the

necessary measures.
Mr. DrAzona.. Thank you. That is all I have.
Mr. TONASKET. Since you have been in office, it hasn't really been

too long so maybe you have nothing to measure by, but sinceyou have
been in office has the Bureau of Indian Affairs or the superintendent
assisted you in achieving your goals as you promised your people to

bring the tribe back? Have they been an assist to you or a hindrance

to you?
Mr. 'NIMBLE. We haven't really had time to measure anything like

that. I think they have been very -gracious in showing their concern
that we be able to cope with the very serious problems that we had
there, but they have also seemed to be ta4ing kind of a wait-and-see
;attitude, to see how tribal government develops there before they

move.
For example we thought we had a commitment from both the

Commissioner and the Secretary of the Interior they would take im-
mediate administrative action to remove certain disgruntled police-
men that seemed to be causing a lot of trouble in the Bureau of Indian
Affaiis' 'force. We haven't seen anything happen there yet. That is
just one example. They have been responsive to other moves that I
have requested.

Mr. TONARKET. I have no more questions. I would like to say you
made a very good presentation.

Mr. TRIMBLE. Thank you.
Commissioner DEER. Any morequestions? Thank you.
We now have unscheduled witnesses. The first person we would like

to call is Cary Leonard.

C.
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STAT,MENT 07 CARY LEONARD, CHAIRMAN, PHOENIX AREA
INTER-TRIBAL SCHOOL BOARD

1fr. LEONARD. Madam Chairman. lads arid gentlemen, my name is
Cat*. Leonard, chairman of the Phoenix Area Inter-Tribal School
Board.

We are a school hoard established for the purposes of the off-reser-
vation boarding schools of Sherman, Stewart, Inter-Mountain, and
Phoenix Indian School.

I Tow this relates to the structure of your interest today is that we are
finding that the boarding school situation is something likened to a
structure without a structure. Long sifter there is a major event that
occurs, we find an aftershock.

We have been preparing recommendations for its effect on the Bu-
reau structure. AI e are preparing guidelines for the effective running
of boarding schools in justification to the congressional and Indian
people on why u1/41 need boardin.g schools. I will introduce many of the
materials; to the Commission, lust to inform you as to what we are
doing and relating this to the Congress.

Mr. GOETTING. Do you have a copy of anything there with you now?
Mr. LEONARD. There are a couple of boxes outside. Four more are

gibing to Task Force No.15.
Commissioner DEER. Thank you.
Gene Parker and Mary Jo Butterfield.

STATEMENTS OF EUGENE PARKER AND MARY JO BUTTERFIELD,
MAW TRIBAL COUNCIL

Mr. PADRER. M'y name is Eugene Parker. chairman of the Makah
Tribal Council, and this is Mary Jo Butterfield, our council person.

Thank you for this opportunhy to present some of the work that
we have or that Mary Jo has prepared. I believe all of you have a copy
or have. seen one of these. Since Mary Jo has prepared this, I will just
turn this over to Mary Jo.

Ms. Burn:Immo. Thank you. Gene.
In regard to the. format 'of it. I went according to Mr. Kicking-

bird's recommendation. We identified the responsibility of the Bureau
from the Inmdbook. and several of them, as a descriptive thing. say-
ing tlnit these dm the responsibilities of the Portland A rea Office or
the Western Washington Agency Office. And the two that we would
like to spend time responding to are fisheries, forestry, and the bar-
riers that the Bureau of Indian Affairs has placed in front of us in
regards tO comprehensive forestry managenient and the implementa-
tion of the Boldt decision.

In reviewing the history of the Fisheries Department for the. Makah
Tribe, I found that in fact the Bureau of Indian Affairs in the past
has provided for our tribes at no time any assistance. It states in there
that the Bureau of Indian Affairs Fisheries Management and Outdoor
Recreation Division is responsible for the study and research of needs

n nect ed with maintaining and developina Indian fisheries resources.
Provides close liaison between Indian trees, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Services, and State fish and game agencies. Advises and assists In-
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dian eommunities in the development, use, and management of their

fishery resourcee and of their outdoor recreation resources on the

reservations.
At no time has the Bureau of Indian Affairs allowed us the courtesy

of these services on the Makah Reservation. .

I am sure those of you that have been aware of the Bokit decision
have been aware of the great controversies it has.created, the dilemma

it has created in regards to law and order on the reservation, the non-

Indians who believe that we do mit deserve 50 percent of the catch.

In the structure of the Bureau of Indian Affairs one of the things

that we find is thatthere is a map in here somewhere where Neah Bay

iS twitted. I thiiik it is in Forestry in the second sectionwe are on
the farthest northwest tip of the United States. We are 75 miles from
the nearest town of any population, which is 16,200, I believe, right
noW:. The procedures that we have to go through in order to get any
type of activity out. of the Bureau of Indian Affairs is to go from Neah

Bay to the Portland satellite office, to the Everett office, or to the
Ioquiam office, and then on to Porthuid to the area office.
The procedure is time-consuming, it is expensive for the tribe, and

90 !Revolt of the time we do not have any services delivered or response

from the request that we have made.
ToxAsxier. Where is the Portland satellite office?

Ms. Burreariew. No, the satellite office for the Everett Agency

Office, Tox.g41.:ET. Where is that ?
BUTTERFIEth. In Port Angeles.

Mr. P.tnicEn. The map is on page 8.
Mr. Deuen.i., Do you have BIA personnel on the reservation ?

Ms. Burnam-no. We have forestry now, who is being transferred
to the Everett Office.

Mr. Deumt.t. Transferred off the reservation to Everett?
Ms. Burrenrimo. Right. And he is going there and they have not

advertised. They have not given us any information on what type of
services they will bp providing for us in forestry. They have, in a sense,

deleted the forestiy technican position and the secretary'.1 position,

making the Forestry Department practically inoperable.
Mr. DKIAMIA. And that is the only position you havo there, or do

.yoti have other staff people there on the reservation?
Ms. lit-mamma). Other Bureau staff: roads.
Mr. DELMIA. You have no one working in fisheries management or

development or anything like that ?
Ms. BVITERFINT.D. Tribal employees only.
Mr. Dr.1111111A. No Bureau people ?
Ms. Burrratew.t.n. Boldt money. But the forestry people that are aq-

signed to pro ..ide services for the Makeh Reservation are. I believe the

last count I requested was 83 in the Portland area, in the Hoquiam
office. There is no way possible. unless you blast them out with dy-
namite. t he t yon are going to get a forester from the Hoquiam office up

to Ntah Bay for any type of services. They just don't come, and when

they do. they don't do anything.
Mr. TONAS/EET. Ask them for sonie surplus dynamite.

21
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Ms. Burrurtnumr. No, the services there are very limited, and to
come to the Makah Reservation is just out Of the question for the
agencythe satellite people. The Portland area office inmounees they
have no t ravel for anybody to go any place. That is what they told us.

As far as Fisherks go, the Boldt decision money comes from. the
B11111111 Of Indinn Affairs. I wasn't sure in the band analysis, what the
band analysis was worth. wlwre the money was coming from, if it was
again in exchange for other services. They didn't make that clear to

The structure of the. Bureau of Indian Affairs is completely in-
adequate for the Makah Reservation. Sometimes when we have a tim-
ber sale, the procedures that we go through are, not in line, at any time
there is no organization to it. Sonnet inws we will liave, to go through
Port A rP-ureles. sometimes we go through IIoquiam, sometimes we go
through Everett, and sometimes we go through all three of them
before we get to the Portland area office. Then it will generally sit,
in the Portland Area Office and wait. for awhile.

Mr. TONASKET. Where is the decision made on where it goes, Port
Angeles or Iloquiam ?

Ms. Burruirmaw. Nobody, even the forester, is ever sure about that.
One time the lloquiam office will call up and he will say "You have
to go through the Port Angeles Offiee." then you call the superintendent
and the superintendent says, "All forestry-related concerns will go
through the Hop iam office." and tlwn I loquitun will say, "You've got
to call the superintendent. first," and it's a procedure that has caused
our forester to ask for a transfer.

Mr. DELoniA. I think most of us are not, familiar, these other offices
you are talking about, are these subagenries, or agencies?

Ms. BurrtunEr.n. The, I Ioquiam Wive is a satellite office.
Mr. PAltralt. It is a subagency of western Washington. Part of it is

roads, but. most or it is forestry. They do have some educational
programs there, too.

For example, sometimes we put certain timber out for bid and we
make. a timber sale. This is drawn up by the forester at Neah Bay.
Then it is forwarded to floquiam. and at I loquinm it appears to ine
that whenever Ifoquiain feels that. they ran approve it. then it is sent to
possibly Portland. But in some cases on one desk, I \Nimbi say, for in-
stance, there is soniething wrong with the pro,:pect us and it is stopped.
One ilet'S'on has that authority to stop a complete. sale. In one situation
it cost ns quite an amountsomething like V-4),OOO.

Mr. Dripur.t. On what. basis was it. stopped ?
Mr. PARKER. I can't, cite the example. I can't put my finger right on

it at this particular time, but we have it recorded.
Mr. Dur,ortrA. Will you submit it. if your have it ?
1Is. Bt-Truitnun. It is attachment "B" in the forestry section on

page R. abont the middle of the third paragraph. We submitted the
attachment for information to read and these are correspondence and
statements that have been made. by the forester and by the people that
are working in the. tribal center right now. It_ is right behind the map.

Mr. PAIMER. Rig,ht down in the middle of the page. on page s. at-
tachnwnt "B" under "Forestry". it says : "At times. this has cost---"
this is referring to what we have horn talking about. It says: "The
phrase 'out of sight out of mind' could not apply more appropriately
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.t:o the attitude between Hoquiam, and Neah Bay. At times, this has
cost the Makah Tribe lost timber revenue from tmiller sales offerings
guit,g without bids. The most dramatic example of this inefficient and
illogieal o_ixanizational errangement occurred, with the Wautch Peak
Logging Unite The sale was offered with features in the contract that
were not stated in the timber sales prospectus and advertisement.
Crown Zellerbach, the successful bidder, refused to sign the contract
after reading the unknowil features and rightly so." .

Actually, it really isn't organized all that well because there is a'
breakdown from one office to the other. And if you want to take it a
little- bit further, that any one of those foresters in Hoquaim, the
Portland area office, and Neah Bay, they can start sending this rate
down from one office back down the line and just keep going round
and round and round, and there is absolutely no formula or procedures
that we could actually follow to get some of those timber sales off
-the ground.

-4-think-a-good-example .of.Akt. was in 1052 they set up a small
timber sale. It isn't recorded in here: This was calla a green sak.'in
1952 and in 1973in 1973 that still waSn't off the ground yet, a small
timber sale, individual timber sale.- I told the person in the Portland
Office, I can't remember hist name right now, I cared less, but I called
his office and told him:

If you can't get this off the ground and get it advertised for this many years
you have been working on it, then you're not the man for the office. And I,
said, I'll see to that, that he is removed one way or another.

In fact, at the time the Commissioner encouraged us to look at the
contract. I said, "You're the first job I'll contract." And within 2
weeks I think it was out for bids.

Mr. TONASIiti. Could you give us an estimate, like we have asked
that other tribe before that had iroubles, about how much you esti-
mate that your tribe has lost because of mismanagement or confused
management, whatever it is? Would it be possible?

Mr. PARKER. "Confused" management is the proper word, I think.
Yes. I think we can probably. You said send it to

Mr. TONASKET. Would you do that?
Mr. PARKER. Sure would.
To take this forestry a little bit further, there is also that 10 per-

cent fee we are always concerned about.
One of the things that we got interested in, when that 10 percent

is paid or the Bureau withholds. then we know that goes into savings.
I think it collects somewhere in the neighborhood of about 4 to 5 per-
cent. We inquired about that and we could get no reSponse about what
happens to that 5 percent money that it draws.

Mr. DELOIUA. Are you getting a fair price for the timber, that you
know of?

Mr. PARKER. Yes; we are.
Mr. DELORIA. You are not having that problem?
Mr. PARKER. No.
Mr. DELORIA. Is your timber being managed according to practices,

sustained yield or whatever, that you are satisfied with ?
Mr. PARKER. 'Sustained yield, yes. I think in here, Mary Jo. there

is a manageMent marketing timber survey that was done several years
ago.
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ing, and the Bureau of Indian Affairs in the Portland area office has
not replied to that. There is no communication between the Portland
area office in regards to projections, involvement, or anything with the
Makah Tribe and the Portland area.

The two that we have reSponded to, will be the ones, and the rest
of the report is.for your information. The index indicates that we have
responded to: Fisheries, forestry, housing, realty, roads, credit, educa-
tion, employment assistance : and the band analysis.

In case you get to the back, the band analysis was absolutely and
completely ridiculous and so unworkable I could only make a. recom-
endation. which I would like to read,

Attached you will find a copy of the instructions that go along with
the Bureau of Indian Affairs band analysis.

It is the recommendation of the Makah Tribal Council that recom-
mendations come from the Policy Review Commission that will

1. Develort and implement a procedure of budgeting for the tribes
that is meaningful, effective, productive, and relating to needs on res-
ervations as identified by the tribes.

2. Assist the tribes in making the .Bureau of Indian Affairs aware
that we need to be involved in decisionmaking areas as it relates to
budgeting and that we have the abilities and are more aware of actual
needs.

Comm issioner DEER. Quest ions /
Commissioner BORBRIDGE. Just a question and a comment, Madain

Chairman. With respect to the Boldt decision, I think in here there is
an indication that there was not very long in forthcoming an ex-
pression of opposition by the Secretary of the Interior, and that a little
while later Kent Frizzell issued an opinion which sustained a means.
I think, of circumventing the RoMt decisioh so that in effect the In-
dian tribes might not be able to,benefit from that. Is that essentially

' correct ?
MI3.° BUTTERFIELD. From the tPsthnony submitted by the Fisheries

Department.
Mr. BORBRIDGE. I believe it would be helpful if we bad a ropy. T

don't think there is any reference to the specific written comments by
the Secretary, but there is reference to an opinion by Mr. Frizzell that
manages to sustain the Secretary in whatever he may wish to do.

Ms. 'BUTTERFIELD. That letter also is in another package. We have to
have that copied and it will he available for you tomorrow, before
you leave.

Commissioner DEER. Thank you very nmch for a comprehensive
report.

Mr. Floyd Correa and Don Montoya of Laguna Pueblo.

STATEMENTS OF FLOYD CORREA AND DON MONTOYA, PUEBLO
OP LAGUNA

Mr. MONTOYA. Madam Chairman and members of the Commission.
my name is Don Montoya. and I am with the Lagima Tribal Coutwil.
Mr. Floyd Correa and I are here today to present m prepared state-
ment for onr tribe.

I think in the inter6st of time, maybe we can just read from it and
then if the:v are any questions I think we will be prepared to answer.
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Mr. COMMA. My name is Floyd Correa, I am the business manager
for the agency. I appreciate the opportunity of expresing filo views
of the Pueblo of Laguna regarding the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

There are several issues which present great concern to our pueblo.
One of the major problems results from inadequate funding, as ex-
pressed by other tribes at this hearing, for tribes like oumelves who
are under a multitribal agency of the BIA. In our situation thei:e are
10 pueblos including my pueblo who are under the servicing jurisdic-
tion of the 10 southern pueblos agency of the BIA. Fiscal year
funds must be shared among ourselves. However, the funds are allo-
cated to the various branches within the agency to cover admmistra-

,tive costs. In addition some of these funds allocated to the branches
are then used for contract purposes or for specific projects earmarked
for a particular pueblo. Very few if any hirge projects can be under-
taken for 25 percent of the pueblos within this agency for any year.
It has been our experience that each one of the pueblos has suiTered
major setbacks due to inability to get certain projects funded or

As you may he aware, the BIA uses aliiid-OftiliinriiiisglitOcess called
band analysis. Tlw iatent of the BIA is to obtain a listing of needs by
line item as specified by each tribe. These needs are to be identified
aemillig to priorities within the confines of the previous fiscal year's
budgk nise. These projects.are never specifieally identified on the band
analysis document but are categortzed generally into broad terms such
as irrigation, education, et cetera. The need figure then is further
broken into low, medium, and high projection figures to anticipate cuts
or increases by Congress during Inthrior appropriation hearings.

This information must be prepared and submitted to the agency
within a 1-week time frame, Our actual experience has been that
gmwrally only 3 days are actually available to gather this data to meet
the BlA's submission deadline.

Upon submission of these documents by all the pueblos, a nweting
hehl at. the agency between the 10 pueblo governors and agency

officials. The data is reviewed and analyzed to determine what priority
needs were indicated by each pueblo. Based on a vote by the governors
in attendance at. the meeting, a joint set of priorities are voted on to
represent the priorities for the agency. A copy of the land analysis
and voting results for fiscal year 1976 is attached with this statement.

This procedure has hampered each tribe's effort in haying its in-
dividual needs met. sinee their priorities are not necessarily the same RS
the others.

To rite a specific example. the irrigatirm needs of pueblos located
adjacent to 'the Rio Grande have generally had their needs met
over the past years. As a result. tlwir priorities are other than irriga-
tion. In the case of Laguna the demand for irrigation is of high
priority with the major projects initially being reservoir construction
anit thereafter water distribution systems for agrkultural pmposes.
Because this category has constantly been given low priority by the
10 southern pueblos, as a whole. very little money is available to under-
take eiriior projects such as reservoir construction. much less irrigation
canal 1inin. Tn fiscal year 1975 approximately $150.000 was avail-
sble to the Albuquerque area for irrigation construction pmjects: only
X. ,o :;0 percent of that amount. was available to the agency for the

2 2
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10 tribes. As a result, Laguna's attempts for obtaining anT construe-
, don funds from BIA. has been fruitless. In addition, since funds
.

may be inadequate for a particular portion of the agency's operation
which a pueblo may want to-contract, Public Law 93-638 contracting
(opportunities are minimal or nonexistent. Self-determination is truly
a philosophical exercise ID this situation.

There are several possitle alternatives available. First,. separate
agencies could be created for those pueblos who meet the criteria for
establishment of such agencies.

'But the criteria of the.Bureau is very vague at this point. To cite
one example, the Bamah agency, which handles the affairs of less
than a thousand people, has been given agency status. We have ap-
proached the Bureau in this regard and have not really had any posi-
tive answers in that regard. However, this is one alternative. In addi-
tion, BIA. funds must be available to pursue this approaCh.

Second, more lunds could be appropriated to multitribal agencies
with the funds being a, factor of each pueblo's priority needs. Further
still, a separate band analysis document should be submitted for each
pueblo as was strongly requested by Laguna for the fiscal year 1977
band. A copy of that band analysis document for the Pueblo Laguna
is attached.

Another activity would be to create a tracking document indicating
the tribe, its needs, the amount actually allocated per project, the
amount expended for that fiscal year and the percentage of completion
of a particular project. The uncompleted portion can then easily be
reprogramed into the next band analysis request. This would avoid
waste of Federal funds by the mere fact that unfinished projects will
not be left unaddressed.

I have only cited one ease to some extent; however, there are other
aisting funding problems which'must be closely analYzed for those
tribes under nr iltitribal agencies. Our next band analysis review is to
be held on May 13, 1976, for fiscal year 1978 funding requests. A copy
of those base figures is attached for your review. We got a copy of the
band analysis Friday so we had about 1 week to prepare for thiit.

On behp ef the Pueblo .)f Laguna I respectfully request that your
Commission take note of these problems and research methods for
solving them.

There are other problems I would like to mention. Pueblo Laguna
is extremely fortunate to have had the opportunity to extract uranium
from ifs reservation for the past 25 years. We made a request recently
to the Commissioner, under CFR 20 there is a provision for trust re-
sponsibility, and we wondered whether we could contract a certain
portion for technical assistance purposes. What we are a,fraid of is
that over the past years the private company may have not been giving
us the actual Iata. The Bureau of Indian Affairs says it is a responsi-
bny of USGS and the Bureau of Mines to furnish us that data or
keep the mining company in line and make sure the reports coine in.
But we do not have an advocate, nor do we have, I think, within the
Bureau the expertise to analyze the mineral data that has been given
by the company, and this is our fear.

1Ve would Iike to take the contract moneys and hire our own experts,
who will be available to the council and the governor, to recommend

92-595-77-15
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and answer any technical problems or sitLations that the tribe may
itave. And with the recent increase in price for uranium, I think the
tribes should have taken action beforehand, but now I think it is a Very
'pressing need at this point.

We haven't had any response. from the Bureau. We have had an.
dividual from the trust services branch of the. central office talk to 9
about. this, btll, we haven't got any positive response on it. And if
would research that possibility we would r6ally appreciate that.

am open for questions.
Mr. DELORIA. The Bureau of Indian Affairs told the tribe. that it. is

the responsibility of the U.S. Geologic Survey and the Bureau of Mines.
lo enforce the provisions of your mining lease ?

Mr. CORREA. Yes, sir.
Mr. DELORIA. Did they say that in writing?
Mr. Comm. No. Again, we do have the names of the individual&

that were in attendance at that meeting and I think we have enough
witnesses to justify that statement.

Mr. DEWRIA. Could you give us some specifics on that, please, submit
it later ?

Mr. CominA. Sure.
Mr, DErmatA. There are frequent references in your state.ment to .

attachments which are not attached to our copies. Are the attachments-
avhilable some place!

Mr. GOEITING. We have two sets. They didn't have enough. We do
have them in the

There is one thing you mentioned there. Floyd. about, the criteria of
establishing an agency. You referred to one with a population of a
thousand. Is popidation pretty much the criteria, are there any other
elements involved ?

Mr. CORMiA. Right, the availability of funds. If we were, to set up
an agency of our own, we would have to show that it is available, or
funds are, available from the southern Pueblo agencies. But the Ramah
agency, to cite one example, set up an agency without going through.
that procedure. and we are at the point now where we have got. ovr
data together and we are actually pursuing that objective. But 4

pretty much showitu! that there would be funds available and it
noi hurt the operations of the agency.

Mr. GorrriNo. Would you consider that a sepaate agency or a
subagency to the One that exists there now?

Mr. Coma:A. Separate agency.
Mr DriA,RIA. What would be the :Id vantage to your tribe of having

your oWn agency ? A re you looking at increased staff availabk strictly
to your tribe ? Are ou looking for decisionina king power right on the
reservation. O wht is it you have in mind ?

Mr. MuNrruyA. I A't nil try to answer that one, Sam. As Moyd men-
tioned, on our reservation we are looking toward types of development
and rapidly getting close to where v. e feel over the years we have built
up some expertise. Largely our request is not for additional sta
but in many instances, that agency. either southern pueblos or the
area, office, does not have the capability, and we feel that that al:envy,
if established out them, would be geared more to our needs and I think
it would hdp us in many ways. Right now they are more traditional
than we are.
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MI'. CORREA. To go just a little further on that from a multitribal
'standpoint I think I would like to think of ourselves as being a little
more progressive. We are the largest pueblo in New Mexico, with a
substantial economic base. We just went. through a reorganization and
have hired some professional people.within our tribal government. We
feel that, as I mentioned in the irrigation example, there are other
prioritks which we have, which are entirelv different from the othei
pueblos, and during the general meeting tile we have with the troy-
ernors, we are generally outvoted. By the mere fact that we may Illve
gained that objective a few rears past and we are looking at tmother
objective. but when the band analysis document. (roes from the agency
through the area, the tribe loses its identity there.t-It is just a document
anti it goes forward and we requested. in the PTO band, that our docu-
ment be bieluded. We tracked it from the agency to the area and back
to the central office, but that is as far as it got. It never was submitted
to the conirressional hearings.

What ram recommending is that there. would be a tracking docu-
ment and there is data available from the comimter center, but the
turn-around at the coniputer center is extremely bad. But all the data

there andil would- relieve a lot of-the headaches-that-tribes -go
through in that situation.

In other woeds, if we had., an agency out there, our needs would be

met. We could identify what we want, and work on a 1-to-i basis with

one agency and address a lot of the 1)riorities that we have.
Mr. DELORIA. Do you have plans tor your funding needs projected

down a certain limit of time-5 years or 10 yearsfor development
and for tribal 4velopment purposes?

Mr. MONTOYA. Yes: we have.
Mr. CORREA. Yes; we do. We have a plan which we update yearly

for the I think it has worked extremely well in thrt our
dependence isn't entirely on the BIA. We are izohig through primarily
an integrated funding approach and it is being extremely helpful to
us. However,/ don't think the Bureau is doing its part to assist our
tribes in dev6lopment.

Mr. ToxAsam I would like to ask you. from my experiences up in
thy Northwest where the Bureau kind of works one tribe against
anothee when it. comes to money: Do you find that in your situation,
where you have a number of pueLlos under one agency ?

Mr. Como:A. Very much so. It is alincAt a dog-eat-dog type t hin:r. It
really eauses a lot of problems with the pueblos, and it is the one who
holkrs tint thiit 111:1y gt :-onai projects fended. There isn't
enough moue.; available for (;:;s contracting. So it jth:t rwates more
dissensitm among i he pueblos. 1?.ither than working as a twit. it is a
factor which is causing some division among t lie pueblos.

Mr. ToNAsKET. I know it is kind of a touchy question tO ask. I know
the thing has been said lit other parts of the country. but have your
tribes. when they kind of work one f ri he wrainst the other, have they'
ever told you if you are good little Indians You will get some money;
if vow ol"ii.1 Play ball ,vilh us. then ou might not get any money!

Mr, Como:A. Not really. hecainAe I think we have followed Proty
much our own method of accomplishing whatever we are going after,
whether it is with the BureauWe try to approach another agency to
get the same thing Nude I if we are not succes4u1 with the Bureau.
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Mr. TONASKEL IIave there been times when you have had to go back
to Washington to try to get funding rather than going through your
band system at home ?

Mr. CORREA. Constanthi.
Mr. DELORIA. Do you And the area office serves a useful function in

delivery of BIA services?
Mr. CORREA. Not at this point. We have been without an area direc-

tor for a little over 2 years and we`gtill don't have one.
Mr. ToxAsrmr. Has it. had any drastic effect on you ?
Mr. Comm. I think it has. We can't get any definite answers from

the acting area director. I would feel that it would be better put to use
if they set up more agencies among the multitribal agency situation
and it would cut out at least oue 'step in the redtape procedure.

I was intrigued by the idea that Mr. Savilla put forward. I couldn't
really comment on that at this point, but. I think we could go back and
research that idea with our Council.

Conunissioner DEER. Any more questions. We thank you very much,
gent lemen.

We have three more witnesses who are waiting. John Fredericks.

*STATEMENT OF JOHN FREDERICKS, PRESIDENT, INDIAN CATTLE-
MEN'S ASSOCIATION

Mr. FREDERICKS. Madam Chairman, and members of the Policy Re-
view Commission, my name is John Fredericks. I am the president of
the Indian Cattlemen's Association and we represent the working
people living out in the various Indian lands. We represent the work-
ing segment ofthe Indian population throughout the various Indian
lands who make our living oil of the resources these lands provide to
us.

I am herd today to provide testimony to request that our grass-
roots people involved in the production of agriculture be given a
greater opportunity to plan programs and have more voice in our
desO iny as we work n providing a means of livelihood for our fam-
ilies and for the betterment of our overall communities.

We have developed a program, a long-range program, that has
within its planning structure a means of providingl or a means of
utilizing all the natural resources throughout our Indian lands in this
country. At the same time, developing one of the established business
ventures that has always.been a viable economic business throughout
our Indian landsthat of production of "red meat," taking it from
the cow-calf clear through to the consuming public. This process will
include pasturing mother cows, pasturing yearlings cal supplemental
feed, the development of feed lots, construction and development of
slaughter houses and the development of a mass transtortation system
which would involve primarily trucking. The ti miring segment would
prxvide the kind of trucks necessary to carry cattle to the feed lots,
from the feed lots to the slaughter plants and we would have a seg-
ment of the trucking system available for taking cold carcass meat
to retail outlets or to shipping points where we would load it onto
ships for marketing purposes.

We realize that this project will take a number of years to ac-
complish. We have set our goal at 15 years to have this in full
operation.
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I am here today to request the Commission to consider our plan-
ning and needs in any future alinement of the BIA. I would like to
make the following sugiestions:

1. That we have a central office set up with a direct communica-
ticn to the various reservation levels;

2. That the Bureau staff on these various reservation levels be a
skeleton staff to set up to provide direction and technical assistance
in helping our tribes and cattlemen in moving our program toward
our final, planned accomplishments.

'At the present time due to the present legislation and due to the
tremendous amount of low qualified personnel on our reservations: we
are plagued with these people making rather incompetent decisions
due to the country's efforts in attempting to reduce unemployment, 'and thereby prevents the kind of progress we would like to see on the
reservations today. The remainder of the staff working on the xarious
reservations would then be tribal employees who would be planning
and taking an active part in their own social-economic destinies.

I also think that t,'his skeleton Bureau personnel on the reserva-
tion should be given the right to work with the Indian traws' em-

-Tratiyitierirftitde in-s-ittingtown and-reviewing the CFR 25 to upgrade
this code that is used to govern our lives. This would provide us
with the kind of regulations necessary to

ipromote
our cause and pro-

vide us with the people that are involved n the planning in the grass-
roots level, working with the Bureau people set up at that particular
reservation to plan the overall structure that will enhance and pro-
mote economic and industrial .development, thereby creating a life-
style plan and developed by the Indians themselves.

At the present time, we are utilizing a lot of government grants from
the various agencies and providing an overflow of job opportunities
on our reservations which are not well planned and rather make-
shifted as I mentioned earlier. We are of the impression that these
funds should be utilized in three prime areas:

1. As we definitely feel that moneys should be directed toward the
improvement of our natural resources on the various reservations,
morn specificalLy in the area of irrigation, or water use through irriga-
tion; cross-fencing, grass seeding, brush and shrubbery eradication,

iwater development n the forms of dams and springs, deep wells, and
variou-; other conservation practices to prevent the erosion of our
natural resources.

Moneys used for necessary kinds of improvements will have devel-
oped our natural resources creating greater productivity and the value
of the money will never end.

2. 'We look forward to moneys being available for self-development
of one of our prime resources, that of the production of meat. These

resources would include feed lots, slaughter plants, and sophisticated
transportation systems. Many dollars have been spent in the develop-

- ment of recreation systems and tourism of various other business
ventures that were planned by other than the local Indians them-
selves. We feel, if given the opportunity to develop and progress in
the agricultural field that our reservation lands are highly conducive
to these activities. We will then be solving many of the problems that
exist on ,lur reservations today because we will be promoting our
self-made business through the use of our resources that best serve
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/ this business, looking at it both from a human standpoint and pro-
ductionwise for the betterment of our overall Indian population.

3. The third area that we think shouhl receive special attention is
agricultural training. We have been working in the .past with other
agricultnral associations and our various thuversities- extension eery-.
ices and other areas, and we would hope that any new direction would
include a fair sum of moneys made available for training in the vari-
ous agricultural fields including farmiwY, ranching, and the other
various agribusiness diat I mentioned ea;lier in tins testimOny.

We firmly believe that if we are provided with these kinds of re-.. sources and the necessary changs that we nentioned earlier in this
testimony that it will give us Indian people a chance to change our
own socio-economie comlitions to a kind of lifestyle that we will
have planned and given an opportunity to create and, in so doing, we
definitely feel that we will set up the kind of business economy and
the Idint of improvement and the kind of community that we have
missed for so long so that we might live in harmony and peace as we
used to hi days gone by.

In summary, I would like to say I highly favor a sectional position
--. frn I4ha4-an4rL-4ehmtely..w4ntklhke ewsee-t.lie -Burma- -staft- toned -----

down so that we get a smaller staff on a local level, hat the tribes are
able to do their own planning and set up a staff that is capable of
working with that Bureau staff in setting up their planning. and that
they can make those decisions right from the reservation level.

Thank you.
Commissioner DE.v.n. Questions?
Commissioner WHITECROW. MR(111111 Chairman. I have a COIIIIIIVIlt I

wolthl like to make.
Mr. Fredericks. I am very happy to see you come along with a

recommendation and testimony such as you have made here.
I might also mention the fact that you and I have the same inter-

ests. We also have a Cattlemen's Association in the State of Okla-
homa, of which I serve as president. Unfortumttely, you and I have
never met. I know your brothers.

Mr. FREDERICKS. I hay- heard your name a lot. T feel like I know
you.

Commissioner WurrEcnow. We will take this into account and
am sure we an. going to have a good deal of interest created. We
would certainly like to encourage. you, if son would, to also make a
special effort to visit witt. Task Force No. 7, reservation develop-
ment and resource protection. I think it. has a great bearing upon
this area of interest. whkh we have expressed here.

Mr. GoErrtxo. I would like to ask how wide is the Cattlemen's
Association as of now? What coverage do you have tribewise across
the country?

M. FREDERICKS. I am not in a position to answer that totally, Ray.
e have been formed for 2 years now. In the formation meeting here
in Denver. 2 years ago this month, we had 40 tribes from 11 States
participate in the formation meeting. At the end of the first year we
had somewhem between 700 and 800 members. This year we have kind
of held up on our membership because we wanted to develop a sophis-
ticated method of providing memberships that would keep the record-
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-keeping in a central place, so that those people that were paying
membership dues woulci be able to receive the services that we might
render as an association.

Mr. Gomm. Is your membership on a tribal basis or an individual
basis, or do you have a combination4

Mr. AMERCES. We have six classea of membership. We feel that
-we have opened the door to all the people that may be interested in
our association. We have individual memberships, which is a $10
membership fee up to 100 heads: and anything over 100 heads" those
members pay 10 cents a head'additional. We feel that those people who
are bigger operators can afford to.pay more for the services we might
render.

Then we have an individual associate: That is some person who

is just interested, has no votincr power, that is interested in our
association.

Then we have a business affiliate : That is feed companies, various
ligribusiness establishments that are interested in our business or our
production, or in selling to us in some form.

Then we have affiliate memberships for all cattle associations like
tbe American National Cattlemen's Association, Hereford Associa-
tion, Angus Association: all the associations involved in our business.

Th n we have an affiliate membership for a tribal affiliate member-
ship. And that is available to all the tribes who are interested in being
a pa 't of our organization.

T le last menibership involves the Indian associations, and we have
it up on a scale from 1 to 25, 25 to 50, and 50 to 100.

ommissioner DEER. Is the Bureau giving you any technical as-
sist nee or financial assistance?

fr. Funznicus. Yei; the Bureau has. The Bureau is administer-
iiii a (vent for us out of the Muskogee office and actually provided
$5i.005' of the grant. The other $50,000 was provided by the Economic

D velopment Administration.
Also, the Bureau has given ns, in local regions. smaller grants to

d velop certain things. For example, thev provided about $20,000 for
committee within region 3 in North *Dakota, South Dakota, and
ontana. We were able. through the use of those resources, to develop
title 9 project with the ELM reolonal office here. with EDA people

Wa.slungton. American Internritional Bank involved $300 million,
nd since then $3,000.000 for a lending program to assist sonic of ou
ribes who were hit pretty hard by severe spring storms. This money,
f course. is a grant. We issued it out in low interest loans, and the

mOney, when it is paid back in. will be held in a special account for ' he
Indian cattlemen. "We hope to use that money as seed money in d..vel-

oiling a more sophisticated lending program, because we realize that
this is the tirst thing that we liave to look at in developing the kinds
of business ventures that we hope to develop.

Mr. DELORIA. Mr. Fredericks, does the Bureau of Indian Affairs
make it easy to cooperate with Indian cattlemen who are interested
in taking land out of lease and putting it under Indian rise ?

Mr. FREDERICKS. Well, I've 0.ot to sp2ak quite frankl3: about this.
All through the years, and I have been in the cattle business for the
last 20 years, I guess, and all through the years the Bureau has, it
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seems to me, in my relationship with them, made it rather complicatedfor Imlian cattlemen to progress.
I will cite two examples. On my own reservation on Fort Berthold,the Indian cattlemen got together with the tribes and set a rate thatwe felt was fair and equitable to the cattlemen and to the tribes, to thetribal members who had land, and the Bureau just, you know, didn'tgo along with it. The tribe. can only set the price on their tribL land,

.and then the Bureau, recommends on a lot of land, The Bureau has thetinal say on a lot of land.
In this ease, they sort of had the final say overall. They rejectedthe resolution the tribe.sent in. So it was raised eimsiderably.
The other example I would like to cite is the one in northern Chey-enne where some Bureau appraiser appraised their land .at $80 ananimal unit, and that. was just a little over 1 year ago, when we werehaving a hell of a time getting $60 a head for calves. Of course, thenorthern Cheyenne cattlemen were quite perturbed about it. By thesanw token they had worked on,t an equitable price, they felt. withtheir tribal counril. The two groups got together and worked it out,and the Bureau just caused them a lot of trips to Washington.-Theyfinally had to bargain with them to get a price that they felt was.fair.Eighty dollars a head, you know, there ain't nobody can make it at thatfigure.

Mr. DELORIA. SO it appears one way to get the Bureau of IndianAffairs to raise the price to the land owner of the lease is for an Indiancattleman to try to lease the land ?

Mr. FREDERICKS. Right, exactly.
Mr. Dmomit. Do your members have difficulty getting assistancefrom other agencies such as the- Farmers Home Administration?
Mr. FREDERICKS. Since our organization has been created, we havemade a lot of inroads in the. Agriculture Department. In working upthis disaster loan Program we were working with the Farmers HomeAdministration. They opened the door to the Farm Credit Adminis-tration. The. Farm Credit Administration, upon our meeting withthem and request, have set up a committee to study Indian credit. They

have completed that study. They are in the process of putting it to-
gether. We have asked them to set up a system that they foit wouldserve our needs so that we could review it and make any ehrwes.take it to the tribes and go to the Congress for legislation to fund thatcredit pmgram.

Mr. Ih'.1,0RIA. Do your members report problems in dealing withthe county conunittees: that the Farmers Home Aninist ration usesto ad:11 mister so..le of its programs?
gr. Flw Incas. We found t hat the biggest. problem wasmun ication. I !:oet of personally felt that the county supervisors werejust not gett ing this out to t he Indian people. We. however. challenged

t !wet on it. and we dicl get more Indians getting involved in loans. 'Wealso got certain counties Wit hin N.m.th Dakota and South Dakota qnali-fied as a disaster area, You don't have to stand in line, the funds a.immediately availahle to you up to $250.000. And there are severalsegments to it. including buying.land and all your losses, that sort ofstuff. So it is really quite a program. They sort of held us from getting
under thisnntil we were able to put a little pressure on them .hrougli
our meet ings.
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Mr. Gomm. John, you say there is a study being made you are
trying to wind up now Is there a possibility our Commission could
have a copy of that I Will it be available fairly soon f

Mr. Fazmiatots. Yes; I am in hopes it will be available just any time
now. We would be happy to give the Commission a copy of it.

Mr. Gos.r irixo. Another question I would like to ask n regard to
your leases, and so on. Do you have any problems with B14141 or

lease lands, other than tribal land or private land I How about nego-
tiations with public domain for grazing purposes?

Mr, FROMM. I shouldn't say there is not any on the reservations,
but I am not familiar with any of those kind of leases, mostly Bureau
leases.

Commissioner DIAL Do you have any Indians working in any of
the county ASC offices?

Mr. FREDE1IC/1M Yes; we do in some cases. We found, however, that
in one case they sort of used their Indian personnel employed there.
,He happened to be the chairman of the Disaster Committee, and their
county was,. t approved for the disaster. I looked at the chairman's
signature and it happened to be one of our members. There wasn't
too much I could say aWut that.

Commissioner DIA/4 Are you electing any county committeemen in
your elections to the ASC Committee?

Mr. FREDERICKS. One of the things that we have attempted tobut
let ine say this, it is pretty hard to get an Indian on there because of

'the white area. Another thing is, we are going to the Department of
Agriculture and attempting to get our disaster committee, because
only those people on the reservation really know what the conditions
are.

The other thing is, as far alFHA is concerned, there are two reser-
vations in North Dakota and South Dakota, that I am familiar with,
that do have offices on the reservation. In these cases, most of their
people are tribal members. They are able to review and make more
adequate selections, and we hope to get more county offices located
rivlit on the reservations, better serviee.

fr. DELORIA. I understand that the Bureau of Indian Affairs, by
contract, assists in supporting State extension services through State
universities : Is that correct?

Mr. FREDERICHs. Yes.
Mr. DELORIA. Do you find those to be adequate services to Indian

agriculturists?
Mr. FRWRRICIM No, I think that that serviceI mentioned it some

in my paper heresome of those people, the more dedicated people
are good service, you know, to the Indian people, but the way it is set
up. it is not. They are not tied in with us so we can plan and work
together in the kind of unity it needs to really accomplish things.

We were working on an overall program to have the moneysthe
moneys come out of the Department of Agriculture to the Bureau
and we were working on a program to get that mey directly to the
tribes. But somehow we got bested on that deal.. ?iit we are still think-
ing about it.

Mr. DELormt. I understand at one time the Bureau of Indian Affairs
and other funding agencies had established a guideline such that they
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would not assist any Indian person to go into the cattle business if
he did not plan to have more than a certain munher of head, because
of the judgment of the Bureau that there is a certain limit for self-
support. I understand it was 200 head or 250 head. Is that correct, do
they still do that?

Mr. FREDERICKS. You mean they don't allow you to go in unless you
have 200 head?

Mr. DELoam. That is right.
Mr. FREDERICKS. No; 'I don't think that. is totally true. There may

have been an administrative decision to that. effect, but I don't think
it was enforced because the smaller operators have_ been allowed to
get in. We, as an association, don't look down on those smaller oper-
ators. Some of them do have other jobs on the reservation, and between
the two .hey make their living fairly well.

Mr. DELom.t. So you don't feel they are being denied equal oppor-
tunity at whatever assistance is available?

Mr. FREDmIcKS. In providing allocations?
Mr. DELoRIA. Allocations and loans and whatever other assistance

might be available.
Mr. FREDERICKS. The problem T see over the past, the Bureau sort

of took the bull by the horns and set up their own ideas in setting up
numberwise. When they really set what you are talking about, Sam,
they set it. up at 100 head. This is what they based their loans on, their
revolving loans that they controlkd at that particular time. And. of
course, as time went by a lot of our Indian people fell by the wayside
because tlutt was just. not an economically feasible operation. Of course,
at that time we didn't have an association. 1 might say in- earlier
years that. cerinin cattlemen did attempt. to form an association, and
it was stopped hy some of the Bnreau personnel and strong politicians
in the area. So I think now that we have got a national organization,
we have come a long ways in a short time. It is something that we
needed for a long time. I hope and I think with the kind of support
we have that we will make a lot of progress. It is surprising to look
at some of our reservations and learn that over half of it is being used
by non-Indians. We hope to correct this in t ime to come.

Mr. Diwan.%. Are there ally effective cooperatives that yon know of ?
Mr. FREDERicKs. I don't know of any cooperatives as such. We have

some very good large cattle associations that are tribal ventures. Some
are tfltqllv t ril all. son at part t rihal. some part livestock cattle operators,
members of the tribe. I am sure some Of pm have heard of them. The
Seminole Tribe in Florida. for example. riins about 1 6.000 head.

Part of that is tribal and part of it is individual members. They run
the whole thing together. and have a real good working, viable cattle
operat ion.

They have very good cattle associations in New Mexico which are
well established and provide sonw of the outstanding Hereford cattle
in the countryWnite Mountain, San Carlos, Wendell Chino's
reservation.

Mr. DELoat.. Are. grazing regulations enforced by the. Bureau of
Indian Affairs?

Mr. FininEmeits. Grazing regulations are enforced. but when they
are enforced they can interpret those regulations about the way they
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want to. There are enough of those obsolete regulations in there that
they can read them any way they want to.

Oommissioner DEER. Any more questions or comments ?
'Malik you very much. 'We wish you very well in your association.
Mr. Roa Means.

TEMENTS OP ROD MEANS, INDIAN BUSINESSMEN'S ASSOCIA-

TION OP SOUTH DAKOTA, AND NORTH DAKOTA BUSINESSMEN'S

ASSOCIATION; VIOLET LeBEAU, SOUTH DAKOTA INDIAN BUSI-
NESSMEN'S ASSOCIATION; AND FRANCIS DAVIS, NORTH DAKOTA

INDIAN BUSINESSMEN'S ASSOCIATION

Mr. MEANS. Madam Chairman, members of the Commission, we want
to thank you for giving us this time.

First, I want to introduce Violet LeBeau. She represents the Indian
Businessmen's Association of South Dakota, and on my left here is
Francis Davis from North Dakota. 7.Ie is v.:presenting North Dakota
Indian Businessmen's Association, and I am affiliated with both of
them.

Listening to John makes us feel kind of small, but we are starting.
We started a number of years ago to ,establish these Indian Business-
men's Associations.

Senator Abourezk would like to have us confine our remarks to the
BIA structure. Well, in order to justify the reason why we would like
to have these changes, it spills over into a number of different cate-
gories. One would be trust responsibility, the financing act, Buy In-
dian, Indian Self-Determination Act. Technical assistance, all of these
different categories bring out the fact the reason why we would like
to change the Bureau. ow, you want specific answers on this?

Mr. DELORIA. Senator Abourezk isn't here now. Tell us what your
problems are.

Mr. MEANS. Well. we got problems.
Mr. DELORIA. II he comes back and catches us talking about what he

doesn't want us to talk about, we will deal with it later.
Mr. MEANS. Fine. We have a position paper here we drew up right

quick last night. We were uncertain of what you had on the agenda,
and how we were going to get involved in this thing. We have been
following this task force around for a number of days. We caught it
in Aberdeen and we testified at that task force meeting. Now we caught
up with you people again, and I understand this is the last testimony
that you will be taking. Is that true ?

Mr. GOEMING. I don't think so at all. We have some more in Okla-
homa but that is for Okiahomans. I don't know whether you want to
follow us all the way down there.

Mr. MEANS. I would like to let Violet go ahead and carry the ball
from here, unless there is anything you need to ask me.

Ms. LEBEAr. I would like to read our position paper. This is for
the North Dakota Indian Businessmen's tkossociation and the South
Dakota Indian Businessmen's Association. This is in regard to several
..conomic development problems that we find among scveral Govern-
ment agencies. The first one that we would like to talk about is the
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'comment on the Bureau of /ndian Affairs structure and Federal ad-ministration. This is to the American Indian Policy Review Commis-sion Task Force No. 8, May 8-9,1976.
The new Public Law 98-638 (Indian Self-Determination Act)which became effective January 4,1975, created several major changesfor Indian tribes and individual Indians.
A. The pmvision in the act was intendcil to provide maximum In-than participation in the Government and '.ducation of Indian people.B. To provide for the full participation of Indian tribes in pro-

grams and services conducted by the Federal Government for Indiansand to encourage the developmentof human resources of Indian people.C. To establish a program of assistance to upgrade Indian education.D. To support the right of Indian citizens to control their own
educational activities and other programs.

Congress has recognized the obligation of the United States toassure full Indian participation in the direction and implementationof services to Indian communities and to be more responsive to thedirect needs of Indian individuals and communities.
Toward this end Congress has committed itself through the estab-lishment of the Indian Self-Determination Act. Congress has Ileclaredthat this policy will permit a transition from governmental and bu-

reaucratic domination to a new system whereby Indian people them-selves will be involved in the conduct, administration and planning
of its programs and services.

The long overdue policy has created massive changes and transitionalproblems for tribal government anthindividual Indians. The tribes andIndian communitis are now seeking new approaches toward develop-ing systems which will best serve their people. Public Law 93-639
has made provisions and opened the door for self-help and sufficiency.Presently the Indian people are confronted and faced with whatmethods will be utilized to carry out this monstrous mandate. The
tribal governments and people have operated the past several 3rearsunder domination of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Because of thepaternalistic patterns and attitudescreated by this agency, our Indianpeople have not had an opportunity to make their own decisions. Con-
sequently, suddenly, tribal governments will be gearing up or stream-
lining their programs in order to catch up with years of prk,zress and
success. The question then remains as to how will this all become possi-
ble, and what methods will be utilized for restructuring Federal
administration.

Although Public Law 93-638 gives opportunity for tribes to con-
tract services, the law still permits the Bureau of Indian Affairs to
retain the larger portion of administration and programing. The
questionable items with reference to this area are : Will Public Law
93-638 create two major administrations? One at the area level and
one at the local reservation area? And what percentage would this
double administration cost out of the $25 million allocation?

We need to get the red tape eliminated from the Bureau of Indian
Affairs and Department of the Interior by establishing a direct line
of communication, more direct services on specific functionsand prob-
lems involving Indian people and programs. The separation of the
BIA from the Department of the Interior is one method that could be
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liallenged and to work toward the creation of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs as an independent legislative entity or agency.

Be it further recomiiiefided that the Bureau of bidian Affairs
consolidate its _programs into meaningful categorical areas, such as
economic development, manpower/employment management and
technical and communication service.

. Presently the Indian Housing Department under MA appears as a
duplication of efforts because HUD and local housing authorities
have jurisdiction over Indian housing programs. There are too n...ny

-governmental agencies duplicating Indian programs and not sufficient
(Erect services for Indians.

The third comment in regard to Bureau of Indian Affairs restruc-
. turing would be this : The area office program departments and per-

sonnel could be cut to a minimum whereby each department could
havea technician or management specialist that would be assigned
or available to deal directly with a tribe Off an "as call" basis, thus
avoiding duplication of ea and local reservation staffing.

Contracting with private consultants and specialists in a specific
program area will be another area to explore. Private enterprise or
business never overloads administrative costs or staffing. The BIA has
a reputation of excess personnel arrangements.

The BIN as it remains under the auspices of the Department of
the Interior hawreated several Major obstacles. One is the fact that
it is not an indkftndent agency, and direct services are not available;
instead, Indian people have a double bureaucracy through the present
system.

That is the position paper thit we have on the Bureau of Indian
Affairs. Are there any question8 before I go into a couple o: other
programs and recommendations that we have?

Commissioner WitirrEcaow. I have a question I would like to ask
you. How do you serceive the Bureau organization or reorganization,
or whatever it might be, in being able to deliver a type of service to
organizations such as yours?

Ms. LEBEAU. Presently, the South Dakota Indian Businessmen's
Association is made up of various Indian businesses throughout the
State of South Dakota. parts of North Dakota, and other areas. All
of the people that are in business, Indian people the majority of
them, I would say 90 percent of them, are on reservations, and the
other percent reside in urban areas.

Now, one problem that. we have in regard to those residing in an
urban area, of course, is the fact that Public Law 93-638 does not
reach these people. Although their services of contracting with the
Federal Government, Public Health Service and the Bureau of In-
dian Affairs and other agencies, provide services to the residents and
to the tribes, they still are not eligible for any type of assistance in
the Self-Determination Act.

This is also another thing that hinders the operatiOn of Indian
businesses in urban areas. It is a fact that the Indian Finance Act
does not reach the urban Indian. As you know, there is a clause in
there that says only services will be provided to those that live on or
near the reservation, and that phrase has not been clarified. So pres-
ently, those two programs, as such, are not available to urban Indians.
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The people that have businesses on the reservation, of course, are
eligible for the Indian Finance:Act and other assistance. We feel that
there is not sufficient tecimical and manageinent services iirOvided by
the Bnreau of Indian Affairs to assist individual Indian businessesor
even tribal businesses. As a business association, we provide man-
agement and technical assistance to them from the very beginning of
the program wlwre a new business is going in to setting up business.
We tell them where to go to find capital. We help them with finding
insurances. and various other types of things. We assist theni in tid-
ing matching loan programs, FHA, with Indian Finance Act, or
whatever it might be.

ln the State oi South Dakota we have-In Indian businesses that
arc registered in our directory, and these the groups of people
that we assist with management and technical assistance.

(letting back to your question about the part that the Bureau of
Indian Affairs plays in this: The only avenue that we can direct our
services to them or referral to them is the Indian Finance. Act, just
for those people that are on the reservation. The industrial develop-
ment program in our area, at the Aberdeen area level, we do have
a staff up there, but their travel is limited, and their staffing is limited,
and this kind of thing. so the only connmmication or participation
that they have with us is sitting in on our business workshops, our
seminars. or this type of thing.

Connnissioner Wurrmotow. I am hearing every place I go about
the problems that Indian people have in trying to deal with the
Small Buisness Administration. I was wondering what you might
think about providinghowe.ver this Bureau might be determined or
reorganized after this thing is completed or whatever it might be
do you think it might. warrant, say, creating a special office within
the Bureau that would be an advocate for Indians, individuals and
tribes, that would go with them and assist in negotiating loans
through the various other Federal agencies? In other words, cross-
reference or liaison-type work ?

Ms. Iaxliy.w. Yes. I could see a thing of this nature is feasible. As
we have it now in economic development and industrial development
there are too niany fragmented programs dealing with economic de-
velopment. We. have EDA, and we have the Indian Finance Act here,
and there is the State program like the. South Dakota Indian Busi-
ness Development Organization, which is funded by the Office of Mi-

. nority Business Enterprises. So we. do have a number of Federal
ageiwies that are supposedly supposed to be assisting Indian business
development, but like I say, t hey are all fragmented and each one has

'a particular area to operate in. So the problem that the Indian busi-
nessman faces is how does the individual client know what agency is
supposed to assist them, and with what services are they supposed to
assist them One is a loan program, one is a technical pi.ogram, and one
is, sevend other things. Then we are faced with the banking institu-
tions that are left completely out of the financing institutions. So as a
business association we can go to a private bn nkino. inst itut ion and visit
with them about letters of credit or bonding.P-We do these things
through the assoeiat ion, and these are all items which are not covered
by any Federal program that is funded for economic development.
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.001111111135 loner MUM What about SBA
LEBEAu. I forgot abodt SBA. We do have some loans that are

funded by Small liminess Administration. There appears to be some
problems in that area. I guess most of you are aware of some of the
business problems that exist with Small Business Administration.

Mr. MEANS. The Small Business Administrationrwe have been deal-
ing directly with the Denver area especially on the bonding. We have
some of our contractors funded through the SBA in the sense of where
they go to the bank and get a guarantee for working a line of credit, so
that they can meet thr.: kiaythent, their material and labor type thing.
They are very cooperative, but they are limited to what they can
actually do for us.

Touching a little bit on this bonding letter of credit : I am pretty teed
off at the Bureau of Indian Atrium because we have had a terrible
time getting bonded for our Indian people. That is one of the biggest
stumbling blocks we have. So, therefore, we had .sent resolutions to
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, the Indian Health Service, and
HUD people, that we would like to have alternates in lieu of bonding.
All the time this was in the Federal procurement regulations. They
did not implement this. I found this out at the last task force meeting
we were at in Aberdeen. These are the things that tee us off because
we are working so hard to be self-sustaining people, trying to be busi-
ness people, then the Bureau of Indian Affairs sits back there on their
duffs, malting no effort to try to help the Indian contractors or anybody
else.

Now, these people situp there, I got up there many times, personally
I believe they are overstaffed, because of the amount of services we
get from those people, for the amount of money that is being paid
to filo% peoplel I d.on't think they are getting value received for the
dollar that is being put out.

Going down to Albuquerque, at Albuquerque a year or so ago they
were staffed with 250-some engineers and architects. They got their
staff cut back to 52. Now they are coming back, they are coming out on
the Buy Indian Act, implementing that and asking for arehtteetural
design people, engineering, contracting.

Now, the Bureau of Indian Affairs on an area level here, I think
they could do the same thing, cut back, let's streamline the thing, let's
get rid of that "fat eat."

Ms. LEBEAu. Getting back to what Rod has discussed here on the
Bureau of Indian Affairs bonding on contracts for construction and
others, the Bureau of Indian Affairs for years past has required Indian
contractors and Indian businesses to utilize 100 percent performance
and 50 percent payment bond on all negotiated and open bid contracts.

This method of bonding has been mandated by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs; however, since 1935 the Code of Federal Regulations, title 41,
public contracts and property management, chapter 1 to 2, revisM as

iof January 1, 1974, n section 1-10.204-1 as authorized contractors to
utilize alternate bonding methods such as U.S. bonds or notes, and
section 1-10.204-2 authorizes contractors to use certified or cashier's
check bank drafts, money orders, currency, or irrevocable letters of
credit. The letter of credit method and systeni have never been brought
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to the attention of the bidder by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. We en-
courage the implementation and use of the letter of credit by the BIA.
A similar situation existed with the Bureau of Indian Affairs, whereby
in 1910 the Buy Indian Art was authorized to give Indian preference
and to negotiate service. This act was not initiated or put into effect
until the late 1960's. We were then 60 years too late.

If we began to utilize the letter of credit method and force the
Bureau to allow it, we again are 41 years behind since this was author-
ized in 1935.

We recommend that immediate action be taken to implement this
alternate bonding system.

It is hoped that some day the Indian people will be able to operate
'at present day levels and not be caught fighting for laws which were
in effect 50 years past.

Now, for those of you that are not familiar with the letter of credit,
on one agenc3r that ls presently dealing with the irrevocable letter of
credit is the housingurban development and housing contract, Indian

ihousing contract. It s being worked in our part of the country. Banks
will go along with Indian companies in the use of a letter of credit
where as in our country bonding agencies will not bond Indian com-
panies. So we were quite perturbed, as Rod said, when we found this in
the Code of Federal Regulations.

Now, what I can't undefstand personally, this is my opinion, why
aren't these laws, which were ,created for preference for Indians,
brought to the attention of Indian people years ago, so the economic
development and the impact of economics could have been revealed on
the reservations. Like I say, we are operating 40 to 50 years behind in
economic development right now and these are some of the reasons.

Mr. DELORIA. What reason do the bonding companies give for refus-
ing to bond an Indian company ?

Ms. LEBEAr. Most Indian companies if you are starting, a new busi-
ness start up, you don't have the collciteral or the assets that are re-
quired. Even, in fact, the non-Indian companies are having quite a time
getting bonding. They are just getting tighter and tighter.

Mr. atm. We had a meeting over in Bismarck about 1 year ago,
and they were there for bonding purposes. They had 19 commitments
2 weeks before they met with us, and the day they got there they had
nothing. There was a bonding company which is called the Summit
Insurance Co. that went down and when they came to our meeting
they said it was a Vermillion Construction Co. that did it. We later
found out it was a firm here out of Denver, which they said was about
$40 million. I found out later it was a firm out of Denver here that
went down. They blamed the Indian people that they could never get
bonding and that's as far as it ever went. That came through the In-
dian bank out of Washington.

Mr. DELORIA. Was that an Indian company in Denver that has gone
down?

Mr. DAVIS. No, it wasn't.
Mr. MEANS. One of the things we are finding out with bonding, with

the Indian contracthrs that are operating an Indian company, on res-
erv ation, is the fact that the non-Indian contractors, AGC, which is
Associated General Contractors of North Dakota, South Dakota, that's
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where we an3 working primarily, they have taken it upon themselves to
go to our banks thid *are dealing with us, and tellmg them people,
1Ifey, you better lay off that Indian or we are going to take our money
-someplace else, take our business."

Same way with the bonding people. Thishal; happened.
Mr. IhionTA. Can you document that f
Mr. Muks. I can get depositions to the fact this Lappened to me on

one ibb up there at gagle Butte, S. Dak. It just so happened
I took this to my little bank where I lived and he financed my project.
I can get depositions to this from people, and I will have that m your
hands within the 80-day time.

AB far as the bonding is concerned, that is a conspiracy type of
thing, that you cannot get documented, but I know, as far as the bank
is concerned, I know this is happening to the Indian people. ,

These are some of the obstacles that we are running into. The Bureau
of Indian Affairs, you are talking of the services they render to the
Indian businessmen : None, whatsoever, because we are contractors.
We go by the specificationst and that's what we go by when we bid a
job. The only services that they give us is inswtors on the job. They
are there to see that the job goes in correctly. We have to meet all the
requirements. Bonding, capabilities, et cetera, whatever the contrac-
tor has to meet as criteria. But they are not making any changes, as

ifar as making it at least a little bit easier for the Indians to get nto
business. You have to meet the criteria regardless. Now, we would like
to see the Federal re,gulation changed, so it is workable.

They are expending millions of dollars in Washington for the very
setae thing we are trying to do. We have got the Indian Financing
A itmillions of dollars. 'rake for instance the interest subsidies, we
have a number of reservations that have their own revolving loan set-
up. All ri ;ht, but they do not have funds in there to exppd. There-
fore, the Indian from that reservation eannot participate in that sub-
sidy thing. You take an Indian contractor or any businessman, whi n
he borrows money, if he can get sulx;idized on his interest, my Got!,
that would be a windfall, so to speak, it would help.

These are the things that we are faced with. To take a r.cw business
to start up, we need the technical assistance of those people unde.
the Indian Financing Act and also under the Buy Indian .A.ot they
are obligated to do.

r have heard all the testimony today, that keeps coming back to this
technical assistance. That is a big farce, as far as the Bureau of Indian
Affairs is concerned, because they do not have that type of people.
Why do they keep saying, "We have got the technical assistance for
you people"? They do not have it. Now, where in the hell are these
dollars going for this technical assistance I Where is it going? There
must be some kind of appropriation down through the line there,
when they make up their budget they must have that inserted there
some place. Where is that going I

Ms. LORATy. Can I comment on this, Rod? I have this one very
short comment here on the Indian Finance Act and I will refer back

Pr to what title you can find your technical and management assistance
money in.

Indian busineas grants: Title IV,section 401, and title V, section
501, allows provisions for the applicant of a business development
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grant the assurance of competent management and technical assist-
ance, with the nature of busmess being funded. This assistance can be
in cooperation with the Small Business Administration and ACTION.

Now, getting back to your question about how do we deal with Small
Business Administration. They do have SCORE and they have ACE
and varims other programs that are available, retired engineers and
this type of thing, but they do liot cover overall management assist-
ance-iype thing. They are in one oneral specific area. If you need a
man in there to teach about grading or something like that they will
send that pemon and that is upor request.

Commissioner BrturE. 14et me ask you a cutestion. There was a meet-
ing 2 wecks ago of India:i businesses in Kansas City. Were you in-
vited to go ?

M. LEBEAr. No; we weren't. We had one. 2 weeks ago in Aberdeen.
Commissioner Btrucn. Was this sponsored by the Bureau of Indian

Affairs?
M. L:Ay. Yes.
Mr. Bar(T. You weren't invited ?
M. Lt:BEAt.. I don't think were invited or even on the mailing

list. In addition to this technical assistance. which is supposed to be
available through Small Business and ACTION, the Secretary of the
Interior is authorized to contract, with private organizations for pro-
viding such serviees and assistance.

It is written right in here. In the section 503, it states that.:
For the purpose of entering into contracts pursuant to section altr.i, of this title.

the Secretary is authmized to use not to exceed 5 percent of any funds appropri-
atml for any fiscal year out of the Indian finatwe money.

So there is money available in here for management and technical
assistance. We feel management capabilities are a key factor to guide
business cleyelopinent.

'nip Bureau of Indinn Affairs has limited technieal management
services; available to adequately pmniote vial& businesses.

So we. do want to elaborate on this. That there is this money, but
how do we get hold of it so that we can use it for iinlividual businesses,
or business associations such as ours, to help other Indians go into
lmsiness.

(10111111iSSIORCr BRUCE. About 2 weeks ago, there was a letter sent out
lw tli mall Business Administ rat ion invit ing minorities to meet With
tile new SBA Administrator taking Kleppe's phwe who is now with
Interior. I eouldn't go, but. two or three people went. And the new
Administrator was begging Indians to apply to him, wanting to know
all kimls of backgmind information alymt. Why Indians weren't- get-
ting assistance in the regional offices or in the district offices. and if
tlwv were having any problems, to COMP and see him directly.

kr. MEANS. Tliis is news to us.
Commissioner BitreE. This is abont 2 wveks ago.
Mr. INIF:ANs. This WRS 11VWS to Ils. In thy StItto Of South Dakota, wc

have a regional offie or a dktrict office in Sioux Falk, they are the
sanie--it is another Imreaucratic thing that they kirk amindand
we have contacted them many times They meet in Rapid City once
n month. and I have talked to flu pe(ple t Iwre iii hvhtlIf of some busi-
11e:4ses. We get 110 phloP. SoWc C0111(1 ri(rht here direct to Dv11%-pr and
talk to these people. There is one lady here who is a wonderful person.
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She is bonding and securities. She takes it upon herself to go into these
other departments to try to help the Indian yenple. She has done a

__wonderful job. She.has come up to one meting and she is available

to us any time.
These are the things we are trying to do for our Indian contractors.

We have got many diversified contractors. In North Dakota, for

instance. take the Turtle Mountain restorers, they have one of the
largest consortia of diversified contractors in any field. We got with

the AGC up there in Y^rth Dakota here just a couple of weeks ago. We

cracked that shell because of the fact they were not dealing with
minorities. They were not complying with the Federal regulations.

So we got that door open. These are the things we are trying to do.
But- etting back. I want to touch on one more thing, then I am

through. I want to touch on the urban Indians. The urban Indians
are being penalized because they are off the reservation, but I think
they missed one point when they deleted the urban Indian from these
benefits. the Indian Financina Act. These businesses set up off the
reservation will employ their rndian people when they come into tlie
t vas. Now, employment is one of the greatest prolilems we have on
the reservatiim for our Indian people, there isn t that much employ-

meut on the reservation, therefore, they have to go rmtside. So what
is a better place to go than where we have-got Indian businesses?

If these Indinkople that are off the reservation were to band to-
gether they woulrbe the largest nonrecognized tribe in the country.
So theseare the things that_ are hurting the people. We are hurting our
Indian petkple. We are discouraging them from leaving the reservation
by taking t hese benefits a way from them.
- Ms. I.r.- BEAr. Are there any questions?

Mr. DELomA. I have one final question. The members of your asso-
ciation who do business on the reservation, do they have trouble enter-
ing into business relationships , ith non-Indian firms off the reserva-
tion because of jurisdictional pr.ems?

Mr. MEANS. Right at this thne outside of a few of the people like

Violet and her company, Francis and his company, there is very little
outside contracting, as far as the open market is concerned. Not that
they are not capable, but it is a fact that there is enough contracting
on the reservation to keep all the contractors busy.

Mr. I 4:LoniA. You mean for supplies or sometlung like that ?
Mr. MEANs. No problem.
Mr. DELoruA. No problem.
Ms. LEBEAU. Can I just read one short thing on the American

Indian Policy Review C'ommission reconimendation that we have de-
veloped here:

The. American Indian Policy Review Commission has been created
by Congress to conduct a comprelwnsi ve review of historical and legal
developments between the American Indians and the Federal Govern-
ment. and to help determine the nature and scope of necessary revi-
sions in the formulation Of policies and programs for the benefit of
Indians.

This law was created on a short-term basis and as 11"one-shot deal"
in order to accomplish its tasks.

In order to avohl a gap between survey. review. planning. aml for-
=lilt ion and implementation of policies. it seems feasible to establish a
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irrmanent "umbrella" agency or entity such as the American Indian
Policy Review Commission, 'directly under the Cabinet level to deal
with and monitor Indian policies as set forth in the findings of the
Commission.

This Commissi0 would be one which would not be directly under or
function as a bilVeaucratic agency, but would serve as a "sounding
board" or "voice" of the Indian people. We recommend that the.
American Indian Policy Review Commission be established as a per-
manent facility under Congress.

Commissioner Dm. Thank you very much.
Mr. DAVIS. Who was supposed to have letus know about this Indian

businessmen's meeting ?
Commissioner BRUCE. I don't know. I don't know who went.
Mr. DAVIS. I never got a notice.
Commissioner BRUCE. I just heard about it today, the SBA Techni-

cal Assistance to Businesses,in Kansas, 2 weeks ago Monday.
Commissioner DEER. Mr. Blanchard Matte will be our last witness.

We understand he was one of the first witnesses signed up, but in order
to accommodate some of the other people who did have to leave, there
was some mixup, so we extend our apologies for the lateness.

STATEMENT OP BLANCHARD MATTE, ACTING CHAIRMAN, GOV-
ERNOR'S INDIAN ADVISORY COUNCIL, WASHINGTON STATE
AND BUSINESS MANAGER, LOWER ELWHA OP THE CT ULAN
TRIBE

Mr. M.vr-rE. Thank - nu for letting me know I was first on the list. T
will get to that later. However, right now, what I am really concerned
about is restruetnre.

My name is Blanchard Matte. I am acting chairman of the Gover-
nor's Indian Advisory Council in Washington State, and the business
manager for the Lower Elwba of the Clallam Tribe.

Talking about restructure or readjustment of the BTA : I was look-
ing at the budget and some figures in a pamphlet that was sent out to
the tribesthe Information packet for this particular conferenceand
we arc talking about $932 million on a population figure of M0,000
Indians.

Bounding some figUres offcalling that 530,000. and $932 million
$1 billionthat romrhly amounts to 542.000 per Indian: Therefore.
would recommend that this Bureau budget that we are talking about.
almost Al billionnow, if we toctr and abolished all WA administra-
tion. anything to do with the MA. just wipe. them out completely. just
Fet rid nf every one of them. and take that. $2.000 and turn it over to
the tribal governments, and let. the tribal governments have their say,
what they want to do with that. $2.000. for instance, the Lower Elwha
have an enrollment of 311I'll round that off to 300that would give
ns c4(100.000 to operate.

Now, just think in termsNavajos, over 100.000. OK that $2.000,
and topically speaking I think they deserve it, that Fouls.1 give them
$:200 million, and they need it.

Working in those terms, or in those realities which I feel is very
logical, I hope that this Review Commission takes into consideration
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:some d the restructuring of this: OK, I think I made my point on
;that.

- -- Second, our last people up here, Mr. Rod. Means, made.a zecommen-
:_dation that the Policy Revie_ ,w Commission be extended. I would agree
with thenibecause we had a Meriam report in 1928. How long did that
report exist? Apparently they were instrumental in coming up with
-the Indian Reorganization A.ct and also Johnson-O'Malley, which is
roughly in terms of what, 6 years But who chopped them off V

blow, Isay that there shouldn't be anyone to real); chop this Policy
"Review Commission. I know it is under a public law that could pos-
..sibly be extended. Maybe the chairman, or some of the Members of.
Congress may not want. to have it extended, but I think enough tribal
leaders across the Nation here wish to do so. Say that there are seven
major goals that this Commission has to deal with. I don't think that
they can do all the investigetion in 1 year and take another year to
coinpile that into draft and-have it ready by June 80, 1971'. That is al-
most impoesible to do in 2 years.

Okay, I made my point there, I hope.
I want to Le-very short. I waited here all day and I just want a mat-

ter of record of saying that : What is this particular hearing right
now I I just want to call a little point of order. In fact, I feel that we
do not have a hearing here since we have no cohgressional Member
here present. Therefore, what are we doing right now I Is this testi-
mony delivered by observation ? There are several categories that are
listed that you are compiling. I feel if we continue along with the pro-
gram of having a public hearing for the 8th and 9th, that we shuld
lave some congressional people present for tomorrow's hearing.

Last, I guess. would be that I was first on the list. I noticed the gen-
tleman on the bottom of the list testified way before I did. I have a
friend out here right now from the Tulalip Tribe that has been sitting
here all day Waiting to be scheduled. I think possibly that a personal
apology from maybe Kirke Kickingbird mightbe in order, or the di-
rector of the Policy Review Commission to make these apologies to the
list of tribes below or above the iast Person on the list here. I won't
mention any names, I will just turn this over here. I don't want to em-
harass any people here. But I think if we are going to be dealing with
policy, you got to think about the feelings of other tribes and what
they are doing. They have feelings. So I feel, you know. this commis-
simi here, it is.a very good commission and I would like to see it still
ex; Qt.

I am ready for any questions about the restructure of BIA or any
other item you My want to question me abont.

Commissioner Dim,. Perhaps if we would look at this meeting es a
task force hearing and not a meeting of the commission, because ba-
sically, Ada, this is what it is mostly today.

Commiasioner DEE% No.
Commissioner MAT,. I know, you can call it what von want to call

it. hut I am telling you in order to have a commission hearing you have
to ha ve

Mr. Wm. Yon have to I.ve a quorum.
Commissioner DTAL [continuing]. You havO to have a Conoressman

present ; am I right ?
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Connnissioner DEER. I would like to ask, Kirke, would you respond
to that as counsel ?

Mr. DELORIA. Let's take the man's testimony and we can worry what
it was we were taking later on, in the General Counsel's opinion. We
have been here since 9 o'cloek this morning: it is now 7 :15,

Mr. MATTE. lf we continue with the hearing, it is true, six nwmbers
on the Board compose a quorum, provided they have a congressional
Member present.

Mr. DELORIA. We will refer that to the General Counsel. Do you
have any further statement to make with respect to the Bureau of
Indian Affairs or those kinds of probkms?

Mr. MATTE. Do I have any more what ?
Mr. DfiLORIA. Any more statements to make with respect to the BIA

and the subject of this bearing or meeting, or whatever this is ?
Mr. :SUITE. Yes. I would like to probably go on record tomorrow

morning, probably around 9 o'clock if we IMAT an official heanng.
Mr. DELotuA. This body can receive' testimony. Is that right. Kirke?
Mr. KICIFIMBIRD. That. is correct. As Adolph indicated, it is a com-

mission hearing in conjunction with the task foree. In the absence. of
a congressional Member you are convened as a task force and can re-
ceive testimony.

C01111111ssioner DIAL. May I say one thing?
Mr. MAITE. Excuse ine 1 minute. I don't nwan to interrupt. I want

to .get out here as soon ns you do, too. There is one tribe here that
pointed out, tlw factwhere is that representative ? The, Standing
Rock Sioux, I believe it was, brought up that partionlar point. which
1 thought was kind of a valid point. $o, tlwrefore. I would iwommend
if you publicize this as a lwaring, we better get some congressional
people here.

That is all I have to say.
Comndssimwr DIAL. I think since I made the statement I need one

more comment. Mr. Deloria.
What Ii am saying is this: We could not take an official vote here

today without a quorum of r.ix people, with one Congressman present.
Aind correct, Mr. Kickingbird. that we can receive all the testhnony
that we can possibly lwar, which we have been domg all day long, but
we eould not, take an official vote here without a Congressman ? Because
if so, I would like to maybe sit that way and we would really get
well, you know, we have got a lot of Power. But when the law was en-
acted, it w9s enacted that Congressmen be present to get something
throu,:h. That was toyou know what it. was for.

Mr. MATTE. At, this t Um, if I could re,quest a hearing in the State of
Washington, in tlw Northwest, in the western part of the State of
Washington, 1 would like to extend an invitation to the Policy Review
Commission. They had a hearing up there. I think it was in February,
in Yaldma, but thai, k. as on the otlwr side of the mountains. Thk is
why I feel it is also important for the extension of your commission.
Therefore, I want to extend an invitation so you eould come on thc,
other side of the mountain. and there are sonw other States, too, there
that I would probably say feel the same way I do.
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Cominissioner DEEM Do 3.ou have any specific recommendations
about how long you think the commission sh,ould be extended or any
other point

Mr. MATTI-. in your pamphlet there, another public law, you stated
seven goals you have to accomplish, seven deliverables. You review
those goals and you see how long that would take you. That will deter-
mine how long you think you should be in existence.

ComMissioner DEER. Did you have any other point?
Mr. MterrE. No. I want to thank you for letting me speak today.

Will you have any congressional delegation here tomorrow I
Mr. GoErrnco. 6upposed to.
Mr. MATTE. If so, can I brine this to the floor tomorrow so every-

body could hear some of the things I feel are very valid in the fact of
restructuring of the BIA ?

Commissioner Dan. We thank you very much.
The meeting will be recessed until tomorrow at 9 o'clock. We willb6

meeting in the ballroom.
[Whereupon, at 7 :30 p.m., the hearing was recessed until 9 a.m.,

Sunday, May 9, 1976.]
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MEETINGS OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY
REVIEW COMMISSION

SUNDAY, NAY 9, 1976

AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY likslEw COMMISSION.
Denver, Colo.

he Commission met, pursuant to notice at 9 :10 a.m.. at the Hilton
Airport Inn, Denver, Colo., Senator James Abourezk (chairman)
presiding.

Present : Senator Abourezk and Commissioners Deer, Whitecrow,
Borbridge. Bruce, and Dial.

Also present : Kirke Kickingbird. general counsel.
Task Force No. 3Federal Administration and Structure of Indian

Affairs personnel present: Sam Deloria, Ray Goetting, and Mel
Tonasket.

Chairman ABOUREZK. The hearing will come to order.
The first witness is Wilford Gurneau. Before Mr. Gurneau starts,

I would like to recognize Commissioner Louis Bruce.
Commissiim-e-r- BRUCE. Mr. Chairman, I would like to introduce a

resolution and request the Commission to vote on the resolution to
extend our sympathy to. the family and friends of Wilbur Atcitty,
who was killed 2 niihts ago in an automobile accident. He was chair-
man of the Tribal Government Task Force. The funeral will prob-
ably be tomorrow. But I think we ought to extend, and I am sure
we all want to, our sympathy to the family.

Chairman ABOTITREZIC. 'Without objection, the resolution will be
agreed to. I, speaking for myself, want to sav that Wilbur will he
missed by not only those of us who work on the Commission but by
everybody who knew him, worked with him, his tribe, and his faniily.
I want to thank Commissioner Bruce for offering the resolution.

Mr. Gurneau. if you are ready to present your testimony ove: the
hum of the amplifier, go ahead.

STATEMEKT OF WILFORD GURNEAU, CHIPPEWA TRIBE

Mr. GURNEAV. Thank you, Mr. Cimirman, members of the Com-
mission. Rather than "0 into generalities. I would just. like to speak on
changes within the Bt-ureau structure concerning social services. This
has been quite a concern of mine and also my people in Minnesota,
the Chi ppewa Tribe.

We have quite a few of our children that are going into foster care
or other substitute care, some other living arrangements outside their
own homes.
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yet the Bureau, faced with the statistiesfactswill not help us keep
this agency going within the tribes.

We know well that there is need for such an agency, like I said
before, but we just can't get the Bureau to move on this. Some of the
changes that are here in the back, this is what we came up with in
Minnesota.

Chairman ABOUREZK. I personally agree with N'our concept of 7 .-
dians adopting Indian children. We took a quicit look 1 year or so
ago at. the adoption practices of some of the State and county welfare
agencies around the country, and learned that in many places that
State and county welfare were trying to adopt Indian children out
to white families and it was determined that they were totally un-
suited for that kind of thing. I think it is a good concept to do that.
So What you are saying in your testimony is that providing help for
social service agencies within the tribe ought to be done with the as-
sistance of the Bureau. Is that how I understand you to mean?

Grunxn.w. Yes.
Chairman AnounEzK. You are talking about money help, that's

what. you need ?
Mr. GunxF.A1-. Yes. Mr. Chairnum. they are helping thmugh a con-

tract, through the Bureau, but with a service population of 27,000 and
a staff of 3. it is next to impossible, a tokenism, as far as I am con-
cerned. I believe in our State we are paving the way in this area where.
we are renriting families that have been separated, either through the
courts or by some other means. In the past 31/4 years we have reunited
153 children through the courts or through negotiations -vith the coun-
ties who have had custody of those children.

We are proving that Indian people can do this through having their
own social service agencies. We have a man there that has no intesti-
nal fortitude at all within the Bureau. His name is Ifanold Smith. He
is not helping us the way he shouhl be.

To return to the (piestion that I would like to lou'e answered by
this commission, that would be: Is it not the role of that social serv-
ice representative from the Bureau to help agencies or sonic organi-
zations that are working in this area that are faced with needs?

Chairman Aiumnr.zic. My answer is. yes.
Mr. GIAUNE.W. Well, this man refuses to do this.
Conunissioner Barn:. Area director?
NU. Gritxr..w. The area director is new there. His Fanu G,.,orge

Goodwin. Ile tells us it is all up to the social service reprcseniative
within the. Bureau there in the area office in Minneapolis. Speaking
with him he says, "This is all the money we got to work with." But
he does not advocate our position at all, even though, faced with facts.
the need is there. Tie refuses to help in any fashion other than what
the Bureau says he can have.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Any other questions?
If not. Mr. Gurneau, I want to thank you very much for your testi-

mony and your appearance here today.
Ntr. GURMEM7. Thank you.
Clia;rman ABot'itEzic. The next witnesses are John Lufkins and

Jim Hillman from the Michigan Conunission on Indian Affairs.

-0
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STATEMENTS OF JOHN =INS AND mil HILLMAN, MICHIGAN
COMMISSION ON INDIAN AFFAIRS

LUFKIVS. Grab& I-nothing, -Mr. Chairman.
Clmirman AIWILTE7.x. The mikes aren't working, so I will have to

w.k you to project your voice much louder than you ordinarily would.
Trv to be like an actor or a politician.

Mr. l.t.FKINS. Of which we are neither.
My name is john Lufkins. I am clmirman of the Commission on

Indian Affairs, and this is Jim Hillman ; he is the director of the
Commission.

We have a unique situation in Michigan whereas over the past
several years we have not had a Bureau of Indian Affairs office located
in Michigan to deal directly with the tribes until recently. Two and a
half years ago I started working on procuring an agency office in
Michigan. With the help of the President's officethe Domestic
Council when it was working, I don't know if it is disbanded now or
not, but with the help of that officeand the congressional people
from Michigan, we were able to fret a commitment from Commissioner
Thompson to place an office in Michigan. It was recently accomplished,.
in.April of 1976.

It is a skeleton staff in that it luts One man, the superintendent, and
a temporary secretary.

So all of our problems with the Bureau are, I suppoSe, negative, in
that we were being serviced from the Ashland Agency office over la
Wisconsin The Ashland office from the Mount Pleasant Reservation is
512 miles away, approximately. It takes the better part of a day travel-
ing there to find out that there is no money for services for Michigan
tribes. So the tribes go back bome with, I suppose, a feeling of despair.

Now, we have got some recommendations, some specific recommen-
dations, that we would like to make and they deal not only with the
Bureau of Indian Affairs but also Federal policy relating to Indians.
One is that the Federal Governnwnt has the responsibility to provide
services to off-reservation urban and rural Indians in the State of
Michigan. 'We have two major tribes in Michigan that were over-
looked under the Indian Reorganization Act. Each of those particular
tribes or bands of Indians have approximately 8.000 members on their
nil's and at the present time they do not receive services from the
litirern. .1,4 a matter of fact. Commissioner Thompson ju,t issued a
telefzram 2 months ago

'Mr. HILLMAN. March 3.
M. LUF1IN:4 1V0ntilIIIimr1. 'March 3. Out hltr that they will not 1 le

elivible for any services that were provided under the Bureau prior
to flint date.

Another recommendation that we have is that the Federal Govern-
ment utilize the State agencie,, to administer programs for Indianq.
For instance, the IGPA 701 Plannincr Grants. LEA education pro-
grams. and other pro!trams are funneled through the State agenciesrz.

and then down onto the Indian tribe.
It is important to note here that the State takes off its administrative

costs fnr this. rind eventually. when it comes throwth the bureaucratic
channel, frnm the Federal level to the regional level, to the State level.
to the local level, there is a lot of money that is being ripped off for
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;administrative purposes. When it, gets down to actual moneys being
provided for services to Indians there isn't that much left.

We advocate that the Federal Government deal directly with Indian
groups and organizations, both tribal and other bodies, withottt using
the intermediary regional government or other State agencies for im-
plementation of Indian, programs.. That is, the Federal Government
.deal directly with Indian groups.

Chairman ABOUREZK. On that point, if I can just interrupt a minute,

want to ask the task force to speak on this for just a minute. Have
von undertaken a study 3.et as to bow ninth money has gone to Ad-
ministration? How much is wasted by virtue of not dealing directly
with the tribes Is that underway I

Mr. DFaAnua. You mean in the J3ureau ?
Chairman ABOUREM For any Federal programs, including the

Bureau.
Mr. GonTrIxo. Across th e. board we are making a total budget study

that should reflect this. We are not sure of the accountability and rec-
ords of certain areas and 'certain agencies, that they are identifying it,
but we are trying to get that information as best we can. The General
Accounting Office is helping us and we have several reports we are
analyzing for that purpose.

Chairman Awn.nr.m. Thank you. That is a good point.
Mr. IA:rims. Our point is: There could be more money provided

for Indian serviees without any additional congressional appropria-
I ion if the administrative jungle was eliminated.

The third point that we want to make is that the Indian tribes 'in
'llichigan off reservation and urban have a lack of legal clout to effect
changes in their mineral rights, hunting and fishing rights, civil and
vriminal jnrisdietion, and other legal i:Nuen.

We reconunend that the Federal Government provide block grants
of complete discretionary use for the tribes and other Indian groups
mid organizations to obtain legal help whenever and for whatever
purposes the Indians need.

Until very recently Michigan has not had an LEA program. We
currently have ,three tribal groups that have their own attorney, but
they are complete v tied up in treaty legal issues that the State has
entered into against Indian tribes.

Another point that we wish to make: All too often the Federal
GovernmentBureau personnel, every Federal agency that deals wii,h
Indians. I guess with the exception of NIAA Afunds an Indian
proaram for a period of 1 year. They underfund it and they come in
nt the end of 1 year and say, "Yon didn't spend the money the way the
contract said so you are not goino to get another contract." They don't
provide the technical assistance ro allow the tribe to adequately service.
the people under the contract. We would advocate that Federal agen-
cies in the Bureau dealing or contracting with tribes give the tribes or
Indian organizations a 5-year contract funding period in order to
provide services for the Indian people that they are contracting for.
A lot, of time is spent negotiating contracts, politicking to ins»re that
you have a contract for the coining year that rs turned into a personal
vendetta by those people running the contract to have job security
rather than providing services.

25z,
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Another point, that we wish to make is that flu:Federal Government
require the various States to honor Imlian treaty rights and that the
States should not be allowed any enforcement of those rights. The
Federal Government should increase grants to protect the Indian
rights and must provide funds for Indians to enforce their own rules
and regulations.

We have a hunting and fishing case involved with the State of
iMichigan at this point n time, which is clearly given to the Bay Mills

Tribe of Chippewa Indhuis in an 18b3 treaty.The State contends they
do not have that rig'it, have taken them to court, and at this point it
sits within the Miclugan Supreme Court.

Again, we would like the Federal Government to take and force, if
you will, the States to honor the treaty rights made by the Federal
Government.

Mr. DrioniA. Is the Federal Government supporting the tribe in
this litigation? Is the tribe paying for its own attorneys, or the Justice
Department?

Mr. Ltimixs. We have a grant, the Bay Mills Tribe---I am a member
of the Bay Mills Tribewe have a grant from the Campaign for
Human Development- to fund a legal service person. This person is
working full time on the hunting and fishing case. It is pursued b an
individual, taken through the Michigan court system. At the same
time, the Federal Governnwnt has gone into Federal District Court
in Grand Rapids, Mich.. against the State to uphold the treaty rights.
T! At suit was filed approximately 3 years ago and it has not yet got
into litigation, I guess is the word. 'I am not too much up on legal
terniinology.

Although Michigan is not a 280 State. the commission would advo-
cate that Public Law 83-2s0 be repealed.

Another reconnnendation that we have is that the Indians be given
control of all anti eriminal jurisdiction within the-confines of
their reservation. if that is what the tribe desires. Each individual
tribe should have the right to make that tieterminat ion.

The gentlem;,. prior to us stated a good ease to back up that
recommendation.

We, in MiChigan. have long been plagued by the Deimrtment of
Social Services coining in and taking our Indian children and placing
them in white fo;ter.lionies or adopting them out into white families.
We feel that this is wrong.

Two years ago we received a child protection worker in Michigan
to deal with Indian kids that the SociaLeService Department lins,
call it adopted. but have taken away from the parents. and is working
tt; find Indian homes and Indian adoptive prtrents.

The eighth recommendation t hat I have is that t he Federal Gov-
enniwnt allow more flexibility for Indian people to develop programs
which fit their needs. One point, as an example. is the eduent ion grants
in Michigan do not allow any funding at the State level for the provi-
sion of technical a-sist any(' to Indian parent etminiittees. Thu State,
obviously. has no ttbligat itm of its own.

We tliink that there shmild be a place on the application to indicate
whether or not parent committees would allow certain of its fund,: for
technical assistance 'from State or Federal or outside educational
concerns.

25,-
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I also have some testimony here that was compiled by the Michigan
Commission on Indian Affairs who have voiced their concerns on the
matter.

My own personal view: I would much rather see the Bureau of In-
, dian Affairs done away with. It has adverse connotations on the

Indian people. They have not been responsive to Indian people in the
past and I don't think anything you do will make theni responsive as
long as they remain within the Department of Interior.

I would advocatebecause of the name Bureau of Indian Affairs
and what it has implied over the past yearsthat the name be changed
to something else and get a fresh start. either on its own super agency
or a department, within the Federal Government.

I would also advocate that. Congress introduce and- support an
amendment to the Constitution supporting the election of Indian
Representatives and Senators te sit and have a legal voice within the
House and Senate of the United States.

I want to thank you. I think Jim has some other things he will get
on to.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Do you have a separate statement ?
Mr. HILLMAN. Yes.
Chairman Anornzic. Is it very long?
Mr. HILLMAN. I will be brief.
Chairman ABOUREZK. OK.
Mr. Hn.L3t1or. The statement you have in front of you primarily

deals with a number of Federal programs and the fact that there are
very many Federal programs, and it also deals with the State role. I
thiiik John has touched on those kinds of things. There are several
steps intermediary.

In thinking about this process, Senator, I think a number of state-
ments are the cornerstone of our belief about the relationship that the
Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Federal Government ought to have
to the Indian people.

No. 1 is that the Federal Government has a trust relationship
with the Indian peoplq and that must be emphasized throughout.
I think the problem has been in the past that the Bureau of Indian
-Affairs, to whom this responsibility has been entrusted, has not per-
formed that trust responsibility. In my opinion. and this is my own
personal opinion, the only problem that the tribal people are fac-
ing is funding. That is the only problem. If the Indian people were
economically independent, then they would be able to handle and fight
for their rights and maintain identity, so on and so forth. I think
(he entire issue of recommendations must be aimed at the development
of the budget process that will provide maximum benefit to the
tribes.

Senator, there is a very unique thing here. about the Bureau of
Indian Affairs I think should be explained. The funding that is pro-
vided by the Federal Government is provided for sueh things as
social services, education on Indian reservations, health purposes,

mhousing, roads, law enforceent, so on and so forth. The ire s no com-
parable agency in the Federal Government which handles those
things for other than Indian tribes, that is a city or county does this
out of a tax base. and a city or a minty develops their own budget
process and they don't have any Federal agency to deal with.

254
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Mv reroninleinlation, therefore, is to put that same kind of budget-
ary development process in the hands of the Indian people.

Now, the budget process at the Federal level is generated by some
one person picking up that pencil and looking at. the budget that was
presented the previous year and basing, therefore, the budget recom-
mendations on expansion of the existing budget, and therefore you are
going to justify why this change and justify that change. Mv recom-
mendation is that you just stop all of that for a year and let the
Indian tribes; without any limit whatsoever, develop an unlimited
budget, develop a budget that will cover all the things the tribe wants
to do, for whatever purpose1 and submit that. to the Federal Gov-
ernnwnt and hope that t he Congress ihi pay attention to it..

lIMy coCCrn here is that I don' it think there s a need for a Bureau
of Indian Affairs if the Federal Government. is serious about its
trust responsibility, and if it is not serious about that trust responsi-
bility, then we are all wasting our time here.

Senator, I am pleased that you are here but. I am also very dis-
appoint(41 that other Members of the congressional delegation that
are .on this Commission are not here with you. It bothers nw very
much to think Hint thingS that affect our Indian people all across
the country are going to get. shortchanged in the Congress. It. bothers
me very nnich because MI are really talking about the will of the
Ceiartess to protect that trust IT Tonsibility, and if we 'nave that pro-
teetion and that guarantee, perhaps what we need is a new treaty
for all Indian people. here, or an amendment to the Constitution
which would definitely say there is going to be a trust responsibility,
then we could deal with the problems rather than dealing. with the
Bureau.

I have a set 0,f recommendations here, it looks rather lengthy, but I
am going to detail this as briefly as I can.

1. That. each Indian tribe develop a budget based on what it wants
to do. irregardless of the hangups and the problems and the likelihood
of funding.

2. That an all-Indian elective body be created at the Washington
level to receive these- budgets and to work directly with the Congress
to implement these budgets into a Federal budget.

Some of the ways this can be done is that all of thy Indiai, port ions
of labor, health education and wel fare, and whey agencies by con-
sidered to be tapped to create this budget.

.3. That a separate mIndian IhIntrtent be developNI to insure that.
adequaty attention is given to such issues as may arise, to provide tech-
nical assistance to the tribes, and to provide the mechanism for but. not
the vont rol over Indian programs.

4, That the Bureau Of Imlian Affairs is not an adequate vehicle for
maintaining the trust responsibilities of the I T.S. Government and
should be almlislied. The funding for tribal programs should by able
to ut ilize its appropriations.

That urban dwelling Indians should be provided a similar plan-
ning opportunity within t he framework of existing Federal programs:
that is, that a mamlate in Federal le,..,_ffislation reApiimtliat. ny grant,
say. going to tie! City of Detroit hold apart a separate set- side for
Indians who live in urban areas, and that, it be further required that

2 3
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those Indians develop their own plans for expending those Amds with-
out interference and competition from other minority groups.

0. That the States being the primary recipient of the U.S. Govern-
ment's largesse with'Indian lancls be mandated to provide appropria-
tions to match the Federal appropriations. Some kind of budget, I
think, could be worked out that-would-take into -amount the- total
Indian population, the total State budget, so on and so forth. But
they have got our land now and they are the ones giving us the most
trouble. It is the State of Michigan that is in court against the Indians.

think that that is a shame and a disgrace and I think it has gone on
far too long. We shouldn't have to fight for rights like that.

That concludes my testimony. I thank you very much for the op-
portunity to appear.

Chairman AnornEzic. Thank you very much.
Any questions? If not, we want to express our gratitude to you for

your appearance and your testimony.
Mr. HILLMAN. One thing, we would like to leave with you a map of

the State of Michigan because I don't think the Bureau knows there is

a State of Michigan. I do think we should leave it with you.
.

Chairman ABOVREZK. You should leave it with the Bureau.
The neit witness is David Gardner.

STATEMENT OF DAVID GARDNER, PRINCIPAL CHIEF, CHOCTAW

NATION OF OKLAHOMA

Mr. GARDNER. My name is David Gardner, principal chief of the
Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma.

I would like to give you a brief history of the Choctaw Tribe. It is

one af the Five Civilized Tribes. The Choctaws were the first to be re-
inow.d from southeastern Oklahoma to what is presently known as
Oklahoma, and that trail or removal became known as the Five Civil.
ized Tribes "Trail of Tears" march.

There was a lot of adjusting to make on behalf of all the tribes
making this relocation, and I think they did it quite well. Mechanism

seems to change and direction as to how these tribes should assimilate
with other pf,ople coming to the new Indian territories destined to be

the State of Oglahoma. The Atoka Agreement of 1887, coupled with

the Dawes Commission, which was to equally divide the Indian ter-
itories among the individuals, was. I think, the starting of the break-

down of these five great tribes. Of course, in 1906 an act was passed to
finally abolish all forms of tribal government, with one exception, the
principal chiefs of these five tribes were left to speak as the sole author-

ity for these five tribes and that is the way it has been since statehood

up until 1970 there was an act passed to allow these tribes to elect their
headmen. In 1975 I was the first nonincumbent principal chief to be
elected since the 1970 act.

That. is a brief history of the trek of the Choctaws along with the

four ether civilized tribes.
I would like to preface my recommendations with a story my daugh-

ter has told if Commissioner Whitecrow will bear with me one more
time. He has heard this before, but I think it proves a point quite well.

92-593-77---17
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My 12-yenr-old daughtei, came in from school one afternoon kind of
upset. Of course,.being a father. T was quite concerned. I didn't know
the magnitude of her unmst until she said they were making fun of
of me. I said, How is that ?"

She said. "Well, they are calling you and the other four chiefs the
'Five Chisel ized Tribes Chief.' "

I would like to point out a few reasons why I think maybe there is a
little justification in some youngsters cOing the Five Civilized Thiirs
the "Five Chiselized Tribes." It is easy to be critical, sometimes dif-
ficult to make recommendations. I would like to offer something in the
form of recommendations that I feel would improve the services now
available to the Five Tribes of Oklahoma.

I think itis essential and necessary that we have a voice that is
readily recognized where our Federal fathers live, in Washington, and
I can think of no better place than to have the Indian Affairs located
at the Executive Office of our Government. I would propose to have
an Office of Indian Affairs in the White House under the President.

Also, I believe that the trust responsibility that was mentioned
briefly by the spokesmen before me, and trust responsibi ity.is another
area that is needed desperately, and I would recomnwnd that the Trust
Responsibilities Office now existing in the Bureau of Indian Affairs
be subdivided to handle Indian trust properties as well as tribal loan

yroperties, since we have both in Oklahoma, and it is apparent that the
Department of Interior has had a bard time recognizing which has the
priority in forest trust lands, It S'emnR, though, the Choctaws have
always come out second-best to other Government agencies.

Also, we would recommend a performance_ bond be levied against
the Department of Interior for $1 million. I know that sounds a little
unreasonable. but. I ask you, would ;vou'allow an engineer or contractor
to build a multimillion dollar building for you without being bonded?
I think the same. obligations are accountable here.

I would recommend that this bonding process he handled by a sepa-
rate agency other than the Department of Interior. Once the trust has
to be paid off. I think yon would gain the attention necessary to see
that the trust responsibility is carried out.

I also recommend the establishment of a legal services corporation
be available in the District of Columbia for trust-related legal prob-
lems.

The Choctaw Tribe has several snits that could he. I think. astro
nomical in recouping our lease. obtaining some of the moneys that are
due from misuse or loss of these lands. Wo do not have the vehicle
necessary to get the legal attention when the mechanisms start.

With those recommendations I have five other issues I wish to share
with you and ask for your reconnnendat ions and solution.

Welfare is a nnwh needed program anamg our tribal people, but at
the same time I think the qualification criteria is inconsistent to the
Five Civilized Tribes and other Indians of this country. Presently, no
one can own more than 40 acres in order to receive. welfare. I know of
no other State that requires its Indian citizens to sell all but 40 acres
in order to receive welfare assistance. T don't believe the State of Okla-
homa has that authority when the U.S. Government sponsors this wel-
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fare and dOesn't require the other States participating in the same
progrant.

Tribal water rights is presently being ignored by the Bureau under
its trust responsibility, I -feel. At present in Oklahoma there is a plan
to transfer water from southeast Oklahoma to other parts of the State,
and there has been no conideration given to the Indian water rights.
We have petitioned the State to determine what the water rights are.
So I ask your assistance in establishing a clear definition of water
rights for the tribes in Oklahoma.

3. Public works projectsEDA, HUD, FFA, FOR, just to name a
few, are very popular funding agencies these days to Indian teibes
of public facilities. However, I do not feel the. tribes are. having ade-
quate input in the planning or obtaining of these grants. It appears
that you have to ao in and ask to get what. you want in the applica-
tion and they will P'decide if it is approved or not.

I would recommend the tribe establish a commission similar to the
title V Commissions f the Public Works and Economic Development
Act of 1965 known the Regional Plannina Commissions. In these
planning commissions the governors of theseP'States, plus the Federal
representative, solely decide how these moneys are going to be s
in the regions. I think a similar type mechanism could irtseT; very
beautifully for the expending of 14'ederal public works funds for
Indian tribes.

Reutilization of Government property could greafly enhance the
tribal efforts in the economic development area. We are all aware that
the Government spends millions of dollars each year obtaining prop-
erty to carry out our defense requirements. When this property is no
longer needed by the Defense Department it is made available to the
other Government agencies.

This is good property, sonic of it is not even used. I think the tribes,
if given the proper direction in developing plans and given the sithle
access as our civil defense systems in acquiring this property for their
use, could make better rent ii izat ion of this excess property that usually
trickles to Government agencies and on down to State surplus (aces
and then on a final sale.

lf last complaint, is the reservation versus the nonreservation tribes.
There are a lot of programs designed pr'marily for reservation
Indians. I don't becrrudge these. I think all th-, programs are needed,
although I do thin); the State that has the most Indians of any State
in this country iS entitled to participate in these programs. Four of
these tribes are being left out- because they are not identified as reser-
vation tribes.

This could he reniedied by limply changing the criteria requiring
all tribes to be federally recognized. We are aware that the reserva-
t ion Indians are federally recognized.

Also, in the most recent ruling by the. Department of Interior
in regard to Indian preference in hiring in the I lureau of Imlian
Affairs and Indian Health Servic:. I think the. Five Tribes of Okla-
bonm have been grossly diseriminated against because they are re-
quiring them to be one-half Indian where the other tribes do not have
to be.

256
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I am including with my statement copy that appeared in the daily
Oklahoman that describes the situation beautifully.

I humbly ask your assistance in solving some of these problems I
have presented to you this morning.

Chairman ABM-TEEM Thank you very much, Dave. That was a good
set of recotnmendations.

, Are there any questions by any of the Commissioners or the task
force members?

Mr. DELORIA. We are running a little ahead of time here so I guess
. we can afford a few questions.

Chairman ABOrlIEEK. Don't feel like you need to fill up the time.
Mr. DELORIA. Chief Gardner, maybe I am the only one that doesn't

grasp this, it wouldn't be the first time, but I wonder if you could de-
scribe a little bit more specifically your section II here on page 5 re-
garding the distinction you are arawing between Indian trust prop-
erties within public lands and tribally owned lands in trust.

My understanding is that one distinction in Oklahoma is between
lands that are held with a restricted fee patent and trust lands. Are
there trust -lands within Federally owned lands, is that what you are
getting at ? I don't understand this distinction. I am not well informed
on this.

Mr, GARDNER. For example, if there is another Government agency
owning land adjoining ours, such as the Forestry Department or the
Corps of Engineers, our priorities seem to come in second as to being
properly protected.

Mr. DELORIA. I see. That is a significant problein for you?
Mr. GARDNER. I feel it is because we have no recourse in addressing

these grievances.
Mr, DELORIA. Thank you. Regarding the welfare assistance problem :

Do vou know if the Interior Department has been requested to rule
on ihis issue. if the Solicitor's office has ever issued an opinion or if

'the Interior Department has ever tried to raise this question with the
Department of HEW regardng whether these Oklahoma welfare regu-
lations are legal under the Social Security Act ?

Mr. GARDNER. I am not aware if there has been such a request.
Mr. DELORLt. You are not aware of that.
On the question of the eligibility of Oklahome tribes for Federal

domestic assistance programs. As you probably know. we have had
somewhat limited resources with the task forces. One thing that could
be very helpful to us in making recommendations on this point would
be if ihe Oklahoma tribes would draw up a list of the programs that.
they are now eligible for and participating in and the ones they are
excluded from on this basis so that we can make some concrete recom-
mendations in this regard. That would be very helpful because in
studying the statutes and the regulations it is not always easy to deter-
mine exactly how these programs are being administered. You are the
neople thaeknow where the shoe pinches, and if you could let us know
it would be very helpful.

Mr. GARDNER. I agree with you. We have had occasion in the past
to try to convince funding agencies that we are a local unit of Govern-
ment, that we qualify to participate in certain public works projects.
I appreciate that.

2 5 fj
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Mr. DELOMA. I have one further question on your suggestion regard-

ing the title V regional commissions. I think that is an ingenious sug-

gestion. Would you recor.unend, then that title V be amended, thfet

this be made a part of the present title V approach.
Mr. GARDNER.' I would recommend that, giving it identity as Indian

information.
Mr. DmnioA. I don't knOW- hoik many regional connuissions there are.

Mr. GARDNER. Seven.
Mr. DRUMM. Seven regional commissions. I know Congress in the

most recent amendments to the act just authorized one or two more.

Would you recommend, then, that. there be a single title V commis=
sion serving all the tribes in the country, or would 3,ou recommend that
more thim one regional commission For Indian tribes be established ?

Mr. GARDNER. There would.have to be more than one because of the
regional concept. I think the regional categories that m'e have set the
boundaries to include those tribes that would be affected.

Mr. DELoni.t. So that in addition to transferring the Bureau of In-
dian Athdrs to the Executive Office of the PreSident, you would rec-
ommend, as a way of bringing other Federal money to 'bear on Indian
tribal problems, an amendment to title V creating regional conunis-

sions for Indian tribes'?
Mr. GARDNER. I feel this is necessary in order to have the authority

on how these moneys are being spent because the regional commission

concept is that these projects are not funded unless they are approved
by the commission members.

Mr. I YELoRIA. I know your time is limited and you have many things
to do as chief of the Choctaw Nation. but I woniler if you might have
the opportunity sometime to lay out that idea in somewhat more detail,
since you have had experience workint, with renional conunissions you
would know how these could be strZtured arid implemented. Could
you do that for us?

Mr. GARDNER. I would be happy to.
Any other questions?
Commissioner DEER. I . mid lii(e to hear more about the tribal

water rights. Oklahoma dot t have reservations, but you do have
Bureau offices:, What is the responsibility of the Bureau to water and

to land
Mr. GARDNER. I think they have the ultimate responsibility. I have

recently requested, in the past 2 weeks, hat the Department of Inte-
rior provide us the definition as to what obligations or what trust re-
sponsibilities they owe the tribe, We are aware that these are our
properties, talking about water rights. I do not know if the Bureau is
aware. They, have not made any attempts to say this is what the tribe
must do in order to be compensated for tlm waters to be taken within
the boundaries.

Does this answer your question ?
Commissioner DEER. It sounds to me liko this is very unclear, that

the Bureau is not fulfilling their obligations to protect the water
rights there.

Mr. GARDNER. I think the Bureau is allowing the State to assume
authorities they do not have in that in the present setup the State is
making plans or establishing plans that they must be approached in
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It is interesting that this article was printed Sunday morning,
March 8, 1925, exactly 51 years ago today..

The reCognition by the k'ederal Government that this arid but highly
fertile land is a very valuable asset has been the subject of correspond-

ence throughoti 'he history of the Bureau of Indian Affairs dating

from the early lifl,..:15 and culminating with the passage by the 85th

Congress of Public Law 85-801 on August 28, 1958. This act provided

for the construction by the Bureau of Reclanuttion of an irrigation
distribution system and drainage works for Indian lands within the
Coachella Valley County Water District in Riverside County, Calif.,
specifically for the meinbers of the Augustine, Cabazon, and Torres-
Martinez Bands. Until we were visited at Torres-Martinez by

Mr. Peterson and Mr. Tonasket of this Commission and until

Mr. Peterson's subsequent investigation revealed the existence of this

act. I had never known, even though I had been chairman for 8 years,

that this act' providing for a complete irrigation distribution system

to irrigate approximately 7,000 acresI repeat, 7,000 acresof the

mos+ fertile latO in America wen existed. Yeedless to say, it has never

been built.
The purpose for relating in some detail this situation and for ap-

pendin,g to t his testimony copies of the transmittal of this 1958 act to

us by simple memorandum from the Bureau of Indian Affairs in 1958

and the copies of letters dating from the early 1000's and including
the March 8, 1925, Los Angeles Times article is to show this Commis-

sion as clearly as possible that we are so isolated from the diligent a ud

sincere participation of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
During the last 8 to 10 years no one had been interested in us until

members of the staff of this Commission came to our reservation and
subsequently conducted a brief investigation. Now we know we have

ono of the most potentially productive reservations in the Southwest
United States. But how do we proceed?

I now coatinue with the summary of issues which I hope you will

feel free to ask questions of me. The issues which I hope that we are
able to discuss today and which seriously affect us aro as follows:

1. We are very interested in pursuing the follow through and
development of the irrigation project provided for in Public Law

2. We are extremely concerned about the lack of health care and
health facilities available to us at Torres-Martinez, When people at
Torres-Martinez have a serious illness they must go to Riverside
County Hospital in Riverside. Calif., approximately 95 miles north
of the reservation. The reason for this is that we have no access f o or

assistance from the Indian Health Service for health care. The local

hospital in Indio, and other local health facilities require prepayment
for even emergencies before any of our tribal men hers can receive

care.
In situations involving aged or seriously ill members. we must take

them to Parker or Phoenix, Ariz.. or approximately 150 miles north

to Long Beach, Calif., for access to either hospitalization or health

care.
This situation, we recognize, is not one which can he solved by

only the Bureau of Indian Affairs. We do feel, however, that the
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,

Bureau of Minn Affairs should be taking an active role in helping
provide. us withiwtter access to health care.

3. We have a di\flicult time with transportation in getting people
to doctors dentistsand to emergency care or even to the California
Rural Indian Health Service Clinic located in Morongo, Calif., some
45 miles north of Torres-Martinez.

4. We are concerned that with the exception of *hen members of
this Commission staff came to Torres-Martinez, we itre Very seldom
visited in any constructive sense by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. It
is true that we do not beg for the Bureau's assistance, but it is also
obvious that the reason that we don't ask is that WC have been so long
ignored.

5. This is of great concern to usthe delivery of education pro-
grams and/or systems to us and the lack of participation of the Bureau
in assisting us in communicating with the local school districts. and
in assisting US with documenting the number of Indians actually liv-
ing in our school district in Riverside. Calif., as compared to the num-
bers who are enrolled members in our tribe. The importance of this
course is to get the maximum amount of title IV Indian Education Actof 1972 impact funds so that our children call be given a more adequate
education in the local schools.

6. This is an immediate need because of our high unemployment and
lack of recreational facilities is the frustration of our 3-year effort to
get Torres-Martinez Agency School and Agency I feaaquarters. e-
stored as a regional historic site, park and recreational area. We haveexhausted our resources in this effort and have formally requested the
Bureau, and the American Bicentennial Commission to assist us to novail.

This site was declared a Riverside County Historic Site in 19M with
the placMg of a bronze plaque there by the Riverside County Histori-
cal Commission. In 1973 it was declared a national historic place.

Again, our remote location seems to work against us. I have attached
newspaper articles and letters to this testimony documenting thiseffort. If there is anything you can do to assist us we would sincerely
appreciate it.

Finally, before responding to questions from this high Commis-
sion. I would like to emphasize that we are fully aware that our ap-
pearance before this congressional Commission :s a very unusual and
historic circtunstance for the Torres-Martinez Bamls. Our isohitionhas prevented us from adequately communicating our problems and
our needs to the outside world. And because we are seldom visited by
any Federal official or any congressional person we are thankful t hat
you have given us this time.

I invite you to ask any questions you may have of on behalf of t he
Torres-Martinez people for allowing its staff members to spend t
time that they have with us in I winging our problems and our oppor-
tunities out from the shadows and into the sunlight.

Chairman ABOultEzli. A very good statement, Ted. Thank you verymuch.
Are there any questions?
Mr. ToxAskrr. I must say that T am very glad to see you bere. It

was quite an experience for myself and Mr. Peterson to come out to
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your reservation and to see the circumstances that your people are

livingunder.
I missed the first partof the testimony. Did you tell the Commission

how far away the agency office is from you?
Mr. TORRO. 'Yes we have.

KMr. TONARET.IDid you say in your document about the number of

times that the BIA staff has visited your reservation ?

Mr. Tomo. No, I haven't.
Mr. TONASKET. Would you give that to us
Mr. TOMO. As long as I have been chairman, and since the area di-

rector, who is Mr. William Finelle, when I first took office, and that

was in the year of 1866, was the only time he ever came out. Up to now

he has never been there. Our local agency area superintendent has

never been to our reservation. The only officials from the BIA office

that come to visit us is at the request of the tribe that was dealing with

Mr. Marco, who is with the HITD housing program. We needed new

housing for our Indian people there on our reservation, and Mr. Wil-

liam G. O'Nally, who is with the Land Realty Office at Riverside

our request have come to our reservation. And also helping us with our

trying to get some type of development for our reservation, Mr. Wil-

liam Dietrich, who is the land planning officer there in Riverside.

I would like to comment on one thing here about Mr. Dietrich. Peo-

ple don't understand what I was talking about in the historical site

is that in 1905 the Bureau of Indian Affairs built an agency there with

a schoolhouse, agency. and living quarters which used to be the local

agency office there. wid that building MIS turned over to the tribe and

it is still standing. With the efforts of the Riverside County Historical

Commission we got it placed as a historical site.
We worked on further and got a place on the National Register of

Historic Places, and that is where it stands right now. The tribe is

wanting to make it into a tourist attraction where we would give mem-

bers of our tribe jobs for living expenses to better their conditions.

Chairman AnoraEzic. Sounds like the area director and the superin-

tendent are very busy and are nimble to get out to your reservation

because of that..do you suppose ?

Mr. TORRO. I believe it is because it is too hot. It gets a hundred de-

grees down there.
'ommissioner BORBRMGE. They can't stand the heat.

Mr. ToNAsiirr. Usually ti- A is the way it is for any area director to

go to a reservation, it always gets toohot.
Mr. TOM). Another thing I would like to comment on. is that. our

re,ervation. our children there this year. or for the last. I would have

to say for the last 3 years, we have never got. an education program with

the exception of Johnson-O'Malley which was started ahout 2 vears

ago. This year was the first time we were involved in the title IV pro-

f:ram, and the amount of money we got was only $2.400 for a whole

year's program, and that wasn't adequate.
The instructors that we had, the two women that. we hired to teach

the children craft work and study our language only received $125 for

3 months' wprk for a total of. I ihink. $7'50 for the whole year.
The two towns next to us there received this year a total of $35,000.

We only got $2.400. We can't understand how they could when we had
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a good program on our reservation, and most of the work has been
done by volunteer work.

We did not follow the procedures of the application because they
wanted us to start our classes at least once or twice a month, but with
the help of the people that we hired they donated all tlwir time to help
the children. W e had our classeS every weekend for every namth, and
they had t o travel a little over, I wonlil say. 1.; miles to get there to help
our children. They didn't complain about how much money they
got for them to come out to Our reservation.

If these people can do that, I feel that the Bureau of Indian Atrail's
people can come out that way and visit us. as they get paid a higlwr
salary thai . the peoph3 that are volunteering their service to our
reservation.

Mr. Tos-AsaEr. Has the Bureau ever provided your tribe with higher
education :=sistanee for your people like thy do in many ot li iribes?

TORRO. No; they haven't.
Mr. 'Fox r. Have they ever notifiN1 you or let you know that

there is th: ervice and responsibility ?
Mr. TORRO. The only way they do that, they jnst send out letters say-

ing there is vocational training and jobs available and that is all. They
never follow up with anything else.

Mr. ToNASKET. Does the. agency or the area ofliee down there keep
your tribe informed of programs that are available to tribes in this
country? I know many tribes get stacks and stacks of 'correspondence
telling them what is available and how to proceed to get program
..noneys.

Mr. Tomo. Noll. can answer those questions separately. No; we do
not get information from tl tem on how to proceed and how to get funds,
how to get higher education, stuff like that. All we get is just a letter
saying these programs are available anti that is allno applications,
nobody to contact, that is all.

Mr. TONASKET. Have yoll put any thought into what we could rec-
ommend as a Commission to elmnge the Bureau in your arca or your
ageney to better service your peoplemaybe a subagency or an ageney
out in ymtr part of the etmnt ry ?

Mr. Tohno. Whatever direction they go, up or down, sideways. I
hope that tlwy keep our lami in trust and not terminate us. That is all
I van say. But we would like to know more about how they work and
how they would be able to iwlp u thert.

Mr. TONASKET. Would you like to have an agency out at your
reservation ?

11r. 'Dana. If they can stand the heat
Mr. ( iorrrING. You live there. don't von ?
Mr. Tomo). No; I live in I lentet. 14anghtor.1 T live approximately

T.) miles front our reservation. I go (town tlwre every tittle I can and
I go on my own.

Oiw thing I would like to make clear here. that as long as I have
been chairman, for 8 years, I have not received any travel, any pay
from my reservation I aicause I feel I don't deser.-e this because I don't
want to take things from my people Hutt they don't have. And all my
committee. which consists of seytn other members. are all volunteer
people. They are elected every 2 years, they hold office every 2 years,
and will be replaced every 2 years.
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Mr. TONAMET. Let me go ahead, but I want to make one statement.

From our personal visit down to Torres2Martinez I want to assure you
that by asking if you lived there or you being in a position where you

'have to say that. you don't was notyou know, we don't want to make

you feel that you should be embarrassed to answer, "No, I don't live
there." I walla like to tell the Commission the reservation when it was

established. was originally, and still is, a clieckerboarded reservation,

_one-section Indian and one section white. The area that is available for

housing is just not there. I can vouoh that it. is very difficult to make

housing available in the situation as it is there.
I just wanted to make that clear to the Comniission.
Chairman ABOUREZK. He must be doing something right if he has

been chairman for 7 years. A lot of politi. Ans have found out if they
never go back to Their home State they can't hope to keep getting re-

elected.
Mr. GoErrixo. Ted, in terms of the description of the reservat ion

where you say that an irrigation project for 7,000 acres has been au-

thorized but never funded, never constructed : What about the cliecker-

board portion of the non-Indians? Are they irrigating their lands? Are
they providing income for their people on their land right next door
and intermingled in your lands?

Mr. Tomo% OK. What used to be tribal landeach member of the

tribe was given 40 acres of land allotment and those were sold. Then

when the farmers bought. that they developed that into citrus, vege-
tables, and this type of stuff. It. is an income for them, not for the
tribe. And then over here they have water, they have irrigation, all
this type of systems for their property. Where that ends and the res-
ervation starts, there is no type of development, no water available

at all,
Mr. Gorrrixo. What kind of a living do the non-Indian people make

on those same lands that are interspersed right in the Indian lands?
What. kind of an income do they have? Do they make a fairly good
living out of it ?

M. TORRO. They sure do. I couhln't give you a figure because I don't
know.

( 'hairman Atual:Ez.K. Do they irrigate ?
Mr. Tomto. Yes ; t hey do.
elmirnmn Antal:U.N. Where do they get the water?
Mr. Tomto. They get the water from the Coachella Valley Water

District.
Chairman ABMIEZ.N. Can the Indians join that district ?
Mr. Thrum. They are part of that district ; yes.
Chairman ATIOUREZIC But can they get water from it if they want ?
Mr. TIMM Yes; they can.
Chairman ABOUREZIC. Why don't they?
Mr. Tomo. Well, you see, our people are not farmers. For one timing.

I have got to explain the reservation there has individual wells. We
don't have a water system like they do here in the city. Each member
that is living there on the reservation has their own individual well.

Chairman ABM:11E7.K. I mini talking about irrigating. Why don't the
Indians irrigate?
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Mr. Tornio. Well, for one thing, they don't have the money to develop
their land because the land is brnshy, and needs a lot of clearing. They
have no money to get this type of irrigation.

Mr. Govrriso. But this is a part of the program of an irrigation
district, isn't it, to prepare the land suitable for irrigation to provide
water ditches, canals, head structures to release the water. isn't some
of that available alreai v?

Mr. TORRth No; because we did not know about, this until just re-
cently when the investigation by Mr. Peterson was brought out. Even
1, as chairman. did not know then that this was available to the mem-
bers of the tribe.

Mr. Gorrrixo. But it is available. What kind of an application would
you have to make ? Isn't some of the financing available for it even
under the authorization of the project ?

Mr. Tomo. I think there is. but wo have never seen an application.
Nobraly has ever contacted us from the Bureau again to say this is
available and what procedure we are snpposed to take.

Mr. TONASKET. May I make just one statement to help clarify the
sit uation down there. The act that authorized the irrigation district
authorized the irrigation of Indian lands, too, but the Bureau failed
to follow up and assist the tribe in that. Everything is there exceptthat the Bureau. even to this date. I guess, even since we have been
down there hasn't contacted the tribe to let them know what services
are available as authorized under the act.

Chairman-Anorar.m. Have yon read the act. Mel ?
Mr. TONASHrr. No.

TORRO. The act is included in my testimony.
Chairman ABOUREY.K. Jack, can ou speak to that ? What doeJA the

iwt provide for film/mewl assistance to get the land ready for use ?
Mr. PimaisoN. The act was passed and authorized elle 'Indian por-

tion of the project, which is the Coachella Valley County water dis-
trict irrigation project. The appropriation to go with the act for the
Torres-Martinez portion was '.ot passed nor was it asked to be passed
by anyone. In other words, an appropriation bill was never presented
t o Congress.

Chairnmn ABOUREY.K. The appropriation was for preparing the land
for i rrigat ion ?

Mr. PETRSON. The appropriat ion was for preparing the land and
for doing everything to deliver water to every 40 acres on Torres-
Mart inez. The engineering has been done. for example. for the project
under the act. The engineering. the soil surveys. the water is available,
and the existimr facilities that are built up to the reservation bounda-
riesthe checarboarded sectionsthe hydraulics are built into the
present system and it has the capacity to deliver to the additional
Indian lands. That is how far it has gone.

Chairman AROURE7.a. Is t his something the MA should include in
their budget, or should it be ii separate appropriation?

Mr. PETERSON. My personal feeling is t hat it. should he a separate
rider on a hillseparate appropriation for Torres-Martinez. It could,
however. be included.

Chairman Am/ITEM'. It conhl be incloded in the BTA ?
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Mr. PETERSON. The present legislationand wer have copies of it
here that should be in your packets therecould be a separate bill or
could be included by the BIA.

Chairman ABounfrizx. Assuming that all of that were done, Ted; and
you got the money and the land cleared, and so on : Would your people
use that irrigation for farming? You said they weren't farmers.

Mr. Tornio. No, I don't believe they would, with the exception there
might be a few, What they would do : They would probably lease their
land to a developer because our members now are quite up in their
yeais and none of them would be able to become farmers.

Chairman ABOVREEK. There isn't much use in going through all that
expense and trouble if they are not going to use it themselves, then,
is there?

Mr. Tom. Well, they could use it because of the income they could
derive from it and have a better way of living.

Mr. TONASKET. Maybe I can help out.
Jack, you got the report from the irrigation district on the income

derived from the lands that are irrigated. Could you just tell the
Commission the value of that, and is it not true that some of the non-
Indian landowners do not farm their own land but through the lease
process also make a very good income?

Mr. PETERSON. That IS true.
Mr. TONASKET. Is a lease assistance service available to the tribes

by the irrigation district so that they can get a fair and e deal ?

Mr. PETERSON. Very, very quickly, yes; that is true. e meth d of
farming in the Coachella Valley of California is as Bows: The or-
merly relatively small land units are now very large4corporate f
off the reservation. The corporate owners, whether a tightly held c mil
corporation or a public corporation, the farm lands are manage( by

professional form management firms in the great majority of the cses
almost entirely, and the owners are absentee stockholders or a fanijy
that has moved out of the valley.

These farm management corporations and the lease arrangemen
that these large corporate farms have, since they don't own all of their
own land, too, results in very high income for the shareholders, and for
the private owners. So the income derivedand we have the docu-
mentation from the Coachella Valley County Water District's crop
recordsis the highest per acre income or gross product of any agri-
cultural land in the continental *United States, including the Imperial

Valley.
So the lease arrangement that Mr. Torro suggests is one that is not

the traditional Indian lease arrangementwhere Indians get noth-
ingbut an eqUitable lease arrangementprobably with a manage-
ment firmthat would result in substantial income for the
Torres-Martinez.

Chairman Anormic. That is a different matter. You are right.
Commissioner DEER. I would like to ask you : Is your tribal council

involved with the Bureau of Indian Affairs in developing yourbudget ?
Mr. TORRO. With our tribal budget ? No we. develop our own tribal

budget and we present it to the Bureau. They write back and they ac-
cept it and it has been approved.
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'Commissioner Dmin. There has been a lot of consultation or discus-
'Sion here abgut band analysis.

Mr. DELORIA. He is talking about their budget. He didn't understand
your question.

She means the Bureau's budget, the agency budget.
Mr. TOM). The only thing involved, they do send us out a band

analysis. They don't give us anyfigures on what it is or what we want
to do. They just say, "What priorities do you need on your reserva-
tion ?" Like, for instance, I think 4 years ago we put in for reconstruc-
tion on our roads. We put an estimate of $50,000, but that wasn't an ac-
curate estimate because, we don't know how much it would cost to
improve the road system there. That was 4 year ago, and up until now
they have never fixed our roads.

Again, just recently, before I left to come up here2 they had a meet-
ing in Escondido to work on the band analysis again, and what they
were including I don't kw w.

Mr. DELoam. Chairmah Torro, what is the enrollment, the total
membership of the tribe

Mr. Tomo. The total enrollment? It is hard to say because in 1945
they stopped enrolling members of our tribe. At that time there were
250 On the Bureau roll. It is almost 16 years now since we had an en-
rollinent. The Bureau has never hleped us to try to improve. The only
thing they took part in is when the $29 million judgment was distrib-
uted in California. Again, that was an inaccurate roll for our members.

Mr. DELORIA. Do you know why they stopped keeping track of
enrolled members?

Mr. TORRO. No; I don't know.
DELORIA. Do many tribal members live near the reservation ?

Mr. TOMO. Yes; they do. They live near other reservations, also. -A
lot of them want to come back but there are no jobs, and no housing
available.

Mr. DELORIA. Are there any tribal members living on the
reservat ion ?

Mr. Tomto. Yes. There is a total of 20 families that are living there
now on the reservation.

Mr. Dmontn. Are there other tribes nearby?
Mr. Tonno. Yes; there is the Cabazon Reservation and the Augus-

t ine Reservation.
Mr. DELORIA. Itow close are they ?
Mr. Tonno. Thev are about 11 miles away from onr reservation.

Gorrrrvo. Are they in the same condition economically as you?
Mr. Tonno. Yes : they are.
Mr. G01,711110. Do they have the same type of experience relation-

ship with the MA that you have had ?
Mr. Tonno. I can't answer that because I don't know. We are not that

close in clealMgs with their tribal business.
Mr. DET,ORTA. I know you are quite busy doing all this vc,int teer

work for the tribe, but could :von take a few moments and talk into
(me of your cassettes for about half an hour for the task force and list
the Federal programs the tribe is getting the benefit from now, if any ?
It nrolmblv wouldn't take too long.

Mr. Tonno. I can answer that one question. There are no Federal
programs that we are involved in as of now.
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Mr. DELORIA. You are administering no programs whatsoever?
Mr. TORRO. No. Is that half an hour over with
Mr. DELORIA. Take the rest of the half hour off.
Chairman ABOTIREZIE. Ted, thank you very much. It has been a very

good presentation.
Mr. TORRO. Thank you. I would like to state one thing here to you

people. It was an article written on March 2, 1956, by Mr. Bill Jen-

nings, who used to work with the Riverside Daily hnterprise, and
there is one statement here, the heading on this paper that I think all

of you people, the Commissioners, the task force, and any Senators or
Congressmen here should take note of this, because this little thing
here, this little sentence really affects us very bad. It states here, "The

name isn't familar now, but a President once knew it." This was given

to us on July 4, 1924, by President Calvin Coolidge, commending our
Indian people that had served in the. war. You figure back, that name,

a President once knew it. I have been chairman for my tribe for 8 years
and I have seen three Commissioners of Indian Affairs that have never
visited us, have never talked ot us, and these three people art% the

former Mr. Robert Bennett, Mr. Louis Bruce, and now the existing

Mr. Thompson.
I feel this one sentence tells everything. I want to thank Mr. Peter-

sor and Mr. Tonasket who came out to our reservation to see what it
.,s like. I want to make it known here that if any of you are ever

through that area you are welcome to stop by. Please don't make it
over that long a period of time.

Chairman ABOUREZIL When is the best period of the year to go there?
Mr. To11110. Any time. Thank you.
Chairman Anoruezts. Thank vou, Ted.
The next witness is Anthony Lugo of Santa Rosa.

STATEMENT OP ANTHONY LARGO, CHAIRMAN, SANTA IWSA

BAND

Mr. Lnnoo. Good morning. Thank you for the opportunity of being

here. My name is Anthony Largo. I am the chairman of the Santa
Rosa Band of Mission Indians.

I would like to sev that Ted and his problems are pretty relevant
to most of us in Riverside County. While he is in a desert community,
we are in the mmintain regions of southern California and pretty iso-
lated. In my testimony that has been submitted we have touched on a
few problems that we have that are particular to us as far as com-
munications, economic development, and housing problems, and some

of the range programs that we are tiying to implement in order to get
ourselves somewlait of an economic base for things that we are looking
for in the future.

In our attempt to obtain communication on the reservation we have
submitted at least three programs and each of them have been denied.
Now what we are looking for is a phone system, something that we

ican communicate. All we need to do s communicate effectively with the
Bureau of Indian Affairs in those areas that we conduct our everyday
business. The Bureau of Indian Affairs has seen fit not to assist us in
this program, mainly because money is not allocated for that type of
program.
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Another worm that they have refused to help 11.: with is the
development or a cultural center, again not even offering the assist-
ance of an architect. Most of these programs we take on as a tribe and
use our own resources and have been able to accomplish a few changes
on the reservation, but for the most part, as .far us the developnlent Of
the range, reclaiming some land and developing a dam for an irriga-
tion system, the recluests have gone unanswered.

Without these lunds of programs we will remain as we arc now.
which is we are a nonproductive area as far as the land is concerned
because we can't develop it. We are over a productive watershed and
probably could have some good returns with a little bit of money
invested into a well system and an irrigation system if we were allowed
to develop our programs.

Chairman Asounzii. Tony, have you asked the BIA for assistance
in these mttersf

Mr. Laao3bYes.
Chairman ABOURF2K. And you have received what : No response, or

a negative response I
Mr. LARGO. In SOME' eases no response, and in other eases negative

response. Whatever little development we have now on the reservation
has been through the attempts of various tribal spokesmen to utilize
other Federal agencies to obtain funds or to obtain assistance. So it
hasn't been directly through the Bureau that we are able to achieve
things.

Another plus for us was that we had in 1950 a timber sale that
established a treasury account for us, and through the tribal budget
process we were able to make some achievements. The first beinga com-
munity hall, and that enhanced life on the reservation a.gain. We
implemented a domestic water system on a matching grant basis with
Indian IIealth Service on that particular project. We set. aside money
for 11 new bathrooms for each of the houses in Santa Rosa, and our
first eonnnunity or first home improvement program was on a tribal
budget basis, from the tribal resources, not. through the Bureau. We
had approached the Bureau at that time and asked them'to match the
amount of money that we were putting up. We pu'; up $8,000 at that
time and the Bureau saw fit to put up $5,000. Since that time we have
been able to contimu; with our home improvement program through
Bureau sollrces.

Probably the main accomplishment that we are looking for right
now is to lie able to get that phone system in and get that mit of our
way. Then we would be able to work with other agencies and develop
the irrigation program. We are doing a little bit of study on the
reservation and finding out that we have at least rightnow 1,300 acres
of potential farm land which would, again, not be, without the services
of water, of much worth to us.

The dam that was put in was put in in the early 1930's, 1 think just
when the OP iT program was n operation and many of the people that
lived on the reservation actually built the dam, said at that time there
syas no consideration given to flooding in the area. The dam filled with
silt and ruined a large portion of farmland. We are looking to removethe silt. reclaim the farmland and probably rebuild that dam ton level
where we could store water, then pump water out of it onto the land
so it would be available to us.
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have three checkerboarded sections within our reservation and
we d have some land access problems there as far as being remote.
Our ection 36, or the farthest section from our reservatim, has de-
ve1opd a microwave station. While it was a useless piece of land on
the restervation, it became useful to other people, such as the Army
Corps çf Engineers, Bureau of Land Management, Southern Cali-
fornia Gas, and Western Telecommunications relayed telegraph and
telephoi e messages across the Nation. We find it a little bit ironic that
we can't stablish a phone system on our reservation.

4, In the testimony there is a copy of an article that was written only
recently, ind it goea into pretty much detail on the problems that we
are havin . '

Apin, t e testimony covers a few of the areas that we are having
problems i . If you would have aiiy questions at this time I will make
an attempt to answer them. \

Chairman AnounEmE. Any questions?
Mr. DELO x.A. Chairman Largo, have you been given a reason why

you can't get 'elephone service ?
,Mr. LARGO. Our first approach to the Bureau was that they just

didn't have tl at type of money available, it was hiot a programed
item, and we eft it at that. But the more we kept attempting to
achieve this program and the more we were being told no, we couldn't
have it or the n\oney wasn't available, I think we got a little bit stub-
born, too. We kept wanting to look for the agency that could fund us
that program. i

The easy solution would be to take this out of Our tribal resources
just to put in the line. I think it is going to cost about $3,500 at this
point just to bring the line into the reservation. The line is just about
3.5 miles from the reservation and we can't get it extended into the
reservation. Of course, this is creating a problem in that those people
we have 22 residents on the reservation, and each and every day
for them it is bad, especially during the wintertime. Without that
kind of communication, even to me, and I live in Hemet, I don't live
on the reservation atthis time, I need to know what is going on on that
reservation in the wintertime and I can't get in. If they can't convey
to me what they need I can't service those people. Many times I am
able, if they can get a message to me, I can usually get a message to
the Bureau, and we try to get some assistance that way.

They have .been assisting us in arading the road, at least clearing
the snow out so we could get foodin to the reservation.

Mr. Dmontn. Have you been referred to the Rural Telephone Bank
program and the Rural Electrification Administration ?

Mr. LARGO. I haven't lpeen referred to them. I looked into it on my
own through a number'of sources. I just happened to go through a
number of things and that is one of them I looked into.

Mr. DELORIA. 'What is the problem on that?
.
Yr. LARGO. It is going to be up to me at this time to move on it.
Mr. DELORIA. It iS jUSt1 a matter of getting the resources to fill out

on a form?
Mr. LARGO. I don't think that is going to be so much of a problem

as whether or not that is going to be the right way to go about it. Some
of the people are feeling that this should be. something that the Bu-
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reau should work with and are leaning toward that direction. I tend
to think that any agency .that can help us is the agency to work with.

Mr: DELORIA. Does the tribe have a source of income?
Mr.1ARao. As I mentioned earlier, the section 36 is currently uwler

lease tri four agencies and they pay $1,800 a year.
Mr. DELORIA. Do you reczive any grants, administrative grant., or

any Federal program?
LARGO. °rho HIP program.

Mr. DELOR/A. The HIP, program, that is all?
Mr. LARGO. That is the only program of any consequence. Of course,

we also have a youth work-learn program. That is a Bureau program.
We recently ticked up a $2,500 grant on that. We also picked up
earlier in the year a $2,500 grant for tribal operations, but that is
something we progranievery year into our own tribal budget. At that
time we thought we could use that money to bring in a phone
We were told at that time by Mr. Tom May, who is our area superin-
tendent, that the money was not meant for construction and couldia
be used in that manner.

Mr. DELORTA. How many tribal members do you have
LARGO. We have 75.

Mr. DELORIA. How much land?
Mr. Lamm. 11,000 acres, a little over 11,000.
Mr. Dmonin. Would you happen to know how the Bureau of In-

dian Affairs' employees in California do spend Vieir time?
Chairman ABOUREZIL Just like employees anywhere else.
Mr. LARGO. Again, like Ted had stated to you earlier, very few

of the people get out to the reservation, and those that do usually call
it a field day, you know, they just want to get out of the office for
awhile. Nothing really conStructive is ever done by their visit, with
the exception of those people that you might be wanting to work
a program with. Mr. Dietrich has been helpful. Mr. Mareove does
make a visit once in awhile. Those are really the only people that we
have contact with, other than having to travel into the Bureau itself
or the area agency or traveling Onto Sacramento for denials of
programs.

Mr. DELORIA. Even if the Bureau of Indian Affairs is made an in-
dependent agency or a cabinet department, or whatever, that is still
not going to automatically solve the problems of the smaller tribes?

\Ir. LAnoo. Not unless they are responsive to the needs.
Dmonin. Would you have any specific suggestions? 11 would

ask Chairman Torro to respond to this, too. How could the small
tribes in California be served better? Do you have any structr -al rec-
ommemlat ions for delivering services?

Mr. LAnco. I would hope that this Commiqsion would corns up with
some recommendations for that. The thing.that I think most of the
small tribes fear, any time you start removnig sonic physical contact
with the Bureau', the outcry of termination immediately goes up. If
you could remove that agency without that outcry, without that fear
froni the snuffler tribes, fine, well and good. But the agency that
you are replacing needs to be more responsive, needs to respond
immediately.

Chairman AlIOUREZK. I would like to ask a question. Where does the
outcry of termination come from, the area director's office?

4
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Mr. 'ammo. Oh, I ihink you hear it froin some of the reservationsthat
lave chosen to maintain as they have always maintained.

Chairman AnotraEix. Is it possible it originates from the tuft direc-
tor's office?

Mr. LARGO. It is possible, sure it is? but I deal with a number of
reservations, especially within Riverside and, of course throughout
the State, but I hear the,talk coming from the people andnot so much
from the area personnel. Of course, then again it is a rare occasion
when w.e do have a chance to deal with top level people.

Mr. DEtioms. Are there other tribes near yours ?
Mr. LARGO. Sure, we have one just about 9 miles from us, and, of

.course, Ted is just down the Milli.= us.
Mr. DELORIA. SO it is not really a problem that you are so scattered

.out it would be impossible to serve you ?
Mr. LARGO. Well, there are a few miles between us but it is not im-

possible to service the area. In fact, the tribal leaders looked at the idea'
of trying to unite in order to get better services, and for some reason
,or another the idea is somewhat dormant right now. We are looking at
maybe some type of association.

I think one idea that developed was : They would rather see a Fed-
eral commission situation develop gut of it rather than a tribal chair-
man's association or something similar to that.

Mr. DELORIA. So Chief Gardner's suggestion of amending the re-
gional commission or creating a regional commission might be helpful

to you ?
Mr. LARGO. Well, you know, we do work with the Regional Commis-

sion in San Francisco. I travel to meetings there occasionally. Again,

it is an opportunity to see the agencies that work together. and vet very
few of the reservations in California are being serviced "by that
Commission.

I think one of the problems is that the tribes do not know how to
work with that Commission, what it is for or any of its structure, let
alone the Bureau structure. If they could become aware of what their
programs are I am sure they would'find a way to use that.

Mr. DELORIA. Do you receive technical assistance from anyone?
Mr. LARGO. From whoever we request it of. We are working with

the Inter-Tribal Council of California, and there are other agencies

that do have that available to us. I am a techtical-assistance person for
some tribes in the area as well, currently working now for the Inter-
'Tribal Council.

Mr. Gorrrixo. I notice here in one of the items you have in your
presentation, the fifth one, says when you even try to make a meager
living that you are required to submit an environmental study of the
-effect it has on the original land condition. Is this why some of the
programs of developing an economical source of income is denied ?

Mr. LARGO. Well, not only that, not only as far as economics is con-
cerned, but even housing prow. ms and the irrig,,tion pogram would
be one that would be subject to that kind of program, yes. We are being
told that any time Federal dollars are spent that these are the studies
that we are going to have to come up with.

Mr. DELORIA. Who told you that ?
lir. LARGO. Those program officers that are handling that program

at t lit time.
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Mr. I 4:LtqltjA. Who pays for the stuff ?
Mr. hum°. This %VHS our question. We were told again by these pro-

gram officers, that the money would h.ave to come out of the program
itsel f.

I mntioned in the little statement I submitted that our range pro-,
g.ramit is a small programh we are only looking at ckaring 800 acres,
but 'we had to have a survey done on that acreage; the idea. was Ntith a
backap program the following year. So it took us 3. years from the
tElking _stage to now. whia still hasn't:been done. we are just (ming
into the survey now. but it is 3 years in that program before any7hing
Was developed that was definite. and this was tim last steppingstone
here, the environmental statement. That took $1,600-a way from the pro-
gram in order to do that study.

Mr. 1)r1,0111.1. Do you receive the otter of assistance-from the Bureau
of Indian Affairs in doing the impact statement ?

Mr. 1..111Go. Well, the only thing they do is coordinate it, in that they
have to go out and luok for an agency or a-- survey team, to do t.hat
st mly.

( 7ommis.ioner I )i.a.:n. 'Von have mentioned the lack of services and the.
1)0 you have any written comninnient ions from the Bureau giv-

ing their reasons for this that you could submit to us here?
Mi.. I I don't have. them with me now. This is something I

cmild submit a lat('r time. Written comninnication from the Bureau
is vei-v bard +6 vei. As a matter of fact. the. $2,500 grant I spoke of ear-
lier for tri; it ns. we were applying to InD'it tile whole amount
of ttonev rred so that we could. work with it easier and sub-
Mitted a n solution to that effect, and we had no reply. So we might
follow up in a phone conversat ion.

I talked to the administrative assistant and she at. that. t ime 'fold me-
,tbe money rould not be handled in that manner. ::+o I asked he.r to send
back our resolution with that statement so that I could present this to
our council. She told. me at that time she would prefer to keep it. oft
tile. But t hat is what I was going to have to tell our council, that 'n
our ronversat ion we were being denied assistance.

Mr. I )F.1.011IA. Has the Bureau also stopped enrolling your members ?
Mr. I. iva. We haven't had an enrollment in some, years now. That
(tliItt II ways back.
Mr. (;orrrtvo. Why is that. do von know?

r. No. T don't. I would imagine that if we petitioned and
a,ked for flit P1111)11nient it would probably be opened np again. A, r
onder-attinl. there is money involved in this type of situation. If they
don't have it. they are sun, not going to do it.

Mr. IrrriNo. So inst by obvious lack of communication in findin7
teit all this stuff. t hat the Bureau, you fel. ls just flftyiiig t heir own
,ala ries and neglecting any of the servitq.s that are so.,posed to Is, mil-
(kru d. t hey a re mit ma int a in i ng the aye Age netwil eurrunt

v Iv requirements of trust status, the truo.. delivery (if
re,ponsibility ?

N;r. I,Anoo. That true. They also take on the attitude that there.
many reservatiOns in the counties. especia4 in the area agency

w lare Hwy titi St'I'V ice it. It 1S 111110St 11111.MqS1h1e, they Say, to
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those people. As a result, we are always pulled into a central location
for all of our meetings and never get that personal cont.i^t, that in. so

many eases pays off.
Mr. Gorrri No. Eventually, if they didn't record any membership, it

would just terminate the tribe by inaction ?

MI'. LARGO. Yes: that could happein yes. sir. I don't foresee any of
the tribes ever letting that happen, though.

Mr.(GOETTING. I hope not.
Mr. TONASKET. There are a lot of reservations, I get some of them

confused. Is your reservation one of them that needed boundary sur-
veys done?

Mr. Laitoo. Yes ; that is true.
Mr. ToxASKET. Have 'you requested the Bureau of Indian Affairs to

survey your reservation boundaries?
Mr. LARGO. Absohitely. I can say those in Riverside have requested

'that.
Mr. TONARKET. What has been the res-,)onse ?

Mr. Lanoo. Negative. It is, again because of the money situation.
Mr. TOANSHEr. Do you know what the agency budget is?
Mr. LARGO. No.
Mr. TOMAS/KM Have you requested that information?
Mr. Luton. I think there have been several that have requested that.

. I have not,personally, but I am hearing that this is currently going on,

people aro looking closer, other tribal srb-^snien aLe loci.ing closer
At what is going on.

M... TONASKET. How many years ago did you first request surveying
done ?

Mr. LARGO. As far back as I van remember. But then, like in the
1930's. I am pretty sure this was going on. because the CCC '.rogram,
part of that program was to fence those boundaries. I think'that was
maybe. the initial request and ever since then we have been making
requests. We are nneerned with our checkerboard, we are really not
too familiar with their boundaries, and the one that is making us
money is the one we want to protect at all costs.

There is a piece of private land and forestry land we have to travel
through to get to that particular piece of land.

M r. TONASKET. Nationa 1 Forest ?

Mr. LARCH:. Yes. There is no guarantee that we can eve maintain the
right, to travel through that, that private land. at lezst. Se it is im-
perative that we do'have these checkboa rded sections surveyed.

Mr. DELOREA. Mr. Largo, I know the tribes don't begrudge services
that are going to other tribes, but could you dear up something for us?
Is there some tribe in southern Califorria that is getting a lot of serv-
ices from the %real ? Is this a problem of somebody is getting all the
actions and others are left out, or are ail tribes served by this agency
'oeing treated the same?

Mr. LARGO. I would think that they are all being treated the same. I
would like to think that. From what I am able to see, I think it is true
that the3 are all being treated the same. But. again. I say the ability of
the tiibal spokesmen to reach out to other agencies to obtain programs
is what is helping the individual reservation. Those reservations that
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STATEMENT OP RICHARD BELMONT, IR., CHAIRMAN, SUQUAKISH
TRIBE

MI% BEIZIONT. My name is Richard Belmont, Jr. I am chairman of
the Suquanush Tribe of the Fort Madison Indian Reservation, sur-
rounded by the State of Washington.

First of all, my task here is twofold. I was chosen to be spokesman
for the National Law Enforcement Assistance Administration Crimi-
nal Justice Indian Council that met recently in Albuquerque. Also.
I would like to present a few problems with my own tribe concerning
the Bureau.

First of all, I would like to say that the way that we feel LEAA
and the BIA fit together, we feel the 13IA should have a close rela-
tionship with other agencies that deal with moneys concerning Indian
people. So the consensus of the national council is that the BIA
should be involved in the LEAA system. and that is, that LEAA's
programs are only funded for 3 years and maybe, 4 years. They have
set up jails, they have set up different rehabilitation centers for
these tribes, yet there is no coordination with the Bureau.

Seeing it is a trust responsibility of law enforcement for the 13IA
anyway : It was the feeling of the council that the BIA should be
coordinating through LEAA to pick up these programs that LT_AA
has funded for the last 3 years. If they do not do this, then me are
going to have a lot of wliite elephants rifting around the 17.-iited

States because of lack of response from the BIA in cooperation with
LEAA in continuing these funding processes. I think the way has al-
ready L2en shown through LEAA that they have taken the steps to
h lp Indian tribes to start programs. Yet the BIA, we feel, should
continue this by picking up these programs.

You have before you, I think, the narrative that came out of our
council, so I don't want to go any more into this unless you have
some questions at the end.

Now I would like to get into sonic of the problems with the "kleigim-

mish Tribe. The BIA in Ju.y of last year had promised us a new
police car. It is now May, and that police ear is still sitting someplace
in the. system. The police car that they gave. us is sitting on our res-
ervation, it has been sitting for 6 montlis beeanse we don't have any
money to fix it up. The front end is wit of it, and it would be very
dangerous for our police officers to be chasing non-Indians around the
reservation with a car that rattles and shakes.

Also. ou rights protection money, in July of 'est year we were sup-
posed to receive rights protection money under the I?oldt decision
along law enforcement moneys. Well, as of May 1 w were noti-
fied that. we were receiving the moneys. $35.000 in rights protection
and $22,000 law enforcement. We haven't received that money to date.
I suppose we will probably receive the money sometime in the middle
of this month and we have to expend that money by June 30 of this
year. It was supposed to be given to us back in July. So we have to
go back, go through all our records and see if we can come up with
some way to expend this money. If we can't, then we are caught in
a situation again where the BIA says, "Well, we give you 33:),000 but
you can't cxpend

2 7s
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This is a real problem.
Also, on the Public Law 93-638 funding formula, we have asked

the Bureau how that formula came about. To the best of my knowl-
edges that is not in the act, it is in the regulations. I would like to see
one change in that funding formula, and that is that all tribes that
are under 1,000 population receive a base grant of $50,000. Then
they can take the formula and use it for tribes over 1,000 population.
I think this would be equitable to all smaller tribes. .

We have a couple of small tribes in the State of Washington whose
total grant would be about $800 if they go on the funding formula
that they presently have.

I would like to go into the Claims Commission a little bit. and the
responsibility of the BIA to tribes. Speaking for my tribe under docket
1:12, which was in the Claims Commission Court for approximately
24 I years, after the whole thing was finalized the tribe rejected the
amount of money for the claim. We said we would rather have our
land returned instead of gettirg 90 cents an acre.

Well, after 20 years of trying to convince the Claims Commission
docket we didn't want any of their money, they made a ruling and
said we shall receive $43,060, or 87.000 acres of land and that's it.

Recently I got a letter from, I think it was one of the Senators, I
can't remember which, that asked what our tribe wanted to do with
t his money. Well. I can't tell you wItat I told them I wanted to do

. with the money. I don't know where it is now, but the tribe still hasn't
aecepted the money although we know Congress appropriated it. It
is sittMe some place drawing interest but we are not sure exactly
where. We don't really care because we are never going to accept the
money.

Also. to cut it kind of brief because I have got one more thing to
discuss. and that is court decisions which affect the lives of small tribes
and the lives of my tribe. Seems like they always take court decisions
which seem to be lacking in backup material to present to the Supreme
Court. Recently there was a Supreme Court ruling on the taxation of
cigarettes. We are now going over the opinion in this court decision,
:Ind if it stands in the State of Washington. which taxes the tribe and
its outletswhh.b. by the way, have a Federal trader's license, and
t he tribe has an ordinance governing our smokeshops, we also tax our
own smokeshops: this is the only revenue that my tribes hasthe only
revenue. So one court decision can destroy our whole economic base
for the Suquamish Tribe. So don't be surprised 2 years from now if
you see a garage sale in the Suquamish Tribal Office.

With that. I would like to be open for questions.
Mr. DErsau.x. Mr. Behnont : Does the source of revenue for the tribe

come from tax revenue or from tribal ownership of the smokeshop?
Mr. BELItox.r. '1 le way our smokeshops are set up we have a trib-

ally owned smokesi p. plus we have two private outlets.
Mr. ThmonrA. Which you tax?
Mr. BELmox.r. Which we tax.
Mr. DELORIA. So the main income is from your own smokeshop,

right ?
Mr. BELNTONT. The main income is from our own smokeshop. right.
Mr. TONASKET. For the benefit of the Commission that hasn't Leen

over in your part of the country : Would you tell them approxi-
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mately where you are located, the size of your reservation and your
enrollment !

Mr. BELMONT. We are a 7.900 acre reservation, with 2,900 acres in

trust, the rest in fee. We are located in Kitsap County about 11 miles

east. of Seattle.
. Mr. TONASKEL By feriy.

Mr. BELMONT. By ferryboat.
Mr. TONASKET. I am glad you made that perfectly clear.
Mr. Belmont, do you receive much assistance, if any, from the

agency ! I guess it would be the l'Isterii Washington Agency. What
sort of services do they provide 3'our reservation!

Mr. BELMONT. Well, currently, like in law enforcement, they provide

us with one police officer. This relates back to LEAA, too. We have two
police officers under LEAA that will be funded for 1 more ear. There
isn't coordination between the Bureau and the LEAA to pick up these
other two police officers; we are going to end up iiith one police officer

to police 7,900 acres of reservation. Although we are a small tribe of

300. we have 3,000 non-Indians that we service through our police
department. We have had 12g incidents since January of this year,
and 103 of them have been caused by non-Indians. But since we have
total jurisdiction over our reservation we feel we should service all
the population. So you can see the service of law enforcement from
the Bureau is lacking just in the sheer numbers of people that we have

to police.
Mr. TONASKET. Do they come to your reservation to provide assist-

ance to you in the development cif programs or services, or do they
require you the majority of the time to go to the Western Washington
Agency ?

Mr. 13ELMONT. The majority of the time, to get any kind of assist-

ance, we have to almost demand it and put pressure on them. Not only
politicalI hate to use the wordbut sometimes we even use threats
against them.

Mr. DELORIA. Does your tribe administer other Federal grants?
11!..r. BM:WONT. Yes: we do.
Mr. DELORIA. A number of them ?
Mr. BELMONT. A number.
Mr. DELORTA. You say out of 12R law enforcement problems this year,

103 were caused by non-I.Idians. Do you admin. ter any social rehabili-
tation programs to try to bring these non-Indians up to the level of
behavior of the Indians?

Mr. BELMONT. We have just recently developed a youth center on
our reservation which is open to the whole community. We ' .ve tried
to hold the county meetings hut because of political pressii7t :4 put on
us by the county and by the State. these meetings :inc.: turn into a
shouting match. Recently there has been a new orqanization started
on the.reservation called The United American Rights Association,
which is a pretty title hut I don't know exactly what thAr function is

except T know they are still soliciting fnnds to fight the Suouamish
Tribe on the two law eases involved. Oliphant and Relgrada. And
Kitsap.County has hired a new attorney, who is supposed to be an
expert in Indian law, and the county. whieh I can't completely under-
stand. filed a brief this February, 114 years after the Oliphant ease
against our tribe, citing many things in Public Law 83-280.
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.approved yet or not, but that is where our proposal is now. So you.
can see the problems we are going to have with that rights protection
money and the law enforcement money. We have to expend it in 11/2
months.

Mr. GOETTING. What were vou to do with thftt money ? What kind
of work would you have to doe?

Mr. BELMONT, Under the rights protection, in our budget we would
hire a fish manager and two technicians, and their basic jobs would
be to check the rivers for the type of water contact and manage our
fisheries program. Naturally, the law enforcement is kind of self-
explanatory. We have two fishery patrol officers that\would patrol our
beaches and patrol our tribal fishery to make sure they were abiding by
.our tribal regulations and the regulations set down by the State and
Federal Governments.

These two grants were mandatory under the Rol* decision. I would
jlike to intc .ect there has been a lot of controversy over this Boldt

decision but Indians are regulated more than any other area of fish-
ries. They are regulated by tribal regulations, State regulii,tions,
Federal regulations.

Mr. Govvrixe. You say this money would have to be used by June 30,
What happens after June 30 for the next year of protecting under the
Boldt decision ?

Mr. BELMONT. We are supposed to get it refunded. I think we are
to get money for the fifth quarter, 25 percent, I am not sure yet. The

iffwhole thins a big mess, as far as I am concerned. But there is sup-
posed to bei'money allocated for next 3ear. We are supposed to be re-
ceiving $38,000 for fiscal year 1977. They keep telling you these things.
But you've just got to wait until they r.ome before you can believe
anything.

Mr. GOETTING. What is happening in the absence of that protection?
Are you losing money ? Is there an estimate of what you are losing
in regard to it because of the lack of funds to protect it?

Mr. BELMONT. Up until now we have been carrying a lot of these
programs on tribal funds, but again beeause of this recent court deci-
ston our funding level is out now. Most of these contracts we receive are
reimbursable contracts, which kills small tribes because we have to
keep enough money in our checking account for 3 months to carry all
the.e contracts. And now that they bare come down with this court
decision where it is going to completely cut off our economic base, we
are not even going to have enough money to put in for some of these
rights protection and law enforcement contracts because we don't have
enough of our own money to carry the contract.

Mr. GoErrtsn. Wouldn't it be appropriate for you to repay the
tribe the amount of money you have loaned to those programs in lien
of that money that you are supposed to get under the Boldt decision?

Mr. BELMONT. We have already thought of that, and that is the
only route w are, going to go. but it is going to take a lot of research
and a lot of time to go back through all our records up to July to do
this. I don't know what the response of the agency is going to be.
Yes: we bare already got that in mind.

Mr. GOETTING. If they don't respond to you, don't respond to them.
If they give you the money you repay yourselves and let's see what
they do.

c's2st
les
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Mr-l'aeolua. Do you have other Federal funds that you are admin-
istering that you could USO for those purposes-without being out iribal
money. if you were allowed to ?

Mr. BM.MONT. If we were allowed to. It. depends on the funding aegen-
cies. I guess. We have, now, a program that is a 2-year program which
we used up in 1 year so we can go back and pick up the money out of
this rights protection, change the account and put that rights protec-
tion money in this other account. Now, we have got to check to make
sure this is completely legal.

Mr. DEnoina. Have you been informed by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs that. uncle,' the 'Joint Funding Shnplification Act there is au-
thority to allow that ?

Mr. BEnmoxT.'No.
Mr. TONASKET. WOIlld you give the Commission an approximate

cost to your tribe to stay in litigation to protect your sovereign rights
or tax or jurisdiction? What it cost you last year?

Mr. BELMONT. Last year it cost its approximately $20.000 in the two
court cases that we had, and as far as travel it was about $3,0tM or
$4.000.

Mr. TONASKET. What does that represent pereentagewise of your
tribal budget ?

Mr. BELMONT. About three-quarters of it.
Mr, TONASKET. Do you feel these fights you are in are, in a sense.

the responsibility of the Federal Goyermnent to protect that, or maybe
to finance your court battles ?

Mr. BEL-moNT. (Wtainly it is their responsibility, but I am very
apprehensive about usine. BIA attorneys.

Mr. ToxAsKyr. How Ram BIA money ?
Mr. BELMONT. I WOffid use BIA money.
Mr. ToxasitET. Has it been requested, to pay for your attorney fees

and court costs ?
Mr. BE.tMONT. We are mider the understanding that the BIA wilt

not. pay for litigation costs.
Mr. TONASKET. Has it been requested?
Mr. BELMONT. We have requested help. but we haven't actually sent

in a bill for attorney bills to the BIA no.
Mr. Toxasimr. You have requested I: lp. What sort of response have

they given you ?
Sir. BELMONT. Well, like the solicitors, you ask them for an opinion

and they conie down and say. "Well, we are not sure if we give an
opinion you might not like it. ;0 we are not going to do anything.'

So my response to that. and it always has been. I don't really think
we need solicitors. The solicitor, if he makes an opinion in favor of-
the tribe, you have to go to court to defend it. Sometimes the Bureau
will go to t ourt with you but not 11. -the time. If he says it has a nega-
tive attitude toward the t ribe you E ill have to go to coart, so I can't
really see what good a solicitor's opinion is.

We have rem tied ont for help through the .Tustice Department, also..
to respond to sonie of our needs on protecting the rights of our Indian
people. and we get a negative response. That is why I am very hesi-
tant to go to the Bureau and use their technical assistance as far as
the protection of my tribe's rights and sovereignty.
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Mr. TONASKET. But do you feel they should appropriate dollars
so you can hire technical assistance people ?

Mr. BEratowr. I definitely feel this is one area that is lacking. It, is
a responsibility of the Bureau of Indian Affairs to provide moneys
to protect our rights. It has been a very, very heavy burdm on
tribe since we are such a small tribe, we have a limited iacome. In
fact, with these two cases, the Oliphant ease which is in the Ninth Cir-
cuit now awaiting a decisionI am sure it is going to the Supreme
Court because I know the State and county won't let it lie, and I
don't even know whether our tribe will have enough money to ao to
the Supreme Court. I just don't know if we can even afford it..

Mr. DELom.%. Is the Federal Government participating in the Oli-
phant and Belyarde cases?

Mr. BELMONT. They are partLipating in the Oliphant case but noi,
the Bel9arde ease.

Mr. DEtiorm. On y'clur side?
M r. BELMONT. I hope so.
Mr. Ditr.onvi. Who is paying for the other side, do you know. in

those cases?
Mr. BLLMONT. Not for sure, but the attorney that has taken both

the easec, lives on our reservation and he has also got 36 acres of our
tribal land leased for 50 -ears. So I think the rnited American
Rights issociation is donating some money., but I think he is doing a
lot of :c on his own because he-has a vested interest in our reservation.

Am'. this contract, the lease cmtract he has got was negotiated be-
tween himself, the BIA, and the tribal council at that time. But the
tribal council in 1967, when this lease was negotiated, had no attorney.
no at tornev whatsoever. All he went on was ihe advice of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, and the lease, as I understand it. was ne,rotiated by the
attorney who leased our land and then taken to the BrA, and on Con-
currence with the BIA this land was leased out for 50 years.

Mr. DELORIA. What is the purpose of that lease ? What kind of a
lease ?

Mr. IlmmoNT. The purpose of the lease was the land development.
We get $7,000 a year lease for the first 25 years without being able to
he negotiated. and in return, the gentleman who has the lea..e. he
leases ont lots between $8.000 to $12.000 a lot. This is on 36 acres of
waterfront property. So he subleases this property to people that
have enough cash to build on it. So there are about 27 houses on it
710W.

r. DELotn.k. And you get $7,000 a year?
limmoxT. $7.2:39. something like that. And the big imsh by

flit, Bureau at that tiine. the tribe had $400 and $7.000 in 196i looked
like a lot of money to a small tribe that had approximately $400 in
the bank. And what they told them, which is really sickening to me,
-Well, look-it, you can take this money and you can buy more land
with it." We had the best 36 acres on the reservation as it was. But the
people fell for it.

Chairman AnouumK. Any other questions? If not, thank you very
much.

\Ir. BF.mstox.r. Thank you very much.
Chairman Ama.ar.zK. Before we go to the next witness I 11111 going

to recall Anthony Largo to the witness table.
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probably get the meeting changed, at least in the case of these two
small reservations.

I called Kirke Kickingbird the week of April 20, and T believe the
call was made on the 28th or the morning of the 29th. Kirke subse-
quently called the area office. He can relate that conversation to you.

In summarv, the area office stated they could not change the meeting
since they he'd invited some 30 tribes to the band analysis, it was im-

possible to change, even though Kirke conveyed to them that this
was in fact a congressional hearing and they were being called as wit-
nesses. They did state, however, according to Kirke and the area office,

that either of these gentlemen could send substitutes to the meeting.
Chairman Anaramc. To which meeting, the Commission?
Mr. PETERSON. To the band analysis meeting. They were intransi-

gent in changing it. and as I understand it, Kirke may have made a
phone call to a higher level of the Bureau of Indian Affairs in addi-
tion. conveying our dismay.

The reason thai, I believe it is important that this be put on the pub-
lic record is that we certainly don't wantand when I was informed
by Anthony after spending a couple of weeks with him, I had an empty
feeling in my stomach for him, in that by missing the band analysis.
either Anthony or Ted. their respective tribes might suffer from being

here and not. 'being able to participate in their band analysis, espe-
cially in light of the fact the Bureau refused to change it. since this

is the annual budgetary process of the Bureau and since these tribes
are so small and have such little resources.

Chairman ABOUREZR Do you have. any reason to believe the band
analysis meeting was deliberately set on those dates to conflict with

this meeting?
h.. PermsoN. I am not a heliever in burglars under the bed but I

do know that the letter was dated after the invitations to this hearing
were sent out by this Commission and the public notice of this meeting
was mai'.ed from its press deparment, and that all 30 tribes in southern
California were called.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Kirke Kickingbird, do you have anything to
add to that ?

Mr. KlOKINCBIRD. After I received Jack's phone call about a possible
conflict with th.?, meeting scheduled for these two witnesses, I called
Deputy Commissioner Finkel, he wasn't in at the time, then I called

the Riverside Agency, and ihere I talked to Mrs. Coe, whom I believe

is the administrative manager. In any event, she is about the third or
fourth person in the Riverside office. Her response was to the effect
that the meeting was set up, they had invited some 30 tribes, and they
couldn't possibly change it. I got back to Jack about that kind of prob-
lem. All she offered was, "Oh, they can send a representative." She
was cot -lie; enough on the phone.

When I received the return call from Deputy Commissioner
Frankel, I discussed with hhn the fact that on three or four othee
occasions when they had scheduled hearings or meetings in California,
that it seems that the area office, also, or an agency has set up conflict-
ing dates. I am not svre about in all instances whether it was called at
tlie same time sequevee pattern, but I l.now at least on one occasion it
definitely was, one or two occasions.
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arealdirector has received many calls, letters and congressional letters
regarding Ms. Blanchard.

Mr. whiteerow of the Commission told me to go back to the area
'ee and start my Equal Employment Opportunity complaint. The

ol lowing day, March 3, 1976, with two members from the Kiowa Trib-
al Council and I went to Dr. Dry's offiee'as he i head of the area EEO

/ and I told him I was thew at the request of Mr. Whiteerow to start
proceedings for my EEO grievance; He told us to 'to to Ms. Martinez,
147,EO counselor. At 12 o'clock we left her office as we had started the
rrievance. At 1 p.m. the same day Mr% Toyebo mis told by Mr. James.

area director, and Mr. Delaney to pull my file and my papers were
sent in immediately for my firing.

On March 5, 1976, Mr. Toyebo told me March 12, 191'6, m as my last
day to work.

the lady that replaced me in the Higher Education bepaltment is
a non-Indian, GS-6.

Mr. James, area director, gave the reasons of shortage of funds and
the work load was not heavy enough. He also said the job position I
was in was not set up in hi new organizational chart.

It is my belief that wha I have recently exp rienced is a gross viola-
tion of Indian prefereq . I believe that in spite of the requirement
for Indian preference in.l1e employment of personnel in the Bureau
a Indian Affairs set ok4 in the Indian Reorganization Act and the
recent Supreme Court decision officials in the Bureau of Indian Affairs
are actively undermining the intent of Congress..These officials are
seeking to diminish Indian intim -ice in the operations of the Bureau
and assure a place f in-Indians in Bureau positions.

To support my belief that this statement is true I ask you to re-
member that. a non-Indian was employed to replace me. P.,cently I
bevame aware that. fonr members of the Iciowa Tribe holdme, positions

-in the area office and the Riverside Indian School at Anadarko are
being challenged as to their right to be employed because of alleged
nepotism. The threat, it is well known, stems from the area director's
desire to eliminate any ch.:lenge to this authority by Indians and their
tribal councils.

I have seeured a copy of "confidential" correspondence from an un-
identified author to the area director, Mr. Charles James, which al-
leges that Mr. Daniel Sahmount, the divisibn chief of Indian educa-
tion programs is in violation of personnel regulations because he
promoted Mrs. Patricia Eat.'enest to a position of GS-5 from a posi-
tion of GS-4. Not until the elevation of Mrs. Eaglenest to a GS-5 was
pwpo,ed did there conic a controversy. Mrs, Eaglenest is superiised
by Mr. Sahmount as a GS-4. It is only purely coincidental, one would
have to assume. that the a rea d i rector made known his desire to promote
Ins own secretary to the GS-5 post at the time this controversy began.

Threats to Indians of a possible loss of employment, in the Bureau
because the officials do not agree with constructive eriticism of the

-.agency is a violation of Indian preference. Discharge of Indians be-
cause their views do not conform to a rigid and protective attitude of
Bureau officials and replacement of an Imlian with a non-Indian is
in violation of Indian preference. At the least, these employment prac-
tic(.s in the. Anadarko area office and in n ny other Bureau offices it re

1+2 7,9:i. -TT. 19
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intended to diminish tribal influence through the creation of an atmos-
pliere of fear and stabilize or increase non-Indian employment.

With the announeed views of Secretary Kleppe appearing in an
Anadarko newspaper that he will not be "dictated to by Indian ad-
visory committees and tribal councils on matters of employment," we
see his views being carried out through the actions of Bureau officials
in the Amularko area office.

It is commonly known that in a meeting of areadirectors in Phoenix,
Ariz.. recently that a systematic effort is now underway to place firm
control over ilureau employment in the hands of area directors. It is
further commonly known that these same area directors are plimning
to use this authority to secure non-Indialis in positionsat levels of
GSI4 and GS-15--to insure that qualified Indians will not have an
opportunity to fill vacancies.

Finally, it is conunonly known, that the area directors plan to use
the employment authority to "diminish tribal influence in the opera-
tion of the Bureau."

When all the facts are combined one must conclude that Equal
Employment Opportunity complaint procedures lmve failed and that
Indian preference is made a sham by Bureau officials and the very
principle of self-determination is not a reality in spite of the intent
of Congress.

May I present Miss Echo hawk,a, college student whom I hope you
will give a few minutes of your time because we need to educate and
must educate our Indian people.

STATEMENT OF ALICE ECHOHAWK, STUDENT, COMMUNITY
COLLEGE OF DENVER

Ms. ECHOHAWK. \Ey mune is Alice Echohawk. I am a student. full-
t ime student, at e-numunity eolloge of Denver. the Auraria Campus. I
have been a recipient of 13IA funds, full grant, for the last year. To
obtain those grants I have gone through a lot of frustration and dis-
gust ing efforts to attain t hese.

Now, I have not really prepared myself to make a verbal presenta-
tion, I did try to compile all my material relating to the last 3 years
in my efforts to try to go to school and obtain or achieve my goals in
education. But I do have highlights here of my experience with the
Bureau of Indian Affairs through verbal onnumnicat ion. t hrough let-
ters, \Odell I have copies of, of which they have received copies: also
the names of people wlmm I tried to have assistance or seek assistance
with me through t hese agencies reflecting to the assist alley I received
from their Tuyebo office. I eau relate at a later time, when more pre-
pared. the student situations and the predicanwnts that they are in.
Also, in relationship to the school which is totally disorganized, mis-
nmnagement of their procedures. where again that adds to compound-
ing the frustrations and disgusting procedures of the students obtain-
ing their checks at t he school.

Also. the school has been without a financial aid officer tint
they were without for approximately one quarter. They did have a
finatHal officer come in who know nil about the BIA. Imw they could
help the student, until I began to at least init into some ideas.
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could probably ome out with. But now. in the final comment they were
going to consider Ida's request, and Mr. Falling therefore told Ida to
return to the office and they would call again. So I had to leave it at
that, to see what results would come out of there.

In the meantime I wrote a three-page letter to Mr. James in Ana-
darko, which I have a copy of in here, again asking a request for my-
self, indicating and showing that we asked for Ida, and leaving it at
that.

Again, this is just one of the many students that I have been en-
countered this last year. And why I have gone ahead and have become
inclusive of the other students as well, number one, I got rtsults. I had
5 years' work experience behind me, 5 in city government in manage-
ment plamiing assistance where documentation is essential in computer
autoinat ion, especially when you docunwnt your programs and put
them on tape.

When I started getting all this excessive runaround at the com-
munity college, and then realizing I had the greatest advantage of
getting my tuition, my whole schooling, education, taken care of by
the 111A. tlwn what. I had to-go throw+ to get that money, I thought,
"Well, phooey, what do I have to go trirough?" Then I looked at these
other stmlents, Navajo students coming in from the reservation, stu-
dents coining from North and South Dakota, they don't have the con-
evpt of writing le' ters. Nilo did they turn to? 'What do they do and
what happens, when? And in turn some of usagain I want all this
material to more or less show reflection on the dropout rate, why they
yet urn, go into drinking again, it is important.

So, in essence. I staited documenting this, and I added to what I
have gone through, previously, because I felt somebody can do it and
if somebody can do it, then why van't I ? And if that's the case, this
.would open the. doors for the other Indian students. This is where I
am. I am not going to stop because I have the community college I
want to go to. The conmmnity college in Denver has five campuses. At
the partkular campus I am enrolkd they have 45 to 50 Indian stu-
dents there, and sonic studentslet me give yrou an example.

Tho director of nursing program at the Auraria Campus Commu-
nity College asked in one of our workshops, the speaker on the floor:

What do you do when a student gets the award letter and he is in a program.
a nursing program. and he has the award letter but he doesn't get a check until

or 3 months later down the line. but yet he has to hare muney to live on. he has
to have money to eat, he has to have money for this, that, and the other?

OK. The speaker didn't know how to answer this. She was with
HMI( s,halarship ageney.

Again, I raised my hand. I said :
can help you out. You have to have a good financial aid offimr that knows
and (.114 about BIA, you have to have correspondence and write your letters

and ke.p your letters. keep copies of your letters aml know exactly where you
are and push and be persistent.

I told iter. "Each letter I had to write to the ageiwy I mided em-
phasis and I added more emphasis and I got results."

In the meantime the students go to the eounselors If they don't
have any assistance for any of tlw stmlents, then I'm waiting because
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if they' get result:3 there, that's fine ; if they don't get results. then I'm
going tp be able to help them get results.

This is one of the problems we have in this area and I lutven't
stopped. Not with the MA, I luiven't stopped with the community
college. I haven't stopped with nursing because that was one big lutssle
again.

i' That is what I will limit this to right new. ,

Chairman ABOUREZIL Thank you very much. We appreciate your
testimony, both of you.

Mr. TONASKET. Could I ask one question? Ms. Artichoker, on the
last page of your statement, where it reads:

It is commonly known that hi a meeting of area directors in Phoenix, Ariz.,
-repent ly that a systematic effort Is now underway to place firm control Over
Bureau employment in the hands of a.rea directors.

and so OIL Could you provide this heaiing with some documentation
on that ?

Ms. ARTICHOKER. Yes, sir, I can. I don't have what I can present
with me at the present time. We are having a task force hearing in
Anadarko next Friday. I NM present it to Mr. Reiger.

Mr. TONASKET. If you would, please.
Ms. A !MCI It MEM Yes. sir; I will.
Mr. MNASK ET. Thank you.
Mr. Gorrrm:. I would like to ask one other que`stion. bo you kilow

the date of the meeting in Phoenix, Aeiz.?
. Ms. ARTICIIORER. No: but I can get it.
Mr. Gorruxo. I will be at that Anadarko meeting; will you give it

to me? ,
Ms. Amcnoma. Yes, sir; I will.
Ms. Eetton.twx. Excuse me. I intend to submit this material. But I

do have some other objectives I would like to finalize
Chnirnmn AW;VRIV.K. You have 30 days.
Ms. Er nott.twic I will have that in, but this will be presented when

I complete it.
Chairman AnnITEZIC, Thank you.
Newt Lamar. are von ready ? .

This will be the final witness before limoh. before the lunch hreak.
Following the lunch .break we will take then the unseheduled wit-
nesses who have not been scheduled prior to ;his time.

STATEMENT OF 'NEWT LAMAR, CHAIRMAN; ACCOMPANIED BY

VERNON HADDON, PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT OVPICER, WICHITA

TRIBE

Mr. L.vm.ut. Thank you. Senator. My name is Newt Lamar. chair-
man of t he' Wichita Tribe, and I have with me my prograio
!pent officer. Vernon I faddon.

The things that we would like to speak to in our testimony are vio-
hit ions. in fact, gross violations of trust responsibilities that are sup-
posed to be provided to us by the Bureau of 111dian Affairs. The first
t hing I would like to Teak on, just to give a brief summary of it, there
'its 41 lot of land in our area that was not allotted nor homesteaded.
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his land was refrozeii in 1934. In fact, it was 1,356 acres, and here is
sonic correspondence dealing with that particular land. Attachment
A is a letter front the Bureau of Land Management to the Anadarko
area director regarding restoration of lands in former reservation
areas per section 3 of the Indian Reorganization Act. Quote, last
paragraph of the letter.

If you concur in the proposal that the 1356 acres referred to herein should be
given Indian trust status, we will be glad to entertain your request to this office

!to proceed with the preparation of a public land owner for consideration by the
.8ecretary of the Department of the Interior and to give these lauds Indian
trust status.

Attachment B is the letter that Sid Carney wrote back to the BLM
1 year later. Quote from that letter, and these letters are attached to

' this report.
We do not find it in the public record to have the lands restored and there-

fore the lands may be removed from the temporary withdrawn status and made
Subject to disposal in accordance with the regulations of your Bureau.

On the above subject, no tribal leaders were ever told of this land,
that it was even available to us. It laid there from 1934 to 1968. Right
now. there are 13 producing gas wells on that land, and at the time

-the htnd was given to whoever got it it was valued at $500 an acre, an4
they don't feel it. was even wori:h bothering with. To our tribes, whO
have no land, this is a very serious blow to us. In fact, after this letter
went back to the Bureau of Land. Management they issued a directive
that the State of Oklahoma could file on that land for a 1-year pe-
riod. After that. 1-year period, then any individual could file for it.

We challenged one individual that was tiling for a 1.29-aere parcel
of that land. Of course, we were overruled on it. We wont out to BLM.
took with us Clifford Burchhead, who is tlw area realty officer, and
we tried to get the balalwe of the land refnIzen. that was still avail-
able, there was about. 800 acres ut. that time. BLM supplied him with
all the maps and- everything dealing with those particular parcels of
land, he was told that the Bureau could refreeze it, it. could be given
bark to the tribes.

We went back to Anadarko and shortly therea ft er, Cluirles DeLaney,
the assistant director who was the acting area director at that time,
stated to no that the land had been re frown.

A fter that I sent Mr. I laddon out there to get the land descriptions,
to start the Process of havira this land restored back-to the I vibes. lIe
called ine iind'said the Bureau had not re frozen the land. that it was
all gone.

called Mr. DeLane3 and he said, "Well, gee, we're sorry about
that."

I "ifs that all you say, you are sorry you gave our land away?"
The land is gone, there is apparently nothing we can do about it, but

I am using this as an example of the types of activities the Bureau is
providing.

Mr. Gorrrixo. Newt, could I ask you a question?
Mr. LAMAR. Yes.
Mr. GoErrixo. In the category of the fact there is a lot of informa-

tion prior that requested the Bureau to follow in ocodures that Were
nt )t. followed even after the notifieation front the trila' : Is there any
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legal interpretation of malfeasance or resistance in terms of the pro-
tection of the trusts? Have you checked with anyattorney with respect
to that ? Is there an opportunity to sue individuals in the Bureau for
that sortAtf thing?

Mr. LWan. I would imagine we could probably file a lawsuit against
Clifford Burchhead. It was his responsibility.

Mr. Gomm. He is the agent of the BIA. Have you looked into
that at all

Mr. LAMAR. No.
In speaking of this land that we lost out on this appeal to this in-

dividual by the name of Rex Bransen one of the parcels that the MA
thought was too small actually contained 128 acres., The BLM file
indicated the value in the adjacent areas was as much as $500 per
acre. However, the land Went to Rex Bransen for $100 per acre, $12,000

paid in.
In our agreement it states, any exceii- public domain lands within

the former reservation area that were sold, the money, less $1.25 per
acre, would go to the respective tribes. In this case we don't know
where the $12,000 went.

Mr. Haddon brought to my attention that we have a summary or
trust funds. There is $567 in there, and it has been there for 20 years.
This thing here took place 2 years ago. So the money has never been
deposited to our account and we have been trying to find out where
it went and no one seems to know.

We have a case where the BIA has ruled that a lease was invalid
at its inception. This concerns farmland.owned by the Wichita Tribe.
The alleged lessee is preparing to harvest his second crop, even though
he has no lease. He,has been able to exercise dominion over the land
witl the assistance of the chief nattual resources officer, Herman
Lewisg the field solicitor, Benno Imbrock; and the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs, Morris Thompson.

Attachment E is a letter from Clark Stanton, Director of Office
of Trust Responsibility, advising Joe McComish : "As the situation is
now vou do not have a valid lease insomuch as the lease was declared
invalid at its inception bv the acting superintendent."

And this has been upheld by the area director and has been upheld
by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. Yet the Conunissioner of In-
&an Affairs sends a wire 7 days later, after this letter came from
Clark Stanton, stating that :

Pursuant to 25 CFR, effective June 11, 1975, you are hereby advised to require
a bond from the Le Pallot equivalent to 2 years' rental. It is suggested that bond
be in the amount which will provide fora minimum of $30 per acre per year,
as this is ihe amount which has been determined to be the fair annual cash
rental by appraisal report March 10. 1075. The bond will adequately protect
the interests of .the tribes during the pendency of the appeal.

What we told the man leasing the land was to get off the property.
This is what we wanted. But the Commissioner says:

Refer also to Our letter of July 24, 1975, to Mr. Joe McComish regarding the
status of the lease during the pendency of the appeal. Those portions of the
letter referring to the lease provisions during the pendency of appeal are hereby
rescinded.

In other words, it is being interpreted as a fact the Commissioner
rescinded Clark Stanton's order saying the lease was invalid. So the
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thing is on appeal imw in Virginia. but our problem is, we haven't -
been paid one dime for that lease, ft is going into its 3d year now, and
we know why they are dragging the thing on,.so the appeal proces:
will take up the fu'll 5 years the purportad lease was supposed to be for.
you know. And the man has not put up the cash rental bond. Ile inn
up a surety bond. We asked 'the agencies. "Whose responsibilit,v is it
going to lie to collect that money in ease we shouhl win on this ap-
peal !" Ile said, "Well,- he said, you know, -it -would be the agency s
responsibility." .

Also. the inan we are dealing with here is the inanager of the Federal
land bank in Anadarko. Okla. lie is working 'very closely with the
people in the ASCS ofliee there. It is ,just really a situation where our
people there ht the trust. responsibilittes, you know, they all drink out
of the same trough -with thesa people the Indians have to deal with
there. They belong to the mune farm organizations, and everything
else. I would like to point out on this particular lease, Mr. Wayne
Condrv. who is now here in Denver working.with came to us
and to.ld us he had' originally done the appraisal on this property at
$30 an acre. Three times it was sent. hack hy the area appraiser, Gerald
Livingston, telling him it was too high. lie finally got it down to $18 .
an acre.and thev approved the lease.

We got an inaependent appraiser. he appraised the property at $30
an acre. The man leasing our land knew that I myself would not go
with that lease and at that time I was the vice chairman, He got my
chairman and two other chairmen to sign the lease with no coneurrence
from their business conunittee whatsoever. This is the ground that we
had the lease revoked.

I mentioned the lease going for $6.500. The new apFraisal showed
it should have been $10,590.

We have another letter that was approved by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, The appraised value on the lease is $5.500. The lease was
executed for $3.50. for no rhyme or nins(1,1 why. and the Bureau
apnroved the lease.

These are just sonic of the things we are showing you here so that
you Woffiti know that thesv types of t hings ae going on within our
area there.

The last_ thinz I would like to speak on is the accounting for pay-
ments to the Wichita for lands eeded. We got an accounting from the
Government on the moneys that were supposed to have been paid to us
They shorted us whet we feel like about $125.000. But basically. in
this document here. th, Government tells us that we retained tribal
ownership. 4.151 acres for our own use. We have to this day never seen
that. land. We don't even known where it's at.

Mr. DELORTA. HOW yon asked them to--
Mr. LAMAn. We have been trying to get an accounting from them

and these are letters from the Bureau telling us we should have this
land but they don't know where it is. They have been trying to find
oat froni flue Bureau of Land Mann,rement where it is

In our .-arreement with the Government. they agreed to set. aside for
us 1.060 allotments. we only Lrot MI6. So there are 91 allotments miss-
imr. We have a letter here which we will 1rtve in the file. where the
area director ,.aid they didn't linow where it went.
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Mr. DELORIA. This will all be put in the record V

Mr. LAMAR. Yes
'
all this information. I am sorry I didn't hir:e it in

written form so tint t you.could have it here with you. We more or less
put it together in a hurry..

Basically, what we are saying, and wondering if the Commission
here is actually doing any investigations, for instance, to po&sibly hire
people to maybe go into the Anadarko area, for instance, and check
appraisals that have been made by that area office there against what
the local population are getting for their land. The Indians are getting
half of what they should be getting.

Mr. DELORIA. What recommendations would you have for dealing
with the problem?

Mr. LAMAit Well, for one. I would say the tribes could do a much
better job of handling; the preparation of leases, negotiating the
leases, but there again, it is going to have to come from the top. The
minute we try to talk to our people about somethinff like that the
Bureau says. "Well, you want to be taken out from uneer trust respon-
sibilities. The minute you start doing that stuff for yourself, then
Yoiere dead." We know better than that but they still tell our people
ihis, and they say, "No, you don't fool with the leases. N,ou don't do
anything concerning our lands beeause then that wouM take us out
from the trust responsibilities."
EMIL I would rather be out of it than to have something like this

going on all the time. ,

We reeently talked to the oil and gas sales people in Anadarko about
the possibility of them.zoningIndian lands as far as Oil and gas is
concerned. You know, on a Indian lease, there is no depth 1 imit.-They
ean drill to China if they want to. What. we are telling them, "Do
like the non-Indians are dOing. Zone your land."

There is an instance where a lady got. $15,000 for an oil lease. Right
adjacent. a non-Indian got $45,000. OK? What he said, when he
dealt with them. "HOw deep do you want to go. 30,000 feet ? OK,
you've got a lease from 125,000 to 35,000, that. your zone, that's where
your lease is. OK. from 15.000 to 25,000 is another zone; from zero to
15 is another zone." So the oil company, fearful they might hit. some-
thing on the way down to the zone they had leaseil, they leased all
three zones.

We asked the Bureau, "Why not do that for the Indians?" They
said. "We don't. have the staff nor the resources to do that." So this
is the problem we have there.

Mr. TONASKET. Who hi the Bureau said that ?
Mr. LAMAR. Well, the oil and gas Salespeople.
Mr. TONASKET. Who in the Bureau says. "No, we don't do that. we

doii't have the staff"? Can you give us the name?
Mr. LAMAR. I will get the name for you.
Mr. TONASKET. Would you. please?
Mr. LAMAR. It was the person that I talked to. In fact I talked

to Stanley Specks, the superintendent, about it.
Chairman Anouiwzii. Is he the one who said. "We don't have the

staff"?
Mr. LAMAR. Yes; and the reason they don't have the staff i. hey

have a man in oil and gas sales who is a brother to the former area
director, Sid Carney, and this gay is a coach, come from California.
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no background in oil and gas sales whatsoever. About 1 month ago
we finally were able to run him off.

Mr. Di.:LotnA. Have you looked into the possibility of litigation
against the Federal Govermnent for damages for this ltind of thing.

"Sir. LAMAR. Well, you have to realize we nave Only been in business
how about it years. Actually. the first year we worlwd for nothing.

r Our tribes have no money, the leadership iS not paid. I myself. 11!.i tlje
chairman for the tribe, I get $15 a month. So we don't. have thp-W-

i sources to take on the*Federal Govermnent.
Mr. DELORIA. Is this practice of zone leasing a stanylard practice

among non-Indian landowners?
Mr. LAMAR. *Yes: and I will tell von what happenS. People ciane

down there, they are speculators. They (.0111e ill IA410> agency. they
lease the Indians !anti. they turn around and zone it and go right
out and lease it in that fashion, yes.

Mr. DiamaiA. Sublease it ?
Mr. LANtan. Yes. 'They might imy the Indian $100,000 for a lease.

but by the tinw they get done with IN they have made anywhmv from
$300.000 to $400,000.

Mr. DF:Loam. Is there any investment on their part required fcr the
subleasing, or is it just drawn up in a different form?

MI% LAMAR. No. as far as the Bureau is concerned, that guy has the
lease, yon know, and he turns around and sublzmses.

DEI,ORIA. And all it requires is just different provisions in the
lease?

Mr. LAMAR. Yes.
Mr. DELORIA. lie puts no money into it other than the coA of the

paper?
Mr. LAMAR. NO; tlIld 1110S1 of the speenlators. say. get alaint a

percent override on the leases they- inake. I mean they increase their
profit by that amount.

Mr. DELORIA. Can 37on document instances where Bureau of Indian
Affairs officials have discouraged you from taking over your own leas-
ing, told you that. that, would be termination ?

Mr. LAMAR. Yes, we just recently sulnnitted a proposal to cont rilv1
for our total agency, and now we are being torn apart by our own
people. The. Bureau people are telling them. "I see you want to lw
terminated."

Mr. DELORIA. And you could give specific dates and instances and
people who hive said that ?

\Er. LAMAR. GI% yes; even sonic of our own t ru nil people and our
board members tell us 4hese things. It is creating havoc within our
three tribal organizations.

(liairman Awn-aux. Newt. right now can '011 111011e a person in the
Bureau who said to one of the tribal members. "You are going to lw
terminated" or "This is termination if you take over your own leas-
ing". can you name him now?

Mr. LAMAR. Me ?
Chairman AROLTRE7.1i. YeS.
Mr. LAMAR. I have been told.
Chairman AROUREZR. By 'whom?
Mi.. LAMAR. 011e was v hi Paddelty, the employment as:44:litre
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- ---Cliairman AROUREZIC. David what 1 .

MY. LAMAR. Paddelty.
,,- Chairman ARMEE= Can you ittpell it I

Mr. LAMAR. P-a-d-d,e-l-t-y.
Perhaps Vernon hasheard some of this talk.
Chairman ABotmEzix. 'Let me finish up the questioning here. David..

Paddelty told you what?
,

Mr. LAMAR. 'That this 638 process was leading( to termination. That
the, p.ext step after contr mg under 638 would. come termination.ac.i

Chairman ABOUREZIL W en did he tell you that?
Mr. LAMAR. It has been ithhi the past montn, it had to be.
Chairman ABOUREZIE. Can you tell us the date i

.:, Mr. LAMAR. Not offhand, no.'
Chairman,ARouramx. It was within the past month ?
Mr. LAMAR. Yes.
Chairman ABOUREZR. Where did he tell you this happened ?
Mr. LAMAR. At the area office. Our tribal group had a °meeting with

all the branch heads of the various departments within the agency,
tryingto get froip them information regarding .

Chairman ABOUREZK. C.An you name any of the witnesses ?
Mr.. LAMAR. No.; I would have to go back and ask who was standing

there. This was just in general conversation, you know. I wasn't avfare
of who was listening, or the date, or these types of things.

Chairman ASOUREZIE. ,Can you find out who was there besides

yourself V . .

Mr. LAMAR. Yes; I will make that attempt.
Chairman Amman& Would you .give that to Sam Deroria ?
Mr. LAMAR. Yes. In fact, I will be testifying, also, in Oklahoma

City with regard to some other Matteri. ..s.

Mr. GOETTINO. Senator, we have a task force hearing in Anadarko
next Friday..

Chairman ABOUREZR. Can you haVe it'by then ?
Mr. LAMAR. Yes.
Chairman ABOUREZIL You wilItake it to pie taskt force an& present

it there? .

Mr. LAMAR. Yes. If you don't mind, I would like to ask my program
(kveloper here if he has anything to add to What we have gone over
here. I realize we are sort of in a mess here and I may have missed
something we wanted to bring up.

Mr. HADDON. No, the only thing I can think of right offhand, we
have people at the area level that absolutely will nof perform. We
went. to the field solicitor, he is not in the area but he is in the depart-
ment. 'We went to the chief of the natural resources, and we asked

for injunctive relief.
Chairman A1OURE7.K. In the form of what ?
Mi. HADDON. On the job they are supposed to do, protecting the

hmd. We have the manager of the local Foderal Land Bonk that
doesn't have a lease on our property but farms it. this is his 3d year,
and before he harvested last year's crop we went to them and we asked
for injunctive relief so they would keep track of the amount of wheat
that came off the property, so on and so forth, and they told us there
wasn't anything they could do.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Who told you that ?
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Mr. HADDOZ,T. Herman Lewis, the solicitor, Benno Imbrock, both
told us the same thing.

Chairman ABOITREZIL Told you?
Mr. HADDON. Yes. sir.
Chairmail ABOUREZK. Where was that ati
Mr. HADDON. At the area office.
Chairman ABOURE7.K. WWII?
Mr. HADDON. It was last Mayjust before the crop was harvested.
Chairman Anouann. A year ago.
Mr. HADDON. Yes, sir, lyear ago thi3 month.
Clink man ABOMIZIC. DO you remember who else was tlwre at the

time you were told that ?
HAnnox. In the solicitor's office I think Rex Bransen was in

them and in Hernian Lewis' office there was a group of us there.
Mr. Dr.t.oatA. Is the =Hager of the Federal Land Bank a Federal

eniployee?
Mr. LANtAa. I le is under the Federal guidelines.
Mr. HAnnox. Ife is under the FCA, that's where their money origi-

nally mn Ws front.
Mr. Drumm. Production Credit?
Mr. HADDON. NO. sir; Farm Credit Administration. that's what it is.
Mr. Drumm. Is he a civil servant ?
Mr. HAMM He is not a civil servant, but he is under Federal

guidelines. They had regs come out last July and among the regs
they say he will devote his full time to the Federal land bank. I
hardly ihink that a person muld farm over 2.000 acres and devote full
time to the Federal land bank. but they sort of turn a deaf ear on that.

Chairman Auotainx. Does he pay for the lease?
Mr. HAnnox. He hasn't paid for it in the last 2 years.
Mr. Gorrrixo. Senator, this was a comment they made just before.

They tried to exercise the lease,Init the !easy haa lwvii &dared. in-
valid, and they can't remove him front the land even though the Bu-
reau admits it is an illegal leasv that doesn't exist. The man doesn't
pay, they can't get any money: he is harvesting crops. They think if
they can carry on this process for the 5-year lease, that tlwy ran go
through the court process. hi-will farm that for 5 years for nothing,
and the MA is doing nothing about stopping it or removing hint.

Chairman Anot11473i. Whose land is it ?
Mr. LAMAR. It belongs to the tribe.
Chairman .Cuouurzic. I've got a suggestion for you. 1 learned this

from Soda Blackcrow up at Pine Ridge. The deputy sheriff up in that
county had been bringing his cattle down there and grazing them
there every year for many years without paying any money and with-
out asking permission.

Seela moved onto his land finally. When the sheriff dropped the
cattle off, Seek said, "To what do I owe this great generosity?" He
said, "In return I'm going to have a big feast in your honor. We are
going to kill all these cattle and invite the whole conummity in to eat
them."

would recommend that perhaps you harvest that grain. It's on
your land. Harvest it and have it big feast or, you know, take it to
market and sell it.
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Mr. LAMAR. If you'll come down and help us we'll all go to jail
together.

Chairman ABovnzzic. Why would you go to jail if it is your own
land I

Mr. LAMAR. There again, we mentioned the fact that Clark Stanton
wrote a letter and stated the lease was invalid, for all intents and
purposes the man should have heen kicked off. And 'T days later the
Coimnissioner sent a wire down, stating the man can stay on the prop-
erty until the process of the appeal runs out.

Mr. Goerribro. The lessee is the Federal land bank fellow who helps
finance through the process; the whole thing is a conflict, or a com-
mercial interest relationship there.

Chairman Aeomizzic. That incident, too, I will ask the staff to look

_ _into. Where is Kirke Kickingbird?
Kirke did you hear this testimony
Mr. kICKINOBIRTL Yes.
Chairman ABotmEzit. I would like to ask you at this time if von

would .get ahold of the Federal land bank people and find out just
what kind of conflic it this fellow is involved n.

Also, if you would get in touch with the Bureau of Indian Affairs
and the Solicitor's office, get their position in writing on this thing,
and then we will go from there.

But I want to emphasize once again, it is your land, if there is no
lease on it it is your land and that guy is trespassing. You can do any-
thing 'von want--

Mr.1AMAR. That is what we maintain, but, you know, we have three
tribes that own that land together, and you cannot get all three of them
to take one particular action against this individual because one of the
people within the Delaware Tribe sits on an Indian conservation pro-
gram e ne, whereby all the farmers farming Indian land buy their
grain from him or from this Indian conservation thing at 10 percent
over cost, and then they are able to use Government equipment there
that is supposedly owned by the Indian Conservation Corps. At the
end of the year those people get a sizable bonus for the money that is
made during that particular year. you know.

Chairman ABOVREZIL You and your tribe own a third of that land,
don't you I

Mr. 'LAMAR. S.
Chairman ABOUREM Well, harvest a third of it, then.
Mr. LAMAR. OK, we will do that. That is your suggestion
Chairman Aeolians. Go right ahead.
Commissioner DEER. That is .your tribal iiovereigntv.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Why do you let people push you around like

that ?
Mr. HADDON. One reason we are pushed around there is because at

the area level the chief of Natural Resources is a deacon in the same
redneck.ehurch that this Federal land bank guy is. that is one of the
reasons.

Chairman Anormit. No ; the reason you are being pushed around
is because you are letting them do it.

Mr. GoErnso. Senator, the other part is. too. as Newt just nwn-
t ioned. ever.- time by tries to go to his council and his people in a mcci -

ing to say. "This is what we ought to do," he can't get hacking because
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they are all scared to death of te..nination because of the comments
and discussions that are being held in various meetings by the BIA
employees that "Don't let your chairman talk you into this because it
is termination." So they don't p`ermit him to do the kinds of things he
is bringing up.

Chairman Anounna. You mean you can't go harvest your own grain
because that is termination? They certainly don't believe that?

Mr. GoErriNo. It has the same result.
Mr. LAMAR. We had a situation, and it is a very bad situation, where

a lady was sitting on our board, WCD Enterprises. She was hired
by Charles James as his secretary. The chairman of her tribe wrote a
letter to Charlie James statingit was a conflict of interest.

He wrote a letter back, stating that he had researched it very
thoroughly and that it was not a conflict of interest in her case. But
yet he has used her for 2 years to try to wreck our programs from one
end to the other.

Fortunately, 1 week ago her time was up on the board and we ,,ot
rid of her. But she called meetings of various tribal people and dis-
nipted iall of our activities there, and people swear it s gospel because
it is coming from the area. director's oflice, you know, because she's his'
secretary.

Mr. TONASKET. Could I make a request of you? You made reference
to a letter from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs which stated to
let them go ahead and do whatever they are doing this year. Could we
get a copy of that ?

Mr. LAMAR. This is right here, in this packet.
Mr. TONASKET. I don't have it.
Mr. LAMAR. That is what I said, I am sorry we didn't get this all to-

gether, but there is a lot of stuff here. We have copies of all the leases
we are referring to, we have copies of the appraisals, we have. the cor-
respondence. dealinff with the lost lands that we have. It is supposed to
lie a GAO accounting, and they couldn't account for anything, you
know.

Commissioner BIOME. You have all the figures and the documents ?
Mr. LA MAR. The figures, everything's right here.
Commissioner BatTCE. Let me ask 'you another question. If you have

Farm Credit involved there, they have a board that is elected. Are
t here any Indians on that board? Who is on the PCA Board ?

Mr. LAMAR. Local farmers and members of the ASCS and the Fed-
eral Land Bank. Those employees switch back and forth, they sit on
each other's boards. When the Bureau prepares a lease, if there are
any offsets they don't put those in the lease, the person leasing that
land, but they do offset against th% tribal owners, but it is never re-
flected in the'lease. I suspect that is where the Money went from the
545.500 that. we were supposed to get. for this land in this one partieu-
lar lease and we ended up with $3,750. I am sure those were offsets
agn inst. us.

This same man at the same time went right across to ASCS and got
subsidize.d for the very same things that offsets were. charged against
our tribes. In other words, they are double-dipping, and it is just a very
had situation there. If we cotild at all convince this Commission that
von should come down and investigate that situation, you would find
ihings drastically wrong in the areas of trust responsibility.
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CommisFioner DIAL. It seems to me the problem Novith you people, you

need to move in, really, I believe this, that you are just being takfm and

you are letting them do it. There is a lot of fear. Down from where I

come from, no one would do that. So I don't know why you let them

do it. But I guess, as you say, they are afraid of termination.
Mr. LAMAR. If you go in there and beat the hell out of the area direc-

tor, what happens to you, you know. They are all protected.
Commissioner Dm. We had a war from 1984 to 1974 over such.

There's your problem, and I think you got to work with your own

people.
Mr. LAMAR. No, our problem is the system. I reported
Commissioner DIAL I know you did. I was listening.
Mr. LANAR. I would like to back up, on what the lady testified pre-

vionsly. I Vil6 disturbed with the way the personnel situation-was going

in the Anadarko area. I went to Washington and talked to Morris
Thompson. He told me he had no control whatsoever over the area

directors.
Chairman AnoraEmc. He is probably right.
M. LAMAR. But he did send an investigation team down there and I

found out, through another sourm, that of 50 personnel actions that
Charlie James had taken, 27 of them were illegal.

I asked this individual in the central office what they were going to
do.About it. He said, "Well, probably just slap his hands."

I said. "Well, what happens to the people that were affected by those
illegal actions?" They just sweep it under the carpet, you know.

Commissioner DIAL. But it seems to me you could put so much pres-
sure on until no one would dare move in and do these things you are
talking about.

IAMAR. This thing goes a little further, you know. They take
all the appraisers and put them in the area office. AVe can't. get to them
unless we can get all 23 tribes to back us on these things. Yet we have
an individualit is no fault of yours or anybody else'sKenneth
Black, who sits as the executive director of the United Tribes. He
backs Charlie James on everything he wants simply because t wo-
thirds of his salary comes from the BIA and the contracts which
Charlie. James cont

Our seven tribes in Amularko got a resolution to have James re-
moved and hand-earried it and handed it. right. to Morris Thompson,
and he denies ever receiving it. At the same time, Kenneth Black is
over there saying, "Well, the other tribes aren't against him."

Now, Kenneth Black is calling him every day saying, "We want
this, we want. that. If you don't give it to us we are going to throw in
with those other fellows," you know. Well, they are getting every-
thing they need now.

This is tlw whole process, play one against the other. This is going
on just continuously.

Commissioner Dm. Have you thought about- getting sonw publicity
on it, someone like Jack Anderson ?

Mr. LAMAR. We sent all this stuff to ack Anderson ; he has never
published it.

Mi.. I fAnnox. Howard Hughes died the nest dav.
Mr. DELORTA. T think, seriously, we should point out. I don't think

the Commission is suggesting that this is your problem and that you
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should take self-help. The point of these lwarings is to determine what
the problems are. This is a Federal responsibility because these are
clearly Federal laws that are being violated or ignored, and I think
it is appropriate.to point, that out. This is what we are interested in
and we are planning to take action.

In the last '2 days there have been numerous allegations of violation
of Federal crhninal law, conspiracy, misuse of Federal funds, buihling
buildings for private individuals, and other things. I think althopeAh
clearly we will be making legislative recommendations, I think we
would like to ask the Commtssion's general counsel to examine the
record and where allegations of specific violations of criminal law have
been made, if they could be referred to the Justice Department
innnediately.

I think the final thing isI don't want the witnesses to think that
we are being too glib alxmt thiswe do have an understanding end
appreciation of 100 years of Oklahoma Indian politics in what is
taking place. and the results you are faced with now, and it's not a
simple solution and we understand it.

Columissimuir WurrEcaow. Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the. north-
east corner, I would also like to let. you know we have the same type of
situation ther and I intend to hying it to Task Force 3's attention.

Mr. Gor.rmo. I would like to say, lake, in that respect, we have a
hearing set for the 10th and 11th of May in Oklahoma City, a 2-day
hearing on the 18th and 14th in Muskogee. .1nd a 1-day lwrina in
Anadarko on the 14th. There are three task forces involved. We will
have representatives at each one of those, and we are working with
those people to provide testimony.

I would certainly like to see any of the members of the Commission,
who feel these are serious problems, attend those bearings. They are
task force hearings, as you know.

Commissioner WITITECROW. I intend to he at the Muskogee hearing
and the Oklahoma City hearing, also. I. do want you to know we have
the same kind of problem there in the northeast corner.

Chairman An(VCREZIt. That. is excellent. Thank you very much.
Mr. LAMAR. I will leave all of this with the Commission. I will get

it hack in order, get it together and leave it. Thank yon.
Clmirman Anormx. The hearings are in recess until 1 :30.
[ At. 12 :30 p.m. the hearing was recessea mut i 1 :30 p.m .1

..FTERNOON SEMION

I The hearing was resumed at 1 :30 p.m., Commissioner Lolis
presiding.}

Commissioner Muer_ The meeting will come to order.
We will hear our first witness, Helen Peterson.

STATEMENT OP WAYNE WILLIAMS, BUSINESS MANAGER, TULALIP
TRIBES, PRESENTED BY XS. HELEN PETERSON

Ms. PETERSON. Mr. Chaim:nu and members of the Commission : I :1111
simply reading a statement left by Wayne Williams, lmsiness manager.
the Tulalip Tribes. Just a few minutes ago he had to leave to catch his
plane and asked that this statement he presented:
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I recommend that the tribes be Involved in an ammal review and evaluation

of the agency, urea, and central offices aml staff. These evaluations would become

a part of each employee's file and would be considered when pay adjustments,
promotions, and transfers aro eontemplated. Evaluation criteria must be based
on performane?, and not on peretonality. Is that employee doing the job? If so,
reward him if not, get rid of him.

only when the Bureau and its staff is accountable to the tribes will we see an

effective BI.A. Wayne Williams. Business Manager. The Tulalip

And then a postscript : "Enabling legislation will doubtless he

required."
This is his statement that he asked be presented.
Commissioner BattcE. Thank you very nuich.
The next witness is Clarence Wesley.

STATEMENT OP CLARENCE WESLEY, SAN CARLOS APACHE TRIBE,

ARIZONA

Mr. Wmwr. Mr. Chairman, members of the Commission. Mynaim.
is Clarence Wesley, member of San Carlos Apache Tribe in Arizona.

San Carlos Apaches saw fit to have me serve them for :20 years, 10

years of it as chairman of the tribal council.
In one of the meetings I attended in Washington, D.C., in my early

days on the tribal council. I heard a remark from one of the Govern-
ment officials that more and more emphasis should be considered as
their priority in the development of their natural and human re-
sources. Also. I heard an expression that the Bureau was working
themselves out of a job, with the hopes that qualified Imlians will take

over.
ts yon know, after long years. this has become a reality. Today we

have ninny Indians in responsible positions and this has rene.wed my

trust in the Bureau of Indian Affairs because I don't believe any
Indian in that kind of position will sell their people down the river.

To this day. the San Carlos Apache Tribe is working to develop
their natural resources as well as human resources. We are fortunate
to have cooperation with our local Bureau people. Like other tribes.
we don't have funds to go all the way with onr development, although
we are optimistic that. with proper planning and proper justification.
eventually we hope to obtain additional allocation of funds.

I shall not go into the details of all the potentials they have on the
reservation because I am just speaking as an individual.

Practically all of the Government operations, including. Indian
Iealt h Services, our educational systems are meeting their obligations,

although like any organization from time to time they have gripes.
but through proper consultation these gripes are settled without
further trouble.

At one time the National Congress of American Indians went on
record doing away with all area offices; instead, the administration
at that time saw flt to add one more. area office, I believe this was in
Oklahoma. So this is bow they used to treat us back in the 1950's. Now
things are looking better. especially when the Indians are being asked
for their recommendations.

I believe the Indians here at this heariinr have too many irons in the
fire as to restructuring the BIA. Some rif the comments are purely
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individual, like mine, but the expression of the various tribal councils
is lacking; also, tribal resolutions. Bat I think this is where I am
wrong because I have heard there are tribal resolutions being pre-
sented here at this hearing.

Now, back to area offices: To me, these area offices are duplications of
services. redtape and buckpassino. operation. I would suggest that
authority and responsibilities be aought back to the reservation level
where the problems are stacking up.

I trust that the Indian members of this Commission stand up for
the rights of the American Indian and that they will not take any
action that will hurt the American Indians.

Like I said, I am just an individual presenting my views as to re-
construction of the Bureau because I feel that preparation for better
days should be made for a younger generation to come.

Thank you.
Commissioner Baum Clarence. are you suggesting in that one state-

ment that the agency offices at the. local level be continued and that.
the area offices be phased out? Are you agreeing with the statements
that have been made right along that. the ama offices be phased out ?

Mr. WSUCY. Yes, that is right, that is the %.ay I feel, and .1 think
the reservation setup should be continued.

Commissioner BRUCE. Any questions?
Commissioner MAL. Mr. Wesley, you have been involved with the

B1 A for a number of years, haven't- you ?
Mr. WEsian-. Fonrteen years.
Commis.sioner Dim,. Fourteen rears. Do you see the BIA opera-

tiontheir entire programming, their relationship to Indians, just the
general viewdo you see things getting better or worse, as far as the
Indian Iwople go?

M. Wi:shEy. I think in our reservation it is better because we have
better cooperation with the Bureau people and we have constant con-
tact with various tribal operations. So I think things are better.

Commissioner DIAL. Things are getting better.
We have been listening here for the last 2 days mostly about the

other side. things aren't so well as far as the BIA goes. Could von sav
something positive for the MA. or would you mind saying it ? I think-
(sally. if there is something positive that exists, they are due that.

credit.. We have heard a lot of negativism here, and I'm not trying to
defend the BIA. but we have heard the negative side here for a couple
of days, and if there are some good points I think they ought to be
brought. out in the hearing. There must be something good. As some-
one has said, there is good in the worst_ of us. I am jast wondering, if
you care to elaborate on this. Don't feel that you have to.

Mr. WESLEY. Yes, sir, T think most of our development and what we
are trying to do, the tribal council is trying to do, in working with the
Bureau of Indian Affairs is constant consUltat ion and cooperct ion. Of
course. we have some differences from time. to time, but through con-
sultation we are working together. The chairman and the tribal council
always ex pressN1 their needs to be cooperative with Government serv-
ices. BIA. Public Health. what-have-you. That's why I sav things are
looking better at San Carlos.
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Commissioner DIAL. Looking better.for your group. I suppose you
travel quite a bit. Do you see among other tribes where the situation
is not looking too g_ood, you know, among other tribes?

Mr. Wzazzr. Well, I have heard some comments that things are
looking up on other reservations. I didn't inquire to find out what
really is at the bottom of this lack of cooperation or dissatisfaction
with the Bureau operation.

Commissioner Dmii. So you would not recommend that the BIA
have a new Cabhiet--excuse me, that we have a new department and
that it be given Cabinet status, that it have a Secretary to head it ap-
pointed by the President, and so forth, like others have brought out
here today I

Mr. WESLEY. No, I believe the setup as it is now is satisfactory to me.
However, like I have indicated, the area office should be abolished.

Commissioner DIAL. Have you attended most of the meetings yester-
day and today?

Mr. WESLEY. Yes; I heard some comments here.
Commissioner DIAL. Would you consider your report somewhat of

a minority report here today I
Mr. WESLEY. As I say, I am just an individual, so I think I am a

minority2like the bottom of the totem pole.
Commissioner DIAL. I appreciate your position, stating the way you

feel about it; you don't have talk the way someone else sees an
issue.

Do I have time for one other point here, Commissioner Bruce?
Commissioner BRUCE. Yes.
Commissioner MAL. It reminds me of the lady who sent her son out

on the farm to pick up some woodno, to saw some wood. She said,
"Son, go out and saw some wood." And he went out and returned.

She said, "Sono:lid you saw the wood?"
MHe says, "No, oni, I didn't saw thr, wood."

She sal* "Why didn't You saw the wood V"
He says, "Well, I didni see it."
She said, "Yes, you did see it because I saw you see it."
He replied, "Well, maybe you saw me see it but you sure won't see

me saw it."
So you don't have to see things just like everybody else. Thank you

very much.
Commissioner BRUCE. Thanks, Clarence.
Commissioner DIAL. You can strike that from the record if you care

to.
Commissioner BRUCE. Are you ready ?

STATEMENT OF THEODORE SMITH, HAVAPAI APACHE TRIBE

Mr. SUITII. Yes. Ladies and gentlemen of the Anierican Indian
Policy Commission, my name is Ted Smith. I belong to the Havapai
Apache Tribe, former chairman for the tribe. I have retirement from
th.e Bureau of Indian Affairs after 20 years, and with the army time,
and so forth, I had 80 years.

By being on both sides of the issue
Commissioner DIAL. Repeat your name again. I didn't get it.
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Mr. Swan. l'heodore Smith. ,

Being on both sides of the picture, of the tribal government and 'also
:-,With the Bureau of Indian Affairl,I would like to comment. This will
be an oral type of a statement, it is not a written statement because it
iS..coming from an individual now at this point. But I would like .to
.mention some things in the Bureau of Indian Affairs. I him seen it,
been in there watching it for many yearS.

.From where I 'have sat and where I have seen I am not against
the.Bureau Of Indian Affairs. I thinkit has a purpose. But in order
to bring this-Bureau of Indian Affairs and see that it Is working right
and.'see that_they accomplish what they are supposed to be doing--
there are many faults in the Bureau of, Indians Affairsthe recom-niendation that I would liketo,make is that a committee be established
,to review all phases of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, such as educa-ion, land management, law and order, personnel, the area directors,assistant area directors, and 'every phase, of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs a committee made up of Inclians who are qualified in those
specificfields, and see that the Bureau does its work.

As far as the area office is. concerned, 'as I see it, it. should be a.specialty, not as the people that. run the reservations, speeialized iu 11field but qualified specialists, not just anyone. I have seen time andtime again, with the personnel of the Bureau those who were not quali-fied, using the spoils system. and a lot of their work is incompetent,
and-,we need a qualified staff to do this work. They have put people in
those positions that shouldn't be there.

is what is corrupting the reservation : it 'does not help the res-ervation. Their expertise is poor. Yon need sonwbody them with expe-ience, not just anyone that they pick off the st I'm or pick out of a col-
lege. you have got to have experience.

A reservation is a business, it is really a business. You need people
in there. in the administrative PO of the operation, in the phase of
accounting, and management. These are most important if the reser-vation is going to succeed. This is what it takes to make SI reservation.

Being a businessman. I know what it is. We ,talk Omit' budget in
tlw Bureau of Indian Affairs. I was involved in the band analysis. Iknow what went in there. There is nothing I mt salaries, really nothing
to help Indian people at an. It is salaries-t.hat were made for superin-
tendents, area directors. assistant area directorsthese all went into
that band analysis------elerks, whoever is involved there. But it never hashelped Indian people.

I would like to reconuneml. any time, a reservation establish a In dget
for themselves, not acconiing to what the BLA has established It 1 heywant to keep a superintende»t, fine: but if they want an.administra-
tire officer, fine, but enough money to run the reservation. budget is
not a cut-and-dried type of thing. A lmdget is made by people of its
own priorities. not trying to help the Bureau to run its agency but to
-help the people there themselves.

Another thing that I would like to touch on is the BTA school. They
have boards from the reservation, but they are IA qualified. They go
to these schools and talk to the superintendent; that is about as far asthey tro. But if it is a qualified roup or committee it. is established inthe ITIA or a committee established by Indian people, going from
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sehool to school, investigateand this is lacking, it runs by itself and
the people don't seem to get anywhere.

Books are not the right type of books that they should be learning,
and things like this happen, aml the lack of qualified teachers.

So I would recommend that a committee be established to investi-
gate every 6 months, 5 months, whatever it taket;, but a committee
established to investigate the Bureau of Indian Affairs boarding
schools and day schools.

Commissioner Dm. What do you mean by qualified teachers ?
Would von elaborate on that ?

Mr. i4surit. A qualified teacherwe have in the Bureau of Indian
Affairs teachers. m a lot of cases, but that don't have their master's
degree, -they have a bachelor's degree; but either a master's detrree or

;wen higher. So they hire people, just people looking for jog's, they

are not qualified at all. This is-what I mean by ralified.
Also, the personnel of the boardhig school, t wy must be investigated

and see that the proper people are hired.
The other thing I don't think anybody has touclwd on, which I hope

we will be able to do in the economics development. at the meeting
sotnetime, arts and .crafts. Nobody nwntioned arts and crafts. It is
the biggest business in the United States and it is the biggest fraud
against the Indian people and it runs into billions and billions of
dollars each vear. Nobody mentioned that.

Bnt something should be done in the Bureau of Indian Affairs to
establish sonw line items to help Indian )wople to fight all these junk
jewelries that are established and coming out of Mexico. Tniwan.
places like that. Nobody mentioned that. But that is the sole income.

And if -you can just sit. down and realize how much of the livelihood
of the American Jndian people comes from arts and crafts. But the
IIIA has very little momy in the arts and crafts field. Interior has an
arts a in I crafts board. They have a budget of $72().0o0 a year.

Where does that money go to? They have a huge staff. What do

they do for tlw AmeriCan Indian people ? Nothing.
There is an organizat ion called the Indian Arts and Crafts Assoeia-

t ion in (haw, N. Mex. They hnve a budget of $72.000 a year. They
have done more for Indian peoele than the Arts and Craft Board in
Washington. D.C.. which has a $1 1?0.000 budget.

So, really. I think with the limited amount of money that is involved

you could do a lot. Yon don't have to have a lot of money but use it
in the right areas, make it effective. With a $72,t On budget this Winn
Arts and Crafts Associati(1n down in New MeNieo has sued other
companies for billions of dollars. We sit here and watch this thing fink
away and it is hurting Indian income on a lot of reservations, yet
back in the Southwest area this N our sole ineonie.

The. next thin°. I would like to talk aboutwell. I mentione(11aulget
of the 1)and anarysis. I have already touched on t hat: I am open for an
quest ions.

Commissioner Baum Ted. for the record. would you tell us what
po.4t ions you held in the Bureau ?

Mr. SMITH. In tiw Bureau I was the cost accounting supervisor in
the Finance Department. I did the Operating statements. I did the
cost accounthig. I was in charge of tlw cost accounting section.
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Since touching on tliat, the big monster they have in Albuquerque,
it is not really helping the Bureau, it is not helping Indian people at
all.

Mr. GoErrixo. Where was your job ?
Mr. SMITH. It was in the Phoenix area office. I made those operating

statements myself, and I couldn't even understand them. And yet it is
coming out of the Albuquerque office, going to the area oflice and try-
ing to help Indian people on the reservation. It can't be done. It is tile
biggest monster that should Ile done away witli and use another system.
A lot of the commercial data processing is much better and quicker
and faster.

Any other questions?
Commissioner BRUCE. Is it your suggestion that each area office be

investigated?
Mr. SMITH. Yes.
Commissioner BRUCE. Every 6 months?
Mr. Salim. Every 6 months.
Commissioner BIWCE. Let me just say a word of comment about

the Indian Arts and Crafts Board. Unless it has changed since I was
Commissioner there, the BIA has no control over the Indian Arts
and Craft Board. We tried to change it. I% e tried to bring it directly
under us. The Bureau had no right to appoint Board members; the
Secretary appointed Board members. We were trying to get that
changed Sp that Indians would serve :n that Board. -

I agree with your statement about the craft business and some of
the things that are happening there. I think that the Economic
Development Task Force is going to get into that. There will be
some investigations made. Of course, we have a lot on the record about
what is happening there, also.

Any other questions?
Commissioner DIAL. Yes. Smith, you mentioned somethine. con-

cerning establishing a committee to review all phases of the P-BIA.
a study group to see what is wrong with the BIA. and its operation,
and so forth.

Now, of courses it is pretty difficult to get an unbiased group, I
suppose, to make this study. To get someone out of the Government,
they are probably going to give a biased report to the BIA. and
from what I have heard here for the past couple of days it migat be
difficult get an unbiased report from Indians. Yet I know much of
what has oeen said is true.

How would you feel about the Government hiring someone to make
a study similar to the Merdahl Report on Race Relations following
World War IL sponsored by the Ford Foundation. I think it was
the Ford Foundation. The Merdahl report, someone who came from
some European country and made something like a 9.400-page rc-
port of the race relations that exist here in the United States, which

.upposed to be pretty much an unbiased study.
imrow this out, I never thought about it until you spoke about

such a committee, but right off the top of your head what do you
think? Suppose someone came from Germany, or Norway, we'll say.
some real experts who could study the situation of the BIAwhat it is
doing, what it is supposed to doand there are such people. who can
do that in a few months could understand the whole situation and
just see what is going wrong. Would you respond to that?
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Mr. SMITH. Well, study, yes you can play that out for quite some
time, but take, for instance, Aralter Cronkite or anybody like that

can whip it out in a week's time, much effective, lout I don't like
too much studying. But you've got to have some loasis to go by. In

other words, you can't say, "This is ineffective," but you've got to have

some document. I don't like a long study. A study maybe in a months

time or something like this, would be more effective than dragging,it

on kir 2 years or something of that nature. But a committee that will

study this and then make recommendations to either the Bureau of

Indian Affairs, to change its system, or to anyone that has the power

to do something about it.
Mr. Gornma. Let me follow that point a moment. When you men-

tioned a committee to make these reviews, of course., that is what this

Commission is for at the congressional level. One thing I was inter-

'ested in, Congress has an oversight responsibility to determine whether

or not administrative activities are actually conducted in accordance

with congressional authority.
Would it be your thought that a permanent committee in the Con-

gress would be established to perform these oversight duties and go

around to the offices every 6 months? You mentioned 6-month intervals.

They could review offices on a perpetual basis, but just a short review

to check up on the activities of whether or not they are following the

procedures and policies. Are you speaking of something of this sort

from the congressional level that would have the authority to impose

its findings rather than someone reporting toin other words, I can't

investigate you, then give you my report and expect you to comply. I

wanted to clarify the level at which you thought this committee might

serve,
Mr. SMITH. Well, you know, I haven't really thought too deeply on

this type of thing. I believe you can conic up with suggestions where it

should come from.
Mr. Gourrmo. This Commission is supposed to be studying by com-

mittees or task forces, as we have called them, made up o? Indian peo-
ple, experts in the field, to do this kind of thing on this one job. To
the extent they wind up with a recommendation for a permanent estab-

lished committee from Congresi or somewhere else, this might be in

the mill.
Mr. Slum. I would go along with that idea.
Commissioner DEER. You have mentioned your dissatisfaction with

the operation in the Albuquerque office. What would you recommend
for change ?

Mr. Sum'. I think that most tribes are doing a lot of contract work,

and the Albuquerque data processing is really far behind that of some

of the commercial data processing. I believe if they switch over to the
commercial people with know-how, IBM, so forth, they would do a

more effective job than Albuquerque themselves. It is kind of a hit-and-
run type of thing. I think if they can switch over to that particular
system it would he more effective than the Albuquerque oflice itself. It

is not effective at all.
Commissioner DEER. Why ?
Mr. SMITH. Well. as I mentioned. the operating statements I used to

make, and it is still the same system that they are using. out. of Albu-

querque, just in a long-line type of thing. Ours used to be up and down
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my testimony and refer to page 13 of the observations Ahat I have
made regarding the working relationships in Indian affairs.

Commissioner Bitres.*John, excuse me. Will you ki.v your title for

'the record?
Mr. RANIER. My name is JoMt Ranier. I am a Taos Pueblo In-

dian. While not testifying in any official flibal capacity. I do have an
experience record in the field of Indian affairs. I have taught school and

served as a principal. In addition, I am the past secretary,-vice chair-

man and chairman of the All Indian Pueblo Comicil; I lutve served
as an executive director, treasurer amI'first vice Kesulent of the Na-
tional codgress of American Indians. I have been vice chairman of the
New-Mexico CoinmiSsion on Indian Affairs before becoming execu-
tive director and recentl.t. as a Presidential appointee. I served as chief
member of the National Council on Indian Opportunity.

Commissioner lint-rx. Thank you. '
lfr, RANIER. May I proceed wiih my comments?
Commissioner IlnucE. Yes; proceed.
Mr. RANIER. My .involvenwnt at the' various levels of working re-

lationship in Indian affairS leads me to draw your attention to the
following points with a hope:that you may be able to correct them.

1. Congress has not appropriated adequate funds for Indian pro-
gram needs. However, it can appropritite funds very much on the basis

of the information furnished. BI1 must aceept much of the respon-
sibility for inadequate funding. 'for uample, fur the fiscal year.1975,
when the actual need for highei education funding was fot,25.000
students at a cost of $107,309,000, it only asked to fund 14,000 students
'at a cost of $25,784,000.

Later, as a result of Indian testimonies. Congress asked BIA for its

views on the use of $18,768,000 and its reply was its.programs (mean-
ing higher education assistance) were meant to supplement,.not sup-
plant other sources available to the student. meaning USW: aid, State
assistance, and tribal programs.

Our position is that scholarship pants axe an entitlement. One of
the reasons why the non-Indian assunws that Indians are well cared

for results from news reporting that Congrms has passed another
bill with so much money for Indian services. not ivalizing that these
are just authorizations and not actual appropriations.

2. Congress should do what it says it will when it 'enacts bills: for
example. in t he a memin tent to title IV. by act of Congress. 1974. "Fel-
lowships of Imlian Students.- see. 423 : the "I'SOE Indian Educa-
tion Commissioner is ant hot ized to award not to ex(eed 201) fellowships

to be used in graduate and professional programs.- To date. Congress
has not appropriated funds for the approved 200 fellowship:4 la a

cost of $2 million.
While we seek full support of the pmsent pending S-1.2 billion In-

dian health bill, one wonders Congress will tifipropriate funds as
fully as so generously stated in the bill.

3. With the exception of t he llon. Frank Zarb. now the be-
leaguered head of the Federal Energy Administration, OM B. out

of its ignorance of actual Indian needs. must accept responsiNlity for
inadequate funding of Indian programs. It wields and exercises its

authority too liberally when it conws to slashing BIA-recommended
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Indian budgets. OMB should be required by law to have Indian
involvement and assistance before recommending Indian budgets.

4. Most people, including many Indians, believe the Commissioner
of Indian Affairs is the sole adhority in Indian affairs. Yet, if his
decision is of slight significance, he must have authorit v and approval
from the head of the Departnwnt of the Interior betore he can an-
nounce his decision.

5. The Department of Education is the recipient of the biggest bulk
of MA appropriation. Yet, the head of Indian education suffers with
even less Authority than the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. Other
noneducation agencies within the Bureau are allowed to prey on edu-
cation funds thus leaving the education head ineffective.

6. The complexities inherent in the Federal Government, embraced
with an array of statutory authorities and administrative inventions
appear to be more pronounced and applicable in BIA. An analysis and
policy coordination in order to clarify and simplify the working ma-chinery is in order.

FOr example, in its overzealous attempt to decentralize the Washing-
ton offices, all personnel except the head of education have located in
Albuquerque, N. Mex. Now the Education Department spends more
money and time by constantly drawing on the personnel from Albu-
querque. The Indian leadership, realizing the difficulty of trying to
do business at two ends have passed a number of resolutions in na-
tional Indian conferemes demanding that the entire Department of
Indian Education be ',located in Washington. D.C., but power pol-
itics are being employed to remain in Albuquerque.

7. By dividing the responsibilities of Indian education among the
States, private schools, BIA, and U.S. Office of Education, whether by
purpose or by inadvertency, erosion into the Indian's special rela-
tionship with the Federal Government is being accelerated. No matter
how many different avenues are used to finance Indian education. it is
all Federal tax money and since Congress created the Bureau of In-
dian Affairs to be responsible for Indian education, much confusion
and overlapping of service would be limited if BIA had the. sole
responsibility.

8. Another problem which is becoming a serious concern is the num-,ber of people who are claiming Indian ancestry in order to benefit
from the services in schools and other areas. This Commission should
recommend legislation clarifying who is entitled to services and bene-
fits and on what basis.

9. If Congress continues to provide block grant funding to institu-
tions, which appears as a form of aid to the universities to us, the
higher education branch of BIA should be required to insist on com-
mitments beneficial to the Indian students. For example, universities
and colleges with Indian studies programs, Indian clubs, have lower
dropout rates than those who do not have any program.

10. Institutions with significant Indian student enrollment. should
be required to commit themselves to employment of Indians in the
faculty and counseling departments.

11. There is serious concern over the relationship between BIA and
the U.S. Office of Education. Suspicion, if not fear, persists that BIA
educational programs and grant assistance programs are unneces-
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sarily domiled or manifested by the administrative policies with the

U.S. Office o Education.
In summary, the rapid and continuing increase in population and

the accelerated development of human and natural resources, the need

for preservation of energy, water, and lands requires that the tale.nt

of all American Indians be' developed to the fullest extent. The maior

point in nil/ testimony is to indicate the dire need for professionally
trained Indian men and women who can and will be the future leaders

in tribal and community affairs.
The present Indian graduate students are the vanguard. An increas-

ing number of master's and Ph. D.'s and lawyers going into practice

means the upgrading of Indian education at all levels, as well as living

standards and service opportunities on reservations and in cities.
Conunissioner %um That is excellent testimony, John. Were you

indicating specifically that all of these education activities be centered
under the Education `Department in the Bureau ?

Mr. RANIER. It is my understanding that Congress created the Bu-

reau of Indian Affairs to take care of the services for the Indians be-
cause of the special relationship between the Indian tribes and the
U.S. Government. Therefore, it is my belief that instead of sending
the Indian studefit to all categories and agencies to seek funding for
his training, money should be appropriated and turned over to 13IA

to disburse funds as needed by Indian students.
Conunissioner Biluoic. Any other question
Conunissioner DIAL. I have one.or two. Go ahead.
Commissioner DEER. You have mentioned the request for inadequate

funding for scholarships by the Bureau. Would you comment on how
this could he solved?

Mr. RANIER. Yes. In the bulk of my testimony I said that the Bu-
reau of Indian Affairs does not have an official policy of supporting
Indian men and women who want to do their studises for their master's
and Ph. D. degrees, and they have not sought funds from Congress to
support these men and women, and I believe that in order to recognize
the increasing need to assist these graduate studentS we ought to have a
line item in the appropriations to take care of these needs.

Commissioner DIAL. Mr. Ranier, first of all, I would like to com-
mend you on such a fine report and all of the good .work you have
done over the many years. I know you are familiar with many of the
scholarship programs and some of the problems that exist for some of
the Indian people. What do yon recommend for some of these cases
that I have in mind. I recently read, I believe, one of your letters to a

istudent. What would you have n mind I What would you recommend ?

You know. some of the programs that existed, say, in law, are no
longer available. What would you recommend for such students?

Mr. RANIER. Well, of course, in oar work, when we contract with the
Bureau of Indian Affairs We a...e required by the terms of the contract
to recognize a person who is one-fourth or more of Indian blood com-
ing from a federally recognized tribe. But that is the extent we can
help anybody right now. But in the past we have had some funding
from ONAP, 0E0, and we were able to fund many students on that
basis, but we no longer havP the funding from that source; although
we would very much like to help all who apply to us, we are restricted
on that basis.
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So, from that, you can gather that it is very important to encourage
our Indian men and women to continue at the higher education level.

Commissioner WILITEMow. Yes, but in order for them to be eligible
for scholarships, do you think that income levels should be established
to make those youngsters eligible? In other words, we have got some
people who have indicated they cannot become eligible because their
parents make just a little bit too .much money, $2 or $3 over the
maximum.

Mr. RANTER. Well, if they are one-fourth or more, my understanding
is, they are legally entitled to basic help.

Commissioner Wzmwnow. With no income requirement?
Mr. RANIER. Right.
Commissioner BRUCE. A ny further quest ions ?
Commissioner DEER. Could you explain why you think the Bureau

does not ask for a sufficient anmunt of scholarship money ?

Mr. RANIER. Will you repeat the question, please?
Commissioner DEnt. Yes. In your statement you mentioned that the

Bureau requested a certain amount of money but actually the need was
much greater.

Mr. RANIER. Yes. There are several factors involved. The field of-
ficers from the area offices will make accurate assessment of the needs
but they may be instructed from the area offices, as well as from the
central office, to not, really apply for the number of students who would
be entitled to the help. Also you face OMB. OMB tells the Bureau
how much it can have, and therefore this cuts down on the number of
students who can be helped.

Mr. DELORIA. You mean that the area scholarship officers are in-
structed by the Bureau of Indian Affairs to submit deliberately incor-
rect information and estimates of the demand for scholarships?

Mr. RANIER. I said the officials of higher education in Indian areas
make. the proper requests, but when the request gets up higher, as close
to a budget cut as possible, they are reduced.

Mr. DELORIA. It is reduced ?
Mr. ItAxtr.s. Yes. For exanlple, in my testimony here, and Mr. Goet-

ting is knowWgeable about this fact, at the tivw when there was a need
for 25.000 Indian students, they applied for only 14.000.

Mr. DE.LORIA. Was the Congress made aware that..t here. was a need
for funding for 25,000 ?

Mr. RANTER. we appeared before a congressiomd hearing
Mr. DEI.ORIA. I mean by the Bureau of Indian A Ira i N.
Mr. RANIEn. No.
Mr. Driont.t. Congres,: was told by the Bureau of Indian A ffai N

that the reed was for 14.000 students?
Mr. VAN tER.14.000, ye.4.
Mr. DELORIA. On instructions of the Office of Management and

Budfret ?
Mr. R. NI E. Probably. yes.
Mr. DETPRIA. So then that means that the 'Bureau of Indian Affairs

in answer to a request from Congress as to the scope of the need is giv-
ing Congr^ss incorrect information. Is that. right ?

Mr. RANIER. I believe so, yes.
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Mr. DmanA. TIte distinction I am trying to draw. and correct me
if I am wrong, is that it is one thing for the executive branch to tell
Congress they are only asking for a (yrta in amount of money for cer-
tain purposes; it i quite another thing for theexecutive branch to tell
Congress that they are only asking for a certain amount of money be-
cause that is all the need t here is.

Mr. RANIER. That is right.
Mr, DELonm. One is a policy decision, the other is II lie. IS that a dis-

tinction that is relevz:nt here ?
Mr. RANIER. It amounts to that.
Mr. DELORIA. Thank you. I just. wanted to get that clear. I have an-

other question, Mr. Ranier, and that is: The Indian students who at-
te.ild graduate school or other Indian students who attend college, in
your knowledge of this field, upon completing their education do they
disappear into the mainstream of American society ?

lir. RANIER. One of the requirements in helping the Indian students
is for them to make a career statement, and invariably the student puts
down on the paper that when the training period is completed, he or she
hopes to be involved in Indian commit ies or tribal affairs. But, in
actuality, when they graduate, even though they have their Ph. a's
or master's. they van ill afford to go into Indian communities or tribal
communities because so often so many I ribes and coninnmities are so
poor they cannot pay th ie salaries that these highly skilled ndividaals
command.

One of my recommendations in my testimony was going to be
that the Bureau should be required to have an hit ernship program
sharing the cost of the person's salary between the tribe or Indian
comumnity and the Federal Government so that these people who want
to work with Indians can have that opportunity.

Mr. DELoRTA. To your knowledge. is there any attempt at long-range
planning on the part of the Bureau of Indian Affairs coordinating
gradimte and vocational education with tribal development plans so
that tribal engineers and agronomists and foresters and public ad-
ministrators are being trained to take over tribal development ?

Mr. RANIER. No. sir: I am not aware of it.
Mr. DELoam. You are not aware of it ?
Mr. RANIER. No.
Mr. Gorrrixo. John, I would like to see us put in the record some

of the information following up a little detail in regard to what Sam
was asking about in regard to the correction of information going to
Congress.

One of the calculations that I understand the Bureau uses is the fact
that when they say how much money might. he needed they deduct
from that estimates of the amount students would get from other
sourcesUSOE, family support, other scholarship programs. so on
that they force the student to go to various places, and then if they
don't get enough money they would eonsider an application to sup-
plement that with BIA in order to furnish the amount required for
college.

There are sonic figures, as I understand it, in the Bureau showing
those estimates of the amount they use on those budget things. Wo
can get that out ofthe record. How about. the actual use of the money,

t that alsoisn'ilable? Don't we have information that says that
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, .

they have never received the amount the Bureau has estimated for
those purposes from those sources?

Mr. RANIER. The chart that the Bureau has, I think there are 11 or

12 steps to discourage the Indian student from applying to the Bureau
before going to all these other areas. This is because the congressional
appropriation for higher education support is so small that the Bureau
practically forced the Indians to apply to these various places before
going to the Bureau. On the other h.and, your Indian student, thinking
that lie is entitled to these helps, will go to the fizaince officer of a
university or college, and the ftance officer will tell him "You have
the BIA, it provides for you. We are going to take care of the low
income_group people before we can take care of you."

Mr. GonTrnio. So this is counterproductive to the process the Bureau
uses ?

Mr. RANIER. Yes.
Mr. Gorrrixo. So they get hassled back and forth.
The other point I want to ask about that you mentioned. Do you

think the real question in the Bureau is the fact that education is an
entitlement to Indianpeople rather than a privilege or a supplement

Mr. RANIER. There is no doubt in our minds that it is an entitlement,
and the Bureau is now, I think, finally coming around to saying that.

Mr. DELORIA. Mr. Ranier, do you have any igjea, or could you submit
for the record later if you don't, thi percentage of the Indian popula-
tion under the age of 18 nationally I

Mr. RANIER. I think it is pretty well known that over half of the
Indian population is made up by peoplewhat is it, I can't remem-
berit is a very low young figure, but over half of the Indian popula-
tion is in that category.

Mr. DELORIA. SO that means someone who is unable to secure a
scholarship assistance this year, when he goes back next year ,the line
will be longer. Is that a fair assumption f

Mr. RANIER. Yes, sir, very fair. At the graduate level alone there
is supposed to be a backlog between 2,500 and 3,000 Indians who want
to do graduate studies, but there are no funds whatsoever.

Now, in my statement there we have a table showing the increase
by percentage, on page 5.

31r. Govrrixo. I .don't think we have that.
Mr. RANIER. Let me read you the percentage of increase of the

students. For an 8-year period, in 1967 there were just 1,271 freshmen,
but by 1976 there were 9,000 freshmen students, an increase of 272
percent in 8 years. And then it goes down to the senior level, but what
is very interesting, I think, is the graduate people. In 1967 there were
only 13 people pursuing studies at the higher level, but by 1975 there
are 850 involved in the graduate studies, an increase of .748 percent
over an 8-year period, not takinff into consideration that there is a
backlog of these people I mentionA awhile ago.

Mr. DELORIA. 1 think it is safe to assume that older students are
more likely to be married and have a family. Do you have an estimate
of the cost of scholarship funding for a student, say, with a family of
four, for 1 year ?

Mr. RANIER. Mr. Deloria, this depends very much on the dis:,ipline
and the location of the school. Recently we established figures for the
far east, the southwest and the far west.
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Mr. DmoitiA. Hong Kong and Singapore?
Mr. RANIER. No; 'Jut there is a considerable difference. ()n theaverage
Mr. DELOMA. What is the range?
Mr. RANIER. The range for a single student now is between $4.000

and $5,000, and for a married student with dependents it will go up
from $7,000 to $8,500. But if you are in medical school,even if you are-
single, your costs will be $10,000 to $11,000 a year.

Mr. DEWHIA. Do you have any idea of the cost per student of com-
munity colleges on Indian reservations, that is, not including the
cost. of those colleges that. are building and coiist met ing new plants,
the schools that are using existing facilities?

Mr. RANIER. I do not. have the information on that at all, although
in the block funding of the higher institutions we did some research
and for the three universities I mentioned awhile ago the per capita
cost was $1,509 a year per student, whereas in our organization our per
capita cost is $420 yer student per year.

Mr. DomA. on mean that is for administration?
Mr. RANIER. Yes; overhead costs. In my detailed statement I point-

oat the fact that it is better business for the Government to contract
with Indian organizations to administer these funds than the block
grant system.

Mr. DELontA. Would you say it is a fair statement, thenin terms
f strategy for achieving Indian self-determination and achieving

devehpment of ndian communitiesto say that the hest. investment
in this area that the Federal Government could make would be to
provide sufficient funding for higher education for students wishing
to attend colleges off the reservation. and &also sufficient funding for
comnumity colleges for those students who, for one reason or another,

OHM prefer to attend school on the reservation?
Mr. RANIER. In my testimony I point out my belief that in sup-

porting a student the Government is making an investment, anti the
studies with the G.I. benefits show that the money spent by the Gov-
ernment, the (LI. is paying 16 times back the help that he has iv-
cei ved fr(an tlw Governawnt.

Now, in my own ease, I borrowed $800 to complete my ILA. work,
and this year illont, I have pehl 111 times in taxes. So I am sort' that
all these Italians who get that kind of training can command salaries
so that they are not only more active, more civic-ntinded, and more
alert. participants in their communities hut also they contribute a
heck of a lot to the tax program of this Government.

c.n.l.rriai. Let me follow no On one point. I think you made in
terms of your item No. 9. Yon suid Nock grants to institutions ought
to be looked at a little more carefully or eliminated entirely. Why,
in your opinion, would it be better to operate through the Indian
organrzatitais than to give grants for education to cdueational
inst it ut ions?

Mr. RANIER. I thr iiik one of the results of this Governnwnt funding
is that the institutions arc nankin!! fantastic overhead charges. Charges
range now f rout percent to 4 8.percent. ano whereas in the Indian
orga ii iznit ion; I think they are very reasonable, and in our ease we
feel that %ye give absolute freedom to an Indian student to select his
own ,,chool and go to that school, where in the block funding he feels

31i)
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required to go to school because II1A has a contract with Harvard
or Princeton dr somewhere else.

I think one of the best examples of what could be done with Indian
involvement in an institution is at the University of New Mexico. I
am not saying that because Sam Deloria is on the task force, it really
is a genuine comment.

Mr. GoErrixo. But the program, actually, though, does not require
people to go to any particular school, they can go wherever they want,
is that right ?

Mr. RANIER. I think so, yes. They just make the disbursements and
in fact, they recommend schools w.here the student can benefit.

Commissioner DIAL. Mr. Ranier, one or two short questions. It seems
the medical schools are crying for Indian students today. Is this true ?
Are there funds available foi qualified Indian students, reservation
or off reservation who want to attend medical school?

Mr. RANIER. Time is a great demand for medical students. How-
ever, because of the high cost only a very few could be supported. As
I said awhile ago, the cost is between $10,000 and $11,000 per student
per year.

Commissioner DIAL. I know. But I find them even soliciting. It
seems to take care of all the coststotal costs per studenthe doesn't
have to ut up anything. Maybe special programs. I was wondering
if you t..uld tell us something about this? I don't know much about
it, only I know some people who are involved in it and I know they
don't have any money, they say it is taken care of.

Mr. RANIER. In our program, we get the graduate school catalogs
and we know what the early budget will be. We ask the student to
furnish his resources and we subtract his resources from the total cost
of the budget and the difference is what we try to take care of.

Commissioner DIAL. Is there any similar program, other than a
program for medical students, where they are really trying to get
Indian students involved? Do you know of any ? I can't think of any
other program.

Mr. RANIER. I am not aware of it.
Commissioner DIAL. A student leaving your reservation today and

going into undergraduate study : What. would his BIA scholarship
provide for him in the way of dollars ?

Mr. RANIER. It is never enough.
Commissioner DIAL. It is not
Mr. RANTER. It would be unrealistic for ineI am not involved at

thr undergraduate level, so I wouldn't be able to give you a correct
answer.

Commissioner DIAL. 1t probably would be around $1,000, maybe ?
Mr. RANTER. Could be more, or less.
Commissioner BRUCE. Excellent testimony, John. We appreciate it.

Think you very much. I am suggesting that we refer this report of
yours to Task Force 5, the education committee. Also, you only have a
couple of copies.

Mr. RANIER. I had five.
Commissioner BRUCE. Have you? I think you left out in this report

a lot of very important information.
Vr. RANTER. Yes: because of the time element I thought I would

go to the ones that I wanted to mention.

W.: ram-11 --21
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Commissioner Bin cm. Very eXcellent. Tlemk you very 11104.11.
We have a gentleman am who wants to catch a plane, wants a few

minutes to testify, William.ThisqUe.
Mr. DELORTA. Mr. Chairman, While the next-witnesses-are -taking

their seats, I would like to advise Commissioner Dial that the Office
of Education fumi.7. the Council on Legal Educational Opportunity
the CLEO programwhich should be providing services to rndian
law students not eligible for. BIA. I. can giye it to you later, but I
did want to get that on the record.

Commimioner DIAL That is what I:wanted t.o know.
Mr. DELoRTA. And the fellowship program -of the Office of.Educa-

tion, when it is funded, will be available.
Commissioner DIAL. I wanted to get that. Thank you very much.
Mr. TONASKET. Mr. Chairman, before the next witness., I would like

to request that I introduce the statement for the Swinomish Tribal
Community of the State of Washington, for the reeord. They had-to
leave. They thought they would get on earlier. If there are any ques-
tions or additions that the Commission would like in addition to this,
they would be more than willing.to supply wlmtever is needed.

Oommissioner Buyer.. Is that through Marvin Wilbur?
Mr. ToNAsttrr. Yes: Marvin Wilbur.
Commissioner BEME. Thank you.
Will you state your mune?

STATEMENT OF WILL BASQUE, BOSTON INDIAN COUNCIL

Mr. BAsm.E. My name is Will Basque, a M Imlay from Slmlwimeaeie
Iteservat ion in Nova Scotia. I am present ly the president of the Boston
Indian Council.

'To my right is Mr. Briwe Davies. who is a member of my staff, and
to my lef' is Steve Charh.ston. who is also a member of my staff.

Let me begin by saying I appreciate this opportunity to speal. to
you on behalf of the Indian people of Boston. As president of the
council I represent sone. 4.000 native people. In recent years it has
become fashionable to label these people with a phrase we call 4urban
Indians." But if our experience in Boston has proven anything it is

hilt there is no such thing as an urban Indbm. There never can
1)e. T114)se two words and the reality they represent ore mntually ex-
clusive. they cancel each other Out and they are't ec itradiction in
terms.

In every way the life of the city and the life of Indien people are
hi conflict. For those of us who work at the Boston Indian Council
we see that conflict every day. We See it in our unemployment rate of

percent. We see it in a massive epidemic of alcoholism among our
oeople. Some 20 percent of our people are classified as skidrow
lcoholics.
We see it in the schools where our children are normally denied

their cultural heritage, they are openly attacked by rival gangs of
blacks and whites who are now waging an undeclared rare war in the
streets of Boston. But most of all we see it in the faces of our people.
Those faces speak more eloquently of the fear and frustration created
by city life than do all the statistics I mild cite to you. They point
to one of the critical problems faced by the native people of Boston.
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.10f1.-
treaty and ask them about their friends and brothers. Ask them if
there are any Indian people in their city. Ask them if their govern-
ment remembers its .proniises. I don't need -to tell you their.answer.

For the urban society we are forgotten. invisible, and the chain of
friendship has not been broken, it has kwii cmivenientiv ignored. The
quest ion is, why did this happen Was it an accident ? An oversight ?
;rust a mistake.? No, it was deliberate. It was the conscious ,,et of a
people whose sVstem of government. pf 1wonomy. and of human values
made no l'OM11 'for the nati-e American.

Wlmtever we put downson paper, all thel rent ies and promises can-
not undo the fact that there is an absoltite difference between Indian
people and the white world. And it is never more obvkais than that in
a city. Tn helping to make Boston ii reality. the Indian people have
Created a Frankenstein, a vast urban monster that has now turned 011
us With a vengeanee.'

The racial violence in Boston is a prime example. The Boston Indian
Council operates a school in Dorchester. That school tries to fill the
gap lett by the public schools. It offers our children a chalice to learn
the positive side of their culture. We tell them about their history.
their art, their language and we let them know it is good to be who and
what they are, to be Indian and to be proud of it. Now that school is
closed. The streets around Dorchester have become a kind of no-man's
land for the gangs of whites and blacks to attack our people. Indian
chiblren are the targets for both sides. We are caught in the crossfire.

Yet when we approach the two sides, when we try to educate them
to the results of racial hatred we get the same answer: The other side
started it and it is their fault.

If 500 years of racism and renocide has tanpht the Indian people
anything. it is this: The fault lies with the system. not with the people.
That lystem. the political. tWoiloullit% religious prioritie; imported to
this continent are alien to the native way of life. They represent a
world where human values are measured against profit, where educa-
tion becomes a means to an end. not a way to human development.

The reason that the white and black factions of Boston are at war
is that they are prisoners of the same inhumanity. The native people
understand this. We offer the answer because we are tile only people
in this land with an alternative, with an option to the capitalist
'system that dominates America. No other ethnic or racial group has
this claim. They are part of the melting pot or the system itself. But
Wean, not and we never have been.

What separate,: India people ,from the rest of society is not just
a question of different customs or language or customs. What separates
us, what. makes us unique is 15,00o years of cultural development. In
t hat tinle we have evolved int 0 11 distinct race, a people unlike any other
on earth. That is our heritage. That is the fact of Indian life, anl it
totally contradicts the system under which we are now forced to live.

Indian people lauilt emmunnities. not cities. Tlie mortar which held
us together was not made from concrete or steel but from the natural
way of sharing and giving. froni the tolerance and respect that we
freely gave one another.

That kind of denmerm'y was not born .200 years ago. That idea that
freedom was braight here t (1 this country or that is ws ereated here
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by the U.S. Government. is ridiculous. The great law of peace of thie
Iroquois guaranteed Indian people the right to be, long before the
first European colonies ever dreamed of this idea. They now call it
the first amendment of the Constitution. Freedom, real liberty, is as
much a part of this land as the rivers and mountains and forests we
cared for. It. is a eart Aug, and it is our way of life.

That freedom is buried in the cities of this continent..It lies sleeping
in the streets of Boston, Los Angeles, aid Minneapolis. At best, Indian
centers such 41,13 the Boston Indian Council, can only fight a holding
action against the pressure of a social system that neithel understands
nor cares for the Indian why.

'What can we, the so-ealled urban Indians, offer to our people? If
we improve our housing they will still exist in the artificial brick
graveyards that the non-Indian world callg home. If we offer them
every advantage, of the white educational system, can we really believe
they will know more about themselves, about their own traditional
values, imd heritage? Or if we find them places in the American cord
porate structure., the front offices of big business, will we have helped

-them to become bette.r htiman beings?
From our experience as Indian people living in an urban world, the

answer is "No. For 500 yearsindian people have been indoctrinated
to the belief the European way of life is something to be envied, to be
longed ;for, and copied. We have been programed to accept alien stand-
ards and values as being better than our own. We have been told that
our language, our religion and our customs are only shadows compared
to the sophistication and technology of the European society. Many
of us have swallowed that lie. 'We believe that we are helpless in the
face of a superior society.

The Indian people of Boston have had a chance to see that society
at work. We have seen what it produces awl we reject it. We do not
want to become just another cog in the wheel of tlie urbah machine.
We do not want tcr be in the inciting pot of the American economy.
Maybe more than other native people, people who are still a part of
their lands and reservations, we feel the emptiness and loss of the
"American dream.- We know the European system for what it is, an
illusion. Boston was a bad dream. It is not onfy foreign to our way of
life, it is a direct threat to that life. Thereis no future for our people
in becoming part of that illusion. There is no promise or hope held out
by the immigrants that can take the place of what we al reaay have.

Our rejection (If their system is not a negative act. It is not a radical
reaction that comes from despair. It is a posit i ve reaffirmation of what
is best_ in Indian culture. We do not have to look for our place in
society, we were born with it. It has lwen with us 'titre the beginning
of time. We are Indian people. wherever we chooe to live. We are
Indian people. the lniwan beings. exiz-t lug in a city that has long since
abandoned its humanity for the sake of profit and power.

Boston has nothin,, to otter us. it has nothing to take the place of
our truditiom,. our culture or onr religion. To become a part of the.
urbwi life w(add be an net of suicide for Indian people. it would mean
accepting NN-hat we k.Liow IlMN" to he It would he to substit ute a
lie for tlw 1 ruth.

For this reason the Indian people of Boston are calling on other
!lathe Aineri..aw.; living within the ill it's of America to reject the
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PAitle "urban Indians." We ate callinl them to recognizo that our
future is not to be found in the city, 5-nt in the connnunitv. The very

idca of an urban environment works against that principle...It destroys
ns. Traditionally we have gone to the cities for better jobs but the
price we pay is too high. What we receive in return is net worth what
we lost. No Indian center, no matter how well organized, staffed or
funded, Call replace that.

After making this statkment the question that usually comes back
to us is the same: Aren't yon lwing a little unrealistic.? You really
believe that cities lilw Boston. Los Angeles or Chicago will disappear
They are a fact of American life. they itu.t- won't go away.

Our response. to this is the same, "Yes, we understand that. But the
reality of the cities is nothing compared to the reality of Indian vul-
ture." There is no city on the face of this continent that predates the
Indian ronnimnity. In Nova Scotia where I come from there is a
Micmac com munity. It is over 1 win oyears old. In the face f that.
Boston, New Yorl, and Los Angeles are jokes. They are only recent
phenomenon. They tire illusions. we did not create ihem. we did not
want them. and now we should see them for what they really are
creations of a foreign culture. They represent the sy4em which pro-
duced them, and that system is not Indian. it is alien.

No, the Anwrican cities will not disappear, but neither will the
Indian people. We are not victims of the system, we are survivors,
cultural survivors. Even in the streets of Dorchester and Roxbury we
survive, and there's the key. There is the alternative we have that
other races do not. have. The. Indian people of Boston have been able
to exist despite nonrecog,nition. despite racism. and because. of their
culture, because they realize t,rft't their heritage goes back over those
11,000 years, they realize thaf Boston is only an illusion, that what is
real, is constant in their lives, is their 'Indian heritage. As long as they
hold on to that reality, no economy, no school systems, no corporate
power. can rob thun of their identity. No city can stand against them.

We are not being nnrealistie, we are beinfr Indian. and what we are
asking for is that. other Indian people eaught in I hk dream world join
us; that they reject the illusions of a better liFe in the city and return
to what has sustained them for thousands of years.

The way to do this through the concept of aboriginal rights. Every
Indian nation, whether land-based or not. has -a claim to self-deter-
mination as Indian p(ople. We have the right to demand a retnrn of
our property and bark <mint in compensatkm for lands now being
used illegally. Despite past t rentirs or agreements thrPFederal Govern-
ment has the moral obligation to insure the aboriginal rights of native
people. But it will not do this as long as our people remain trapped in
the economic and social system of the Enropeans. Our first ta4k is in
reeducate niirselves to the traditional values which have kept. otir com-
munities alive for the past 15.000 years. This means abandnnin p. our
preoccupation with "success- in 11111 wilite world. It mcan,4 placiwr our
energy in the direction of a renaissance of Indian enitit re. It means no
difference whether we live on reservations or in cities, we are still
Indian wople and onr vulture is there waitintr to he reclaimed.

The second ,,tep i toward community. By this T moan n total 1.11,liaii
roniniudify:nli ivy people. that every I ribo most ifuin In2..et1ier in
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c4mon cause. We must support one another in our demand for self-
determination. In the past we have alwaya been our own worst enemies.
Our lack of unity, our jealousy and disorganization has kept us weak
before the European domination. Now is the time for us to realize that.
what we share in common is more powerful than what separates us.

In Boston we have seen the results of a society that has no sense of
itself, no real sense of connnunity. The racial violence that tears that
city apart is a direct outgrowth of this. We have answers to thii kind
of identity crisis but our voice is never heard.

The third step, therefore, is to take our culture out into the dominant
society, to educate the non-Indian world to the values we have main-
tained for all of these thousands of years, to offer them our alternative
to the illusions they now accept as facts. Freedom did not begin 200
years ago. It has existed on this continent since time immemorial. The
'non-Indian needs to understand that and the place to begin that under-
standing is in the schools.

This is the one recomnwndation we want to make, that the American
public school systems initiate a comprehensive curriculum in native
culture. The historical, social, religious, and ethical realities of hative
culture must become a standard part of our educational system.

This could be done in two ways. First, in a general sense all schools
mild offer instruction in the common elements of native culture. The
total expanse of native American history, the emphasis on spiritual
reveranee for life, and the ecological soundness of our society could be
presented. 'rho adopted Americans are being robbed.

Second. on a regional basis each individual tribe's unique culture
could be offered as a part. of that region's educational system.

In Boston. for instance, this would involve the Wribanaki cultures.
It would mean instructing the people of that city to the fact that their
city is only a cultural infant compared to the 11.000-year reality of
Indian life. That the economic, religious, and political systems that
they see around them are not. the only ways to live, and that the racism
they practice could la, overcome by attention to the Indian belief in
tolerance. and humanity.

We were not sitting around waiting to be discovered. In short, every
native peopleF ha ve Nialde lessons to offer to the non-Indian world.
We are not like they are. This is why we should not be called urban
Indians. If we can educate ourselves to that fact and then take our
methods mit_ into the schools we will have. gone a long way toward
insuring that our culture will continue to survive.

On nn additioind issue we wouhl lil«, to request that. the Federal
Government nssinne its responsibility for representing Indian tribes
on nn internal halal level by holding t real y negotiations with Canada
to men (limn the principles of the Jay Treaty of 1794. The way we. en-
vision this proeess is to estalilish a negotiated body made up a United
States and Canadian represent at ivc. and I "lilted States and Canadian
Indian repre,ent at ives. All four gnaws would have equal status and'
the Indinn representatives would he chosen primarily by the tribes
Hunt straddle the lawder ,neli as the Wabn mild Con fetleraev. the Iro-
quois Confederacy. the Chippewa. the Sioux. Blackfeet. and Northwest
Tribes.

i. then. vould establish a new international convention relating
to in1ii:,11,, or North Aluerkl. Articles we would like to see include a
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recognition that Indians, by right of the Jay Treaty, can freely pass
between the United States and Canada without suffering legal sanc-
tions, or deprivation of Indian treaty rights.

Another area of consideration would be to include all Indian rep-
resentatives on the Pacific Fsheries Commission, to advocate Indian
fishing right&

We would also like to see a coordination of services provided to In-
dians in the two countries so unified Indian policy could develop. As it
stands, the services provided by goth Governments and the rights re-
tained by tribes are very similar so that it should not be difficult to
coordinate other aspeets of tribal end Federal regulations. We have
heard that informal and secret exchanges of information currently are
carried out by the Department of Indian Affairs and the Bureau of
Indian Affairs. So formalization of the process and opening it up to
public scrutiny is a very logical and a simple step to take.

'We are making these requests because many of our people in Boston
are constantly encountering 13roblems in-obtaining much needed sound
social services, because the Government says they are not citizens. We
believe that a special relationship of the Indian tribes to the Govern-
ments of Canada and the United States is not based on citizenship but
on our treaties and royal proclamations.

Tnçlians in many parts of the United States did not re'ceive U.S.
citiz nship until after the passage of the Snyder Act. which serves as
the egislative basis for social services for Indi.us. The fact that the
Fed ral Government provided large amounts of money for Indian edu-
cad n, health, and welfare before Indians were citizens proves that the
Go ernment itself recomizes that ivovision of these servims is not
bas d on citizenship. The problem is to get that minor bureaucrat to
un erstand this. An international treaty reaffirming the fact that we,
as iative peoples, did not have a boundary between Indians in Canada
an the United States, would go a long ways toward informing and
ed eating bureaucrats in both countries.

e fact is that the Wabanaki Confederacy continues to exist as a
so Treign confederacy. Made up of the Passamaquoddy, Penobscots,

cmac, and Malecite Tribes of Maine and the Maritime Provinces, the
abanaki Confederacy was allied with the United States during the
erican Revolution:We held the balance of power in New England

d without our support the English could easily have conquered the
ew England revolutionary. Our importance was recognized at that

t me by both the provincial Governments of Massaellusetts ano George
Washington.

Several treaties were signed by the Wabanaki people and the United
States. Until recently the United States has studiously tried to ignore
its treaty relationship with us. but we have recently won some great
victories. The Passamaquoddies stahd to gain two-thirds of the State
of Maine back, plus $300 million to be renegotiated with the Maine
Legislature, and the Micmac people are pressing their eliams for ap-
proximately 2 million acres in Nova Scotia. -We are still a sovereign
people and should he recognized as such by loth Canada and the
United States.

In light of the ongoing study of aboriginal peoples by the United
Nations, the United States and Canada, by working for stidi a treaty,
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would serve aS an enlightened and progressive example to other na-
tions in their dealings with native people, rather than serving as a
negative example of indifference and bad faith.

The last recommendation we want to make is in relation to the ques-
tion of nonfederally recognized Indians. In land claim cases, law cases,
and in almost all other areas where Indians come into conflict with the
Federal Government, the burden of proof falls on the Indian people.
To our way of thinking we should not have to prove our existence to
the European people. We are here. The burden of proof should fall on
the Government, since it is the entity that is denying our existence.
We recommend that the Secretary of the Interior be forced to prove
that a group isnon-Indian before he can deny their services.

Thankyou.
Commissioner BeucE. Thank you. Any questions I
Commissioner DIAL. I Would like to commend you for such a fine

paper.
Mr. DELORIA. Mr. Basque, I know 3,ou are in a hurry to catch your

plane, but I have a few quick questions. Are there any Federal pro-
grams which do serve' Indians who are considered to be Canadian
citizens ?

Mr. BAsom On our CEDA grant, title aIndian Manpower, we
had to have the Jay Treaty reaffirmed, where citizenship was not a
matter of being Indian. We receive no Federal service from the Bureau
of Indian Affairs. The services that we,do get, we have to compete with
other minorities, with poor people.

Our problem, as far as citizenship, is in regard to welfare, for in-
stance. The people in Boston, only 30 percent of the people are actually
receiving welfare,. and literally 80 percent are qualified, and the way:
that the system is set up, they take no regard for cUlture or the.faet
that . they are native. They label us as Canadians rather than as a
unique people.

Mr. DELomA. Havfa specific steps been taken to request the Govern-
ments of Canada and the United States to try to work out some coop-
erative agreement I

Mr. BAsQuE. We are just now starting into that. The Federal region
1 task force is going to be addressing that .problem, the problem of
Indian affairs in Canada. Hopefully, it will keep on mum. But
,that is what we recommend to the Policy Review Commission, to sup-
port that. The "divide and conquer" practice has been going on for
a long time, and that is part of it.

Art.:DM/MA. Do we have copies of your statement ?
Mr. BASQVE. I will get them for you.
Mr. DELOTUA. Will you mail them to us?
lir. Yes, Sir.
Mr. DELORIA. Yoll are familiar. T am sure, with the recently created

World Council of Indigenous People, are you ?
Mr. BASQUE. Yes.
Mr. Drumm. Have yon given consideration to submitt ing some si.,-

cific issues to that organization for resubmission to the United Nations
for their indigenous study?

Mr. BASQUE. Yes; we certainly win.
Commissionet BRUCE. Any other questions?

92-59,1-77--22
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Thank you very much. A very good statement.
Sylvester Knows Gun, is he here ?
Will you state your name and where you are from I

STATEMENT OP SYLVESTER KNOWS GUN, COALITION OF INDIAN
CONTROLLED SCHOOL BOARDS

Mr. Kwows GUN. My name is Sylvester Knows Gun.
The speech was published but it didn't get to me, so here I go. The

speech will later be sent. I would like this to be part of the record that
the recommendations will be later sent.

Commissioner BRUCE. Will you speak into the microphone
Mr. KNOWS Gm The recommendations will later be sent by the

Coalition of Indian Controlled School Boards.
.Honorable Chairman, and the rest of the members of the Commis-

sion, on behalf of the Board of Directors of the Coalition of Indian
Controlled School Boards, Inc., and the director and staff of our
organization, I would like to thank you for this opportunity to speak
for ant: behalf of the member Schools that we represent throughout
the country.

The Coalition of Indian Controlled School Boards is a relatively
young organization. We have only started out about 4 years ago. Today
we have approximately 172 active members with more coming on board
each month. I would like to relate the statement that I have toward
education and then I guess I will stop there with the other things
mentioned in this speech, and as I said, I apologize to the Commission,
I did not get the copy of the speech that was supposed to have been
presented here. So what I am doing here now is just going with what I
have. These are the concerns, and I know the concerns of the Indian
people are many and they are varied. So in this particular case I would
prat like to relate to the educational aspects of our problems.

We have constantly worked with our schools. Although it seems as
though to many people there are many, many schools that are under
Indian control, up to this date we how only of approximately two
dozen schools that actually have control of their schools. Each year
the Bureau fails to appropriate money for Indians' previously private
schools. I believe in 1976 they appropriatedfor the fiscal year 1976,
there was only $1.5 million to meet the operatinnal costs of these
previously private schools, and there seems to be no more toward set-
ting up any special moneys for the previously private schools, although
there are many that are aspiring to gain control of their own schools.

I would like to add that these schools, the two dozen schools that I
am referring to, have developed in spite of overwhelming odds. They
have done so in a manner consistently within the meaning and legis-
htt ive intent of the Indian Self.determination Act. They have man-
af.7.,ed to accomplish several thing's in spite of inadequate funding and
the BIA circumvention of legislative. intent. The interpretation set
forth by the BIA regulating the intent of Congress serves only to
fyustrate the Indian communities who aspi ) control their own des-
t I !iv, part ieularly in the field of education.

Now, for fiscal year 1977, the Bureau of Indian Affairs has re-
(pieted $:27,956,000 ni Johnson-O'Malley funds. This is $3 million le:-s
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than for fiscal year 1970. Yet the BIA, by their olyn admission, states
that there are 20,000 more students eligible to receive Johnson-O'Mal-
ley funds in fiscal year 1977. With $3 million less in funds, may we
ask how the BIA intends to accommodate these 20,000 students?

On March 10, 1976, Morris Thompson stated to the Senate Appro-
priations Subcommittee on Interior and Related Agencies, as follows:

We are requesting in the fiscal year 1977 appropriations in the amount of $759
Million, a net decrease of $17 million over fiscal year 1976. Although in total the
request is down from 1970, increases are included in most of our programs except
in construction, the Alaska Native Fund and the Revolving Fund.

In fiscal year 1976 there was $31 million appropriated for BIA
administered school construction, or administered school c:onstruction.
None of this amount was made available for previously private schools
under the above stated authorization.

Sehooi mstruction is one of the most dire needs of our Indian con-
trolled schools who are contracting with the BIA as well as schools
who are eligible under section 208. In fiscal year 1977, $16,663,000 had
been requested for BIA administered construction. This is earmarked
for emergency purposes, dud replacement of three schools that have
been destroyed by fire, another replacement for a school about to be
inundated by a diverting river.

I won't go into the examples at this point here because I know we
are running short on time, but.they will be in the report.

Non, if appropriations to implement the mandates of Public Law
93-638 are nonexistent in some areas, inadequate in others, the lofty
concepts of the Indian Self-determination Act are mere words. The
total ideas AA that become programed for failure. Appropriations are
necessary to move the language of this law into action. Otherwise, the
act is meaningless. Those Indian people who have been given hope at
the grassroots level can feel nothing but frustration. In order for this
act to breathe with life, so that it may serve the Indian people for
whom it was intended, there must be means of implementation. It
must have adequate funding.

Now, you will note that Alorris Thompson, before the Senate Appro-
priations Subcommittee on the Interior and Related Agencies on
March 10, 1976, said as follows: "Last year I reported that for the
first time we Nvere fully responding to the Indian Reorganization Act
of 1034, Public Law 73-383, as it pertains to informing Indian com-
munities oil budget."

Clearly, this implies that it has taken the Bureau over 40 years to
take notc, of an act of Congress concerning Indian people. The intent
of Con gress in the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934 was self-deter-
mination, with its companion acts, the Johnson-O'Mallell Act of 1934.

Johnson-O'Malley was specifically designed to help States to edu-
cate our Indian children within their public school systems. Those of
us who have lived with the regulations of the Johnson-O'Malley Act,
placing our children in an alien school system, realize how prophetic
the wise Indian leadu's words were: "When we give the minds of our
children to others, we will lose our nation and our freedom."

Public Law 03-638 again contains t wo sections, title L which allows
tribes to contract for those services formerly dispensed by the BIA;
title II, its companion, again specifically provides all necessary means
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titiir States and the BIA to educate our Indian children within exist-
ing school systems, with a minimum of control by Indian people.

Education begins with our most precious resources, our children.
It means the total spectrum of education is life experience.

d This concludes iny testimony here for the moment. As I said, I am
limited because I didn't write my other speech. They are writing it
and it didn't come in. I will be happy to answer whatever questions
you have.

Commissioner Baum Ray, do you have a question?
Mr. ciovivrixo. I was going to suggest that when you do get it, the

transcript of this meeting will be hel(l open for 30 days so we van
add that to the record. Yon submit it, anyway.

Mr. KNOW; Gux. Thank you, I appreciate that.
Commissioner lint-cn. Any others?
Commissioner DEER. I would like to ask on what basis.do you decide

to assist an Indian community or group in establishing a school?
Mr. KNOWS Gus:. Let me go back-a little bit first. We have been

dependent upon the people that. have Leen educated and just, hope-
fully, some of these people would have concern and the charisma to
really get out there anti speak out for the Indian people. But this has
never happened. It Seems as though many of our educated Indians
I am not talking about the contemporary educated Indians, I am talk-
ing history nowwould get to a point where they would get sucked
into the system. The cosmopolitan way. It Seems to me that the BIA
would quickly open up a position for them and suck them into the
syst em.

We got tired of waiting around so we just took the bull by the horns
and some of these peoplemany of us people did not have a degree, in
fact, about 99.9 percent of us didn't have a dereeand as I say, we
just took the bull by the horns and we started doing something about
it. This is how the *Coalition of Indian Controlled School Boards got
st rt ed.

So what we do is go to people that request help from us. We kind
of act as a big brother, and advocate, to bring Indian coetrol to local
Indian school e:tablishments.

We luive had Busby schools, for instance, that wanted cmitrol. I
happened to be a member of the school board at the thne. The BTA
was frustrating our attempts to take over. so we didn't kimw what else
to do. and in this case we just went to Washington. D.C. We did not.
0.0 to the Indian Affairs building, we just went on into the 'Department
of Interior, and we went into the White ITonse, and voiced our prob-
lems there. Then we also were interviewed by the WaAington Post.
From there we began to get more help from the Senators.

So we have been slit. pssful, to some degree, but as I said, there are
only two dozen schools that are actually under Indian emit rol, and I
mi,siht add that these schools are really thriving. The Busby school.
for instance, has now hired three Ph. D.'s. We know education itself
doesn't do the trick. We need people that are really concerned about
our Indian children, a in 1 tlw whole community just tuns upside down
with activity, because these Indians are now a part of the educational
system of the connnunity. No longer is there a fence built. around the
school. In fact. they took down their cattle guard. It is now their
school. It is no longer the BIA school.
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/ naive situation, but we are learning as we go iiiong and we are cer-
tainly not there to divide Indian people at all and I hope this thing
can be worked out.

Commissioner BRUCE. Any questions?
Mr. DELORIA. Mr. Knows Guns, pleage excuse me, I had to step out

to answer some questions for the people who had to catch an airplane.
Have you in your organization had any experience of BIA. or other
education officials deliberately setting off parent group against a tribe
or a communit/r group against the tribe?

Mr. KNOWS thrif. Yes; absolutely.
Mr..DELORIA. Can you suppl3r this Commission and task force with

specific examples of that kind of political manipulation ?
Mr. KNOWS GUN. I will.
Mr. DELORIA. If that will be in writing with as much documentation

as possible, that would be extremely helpful to the task force.
Would you happn to know how many tribesI understand the

Navajo Nation is in 'he process of doing thiswould you happen to
know if there are any other tribes that are in the process of developing
a tribal department of education/

Mr. KNOWS Gum. I think our director mentioned this a little bit, but
Nfe, as a board, haven't really discussed this, and it seems we are always
in a crisis situation. We get so involved in various things, we don't got
the full spectrum.

Mr. DELOIUA. 110 have been unable to secure any assistance which
would enable you o work with the tribal governments developing a
department of education, is that right I

Mr. Kxows GUN. Yes. We have got several proposals right now
written, we have several piens% and I really cannot tell you at this
point how far these things are since the directors are working with us.

Mr. DELOIUA. The Federal Government has a number of programs
uhich are designed to assist State departments of education and
strengthen them and provide basic staff support so that they can in
turn support local school districts. Do you know of any such Federal
assistance that is made available to Indian tribal governments?

Mr. Kwows GUN. Would you come again on that? I just missed a
point.

Mr. DELORIA. There are a number of Federal programs which in-
volve Federal money being given to State departments of education
to strengthen the department, to provide staff support, and to enable
the State department of education to provide various kinds of assist-
ance to local school districts. Do you know if there are any Federal
programs which provide similar support to Indian tribal
governments?

Mr. KisTows GUN. At this .point I could not say for sure. Well, I
won't make any excuses. I will just flatly state our involvement with
the ongoing things is pretty much nil. But the important issues, is
where we make decisions. So this year I am trying to appraise all the

iboard members of exactly what s happening so that each of us will
have a good understanding of the needs of people. Many times we have
our own options. Before we pass on anythmg, we have to call back to
our cowtituents and ask them. Sometimes they ask us for recom-
mendations, and sometimes we do give our recommendations concern-
ing that. The Busby schoolwhich is a takeover school, used to be a
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BIA schoolhas had some help, but I could not tell you whether it
was from the State or the Federal at this point. And so now that you
brought up the point, I am going to look into this and find out.

Mr. Dnr.osrA. In other words
'
as far as you know, there is no Federal

money going to Indian tribes to enable them to develop a department
of education, is that correct I

Mr. Kxows Graf. I don't know, I don't have that knowledge right
now.

Mr. DELORIA. Thank you.
Mr. Gomm. Mr. Knows Gun, I have one question. Do you ever

get called upon by advisory school boards of the BI.A. schools for any
assistance?

Mr. Kxows GUN. The adviser,' school boards haven't come to us at
the percentage we would like. We have had people from the Choctaw
Reservation, Mississippi, contact us, and we have given them some
services. But other than that, there have been very few advisory boards
that sre riesting us. I don/ know whether it is the fault of the staff
or ratherI just don't know at this point.

I would like to say at this time that the school board of Busby, when
we first started out, requested some BIA money, to train the board.
And BIA sayk"OK, well go ahead and do this, and do that."

We said, "Wait, hold it the& We want to select our own consult-
ants," and so on.

This is what we did. We got our own consultants and I think we
learned much more by going to these people. We are not connected
with the Bureau of Inaian Affairs.

Mr. Gorrrrxe. Are Tem in a position to help advisory school boards
in regard to BIA schools?

Mr. Kicows Grx. Yes, we are in a position if there )s someone close
by there, that has particular expertise in the area of a particular need.
lire will send someone close by that has some relevancy toward what
the need is.

Mr. DELORTA. One of the many things, Mr. Knows Gun I don't un-
derstand is education programs. Would you happen to kriow if it is a
problem for the schools that you are now serving, if they ever have the
problem of being required to set up different governing boards or ad-
visory boards to meet requirements of different funding sources, dif-
ferent legislation ? Is that a problem with you ?

Mr. Kxows Grx. I don't know if I understand the question.
Mr. DELORIA. For example, does it happen that they might have to

set up.a parent advisory committee for programs funded by one piece
of legislation and a (immunity governing hoard for programs for an-
other piece of legislation and a different adv:sory committee for
another?

Mr. Kxnws Gux. I think we do run into those problems occasion-
ally. We have some Problems right now at Ashland, for instance,
undor tlio title TV thing. They are renuested to set up a PAC com-
mittee. Now I hear just abont 2 weeks ago that the school board
there suspended title TV. They suspended title IV until one of the
people working for title TV. who was a director, was removed.

T haven't been back since that happened. So I don't know what
Helen Davis did. She was there to look at the program to see what was
going on with title IV.
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We have another problem in Oklahoma. We have the PAC commit- .
tee there that is being disregarded totally by the school board. What-
ever the parents request doesn't seem to help. We thought by contact- \,\ ,

ing title IV that we could come up with a strong regulation directing
the school boards to listen to the PAC committee, but all we got was
some ambiguous statements said nothing that we could really hang
the board on. So this is the kind of problem we are running into.

Then sometimes it seems like I have heard the directors say there is
some imposition of these guidelines into different communities. There
are all kinds of lariations of Indian culture throughout the country,
and sometimes these guidelines just don't fit in there. I think each res-
ervation should have some say us to how these guidelines should be
worked out in the system so they don't hamper. A lot of these programs
hamper the local community 'by imposing a lot of guidelines there
that just don't work with that particular community.

Commissioner DIAL. Mr. Knows Gun, I believe you said something
about a high school you attended and you decided later you were not in
high school at all.

-Mr. KNOWS Gurr. I don't think I was even in a sixth grade position.
I just didn't know anything, period.

Commissioner DIAL. WC:11110i you briefly deicribe this high school ?
Mr. KNOWS Gun. It was not really a high school. I found out later

the Bureau did not recognize it as a high school. I always wondered
why the drinking fountains were that high (indicating knee high) . I
found out later it wasn't recognized as a high school, yet they told us
that we were high school students. Then according to the report that.
they 'had. that has been submitted to Washington, D.C., it was found
out it was 5,1st a holding pen, just a place where the kids could come
and congregate until they were 18, then they were turned out.

Commissioner DIAL. 'What courses did you take while you were
there ?

Mr. KNOWS GUN. I think for 2 years straight they read "Sleepy Hol-
low" to me in the afternoons, and they taught me for 3 years how to
measure a haystack. Outside of that, we slept and shot spit wads. In
the afternoons we worked. supposedly we were learning agriculture ;
we shoveled manure and this type of thing.

Commissioner DIAL. Still didn't have any, real courses in
agriculture?

Mr. Kxows GUN-. No real courses in agriculture. There was one
course I remonber. We were taught to take a harness apart. liarnesses,
von know, for workhorses. We were taught to rub their knees with oil.
ihis type of thing, and that was the extent of our agricultural courses.

Mr. DEIORIA. Shoveling didn't prepare you to deal with Federal
programs?

Mr. KNOWS Gun. We got plenty of that.
Comm issioner BRUCE. Any other questions?
Commissioner WIIITECROW. T am just vondering if he still knows

haw to measure a haystack.
Mr. KNOWS Grx. I forgot that. I got so disgusted with the BIA edu-

c itional system, I just completely forgot. It is a blank right now. I
filpnose I could learn again. I could go to the next BIA school. I am
glad now it is a contract school. So, like I said today. that particular
contract school has three Ph. D.'s and the whole program is different.
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The people are involved. It is fantastic. I wish they had done that

years ago.
Commissioner WHITECROW. Let me ask you a question, Sylvester,

with regard to some of the schools that you Fe aware of. Do you know

of any that. have the reputation of being just a stopgap or the last

stop for Indian youngsters just prior to being introduced by the courts

into State training schools?
Mr. Ksows GUN. I don't think I could be that technical, but. I do

know many students that have come from Flandreau, S. Dak., have
had problems in getting into the State progi:ams.

That is not the only school there. I am just speaking locally from

my reservation, the studentq that I know. The biggest probl.em seems

to beI am talking about the Crow Reser% ationthe public schools
that are supposed to be providing education. We took a full year's
fourth-grade student and we took his younger brother, he was in pre-
school. We have a little private school there cahed Kentmin Inclian
School, we have no Federal moneys at all yet we qualify, but we pre-
sented proposal after proposal trying to get it funded, somehow they

overlooked it.
Anyway, we have 122 students there. There was a little 6-year-old

child that _started there, that child knew his numbers, he knew his
math, he knew quite a few things, and his older brother was going to
the public school. The public school is located right on the reservation,
but the school board is located off the reservation. So this child here,
this fourth grader didn't know anything:, and this little preschooler
was teaching him the numbers, the vowels and different things. And
when the parents found out that that little child learned more in the
private school than the child going to pblic school, they jerked their
child out and put him in this privateschool.

The only way this school is existing is that the parents are providing
elk !mat, deer meat, whatever they can, they donate that to the school.
Just a little old place there, but at least the children are getting some
kind of training.

Commissioner Dm. One more short question. I attended an all-
Indian school and also in college for 4 years at an all-Lumbee college.
Our enrollment was very small. Later on, after World War II, I
enrolled in Boston University where I did my graduate work. I re-
nwmber I felt lost and inferior. This was my first experience in ft
clitssr00111 .mtli a non-Indian person. To be more specific, it was my
first experience in a classroom with a non-Lumbee person. Was that a
good experience for me?

Whitt I am saying is. as an Indian-controlled f-ehool bcfftrd do you
favor integrated schools? Do you consider this beneficial for the stu-
dent ? Would you respond to that ?

Atr. KNOWS Gu
is.

Yes. Many of our Indhuis. especially on the reser-
vations, have an dentity problem. In the State of Montana in 1970,
I believe it was, they took the statistics there of Indian cldldren. They
found that an Indian child could go right up an achievenwilt scal;t,
up to the sixth, seventh, and sometimes the eighth grade and achieve
r1glit along with the rest of the non-Indian children. But after a cer-
tain period of time, when they got to the sixth or seventh. depending
011

i
the child, allof a sudden their achievement level did not just

slightly go down, t dropped almost straight down.
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We feel it is because the child.all of a sudden realizes that Dick and
Jane are middle-class white people, they are not Indian children, and
the frame of reference is completely different.

So I feel part of the concern that, the Coalition of Indian-Con-
trolled School Boards has is that we want a childwa are not pushing
segregation, that is not the pointI believe that if we get a child and
build the child's identity, after the child has accepted himself for
what he is, then he can go from here to Timbuctoo and go to school,
he can compete with the rest.

Commissioner Warrzoaow. Let me ask one more question. This may
be just a little bit of a lengthy question. As we know, in the past all
Federal regulations have been developed at the national level. With
the thought in the back of your mind that what was good for one par-
ticular area was good for the entire country. Now as you are looking
at developing school boards of Indian people from throughout the
country, looking at the various types of schools, either y ur ow ri-
vete school that you developed or undertaking control ureau
schools for boarding school operations under 638, whatever it might
be : Do you feel that the rules and regulations on education should be
flexible enough to allow the actual operation of that local school board
to place as much authority as possible in the local school board that is
elected by the people for which it is serving?

Mr. Kicows GUN.. I believe so. Somebody might say, "Well, the
Indians all make mistakes," but, the Bureau has made mistakes for all
these years and nothing has ever been done to them or said to them or
whate ver. But I believe there is enough concern on Indians taking
control ; I think for every mistake they make they are going to make
two right decisions. I think the more control that is given to a local
community, through observation W3 have found some can't handle
authorky but for the most part, I would say it has been positive and
these 1..eople are singled out and the Indians are basically capable of
making right decisions.

So, like I say, we are going to make these wrong decisions. Some-
times the authority goes to their head, but this is the process each
community has to go through. I believe it is still to *the benefit if a
community ti) give them the reins rather than sit back and pull strings
on them like puppets.

Commissioner WEEITECROW. One more question. I have had a com-
ment submitted to me personally that we need to take the civil service
situation out of the Iniian schoolsplacing those teachers in Indian
schools under contract rather than under civil service. What is your
feeling on this?

Mr. Kivows GUN. I think any time you Lake a person out of c:vil
service into a contract situation the teachers need to realize this is
going to be a transition, they have been in the system for so long, many
of them, that there is a lot of apathy among the BIA teachers. But
they will find, if they get into a contract system, that there is a lot of
room for change. It is time for them to really exercise some of the
things they have learned in college. The BIA system for many years
held the teachers down.

Now, there was one teacher that wanted to make a comment, his
iname was Vincent Sprawk: at that time I was working as an aide n a
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dorm section and we had a meetinz with Miss Grissom from the area-
office who was the education specialist. And we were sitting there talk-
ing about education, about the children,about our concerns, and we
found out that we were not supposed to know anything about
education.

This particular teacher spoke up and he says, "I think"he was
really trying to help us. At that moment Miss *Grissom spoke up and
said, "You are not paid to think, you are paid to carry out what we
tell you to do." And that was it.

As long as the BIA has thnt. philosophy I don't think it is wise at
all to leave some.body o a salary basis with the civil service. I couldn't
use a person like that if I was running the school myself.

Commissioner WIIITEcnow. If that should happen, I can see pknty
of opportunity for, as you say, the "bureaucrat" to apply rules and
regulations to a contract teacher. Whereby, if you had a dedicated
teacher that was under contract and really tried to do a job in tint::
kind of an atmosphere, that if he was doing too good a job, as has been
done in the past, that individual would be moved nr his contract
would not be renewed. So i this should come about : Do you feel per-
haps civil service should get out of the actual opeiation of an Indian
school program in total?

Mr. KNows GUN. Let me say for the expediency of the Indian sel f-
determination philosophy, I would say yes, they necessarily have to
be removed and thev should be contract employees.

Commissioner WHITECRow. You are referring to all employees
within a school system?

Mr. KNows Gux. Within the school system.
Commissioner WurrEcaow, Within the present Bureau school

system?
Mr. KNOWS G. Yes.
Connnissioner BRUCE. Any further questions? If not, we thank you.
Mr. DELORIA. I am sorry, but we don't he ve hearings very often. Two

short questions. First, do you have any data at this point in the opera-
tion of Indian-controlkd schools that would tend to suggest whether
or not they are more successful or more productive than other forms
of school systems? Have any evaluations or otlwr studies been done?

Mr. lixows G4L;N. Yes; we have evaluations done by various
organizations.

Mr. DELORIA. Could you submit sonic of those for the task force?
Mr. Kxows GuN. Yes; we will.
Mr. DELORIA. I understand at least at one time it. was a policy of t he-

Bureau of Indian Affairs to operate BIA schools only where. no pub-
lic. school systni wonhl serve the Indian community. Their policy was
to transfer these schools to a State-operated public school system as
soon as possible. Second, do you know if that is still the policy and do
you know if specific plans are being drawn up to transfer any addi-
tional BIA schools to a State public school system ?

Mr. KNOWS GuN. At. this point I would have to ask Ace on that and
we will try to answer that. particular question. But I do remember
that when we first took over the BIA school at I3usby, the superin-
tendent there. his name was John White, suggested to us and to the
reservation, that we 1.ro LEA. In Net. the Bureau was pushing all the
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Indians to go into the public schools. We did not want that, and we
got funded from the Donner Foundation to educate the Indian com-
triunity as to the types of schools that we have throughout the country,
how they were funded. .

So after the community had a chance to look at the various systems
that we described, then ehey decided they wanted to go contraet. and
this is one of the reasons, why we got together and overvoted the
superintendent.

By the way. the superintendent did not help us. He was adamant
about this takeover, and so we went over his head and went to the area
offices and the area office was singing the same song. Finally we went
directly to, I think, Commissioner Bruce, ex-Commissioner Bruce was
there at that time and we discussed the takeover. So we had to go
over the bead of the reservation superintendent and the area director.

We call our are'.. director "the Big Red." We found that it was easier
to fire the Commissioner than it was to remove that particular area
director.

Commissioner WurrEcnow. Is that true, Mr. Bruce?
\ Commissioner BnucE. Yes, sir.

\\Thank you very nmeh.
fr. KNOWS GUN% Thank you. I appreciate this opportunity at this

tinth I hope you continue the good work.
Co nmissioner BiLuerl: Is Bernice White heie?
Will\you give Ai& name?

STATEMENT OF BERNICE WHITE, MUCKLESHOOT TRIBE

Ms. WI7riT.. My name is Bernice White, I am from the Muckleshoot
Tribe. I am also a council member of the Muckleshoot Tribe.

Commissioner WHITF.CROw. Excuse me. Ms. White, would you spell
your tribe for our reporter please?

Ms. WHITE. M-u-c-k-l-c h-o-o-t.
I have a small statement. Within 30 days we hopefull will have

some more to add to this, but this is what I eame up with.
Statement of the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe of Washington before

the American Indian Policy Review Commission hearings .on the
st ructure of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Members of the Conmlission. my name is Bernice White, council
member of the Muckleshoot Tribe of Washington. I welcome this op-
portunity to testify today before the American Indian Policy Review
Commission on two matters which are of great concern to our tribe.

The first is a problem which is unique to our reservation, although
the source of the problem affects many tribes. Our reservation has not
been surveyed since the original survey by which the boundaries of the
reservation were established. We are aware that auditions after the
establislunent of the reservation were made and later removed from
our jurisdiction. We have requested the assistance of the Bureau in
tracing these land shifts.

A. survey is necessary for our tribe to enact zoning ordinances and
to work out an overall economic development plan. It we do not know
the exact boundaries of our reservation, it would be fruitless to pur-
sue these plans since they may be challenged. In the case of the
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Muckleshoot Reservation, this problem is of particular concern and
importance because the incorporated city ot Auburn, Wash., has
its citT limits onto the reservation. As you are aware, Washington
-State is a Public La4W;180 State. With this action by the city of Au-
burn, we aro now subjtbted to the jurisdiction not only of the State
and county, but of the city of Auburn as well.

We protest the actions of the city of Auburn and feel that the
Bureau of Indian Affairs should have acted to protect our interests
in the integrity of the status of our land as Indian land, rather than
passively sit by and acquiesce in the city's action. As vou can see, it
is crucial that a boundary survey be made on the Muelileshoot Reser-
vation, and we ask the assistance of this Commission in this matter.
We recommend that this Commission pay particular attention to thc
survey needs of the Indian tribes.

A second matter that we want to bring to,the attention of the
American Indian Policy Review Commission is of concerp to all tribes,
namely, the Bureau's contracting procedures. For one thing, the reim-
bursement system of contracting hurts those tribes which have limited
resources because they are forced to borrow money at high interest
rates in order to begin implementation of their contract program.
The contract funds, of course, do not cover these interest payments
and further, they do not cover Inflationary cost increases in supplies
and materials.

While the Bureau says that it uses a fair and equitable c( -ttracting
bargaining system the fact is that it operates from the premise of a
fixed price system:Which is to say that despite the budget needs of a,
tribe to operate a piogram, the Bureau will provide only a fixed sum
for such a program. The costs of operatingthe program may vary
from tribe to tribe, but the Bureau will provide only a uniform fixed
amount for the program. The Bureau contrires to talk about free
and equitable contracting with tribes but co inues, at the same time,
to return initial proposals reducing the- imount requested by tribes.
The tribes are not informed what the fixed amount is in advance. If
they were, much of the time-consuming procedures involved in con-
tracting would be eliminated or reduced.

At the same time, the deliverables projected in the initial proposal
must remain the same, at the insistence of the Bureau, at a reduced
dollar base. So the Bureau insists that the tribes deliver what they
originally projected, at a dollar base which is less than _what was
originally anticipated.

The tribes had looked to thr, Indian Self-Determination Act as a
tool to streamline the Bureau's contracting procedures. However, the
procedures have not been finalized and show little promise of being
more streamlined. The regulations to the Indian Self-Determination
Act operate to destroy!the intent of Congress in enacting the bill, the
intent being to assure_greater Indian control over Federal services
to Indians, and an affirmation of the Congress of the continuing
trust responsibilities of the Federal Government to the tribes.

Also, what I have to say now is as an individual, my thoughts and
questions. This will not be on the statement.

I am wondering about the BIA on the cost reimbursable contracts.
Wherever the money is, who collects the interest on this money, wher-
ever it might be, because we have to bnrrow, in our case we have a
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smoke shop on the reservation but it is a burden to us to pay out the
money and wait a long dile before it is reimbursed to us.

Also, there is a question on misappropriation of funds. I was in
tb Districtof Columbia a month ago, and at that time they told me
that there were moneys available and they should be in the area and
local offices for us to draw on for technical assistance for 688. Also,
there was money in the Albuquerque office for surveys.

We were shooting a letter off to Albuquerque once, a week, once a
month, whenever, we got around to it. We are a very busy council.

Upon return, and going to the office at Everett, the BIA, I ques-
- tioned them at their staff meeting. In both instances they told me
that the money was misappropriated. I asked them where, but they
would not answer me where. There is a question in my mind, if
the money was there, if it was misappropriated: Who got it and
why? They didn't bothef to answer any of our letters at Albuquerque.

Commissioner BRITCE. Sam, do you know anything about that ?
Mr. Dewar& I didn't quite understand. Would you review that one

more time
Ms. Warn. Which one
Mr. Derama. About the misappropriation ?
Ms. Warn. Yes. When I was in the District of Columbia I spent

almost 2 days just walking around hocking on doors. I was talking to .
one lady and she at that tune informed me that there was technical as-
sistance money within the States, in the area offices and the smaller

ioffices, for technical assistance to mplement the training of 1388 and
there was also a film. Mr. Smalls, from the Everett Indian agency,
called Washington, D.C., and he came back and said2 "The money was
misappropriated." And I said, "Where 1" And that is as far as it ever
went. And the EiRRIQ answer came from the money in Albuquerque.
But I received, I thinkt that information right in Washington, D.C.
that the money was misappropriated, and I asked, "Well, where?"
And I get no answer.

Mr. DELORIA. Whom have you asked I Who was the lady that told
you that originally /

Ms. Wanm. I think her name was Miss Perkins.
Mr. DELORIA. Perkins /
Ms. Winn. Yes.
Mr. Dumas. In what branch of BIA I
Ms. Warn. Oh, there are so many of them, and I have my paper

work at home. Phyllis Cross could tell you. She was the one that re-
ferred me to her. That was on the survey money.

Also, another thing that bothers my mind is the Commission itself.
You were people sent to us to hear our grievances. It bothers my mind,
of the material gathered here and of the questions being asked of the
people that present their problems, many of them are saying, "Have
one office in Washington. D.C."

I have not studied this matter very long, but to me, in one sense it
poses a threat. If enough of them ask for this type of program, I
realize that your hearts and minds mean well to us, but it is disturb-
ing when and if you le. le this program, what is going to become of
us in the years to come I Many promises in the beginning have been
made and their faces turned away from us.
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I. would hate to see all the things that have been said and done here
be used against us one more time, I would like to see our people
speak and act that this remain their property and that any time
there is going to be a change, it would be the Indian Policy Review's
duty to come back to us one more time and say, "Is this what you
want?" but not just place it in the hands of people that have a differ-
ent mind then we have about our problems. That no recommenda-
tion be enacted or any laws enacted without first coming back to the
tribes one more time and see what is our attitude. Where do we fit in?
Is this going to help us?

With one body serving at the Cabinet level : What is to stop Congress
from saying this is what we wanted? We wanted then in one place
so we could put the squeeze on, and there goes your treaties.

It could very well do this to us. This is the threat it poses to me in
my mind, and this is why I am frightened of it, regardless of all of
your good work. It won't be in your hands forever, but we as Indian
people have a part in the final decision of what becomes of this.

Commissioner BRUCE. Have there been any hearings up in your
area that you, or members of your tribe, have been able to go to?

Ms. Wurrz. No; I am sorry to sa3r that our tribal council has been
very lax in this matter. It was only by my going to Washington, D.C.,
on the TGTP contract moneys trying to involve and educate the
tribal members to what is happenino: that I visited the offices back
there. I was just amazed at what you were doing. Our tribai . eaders
had not told ushad not given us any literature. It was through my
efforts and speaking, that I was able to attend here today to give
a small amount of testimony. But this is not the end; we have a lot
of work to do to cover all the 10 that, we would eventually be involved
in.

We have many problems. We are a small reservation. We have a
lot of problems.

Commissioner Wm:IT:mow. Ms. White, I would like to ask you just
a couple of questions, then I would like to make a. statement regard-
ing some of your comments.

1. You mentioned you were wing fixed price contracts. Are you
woi king on a cost-reimbursement type ?

Ms. WnrrE. Yes; that is under the Boldt decision. It has created
a burden for us.

Mr. WHITECROW. Are you receiving any advance payments on your
contracts tbrough the Bureau?

Ms. Wnrrv.. Only on our TGTP contract, on the source documents.
It is abont, a quarterly thing. and then we can get some moneys back.

COIMIlksioner WHITECROW. Have you made any attempt to get ad-
vance payments on any of your other Bureau or ills contracts?

Ms. WHITE. I am not acquainted with all of them, so I couldn't
trutbfnlly answer ,--v1r question on that.

Commissioner WItmcnow. I might say you do have an opportunity
of getting advance payments on your contracts which wili alleviate
you from paying interest on any of the moneys that you have that
you need to borrow to go ahead and make your payroll's. I would en-
courage you to check into the advance p,,yment. procedures. They do
have advance paymut procedures established.

Ms WI fru.. They haven't told us about it.
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Commissioner WHITECROW. Well, they do have. We would appreciate
if you check into the event you do not receive any sound response,
please contact us for as long as we are in business, we will be here.

Ms. \V iwri- You call that the advance payment 1

Commiioner WHrrEcaow. Advance payment.
Ms. WHITE. Would that be also a contract or just advance payment ?
CommiSsioner WHITECROW. No. this is an advance payment proce-

dure that is written into a contract.
Also, from the standpoint of the CommissiOn, I feel confident I can

speak for the rest of the Coimnissioners who are present here, we cer-
tainly want to let you know that we are just as sincere and concerned
about the future of the trust relationships that the Federal Govern-
ment has with the American Indians. \- ery definitely, nothing will
come out of this Commission, insofar as the Indians are concerned
participating on this Commission, that will be a detriment to American
Indians.

We also would like you to gYo hack to your tribal council and tell
them that this is not the end when we complete our work because these
are just recomnwndations. It will only be the beginning. Legislative
act ion will only come about as a result of the efforts put forth by the
people, and if the people do not concur in the recommendations that
this Commission brings about, then, of course, no legislative action will
Come about either.

So we would like you to tell yOur tribal council this : They must
work, and their period of work is just beginning. This is just the:begin-
ning of a new era. Hopefully it. will be a new era. But it is not one in
which we can say, "This is 'done and the Policy Review Commission
did it to us." If anything is.done to the Indian people as a result of riot.
participating in the Commission work, then, of course, we certainly
hope nothing will be done that will he a great detriment to them. The
only thing we can .do is. if something should come about. I think every
one of us on the Commission are active enough in all areas that we
know how to bring ahout change and that if we need it. we can cer-
tainly bind together to accomplish this change, if there is anything
that is detrimental to any particulartribe.

So it would he most appreciated if you would get your tribal council
involved with the work of this Commission because it is vital to them.
It is vital to your whole tribal nwmbership. .

Ms. Wiirre. I realize t
Comniissioner I hAt.. Ms. White. did you pick up one of these pam-

phlets in the hall ?
Ms. WurrE. Yes. I would like to take at least nine back with me.
Commissioner DIAL. But did you get one ?
Ms. Wn rm. I only have one that I picked up.
Crimm issioner DIAL A re t here any left out there?

Wit rri:. There were several.
111nIni:,Sioner liltvc1",. Also. there is a film. I don't know how nmch

in denmnd it is and where it is. but you might cheek before you go.
Ms. Wit rm.. They checked for me. but they couldn't locate it. 1 think

they remarked that it wasn't all complete yet.
Commissioner BnucE. It is complete.
Mr. Gorr-T.1mi. I think they pre talking about i:-,siting some more

copies of it. Tlwy are after more so it can be distributed further. So
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make your request to the office. address on that little pamphlet that
you have there and ask for the film.

Commissioner BnucE. Right away. As a matter of fact, you can give
your request to us before we leave here.

Ms. WHITE. 1 would request it because the local agency Ims no idea
where it is at.

Commissioner BIMCE. Give Your request immediately and we will
take it back. We only have 12 Alms and I guess there are probably 100
requests for those 12. But we are trying to get more films.

Ms. WitrrE. Do you want a written requeSt. or just give it to you?
Commissioner BRUCE. I will take it verbally.
Ms. WHITE. Thank you.
Commissioner BRUCE. We appreciate your testimony. Is that build-

ing finished that I saw being built when I went there to visit ?
Ms. WHITE. Do you mean our communit center?
Commissioner BRticE. Yes.
Ms. WurrE. Yes: they are having a big time there right now. TI

is the first annual. We hope to go on from year to year.
Commissioner BRUCE. A lot of hand work went into that building.
Ms. WHITE. Oh. yes.
Commissioner BRUCE. Thank you for your tatimon3r. I think Com-

missioner Whiteerow expressed our feeling. I don't think we would
be serving as Indian people, or as task force people, if we didn't feel
this was an opportunity to accomplish and make. some changes. But he
also pointed out anotlier thing: That unless your tribal council and
your people get behind this thing, we aren't going to be able to accom-
plish much.

Ms. WmTE. Mf-eoncern was in years to come. Here you have com-
piled all this infOrmation and it seems to me it could be a threat with
itthe Government to rid the treaties, even with Judge Boldt, they
are going to hang him in effigy. they are going to get rid of him. Any
time the Indian can step out. and do something worthwhile for himself,
other people will still put you down. Of course, we have to live with
that. That is the way it is. The many promises that we have been told
I heard from my gran,l father and other people. old-timers have never
really come about. In fact, this is a promise. but where is it. going to
go? It won't always be in your hands. is what I am trying to say. And
who is to say, with the changing of Government, who is going to pick
it up and use it as a tool against us?

I want it so that the Indians themselves can have control this
information that goes into the record. That we always have first con-
trol of it rather than the U.S. Goveniment. We woulfi have control.
It belongs to ns, anyway. You are here to help the sitnation, not to
take away. I would ask that this remain with the Indian people, the
tribes, or anyone that gave testimony, that it remain ours forever. We
would have the say-so and the final decisions of this property.

Commissioner WitrrEenow. Ms. White. then would you recommend
that a special commission of Indian people elected by Indian people
be finided hy the Congress of the United StatM to funetion as an
advocate for Indian people, to hear their problems and to speak for
them. in their behalf!.

ns. W urrE. Yes: very mach so. Top attorneys to represent u e. in
every matter be right there in Wn.,hingtoli, D.C., at all times. There

7,:#5--77---23
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are many, many fundings that go out and yet we have to get out there
and it is almost suicide iust to get part of it. You have to prove your-
self in so many ways. They will say, "Well, the funding is there, it is
up to you to get it?' But to understand the legal terms and the guide-
lines and the rules and the regulations, you have to be an attorney.
We don't have that type of education. It is all new to us.

Commissioner BRUCE. But N.ou would recommend that ?
Ms. Winn:. Yes, that we'always have some type of control over this.

That it couldn't just be taken into Congress and wipe out our treaty
entirely. You look at our coal, you look at our fishing that we have on
the coast, uranium, you know, if they could do away with the treaties,
if we become richer but we are still not equipped to face the world
with our kind of education. A lot of us wouldn't survive, we just
wouhln't. After thff realize our value, then they want it and they get
around you. I would like the Indian protected until we are ready to
accept everything in our own way, that we understand what is hap-
pening around us.

Conunissioner Barn:. Thank you very mucl..
We have two more. I guess, do we?
.Tohn, are you here ? Is John Holder here ?
Leonard Tomaskin, will you come forward?
State your name.

STATEMENT OF LEONARD TOMASICIN, CHAIRMAN, YAKIMA INDIAN
NATION GENERAL COUNCIL

Mr. TOMASKIN. Good afternoon to the Commission. Your Honor,
the acting chairman this afternoon. My name is Leonard Tomaskin,
chairman of the Yakima Indian Nation Genera/ Council. My capacity
is in different fieldsespecially Indian education. I am a member and
vice chairman and a past chairman of the Chemawa Indian School
Board, which was formed, I think, in 1969 or 1970; a member of the
Advocates for Indian Education, as its vice chairman for Northwest
Tribes; a member of the Intertribal School Board, and a member of
the Haskell Board of Regents.

All during the time that I have been here, with the Commission, I
haven't heard any statement made about. what I am here for this
afternoon. I requested that I woeld like to be included on this un-
scheduled testimony. When I arrived here I find the people that. I
represent were not here to make statements. For the Haskell Board
of Regents, our president is Phillip Martin. I see that he isn't here.
I am glad to see my good friend John Ranier, who is the president of
the Santa Fe Art Institute. The three postseeondary schools were
formed into a consortium. Our main concern today. I believe, in the
field of Indian education and as far as off-reservation boarding schools
are concerned, which has been my concern. like I say. since around
19M. At Chemawa we have problems. I believe you have heard of it,
that is located at Salem, Oreg., which is a school for the Northwest
Tribes. We are having problems in funding. which T 'believe was the
fault of the Bureau of Indian Affairs by not recognizing our state-
ments and our concerns regarding that school.

At Intermountain School presently we have two school boards con-
cerned with that school, which is creatMg a conflict. As I stated, I am
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a member of the Intertribal School Board and since the investigation
that was held, which one of your Commission members was a member
of for the investigating committee for Intermountain School, Hon.
Ray Goetting, I believe he was quite instrumental by making his
statements and presenting his findings of that school, that we were
fortunate to have that school remain open for a national school. We
have students from all over the United States, from various rer gnized
tribes, who attend that school. And, as I say, presently we are having
problems, and which I believe is the advocacy from the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, by utilizing two_sehool boards for that one school, and
which is creating conflicts-as far as hiring and firing people for that
school. Some would like to see a change.

.I-ain.going to address myself mostly to the schools such as Inter-
mountain, Haskell Indian Junior College, Santa Fe Art Institute,
and SIPI. These are schools that take in students from all over the
United States from the different tribes, as long as you are a quarter
Indian federally recognized.- Our main issue with the Bureau of
Indian Affairs is the funding to run our programs, especially when
the schools are put under a local area agency. As you all know the
area director has his constituency within a specific area.

At Haskell Indian Junior College, as I stated, we have students
from all over the United States, federally recognized tribes. We are
having problems with the area that it is under, the Anadarko area.
Since ais band analysis system came out we are having problems in
getting funding. We have an area level representation. ()n Haskell
Indian Junior College I represent the Portland are... I believe we have
12 members that are 12 areas, including Alaska. And the problem we
are having iSthe conflict between the different areas, and trying to wotk
our problOns out with the Anadarko area. As I say, the Anadarko is
primarily *roncerned with their own constituency which is under the
Anadarko)area. So when we go into a budget, band analysis, we have
to work with that area. We have come up with many problems.

One of ehi-3 problems that the three boards that are formed in the
consortium, the postsecondary schools, we have hired a young man
who is a past commissioner, hired him as our legal adviser, but we

ihave run nto conflict with the local areas, which is the area directors.
They have fired our legal adviser, and there is no wav 11.;.:. we can get
him back. We have gone to Washington, we have to' ..o the area
directors, but they will not reconsider.

So what I am trying to say, if there is any possible way that we
could change the system to where all these schools that take in stu-
dents from all over the :United States could be in a centralized loca-
tion, as far as different, programs that. can be implemented into the
different schools, as far as off-reservation boarding schools are con-
cerned. We would like to get out from under the local area system.
We have requested moving the area and our band analysis to the
central office, with the three. postsecondary schools that have formed
into a consortium. I believe If we developed a system like that, we
would have a better opportunity as representatives of our local areas:
as I represent the local Portland area. I think I wf;rld have better
representation if I went to some central place where I could recom-
mend a certain amount of funding for programs to be handled in the
schools. I believe Mr. Ranier has the same thing to present.
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Mr. TomAsKIN. Ies, this is what we are asking. I know from the
area office in Portland, each area, is supposed to submit a certain
budget request to these schools, don't know whether they do or not,
to the Anadarko area, like Ifaskell Indian Junior Colh,ge. But I don't
know whehter they submit, let's say, for a certain amount of students.
They should send in a request, this is how many students that aro
,froing to enroll at Haskell Indian Junior College tor the milling year.

We don't know whether this happens or not. It always ends up that
Anadarko area has the complete say-so, due to the band analysis, to
put in a budget rcquest to operate that school.

GoliTTING. Let. Inc ask this question, then; in terms of our con-
cerns about the structure of BIA, if wejas luts been reeommended
here before, to reduce the area offices to technical offices and delegate
the power to agencieS and these schools become agencies of their own,
superintendents operating 115 a superintendent of an agency directly
tinder the central office: Would this be a plan that would _satisfy a
part of the objections you have?

Mr. RAN mt. Not necessarily. As we said before, the makeup of the
student body is national, intertribal, a few coming from Anadarko,
a few coining from Port hmd, Milwaukee, so forth. We believe by the
Bureau setting up a separate office, with a director and a staff and a
budget would take care of these schools.

Mr. TomAsKiN. 'We mean this director or tMs central office that will
be located wherever would take the responsibilit v of submitting a
budget for each area, and put it under one school fmard or whatever.
The other thing is, we would like to halve our school boards a little_
more policymaking body within the schools concerned. As I
about Intermountain, we have two different school boards repre-
senting Intermountain, and we have (.(,ye I olied a conCiet. as far as
hiring and firing people to work at. Intermountain. :-+o I think if we
can fret out of this kind of a system, and g() into an intertribal school
boarY-d, such as the postseeondiwy schools have, as board of regents,
we are the ones who should decide on the budpvting system for the
local sehools, and then turn it into wherever the rentralized director
will be.

Mr. RANIER. I think we have Iwo problems. One. all the members
or the hotird of regents of the three schools CiviV-Illintit'd.
interested, men and women, and like anybody else, in all our works.
we wouli I like to be protected by kgal interpretation of what we take
op. Mr. Ilennett was very active and useful to us. and before we knew
it they cut him id and terminated With 11.%'.

MI'. DI.:1.011i.1. 1\110 Ina& flint tIct`ision!
r. 'RANIER. Tile AlnititIlliO tiren I lirlit'VP.

Mr. DELO10.1. Ditl lit'V git'v you a rea,:ott why that was done?
Mr. IZANIEu. They !..aid something:Wont the restriction of the funds.
Mr. DFILORIA. They said they ran out of money ?
NIr. W11:11 wit:- it
Commissioner WurrEenow. Ray, what did you think about t hat

Anadarko inept ing ?
Mr. Gormixo. We will find out.
Commissioner WIIITEcItuw. It Sroliv- hIS though each time wc have

heard testimony today, Amidarko keeps running out of money and
tliey have to cut back posithins or have to cm back services.
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Mr. GOETTINO., You don't get enough money when you cut out the
little fellow. You have to cut out the top guy to get enough money

back.
Mr. DELORIA. Maybe you have already answered this when I was

signing those travel forms a few minutes ago. Could you explain, if

you haven't already, how it came about that these national schools
were placed under area office jurisdiction?

Mr. Worm. By the very nature of the decentralization program
of placing authority at the area level made it possible for the head of

the area office of eduedion to have authority over, like SIPI, for ex-
ample, and the Institute of American Indian Arts, and Haskell hap-
pens to be in the Anadarko area office, so it is under the Anadarko
area office. The Intermountain School happens to be under the Phoe-
nix area office way down there, and so the board of regents from down

there are competing with the nationally picked board of regents from
the Intermountain School. So we have a real good conflict there.

Mr. DELORIA. Could you explain again how Intermountain came
about with two school boards? I still don't understand.

Mr. TORIASHIN. When we first came, you know, like I explained
through the works of Ray Goetting and the committee that was formed

to investigate, and asked for keeping the school open, and the com-
plaint was Intermountain was under the Albuquerque area.

Mr. GOETTING. Navajo.
Mr. TOMARICI.N. And it was under the Navajo School Board. So

ret,..izing that Intermountain takes in students from all over the
United States, federally recognized tribes, realizing that, I think it
was stated here for the past 2 days, each tribe has their own signifi-
cant way geographically, our treaties are different, even though they
mean the same thing, but yet we do have differences in treaties for dif-

ferent tribes. So realizing this, this is why we recommended an inter-

tribal school board for Intermountain, and we found out that we won

by retaining Intermountain School, I think, for another 5 years. But
it went under the Phoenix area and the Phoenix area has a Navajo
which I think they call the Phoenix Area School Board, which is
comprised of all Navajo. So then that kind of put the intertribal
school board, which was elected by the local tribes, it kind of put them
way out there on a limb again. So we are still in the same kind of a
situation that we were in before the investigations.

So we are dealing with a lot of problems in Intermomdain. I think

we have the high school. We have a certain amount of postsecondary
training, and we have a vocational, ancrthen we have the .NITC, which

is under the school board. We developed this intertribal school board to

work with the different areas, and we set them up into committees

from the school board to take care of certain areas at Intermountain,
those different categories that I have named. Each member of the
school board is on one of the committees.

Now, that. is gone out the door because of the situation, it going
under the Phoenix area and then it is given to the Phoenix Area
School Board, which is all Navajo. That put us out on a limb, as I
said already. So this is what we are dealing with now. This is one of
the reasons I think I would like to recommend what was already said,
that we be put under some centrally located for national Indian
schools, off-reservation boarding schools.
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And the other thing that I understand is, eventually all these off-
reservation boarding schools will be closed. That is in the future,
what I hear. This is all hearsay. I have approached the Commissioner
about it, and he flat denied, it was not his idea. But other people have
told me that he has made statements as such. So they advocate not
sending children away from homes. They are trying to retain the
children right at their own local schools, which is the public schools.
I believe I have shown in many of my statements the problems that we
Indians have. I think you heard it here for the past 2 days, as far as
talking about the local public schools. The problems that we face with
the non-Indians, whether they be white

'
colored or otherwise, we have

problems. This is why I think we are in dire need of the off-reservation
boarding schools. That is our last resort for the education sof our
young people. If they can't get it at home, we would like to have these
schools to where they can get it.

The statement 'was made here about the differences between a con-
tracting teacher or retaining them in civil service. I really can't see
letting go of civil service entirely because of the relationship of Indian
tribes with the Department of the Interior and the Civil Service Com-
mission. Our local agencies, our superintendent or whoever we hire
in the agency, they come through civil service

'
and I believe this is

.what makes our treaties so unique. Especially those of us that have
treaties that are worded in there about education. It is an entitlement,
it is not a privilege.

I can't go along with completely eliminating civil service but I
would like to reconunendat one time during the McKay case, I came
up with a recommendation of saying maybe the Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs should make itself significant to serve Indian people and to start
looking for people to serve Indian people, to go such as thesewell,
where they send all these young kids that come from poor homes,
especially the colored kids, the deprived children, and then they have
a significant organization who serves in the differentlet's say, those
people that go overseas, they draw $21 a month or something like
that.

Mr. DELORTA. Peace Corps.
Mr. TOMASKIN. Peace Corps, VISTA. They are significant people.

They got stringent requirements for those people to go to work under
these program§. I think this is what we need for the Indian people,
as far as our schools are concerned. We need people who know our
backgrounds, who know our values, who know our cultures, and who
would be sensitive to our ways. These are the kind of people we need
to hire. I wouldn't ecommend just entirely eliminating civil service.
I think we should utilize civil service but utilize them like Peace
Corps, like VISTA and all these othersJob Corps. You have to have
a certain qualifii.ation in order to go to work in these programs. I
think this is what we need in the Indian field.

Commissioner DEER. Mr. Tomaskin, do you have any figures to
which you can refer as to the harm that comes from the band analysis
method?

Mr. RANIER. We don't have the hard figures as to the effect the
hand analysis programs have on these boarding schools except the fact.
that first constderation is given to the band analysis program as
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Mr. TOMASKIN. One of the main things that we are always up against
is the old outdated CFR's and these schools are not, you know, con-
sidered in the CFR's.

Commissioner BRUCE. Have you talked to any congressional people ?
Mr. TOMASKIN. Yes, we have. John here has talked to, I believe,

Congressman Yates. I know Philip Martin has been on the Hill
many times. He has even testified for the next fiscal budget for IIaskell
Indian Junior College.

Commissioner BRUCE. Have you talked to any of the Educational
Task Force people ?

Mr. RANTER. i\O: we haven't.
Mr. TomAsioN. That is one of the things I failed to mention. I was

0.oing to mention that. I have been quite concerned about that task
force. They haven't been too active. Dealing with Indian education for
all these years. one of the members that is on there now is a member of
my Connnittee for Northwest Tribes. She is the acting director for the
Advocates for Indian Educationwho is Lorraine Misiaszekand I
discussed this matter with her about the task force holding hearings.
The time they held a hearing out at Spokane I had to be in Washington
at that time so I could make that hearino.. but I am concerned. I
did want to go to one of their hearings. Soe'T think this is why I find
quite fortunate I was authorized to come to the Commission hearing so
that I could present' my views as far as Indian education is concerned
and our off-reservation boarding schools. Especially the ones that take
students nationally.

Mr. Rixtr.a. My Chairman. out of my Own personal concern about
the Educational Task Force, I have takn it upon in3 self to call the
National Indian Education groups: like the chairman of the Educa-
tion Committee of the National Congress of American Indians; Mr.
Lawrence Snake from the National Tribal Chairman's Association ;
the National Indian Education Association ; the National Advisory
Council on Indian Education ; the Coalition of Controlled school
Boards; the Consortium on Higher Education ; the National Health
Board people; and the AMerican Indian Physicians' Association. They
are interested in the preparation of the younger people in math anil
;wimp courses. We are meeting tomorrow, hopefully, to determine
whether we,stosuld come out with a position papex,10 present to you
for your rejommendation to Congress. I hope it work out but I am not
sure. They all agreed to come. We invited Alaska also. We will see
what happens.

Commissioner linr-CE. I am sure the task force. will come up Nvith a
recommendation. too. and ought to be included in it. Hut we would
like to he a part of that, tooall of us as Commissionerssee wlmat we
can do.

I only mentioned Sid Yates because he gave some unsolicited money,
the Commissioners told me this, $76 million unsolicited money.

Mr. Dia.oinA. For Nvhat ?
'ommissiom.r Bau I don't know. I asked Commissioner Thomp-

son what it was for. He didn't know and I ha .en't been able to get
back to Sid Yates to find out why he did it. That is t cue. This came
in last Thursday morning.

3 5
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Mr. RANIER. They had a quarrel between the Appropriations Sub-
committee and the Senate over t e 200 fellowships and this could be.

I hope so.
Mr. TOMASKIN. I believe, Mr. hairman, you asked the oluestion on

whether we contacted Sid Yates. We have many a time. He was very
instrumental in helping us retain Intermountain for 5 years, continu-
ing opening for the education of our young students, I have directed
the president of Haskell Indian Junior College to go to see Congress-
man Yates and I believe he has, as far as Haskell Indian Junior College
is concerned.

Commissioner BRUIT. What about Congressman Bob Duncan, have
you ever gone to see him?

Mr. ToMASKIN. We contacted him. We have contacted Hatfield, we
have gone to Jackson, and gone to Meeds.

Commissioner BRUCE. They know all about it?
Mr. TomAsiirs. Yes. I would like to say as my closing remarks, the

young lady, I don't think I could put it as eloquently as she did, but
that has been my prime concern is what she mentioned here, in her
closing statement. From, let's say the. grapevine or hearsay or what-
ever, we don't- know what is going to happen to these hearings and re-
ports you will all comprise as a Commission. Whether it is going to be

a closed book, we don't even know. We are wondering. But from what
I hear it will be a closed book and it will be congressional property. It
is onts of the thin as that I am fearful of.

Commissioneri-DIAL. It is to be history, isn't it. Louis, the report ?

Mr. GOETTING. The final report of all the task forces will be pub-
lished and will be available to the public.

Commissioner BRUCE. To the public.
Mr. Gorrrixd. Prior to the publishing of those I understand there

will be an opportimity to circulate the results of the task forces, so that
the tribes will have a, second opportunity to accomplish this very thing
the lady said. This is in the plan as it stands now.

Commissioner DrAL. That is not what I was speaking of. The final

report will rest somewhere. and I say it will go to archives.
Mr. GOEVTING. The final report is to be submitted to the Speaker of

the House and the President of the Senate who will refer it to commit-
tees for action but it becomes a public document. It will be a public
document. I am sure the material that is gathered, as Commissioner
Dial has said, will rest in the archives or available to the public as any
ot her documentary evidence is concerned.

Commissioner DrAr.. Available to the public.
Mr. ToMASKiN. rrli1Q. 1S one of my concerns. Thc other cOnCern

hadI spoke -.vith tlw Senator before he left, there was a news inter-
view that Abourezk held about 1 month or 1.1/2 months ago which
I liist explained to him prior to his leavingI believe most of the tribes
are in fear of 638, of sonic of the wording. A lot of the old tribal lead-
ers st ill believe that IIERAn8 is in existence. So the reason they are
fearful of OS is because of some of the wording such as self-determina-
tion, and self-sufficiency. That is what HER-108 said : When a tribe
bermes self-sufficient it is qualified to be terminated because it can
take care of its own business. This is what I believe the people are
really a f ra id of in 638. They hate to implement it.
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So this is what I asked the Senator about. In the news media he
mentioned the reason he voted for 638. He was quite disappointed with
the way it is being handled as far as coming up with regulations to
implement 63R from the Bureau of Indian Affairs and.HEW.

But he said, "The reason I voted was for the eventual severing of
strings between tribes and the Bureau of Indian Affairs." When he
answered my question, he said he did not say that. So then I told hiM,
"Well, evidently you must have been misquoted in the news, but that
is the way it said it in the news, those very words, the eventual sever-
ing of strings between tribes and the Bureau of Indian Affairs," that is
his meaning of 638.

So this is what I believe I am really qi ite concerned about what
this lady mentioned, this last witness, I think we are all fearful of whit
are we going to step into pretty soon. We don't know in the years to
come.

Commissioner BRUCE. You are going to have a lot to do with what
the recommendat ons are going to be.

Commissioner :hm.. The way I view it, some good can possibly come
out of the study. I believe tl7ere will be some good from this study. and
I don't see where it can harm. I am truthful about this. I don't see
where it can harm anyone. I can't see any damage that the study and
the hearings can do to anyone. This is the first time in history we have
had such hearings throughout the country. It is the first time in the
history of the country that bdian people with Congressmen, you know,
similar to this. You are saying the Meriam report, but it was not like
this. It would seem to me that after January 1977, during the 2 years
when the Conglessthe period they have to act on thisthat this will
be t neriod that the Inlian people will be speaking, "We want this,
we want this," and so forth.

As you know, the hearings will soon be over and the report will be
turned into the Commission by August. Then it goes to the Congress
in anuary. Then the Conal'ress, in 2 years they have to recommend it
to the various committeesfor action : the appropriation committees,
education. ani so on. I don't see where it can hurt anything.

As far as the treaties that the lady spoke about, it couldn't possibly
undo one word of a treatythe entire study.

Could it. Sam ?
Mr. Dmoni.t. I don't think SO.
commissioner DrAL. I am talking to the Yale law eTaduate.
Mr. TomAsKix. Mr. Chairman, the statement I mad'-e there regarding

93-03S. I think a lot of the tribes really don't understand. I have gone
to sonic of the workshops that were held. The legal interizetation, how
to implenwnt the contracting system. I have asked :,ome very important
questions which concern my people. As I stated, our treaty is very
unique. We are not executive, we are not IRA, we are still a sovereign
nation which was negotiated by my ancestors. They gave up.so nuwh
property in order to have what we have left. This is why we are fear-
ful of some of the hills that arc coining out and have asked some very
important questions at these seminars, such as the time we had it, at
Oakland. The legal interpretation of 93-038, how to implenwnt the
contract, what we can contract for, and all this. I have asked sonie
very important questions on that and I am waiting for a response
from one of the attorneys who heM the seminar, representing 93-635
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and the Secretary of the Interior. I would like to say that after I re-
ceive it, maybe I could include it to this Comthission, in hopes that the
people might have a better understanding of 93-638.

My people have never had an opportunity to vote on it one way or
the other, as we did when IRA came out. My people voted unani-
mously against IRA. Any other bills that came oat such as the 280 and
all these, and then that 11,14.1R-108, they voted against it, but we have
never liad the opportunity to vote on 93-638 as a tribe.

I think this is what we need to know definitely, where we stand with
that bill, and how lin stand. One of the questions that I have asked
was the relationship in intnpreting the word "self-determination," the
relationship between II ER-108, and IRA. There are some changes that
will come out within our treaty when we implement 93-638 for our
tribe. This is what I finally squeezed out of the attorneys and I am
waiting for the complete response to my qwest ions.

So with this I think I will conclude my stamt and hope for the
best.

Mr. RANIER. I want to congratulate the members of the Policy Re-
view COIMIlissioll for having found Shangri-La; it is really hard to
find.

Commissioner BRUCE. Thank you for your statements.
Mr. TomAsKix. Thank you.
Commissioner DIM.. tint is one of the best statements I have ever

heard, with no formal report. That is excellent.
Commissioner BIWCE. But you are going to submit some more

things?
Mr. TONASKIN. Yes, as far as the Haskell Indian Junior College

is concerned. I will contact Philip Martin. He has more pertinent
information on it, and with what statement I presented here. I was

' going to ask, since you have a recorder and I didn't come with any
papers to present to you, I wonder if I could get a report just on our
statement, so that I could give a report to my council.

Mr. Gozrrixo. You probably could get a copy of this after it is
produced, all right, for that section you have participated in.

'Mr. TomAsKIN. I would like to present it to my council so they
know that I said something anyway.

Commissioner Birecz. We are putting that right on the record.
Mr. To:MARKIN. Thank you.
Commissioner BRUCE. Don, how much time do you want ?
Mr. HICKMAN. Five minutes.
Conunissioner BaccE. All right.

STATEMENT OF DONALD MOWN, EAGLE LODGE, DENVER, COLO.

11r. IlicKMAN. I am Donald Hickman, representing Eagle Lodge
here in Denver, Colo.

The things I aim mostly concerned. about the Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs, I feel that whether this Conmiission sees fit. our Congress sees
fit that formal assistance be abolished, or whatever, I think there is
still going to have to be some need met with the urban Indians in
Denver. Even though there still exists. like Denver. Los Angeles,
Dallas, and these kind, they need another dace to be able to help the
urban Indians that are here. So many times I think they get eon-
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fused or they get upset because one. of the requirements in the policy
that they have to ieturn back to the reservation and apply to go

through training in Denver. Someone might arrive.in Denver for just.
about 1 week and knowing maybe they were a burden to their grand-
mother who was taking care of them, and they would know they had
to be a burden to them 1 more year.

I can't understand, this is 1976, and our Indian h%ders in Wash-
. ington still haven't found the answer how to financially help the In-

, dians in urban areasin Dallas, Tex. I think there are changes that
need to be made, definite changes.

Conunissioner BaucE. What are they ?
Mr. HICKMAN. ,There would.have to be another seParate office even

if the Bureau still remains in Denver maybe they can coordinate to-
, gether or something, that is one handling the reservation Indians Who

are coming off the reservation, One handling the urban, because there
will always be money, and there will always be a system. People want
to change the system, but the system will always exist. I feel some-
thing could be changed, the policy could be changed.

I see a lot of programs in IHTD and HEW here in Denver and
they will say, "We are geared to help the reservation Indians." That
is good. I am all for that. But what about. the people that are exist-
ing in the city?

DELORIA. Would the CEDA program help ?
Mr. HICKMAN. I think the CEDA program is roordinating with the

Indians here in Denver and they say the sant. tning, "We have a lot
of Indian people coming into Denver and we have a large backlog."
That is happening, too. Other people are still put on waiting lists
and they are getting discouraged.

Mr. DELORIA. But formal assistance can't help people who just walk
in the office here unless they were brought to town, unemployment as-
sistance, is that the problem ?

Mr. IlicKmAN. That is what it amounts to.
Mr. DELORIA. Has t. + always been the rule?
Mr. HIM:MAN. I beim so, isn't it, Mr. Bruce?
Commissioner BRUCE. ... ght.
Mr. DELORM. It is just a regulation. They could change it.
Commissioner BRUCE. Sure. Technical assistance we talked about

be fore.
Mr. HICKMAN. Y.
Commissioner BRUCE. That is another problem here, too, to Indian

businesses.
M. IlicKmAN. Right.
Commissioner BRUCE. That is another recommendation.
Mr. IIIcKmAN. There are a lot of problems. Somehow there has got

to be more money allocated to the Indian people. I think everybody
is getting mad at the Bureau of Indian Affairs, but, like a lot of things.
if they don't have the money it. is hard to do. Then again there are
a lot of administration costs to run the Bureau of Indian Affairs
Everybody says if we reduce the personnel, then we will have more
money. That could be true. too.

I remember, I called Muskogee a n d asked their education office, since .

I am a elmctaw Indian from Ardmore. Okla.. and requested for
schoolhig. He said, "We can't help you, Mr. Hickman."

35
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said, "Why not?"
11e said, "Because we have only the in-State, you are out-of-State."
o I didn't follow the guidelines any more.
So that needs to be changed. People who are in the Anadarko office,

And probably the Muskogee office, should be able to service the in-State
and out-of-State Five Civilized Tribes.

Commissioner WnrrEcaow. What you are saying, Don, you don't
feel just because you leave home you lost your entitlement as a tribal
member ?

M r. HICKMAN. That is correct.
Commissioner N'in-rmww. We. are hearing the same comment all

around the country. I am sure wo will take sonic action upon this form
of a recommendation.

Mr. HICKMAN. That is about all I have to say. Anybody want to ask
me quest ions? If not. OF

Commissioner Baum hanks, Don.
Mr. DeLottrA.. Before we close, I wouhl like to thank the Commis-

shmers for staying until tbe end and working as hard as ther have.
Our task force was, I don't feel, fully and adequately involved in prep-
a rat ion for the. hearings. So we were as unprepared as you were, and
I think that is unfortunate. But there is a great deal for the staff to do.
I am not trying to east blame on anyone. But I would like to thank
the Commissioners for the long hours they put in, end also thankour
recorder, who has been sta ::ng up with everybody for 2 very long
days. I think we expect. ha, (1 work out, of the Indian members of the
Commission. and we arr get. ng it. We also could note and recognize
that. Commissioner Dial has been here the. whole time and this is an
area of the Commission's work that is not immediately beneficial to the
people he represents. I think that ip. worthy of note, that he is not
slacking on the things that don't have an immediate payoff.

Comnimsioner Dim.. Today is graduation at my university, too.
That is an additional sacrifice.

Commissioner liat.(1.:. Today is Mother's Day.
Conunissioner Wnimitow. I would like to also state a good word

for our recorder. I participated with her another time or two. She is
very diligent. competent, and outstanding, and if we could, I would
vote her a raise.

( tanmissioner I )1Ar I would like to say I feel we had a good hear-
ing. I have attemled several, and I tell you. it. is an education within
itself. I feel it is very helpful. I have learned a lot about the BIA the
hl,t :2 days, Moro than I would ever learn. I suppose. This was real
good for tile. Mr. Deloria. Sinee I was never under the BIA, I was very
inti.rested in what was being said. Probablythere is no "probably"
to I. I am sure I learned more in this meeting than any other membZq',
1/19'311(' y()11 people were so familiar with the operation of the Bureau.

Commissioner I felt. that. a lot of the pritieism by the people
against the jUst Hied. I felt I was a Commissioner trying to
In,;wcr I I of t la quf.A ions and find the solution rather than getting
t he recommondat ions from them. But I thought it was a good hearing.
I am sorry I missed t Ito BI A "hate. day," yesterday.

Thank you for your help.
The meet ingi, .oljourned.
1.11 p.m.. Sunday. M;ty 9. 1976, tlw hearings were adjournedd
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